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SINAI 

BY LIEUT.-COLONEL A. C. PARKER, D.S.O. 

F r ~ s ~  Of 811 1 must thank the central  Asian Society for having done 
me the honour of asking me to address you this evening. 

Before the war it would have been a somewhat simpler undertaking. 
Then few people knew anything about Sinai except what they had 
read in the Bible, and still fewer had visited it. That has been 
changed, and great numbers of men passed through the northern part 
on their way to Palestine under Lord Allenby. 

Travelling by ship down the Gulf of Suez previous to  the  war, a lady 
pointed out to me the mountains of Sinai, and enquired if she was 
correct in thinking that it was part of Persia. As a contrast, in 
1925, passing through the Suez Canal, a gentleman, who confessed he 
had never himself been in Sinai, told me more about it in ten minutes 
than I had learnt in fifteen years of residence there. 

Sinai is about 150 miles across from east to west, and well over Area. 
200 miles from the Mediterranean to  the southernmost point, Ras 
Mohammed. Roughly, therefore, i t  covers an area of more than 
20,000 square miles. The population, including the towns of E l  Ariah Population. 
(7,000) and Tor (1,200), is probably not much !nore than 20,000 
or 25,000. 

The country can be divided into two main areas : the southern 
triangle hetween the Gulfs of Sues and Akaba, composed almost 
entirely of lofty granite mountains of wonderful colours and shapes, 
Of a maximurn height of 8,500 feet, separated by gravelly, dry water- 
courses ; and the northern rectangle, about 120 miles deep from north 
to south, of limeatone plaina sloping down to  the Mediterranean, and 
draining almost entirely into the Wadi E l  Arisb (the " river of Egypt " 
Of the Bible). Isolated blocks of hills rise from it, and on the west 
&long the Suez Canal, and on the north along the Mediterranean, 
lie belt8 of sand. 

The tribes are divided in the seme way in these two areas into two 
distinct groups. 

I first made acquaint,ance with the peninsula in 1906 a t  the time of 
' I~ecture given to tho Central Asinn Society on November 2, 1827, at the 

ROld Vociety'~ Il.aoma, Burlington House, \Y., Field-Marahnl Viscount Allenby 
in the chair. 



SINAI 

The Akaba 
Incident. 

what is called "The Akaba Incident." Disagreements had arisen 
to the boundary between Sinai, as  part of Egypt, and Turkey, there 
being no delimitated line. I t  was then reported that the only definite 
boundary mark, two old pillars under a tree a t  Rafah on the Mediter- 

- - 

ranean, were being removed by the Turks. The Governor of El Arish, 
an  Egyptian oficial, was by descent a Turk, and on that account it 

was thought best to move him elsewhere. I was sent to El Arish, 
A few pictures showing the road to E l  Arish give an idea of the 
country. I n  many of the depressious among the sand-hills water 
be found a t  the depth of a few feet, and wherever this occurs palm- 
trees are planted. The area contains from 80,000 to 100,000 palms. 

Nearer to the sea are salt-flats, sometimes flooded in winter, and 
looking exactly like shallow ice-coverad lakes. Close to the sea, and 
divided from it  by a narrow spit of sand, is the lagoon of Bardawill 

King called after Baldwin, who died in this neighbourhood in 1117. The 
Arabs atill hare  stories of Baldwin and the invisible cap he possessed, 
stolen from him by his daughter and given to her Arab lover, who with 
its aid vanquished Baldwin in single combat. The groove of his trail- 
ing spear and the marks of his horse's hoofs were shown to me ae 
evidence of the etory. 

El M e h .  Before Mohammedan times E l  Arish, or Bhinoculura, as it was then 
called, was the See of a Bishop, but no traces remain of any old build- 
ings except for an occasional marble pillar or cut stone arch. The 
inhabitants have a variety of means of livelihood. They cultivate 
barley, fig-trees, date palms, and small gardens of vegetables. At the 
period of the southern migration of quail they make good money by 
netting them. They move to Egypt to pick cotton, and to Palestine to 
the harvest there when the crops are good. 

They are ready for any kind of trade. For several months after the 
opening up of Palestine by the army of Lord Allenby the El Arish 
Post Office showed an average of ~ 2 0 , 0 0 0  a month sent to Egyptian 
towns, no doubt in payment for trade goods, cotton stuffs, sugbr, etc., 
of which Palestine was badly in need. 

They are of very mixed race. E l  Arish has been the pathway of 
many conquering armies. One curious section of these people, the 
"Araiahiet El  Sahel" (Arishians of the plain), is dropping 
i ts  somewhat more civilized state, and is adopting a purely Arab mode 
of life. 

My next viait to Sinai was to a very different ecene. The Akaba 
Incident was pursuing its course of diplomatic discussion, and to 
strengthen the Egyptian arguments H.M.Y. Dinna was sent to Akabaj 
and a detachment of Egyptian infantry to Faroun Island, near the 
head of the gulf. 

On the way down the Golf of Suez we ~ a s s e d  by the town of Tor. 
I n  early Christian times it appears to have been called Elimp and 
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many hermits dwelt in the neighbourhood. Later i t  gained import- 

,,, as s, port for Indian merchandise, but lost it again a t  the begin- 
of the sixteenth century, when the Portuguese opened up the sea 

route to India via the Cape. 
In recent times the Egyptian Government decided on Tor as  the 

best site for a quarantine station for pilgrims returning from Mecca, 
and there developed a most up-to-date quarantine station, capable of 
dealing with many thousands a t  a time. This was against the advice 
of Sir Richard Burton, who strongly advocated the advantages of 
El Wejh in the Hejaz. The Tor quarantine station was built before 
there was a thought of the Hejaz Railway, and was ideally placed for 
dealing with all pilgrims returning by sea. 

Leaving Tor, we proceeded up the Gulf of Akaba, and anchored off Faroun 
Faroun Island. The fortifications on the island are attributed to Ieland. 

Renaud de Chatillon in Crusader times-about 1170-but the Franks 
lost their hold in 1184, defeated by Malok E l  Adel, brother of Salah 
El Din. The point which strikes one most is the difficulty i t  must 
have been to keep such a, place provisioned with water, since none 
exists on the island, the nearest being a t  Wadi Taba, a, few miles north 
or across the head of the Gulf a t  Akaba. 

An agreement was eventually come to with the Turks, and arrange- 
ments made for a delimitation commission, which later on moved over 
the country between Akaba and Rafah, and fixed on a line. I t  fell t o  
my lot to arrange the building of the pillars (150, I think) marking the 
line-not a very easy matter, since water was generally a dificulty. ' 
Of sand there was sometimes not enough, and solnetimes too much. 

By thia time I was in charge of the whole peninsula, with head- 
quarters at Nelthl, eighty miles east of Suez, my duty to  keep the 
Ara.bs in some sort of order. 

Nekbl Fort, with its well and masonry cisterns, is one of the chain of 
pilgrim stations established by Sultan Selirn to guard pilgrims from 
Egypt on their way to and from Mecca. The fort was sctually corn- 
~leted by Sultan hlurad in 1571, 

The Arabs had in the past been left to look more or less after them- 
selves. The ancient Egyptians from the First Dynasty onwards went 
to Southern Sinai for what they could get in the shape of turquoises, Sinai in 

Hietory. in the mining of which they used captives with military guards. Later 
on the Romans developed the northern part along the Mediterranean, 
but took no interest in the country south of a line from Suez to the 
edge of the coastal belt south of Rafah. With the rise of Arab Power 
this southern area became part of Midian. I n  the sixteenth century 
Sultan Selirn established the pilgrim road across Sinai, with forts a t  
l n t e r v ~ l ~  and water facilities, but no attempt was made to do more 
than to protect the pilgrims by these measures. 

In 1892, owing to friction with Turkey over tho boundary, a senior 
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ReLationa Egyptian oficer was sent as Commandant to Sinai, and he and his with Egypt. 

successors until 1906 did good .work in settling Arab disputes and 
- 

keeping things quiet. They were hampered by having a negligible 
number of police and no judicial authority. 

The latter drawback remained a stumbling-block until July, 1911, 
sinat Law. when the " Sinai Law" was brought into force by Khedivial decree 

regularizing tribunals with definite powers in all criminal end civil 
cases, and with authority to " give judgment in accordance with well- 
established local usage and custom, save in so far as the same should 
be contrary to equity or good conscience." 

Until the law made things good there was always a feeling of 
being on rather thin ice. 

As a matter of fact, Arab courts are generally, to all intents and 
purposes, merely courts of arbitration, with assessors chosen by consent 
of both parties, to assess damage for one side or the other-where 
recent murder or crime is to be dealt with, they do not meet the case. 

I n  general, the murderer or criminal vanishes for a period of many 
years to a far country, and here i t  is that under Arab custom it is 
possible to protect his innocent relations by allowing them to pay 
compensation. To prevent such reprisals and to await the criminal's 
return may sound more correct to European ideas, but it may not be 
feasible. The claims, first of all for the adoption, and now for the 
retention of the law allowing recognition to such Arab methods and 
customs as are not inequitable, are that  it can be simply and cheaply 
administered. Also, more important, that it successfully enlists the 
co-operation of all Arabs. 

The procedure a t  an Arab court is interesting. After agreement 
has been reached between both parties as to the three judges, the 
complainant places himself before the first judge, and, after depositing 
with him some pledge that  he will pay his fee, states his case, if 
possible in verse ; the defendant does likewise ; the judge sums U P  in 
verse, and after a pause gives judgment. The parties may proceed t o  
the second and then to the third judge, if still dissatisfied. 

Each stage is accompanied by the decorating of the proceedings 
with the seals of all the principals and of any other important personR 
present. 

The evidence of a wolnan is accepted as incontestable in any case 
in which she claims that  she has been wronged. This may seem 
etrange, but in such a lonely country it gives her very nece8aerJ' 
protection. Nor is the privilege abused. 

Certain Arab customs it was impossible to countenance For the 

entertainment of a guest i t  was permissible to seize and slaughter the 
sheep of a neighbour, returning to him a similar animal within 
fourteen days. This custom had nothing to recommend it (except to 

the guest), and was a source of and bloodshed. 
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If unable to obtain recognition to a claim, it was permissible to 
seize camels and deposit them with a neutral person, thus forcing the 
owner to discuss matters. 

It could be demanded of a person denying guilt of a serious crime 
that he should prove his innocence by swearing' an oath, and a t  the 
same time licking three times a red-hot iron unscathed. The office of 
judge for this ordeal is hereditary, held by a family generally to be 
found east of Ismailia. The practice still goes on, though unrecognized. 
The implement is the ordinary iron ladle in which the coffee is 
roasted. The fees are heavy-about &lo from each party before the 
iron ladle is heated-and this has the effect of ending some disputes 
where the accused prefers to settle rather than pay a heavy fee, and in 
addition risk a burnt tongue and lose his case. 

In August, 1882, Professor Palmer, called by the Arabs Sheikh 
Abdulla, and hie companions, Captain Gill and Lieut. Charrington, 
were murdered in the Wadi Sudr. Professor Palmer, a great Arabic 
scholar, and posseseing the most intimate knowledge of the Arabs, 
was proceeding from Suez up Wadi Sudr to purchase camels, and to 
allay the excitement amongst the Arabs of Sinai produced by the 
Arabi revolt. He and his companions were thrown down one of the 
deep chasms of limestone in the Wadi Sudr, the Arabs firing into them 
and killing them as they lay at  the bottom. 

The sheikh whom Professor Paliner had selected a t  Suez to 
accompany him had refused to undertake the responsibility, and the 
camel-men were a mixed lot from various tribes. Under these 
circumstances and with the countryside unsettled by the Arabi 
rebellion, it was dangerous to proceed. But it is probable that 
Professor Palmer, with his knowledge, realized and accepted the 
risk. 

Sir Charles Warren hunted down the murderers, but rumour had it 
that until a few years ago the $3,000 taken by Professor Palmer's 
false guide was still holding out, a secret store in possession of his eon 
Salem. Salem is now dead. 

When I visited the place, the Arab showing me the spot refused to 
come near the brink, afraid that I should push him over and so take 
revenge. 

At  the head of Wadi Sudr, on en isolated, lofty, waterworn hill, lie 
the ruins of an old fort or castle built by Salah E l  Din in 1187, 
according to the late Naum Bey Shoucair, who visited it and found an 
inscription. I t  has the usual underground chambers for the storage of 
corn and water, 

One of the great needs in 1906 was for a more adequate force of 
lock1 police, together with measures on the frontier to put a stop to the 
frequent raiding parties, who came over, collected camels, and retired 
quickly. 
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A fort of recent construction existed a t  Nueiba on the ~ ~ l f  of 

Akaba, but i t  served no purpose and was more or less abandoned. 

Frontier cautionar Frontier posts were erected a t  Kuntilla, Kossaima, and Rafah, and by 
a .  degrees police were drafted into them under warrant officere, their 

duty, if possible, to stop raids, and, a t  any rate, to give warning to 
Nekhl. The best  ater rial for the police came from Nekhl itself, with 
the addition of a few Arabs and men from E l  Arish, Tor, and Akeba, 

The total population of Nekhl was a t  that time only a little over 
300, most of them descendants of Moors who had drifted there on 
their way back from the pilgrimage and settled down. They had a 
certain prestige among the Arabs, knew the country well, and were 
mostly camel owners, and so could mount themselves. In  a year or 
two, from the original nucleus of 20 or 30, the police had grown 
in numbers to about 100 mounted and 20 dismounted men. I t  does 
not sound a large number for the size of the country, but they did 
the work most efficiently. Also they were cheap. Times have 
changed, and their pay is considerably higher now, but at  that time the 
mounted man, finding his own camel, saddlery and forage, and his own 
food, received only £2 10s. a month ; the dismounted man, 321 10s. 

To assist police work generally, and particularly with regard to 
raids, telephone lines were built from Nekhl to the frontier poste of 
Kuntilla and Kossaima, and telephone communication arranged on the 
existing telegraph line between El Arish and Rafah. 

All these measures succeeded to a great extent in discouraging 
raiding parties and improving public security. With regard to the 
latter, a strict adherence to the principle of recognizing and of uphold- 
ing the authority of the sheikh in his tribal area, while at  the same 
time claiming responsibility from him for that area, had probably as 
much, if not more, effect than the purely police measures. 

I n  addition to the ordinary administrative and police functionfl, 
various other duties had to be undertaken-among others, that of dis- 
pensing medicine. For anything internal a mixture of a e a f ~ t i d a ~  
quinine, Epsom salts, and castor oil beaten up in warm water was the 
usual drug, and generally effected a cure-at least, the patient seldom 
came back for more. 

On one occasion 150 Moors arrived from the pilgrimage at Nekhl en 
route for Egypt. The authorities in Cairo, being duly informed, gave 
instructions that they should be ~ r o p e r l y  disinfected before being 
allowed to proceed. From a consultation of the medical handbook it 
appeared that  corrosive sublimate was the strongest disinfectant ; 
therefore, a large amount of solution was made of this. The pilgrims 
were made to eit down in rows, and they were watered with the 
garden watering-can. I t  was luckily a warm day, and they took it very 
well, and the result was excellent, as they developed no disease. 

NO talk of Sinai can be complete without mention of the convent. 
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~ ~ t ~ b l i ~ h e d  by Justinian early in the sixth century, it has a continuous Jebel 
history since that time. Prior to i ts  building there are said to have 

Katharine. 

heen hermits living in the neighbourhood and near Tor numbering up 
lo six thousand. Their mode of life was intentional continuous 
,tarvation-certainly the district could give them little except a few 
dates. 

The Arabs frequently raided and slaughtered them, and it was to 
give them protection from Arab attacks, and also possibly as  an outpost 
to guard the Empire against the growing Arab menace, that  Justinian 
built the convent. 

Recent 
To return to more recent times : a t  the beginning of the war, Sinai, HistorJ. 

with the exception of Tor, was evacuated, and the defence of Egypt 
concentrated on the Canal. 

With the occupation of Sinai by the Turks, numbers of Arabs were 
enrolled by them as scouts and issued with rifles. They were no doubt 
useful as guides, but otherwise were not of much value. 

But when the Turks were driven out of Sinai it became a problem as 
to how best to reassert authority. Fortunately, Turkish pay-lists were 
available, showing the name of every Arab employed. A system was 
adopted of demanding from the sheikhs the rifles of all men who had 
taken service with the Turks, or, in default, a fine of so much per rifle. 
The rifles were handed in or the fines paid, permission being given from 
Cairo to expend the money thus obtained in useful local works, such as 
well-digging. 

Another problem was to find means to  stop raids by Arabs from 
across the border. The arming of the Arab armies under the Emir 
Feisal consisted in handing a rifle and ammunition to  any Arab who 
came and asked for it. Consequently, all the Arabs east of the frontier 
were excellently armed, and raids by determined parties of sixty or 
seventy men began to be common. And since the Sinai Arabs had 
been made to hand in their arms, it became necessary to protect them. 

A company of Sudanese Came1,Corps was raised in Egypt for the 
Purpose, and after the raiders had run up against them on one or two 
occasions the raids ceased. 

Before coming to an end I should like to say a few words about the Sinai Arabs- 

inhabitants of the country, the Arabs. There appear to be two distinct 
views of what Arabs are : one that  they are all " sheikhs " wearing 
gorgeous clothes and riding blood horses on which they carry off white 
ladies ; the other that they are all low-down, cut-throat scoundrels. I n  
Sinai neither view is correct. 

There a great proportion of the Arabs live in a state of a ln~os t  
Perpetual want-a hard life in hard country Utterly uneducated 
and ignorant, they have no respect for truth, and bribery is no shame 

them. Generosity and honesty they invariably honour, even if they 
feel they cannot the~nselves afford either. 
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Some of them are extremely simple. On the occasion that H.M. 
the present ruler of Egypt assumed the title of King-I happened to  
be a t  one of the frontier posts-instructions had been given that procla- 
mations of the event should be widely made. After collecting all the 
available Arabs of the neighbourhood, therefore, and with all the 
ceremony possible, the proclamation was read out. One old mau 
looked extremely puzzled until the ceremony was over, when he came 
forward and congratulated me warmly. H e  thought I was being made 
King ! 

They are, of course, all Mohammedans, but are often u~orthodox in 
their customs. For instance, in marriage the father of the bride, after 
receipt of the dowry, hands to the bridegroom a green twig, on which 
the latter takes his oath to cherish and keep his bride, and the ceremony 
is complete. 

Their love or hatred of a man they perpetuate for generations. On 
the road between Nekhl and Akaba is the grave of a person execrated 
by all. What his crime or failing was I have never discovered. But 
whenever passing the place an  Arab will cast a stone on a still growing 
heap, spit, and utter a curse. ' Tbe story goes that an old Areb lady 
expressed pity for the man and refused to conform to the custom, with 
the result that next day, while herding goats, she fell down and broke 
her leg. 

Arabs are not all simple, and the best of them are really fine 
characters. 

Sheikh Mussa Abu Nessir was head sheikh of all the Arabs in 
Southern Sinai in 1906. A man of great fineness and strength of 
character, he  ruled his district with much firmness and skill. 

The story is told of him that when Professor Palmer was murdered 
he was sent for to Suez. Incidentally, on his way there he met a b d  
of Arabs going to attack and loot the town of Tor. By his personal 
influence he turned them back, not indeed by his arguments, which 
failed to impress them, but by his finally drawing his sword and 
daring them to pass him. 

At Suez, the story goes, he was taken before a Captain of the 
Royal Navy, who was making the enquiry, and interrogated about the 
murder through an interpreter. H e  did not like the accusatory tone of 
the interpreter, and remsined silent. The officer asked what was the 
matter. He replied that he objected to being cpestioned a8 if he had 
had a hand in the murder, whereas he was doing all he could to find 
the murderers. If he were offered a chair and a cup of coffee he would 
discuss matters. The chair and the coffee were povided, end the 
enquiry proceeded. 

I have only attempted to tell you tonight what I have actusl1y 
seen and heard iu Sinai. If you would study the antiquitieg, or the 
history, or the geology, many excellent books are available. A wilder- 
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of wonderful variety and charm, wide views of mountains, hills, 
and plains, a somewhat primitive people-it has been a pleasure to 

to talk about them ; still more so if I have succeeded in  interest- 
ing you. 

D ~ .  RUSHTON PARKER: I would like to ask one question. 
could the lecturer tell us whether he saw any evidence of the ancient 
Egyptians having worked any considerable amount of copper there ? 
Professor Petriel in his book on Sinai, gives one the impression that 
they got large yanti t ies of copper from there. On the other hand, 
J, D~ Morgan, in his " Prehistoric Man," says this is absolutely 
untrue, that no copper ore was ever found in Sinai except small quan- 
tities of malachite, that anybody who knew anything about geology 
would know it could not exist there, and he goes on to  state that  
Lepsius was the author of the mistake. H e  says that Lepsius found a 
lot of manganese there, and being ignorant of geology, took this as 
evidence of the Egyptians working large quantities of copper. I called 
Professor Petrie's attention to this, and he shrugged his shoulders and 
said there was no accounting for what people would say. H e  was 
in Sinai some twenty years ago, wrote a book on it, and there was con- 
siderable evidence of large amounts of copper having been worked in 
Sinai by the ancient Egyptians. 

The LECTURER : If I am asked to decide between Professor Petrie 
and Lepsius and other authorities, I can only say I certainly think 
there is copper of some kind and some quantity. How much I cannot 
say, but one sees the colour of it. Whether the Egyptians mined it or 
went purely for the turquoises, which they certainly did extract, I am 
afraid I cannot tell you. 

General Sir GILBERT CLAYTON : I do not pose as an expert on 
Sinai; perhaps I ought to be ashamed of myself on that  account, for 
I have lived for many years all round it. But I know enough to be 
able to assure you that Colonel Parker this evening has given a very 
comprehensive rksumk of an extremely interesting subject-histori- 
c a l l ~ ,  ge~graphically, botanically, and geologically. I t  may be of some 
interest to recall the fact that Sinai has always been regarded in Egypt 

the buffer against invasion from the direction of Palestine and Syria ; 
80 that Mehemet Ali granted certain privileges to the frontier 

Arabs in return for various military obligations. So far as I know, 
still poeness the privileges, though I am not quite so sure that they 

have continued to discharge the corresponding obligations. I n  any case, 
"p to tho beginning of the war, the administration of Sinai was vested 
'"I1e Intelligence Department of the Egyptian War Office in Cairo, 
and was not under the Ministry of the Interior ; and it was under that 
department Colonel Parker worked when he first went to Sinai. I t  "" aalso to that department that  fell the somewhat inglorious task 
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of extracting the then Governor from Sinai when the Turks attacked 
Egypt. I t  was successfully accomplished, as  I can easily prove to you 
by producing the man himself, for ha is in this room this evening. 

The CHAIRMAN : As no one else seems to wish to say anything, 
I have the pleasant task of asking you to join with me in a vote of 
thanks to Colonel Parker. As I said when I introduced him, I have 
known him for a good many years. I met him at  his headquarters at 
E l  Arish early in the Palestinian campaign, and saw him then among 
what I will call his subjects of Mount Sinai. 1: saw the respect, almost 
amounting to veneration, which he commanded. Personally I have 
not travelled much in the peninsula. I have been across the north of 
i t  from Egypt to Palestine a good many times, and I once paid a visit 
to the convent on Mount Sinai of which you saw the picture. You 
probably all know that tradition says that  the body of Saint Katharine, 
after her martyrdom, was transported by the angels to the top of Jebel 
Katharine, which is opposite Jebel Mussa, the mount on which tradition 
Bays Moses received the tables of the commandments. I went as the 
guest of Porphyrios, the Archbishop of Mount Sinai, a very noble and 
dignified character and patriarch. I was received with great respect, 
and spent two or three days in that  old convent, which the lecturer 
has told us was a post of Justinirtn's in Roman days. I t  was really an 
old fort, a magnificent old building. I climbed to the top of Jebel 
Mussa and found it stiff enough, and I did not try Jebel Katharine. 
I t  was a very interesting place, and those granite mountains that have 
been shown in the photographs are magnificent. The convent is several 
thousand feet above sea-level; it lies in a deep valley between moun- 
tains which rise round it to e, little over eight thousand feet. As the 
lecturer said, occasionally the narrow gorges are washed by hmendoua 
floods, and I think it is a fact that  a great many fatal accident0 happen 
even to the Bedouin in consequence of those great cloud-burstg. 
Imagine a cloud-burst coming down into one of those narrow gorge8 
only three or four feet wide, with precipitous sides running up 
thousands of feet, and rocks polished to a height of two or three 
hundred feet in some places. But I will not delay you by saying any- 
th,ing fur ther ;  I will ask you to join with me, and I am sure You 
will all join heartily, in thanking the lecturer for his most intereating 
lecture. (Applause.) 

. - - 

The L c c t z ~ r e r  zuiehea t o  thnn l i  Lieut . -Colonel  A .  Jenninqe Bralnly, D.S.O.I 
a n d  M n j o ~  R. Qreeniuood f o r  t h e i r  k i n t i  he lp  in lendingJilln.9 for  alidea. 



THE TWO SIDES OF THE CASE IN CHINA* 

BY G. E. HUBBARD 

I AM afraid that my topic tonight-namely, the mutual grievances Introduction. 
between Great Britain and China-is not a particularly cheerful subject 
for a lecture. I intend to make it as little gloomy as possible, but I 
feel that it needs some apology. I have chosen it because in all the 
turmoil and confusion of the present situation in China it is the one - 

thing about which discussion may lead to some use. The rest is mostly, - 
as we say, China's own pidgin, and beyond our influence or control. 

The bald fact is that the Chinese have a whole series of grievances, 
real or imaginary, against us, and we have a long list of indictments 
against them: The tension has eased a great deal since the fierce anti- 
British outburst of 1925, but one can only take a hopeful view of the 
future if one can see a definite movement on both sides towards clear- 
ing up the underlying causes of friction. A first step to this is, so it 
seems to me, a, better comprehension of the case which each has against 
the other. I have therefore tried, for the purpose of this lecture, to 

- - 

visualize the two sides of the case as clearly and impartially as possible. 
Before going further I must ask you not to t ike  my remarks for 

more than they are worth. They are the impressions of quite a casual 
and unauthoritative observer. Your invitation to me to speak is 
my only warrant for speaking. Cornpared with the other Chinese 
residents who have spoken to this Society in the last year or two, I 
must class myself as a griffin. That is to say, I have known China for 
only seven years, the whole of which I have spent in Peking. In 
China one's views are particularly apt to be coloured by the local angle 
of vision, and this differs greatly in the various centres. If, for 
instance, a Treaty port resident is asked his opinion on the outlook and 
' Lecture by Mr. a. E. Hubbard, Representative of the Hongkong and 

Shnghai ~nnLing  Corporation, given on November 9, 1927, Admiral Sir Herbert 
Richmond in the chnir. 

In introducing the lecturer the Chairman said : ' I  Mr. Hubbard entered the 
public service aa a member of the Levant Consular Service, in which capacity he 

138 Secretary to the Tntern&tional Commission for the delimitation of the 
Trans-Poreinn frontier. H e  was later transferred to H.M. Diplomatic Service, 
and served for three years in Peking First Secret,ary to the British Legation. 

resigning from the Diplolnktie Service, he joined the Hongkong and 
Banking Association, has been their representative in Peking 

since 1924." 
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mentality of the average Peking resident, his remarks on the subject 
are quite likely to be strong and salutary. If, unconsciously, I am too 
much under the influence of the Peking angle. I can only plead that it 
is, or ought to  be, a fairly wide one. Although the Pekingese are no 
longer so firmly convinced as they once were that the navel of the 
universe lies in the Altar of Heaven, still Peking remains a gathering 
point for Chinese of every province and foreigners of every country, 
and serves as a political and intellectual clearing house for the greater 
part of China. One's outlook is coloured by contact with a greater 
variety of opinion, both Chinese and foreign, than you are likely to get 
in any other part of the country. 

For convenience' sake I am dividing my lectureroughly into two parte, 
treating the Chinese and the British cases separately, although they 
centre more often than not round the same set of facts. I t  is indeed 
sometimes difficult to know which side to treat as plaintiff and which 
as  defendant. I am reminded of a little incident which happened some 
fifteen years ago, when I was serving under a distinguished member of 
your Society, Sir Arnold Wilson, on an international Commission t'o 
delimitate the frontier between Turkey and Persia. Ouc  proceeding^ 
were being seriously delayed by the intransigent attitude of the Turkish 
and Persian representatives, who never could be got to agree on even 
the smallest section of the boundary. When the British Commissioner 
took one of his colleagues gently to task and asked him whether 
they could not get ahead without disputing every inch of the frontier, 
the latter, who usually came to the meetings with his own map bearing 
his own version of the frontier line well marked in red, replied in a 
hurt tone, " But I do not knowlwhat you mean. I never dispute at all ; 
it is the other side that does all the disputing." This is the attitude 
which it is rather easy to fall into, and I find myself tending toput the 
onus of the dispute on to the Chinese side more often perhaps than 
might be done by a complete outsider. But from the very nature of 
things the initiative does lie more with the Chinese than with us, for 
the simple reason that  in so many cases we hold the position of, I 
will not say beati possidentes, but a t  any rate of possidentes. It is 
therefore easier to lead off with the Chinese case, which I shall try to 
state without bias and to examine with sympathy. Otherwise I feel 
the subject is better left entirely alone. 

THE CAEE FOR CHINA. 

A very large proportion of the grievances levied against Us by 
China are really grievances against the Treaty nations as B whole* 
We are made the whipping boy, partly because for 200 years we h~ve  
played the leading part in the history of China's relations with the 
West, and partly because Bolshevist propaganda in China has aimed 
at concentrating popular indignation against Great Britain. This is 
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true of what I may call the traditional part  of the Chinese 
~h~~~ is no time to trace the history of China's anti-foreignism 

in its early I need only refer to the fact that  the rr&hods of 
the Portuguese, Spanish, and Dutch adventurers of the sixteenth and 

centuries in dealing with the Oriental peoples with whom 
they came in contact was, of course, hardly calculated to create a 
liking for the foreigner. I may also add, by Way of a footnote, that  the 
East India Company, when they came on the scene in the last phases 

the etruggle between the Mings and the newly arrived Manchus, did 
improve matters by backing the wrong horse and giving assistance 

in arms and ships to the losing party. During the first century of 

British trade with Canton, the British merchant community established 
at that port seem to have made singularly little effort to adapt thern- 
selves to local conditions, and till the time of Robert Morrison there 
were, I think I am right in saying, no Englishmen with sufficient 
knowledge of Chinese to have direct dealings. The blame was hardly 
theirs, since it was the deliberate policy of the Chinese authorities to 
segregate foreigners, and they imposed a heavy penalty on any Chinese 
who gave lessons in his language. But  however that  may be, I have 
no doubt that the watertight existence of this first foreign settlement 
in China laid the seeds of the feeling which has now grown so strong 
tlgainst the foreign administered areas on Chinese soil. 

China's complaints against Great Britain generally begin with what  war^ of 1839 
the writers call the " Opium Wars "-the wars, that  is, of 1839 and and 1866. 

1856. The last thing that you can expect from any two countries is 
that they should agree on the real causes of a war in which they 
have fought against each other, and I need only remark that 
recent books by foreign as well as British authors show an increasing 
recognition of the inappropriateness of the term Opium Wars." But 
whatever ambiguity there nray be about the causes of the war, there is 
little doubt about the main result. This was a complete alteration of Consequent 
the relative positions of Great Britain and China. We, and the other Treatiea. 
foreign nations sheltering in our wake, were from 1860 on a totally 
changed footing. From being very much under-dog we became for a 
time at least decidedly top-dog. I n  one of the most recently published 

on China, the author, Mr. R. 0. Hall, traces the origin of Chine's 
protest against " unequal treatment " to this reversal of status brought 
&bout by the wars. Plainly," he remarks, speaking of the Treaty of 
Tientain, ' I  the question of equality was still not settled. Britain is no 
longer dictated to, but dictating. There is no real agreement." This 
Is true in so far as the Treaty was signed by the Chinese under 
dure89. The Treaty itself, however, did little more than provide 
guarantees for the reasonable conduct of trade-reasonable, that  is, from ' standpoint. Here we come to the crux of the whole 
matter: everything depends on the standpoint. The author quoted 
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abovegoes on to Say, " Relations between us-that is, Great Britain and 
China-have always been, and are still, on an uneven keel. we are 
interested primarily in the commercial aspect of these ; China 
~ r imar i ly  in the political aspect. Our main concern has been to 
develop and protect our trade ; China's to retain her national 

The Two sovereignty." TO China we are one of the Powers ; to us China is a 
market. This fundamental difference in outlook explains a great deal View. 
in the present situation. I t  may or may not be to our credit that we 
have stuck to a straightforward, matter-of-fact trade policy and that we 
have an instinctive dislike for the sort of organized cultural penetration 
that  some nations indulge in. But  I am sure that our relatione with 
China would profit if we could occasionally relax our strictly practical 
outlook and try to see how certain questions a t  issue are likely to 
appear to the Chinese mind, coloured as it is with racial and national 
sentiment ; and if the Young Chinese on their side could be brought more 
often to regard the same questions in terms of simple economics and 
clear their minds for a time of phrase-bound ideas about such things as 
national sovereignty. 

We who live in China are becoming very tired, not to say exasper- 
ated, by the endless repetition of the words imperialism " and 
'' exploitation " in connection with our country. We know so well the 
utter absurdity of calling the present British policy in China imperialist 
-you might as well call black white-and it seeme a sorry joke that a 
British merchant who is actually faced with ruin, thanks to the internal 
situation in China, should be solemnly accused of exploiting that 
country. But before disposing of these charges as meaningless, we 
must remember that in political affairs there is often a long gap between 
cause and effect. I t  would be as  absurd to judge the Irieh rising of 
1918 without any regard to the history of Ireland in thesecond half of 
the eighteenth century, or to judge the Russian Revolution without 
considering the state of Russia under Alexander III., as to judge the 
present anti-foreign agitation in China without reference to China's 
history in the laet quarter of the nineteenth century and the opening 

China's Cam, years of the twentieth. This is the time which Mr. H. B. Morse in hi9 
A.D, 1862- 
1913. classic work describes ae the Periods of Submission and ~ubjugation, 

and which Sir Frederick Whyte, in his recent Memorandum on China's 
foreign relations, iesued by the Royal Institute of International Affairs, 
calls the period of European Aggression. During these thirty or thirty- 
five years the Powers did very much as they liked with China, and one 
can hardly refuse the Chinese the right to speak of the treatment they 
then received as foreign exploitation. The period includee the " Battle 
of the Concessions," and it is not to be wondered a t  that Young Chinese 
of today react strongly to the record of those years when their defence- 
less country was treated very much like a big plum cake. Let us @' 
to eee tihe picture through their eyes. China saw the 106s of Kowloon, 
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Port Arthur, Dalny, Kiachow, Weihaiwei, and Kwongchowwan ; saw 
the foreign Powers implanting themselves in Manchuria and Shantung, 
and threatening to do likewise in some of the Southern provinces ; saw 
the foreign Concessions and Settlements growing from despised stretches 
of foreshore on the outskirts of great Chinese cities into huge centres of 
shipping and trade entirely overshadowing their Chinese neighbours ; 
aw foreign consular jurisdiction spreading further and further afield 
as more and more places were opened to foreign residence ; saw the 
Chinese Custom service pasa under the administration of a foreign staff, 
and foreign engineers and managers controlling the operation of most 
of the Chinese railways ; and saw, finally, the Imperial Government 
parcelling out concession after concession under diplomatic pressure 
sometimes amounting to little short of an actual ultimatum. 

There is another side to this picture with which I shall deal 
presently, but for the moment I wish you to see it in the aspect it 
eenerallv wears to Chinese eves. One must remember that the actions Alteration in 
0 -  .I - 
of the Powers of thirty, forty, and fifty years ago are being judged by :z"&:,"{ Of 

the present generation of Chinese according to the international 
standards of our present League of Nations era, and that very many of 
them have not a wide enough historical background to realize the 
moral changes which have taken place in the course of half a century. 
The treatment received by China at the close of last century gave rise 
to scruples even at that period, and a great deal of it would certainly 
not pass the test of public opinion today. Because of this the more 
extreme Chinese demand repudiation. They do not realize the fact 
that among the Western nations the development of a new standard 
does not imply the abrogation of all that is gone before, and they are 
very hard to convince when the British Government announce their 
willingness to adjust treaty relations to present conditions as  and when 
possible. They are singularly impervious to such patent facts as that 
they have only their own rulers to thank for not being already in re- 
possession of the leased territory of Weihaiwei. 

One of the chief war-cries of the present anti-foreign agitation is for 
the abolition of unequal treaties. I have found great dificulty in 
diwovering from my Chinese friends what exactly this means. But 1 
am inclined to think that they apply the term to the whole of the 
treaties between China and the Powers up to, say, the Mackay Treaty 
01 1902. In a sense, of course, all these treaties are unequal. Treaties 
can only be equal when the parties stand on an equal footing ; and this, 
ae I have already tried to bring out, has nover been the case. In the 

place, the treaties were mostly signed under pressure in some 
degree or other; and, in the second place, they are not mutual pacts 
like the common treaties of amity and commerce signed between 

nations, but are much more in the nature of chartera of rights 
and liberties. These rights and liberties had to be won piecemeal from 

2 
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a State which began by denying to aliens nearly all the privileges 

usually given by European countries. The position is well summed up 
by the following words in a n  American book on China which appeared 
a month or two ago, " China and the Powers," by Mr. Norton : The 
unique conditions which prevailed in China and the impossibility of 
applying the ordinary procedure of international relations has made it 
necessary for other nations to  devise various means by which they 
might secure protection for their nationals, their property, and their 
commerce through some action of their own. The right to exercise 
this unusual authority has in most cases been granted by the Chinese 
in treaties, some of which have been made willingly, somo have been 
the result of defeat in war, and some purchased by the bribery of 
officials." 

~ h .  Treaties. The treaties are, in fact, the milestones in the century-long struggle 
to open trade with China. As such they are of necessity unilateral, 
Read by themselves, without reference to the peculiar obstructions 
which they were designed to  overcome, they are one-sided pacts placing 
China in a position of distinct inferiority. Herein lies the rub. The 
Chinese, as  we all know, are intensely sensitive on this question of 
relative status. " Face "-that is, the keeping up of appearances-plays 
a, part in Chinese life which to us often seems quite disproportionate. 
Mr. Norton, the American author whom 1 quoted above, speaks of the 
conceptions of equality, independence and sovereignty 88 being 
worshipped a s  fetishes in China, regardless of what they imply in the 
way of political consolidation and administrative organization. Whether 
or not you call i t  a fetish, this idea of international equality undoubt- 
edly does obsess the Young Chinese who feel the existence of the old 
treaties, putting China on a lower footing than the Powers, as a per- 
petual humiliation. I believe that the anti-treaty. agitation arises 88 

much from this general sense of humiliation as from resentment against 
the actual provisions of the treaties. Some of these are, of course, 
avowedly out of date, and i t  is only the disrupted state of China and 
the absence of a central body able to deal with the Powers on behalf 
of China as a whole which has prevented their being already revised or 
being under revision. Other of the so-called treaty rights are in point 
of fact not treaty rights a t  all, but are based merely on custom dating 
from the days when China was less jealous of sovereignty, or elme are 
traceable to more or less haphazard arrangements made with old-time 
officials. The Chinese complaint is particularly, and perhaps justifiably, 
bitter about these foreign encroachments," as he calls them. One of 

the commonest grounds of complaint is in connection with the various 
privileges claimed for foreign shipping on the Chinese inland wbterwaYR, 
particularly on the Yangtze, where native junk traffic suffers Severely 
from the competition of foreign steamers, end where, in the swirls 
eddies of the difficult gorges and swift upper reaches of the river, many 
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cesualties are unhappily caused every year among the junkmen by the 
of the new high-powered vessels. It is unnecessary to point out 

thrt, on the side of the book, the people of western China reap 
the benefit of getting goods imported in far greater quantities and much 
lower price. 

Closely related to the treaty agitation is the agitation against extra- Extraterri- 
territoriality-that is, primarily, the jurisdiction of foreign courts in toTidity. 
China, Modifications of the existing system have been contemplated 
for the last quarter of a century, and a t  Washington the Powers 
resolved to the situation by means of an international Com- 
misflion, The Commission met in 1926 and made a report which 
showed that a serious endeavour is being made in China to modernize 
end raise the standard of Chinese justice, but that the effect is largely 
nullified by the lack of reliable judges and by their susceptibility to 
outside interference, particularly from the military. The report made 
it clear that conditions in China are far from warranting the abolition 
of the judicial safeguards under which foreigners live, but the Com- 
missioners suggested various changes which might be undertaken in 
order to pave the way. The British Government have since announced 
the steps which they contemplate taking in this direction-notably, the 
administration of Chinese law, when and where possible, by the British 
Consular Courts. 

Looking at the Commission's Report, a t  the excellent record of our 
courts in China, and at the British Government's sympathetic attitude, 
one may find it difficult to see any adequate reason for the Chinese 
agitation. There are, however, certain points not quite so obvious a t  
first sight which need to be taken into account. Ours are not the only 
foreign courts in China, and it is important to remember that d l  the 
others have not by m y  means the same reputation a s  the British. 
Downright scandals in matters of foreign jurisdiction are unfortunately 
fairly common, especially in connection with the grsnting of foreign 
protection to Chinese citizens. Inevitably the Chinese are apt to judge 
extraterritoriality by its worst examples, just as we are tempted to 
Judge it by its best. We must also remember the natural predilection 
which people have for their own institutions, good, bad, or indifferent, 
and we must not suppose that the Chinose see British ideae of justice, 
Or we theirs, through the sa1ne lenses. There is probably a good deal 

truth in the remark of Professor Willoughby, the well-known 
American writer on China, that while in theory the Chinese may 
a l ~ ~ ~ ~  have a redress against an alien in the latter's court, there are 

difficulties in the way of language, difference in court procedure 
lnd the complexities of Western law, that a Chinese will frequently 
prefer to swallow a grievance against a foreigner than have recourse to 
the lawe It goes without saying, moreover, that only a small number 

Chinese have any definite idea of what English justice 
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means. A friend of mine in the Chinese conmlar service once had to 
make e three months' journey into a remote province to fetch a British 
Indian subject accused of murdering a f e l l ~ ~ - ~ ~ u n t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  N Y ~ ~ ~  
witnesses, in the persons of local farmers, had also to be brought to 
give evidence a t  the trial. The prisoner turned out a sporting old 
Pathan who had killed his man in the course of an ancient family feud, 
H e  gave his parole not to escape, and the story goes that he and my 
friend returned to civilization walking side by side, swopping stories of 

shikar on the best possible terms, while a string of reluctant Chinese 
witnesses clanked behind them in chains. Perhaps the yarn has in the 
course of time been improved on, for I hardly think that the most 
imperialistic of British representatives would carry persuasion quite to 
these lengths ; doubtless, also, the said witnesses eventually returned 
to  their homes with completely revised feelings about British courts of 
law, but the story illustrates my point that we must not presuppose a, 

true appreciation of our peculiar legal system among tbe mass of the 
Chinese. One must try to see the appearance that extraterritoriality 
has to the other side, however convinced one may be that foreign trade 
and residence in China need the continued protection of special safe- 
guards in the present state of the country. 

The last important item on the list of what I may call the stock 
cuetoma Chinese grievances is foreign control of the Chinese Customs tariff. The 

Tariff. question is too involved to go into in detail, and I need only remind you 
that when China originally bound herself to keep to a fixed 5 per cent. 
ad valorem tariff, what the Powers had in their mind was to put a stop 
to the hopelessly arbitrary taxation of imports which prevailed at the 
different ports, and by its variations made foreign trade a huge gamble. 
The rate of 5 per cent. was taken as being a fair average, and was, st 
the time, acceptable to the Chinese Government, who did not look to 
the Customs for any large part of their revenue. Modern fiscal develop- 
ments have altogether altered the case from the Chinese side. The 
Customs is now the chief source of national revenue, and naturally the 
limitation of duty rate is felt very hardly. At the same time the 
Chinese are very sensitive of the fact that theirs is the only autonomoue 
country which is in the peculiar position of being unable to alter its 
own tariff arrangements. Resentment a t  this and at  the continuance 
of the old l 6  unscientific " flat rate has shown itself strongly for many 
years past. A quarter of a century ago Great Britain agreed in the 
Mackay Treaty to an increase of the 5 per cent. tariff if the Chinese 
would remove the illegal internal taxes which hampered foreign trade. 
The illegal taxes continued, however, and things remained as they 
were till the United Powers a t  Washington repeated the offer in 192% 
and decided to hold a conference to bring it into effect. The conference 
met in 1925, only to find that it had come together too late, as Chins 
was already splitting up and had no longer a responsible centrsl 
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government, After the Conference had sat for Some four months, the 
Chinese delegates were found to have faded away like the grin of the 
cheshire oat, leaving their foreign colleagues facing a row of empty 
,,hairs, There was nothing to be done but pack up and go, and the 
powers, who had in the interval recognized the principle of Chinese 
tariff autonomy, were left with the gift ou their hands. Thus, by no 
fault of ours, the tariff question still remains an  unsettled grievance 
and one of the leading items in the Chinese case. 

I must pass over the outcry against the foreign ehxnent of control 
in the public administrations, though I should like to  express my belief 
that the agitation against foreign supervision of the Customs is confined 
to matters of detail among the more moderate Nationalists, who cannot 
but realize that their country had no better friends or champions of 
her international rights than the two great English heads of the 
service, Sir Robert Hart and Sir Francis Aglen. I must mention, china at the 

Peace Con- however, in connection with China's general anti-foreign grievances, ference. 
the effect of her experiences in the Great War, and especially a t  the 
Peace Conference. There is no doubt that  her feeling against the 
Powers as a whole was a good deal hardened, first by the attack on her 
independence which she detected in Japan's Twenty-one Demands, and 
secondly by the slighting of her claims a t  Versailles for the recovery of 
Tsingtao and the other benefits which she had hoped to  obtain as one 
of the Allied nations. I cannot go into the diplomatic history of the 
case, but one is bound to feel, in the light of subsequent developments, 
that the Powers' delay in turning their attention to China's chapter 
of grievances has been very disastrous. If the same attitude towards 
Chinese " aspirations " had been taken up in Paris in 1919 a.s was 
taken up at Washington in 1922, and if the implementing of the 
Washington resolutions had been taken in hand a t  once, instead of 
four years later, the grievances would, I am sure, have lost very much 
of their edge. The delay in calling the Tariff Conference, due to a 
dispute between France and China only remotely connected with the 
question of tariffs, convinced many Chinese that  the offers made at 
Washington were insincere, and undid much of the good of the Con- 
ference- There is a certain grim humour in the fact that  the move was 

taken by the Powers a t  the identical moment when the 
storm 01 anti-foreignism broke loose in China, and when China itself 

into hopeleas disunion, putting all chances of an  amicable settlemenb 
for the time being out of the question, 

I have finished with the more general grievances of which we shere 
the in greater or lesser degree with other foreign Powers; there 
remain the various " incidents " of the last two years, for which in Chinala CaOe 

we stand alone in the dock-that is  to  say, the Sbanghai againat 
affair May 30, 1925, the Shameen affray later in the same year, and Great Britain. 
the wanhsien bombardment (to use the Chinese phrase) of the summer 
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of 1926. The faots are by now sufficiently well known, and I went 
only to bring out the differences of aspect which they present to the 
two sides. I n  regard to the Shanghai incident we natBurally con- 
centrate on the police aspect. We see it primarily as a mob riot which 
threatened the public safety, and had to be suppressed by the police- 
by firing, if everything else failed. If we have followed the evidence 
in the case, we are probably convinced that  the police officer in charge 
held his hand till the latest possible moment, and only resorted to 
firing as the last means of saving his station from being broken into 
and looted of its arms. The Chinese mind flies to the political aspect, 
and concentrates on the picture of a crowd of eager young students 
demonstrating in the recognized Chinese way over a case of the violent 
death of a Chinese worker in a Japanese mill. The students clash 
with the police and several die, killed with foreign bullets on Chinese 
soil. The typical Chinese view ignores the problem of the English 
police inspector defending his station, and, potentially at  least, the 
lives of hundreds of peaceable citizens, just as the typical foreign view 
ignores the state of mind of the students and pays little attention 
to  the natural feelings evoked by their death. You can easily 
see what a huge margin for misunderstandings lies between the two 
extremes. 

The gap was unfortunately broadened, rather than narrowed, by 
the subsequent handling of the case. The Chinese, to put it mildly, 
"went off the deep end," and for some months there was a reging 
campaign against the British in which we had every sort of insult and 
vilification poured out on us. I happen to have a cottage not far from 
the  Agricultural College a little way outside Peking, and my early 
morning rides habitually take me past the famous wall with its white- 
paint inscription, s'  Goddam all Britishers get out of this road." A 
certain originality of spelling on the part of the artist who wielded the 
brush fortunately lends i t  the touch of humour which it might otherwise 
lack. On the foreign side there was a delay of nearly four months- 
largely due to international bickerings-in holding the open enquiry 
which the affair so obviously and urgently called for, and it is hardly 
to  be wondered a t  that  this apparent inactivity produced on the 
Chinese an impression of indifference and even callousness. Every- 
thing conspired to exacerbate feeling on both sides, and a wound which 
with proper handling might have healed cleanly has left a deep end 
lasting scar. 

There is the same divergence of angle in the Shameen and Wmhflien 
affairs. The latter particularly is wrapped in s fog of controversy, and 
is still the cauee of a virulent anti-British movement on that part 
of the Yangtze. Here again one see0 each side treating as incidentd 
what the other side viewe as  the main feature of the caee. we concen- 
trate on the rescue of the British captains and engineers imprigOned 
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and threatened with violence, if not deatb, on board the impounded 
; the Chinese concentrate on the bombardment of the town which 

took place in the course of the cutting-out operations. As is so liable 
to happen in China, the distortion of facts has passed all limits and the 
shelling of selected points in order to  silence the fire on our own ships 
hag been magnified into the destruction of a great city and the taking 
of thousands, or even tens of thousands, of lives. The circulation of 

reports, received perhaps in perfectly good faith by countless 
Chinese in distant parts of the country, is one of the most constant 
threats to Sino-British relations, and one which i t  is extremely difficult, 
if not impossible, to counter. 

One of the most damaging is the widespread belief that  we are Distortjo~ of 
Facts. 

supporting the Northern faction against the South. I t  is quite un- 
necessary to say that the British Government have kept the strictest 
neutrality, and that the charge of Great Britain supplying money and 
munitions of war is an absurd invention. Inevitably, however, colour 
ie lent to the charge by the fact that  the Northern militarists have 
received free-lance assistance from individual Englishmen who have 
found it possible to give valuable expert help without exceeding the 
limits laid down in the Order-in-Council. I t  is also true that  British 
opinion in China as a whole, and the English Press in particular, 
favours the North-as being the party who show the greater respect 
for international obligations, and have the clearer record as  regards acts 
of violence against foreign lives and property. One may perhaps 
express a, regret that the English newspapers in China, while dealing 60 

fully with political matters, where honest, outspoken criticism is 
unfortunately bound to hurt Chinese feelings, handle so sparingly non- 
political matters of more purely Chinese concern, in regard to which 
they could take a far more friendly tone. There are movements afoot 
in  China which ahow plenty of hard endeavour and a fair measure of 

but where they do not affect the foreigner they are apt to 
be passed by. My friend Mr. Rodney Gilbert prefaces his recent book 
" What's Wrong With China," by saying that  he could without difficulty 
write several volumes on 6 6  what is right." I could wish he had done 

l'he latter subject is too much left to the pens of people who in the 
publie mind rank as professional apologists. I t  is not altogether 

~eason that modern Chinese turn against the average 
in China the very same charge of exclusiveness that  our  

merchants voiced so loudly against the Chinese in the Man- 
darin era. 

I have now closed the Chinese side of the case. I t  has been pain- 
fully long, though I have no doubt that some of my Chinese friends 

have no trouble in meking it considerably longer, and I fear 
that it consists of little more than a dry catalogue of grievances* 
I wish I could analyze them better and offer more useful deductions. 
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Being too little of an hietorian and a philogopher to do either, 1 
only hope that  aomeone better equipped will undertake the task when 
I have finished my paper. I n  the meantime I go on to the British side 
of the cage, whioh for lack of time 1 aha11 have to compress into slightly 
shorter lapace. 

Ae I have just intimated, our early oomplrtinte againet chine beer 
a curioue resemblance to China's preeent complainte ageinst ua. 
Uritieh rnerchante in China of a hundred years ago were in continual 
proteet against their unequal footin y and the humiliations and impoei- 
tione put upon thorn by the Chinese. Foreignere a t  Canton endured 
many of the same dieabilitioe ae the mediwval Jew, being forbidden, 
for instanoe, to uee a palancjuin ; our firet ambaeeedore were made to 
approach the IGmperor in the guiee of tribute bearere, and the Emperor 
himself writing to King George 111. aoknowledgee the latter's reepect 
ful humility," hut firmly refugee to  accept an ambeeeador to the 
Celeetial Court on the grounds that  i t  would hardly be poseible for an 
English envoy to acquire even the rudiments of Chinese civilizetion, 
for which purpoee alone the Errlperor conceived it poseible that we 
ehould want to eend one. And with all this the foreigner on Chinew 
eoil enjoyed what, by hie own cuetome and standarde, might be celled 
a minimum of protection and a rnaximum of extortion. 

Treatler 
mcearuy for I mention chis ancient history only to lead up to the point that the 
Porebn foreigner, being denied so muoh of the common everyday privileges - 
Trade. which an alien ordinarily p t s  in a civilized foreign country, h d ,  if he 

wented to trade on a lerge scale, to eecure speoial righte by other meane 
-namely, by irealier. The point is important, a9 go many of our 
grievance@ ayainet China revolve round the treatier. To r a h  the 
question whether we and the other foreign nations were morally juoti- 
fied in broing Chins to  open he r~e l f  to international trade and inter- 
oourse i8 to beg the whole question, and may therefore be left otlt of 
dircu89ion. What i., of couree, debatablo h how far the early treatlee 
0verghot tho mark of ~ecur jng  jugt what waa requi~ite and realonable 
for the erke of trade. I oonfeee that the Palrneretonim attitude at the 
time of the China ware a8 presented in Mr. Philip Guedellr's life of 
that itatesman, whioh I have juet been reading, ha0 not l e e ~ n e d  mY 
doubt.. But  whatever may be thought of the pamt, the Britieh Gov@m- 
merit of today have given a lead in olearly intimating to china t h t  
they are ready to modify the treatleg so a0 to get rid of prwifiion@ 
which are definitely out of keeping with modern conditiono, and bv8  
mhown t h ~ t  they u k  for nothing better than t h ~ t  the Chinew fibodd 
find the rneana of atarting negotiatione for thim p u r p e  on 6 nation4 
baeie. I n  the meantime our Government .re very patently refraining 
from preeeing m y  but the molt unqoestionable of our t r e ~ t y  ri#h*@na 
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privilegeH, one may add in parenthesis that this decidedly liberal 
,ttitude has received very inadequate acknowledgment from the 

Chinese eide. 
practice, therefore, we need consider only the most essential, and 

pwhapc I may gay the most completely tenable of the treaty pro- 
vieione, of these there are two things to be said : firstly, that  the 
prelent internal state of China is such that the special safeguards for 
foreign trade and residence are almost, if not quite, as  neoessary now 
r they were ever before; and, secondly, thab the whole edifice of 
foreign life and trade in China, involving nowadaye thouwands of i n k  
lilhmen, millions of pounde' worth of Uritish property, and a quite 
important percentage of British exports, has developed under these 
safeguards in full faith t h t  they would continue until replaced by the 
nvrmul suf~gucwds of a modern allmirvistratwrt. There is a large body 
of responrrihle, and may I say unprejudiced, opinion in Chine which 
holds that the edifice will crumble if the safeguerde go. 

An eseontial part of the B r i t i ~ h  caeo ageinst China is the gradual 
undermining, followed of recent years by a downright disregard for the 
foreign rights accorrled by the treaties. The Nationalists in a great many 
case# hulvo frankly ignored them. One of the main troaty ~afeguarde 

tho fixing of the taxation on foreign imports. The import duty 
set et 6 per cent., and internal taxes s re  compounded for by s 

further 24 par cent. In  addition, foreign goods entering Hhanyhai 
and the Routhern porta have for some time past beon paying tho extra 
21 per cent. wliioh the I'owers wero preparing to concode ae a first 
step towards a general revision of the tariff when the Tariff Conference 
din~olved. While this iu the position in theory, in practice the Cbinoee 
aubhoritiee have been taxing foroign goods so rnercileasly in the interior 
that big husinessos have had to c l o ~ e  down altogether ; while only 
recently the Nanking (lovernment, snapping their fingers a t  the G per 
Cent* tariff, imposed heavy surtaxes on imports which, according to 
the newspaper reports, were only rotnoved under very ~ t r o n g  hints 
lrOm the Country chiefly affeoted-namely, Japan. 

Chinem are very ready to discount this grievance of the foreign 
merchant by referring to the servitude impo~ed on China hy the tariff 
limitation. On the surface and a t  first night an inhibition to alter the 

on foreign good0 does aasm an intolerable restriction on a nation's 
But let ua corne down to the fact@. I have already pointod 

Out that the fundrmontal object of the terifl clsuees i~ to proteot foreign Arbitrary 
h m  the hopele~sly unregulated and arbitrary taxation whioh Taxation. 

We O n  all over Chins. Chinese bred to tho game may be able to 
'Ope with the rapaoious military tax collector and survive; foreign 
tradc~ *hioh depends rbove all thiagta on r certain degree of fixity 

the rrlatter 01 charges, would limply ~hr ive l  up before the untem- 
Pered bluta Protection from irregular and uncontrolled taxation is 
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a vital matter, which must be treated independently of the question of 

tariff rates. We have already proved to  the Chinese our willingness to 
rectify the latter, and to pave the road to eventual tariff autonomy; 
in the meantime we have every right to demand that they should not, 
as the Nationalists have threatened to do, scrap the treaties, and 
leave our trade with China exposed to the arbitrary exactions of local 
officials as i t  was in the old days of the East India Company. 

Worse than the interference with trade, inasmuch as it is more 
deliberately aimed a t  foreign interests alone, is the growing practice of 
dishonouring the foreign loans. If our merchants and manufacturere 
have a well-founded grievance over China's disregard of her commercial 
treaties, the public generally have an equally strong grievance over her 

Disregard of disregard of her public debts. As a country we have lent China some 
Debt. fifty millions of pounds on fair terms and for useful purposes. The 

fact that  she may have suffered from exploitation at  other hands gives 
no excuse for her cavalier treatment of the British bondholder. Her 
debts to  us  fall into three main categories-firstly, loans raised at the 
end of last century to liquidate her war debt to Japan, secured on 
the Customs ; secondly, loans raised to carry out administrative re- 
organization after the 1911 Revolution, secured on the revenues of the 
Salt Gabelle ; thirdly, loans raised for building railways, secured on the 
revenues of the railways themselves. By  the terms of the loans con- 
tracts, the collection of the Salt revenue was systematized and re- 
organized under semi-foreign supervision ; while in the Case of the 
railways the Chinese Government undertook to employ foreigners in cer- 
tain key positions, such as chief engineers and chief accountants, where 
they could see to  the proper working and keep an eye on the financee. 

Thanks to the existence of the Chinese Maritime Customfl 
Administration the loans secured on Customs revenue are etill intact. 
Those secured on the Salt revenue are on the point of going into 
wholesale default, the portion of the revenue which China-in this case 
the Government a t  Peking-is reserving for the bondholders being 
only a fraction of the necessary amount. Actually the revenue 
collections throughout the country have, through the reforms effected 
by the foreign Associate Inspectors-General in the past, Sir ~ichard 
Dane, Sir Reginald Gamble, and Sir Ernest Wilton, been built UP 
till their total is some four or five times the amount required for the 
foreign loans. Of this nearly the whole-some nine-tenths .at  a 
reasonable estimate-is being forcibly " appropriated " (to use the 
polite term) by Chinese authorities all over China who are utterly 
regardless of China's public loan contracts. The ~a t iona l i s t  provinces 
have ceased to contribute anything, while even the Northern Govern- 
ment allows its military subordinates to seize the revenues within 
ninety miles of the capital. 

The case of the railway loans is equally bad. Unlike many other 
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newly developiog countries, such as the South American Republics and 
even the United States in its early days, China was permitted to  build 
and own her own railways. The earnings, after paying the fixed loan 
charges, Lve  gone not to foreign shareholders, but to  the Chinese 
Government, who have drawn many millions from this source. The 

only important exceptions to this are the South Manchurian Railway, 
belongs to the Japanese, and the Yunnan Railway, which 

belongs to a French company. Out of the money borrowed from 
foreip nations, chiefly ourselves, China has provided herself with a 
network of first-class railways, built with foreign technical assistance, 
and so well built that their survival of the gross neglect and misuse 
which they are now enduring froni the militarists causes amazement 
even to professional railway men. The loans were made virtually on 
trust, for although in some cases China gave the bondholders the right 
to foreclose on the lines in case of default, the right is, in the nature of 
things, almost useless unless backed up by physical force. The money 
was lent at rates of interest and discount which average under 6 per 
cent. and are repayable by amortization in the usual way. One may 
say, in short, that China, like Mr. Drage's customers, has furnished on 
the instelment system and furnished cheaply and well. Now, having 
the furniture in the house, she is refusing to  pay up and the unfortunate 
British public has to bear the brunt. If this seems an unfair way of 
putting it, in view oE the fact that the railways in default are largely 
removed from the authority of the proper departments, and have 
fallen under the regional control of military commanders, I can only say 
that one looks in vain for the slightest sign that  Chinese public opinion 
is in any Way exercised over the resulting defaults. Not only does the 
taking of the bondholder's money remain unchallenged, but Chinese 
Journalists and writers often speak of the railway loans as if they 
provided a grievance not to the unpaid lender, but to the unpaying 
borrower, so that even a responsible American writer a t  the present, 
time is led to write of China having borrowed a t  ruinous discounts 
and usually for wholly unconstructive purposes vast sums of money 
for which she has bargained away railway and other  concession^ of 
8norrnolla value." 

The tragic record of the last year or so has provided us, as well as 
China, with more specific grievances than all the years before. First Deterioration 

in Hankow. there ia Hankow. Our concession there was taken from us last year 
by mob violence. Our Government having offered to negotiate for its 
return under joint Sino-British control, the Chinese Nationalist 
authorities demanded, and got, terms which gave them a heavy pre- 
ponderance in the future menl~gen~ent of the area. The result has 
been that a remarkably prosperous, clean, orderly, and well-governed 
township bas degenerated into one with disordered finances, hope- 
lessly undisciplined police, and such a, breakdown in sanitation that  the 
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foreigner residents are dreading the prospect of terrible epidemics in 
the next hot season. From all accounts the Chinese have treated the 
chief administrative posts simply a8 political plums. The last incum- 
bent is reported to have fled, taking with him a wad of public funds. 
I t  is a little hard to distinguish the effects of Chinese control in the 
concession from the effects of other actions by the Nationalist Govern- 
ment, in particular their embargo on the use of silver and their forcing 
on the public their own currency notes. Between the two, however, 
our Hankow trade has been largely ruined and our people there 
reduced to wretched conditions. When the Chinese appeal against the 
existence of foreign-controlled areas on Chinese soil, it is impossible 
not to sympathize with their Ieelings in the matter. From their point 
of view the contrast in cleanness, freedom, and good management 
inside and outside the concessions only makes it worse. But you 
cannot unwrite history. Foreigners-mainly ourselves-have developed 
the despised stretches of foreshore given, in early days, as a sort of 
foreigners' ghetto. By  generations of enterprise, a great expenditure 
of industry, and the investment of millions of pounds of capital they 

 he Treaty have converted what have been fitly called mudflats into model ports 
Porte. of which the makers are justly proud. For the government of these 

ports they have created public-spirited bodies under whose beneficent 
wing the Chinese have flocked by thousands into the areas to live in 
security and peace. One aeks nothing better than that China should 
elaborate the ar t  of municipal government sufficiently to be able 
to absorb these areas without a t  the same time ruining the machinery. 
The process ought, in my humble opinion, to be helped forward by 
admitting Chinese to a growing share in the administration. (Shanghai, 
by the way, has offered three places on the Municipal Council to 
Chinese citizens, and the offer has been rejected.) But for China at the 
present stage to take over the dominant control of our concessions 
would simply mean the collapse of the structure which has been so 
carefully built up and the almost certain loss of a large part of 
the invested capital. Inevitably the Municipal Government would be 
dragged down to the level of Chinese standards, ae has happened 
already in the case of Tingtao, once perhaps the best kept port 
in China. A sudden change of this sort would be the grossest injuetice 
to  the local British residents and a serious blow to British interests 
in general. Furthermore, when Chinese demand a controlling voice 
for Chinese ratepayers in the foreign concessions, they are demanding 
a power which Chinese residents do not possess in their own citieh and 
which they have never yet been taught how to use in anything dimly 
resembling our Western democratic methods. Political election3 in 
China, before Parliament was finally dissolved reached a point of open 
corruption which ia elmost unbelievable, and much education is needed 
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before Chinese ideas of representative Government can even begin to 
come into line with our own- 

I have left to the end the most general and comprehensive of our Anti-Britiah 
Agitation. grievances against china-namely, the Anti-British movement in all 

its "ded  forms : boycotts, strikes, vilification in speech and press; 

iosults and injuries from the looting of schools and godomns 
to the murders at Nanking. I n  regard to these events, facts speak for 
themselves, and I have no need to elaborate. While recognizing the 
causes which exist for anti-British feeling, one cannot but stand aghast 
at the shepe which it has taken during the last two years-the insensate 
fury of the students, the intransigency of the officials, and the utter 
rejection of common sense and reason by the educated people a t  large. 
Precisely how much of this one must put down to Bolshevist instigation 
it is very hard to know, but that Russia has played a very large part 
indeed is patent to every resident in China. 

I have no time to branch off on to Bolshevism in China, and there 
is nothing to be gained by merely railing a t  China for displays of 
national anglophobia. But one word I want to say about the literary 
element. The Chinese Nationalists accuse our local papers of lacking The Chinese 
sympathy for their ideals and of sneering a t  them whatever they do, Preaa. 
but they cannot honestly deny that  our editors, whatever their political 
bias, endeavour to serve out the truth when dealing with facts. Chinese 
writers, on the other hand, are exceedingly prone to throw truth to the 
winds, and if not to write what they actually know to be false, a t  least 
to make no effort to find out the facts of the case. Through them a 
vast amount of misinformation about China has been spread throughout 
the world. To take a concrete example, I have lately read in a journal 
published in England by highly educated Chinese the statement that  
the Chinese Customs revenues have been devoted, under the foreign 
" butocrat," Sir Francis Aglen, entirely to the foreigners' interests. 
The writer undoubtedly knew that, as the agent of the Chinese Govern- 
ment, Sir Francis has for years past been paying out millions from 
the revenue for Chineso domestic loans, while the same Government 
was allowing its foreign obligations to fall rapidly into default. This 
sort of deliberate misstatement is all too painfully common, and is one 
of the worst obstacles to a better mutual understanding. 

This completes the British side of the case, which, for lack of time, 
I have had to make rather sketchy. I have tried to draw a dis- 
passionate picture of  china'^ fl~ilings as we see them, and of our failings 

china sees them. I doubt if it has done much to clarify the issues, 
but I hope to have brought the parts into slightly better perspective 
than they usually seem to occupy in the eyes of both sides. There is a 
blg river to crose before Eritish and Chinese can get on to even reaaon- 

good terms. I n  tho past each side has shown a decided tendency 
to hug its own bank. For the last eighteen months, however, we have 
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been doing our share, if not a good deal more than our share, to bridge 
the stream. The British Government have declared a concilietion 
policy, which they have clung to even whon it has meant submitting 
without resistance to wholesale violations of our treaties, and leaving 
British subjects in the interior, and at  the lesser Treaty ports, to be 
insulted, pillaged, and evicted from their property with impunity. ~h~ 
response from the Chinese side has been disappointing, though the 
results are not surprising to those who know how diffioult it is for the 
Chinese mind to conceive of a voluntary surrender of rights being 
dictated by any other motives than weakness and fear. I t  is a, painful 
fact, but true of China, that, without evidence of a reserve of strength 
in the background, conciliation generally invites less gratitude then 
contempt. We who live in China know, too, how little impression ie 
made by solemn declarations and assurances on the part of a foreign 
Government. Declarations of exactly the same sort are the regular 
stock-in-trade of every military leader in China, and are hardly even 
intended to be taken seriously. Consequently one must not expect the 
Chinese to be influenced very much by such pronouncements as the 
British Government's memorandum of December last year. What hes 
no doubt had a good deal more effect has been the proof of strength 
given by the sending of the troops, and the proof of good faith given by 
the observance of the promise (which at  the time hardly any Chinese 
believed) that the troops would be used only for ~rotecting Shenghei. 

But even if there is nothing that one can call a positive rapproche- 
ment, there is a dietinct easing off of the antagonism of two years ego. 
A Chinese paper at  Shanghai has recently, for instance, begun to 
challenge the stereotyped Chinese view of England, and to question 
whether the Chinese are right in treating us as inimical and as being 
a t  the I~ottom of all their troubles. The paper referred to Sir Austen 
Chamberlain's speech of last January, and admitted that we have given 
pl.oof of our intention to help China. British opinion, on its side, 
seems more and more concerned to winnow out tho good elements in 
Chinese nationalism from the overlying msss of tyranny, corruption, 
and anti-foreign fanaticism. Sir Frederick Whyte, who headed the 
British delegation to the Pan-Pacific Conference at  Honolulu, is giving 
valuable help, too, as an interpreter of our ceae to China and of the 
Chinese case to us. To re-eatablish our relations on a really good 
footing will certainly be a slow and painful businose-unless, t h d  is, We 
cut the knot by simply throwing over our whole position in Chin8 and 
sacrificing the work of the five or six generations of Englishmen who 
built it up-but the process will be materially speeded up by 8 better 
comprehension on both sides of the real causes of friotion and disoontent 
and of what we are each aiming at. A move in this direotion in 
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evidently being made in India, where the Viceroy has just spoken of 
the greater disposition to deal with the actual faots of the situation, 
one can only hope for the same in China. 

Mr. E, M ~ N I C O  GULL : Ladies and Gentlemen,-With one statement 
in Mr. ~ ~ b b ~ ~ d ' s  lecture I absolutely and entirely disagree-I entirely 
and absolutely disagree that he has not clarified the situation. (Laugh- 

ter applause,) I t  seems to me that  is precisely what he has done, 
because he has given you a dispassionate and absolutely fair state- 
ment of both sides of the case;  and he must have suggested to  
your rninda what to my mind a t  all events appears to  be a really 
cruciel point in the whole position-he must have suggested to your 
minds this consideration : How is it that  they have not administered 
juetice on reasonable and decent lines? How is i t  that  they squeeze 
end extort money in every possible way? To what extent can their 
case against us be genuine if they so signally fail to administer by any 
sort of reasonable standard ? I think that  Mr. Hubbard has given 
you both sides of the picture fairly, and in so far as  his statement 
leaves the consideration to which I have just referred paramount and 
obvioua, I think he has done a very great deal to clarify the situation. 
I personally am extremely grateful to him. (Applause.) 

Sir CHARLES ADDIS : Mr. Hubbard has presented one aspect of a 
wide and complicated subject with moderation and lucidity. I t  is 
uisunderstanding and misrepresentation-and, as we have heard, there 
is plenty of both-which keep nations apart. Mr. Hubbard has ren- 
dered an international service in helping to remove the first and oorrect 
the second by a balanced and dispassionate statement of the alleged 
grievances of both parties to the dispute. I t  is not a contest, as is 
commonly supposed, between the North and the South. The Nation- 
alist nlovement is common to all parties in China, even to the military 
despots in the North, that group of bandits who move like fantastio 
figures across the stage, form and re-form, finish and vanish. Contrast 
this with the ICuo-loin-tang or Nationalist party, which originated in 
the South, has survived the death of its leader, Sun Yat-sen, has 
advanced to tho Yangtze, and for a dozen years has continued its 
political propaganda with unabated force. I t  may be-my object in 
these remark0 is to elicit the opinion of Mr. Hubbard-that what we 
are witnessing in China is nob a war against the foreigner, still less 

War against this couutry, but a cot~test in which a party, the 
Kuomin-tang, is trying to purge the country of a military despotism 
which, although subdued in the South, still nlaintains its control in the 

If that is so, the solution of the China problem-I put this 
and intorrogutively-may lie in the gradual consolidation 

the Kuo-min-tang as the nucleus of an ultimate Central Government 
with which we can deal. Mr. Hubbard has shown, I think conclu- 
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sively, that  the questions between us and the Chinese are perfectly 
susceptible of solution. The main difficulty is that there is no Central 
Government, no adequate authority, with which we can deal, The 
Powers cannot takes sides until the time comes when the consolida- 
tion of one political party may be sufficiently advanced to justify 
foreign assistance. Until then China must be left to work out her 
own salvation. Our main object is  to trade with the Chinese, and we 
can only do so by winning their good-will. I t  is absurd to suppose that 
friendship can be cemented by force, and without force it is impossible 
to  impose a government upon any free people, however better, cleaner, 
and more just such a government may appear to us. The British 
Government has, Mr. Hubbard has told us, formed a policy and con- 
sistently adhered to it. I t  is important to bear in mind the statement, 
the deliberate statement, of the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 
that  that policy is  designed not merely to redress the immediate 
grievances from which our countrymen a t  present suffer, but also to 
regulate the relations in which for a hundred years to come the great 
country of China and our own will have to live together. 

Mr. MAYERS : I would like to associate myself with the expressions 
of appreciation that  you have heard from Mr. Gull and Sir Charles 
Addie regarding the lecturer's very able presentation, and may I say 
compression, of a very wide subject. The question has been raised by 
Sir Charles Addis's remarks as  to the lecturer's opinion regarding the 
Netionalists, and before the lecturer replies I would like, as an old 
resident in China, to give expression to some views on the subject. 
I would like-I do so without any fear of contradiction-I would like 
to interpret the foreign view regarding Chinese Nationalism as I have 
seen it grow throughout the past thirty years. I can safely say that 
no well-informed foreign resident in China, whose lot is cast there, and 
whose lot is bound up with the prosperity of the country--no foreigner 
whose opinion one would respect-can have anything but admiration 
for the decent national feeling on the part of the Chinese, or can be 
under any allusion as to  whether this Chinese or that Chinese is a 
Nationalist. All the four hundred million of them are Nationali0ta. 
Their very anti-foreign feeling, which all who are in relationship with 
them have evidence of-all that  anti-foreign feeling, after all, if You 
analyze it, shows a strong nationalistic spirit. The militarist of the 
North-that figure alluded to just now by Sir Charles Addis as 
appearing on the stage and fading away-he is just as nationali.listic as 
the young fellow straight from an American or ,Japancne ~n ive r8 i t~ .  
H e  is just as anxious to see his country in a better international pOsi- 
tion. H e  cannot give expression to those views in the same glib 
manner as the foreign trained students and youthe, but in spirit he 
if I may use the expression, just as good a Chinese as hi9 American 
educated or Japanese educated son or nephew. The spirit of national- 
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ism is there, and all students of the country and its problems fully 
it, They fully recognize its reasonableness when kept within 

reasonable bounds, and their only complaint against the Chinese 
which has been most visible during the past twenty months 

is that it hag been deflected from its reasonable course into an unreason- 
able hatred of the foreigner in general and of the British in particular. 
Whether Sir Charles Addis is quite right in eomewhat idealizing the 
~ ~ ~ - r n i ~ - t a n g ,  the Nationalist party, I feel doubtful. The Nationalist 
party is also made up largely, as I suppose all parties are, of individual 
leaders. The rank and file of the party does not count for very much, 
and it is a very fertile party, shall I say ? I t  breeds new leaders very 
rnpidly. They are always breaking into a right wing, a left wing, and 
e centre ; and then those component parts split off again, and you 
get the Hankow party, the Canton party, the Peking party, and the 
Shanghai party. Those are a t  the present moment the four main 
parties of the Nationalist movement. The Peking party remain very 
quiet because the militarists there do not approve of them ; but in the 
other three centres, Hankow, Shanghai, and Canton-and in recent 
months Nanking-you have four divergent parties of the Kuo-min- 
tang; and their leaders come and go and fade away just as the 
militarists do. I very much doubt whether the development of affair8 
will lead to that conclusion when we shall find something that  may be 
called the Kuo-min-tang as the element which will eventually control 
the Chinese people. But once one gets into the realm of prophecy one 
view may be just as right as the other. I personally express great 
doubt@. My doubts are based upon this-that the Kuo-min-tang has 
taken 80 much politically which is entirely alien to the Chinese civiliza- 
tion that I cannot see why they should have a more favourable chance 
of winning out and dominating than the more moderate progressive 
Chinese party, that which is found more chiefly in the North, which is 
based on Chinese thought and Chinese civilization, and which is the 
natural outgrowth of it. However, I feel I have encroached a little 

the answer that is expected really from our lecturer, so I will 
conclude by congratulating my friend Mr. Hubbard on the able way he 
bas treated his subject. (Applause.) 

A V ~ ~ I T ~ R  : IS it permissible for a visitor to ask a question ? The 
referred to the failure of Chinese public opinion to protest 

against the seizure of railways by the military and seizure of revenues. 
Can he tell us whether there is among that  four hundred million any 

public opinion in China to express itself ? I s  there, for instance, 
a Chinese Press that can be said in any way to represent publio 
opinion ? 

The LECTURER : Yes, I think that the Chinese press can be said t o  
Chineso vocal, educated opinion. There are an enormoue 

number of Chinese newspapers, although their total circulation ie 
8 
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essentially small judged by our standards. But there they are. They 
are written by Chinese of various shades of opinion. I t  is true that 
great many of them are subsidized, very many are subsidized by one 
military leader or another ; but taken together you get a fair reflection 
of Chinese opinion in the press. I was not thinking only of newspapers 
when I said that. I do not pretend I read Chinese newspapers, but 1 
know enough about them to know that my statement is correct 90 far 
a s  that  is concerned-that they have never taken up the cudgels on 
behalf of China's unfortunate unpaid creditors. Living in China, and 
being in fairly close contact with Chinese, one can speak from experi- 
ence, and if there was any strong opinion about a matter of that sort 
one would come across it. I regret to  say one does not. 

As to Sir Charles Addis's question, the answer would require 
another paper quite as  long as the one I have already inflicted on you, 
and one I should be very sorry indeed to attempt. I may say to start 
with that I am in substantial agreement with what Mr. Mayere said. 
I think the Kuo-min-tang is about the only thing that promises any 
solution of the present situation, but I think we must be extremely 
careful how we look a t  it. Particularly for this reason, that one of the 
great dificulties about the whole of the Chinese situation lies in the 
terms applied to different bodies of opinion. The members of 
the Kuo-min-tang choose to call themselves Nationalists. I t  is only a 
word, and what i t  means to a Chinese may be something very 
different from what it means to us. I n  any case I am afraid it is a fact 
that  Chinese, like other people, not infrequently adopt words and 
expressions with a deliberate view to the effect they will produce. It 
is very natural they should do so, but I think it is very easy to be mis- 
led by names and labels being given to Chinese things, which really 
have no name in our language, but have to be called something. The 
idea that all the Southerners are Nationalists and all the Northerners 
anti-Nationalists would be a very wrong one indeed. I think the 
people who may be called Nationalists are distributed all over China. 
I would not go so far as to say that  the Northern leaders are in the 
general sense of the word quite as Nationalist as the Southernere. 
Using that word with all the connotations we give to it-Indian 
Nationalists and so forth-I do not think it is the case; but the 
Nationalism of the EIoutherners is very much tempered with good 
many of the same qualities as we object to in the Northerners. Of the 
individual leaders, a great many, in my opinion, are out entirely for 
their own ends. There are exceptions, but it is true of a very large 
number; and one has to bear that in mind all the time. I have got 
newspaper cutting here which gives the last manifesto by the ~ationaligt 
Government which officially represents Nationalism at  the present 
time. I will quote one sentence to show how terribly they evde 
facts. This is it : The terror of militarism, the corruption of the 
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mandarinate, the bankruptcy of our national finance, the resulting 
poverty of our people, the loss of our sovereignty, and the injustice 

by our nationals abroad, may all be traced to the unequal 
treaties." Do the Nationalist Government solemnly believe tha t?  I 
do not know whether they do, but that is their public manifesto. They 
are obviously not facing the facts at  all, and they will not do very 
much good until they begin to face the facts. However, I must say I 
entirely agree with Sir Charles Addis, that there is no other general. 
course open to us but to leave China to work out her own salvation ; 
because even if we wish to interfere I do not think we have any 
means or power to do it. I agree that oue has to take a very 
long view, and if you take a sufficiently long view it probably is the 
best policy for the European Powers to adopt a t  the present time. 
(Applause.) 

The CHAIRMAN : Ladies and Gentlemen,-We have listened to Mr. 
Hubbard with the very greatest interest ; he has straightened the 
situation in his eminently fair picture of the two sides of the case. I t  
would do infinite good if the case could always be put in that good- 
tempered manner, and if we could avoid those intemperate expressions. 
of opinion we hear in other directions. We thank Mr. Hubbard 
sincerely for a paper worthy in every way of the Society. (Applause.) 

DR. D. G. HOGARTH, C.M.G. 

Before the com~~ac~tcenae~zt of t lze lecture the Glzair~lza~a asked the  
alhdience to stand while he read the resol2rtio~z of syazpathy a n d  1-egret 
sent by  the Cozrizcil in the ltnlrac of the Society to Mrs .  Hognr th  o n  the loss 
of Dr. D. G. Hoga~.th. 



THE MOTOR ROUTE FROM INDIA* 

BY COLONEL T. NISBET, C.M.G. 

THERE are no great difficulties and no dreadful discomforts on this trip 
a t  the present time. Any ordinary motor driver who has sufficient 
mechanical knowledge to  change a spring and perhaps replace a crown 
wheel and pinion need have DO qualms, nor need any woman who is 
fit, provided she does not miud sleeping on the ground in the open and 
has had some small experience of travelling. 

The car should be of medium or fairly high horse-power, well 
sprung, with plenty of carrying capacity and capable of running at 
least 600 miles over rough tracks without replenishing either petrol, 
water, or oil. I carried my reserves of these three essentials in metal 
tanks strapped along the full length of both running boards. Tyres 
should be as freshly manufactured as  i t  is possible to obtain them. I 
suggest two outer covers and four inner tubes as spares. You should 
also take a main leaf for both front and back springs, a few bolts, nuts, 
and washers, a tyre repair outfit (though going out I only had to have 
one tyre pumped up once), spare spokes if you use wire wheels, a 
shovel, and a canvas water bucket, which also serves as a washing 
basin for the party. 

As regards clothes, take as few as  you possibly cen;  about half the 
absolute minimum you think you are sure to require. An old dinner 
jacket suit is useful a t  Meshed, Teheran, and Baghdad. Women 
should have one uncrushable frock good enough to wear while dining 
out a t  these places, and I am told they will find it advisable to wear 
" plus fours " ur riding breeches. Both men and women must take a 
couple of '. woollies." Three blankets each is sufficient bedding, with 
a small cushion or pillow. 

Take a two days' reserve of both eats and drinks, and replenish 
anything consumed whenever opportunity offers. Soup such as the 
excellent French 6 6  Kub " bouillon, heat such as " lleta," a 
petrol hurricane lamp, candles, and a couple of bottles of mineral 
water, in addition to filled water bottles, with a few tabloid medicines 
-quinine, aspirin, etc., are essential. 

Get a letter of credit from a recognized bank, of which the ~mperial 
Bank of Peraia is an accredited correspondent,, and take with you a few 
rupees, which are accepted everywhere up to and including Baghdad, 

" Lecture given on November 2.3, 1927, Lieut.-General Sir George Mac>Iunn 
in  the C h ~ i r .  
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some sterling notes for Syria, but do not carry more cash than you 
require. Get about 200 tomans in one, two, and five kran pieces 
from the Imperial Bank of Persia a t  Duzdab. This will cost about 

R ~ ,  500, to the rate of exchange. Do not accept Persian 
which are difficult to cash outside the area served by the branch 

of the Imperial Bank of Persia which issues them. 
Before leaving India have your passports visaed for both Persia and 

Iraq, and get either a, tr iptype or carnet de 1)assage for your car from 
one of the motoring organizations authorized to issue them, such as  
the Automobile Associations of Bengal and of Bombay. I do not think 
these triptygz~es or canzets are yet valid in either Persia, Iraq, or 
$ria ; they certainly were not so when we came over in April and May 
of this year. You must therefore obtain a passe avant for your car 
from the Provincial Director of Persien Customs a t  Duzdab, who, like 
all his other confreres of the Belgian Ministry of Finance, will do all in 
his power to help you. I t  may be necessary to pay a small deposit, 
which will be refunded when the passe avalzt is handed in a t  the 
Customs post of exit a t  Kasr Rui. Do not tslke any sort of firearms 
with you; they are not necessary and are a nuisance. 

Hindustani will get you through up to and including Baghdad. If 
you do not know Persian I strongly advise you to pick up a t  Duzdab a 
Persian boy who is a motor cleaner and knows the roads ; you can get 
one for about twenty rupees as  far as Teheran, after which he would 
be of little use. He can sit on the front wings of the car, and is most 
useful, though he is not likely to be an enthusiastic worker. 

Rail the car from Quetta or Mastung Road to Duzdab. This is far  
preferable to driving, and although fares are 50 per cent. above normal 
from Nushki westwards, it is cheaper to go by rail. Trains run each 
way twice weekly, and the journey from Quetta takes thirty hours. 

!here is not even an apology for a hotel a t  Duzdab, but the Vice- 
Chnaul can usually let you have accommod~tion in the rest-house, for 
which purpose a portion of the British war-time barracks is now 
used. You must stay at  least one night to  fix up passports, 

Customs, change money, and fill up with enough petrol to  take 
you to Meshed. 

Four hints to those who have not had much experience of cross- 
country driving : 

1, Do not press. 
2. Do not let yourself get too sleepy a t  the wheel. When you feel 

like doing either, it is best to stop for ten minutes or so and go on slowly 
later. 

3- Do not drive in the dark unless absolutely necessary. 
4. Try and stert off by sunrise every morning. YOU will not do 8% 

but the earlier you get going the easier it will be for both driver and 
P8esengers. 
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First Day.-Three hours for an interesting thirty-six miles, about 
five of which are along a dry river-bed with one or two sharp turns, 
Going is on the whole good. Leave Duzdab so as to arrive juet before 
dark, as  Hurmukh looks less dismal in E fading light. When you reach 
some broken-down mud huts, the remains of British war-time barracks 
which nestle close into some small hills, you have arrived. If you 
have asked the Indo-European Telegraph representative at Duzdab for 
the use of their quarters, a khaki-clad Persian will meet you on the 
road, and will produce chickens and eggs, should you require them. 
The accommodation is far from luxurious, but not bad, and it is a good 
start,  for if you are quite satisfied you need have no worries for the rest 
of your journey. 

HURMUKH TO SHUSP. 
Secon,d Day-Twelve hours driving 148 milee over a bad road to 

start  with which improves after the first fifty miles, except for a very 
bad sand patch on the eastern edge of the " Lut " near Safidava. At 
Shusp the Indian Political Department have had one of our war-time 
mud huts kept in repair and furnished with some rough beds, chairs, 
and tables, as they use i t  as a half-way house between Seistan and 
Birjand. The Persian in charge is most obliging, and produced 
chickens, eggs, and milk for us. Total, 184 miles from Duzdab. 

SHUSP TO BIRJAND. 

Third Day.-One hundred and two miles, taking eight houre' easy 
driving, except for the first fifty miles, which were bumpy. At Birjand 
accommodation is difficult unless one puts up with friends. There are 
several Khans, and the Vice-Consul, an Indian, will always help one. 
We had our first puncture by a chappli nail just as we reached the 
town. Mileage from Duzdab, 286. 

BIRJAND TO MAINA. 

Fourth Day.-Ten hours' difficult driving over 177 miles. At first 

the  going is good, but becomes bumpy and bad, and there are one or two 
naety corners among the small hills and a very difficult sandy patch 
some twenty-five miles south of Maina. We had a thoroughly bad 
sandstorm from fifty to within ten miles of Maina, but the rain burst 
which accompanied it helped us through the sand patch. Alilesge from 
Duzdab, 463. 

At Maina do not use the Khan, but get one of the villagers to let you 
use their houee for the night-turn the owners into one room or out~ide 
altogether and you will be quite comfortable ; the houses are not nearly 80 

dirty and uninviting as they appear to be from the outside. If YOU have 
brought a Persian boy with you from Duzdab let him fix up everything 
except the cost of hiring the house, which it is best to arrange one's self. 
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~ $ h  day.-One hundred and twenty miles in a very easy seven 

hours,  he fruit blossom a t  Turbat-i-Haidsri was awfully pretty, and 
the country more interesting than further south. The road is very 
good at first, but deteriorates later, and is much worn by traffic about 
ten miles from Meshed over the low pass, on which there are one or 
two sharp turns and a good deal of motor traffic, mostly Bolshie driven. 
The road guards mill stop you on entering the town and will ask for 
passports, but as soon as one explains one is going to  the British Con- 
sulate, no difficulties are raised. There are several so-called " hotels " 
mostly run by Russians which are said to be quite comfortable, and 
will probably seem luxurious after the  last four nights. I n  addition to 
Russians, both of the White " and I '  Red " varieties, there are quite 

number of Europeans in Meshed, our Consulate, Imperial Bank of 
Persia, Indo-European Telegraphs, Belgian Customs officials, French 
carpet experts, and a large American Mission. 

After the country we had just driven over, the really English garden 
at the Consulate was an absolute joy to  us. The bazaars are interest- 
ing, and if you travel by this route within the next couple of years be 
sure to get to know the carpet "king " and persuade him to  let you see 
the Shah's rugs being made ; they are really wonderful. No "un- 
believer" is allowed even in the vicinity of the Sacred Shrine, and 
chains are stretched across the bazaars to ensure that  only the "faith- 
ful " may approach. From a distance i t  looks much the same as any 
other Mu hammaden shrine. 

Only Russian petrol was obtainable a t  krans 114 or Rs. 2.14 per 
gallon, but the A.P.O.C. were arranging to  open an agency. Total 
mileage from Duzdab, 657 ; we used fifty gallons of petrol, about a pint 
of oil, and no water, had three punctures and broke two spokes in one 
of the back wheels. 

The Meshed-Teheran section is much less uncivilized, and each day 
Qne feels one's surroundings becoming more European. There is more 
traffic on the roads. Mail motor-cars run all the year round, but 
PasBenger cars shut down except on special occasions during the winter, 
'hen the passes are often blocked with snow for days on end. The 
ellmate is much colder ; north winds on the high hills are bitter. The 

is not 80 good as that between Duedab and Meshed, but the 
accommodation for travellers along the road looks better. 

MESHED TO SABZAIVAI~. 
Sixth Day.--One hundred and forty-eight miles of difficult driving 

taking ten to twelve hours. Take the Turbst-i-Haidari road along 
which You came into Meshed for about twenty miles then turn west- 
wards (right-handed), following car tracks. The road is bumpy a t  first, 
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and if there has been any rain there are some nasty mud patches and 
sticky stream beds round Nishapur, where Omar Khaiyam's tomb is, 
Russian petrol obtainable from Sikh merchants, same price as at 
Meshed. We were most hospitably treated by the Governor. Total 
mileage, 731. 

Seventh Day.-One hundred and fifty-nine miles of much better going 
-an easy twelve hours driving even in three hours' pouring rain and 
including finding the way into Shahrud in the dark, which was none 
too easy. 890 miles from Duzdab. 

SHAHRUD TO SAMNAN. 

Eightlz Day.-Eleven hours and 121 miles of the most difficult going 
we had yet experienced on this trip, except for the first twelve miles 
out of Shahrud when the road was excellent. After this as far as 
Damghan the going was really bad, it was pouring wet, and had been 
raining continuously for two days-we stuck three times, but managed 
to  dig ourselves out with the help of some villagers. There are several 
sharp curves coming over the pass about ten miles before Samnan. 
Petrol a t  Damghan and Samnan same price as a t  Meshed. Total 
mileage, 1,011. 

SANNAN TO TEHERAN. 

hThtth Day.-Ten hours' interesting driving over 154 miles. The road 
is fair to good, but there are innumerable water channels and a, few sand 
patches. Drive carefully over the Damarvand Paw, which was perieh- 
ingly cold even on April 25. 

Teheran looked perfectly delightful from the top of the hills about 
five miles off, though like most of the East it did not improve on closer 
acquaintance. Passports must be produced and the usual details 
regarding oneself, one's father and one's mother given at  the police 
post a t  the gateway before entering the city. Unless Teheran is known 
to  one of your party or the Persian boy pick another one up at this 
gateway and make him guide you to  the Consulate which stands st the 
main entrance to the Legation grounds. Mileage from Duzdab, 1,165. 

We enjoyed caviare more than anything else in Teheran; it was 
fresh and moderately cheap-two virtues which most other comrnoditiea 
obtainable in that  town do not possess. The bazaars are very interest- 
ing and well worth visiting. 

The Grand Hotel is said to be the best, but the Armenian manager's 
ideas of cleanliness and comfort differed so much from ours that we 
would just as  soon have had our usual roadside accommod~tio~.  Living 
costs about tomans 5 or Re. 12.8 per head per day. I n  this con- 
nection, unless you are prepared to pay, do not drink beer, try the 
country wine instead ; it is not a t  all bad. Before leaving, have Yonr 
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passports again visaed a t  the Consulate and borrow a consular 
"Farash" to take you round to the Persian Ministry of the Interior, 
where it is now necessary to attend in person to obtain a pass to leave 
the city. British petrol is obtainable thruugh the A.P.O.C. agency, and 
costs 9 krans or Rs. 2.6 per gallon. 

The Teheran-Baghdad section gets us out of India and its ways, 
and seems, when compared with the country we have passed through, 
almost European. Cars are numerous, parts of the country are really 
pretty, and the Persian Government are now getting on with the 
upkeep of the metalled road. There is also an efficient service of 
Junker passenger planes twice weekly between Teheran and Iiirman- 
shah. There will be no dificulties a t  the Persian Customs post of 
exit at Kasr Rui if you have asked the Director of Customs at  Teheran, 
or any of his Belgian colleagues, for assistance ; similarly, it is wise to  
wire or write the Director of Customs, Baghdad, for permission to go 
through all the necessary formalities as regards Iraq on your arrival in 
Baghdad, and not in Khaniqin-this will ensure your being pushed 
through without delay on the road. 

Tenth Day.-Twelve hours' driving over metalled roads, which ie 
extremely refreshing after the tracks one has by this time almost grown 
accustomed to. In the 243 miles there are some bed patches under 
repair and several steep and difficult turns on the Aveh Pass, where we 
ran into a heavy sleet storin and a freezingly cold wind. Hatel de 
France at Hamadan was the best we had yet struck on this trip, but it 
is difficult to find, and it is advisable to pick up a Persian boy to show 
YOU the way as you enter the town. Cost, tomans 5 or Rs. 12.8 per 
head including drinks, but was worth it. Petrol, krans 9 or Rs. 2.4 per 
gallon; 1,408 miles from Duzdab. If you have a day to spare and 
want to see the Caspian, bear to the right a t  I(azvin, about ninety 
miles from Teheran, and go the same distance to Resht, whence Pahlevi, 
as Enzeli is now called, can be visited. You can then get straight 
back to Hamadan the next day. 

Ebvc11,tA Day.-Six and a half hours of interesting driving over 
123 miles of very good going, except on the Asadabad Pass, which is 
steep and hag some nasty bends ; if there is slushy snow on the road 
be careful of skidding Bisitun, twenty miles from ~ i r m a n s h a b ,  cele- 
brated for its rock carvings, which date from Darius, is worth stopping 
at for a quarter of an hour. The Bristol is the least objectionable hotel 
in Kirmanshah, and is cheap-tomans 2+ or Rs. 6.4 per head. Petrol, 
krans 61 or Re. 1.10 per gallon. Total mileage from D u z d ~ b ,  1,5319 
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Twelfth Day.-Two hundred and thirty-five miles, taking thirteen 
hours' driving including stops, the first of which is at  the road barrier 
opposite the entrance to  Kasr-i-Shirin, where there is no delay; the 
next is a t  the Persian Customs post of exit, where, if you paid a 
deposit a t  Duzdab, i t  is refunded when your passe avant is received by 
the Persian Customs official in charge. About a mile further on, over 
an abominable piece of going, one arrives a t  the Iraq Police frontier 
post, where the inspector-in-charge will help and can telephone to the 
Customs clearing post and Medical Officer of Health at Khan+ to 
warn them you are arriving, and so save delay. A metalled road was 
being constructed between the police post and Khaniqin when we 
passed through, and should be in use by now : the old track was in a 
disgraceful state of disrepair. The Customs and Health offices are at 
the Khaniqin railway station, where there is also an excellent refresh- 
ment-room, and quite a comfortable waiting-room, in which one could 
spend the night in the event of arriving too late in the afternoon to 
reach Baghdad before dark. I t  took us 24 hours from the time we 
arrived a t  the Persian Customs post till we left Khaniqin. From 
Khaniqin to  Baquba the track runs over the Jebel Hamrin and is 
difficult, with one or two deep stream beds and a few nasty turne. It 
is closely guarded by police posts and should not be driven over in the 
dark. At Baquba, the rail and road bridge over the Diala has a police 
guard on it, and one must pull up and explain who the party are; 
after that the thirty-seven miles over hard desert "putt" to Baghdad 
are delightful going, but should not be driven after dark. Total mileage 
from Duzdab, 1,766. 

Arrived a t  Baghdad, which I expect all of you know as well, or 
better, than I do, the following hints may help those who do not know 
existing conditions : 

Get your passports visaed for Syria a t  the French Consulate, 
if you intend landing in Egypt, by the British Consul. Obtain a transit 
pass for your car for both Iraq and Syria from the D.Go Ck~toms- 
unless, of course, your t r ip type  or carltet is now valid-but this I 
doubt. The pass costs Rs. 40. Have your car " vetted " as fit to cross 

the desert by the official concerned, who happens to be chief of the 
fire brigade. If you have not driven acroRs the desert before, get Your 
car attached to one of the regular convoys which generally leave 
Baghdad twice a week-preferably Nairn's, whose drivers are really 
stout fellows and will get you out of almost any difficulty. 

Thirteenth Day.-Three hours to Ramadi, where we filled up with 
petrol a t  Rs. 1.10 per gallon, and stayed an hour for breakfast, fixing 
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up psaaports and transit passes ; a further seven hours to  Rutba Wells, 
275 miles, where we stayed the night in the new police post, in which 
Nairns have a very good refreshment-room. Baghddad to Feluja, where 
there ia a boat bridge over the Euphrates, is excellent going, but 
onwards to Ramadi is rough and cut up by traffic. After Rarnadi the 
going is bad for fifty miles with some patches of sand, but improves till 
within thirty miles of Rutba, where it is bumpy till the police post. 
2,041 miles from Duzdab. 

Foz~rtee~rtlt Day.-Fourteen hours for 344 miles, including stops. 
After leaving Rutba, be careful to take the right track after crossing 
the Wadi Hauran. Going is rough for the first few miles, then 
excellent till within about fifteen miles of Palmyra, where there are 
some sand patches. At Palmyra, go to one of the Syrian restaurants 
near the passport offics, where passports must be produced, and do not 
patronize tbe so-called hotel in the Ruins unless it has improved 
within the last few months. If you enter the enclosed area, 
either to snapshot or to look a t  the Ruins, you will have to pay a tax 
of from twenty to twenty-five Syrian francs. The first thirty miles after 
Pelmyra are very bumpy, but later the going gets better and fast. Be  
careful of blind water channels in all the dips right up to Damascus 
town itself. The easiest hotel to get at ,  and probably the best to stay 
at, is the Victoria in the Station Square. 2,385 miles from Duzdab. 
Stay the morning in Damascus, which is interesting, but remember 
before leaving t o  clear the Syrian Customs, whose office is a t  the rail- 
way station-the formalities take no time. 

n 

Fiftcciztl~ Day.-Two and a half hours for eighty rniles of excellent 
going over both ranges of the Lebauon, with a stiff descent from Ain 
Sofar to Beyrouth. The scenery in spriug and early summer is beau- 
tiful,  and the road, though none too easy driving, is refreshing after two 
days in the desert. The HBtel d'orient, the basement of which is 
occupied by Messra. Thon~ss  Cook and Sons, is probably the most 
convenient hotel to stay in a t  Beyrouth. Be careful in your choice of 
a garage, and lock up the tool-boxes of your car. Total mileage from 
nuzdab, 2,465. 

Presumably anyone taking this route home will either have fixed up 
their sea-passages froro Beyrouth to Europe before leaving India or a t  
latest before lesving Baghdad. Such passages are none too easy to 
obtain in the spring and autumn, especially it one wants to take a car. 
Both the Lloyd Trientino for Italian ports and the Messageries Mari- 
time9 for Prance and Italy will ship one's car on deck a t  very moderate 
'ateat and are very comfortable boats to travel by. Beyrouth itself You 
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will find expensive, but refreshing after India ; easy trips can be m d e  
to Baalbek and the Dog River, both of which are very well worth 
seeing. 

Motoring out to  Quetta in 1925, owing to  the Druse trouble ia 
Syria, we had to  disembark a t  Haifa and proceed via Jerusalem, Jericho. 
and Amman, which was much more trying than the present route. 

From Baghdad we followed the same road to Hamadan, where we 
cut off south-east to  Sultanabad, 100 miles of good going, then a difficult 
drive over a little known track to  Ispahan, 204 miles. The next driving 
day was another 100 miles to  Nain over an abominable road, on which 
we broke a back spring. Next day we tried to make Yezd, but stripped 
the crown wheel and pinion in a sand drift eighty miles from Nain and 
twenty-seven from Yezd, while trying to press in the dark. As a result, 
we spent two extremely cold nights in the desert, and had the humilia- 
tion and discolllfort of being towed into Yezd bycamels. There we had 
to wait no less than seven weeks for replacements. 

From Yezd to Anar was ninety-five miles of fairly good going. 
From Anar to Kirman the going was also good, but there was difficulty 
in finding the way through the bazaars of the large villages which 
crossed one's path. From Kirman the route to Duzdab is fully de9cxibed 
in Par t  IT. of Volume XIV. of the Society's journal. 

Colonel SKELTON : Sir George M a c ~ l u n n ,  Ladies and Gentlemen,- 
'We have to thank Colonel Nisbet very much for his very comprehen- 
sive survey of motoring conditions in Persia, and in the circumstancee 
I feel that  he has left me very little to say. Coloogl Nisbet ha0 
covered an enormous tract of country, as  you see. He does not tell 
us the approximate mileage he travelled over in Persia, but it must 
have been about four thousand miles, Under these conditions I heve. 
small right to speak a t  all, because my mileage in Persia was only 
about two thousand, and although I went over part of the route over 
which he travelled, yet I think that the conditions of the roads between 
Baghdad, Teheran, Ispahan, and down to Shiraz are not anything like 80 

arduous as those he met with. The great value of his lecture ha8 been 
to  show a s  that Persia is a country in which we can spend our leave 
with a great deal of interest and some degree of comfort. At the same 
time, I think he has glossed over a great many of the ditbcultiss that he 
had to face. H e  has made light of his difficulties. I heard dreadful 
stories when I was in Ispahan of how he had had to push his car and 
all that eort of thing. I n  other daya, I have aeen him helping to pmh 
an AT. cart out of the mud, and I know he can do that very well. In 
regard to accommodation in Persia, Colonel Niebet say@ the hots1 
accommodation is beyond words bad. I agree. My cornpenion and I* 
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, member of this Society, Mr. Wallace, preferred to  spend the nights 

the roadsiae We used to pull up whenever we could do 80 a t  a 

dsikhans and police post. There is always a chaikhana where there 
a police post, and we found the Persian road police pleasant people 

to deal They are particularly fond of gin. At the chaikhanas 

they do the cooking for you, and in the morning you can get your 
eggo and tea and get away, as Colonel Nisbet advises, before sunrise. 
The hotel or khan accommodation is very bad, but Colonel Nisbet will 
be interested to know that a t  Hamadan the hotel has moved again and 
gone into better quarters. If anyone should wish to go on to Enzeli 
he will find a good road and a destination that will well repay a visit. 
~t is beautiful country once you get through the mountains ; when you 
come out on to the north side of the Elburz, where you get all the 
moisture from the Caspian, there is a good deal of vegetation, and the 
country is very beautiful indeed. A very important question for officers 
Bieiting Persia on leave is the matter of expense. Colonel Nisbet, I 
think, advises about a hundred pounds a head India to  London My 
experience was that, including all in, i t  seemed to cost about thirty 
pounds a week, doing things on the cheap as  much as one could, living 
on the roadside and all that sort of thing, and largely living a t  the 
chaikhanas in preference to hotels. The price of petrol is ridiculously 
expensive-four or five tomans for a four-gallon tin. This is about one 
pound sterling. I do not know what i t  is in Yezd, but i t  must be more 
than that. Even in Ispahan and Teheran it cost about a sovereign for 
four gallons. You buy it by weight if you are wise. I have nothing more 
to eay, for Colonel Nisbet has covered the whole ground as far as touring 
in Persia is concerned. I agree with him that  anyone who finds an 
opportunity of going to Persia will never regret it. There is no great 
difficulty in getting in or out. There may be difficulties when you are 
there, but they will chiefly be in the camp. 

The CHAIRMAN : Before I ask you to thank the lecturer I perhape 
may m k e  a few remarks on the subject that  may interest you, because 
Persia is a country I have had a good deal to do with. First of all I 
would like to say that the whole of that part of Asia is going to be a 
motor.country. The Persian takes to motors. H e  loves old motors. 
He will tinker them up, mend them with bits of string, and drive 
rackety old motors that no one else could make good. As to petrol, 
not only does Russian petrol come into Enseli and up to Hamadan 
pretty cheaply-we were supplying ourselves during the war with 
Rmian petrol without much di fficulty-but the Anglo-Persian have 
their own oil-fields. They are opening up in Persia itself, and the 
price of petrol is bound to become quite reasonable. I dare say you 
noticed one intereeting thing in the journey Colonel Nisbet has made : 
!t is that he travelled from east to west and from west to east ; and that 
Is the natural course of roads in Persia. I do not know if any of you 
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know the orographical inap of Persia. The outline map that 
on the m e e n  just now shows you a barren plain; the orographiorl 
map of Persia, whioh I had in my own room for a long time, 
generally known to us as tho " drunkard's liver." Persia is a maas of 
mountains running east to west, and in between the valleys run the 
trade routes. Colonel Nisbet's northern route from Meshed to Teheren 
was the anoient Silk Way, through whioh from time immemorial silk 
frotn China came to IGurope. When going the other way he was 
travelling by the old imperial route of the Persian emperors, I dare 
say you read the other day that Shah Riza Khan has out the first sod 
of a railway which is going from Bandar Gaz, in the south-eastern 
corner of the Caspian, from north to due south across Persia to the 
Persian Gulf-right across all the mountain ranges. I t  is eetimated to 
cost twelve and a h ~ l f  million pounds. I should imagine it will eaeily 
coet double that, and i t  is impossible a t  the present moment for any- 
body to who knows P e r ~ i a  to  imagine there will be enough traffic to 
pay anything like the oost of making. I think most of us who know 
anything about Persia would think that the Persian Government would 
do muoh better if they put their money into motor roads. For thie 
reason : they have got probably, to finance out of State finanoe the 
rolling stock of the railways, but the Persian merohants themeelves 
will finanoe any amount of motor transport and tnotor lorries ; and the 
trade of Persia will probably be much better faoilitated by motor roads 
along the east and west, the natural routes-and if possible aoroae the 
mountains-than by any possible transverse railway. We ~~htdl see, 
however. Elis M a j e ~ t y  has cut the first sod, and it will be interesting 
to see how the finanoes of the oountry will bear it. Colonel Niebet 
mentioned his pleasure in getting fresh oaviaro in the bazarr~ of 
Teheran. There is a large oaviare factory a t  Anzeli on the Caspibn 
Sea : the Russian village there tnakes very high-grade oavisre. A t  
Enzeli you not only get caviaro but frosh salmon from the Caspian. 

A s  YOU have had [I, serious lecture I will strike a lighter noto by telling 
YOU of on experience a t  Ilnseli. During the last part of the war find 
for a year or so after, north P e r ~ i a  from Haghdad to the w.8 in the 
oocupntion of British troops. At 11:nseli wu had a garrison con~ifltin~ 
of an Indian regimoot, a mountt~in battary, a cartain amollnt of 
14:uropeen troops, with motor transport. Nonr whore the troops oame 

was a favouritc nsndy bay on which the Ilussinns of the fishing villfifie 
bathed. Tho factory elllployed a lot of young wonien. l l v e r ~ ' ) ~ ' ~  
\lathed in a stato of nnture. Tho (jon~rnandr~nt w s ~  horrified and put 
up great notices : " Indian Troops Bathing," " Hritiuh Troops ~ ~ t h ~ ~ ~ l ' '  
" Ixassian I~aditln Bathing " ; I,ut he found nobody ob~erved ttloao 
things. IIe rode thore one d l ~ y  to find llunnian lndiea and D r i h h  
soldiers bathing togotilor. The 1)ritiuh were a~nuued, but the Indirn 
soldiers were horrified. and his oflioers dauhed on to the eand 
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and tried to persuade the Russian girls to leave, but they rolled over in the 

wbveE shook with laughter a t  them. H e  gave i t  up after a bit, but 
djd not see the humour of it for a long time. That is the lighter side 

things in Persia. But there is the magnificent lnotor road mado 
before the war, whioh comes up from I<neeli and goes to liaxvin and 
Hemadan, There ie the British motor road ooming up from the 
Bsghdad side over the Pstoki and up to I<armanahah and to Haluadan. 
I had the good fortune to go over it in a Vauxhall motor with a oouple 
of arnloured oars with me. One more important point I might refer to. 
Colonel Nisbet referred to that, to my mind, most interesting spot of all 
in the Levant, the great rocks which are out a t  the Darab ma1 I<elb, 
the River of Dogs, between Beirout and Tripoli. There, on this great 
face of rock, are carved in cuneiform the inscription of Sennaoherib, or 
one of the Assyrian kings, recording his invasion of Syria and 1Ggypt. 
Then comes Darius, the Persian oonqueror, on a similar invasion ; the 
conqueror of Egypt records his paesage. I think I am right in sttyit~g 
there is also a IZoman insoription. Coming down to more modern 
times you hbve an inscription of Napoleon the Pirst, and then Napoleo11 
the Third during the period in Syria just before or after the time of the 
Crimes. Then you oorne to today, a very tnodest little inscriptiou by 
Lord Allonby-quite trivial, although he had a big force in Syria-ad 
then hn enormous one by the Fronoh and nlliee, who had ten men and 
a boy there. All are recorded on this great mass of stone-a rernark- 
able pageant of history. I will uow call on you to givo a very hearty 
vote of thanks for this very interesting leoture on the most important 
subject of the opening up of the leastern world to motor driving. 
(Applause.) 



VISIT TO THE RED SEA LITTORAL AND 
THE YAMAN 

BY CHARLES R. CRANE* 

THERE were various reasons for setting aside last winter for a serious 
visit to the Red Sea. I had previously gained some idea of its charm 
and interest on a journey to Jiddah several years ago. Its waters are 
of the deepest blue, edged with jade-green shallows at  the shores, 
backed by rose-coloured mountains which beoome violet with the 
setting sun, while the nights have s glory quite their own, in the lower 
y ~ r t  presided over by the Southern Cross. 

Life in the little ports is much the same as it has been for thousands 
of years, undisturbed by the great steamers which plough the centre of 
the sea on their way from Suez to Aden. As most of the business of these 
little ports is connected with the Haj, they retain their simple orthodox 
cheracter. 

I enjoyed the old Moslem life as it was in Cairo, Damascus, and 
Constantinople when I first arrived in that part of the world nearly 
fifty years ago, but now this has much faded away and these great 
Moslem cities have lost their cachet. They say that even Bukharh the 
most delightful of them all, has been touched by this blight of modernity, 
and that the old beautiful bazaars under the Bolsheviki ere quite a8 
dead as the Nevsky Prospect. So, four years ago, I was glad to find 
Jiddah unchanged and quite Moslem in the old-time way, with its 
unending procession of orthodox pilgrims and citizens, its principal 
means of traneportation still the camel, the donkey, and the horse, its 
crooked little bazaars full of the old-time merchants sitting, walking, 
and dealing mainly in simple neaessities and hand-made articles precious 
to the pilgrim as souvenirs or bought from him in payment for service0. 

The peninsula of Arabia is the home and natural habitat of 
prophets, and 1 wanted to get as near as possible to the conditions of 
life out of which it developed, now and then a great one. Certainly one 
does not expect a prophet to grow out of the complicated machinery of 
the modern state. 

Another thing I wanted to get close to was the Wahabi movement. 
for it seems to be as nearly as possible a return to the austere simple 
may of life of &Iohsmmed9e time. I n  the West we say history 
does not repeat iteelf, but this is not entirely true, for certainly in the 

* Mr. Charles R. Crane lectured to the Central Asian Society on Sovelu- 
her 29, 1827, at the Royal United Servioe Ingtitution, Field-Ihrshsl J'iwount 
Allenby in the chair. 
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deee* life is dways repeating itself. Here was a reassertion of the 
mcient desert doctrine of the Unity. Here prayer was the ohief 
business of life, perhaps the only on earth today. 

The mmmon story of the development of religion is that there 
rrises, like a central light, a great personality, Such as Buddha, Christ, 
~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ d ,  who lives his life and preaches his doctrines. When he 
disappeus he is interpreted by those who have been nearest him, his 
disoiples. As the Light passes through these interpreters, i t  is dimmed, 

and, later, ecclesiastical organizations grow up, and as they attempt to 
awry on the tradition the Light is still further obscured. 

Mohammed, who understood something of this process of deteriora- 
tion which had been going on so long with the older religions, made his 
own and gave his own interpretation of a simple and direct 
relationship bstween the Noslem and Allah, free from the intervention 
of ecclesiastical machinery, ritual or distracting elaborate temples. 
But even his religion, as it grew away from the desert and met in oom- 
petition other religions and civilizations in the Mediterranean, in Persia+, 
in China, also became warped and lost much of its earlier simplicity. 

As life in the Nejd was not subject to this strain and continued 
through the centuries free from modern complesities, it is a great 
reservoir for the pure doctrines taught by Abraham and Nohammed. 

Buddha and Christ, while leading their inspiring lives, were not 
administrators, nor did they try in any way to organize religious life. 
Nohammed, on the other hand, was not only a great prophet but a great 
administrator as well, and lived long enough to organize the sooial life 
of his time on a religious basis. Ibn Sa6ud, following in the footsteps 
of the Prophet, is applying not only religious doctrines and practices to 
the daily life of his people, but is adjusting their social life to primitive 
Islamic conditions. 

Of course, the fire behind such e, movement as the Wahabi one 
occasionally breaks through reamnable bounds, and the fanatical 
Ikhwan, in their passion to obliterate everything between the Noslem 
and Allah, have destroyed many things, the memory of which gave 
much comfort and happiness to the pilgrims. 

In Asiatic history it has not been unusual after a besieged oity has 
surrendered for the Colnmander-in-Chief to relax more or less its disci- 
phne and allow the conquering army e good deal of latitude toward the 
persons and property of the city. I doubt whether ever before, how- 
w e r p  8 conquering army has had so unique an idea of expressing their 
feelingfJ as the Ikhwsn when they took Dlekka. Doing little killing or The Wahabi 

but expressing in the most convincing way their abhorrenoe of in Mekka 

"ything like a monument or memorial plroe even when dedioated to 
foremost Inen and women of their faith, they destroyed the birth- 

place of Nohammed, the birth-place of Fatims, the house of Arkam 
Makzoom~-the secret hiding-place and place of prayer of Mohammed 

4 
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~ n d  his earlier followers-and in the Almala the graves of Kaaijli, the 
wife of the Prophet, his mother Amena, his cousin Abu Telib, and his 
grandfather Abdel Matleb, practically all the places closeat to the heart 
of all the pilgrims. 

At the time of the first Ha j  after this destruction the pilgrims were 
full of consternation and grief, and bitterly upbraided Ibn Satud for 
permitting this destruction. Their feelings were particularly by 
the two Ali brothers of India a t  the time of the assembling of the first 
All Moslem Congress which Ibn Sa6ud had convened to take over the 
affairs of the Hejaz. Ibn Sa6ud's defence expressed, in a clear and 
definite way, the heart of the Wahabi doctrine. He  said: ere 
concerned only with the Koran and the Traditions as interpreted by 
E l  Bokhari and Ibn Teymeyya. If you can show us that we have done 
anything in conflict with any of these authorities we shdl repent and 
mend our ways ; if not, your threats do not touch us, for we believe 
only in Allah and prayer. Though one may pass the whole month of 
Ramazan fasting in the most austere way year by year, if he does not 
pray, he is no Moslem. Though one may make the pilgrimage to 
Mekka and follow through all the ceremonies of becoming a Hajji, but 
does not pray, he is no Moslem. Though one may distribute his entire 
fortune among the poor, but does not pray, he is no Moslem." 

The Wahabi are always watchful that Mohammed should not be 
put out of his place as Razul or Messenger, and are particular not to 
use the expression "Allah and Mohammed," but 6 6  Allah," and them 
6 6  Mohammed," when quoting authority. 

While the rare old exiled Sheikh Achmed es Senussi was hospitably 
received by Ibn Sa6ud when he appeared in Arabia and treated with. 
great consideration, and although his sect is close to the Wahebi's in 
most important things, they disagree sharply in the matter of holy 
places, and Achmed was knocked down by an Ikhwan who found him 
praying by the ruins of the house of Mohammed. I had had a pricelee& 
interview with Sidi Achmed a t  Brussa, in 1919, and had hoped to find 
him again on this journey, but unfortunately as I came along he 
deep in Asir, and I was unable to reach him. Later in Cairo I found 
two sons of hie who had just emerged from the Libyan Desert hoping 
to  find the father whom they had not seen for sixteen years. 

I was also unfortunate in not seeing Ibn Sa6ud. He had startedon 

a journey to the Nejd, where he had not been for three years, and where 
hie Ikhwan had been getting out of hand. However, I had 8 cordia1 
telegram of welcome from :him, and his son, Emir Feiaul, c m e  from 
Mekka with messages from hie father giving assurance that everything 
would be done to make my visit a fruitful ono. He said that if I 
had anyone in mind in Mekka that I wanted to see, he would be lent 

down to Jiddah. H e  remained in Jiddah several days, and we 
frequent friendly interviews. 
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~t both Yenbo and Jiddah I found many of the  same officials 
functioning who had been there a t  the time of Hussein. Here, as  

elsewhere in the world, although the bureaucracy is very modest, it 
continues to function under changing Governments, only a few 
men at the top being changed to follow the ceremonial of the new 
administration. 

At Jiddah I was most comfortably installed a t  the house of Mohammed 
Nassif, the centre of the Moslem life there. H e  is a distinguished 
gentleman, his house contains the principal library of the Hejaz, and  
is general headquarters for the Clite, not only of Jiddah but of people 
passing to and from Mekka. There I had interviews with many fine 
old-faehioned Moslems. 

Of course, in the Rejez are fragments of humanity from all over 
the Moslem world ; some of them have difficulty in getting away, others 
are treders, but the most interesting ones are those who find comfort 
in spending their days on holy soil. Pilgrims of this last class 
were among my most prized visitors. I especially recall a fine old 
Indian doctor, only recently arrived, who had come to spend his last 
days at Medina. 

My evenings were usually given to various forms of singing. Two 
rare old blind Sheikhs, almost members of the household and always 
there, who chant the Koran in the perfect way, chanted a chapter for 
me every evening. This is the only kind of music tolerated by the 
Wahabi, who are particularly severe about instrumental mueic, 
forbidding Egyptian pilgrims bringing the Holy Carpet to be accom- 
panied by their usual band, which had always been part of the old 
caravan. However, they were more lenient with me, and I was 
allowed to invite Bedouins who h a p ~ s n e d  to be in town to  come to the 
house and sing old desert songs. There was also one caravan driver 
who sang for me some of the fine songs of the caravan when they are 
under way. 

I spent both Christmas and New Year in Jiddah in the hospitable 
little European community, mostly made up of Dutch and British 
elements, who let me take part in their very successful efforts to give a 
note of cheer to these days so far away from home. 

One day my host, Mohammed Nsssif, took me to his country house 
out on the desert some three miles from Jiddah. His  son organized a 
football game carried on with a, greal deal of spirit, but it was amusing 
to see the Arabs chasing the ball in their long skirts and kicking it 
with their bare feet. The great expansion of football in its wide popu- 
l l r i t ~  all over the world is one of the interesting social phenomena of 
our time. 

The business of the Hejez is carried on by men from all Over the 
world, who have drifted there and found opportunities. The 

nativee, especially members of the Sherefian family, make their way by 
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having charge of the holy places, piloting pilgrims around and seeing 
them through the various ceremonies. Of course, they have been very 
seriously damaged by the destruotion of many of these places and the 
general attitude of the Wahabi towards monuments and luxury of 

all kinds. 
Ibn Sa6ud is in a very difficult position, trying to satisfy the iron 

orthodoxy of his political followers of the Nejd, who do not at all 
approve of the compromises he is obliged to make in order to satisfy 
the pilgrims from all over the world making their Haj, who are not at 
all Wahabi, and whose business is so important on the side of revenue. 

As much of the prosperity of the Nejd comes from taking care of 
pilgrims of these various sects, using its caravan routes, and all of the 
prosperity of the Hejaz is derived from the pilgrims who come not only 
to make the Haj, but also to  visit and exalt their spirits at all the 
houses, monuments, and spots associated with their adored Prophet 
Mohammed, Ibn Sagud has a problem-political, religious, and economic 
-requiring the highest statesmanship to manage. 

By the strict administration of all Iloelem law, his great care in 
selecting Kadis, his sharp watch over their work, has resulted in almost 

safety of abolishing crime ; pilgrims and merchants everywhere within his terri- 
Wgrime. 

tory are much safer than they had been for centuries. 
H e  has also set and has maintained a low rate of charges for all 

kinds of services to the pilgrime which protects them as they have never 
been protected before ; nevertheless, there is no doubt that the atmo- 
sphere is unsympathetic, and pilgrims who have dreamed for years of 
lnaking the Haj  and had pictures of the various things they would 
do and the places they could visit, suffer much spiritual dis- 
appointment. 

The taking of pilgrims to shrines and other holy places wss not a 
matter of invention of Mr. Cook. Indeed, i t  is the oldest organized 
business of the world. Some of these movements are on so large 8 

scale as to require the active supervision of the Governments interested. 
Perhaps the oldest of all is the one up Tai Shan, the great holy mom- 
tain in the centre of China. The Buddhists and Lamaists also have 
their vast caravans of pilgrims. The Hindus, however, have much the 
largest body, sometimes moving by the million to the union of the 
waters of the Ganges and the Jumna and the imaginary holy stream 
supposed to pour in a t  the same point. Before the War and the 
hvolution one of the most picturesque and inspiring spectacles Was 
the great bodies of Russian pilgrims singing and praying, oonstantl~ 
moving towards the shrioee in Russia itself, or else on the supreme 
pilgrimage to Palestine and Mount ~ t h o s .  The Bolsheviki, howeWr, 
disapprove of all kinds of religious processions, and especi~lly the maling 
of pilgrimages, and with the disappearance of tbese happy pilgrims the 
Near Esst  has loet muoh of its colour. I have, seen something of t hm 
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other pilgriln but hardly hoped to have the good fortune 
of seeing anything of the Moslem pilgrims making their Haj, for I 
was in Jiddah a long time before the holy months. However, the 
Javanese pilgrims occupy much the same relationship to the other 

their Haj that the Russian pilgrims did a t  Jerusalem. 
~h~~ plan the journey years ahead as the extreme life experience- 
~h~~ come with all of their family prepared for a long stay1 and have 
a great holiday, moving around in a leisurely kind of way, and visiting 
all of the holy places and Listening eagerly to all the stories associated 
with them. 

Word came from Aden that some ten thousand Javanese ~ i lg r ims  Arrival of 
Javanese bad arrived there on their way to Jiddah. I t  was interesting to see how w-a. 

rapidly the town woke up ; although it was full of excitement, it was of 
the orderly, efficient kind, and showed excellent management. Rooms 
were cleaned up, the shops were all set in order, both to buy and to 
sell, for the Haj is very largely a trading matter. The merchants also 
had to arrange their credits. The soundouks were gotten out of their 
garages, put in order, and ranged along the sides of the streets, 80 that 
the poor pilgrims could occupy them as soon as they came ashore. 
The little square in front of my house was the centre of these 
activities. The day before the pilgrims arrived the camels began to 
stream in. 

The reception of the Javanese was a pretty ceremony. As the first 
most popular pilgrims of the season they were given a warm 

welcome. The steamers bringing them had to lay out in the roads 
beyond the coral reefs, and the sail boats brought them to the shore. 
The sail boats themselves and the Javanese pilgrims with their note of 
taste and of art, the women and children particularly with their bright, 
attractive clothes, and the colourful merchandise, made a very pic- 
turesque ecene. 

The preparations for the journey to Nekka went on night and day. 
The pilgrims slept very largely in their soundouks or in their charpoys, 

until the hour of departure, which wag usually a t  midnight. 
The Addah merchants were busy among the pilgrims with their trays 

of attractire things and lighted by candles ; they moved up and 
down among them all night long. I followed one division, very much 
like a pil@im1 as far as Bnktry, the midway station between Jiddah 
and Mekkat and there could study the simple machinery that exist8 a t  

stations everywhere in Arabia. Of course, there we8 a well 
and a mosque and some very simple machinery providing enclosure8 
lor the camels and light refreshment and plsces to rest. On the way 
we were told the first story that pilgrims hear on entering holy terri- 
tOq-the story of Banafany and Zalshny. This story is told in front 

the marking the place where the two men died. A pilgrim 
is 'Id that these two men met on the way from Jiddah to Mekka, 
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going in reverse directions. One of them said to the other that he wee 
going to Mekka to set up his pastry business for the pilgrim trade, but 
he did not say " I n  eh'alleh," and he died on the way. The other one 
boasted that  he was going to Jiddah to prepare a great banquet for an 
important person, but also neglected to say L L  I n  sh'allah," and he died 
on the wag. The two mounds in memory of these men are piles 
of stone, and every pilgrim is supposed to  throw a stone on to the 
pile in disapproval of the aste of the two men so wanting in piety. 

Vieit to the The next part of Arabia I had hoped to visit was the Yament to 
Imam Yahya make the acquaintance of Imam Yahya, so much esteemed throughout 
of the 
Yaman. the whole Modem world, whose country so many centuriee ago end 

through so long a period of time held the key position between the 
East  and the West, and provided a home for early Arab culture. 

The political problems of the old Sabean State were largely transpor- 
tation problems and the protection of commerce. At the dawn of history, 
in the third millennium KC., the Yaman, known as Melukha and 
Magan, maintained almost uninterrupted commercial connections with 
Babylonia. The Eaetern merchants, whether from the South Africen 
ooaet, or from India or China, did not allow their sailors to ptlse Beb 
el-Mandeb, Gate of Mourning for the Dead, and deposited their goods 
a t  Adeu. Most of theee goods went by caravan along one of the three 
routes north-one route following the coast line, a comparatively level 
one; the second route, well to the east, fringing the desert, also com- 
paratively level and suitable to catnel work ; and a third route, very 
difficult with heavy grades, going up through the middle of the Yamtm, 
but much better protected than either of the other two routes from 
raids. At Saada one of the routes branched off to the north-east, crow 
ing the Nejd to the Pereian Gulf. The Phmnioians, who were born 
navigators, developing their art  in the Mediterranean, decided to make 
a try a t  the Red Sea, where on account of the great number of reefs 
and rocks navigation was lnost difYicult and dangerous, and 80 their 
ships, while learning the sea, ~roceeded cautiously from port to port by 
daylight, hut in the course of time succeeded in building up a bueineas 
in heavy merchandise between Aden and Akshe. Of course it hasheen 
only comparatively recently that these two ancient arts of transports- 
tion have been superseded m d  that not entiruly. One can still seethe 
mil-boats working in tho fied Sea and the caravans going a lon~ the 
ancient routee. I wanted to get a closer view of both of 
processes. 

Red Sea Boat-building and bent-sailing have interested me my life, 
Shipe. 

wherever I go in the world they are the first subjects of study. In 
China the high square sail was invented ages ago to aid river trrma- 
portation, the sail reaching very high, so as to catch the wind over 
river banks. This type of boat with a, duck-like hull W A e  afterwrrds 
developed into a succeesful deep-water craft provided with lee bo'rds 
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to prevent drifting, flat sails keeping the boat close to the wind, a very 
quick method of reefing, and a good sea anchor to hold the Stern-not 

the to the seas in bad weather. This is the kind of ship that  
brought the goods of the East  to Aden. The ship of the Phmnicians 

of an entirely different type, probably evolved from boats on the 
Nile a lateen sail, the ancestor of the fore and the after, which 

became adapted to deep-water sailing through the use of a hull having 
the fish form. This ship the Arabe still further developed and refined, 
perfecting also the art of navigation, and with i t  and the Moslem 
faith rnado fast conquests in the Far  East. I have sailed it many 
times, both on a former visit and the one last year, in the heavy winds 
and seas, coming up every day around Jiddah. I t  is staunch and dry, 
sails very close to tho wind, aleo going well before it and handles beauti- 
fully. As a sailing craft it apparently reached a high state of perfection 
a long time ago. The Arab was a master of both of the ancient ar ts  of 
trensportation. 

The journey into the Yaman had been arranged by the American 
Consul at Aden, Mr. J. Loder Park,  whom the Imam holds in high 
esteem. I entered the Yaman by Hodeida. I n  the Yaman coffee- 
houses are frequently kept by women. There was a celebrated one 
kept by a, woman by the name of Hodeida. A little community grew Hodeida. 
up around the coffee-house and mado the present port, which kept the 
woman's name. I was formally received there by the local oficials in 
a quaint ceremonial, both a t  sea and on land. Ashore soldiers were 
lined up and a band played Turkish military music, for the oficers of 
the Imam's army are Turks. Probably the soldiers looked much as 
they did two thousand years ago, except that they carried guns instead 
of lances. There I heard for the first time the pieroing National Hymn 
Bung with great spirit by the soldiers. They said that  the hymn was 
of ancient origin, but the words changed from time to time and were 
no* in form to honour the Imam and his family. I n  tho scene, 
in the way of dressing, and in tho architecture one got the ilnpression 
that the Yamanite did not have the artistic sense of the Ilejazi. 

Although Hodeida is far muth, a refreshing air blows most of the 
and one does not feel so pressed there as a t  Jiddah. I t  is cele- 

brated for its boat-building, and I found an active yard with several 
hoatfj under construction. Tha method of proceeding is very simple 
and The master ship- budder makes the contract, gets the 

together, and practically everything is done right on the 
ground. He instructs his group to build, for example, a one-hundred 
ton boat) alld the construction begins a t  once without any plan or 

each one understanding his part. The lnaster in the meantime, 
who is skille(1 carpenter, does odd jobs around Hodeide, returning to 
the yard only occasionally to see if anything is wanting. The work is 
Very 

dona, the planking fastened to the framea by very strong 
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iron bolting, driven through and dwedged back on the inside. ~h~ bolta 
are made on the place, and also the rope for the sheets and the 
halyards. I was rather surprised to find sails there and on other boats 
in the Red Sea that  had come from Maine. 

While going through the streets of Hodeida one day, I heard a 
curious noise next to the beating of a drum, and on following up the 
sound found a little knot of people moving through the bazaar. In the 
centre of the group was a man with a drum on his back which was 
being beaten very lustily by an  official, while the man was being jeered 
by the crowd as well as  by the merchants whom they passed. This 
was a form of punishment, for the man had been caught drinking. In 
America, where we are new to prohibition, we do not yet resort on 
Fifth Avenue to such extreme forms of punishment. 

On the first formal visit to  the Governor of Hodeida he tried to 
make clear to me the position of the Imam, what his ideas were both 
about internal and foreign affairs. H e  said that although the Imam 
was doing everything possible to advance the prosperity of his little 
State, they much distrusted foreigners because they did not wanb any 
colonizing. All through the Near East  one hears this note of appre- 
hension about colonizing. Recently some experiments had been made 
in coffee-growing and with tobacco, and some machinery had been 
bought for working cotton ; also some elementary school work had  bee^ 
started, but these were of rather a military nature. 

As there are high mountains between Hodeida and Sena, it was 
decided that  I should proceed mainly by unshod mule, for the roads 
were much too steep and too rough for either a horse or camel. One 
time speaking with the Imam about the fearful condition of the roads 
in the Yaman, he said that  that was part of the natural defence of the 
country against invasion. 

After a day or two we began to see the quaint architecture of the 
Yamao, entirely different from that of the Eejaz, and came into 
wonderfully terraced valleys where coffee is grown and where the art of 

Theyam. agriculture has been developed to a high degree. In Jiddah, Mekka1 
and the 
H e j u  con- and Medina the architecture expresses hospitality and a more settled 
traated peaceful life, for the windows and doors ere large, open easily, and are 

quite accessible. I n  the Yaman the architecture expresses the greatest 
distrust, for the houses and villages are placed in the highest and most 
inaccessible places, the first two storeys have practically no o ~ e n ~ ~ g ~ p  
the first floor given over to the animals, and the second to storage, but 
even higher up where the family lives the windows are very minute, 
giving practically no light or air and arranged like a fortress, built 
much more for defence than for comfort. 

Of course, the two countries, the Yaman and the Hejaz, are in 
marked geographical contrast, the Hejaz flat and wide-open snd the 
Yaman a succession of high mountains and deep velleyr. The 0ocir1 
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life is equally in contrast, the Hejaz containing the holy cities open to  
the millions of the Moslem world that  are coming and going, and to 
whom it is the chief business of the inhabitants to minister and to  
make as comfortable and happy as possible. The Yaman, on the other 

hand, is absolutely shut in-no part of the world is more so-has 
no and because of the bitter experience of centuries 

of treachery and aggression, the organizations of their towns and villages 
end of their houses and all the processes of their lives are made to  meet 
the hostility of their covetous neighbours. 

Although the Imam had arranged for me to travel in the greatest 
possible comfort and I usually arrived by nightfall in some town where 
a room was prepared for me, it was sometimes necessary to put up a t  
one of the ancient inns. These inns, which were typical of the accom- 
modation along the caravan route from Aden to  Jerusalem, usually 
have doorways but no windows, and a family or group will take a room 
giving on the central passage court, the mules or donkeys occupying 
one side of the room and the family the other. Undoubtedly in such 
rooms many children have been born, and one gets a picture of the 
kind of place, a "manger," in which Christ was probably born. 

Going from Hodeida to Sana the scenery is magnificent. We Journey to  
went over many high mountain passes, one of 9,000 fees, and descended 
into deep hot valleys. Arriving a t  Sana after dark and not being 
expected at that hour, as there were no street lights, we made our way 
with a great deal of difficulty. However, the soldiers with the aid of 
a lantern found the house that had been assigned to us, a comfortable 
two-storey affair, well built, adjoining which was about an  acre of 
ground, a vegetable garden, and a one-storey building for ceremonial 
purposes. The whole property had been bought a few months before 
for one hundred and fifty dollars, so it was evident that one of the 
Western institutions excluded from the Yaman was the high cost of 
living. The soldiers who accompanied us all the way told us that  the 
regular soldier's wage was two dollars and fifty cents per month and 
their rations two pounds of bread per day. They eat practically 
nothing but the bread, though usually once a week they make up a 
group md buy some mutton. I t  is astonishing to see the magnificent 
condition in which these men keep on their very modest ration. There 
Beemed to be no end to their endurance, for they walked and ran all 

in the moat good-natured way, carrying a rifle, and a belt round 
waists entirely full of cartridges. 

The next day we were called upon by one of the Imam's secretaries, 
Mohammed Rageb, a Constantinople Turk, who had grown up on the 
Bos~horu~  near the American schools with which I have been associated 
for 

10% and which he was familiar with, as members of his family 
had studied there. This was very fortunate for me, because i t  imme- 
dlately Put me in sympathetic relation with the Imam, as  the secretary 
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was able to interpret in a rational way the things about which r e  
talked. 

Sana : the On the second day the Imam received us quite alone and most 
Imam. cordially. H e  said I wae a t  liberty to go perfectly freely anywhere 

I wanted to, and to take pictures of anything or anyone except of 
himself, as he wau the Caliph. Also on my subject I was studying 
he would have men sent to me familiar with it. 

The Imam is a man in the early fifties, very vigorous and alert. 
Having a, small State, he was not only wiliing but determined to keep 
all of its management, down to the smallest details, in his own hands. 
Every morning he had an audience to which anyone could go, ask any 
question, and submit any complaints. I n  addition to this he sits out 
daily for an hour in some public place without escort or soldiers, 
perhaps in the sun with an  attendant holding an umbrella, over him, 
where he hears all complaints, and considere any petition presented to 
him. H e  is a t  once Sultan and Caliph, and derives a great deal of his 
prestige from the fact that  he is, as  a descendant of Ali, a duly authen- 
ticated Caliph. When he goes to the mosque on Friday it is a fine 
ceremony, in which all of the people take part, snd is the great drama 
of the week. As he drives through the town after the service, the - 
Imam, at  the slightest sign from any of his people, stops to receive 

- - 

petition or to  consider any communication which they may desire 
to submit. 

There is a large regular army as well as many volunteers. Both of 
these frequently break into song, a kind of national hymn, harsh, pene- 
trating, and high-pitched, which contains many verses, which they 
sing with the greatest possible vim. The tune is said to be an 
ancient one. 

While the Imam was cordial to me when I saw him and we talked 
in the frankeat manner, he could not give me too much public attention, 
88 i t  is necessary for him to maiotain a pose of great independence sod 
even contempt for foreigners for the benefit of the fighting fanatical 
tribes on the eastern frontier of his country. His fundamental hold on 
the State, like that of Ibn Sa'ud, comes through the religious side, 
has a fanatical note. I n  a way he pretends to have more or leas of 
coalition Government, for although he is s. Zeidist and his political 
machinery is based on that fact, one-third of his people on the Red sea 
side are orthodox Sunnis, and are given a certain number of minor 
positions in the Government. 

The people are very poor, but as they have no contact with the out- 
side world they do not know it, and one has great difficulty in under- 
standing how it is possible to tax these people to the extent necesasrJ' 
to maintain a central Government especially its relatively large 
army. That, of course, is the genius of the Imam. The revenue 

Seems to be mainly derived from a 10 per cent. tax on of 
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but the people told us that  the ~ollectora frequently squeezed it 
up to 25 per cent., and they were resentful. 

There are few buildings in Sana less than six Storeys high. The The city- 

is ugly, and I saw little that  indicated taste of any kind in 

architecture, clothing, or music. There was an exception, how- 
ever, in the matter of the mosques, of which there were a number beau- 
tiful in proportion, although simple in design, in quite marked contrast 
to the domestic architecture. Some of these mosques were Several 
centuries old, and I thought a t  first that  their architects must have 
come from Constantinople to design and build them, but I was aseured 
that both architects and builders were local. 

As soon as I had settled down various groups of people came to 
visit me, and whenever I wanted to study any aspect of the Yaman life 
there would be a consultation, and any perticular men or group of Inen 
familiar with the matter was brought to see me. I met the principal 
architects, the principal merchants, the military men, and especially the 
learned men, including the Grand Kadi, a fine type of old Moslem. We 
got along well, and he came to see me several times. The title " kadi" 
in the Yaman has a special significance, and is applied generally to 
distinguished scholars of all kinds, much as  the word " sheikh " is used 
farther north. 

I was anxious to make a pilgrimage to Saba, the ancient Sheba, 
and especially to see the old dam which had been the basis of its pros- 
lperity. The Imam was disappointed to have to refuse me anything, 
but he said such an expedition was impossible. Although it was only 
seventy-five miles east of Sana, he himself could go there only after 
taking the greatest precautions, as  the tribes were intensely fanatical ; 
they felt themselves the guardians of a great and sacred treasure in 
the remains of the old capital, and would not perinit a foreigner to  
go anywhere near it. Before the War he said an expedition of 
Germane went to explore this region, but were all killed by the local 
Bedouins. 

After I had been in Sana for several days I received word that  the 
Crown Prince was coming the next day, For three years he had been 
with the soldiers at a military post in the northern part of the State 
liaada, where the roads fork, one going to Mekka and the other into 
the Nejd. Of course, his return was an important event. I was taken 
Out of town about five miles, where most of the population, especially 
the had assembled to greet him. I t  was an interesting function, 

f~hbre w.8 much enthusiasm. I t  was evident that  the young man 
P O P U ~ ~ ~ .  The present Imam came into power by a process of 

'leetion at 8 meeting of the great sheikhs of the counery which he easily 
do"'inated~ aud it is evidant that when his successor comes to be 

the son, if alive, will also dominate the gathering. 
A days afterwards I had a. visit with the young prince. H e  
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seemed to be a serious, hard-working young man, with m atbradive 
personality, but of milder type than his father. 

One of the curious institutions of Sana is a walled division of the 
town, in which are kept as  hostages several hundred people, more 
or less prisoners, to guarantee the loyalty of certain important leaders, 
Also in the town of Yarim one whole floor of the building in which 
spent the night was occupied by boys who were also hostages guaran. 
teeing the good conduct of their fathers. Ibn Salud, too, has the 
system of hostages, but I have the impression that these hoateges. 
are given much more freedom and better treatment than those of 
the Imam. 

Jewieh An interesting part of the community a t  Sana was the Jews, who 
Colony. have a separate quarter. They said that up to two centuries ago they 

had been allowed to live anywhers in Sana, but that at  that time the 
Governor demanded their segregation. While they were allowed to 
circulate freely and to do business anywhere, they were permitted to 
ride only a donkey, never a horse or camel. 

I visited the Jewish quarter a, number of times, their synagogues 
and their Rabbis. Like everyone else, the Jews were poor but had the 
control of certain handicrafts which caused them to be at  least tolerated 
by the Government, although there was something of a strain between 
themselves and the Moslem folk. I t  would often be difficult to dis- 
tinguish a Jew from the local Arabs if it were not for the forelock which 
they are obliged to wear. 

There was a question about the history, and especially about the 
first appearance of the Jew in the Yaman. The Imam and the learned 
sheikhs said they had been in the Yaman from the dawn of history, and 
there is a tradition that  Yaareb, a king who reigned about 2000 B.C., 
made the first separation of the Hebrew from the Arabic language in 
the old Semitic races. However, the Rabbis insisted that the Jew0 
came down into the Yaman from Jerusalem at  the time of the flight, 
about 200 B.C. 

Wherever I went in the Yaman, right down to the southern 
frontier, I found Jews even in the smallest and poorest villages. I wae 
quite surprised to find a Jew in one very poor straw village who had 
been there for three years, making a tolerable living as a goldsmith- 
I t  was very hard to understand where there was much of 8, m~rket in 
that part of the world for a goldsmith's productions, but it seems that 
the Yamanites indulge in one luxury, their short curved knives, the 
handles and eheaths of which are richly ornamented. 

The h y .  I t  was evident that  the Imarn '~  great interest wag in his army, 
although he pretended to be giving a certain amount of attention 
education-certainly in a most limited way-and to the improvemenr 
of roadways. He  said he had commanded the Governor of every 
to do a certain amount of work every year towards improving 
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roadways in hie district, and a few of the Governors seemed to  have 
some progress in road and bridge building. On the way towards 

Aden, from time to time we would run into stretches of old roadway 
have been seriously built-about a thousand years before 

~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ d ,  they said. I n  travelling towards the south, one of the 
caravan routes of the world, the one from Aden to  Jerusalem, we 

were Surprised at the amount of traffic. Often We would run aCross 
some little group, sometimes camels, sometimes mules, S~metimes 
donkeys, who moved with the greatest difficulty on account of the 
miserable state of the roads, and their movement became especially 
painful and difficult going over the high passes, which were mostly of 
broken stone. Apparently bad roads were also a part of the plan for 
making it difficult for foreigners to  penetrate into the Yaman. 

In my last talk with the Imam before going away, we went over 
various things connected with the State, trying to find something in 
which I could be helpful to him. H e  felt there was a lot of valuable 
mineral in the Yaman and would like to have a thoroughly trained 
mineralogist make a study of it. 

It was very hard for these poor people to add much in the way of 
personal adornment, and their desperate efforts in this direction were 
rather pitiable. The soldiers, however, were quite fond of putting a 
sprig of green in their headdress, but the men and women, in their 
desire to enhance their beauty, frequently resorted to indigo on their 
faces and hands, which was not entirely successful. 

A former Turkish Governor of Saada, now associated with the 
Imam at Sana, told us that in and around Saada for centuries they had 
had two dances in which both men and women took a part, one 
much like the Western waltz and the other much like the Western 
quadrille. 

Aside from the Jews, there are evidently two distinct races in the The Two 
Yaman. One, who were said to bo descended from Yoktan, an ancient Racee. 

king of Saba, a. race of the purest type, finely built, strong folk, beard- 
less and of medium height, having rather wide faces and a skiu with 
more or less copper in it, who persistently wore very little clothes, 
wen the leading sheikhs, who sometimes are obliged to have some 
additions made when they present themselves in British territory. 
The other race was taller, quite handsome, frequently having full 
beards, and wore much clothes. Ae the temperature was the same for 

a principle of Herbert Spencer was clearly brought out- 
that "decoration precedes dress." The second race is sdd to be 
descended from Ishmael, to have come in from the North, and to have 
Jewish blood in their composition, 

The Yamanite, with such machinery as he has a t  his command, may 
possibly double his own efficiency by very hard work, which is, of 
course, from sunrise to sunset, whereas in America with ite machinery 
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it is estimated that every man has his capacity multiplied by forty 
horse power, or about 250 times. 

To one accustomed to the ease of Western life, it is hard to under- 
stand how people living in a State like the Yaman, where conditions of 

life for men and animals are only slightly differentiated, survive its 
hardships, but we see that  they do survive. For centuries they here 
existed on the meagrest possible margin beyond the bere necessities of 

existence, and like the animals that  belong to  them, knowing nothing of 

any other kind of existence, are fairly content and guard in the most 
jealous way a State and Government which provides even these things, 
I n  a Western State, with vastly more comforts, not to say luxuries, the 
people are perpetually complaining, and wherever possible break out 
into revolution. 

Mountaineers are known the world over to prize above all things 
their independence, and hard as  the life is I found two men in the Yamen, 
one a Jew and the other a Moslem, who had been in America for several 
yea.rs, but who could not get over the longing for their native mounteine, 
and finally returned to spend the rest of their days there. 

There is no such thing as  medicine known in the Yaman. Even 
the common herbs that  sometimes take the place of medicine in un- 
cultivated countries are unknown here. If you are in pain, you just 
suffer, and when a serious malady overtakes you, you die. There 
is one herb, however, in almost universal use-khat. This was brought 
to the Y aman from Abyssinia a t  the same time as coffee, and there is 8 

town near Moka, known as the town of the two trees which were first 
planted there, one the khat and the other coffee. The Yamanites have 
a habit as  inveterate as the British afternoon tea habit. About four 
o'clock in the afternoon all settle down to as heavy a course of khat 
the host can provide. I t  is a very stimulating drug, and conversstion 
brightens up with its use. I t  is, however, disastroue'to the nervous 
system ; but everyone, down to the common soldier with his poor little 
income, tries to save a bit for khat. I t  reminds one very much of the 
cocaine habit of the West. 

The process of bringing children into the world is very hard, the only 
artificial aid being for some kind friend to dance on the stomach of the 
poor woman during the process. Although they have many children 
their losses are very heavy. The Governor of one of the leading towns 
told me that he personally had lost twenty-two sons, a number 
would be noticed even in the ordinary American family. He, howeverf 
had eight left and was doing fairly well. 

I n  the Nejd, and I believe occasionally in the Yaman, for certain 
maladies they use the hot iron for both man and beast, but that 
I was reminded of a remark of a distinguished American surgeonf a 
time after he had had a chance to see something of the War. He said : 
" As a surgeon, I thought I knew something about the limits for 
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the for human suffering and punishment, but my war experi- 
shows me that this capacity of the human body is greater than I 

had ever realized before." I had much the same feeling when I 
saw the desolate conditions in which human beings are brought into the 

grow up, and go through life in the Yaman. 
Early in February we started south over the middle one of the thiee 

caravan routes that go from Aden to Jerusalem. As these routes are 
reryold, they are organized for a normal day's journey. There are 
little stetions from time to time, where there is a well, usually a 
mosque, and often an inn. I was rather surprised a t  the activity 
of this route, for we were constantly passing little caravans coming up  
from the south. The Jews we passed, like those in Bukhara, are not 
allowed to ride a horse or camel, but are allowed to ride a donkey. 
From time to time on the way to Zamar we passed large buildings, and 
were told that they were erected in the time of Himyar. From time 
to time on the plains we passed farmers drawing water from wells so 
shallow that they did not use animals for their work, saying that  tho 
water was only from five to ten feet from the surface. 

Zamar is an important town, the largest one that  we passed after The Journey 
back t o  Aden. 

leaving Sana. There are some fine Mosques in the town, and the 
oldest inhabitant showed us a stone, built in the minaret of one of 
the mosques, covered with writings, which they said were Himyar. 
We saw a number of stones of that  kind there. At one of the 
synagogues there was a parchment Bible, which the Rabbi said was 
brought with them from Jerusalem 2,000 years ago. The Rabbi Yehia 
Sayed was the most learned Rabbi that I found in the Yaman. H e  
eaid that the Jews came to the Yaman before the destruction of the  
Temple, and that they lived first in Barouss to the east of Sans ; that 
Santl was called after Sam, the son of Noah, and that  Saada and 
Zamar were named after the two sons of Shm. The Rabbi was quite 
definite about there being no native Jews in the Yaman before the 
Flight. He said that they were in touch with the Jews in Palestine 
and Egypt, and knew something of the Zionist movement. He also 
said the Jews extended in the Yaman to Bihan to the east of Zamar, 
about eight days' caravan journey. Of America he knew nothing. 
'The Jews were separated from the Moslems ; the Imam did not allow 
any abuses. 

wherever we went in this part of the Yaman, I asked to see the man 
most familiar with its history. Men of this kind are rare, as their 
interest is not keen about anything before the Moslem period. 

Yarim is a small town of about four thousand people and not nlore 
than six hundred years old, but it is right in the centre of old Himyarite 
activities. Nearby are the ruins of the ancient capitsl of Maryama. 
At Yarim there was only a very dim tradition of the death of 
Niebuhr's companion. With the orthodox Moslem feeling of t he  
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Ibb 

Taiz. 

perishability of graves, there was no trace of the b ~ r i ~ l - ~ l ~ ~ ~ .  ~t Yerim 
we were installed in a large room, but on the floor beneath us were 
about a hundred boys, hostages for various Government officials, 

The journey from Yarim to Makadar covers two deep valleys, with 
magnificent views from the divide between, reminding one much of the 
arid Grand Caiion of the Colorado. This roadway along here wae 
especially bad, because some ancient king had built a really good oneof 
stone, of which we passed stretches from time to time, but which now, 
after centuries of neglect, makes travelling more difficult than if no road 
had ever been there. On the way from Makadar to Ibb we passed 
many fine big trees, and also cacti, and some wells for the caravan 
folk. Ibb, like so many other towns in the Yaman, is perched 
high on a hill, and has the quaintest architectures that we saw in 
the Yaman. 

We are now out of Zeidist territory, and the Governor of Ibb was 
a Suni and much esteemed by the Imam, who did not require any 
hostage of him. H e  was a man of a good deal of distinction and of 
property, and had excellent quarters, and apparently was at the head 
of a prosperous district. The prosperity of Ibb is founded on agricul- 
ture, but in the town the Jews do weaving andother handicrafts. The 
Governor said that the old caravan route that once existed between the 
Hadramut and the Yaman ran from the Hadramut through El Baida, 
Rada, Zamar, and Sana, and the road from Lahej to Sana through 
Yafeh, Daleh, Kataba, Suda, Yarim, Zamar. This latter road lies to the 
east of Ibb and runs mostly in plains where the camels can walk 
easily, and it is the road the pilgrims follow. There were only about a 
hundred Jews a t  Ibb, but they were not happy, and longed to be sent 
to Jerusalem. 

Still further south between Sayaney and Maya was the territory of 
the Governor of Taiz, who seems to be an energetic man, had built 
the best roadway that we had seen in the Yaman, and also some excel- 
lent, although small, bridges at  the village of Nahklm ; on the frontier 
of the Protectorate was a fine old mosque of a style similar to the one 
my secretary had seen a t  Arafat, and entirely different from anything 
else we had seen before. They said that it had been built at the 
time of the Prophet. I t  covered a large area, was without ornament, 
entirely in white, and designed for out-of-door services. 

From Mowya south we began to enter the country of the Sultans 
of the British Protectorate, and they refused to allow the little Yaman 
officer, who had accompanied us, to go further, saying that they would 
take charge of our little caravan the rest of the lourney to Aden. 
1 was rather surprised at  one of the ntraw villages just inside the 
Protectorate to find a Jew apparently a part of the community. It 
was a very poor, wretched village, but he said there were three of them 
living there. My surprise waa increased when I asked him how he 
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,, getting along and what he was doing. H e  said he was getting 
along well, and that he was a, goldsmith. He, too, worked on the 
handles of the knives ; everything possible is done to have as ornate a 
knife as pas8ible, and great sacrifices are made to have a little gold or 
silver in the handle. 

~t the house of one of the Sultans, where we spent the night under 
the care of a, hospitable young prince, he was so efficiently aided by a 
hllndsome young man who attracted my attention, that I asked about 
him. The young prince responded very quickly and shortly, ' L  Oh, 
that's my slave !" 

 he two monarchs, Ibn Sa'ud and Imam Yahya, are men of about Two Great 
the same age, and run their dominions in much the same way. They Rulere. 

are both very vigorous and devoted to their people, and their methods 
are those of orthodox Islam. As their dominions are both small they 
can, and desire, to supervise everything very closely themselves with- 
out important aids. The advisers, auch as  they are, of Ibn Sa'ud, are 
mostly Syrians. The advisers of Imam Yahya in foreign and military 
~ffairs are Turkish. They are both very careful in the selection of 
their Kadis and in supervising their work, following all Moslem law. 
As there are no large cities in which criminals can hide, they are so 
quickly caught, and punishment is so inevitable and stern, that there is 
no encouragement to commit crime even among these turbulent people, 
with the result that there is probably no other area in the world where 
life and property are more secure. Following the Prophet, both monarch8 
use perfume freely. Using no alcohol, they take substantial but simple 
meals. Ibn Sacud is said to take two meals a day, the morning one 
composed of milk and dates, and the afternoon one of rice and mutton, 
and from these he rarely varies. Of course, rice and mutton is an 
ancient desert dish, and everywhere they know how to prepare it won- 
derfully well. For small parties a kid is cooked and a beehive of rice ; 
for larger parties a whole sheep may be cooked stuffed with rice. The 
Imam's fare is more varied, but equally substantial. Both monarchs 
use hostages to guarantee the loyalty of the men under them with 
whom they place power. The Imam's political problems are much 

than those of Ibn SaLud. The Yaman is comparatively a 
homogeneous State. The religious differences betaeen the Zeidists 
and the Sunis do not make a serious political problem. As, how- 

all kinds of people have for centuries coveted the Yaman on 
account of its strategical position, both Imam Yahya sod his people are 
moat suspicious, and they feel obliged to spend a large proportion 

what little revenue they can raise on their army. Of course, this 
the State wretchedly poor. Ibn ga'ud's problems are much more 

and difficult, and require statesmanship of the highest quality; 
the  pear-point of the Wahabi movement he cannot get far away 

from Ikhwan, who will follow him to extreme limits of sacrifice as 
6 
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long as he is loyal to their ideals, but who have nothing but abhorrence 
for all the processes of the Hejaz and for the ideals which the reat of 
the Moslem world bring there. I t  would seem to be all but impossible 
to  anything like satisfy both responsibilities, for in a sense Ibn Satud 
has a great empire to  manage. 

Sir GILBERT CLAYTON : Lord Allenby, Mr. Lecturer, ladies and 
gentlemen,-I feel that  I am practically forced to take up my position 
here. Two people have refused, and it is generally known that I have 
had the pleasure and privilege of visiting the portions of Arabia that 
Mr. Crane has been telling us about. I do not propose to add anything 
to  his description of his visit, which brings back to me very vividly my 
own journeys there. There are only just one or two general observations 
I might make. Mr. Crane mentioned in telling us of his journey towards 
the Yamen that  he had visited Jiddah, and it is possible something he 
may have said may have induced you to believe that Jiddah is a rather 
more savage place, and the Wahabi administration more brutal, than I 
found it. I t  is quite true they have a great aversion to tombs and such 
thing8 as  that. But I think that  on the whole Ibn Sa6ud kept his zealots, 
who after all were the spear-point of his military forces, in very fair 
order. Last May I spent three weeks in Jiddah at  the very height of 
the pilgrimage, and I am bound to confess that the arrangements which 
had been made for the pilgrims and the security which they enjoyed 
during their journey to Mecca and back and during their stay there 
were far in advance of anything I, who have spent a great many years 
in fairly close connection with pilgrims and pilgrimages, have ever 
heard of before. I think that  a good sign. Ibn SaGud it is true has 
difficult task, but I know him pretty well, have been with him for some 
time on two occasions and had close personal contact, and if there ie 
any man who can bring together the Wahabi of Central Arabia, and the 
more civilized Arab who has been in touch with Western culture-I am 
bound to say I think Ibn Sa6ud is that man. If he only lives 10% 
enough I think he very likely will make a success of it. As regrtrde the 
Yamen one or two points strike one there. One is that after clilnbing 
the precipitous paths of the great escarpment, on arrival at the plate~u 
where Sana is situated and the main Yamen towns are, one is struck 
by the extraordinary remoteness of the place. I t  is almost impos8ible 
to believe when you are staying there that within perhaps eighty Or 

ninety miles of you as the crow flies is the great highway between 
East and West-great ships with all the most modern inventions 
passing to and fro. There you are apparently miles away from 
where. I t  is an entirely aloof civilization. Another thing that strikee 
one if one studies the country a t  all-I was there for about a month 
living a t  Sana with very little to do except think-is the stability Of 

the place. That is to say, it is small, and its civilization is peculiar to 
itself and perhaps not entirely what we should call civilizstion. At the 
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game time, there it has been not only for hundred8 but for thousands of 
years-the Queen of Sheba, who has been mentioned, is quite one of 
the later rnonarchs of the Yamen. I think that  stability is probably 
largely due to the inaccessible position, which has rendered i t  immune 
from any very serious conquests, but secondly to the fact that  the 
people of the Yemen are not nomad Arabs like most of the Arabs of 
Central Arabia, but essentially a peasantry who live in their own 
villages, cultivate their own lands, and are a t  the same time of a hardy 
and warlike disposition with a natural aptitude to arms. They are 
trained to arms, and are very ready to take up arms in defence of 
their homes and country. For that  reason, although a difficult 
country to go to and gain the sympathy of, bearing in mind that  
it is in the immediate neighbourhood of Aden, it is, I think, 
well worthy of the study of Britishers who are likely to  work in that  
part of the world. I am sure if people can get loave to go there, and 
travel there in the kindly and sympathetic spirit in which Mr. Crane 
conducts his voyages, nothing but good can arise in cultivating con- 
fidence and dissipating the suspicion of foreigners which a t  present 
exists in the Yamen. I am sure that the Imam himself, although very 
jealous, as Mr. Crane has said, of .the independence of the country- 
which after all has been their main preoccupation for many hundreds 
of yesrs-is a man who mould respond to kindly and sympathetic help 
end advice. (Applause.) 

Tho CHAIRMAN: Ladies and gentlemen,-It is my pleasant duty 
now to ask you to join me in a vote of thanks to the Lecturer, who has 
given us a most instructive and interesting discourse. I think Sir 
Gilbert Clayton said the right thing when he said nothing but good 
could come to these countries by such sympathetic travellers as the 
Lecturer of tonight. I ask you to join in a hearty vote of thanks. 
(.4pplause.) 



THE TURKISH RAILWAYS* 

BY COLONEL W. H. GRIBBON, C.M.G., C.B.E. 

THE LECTURER : Ladies and Gentlemen,-Inwas asked to lecture on the 
subject, so I make no apology for it, though I think it may be rather a 
dull one, but I feel some diffidence in talking about such a subject before 
an audience which must contain people who know more about it than 
I, especially on the technical side. I am not a railway or economic 
expert, and hope to be put right by people who have greater knowledge 
than I on these matters. I hope that anybody who can amplify my 
information will do so afterwards, but what I am going to do is to trace 
the actual development now going on of Turkish railways. 

There have been various contradictory reports in the Press at one 
time and another, and I have been given recent information by various 
people, to  whom I am very grateful. I think it is probably correct, 
and I hope to be able to show you the trend of development in this 
matter. As an Empire we must always be interested in the daveloplnent 
of communications in a country such as Turkey, which lies right across 
what might be called the waist of our Empire, particularly when thoee 
communications are out of reach of the sea and compete with the sea 
commercially. I do not think we have by any means got to the dey 
when the air can compete with railways for long or heavy movement, 
and I do not think we are likely to get to that day before the programme 
which I shall hope to indicate to you will be practically complete. 

One wants to realize the position of Turkey always, and its very 
great importance. Turkey serves as a bridge both north and south end 
east and west. I t  has a double function which cannot be gainsaid, but 
is a fact which we must realize. I think, with regard to this question 
of railways, the interest is heightened by the recent Turkish census 
returns ; I expect you have all seen the figures returned at something 
like fourteen millions. I must confess that figure surprised me! for 
personally I should have put it much less ; but I have been thinking it 
out since, and I am not sure whether it is right or wrong. 1 think &I1 
we can do is to wait for further confirmation and try and avoid Pre- 
conceived ideas. I t  is of Rome interest to make comparieonfl. Great 
Britain has about forty-three million population on 90,000 square 
miles, which gives us roughly 470 to the square mile. If you accept 

* Lecture given on December 7, 1927. Field-Dlarshal Viacount Allenby in 
the chair. 
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~ ~ ~ k i ~ h  census figures, Turkey has 500,000 Square milee* and 8 Recent 
population of fourteen millions, which gives about 28 to the square mile. CenOUs' 

Travellers in Turkey are XIearly always impressed by the Sense of a 
human void, They all say they meet no population a t  all, but if 

coneider those figures and the numbers collected in Constantinople 
and the other towns, I think 28 to the square mile might give a eense 
of void to people accustomed to 470, or even 200, to the square mile. 
I do not think we ought to dismiss the figures too lightly. Comparisons 
are of no great value, but Bulgaria works out a t  45 to the square mile. 
Quite apart from this, I may say that  some time ago, in 1922, the 
Turkish Minister of Health gave a, tentativeestimate of population a t  over 
thirteen millions. I t  affects the railway question, because if the bridge 
is,more thickly populated than we supposed it becomes more important. 

A t  the cornrnencement of the last war there was a tendency to 
exaggerate the capability of Turkish railways. I remember quite well 
figures which were by no means lived up to in reality. If we had had. 
accurate figures it would have helped us a great deal in making plans Railway 
during the early part of the war. During the war we discovered the ::2:f:ir 
limitations of the system gradually. Of a system such a s  this in Development. 
particular one wants to get a correct perspective. W e  do not want to 
exaggerate or minimize facts, but to get a t  them, and that  can only be 
done by keeping an open mind, watching developments, and accepting 
proper evidence. 

I do not want to bore you with a lot of statistics, but the following 
figures may bo some indication, again, of the state of railways in Turkey. 
At the beginning of 1926, allowing for what Turkey lost in the war-the 
Baghdad at least, partly, and the whole of the Hejaz system-Turkey 
had still left 2,500 miles of railway. If you accept that  census figure again, 
that represents about one mile of railway for about 5,500 people. That 
compsres with about one mile to 2,000 in Great Britain, one to  2,250 in 
Canada, one to 4,000 in Egypt, and one to 7,500 in India. Those 
6gures onlygive a rough indication of the state of railway development. 
But Turkey has now, either constructed or under construction, 1,350 
mllea approximately of railways, so that when she has finished her 
present programme she will not be in a bad state of railway development 
l n  comparison with other countries. Examining the railways from the 
commercial aepect, I have only been able to make one figure of any use. 
The trade, import and export, in 1926 wae about £20,000,000. 
That would work out at about £8,000 per rail mile. But  then, again, 
probably nothing like the whole of those exports and imports were 
'bodled by the railways. Some would go direct by sea, and I cannot 
give You anything worth having in that  respect. I have only tried to 

indication of the commercial importance of the railways. 
* Statesrnnn'a Year ~ ~ ~ k ,  1926, gives 494,538 square miles for the Republic 

of Turkey. 
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Now, before going on to examine these railweya in detail, I abnt 
You to realize-perhaps YOU may not agree, but I think I am correct- 
that, since the period of consolidetion of the Nationalist movement, 
the whole focus has shifted, and we want to eramine the reilnaga, if 
we are to get any idea of what is underlying them, from Angora, out- 
wards, and not from the point of view of through communications, 
we used to do. We can take the through comlnunication point of view 
afterwards, but first follow me in looking at  them from the present 
Turkish capital. 

First of all I will mention a small railway, the Mudania-Brussa 
line, twenty-two miles in length. I t  taps the prosperous Brusse district 
and pays its way. It used to do a considerable amount of tourist 
traffic, and i t  transports minerals, silk, and a small amount of tobacco, 
I t  is not important and is not connected with any other railway. 
Turning to the main Anatolian system, first of all there is the Anetolian 
railway, which connects Angora with Haidar Pasha by Eski Shehr and 
with Konia down to the south. That is one system, and that system 
connects up a t  Afium Kara Hissar with the Smyrna-Kassabe railwey, 
the French railway which runs through Smyrna and has an important 
branch to Panderma. This branch taps the Bali Kesr mining district, 
and is, I believe, a commercially prosperous concern. Recently the 
Turks have put in hand a railway from Kutaya; there wee a little 
existing branch connecting this place with the main Anatolian line- 
through to Bali Kesr. This taps the intermediate mining district 
round Tavshanli, of which chrome ore is the most important outputt 
and this work has been given to the German firm of Julius Berger. It 
is altogether about 200 kilometres long, and is to be completed by 
August 13, 1930. That is a new piece of line for which the contrsct 
has absolutely been given. To turn now to the remaining section of 
what I am going to call the western section of the Turkish railw~y 
system. This is the Smyrna-Aidin-Bruses railway, which rung from 
Srnyrna up the Meander valley. I t  taps a rich olive district, which 
also produces grain and a certain amount of mineral. This railway 
doing much better ; its traffic receipts have gone up considerably of 
late. The Turkish Government are empowered to buy the line back in 
1950. Whether they will do so or not I do not know, but at present, 
although it is a British concern, the railway personnel is 98 Per cent. 
Turkish, and I am told it, is all running vary smoothly and sat i f~faot~~~ly* 
There is a certain strategic importance attached to this line b!'srecent 
Turkish proposal to make line leading from the Anatolian railway 
down to the port of Adalia. The actual point is Chai on the ~ n a ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~  
railway, and it goes through Dineir and then through Egerdirto Adahrs 
The harbour is not a promising one, and the branch will serve no 
mercial purpose, I believe ; it looks a purely defensive line on the psrt 
of the Turks. The company have suggested they should be given 
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a kilolnetrio guarantee if they have to  build it, but 1 do not think that 
they would be likely to get this. 

Wertern 
Syetem. Looking again a t  the western section taken from Angora, the 

strategic lay-out is quite apparent. You have a railway serving the 
right wing on the Bosphorus and the Kassaba line protecting Smyrna, 
and they are now putting a new line through the middle lesding 
towards the Dardanelles. If this goes through-and you can quite see 
the Turkish desire to get it through-they will have a pretty strong 

defensive lay-out on the west and south-west. Also it is by far the 
richest commercially. 

Black Sea The next section I have to  take is the northern or Black Sea 
section. Before the war Russian political pressure prevented any 
Turkish railway development in that  part of the world. I t  wss not 
encouraged by the Russians, and the Turks did not undertake to carry 
it on. The two most important points are the harbour of Samaun, a 
potentially good harbour, and the coal basin of Heraclea, which provides 
all the indigenous coal. A contract has been given to a Belgian firm 
to improve the harbour of Samsun ; and as regards the coal, a, railway 
is intended to be constructed from Heraclea to a point east of Angora, 
Yaghche Khan, where a new Turkish arsenal is being constructed, the 
idea being to facilitate the transport of coal over the whole Turkish 
system via, the Angora railway. But we shall come to another point 
about that  when we consider Samsun. This railway has been given to 
a Swedish group. I t  is about 580 kilometres altogether from Eregli to 
Y q h c h e  Khan. The gauge will be metre gauge to start with, probably, 
owing to  the difficulty of getting over the mountain range which 
separates the sea, from the interior. Metre gauge will cost about hdf 
as  much as Turkish standard gauge. I should have mentioned that 
this is 4 feet 84 inches. That is not a t  all universal, but it is the 
standard, and it would be expensive to put a standard gauge railway 
through that bit of country. The coal output is, I think, under 8. million 
tons annually, snd  can be tackled by a metre gauge railwsy. This 

Sam~un. railway is due to be finished on June 1, 1932. Now, as to SamfJun~ I 
have mentioned that  a Belgian group hae secured the contract for 
improving this port, the most important Turkiah port in the Black sea, 
and the Turkiah Government themselves have begun to  build a railway 
from Bamsun to flivae which follows the Yeshil I r~nak  valley. 
probably noticed in the paper the other day that Behij Bey, the Turkish 
Minister of Works, had actually opened a line as far as Amasire They 
are going to carry that on as  far as  Turhal, and from there &re giving 
the work to the same Belgian company as has got the contract for 

improving the harbour. This work is to be completed by Msrch '1 

1930, and it ie the first in priority of a,ll the new construction It ia 
probable that this railway will bring a good deal of the cod from 
Heraclea. Naturally, for ooal destined for the east, or south-esstf it 
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be cheaper to go through Samsun and down this railway than 
to be brought by railway the whole way from Heraclea, with break of 
gauge at Yaghche Khan. An extension of that  line is being carried 
out by a Turkish firm, Nemli Zade Fils, to  tap the tobacco between 
Samsun, Charshembe, and Thermz. That may also have some con- 
nection with the protection of Samsun harbour. 

We have got these two Black Sea branches, Heraclea to 
Yachohe Khan and from Samsun to  Sivas. We saw, looking - 
 westward^^ from Angora, how it  was all connected up, and we Black Sea Section8 and 
have got to see how they will connect those two branches AnKOram - 
with the main system. Certain maps persist in showing a trace of 

running due east from Angora ; i t  may have been started, but 
it certainly has not been carried through, and to find a trace the Turks 
have been forced by the terrain to drop southwards as  far as  Cmsarea. 
The Turks have already built a new line from Angora to C ~ s a r e a  out of 
revenue (this line twice crosses the Deliji branch of the Kizil ~ r m a k ) .  
The same Belgian company is going to connect up from Sivas to 
Caeserea via the Icizil Irmak valley, so that  Cresarea will come in the 
centre of the Black Sea system, although i t  is so far to the south. The 
C~sarea-Sivas section has also to be completed by March 1, 1930, the 
same date as the Samsun railway. 

Now there is another and, I think, entirely commercial line which Ada Bazaar- 
has been projected from Ada Bazaar through I<astamuni to a place Kastamuni 

-Harsa. 
called Hersa on the line from Samsum to Sivas, and it is proposed to 
have e branch line to Ineboli. I do not think it has got very far, it is 
still in the proposition stage ; it is being considered by a Swiss firm. 

That completes the northern lines ; we have completed now the 
western and northern sectors, and we come to the southern sector. This 

Section. includes the harbour of Mersinaand tho bay of Alexandretta, as well as tho 
rich grain and cotton district of Adana. This section is very badly situ- 
ated, strategically, for the Turks. I t  is the weak spot of the whole of their 
system. It  runs parallel with the comt, and has no main communication 
at right angles to the coast. I t  follows the coast, and is assailable from 
the coast for a considerable length. I t  contains two important tunnel 
a~etems, the Taurus and the Amanus ; the conlpletion of those tunnels, 
You may remember, practically coincided with the Armistice. There is . 
no connection with the main system except by a continuation of the Ana- 
tolian railway southward from Iconia, and this is a prolongation of the 

system, instead of being e branch a t  an  angle to it. This situation 
be greatly relieved by the completion of another line, for which the 

has been placed with a German group, Julius Berger, between 
Cssareaend Ulu Kishla. I t  is to be completed in February, 1931. The clsarea- 
work is actually in hand, so that  by 1931, when the railway is oomplete, Ulu Kiahla. 

through communication will have been established between the Blaok Sea 
and the hlediterranean by land, and' Clesares will also become a oentre 
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For the southern section as well as  the north. Casssres is obvioue~y 
destined to become a very important railway centre. I t  is a, town of 
great historical importance which has dwindled for centuries pact, 
but looks like becoming important again. The present population is 
about fifty thousand. 

Before turning to the eastern section it is necessary to consider the 
Baghdad old Baghdad railway. The Turks have lost control of the Baghdad Railway. 

railway. Now they have got this frontier altered by agreement with 
the French. Originally the Franco-Syrian frontier came very close to 
the Cilician section of the railway, but now the Turks have got a depth 
of about thirty miles there which gives a right-angle approach to the 
frontier instead of the railway running along the frontier. South of this 
from Meidan Ekbas to Choban Bey the railway is in French mandated 
territory, and from here on forms the frontier. The Turks have certain 
rights for transporting troops along the Baghdad railway still, but it is 
quite unsatisfactory to have a railway practically forming the frontier, 
and they have taken other measures, which I will explain, to circumvent 
that. By the way, the old Anatolian railway system ended at Konia 
and the old Baghdad railway started a t  Konia. Now it is run by a 
French concern from Yenidje to  Nisibin, including the tunnels, and the 
Taurus-Mersina branch is also exploited by a French company. The 
old Baghdad railway never functioned very efficiently during the war. 
I t  had a tremendous reputation, and one heard a lot about it, but I 
think it must have been a great disappointment to General Falkenhayn 
when he embarked on his campaign. The French have been doing a 
bit of work to i t  lately, so that  they can run a few trains along, but I 
think it is only for upkeep and maintenance of their posts in north-east 
Syria. Of course, that is all French mandate. 

Eaatern Let us turn now to what I will call the eastern section. The emtern 
Section : 
(,) North. section wants dividing into two ; we have to consider it as north-eaet 
Eaet. and south-east, north-eastern where it leads towards Russia and south- 

eastern leading towards Iraq. The Turks received a couple of war 
legacies in the north from the Russians ; during the war the Russianfl 
built a light 2-foot-6-inch gauge railway from Maden Yeni Keni to 
Serikamish (230 kilometree). The Turks got that line at the end o[ 
the war and keep it running. I t  gives them a connection with the 
main Russian railway system to Baku up to Russia. Of course, it is not 
connected up westwards between Erzerum and Sivas ; there ie * very 
serious and very difficult gap. Although it looks attractive on the map 
it is not, I think, of great value. They also got a section (124 
metres) of standard gauge railway from Sarikamish leading UP to the 
frontier a t  the Arpa Chai. 

There is the project shown on the map connecting Erzerum and 
Trebizond, but that  is problematical. I t  would be an extraordinarily 
difficult line to build, as  it would have to go over the Kop Dagh. 
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The Turks got another legacy in the line (170 kilometres) connecting 
with the Russian railway to Julfa and Tabriz. I t  goes through Maku, 

Bayazid, and Kara Geuz, with a branch to Bayazid Agha. I t  is a metre 

line in a derelict condition, and nothing has been done, I think, to  
improve it lately. I t  was built by the Russians between February, 
1916, and February, 1918, after they took Erzerum. I do not know if 

one can connect the ideas, but that railway has some slight interest in 
view of the recent frontier disputes between Turks and Persians. They 
seem to have settled them amicably, but a t  one time the situation 
seemed threatening. I t  was due to  the Kurdish trouble ; you may 
remember that some Turkish officers were captured by the Persians and 
carried off. I think it ought to be watched, but I do not anticipate 
that you will see those north-eastern railways linked up for some time 
to come. 

The south-eastern section is the section leading towards Iraq, and of (b) South- 
particular importance to the Turks on account of their Kurdish troubles. ~~~~~~~ 
In today's paper it is said they have removed martial law from 
Kurdistan, and it may be the Kurds are going to settle down. The 
Government have been considering for some time means for establishing 
railway communication between south-eastern Anatolia and western 
Turkey to open up Kurdistan. They have now decided on a trace of 
500 kilometres, leaving the Baghdad station a t  Keller, which is suitable 
as being as far as possible from the French frontier, whence they can 
run independently up to Diarbekr via Malatia and Kharput. At 
Diarbekr the railway will strike the Tigris. From there small killiks 
can go to Mosul and beyond. Such a railway would have been of 
extraordinaryvalue to the Turks in 1916. After they had lost Erzerum, 
we having evacuated the Dardanelles, the Turks reconstructed a 
second army under Vehib Pasha which they wanted to send up to out- 
flank the Russians. They actually despatched about 60,000 men, and 
it tool1 them from February until August to get those men deployed 
from railhead roughly on a line from Kighi and Oghnat to Mush. I t  
took nearly eight months to move 60,000 men in thirteen divisions ; that 
shows the state of their com~nunications and the value of a railway 
such as they are contemplating. As well as passing through Malatia 
an"harput it will tap the Arghano, copper mines ; I have never been 
quite sure what those mines are really worth. I t s  construction has 
been entrusted to the samo Swedish group as are undertaking the 
He~aclea-yaghche Khan railway, and is to be finished by December, 
1932. Of course, this lioe shares the weakness of the tunnel section, 
Taurus-~manus, but it is difficult to see how that can be avoided. The 
Taurus range prevents cross communication, and always in history has . 

forced the " royal road " where the railway is now. They cannot get 
from it, and so they have got this line hanging on the same link, 

and it is very weak. Another project follows the Murad Su branch of 
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the Upper Euphrates to Lake Van. It does not look on the map as 
though it would be ditficult, but it is imposaible to tell from herel a0 ih 
is a winding river defile and almost certainly very broken. If they 
could build that it would be a useful line, but I do not think it is more 
than a proposal. Of course, it looks from a first glance at the map a0 
if it were reaching out to the Russian system across Lake Van, 1t 
gives that impression, but I think that is more an idea then anything 
else. 

orient Rail- I have stuck to my principle of examining the question from Angon 
-Y. outwards, and I have left the Orient railway through Thrace to the 

last. I t  is a link with Europe that could easily be severed, and if the 
Turks wanted to come out of Thrace they could do so. You have 
probably noticed an incident on that line, an amusing one. The other 
day, when some Turkish delegates were going to Adrianople to celebrate 
the recovery of Adrianople, they were prevented by the Greeks, who 
adopted a novel form of signalling by putting a live bomb on the line. 
I believe they do that every day. By the last treaty Adrianople is 
Turkish, but the line connecting it with Constantinople and following 
the right bank of the Maritza is in Greece. The actual railway station 
a t  Kara Aghaj is Turkish, but the line connecting runs through Greek 
territory, and they are always liable to have incidents. 

This line suffers from having been built on the kilometric guarantee 
system, for the 148 miles between Constantinople and Adrienople has 
been spun out to over 200. I t  is exploited by a Fraxm-Turkish 
company, and there is a threat to take it over by the Turkish Govern- 
ment unless a debt of three million gold francs is  aid. ~ncluding 
branches, this railway is 337 kilometres in length. There is a k~rbnch 
to Kirk Killisea, and maps show branches to Keshan and Rodostot 
about the present state of which confirmation is needed. 

One other railway built by the Turks during the war runs up the 
west bank of the Bosphorus and connects the Black Sea with the Golden 
Horn. I t  is a little decanville railway for providing wood to constanti- 
nople during the war. It mas still running when I saw it last and was 
quite useful. 

That is the end of the review of the Turkish railway system old 
and new. I am afraid it has been rather sketchy, but I think one of 

the main points to notice is the Taurus range, which forces tho railway 
construction to take a, certain shape. 

Finance As regards the financing of the new railways, I understand there is 
no idea of a kilometric guarantee or granting a concession. The rail- 

ways are built really on the hire-purchase system. A company build8 the 
line, the Turkish Government exploits it, and with the money it receive0 
it pays for the section of line that has been completed. 

Stock I t  is a platitude to my that railways are no good without rolling and Perform- 
ance stack or fuel. Ae regards rolling stock, I remember that during the 
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the Turks received a considerable amount of Belgian rolling stock, 
was quite good stuff, and recently fairly importaut orders have 

been placed in Sweden. I do not think any great performance can be 
for some time to come ; I should think the maximum would 

be four or five trains a day. The ruling grades prohibit heavy trains, 
and the average train is, I should think, not more than forty axles. AS 
regarde fuel, I remember the Turks had great difficulty in circulating 

during the war. The blockade resulting from the war made things 

tighter and tighter for them. They took to wood on the Syrian system, 

and coal will probably be a difficulty until the Eregli-Yaghche Khan 
railway is ready. What effect that will have I cannot tell you. I notice 
that the Aidin railway burns more English coal than country coal, 
though English coal costs one shilling a ton more in Smyrna. 

You may have seen some recent notices about the quickening up of Through em ices. 
the through express from Angora to Haidar Pasha connecting with the 
Orient express to Europe. I t  is now scheduled to do the journey in 
less than fourteen hours, but that  is not a very exciting thing for 360 
miles. I t  is about half the speed of our best express trains. I believe 
the Turkish railway personnel is quite efficient; they make good 
railway servants. 

You may have also noticed that there has been a certain amount in 
the Press lately about through connection from Calais to Cairo. The 
announcement was that this would be put through and that  you 
would go in five days, with sleeping cars and other luxuries, 
crossing by ferry to Haidar Pasha, and all you would have to do 
would be to cross the Canal. But you would have to motor from 
Tripoli to Haifa, presumably to  overcome the break of gauge. I n  
Syria there is a break of gauge a t  Rayak, where you transfer from the 
broad gauge to the metre gauge, and there is a long detour by metre 
railway via Damascus and the Yarmuk valley. I think i t  is rather an 
ideal at present; I do not think you could book a ticket that  way, 
but you might be able to get through in seven or eight days if you 
really tried. 

Another point which may have some interest is the pilgrimage 
traffic. Whether, when all the system has been completed, pilgrims 

be encouraged to go down to the Hejaz from the north I do not 
know; it is rather an interesting point. I notice the Soviet Govern- 
ment the other day announced their intention of competing with 
Indian trade in Hejaz ports, and are sending a special steamer down 
with and tea. I t  is interesting to see they have got their eye on 
this Sort of thing, but I do not think the Hejaz railway will ever 

with the sea in this respect. Even putting canal dues on top 
Of sea it does not seem possible. 

It remains to be seen whether the Turks can finish the programme summary. 
by lg32, but, from what I have heard of Hehij Bey, serious work is in 
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hand;  it is no bunkum, and they mean to get on with it. Let us take 
the dates once more : The first line is  the Samsun-Sivas, to be finished 
by March 1, 1930, and the same line is to be carried on from Sivae to 

C ~ s a r e a  by the same date. The next one is the line from Kutaya 
towards the Dardanelles a t  Bali Kesr, to be finished on August 13,1930. 
Next is the Czsarea to Ulu Kishla, and connecting by that railwkg 
with the Mediterranean, by February, 1931. There is the coal railway 
from Eregli to Yaghche Khan, to be finished by June 1, 1932; and the 
Keller-Diarbekr line, also to be finished in 1932, but not till December, 
That is the last line. Contracts have gone for the Samsun-Sivas and 
Sivas-Caesarea, t o  the Belgians. The Kutaya-Bali Hesr and the 
Caesarea-Ulu Kishla have gone to German firms, and the Eregli-Yaghche 
Khan and the Keller-Diarbekr have gone to Swedish firms. The 
rolling stock has been ordered in Sweden. I must say that to my 
mind it is regrettable there is no outlet for British energy in this new 
development, but there may be reasons that  I do not understand. 
(Applause .) 

Mr. H. CHARLES WOODS : My Lord Chairman, Ladies and Gentle- 
men,-After the most interesting lecture we have heard from Colonel 
Gribbon it seems to me there is very little to say. But I would like, if 
I may, first of all to remind you of a very important thing which you 
may not realize-namely, how extraordinarily difficult it must have 
been even for Colonel Gribbon to provide all the details we have had 
this afternoon. I have tried to work the details of these railways at 
various periods myself, and I have found it always a very slow and 
very heavy task. Therefore I am sure you are all most grateful for 
this information-information which, I venture to think, will be quite 
a s  valuable when we see it in print as in the way we have heard it thie 
afternoon. 

There are one or two little points I might comment upon. First of 
all about the census. I think Colonel Gribbon is probably entirely 
right in saying that we had better wait and see, but the figures given 
rather remind me of the story you have heard of the little boy who 
was aeked by his father how many sheep had paeeed through e gap. 
The boy replied that there were 1,004. The father asked : " Why do 
you say 1,0041" The boy answered : I counted four m d  I thought 
the rest looked like a thousand." I t  may be the Turks have done 
uomething like that. The numbers are greatly higher then anyone 
anticipated. 

Coming to the question of the railways themselves, Colonel Gribbon 
talked about the lack of lines in north-eastern Asia Minor, and 
referred to the difficulties with Russia in pre-war days. I think I bm 

right in saying there was a definite convention that only Russia should 
build such railwaye. It was one of the early eonventions between 
Russia and Turkey, and explains the entire lack of railways. A8 to tha 
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importance of the railways of Asiatic Turkey in the war, in the presence 
such authorities as our chairman, Lord Allenby, and others, i t  

would not be for me to make any detailed comment. But, unimportant 
as these lines, particularly the Baghdad line, may have been to the 
Turks, it seems to me the Turks would probably never have been able 
to carry out those two big campaigns in Iraq and in Palestine a t  all 
unless they had even these ineficient railways. I could not hear very 
well from where I was, but I understood Colonel Gribbon to  speak of 
the eastern part of the Baghdad railway as  now being French. I may 
have omitted to see some document, but surely that  railway is now a - 

frontier railway, the territorial ownership being Turkish- - - 

The LECTURER : I t  has been altered. 
Mr. WOODS : Then it is quite recent, but Colonel Gribbon's informa- 

tion is, perhaps, better than mine. I t  was a Turkish railway when I 
was there two and a half years ago. There was rt slight modification 
of frontier near Killis after this, but i t  did not, I think, involve the 
eastern section of the Baghdad line. 

With regard to some of the other points raised I would like to say - 

that for many years, and especially two years ago, there has been and 
there was talk of connecting the Baghdad railway and the Smyrna- 
Dineir railway-that is, the German and British systems. As to the 
rolling stock, Colonel Gribbon said i t  was good ; i t  certainly was 
reasonably good when I went to Angora two and a half years ago. Of 
course I agree that fourteen hours is not a particularly quick trip from 
Constantinople to Angora ; but still it is something like ten or eleven 
hours quicker than it was in 1925, and shows an even greater time- 
saving than that when compared with pre-war days. At that  time 
one was compelled to spend the night a t  Eski Shehr, whereas now you 
keep travelling continuously. Coming to the through railway from 
Calais to Cairo, we were told that it would be necessary to drive from 
Tripoli to Haifa. But as many of you know, so far as Palestine is 
concerned there is a very great desire to connect up Tripoli and Haifa. 
Any railway built in that area would be partly English, but more largely 
French. If that were done, you would be able to travel from Calais 
to Cairo with only the breaks a t  the Bosphorus and the Suez Canal. 

With regard to European Turkey, I that  any railways running 
towards the Marmora and the Bgean  are only metre lines, but I am 
not m e  whether a normal gauge line to Rodosto is open or not. 
Referring to this area, too, Colonel Gribbon made a very interesting 
point about that little passage through Greek country. Although the 
Customs formalities are not severe, it is extraordinarily annoying to the 
ordinary traveller boring in and out of Turkish and Greek territory, 
and it proves some of the problems raised by the Peace Treaties. I 
must thank Colonel Gribbon for the information he has given US. 

(Applause.) 
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Mr. E. H. SKRINE : Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,-l should 
like to say a few words with regard to my own experience of Turkish 
railways. First of all let me state that  I share the soeptioism the 
lecturer and the last speaker about the figures of the recent Turkish 
census. It seems to  me that  they are preposterously exaggerated, and 
knowing what I do of Turkish methods, I can well believe the exsggera. 
tion has had a political object. We do not find any country thickly 
peopled unless i t  is an industrial country, containing a large number of 

great towns. England and Belgium are instances. I have been in Turkey 
several times, but I do not know much about the interior. I under- 
stand, however, that  there are no great towns there with the exceptions 
of Constantinople, which has been depleted since the war, and SmyrDa, 
which suffered so cruelly in the Greek campaign. Anatolia, (and 
Turkey generally) is a purely agricultural country, and agricultural 
countries are always thinly peopled. I question whether the popula- 
tion of Turkey is more than eight millions. 

I had something to do with Indian censuses while I was in the 
Indian Civil Service, and I remember how intense was the anxiety on 
the part of the population in the second census. Everyone to whom 
I spoke thought it was preliminary to a poll-tax. I think that must 
have been the case in Turkey, so that the people would oonsiderably 
under-state their numbers. With regard to the present railway system, 
the lecturer mentioned the " Kilometric Guarantee," and I should like 
to say a few words about that. When railways were built under 
Sultan Abdul Hamid he got in touch with an astute financier of whom 
you must have heard. By dint of much bakshish that financier 
obtained from the Sultan a, decree guaranteeing so many Turkish 
pounds per kilometre, without regard to the length of the line, so that 
it became the constructors' interest to make those lines as crooked 
they could be. I t  reminds me of Mark Twain in Innocents Abroad," 
where he said that the Street that  is called Straight at Joppa was a 

little straighter than a corkscrew, but not quite so straight as ran- 
bow." I n  travelling from Adana to Brussa I could have shaken hands 
with the engine-driver ! This line is twenty-two miles in length, but 
the distance as the crow flies is not more than eight. I am very 

pleased to hear that Kemal Bey's Government has abandoned that 
abominable and cruel system. Another point regarding railway8 is 
that they require roads linking stations with the interior. 1s the Con- 
struction and upkeep of roads in Turkey being carried out in the flame 
degree as that, of railways? I t  is astonishing to hear that these 

lines are being started when everybody knows that in a few years' time 
the air will carry all the light goods and passenger traffic, while motoP 
cars and lorriee will deal with the rest. I t  ie astoniehing that the 

Turks should suddonly undertake these expensive r s i l w a ~ s ~  and I 
should like to know, especially with regard to roads, whether their 
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is being with pari passu with the construction 

of 
May I add that  we have all enjoyed the lecture and 

learned a good deal we did not know before. (Applause.) 
Mr. E. H. KEELING: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,-Mr. 

Woods the point whether the eastern section of the ~ a g h d a d  
railway belongs to the Turks or to  the French. When I came that  

not long ago it was being operated by the French. Whether the 
German and other shareholders have lost all their rights I do not know, 

I should be glad to hear whether Colonel Gribbon knows. Colonel 

Gribbon pointed out the great advantage of the French being in con- 
trol of the difficult tunnels. The French section includes the Amanus 
tunnels, but the Taurus tunllels are under Turkish management. 
When I travelled from Aleppo to Constantinople we had to  change 
trains when we got to Yenidje, a t  the foot of the Taurus, and the 
Turkieh engine-driver refused to go on because it had been raining and 
he thought there might have been a landslip in the tunnel. We were 
held up for twenty-four hours until they got another driver. 

The Germans put up the names of stations in Turkey in Roman 
characters, and it is interesting to  see that  the Turks have carefully 
painted out the Roman names and left only the names in Turkish 
characters-which I should think a good many passengers cannot read. 
In some cases the Turkish paint has worn away and it is possible to 
read the names put up by the Germans. 

I have two questions. Can Colonel Gribbon say whether the great 
Jerablus bridge over the Euphrates, destroyed about 1920, has been 
repaired, to enable trains to run through to Nisibin from Aleppo ? 
Secondly, can he say how the new railways built by various foreign 
companies are to be operated, whether by the Turks or by foreign 
companies 1 

Mr. MONTAGUE BELL: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,- 
With regard to the Hejaz Railway, about which a question has been 
asked, it was originally built for pilgrim traffic, and presumably it will 
revert to that purpose to a still greater extent when the connecting 
links with northern Anatolia are completed. As to the Baghdad Rail- 
way, regarding which conflicting statements have been made, is not the 
position this, that the Turks have taken over the railway for them- 
selves, the French are managing tho Nisibin section, and in the mean- 
time the question of the settlement as far as  the shareholders are con- 
cerned is under discussion or left i r z  stat l~ y ? ~ ,  ? I think that  represents 
the actual position, but I should be glad if Colonel Gribbon will let 
Us -4 point to bear in mind is that  this railway construction is 
creditable to the Torlrs, as it shows their determination to open up the 

They are certainly taking it very seriously. What I am not 
about are ths financial arrangements. One imagines that  all 

these foreign contracts for the building of railways carry with them 
6 
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cash down to  some unknown extent. I do not know whether colonel 
Gribbon can tell U s  anything about that, or about the beering 
the agreements with the companies have on the capacity of the ~~~k~ 
to  carry on without direct loans. 

The LECTURER : First with regard to roads, I am afreid I have no 
very up-to-date information; but I gather that certain main trunk 
roads are being improved because people can now motor over them. 
But  I think, very much as  in India, very often you will get a rsilway 
and no road. Sometimes i t  is a question of railway or road, and a 
policy has to  be definitely settled whether railway or road, and in some 
cases i t  is decided to have a railway and stick to it. For instance, I do not 
think there is any important road along the railway trace to Diarbekr ; 
it would be a railway and nothing more. I t  is a question of policy bs 

to  which would be most economic and satisfactory to go for. 
Mr. DONALD MELLOR : Might I interpolate? The line from Aleppo 

to  Yenidje, where the speaiker spoke about having to change, right on 
to  Nisibin, is run by a French company with offices in Paris. What 
the service is a t  present I do not know, because, like another speaker, 
I am very curious about that  great bridge which was blown up during 
the war. We have never been able to find any information as to 
whether that  bridge has been constructed properly-it may have been 
mended or girders run across to  allow trains to run temporarily. 
Whether reconstructed I have never been able to find out. While I 
am speaking, may I be allowed to say how very much I have enjoyed 
the lecture, and that I consider the railways are all of great importanoe 
with regard to communication with Egypt. There is a point I s m  
curious on-it has been mentioned about railhead. Can Colonel 
Gribbon give us any information as to whether any construction is 
going on from Nisibin across country or down south towards Mosul? 

The LECTURER : With regard to the Baghdad railway we muat find 
out. My understanding was that  the railway practically did form the 
frontier, and that  it was under French administration, if not in Frenob 
mandated territory. I think the French have run girders over the 
bridge s t  Jerablus, and put certsin piere for the transport of troops. 
Somebody asked about the trains on it. I think I said in the leoture 
that it was only worked by motor trolleys lately, but the Frenoh are doing 
a certain amount of work on it to run light trains there to support 
posts in north-eaet Syrian mandated territory. There was at one time 
a French project to bring the Baghdad railway out by a muoh shortsr 
trace to  the Tigris than that  adopted, but it has never been carried 
through. With regard to the Taurus being under Turkieh manrgementp 
of course, if the French control begins a t  Yenidje the Taurus must be 
under French management. 

With regard to Jerablus bridge, I think you are correct. It 

probably has not been completely repaired, but repaired sufficientlJ' for 
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light trains to run over it. About the financial arrangement, my 

information is that the railways as completed are operated by the 
Turks, The line from Sameun to  Amasia was, 1 believe, built out of 

Turkish revenue. Aa soon as a section is completed by a, contractor, 

that is handed over to the Turks, who exploit i t  and pay for the  
out of proceeds. I do not know if anybody knows any 

more &bout it than that. As to the Baghdad railway shareholders and 
the financial arrangement, I cannot tell you how that  matter stands. 
There was some doubt about this line (Chai-Adalia). It is only a 
project, but it seems to me a very likely desire. The Turks are 
bringing pressure on to the Aidin railway company to  make thoso two 
linea, but the railway company do not regard i t  as a commercial 
proposition. 

The CHAIRMAN : I think we have had a very interesting lecture, and 
I can say nothing that will throw more light on it. I took a very keen 
interest in these railways some years ago when I was conducting the 
campaign in Palestine and Syria, and i t  was a great satisfaction to us 
then that the tunnels were not made until the time of the Armistice. 
Six months earlier would have given us a good deal of trouble. I went 
through the tunnel in the last days of 1918, and I take it that the line 
is better now than then. If not, I can understand the reluctance of the 
Turkish engine-driver. When we went through, the roofs of the tunnels 
were not riveted, nor the sides. The sides of the cuttings often drop 
masses of rock as big as this room on to the line. When we came back 
we found a rock blocking one of the cuttings, and i t  took some time to  
clear away. A large number of Armenian refugees, deserters, disbanded 
Turks, and others were going back, and these people used to  crowd on t o  
the tops of the trains. Many were knocked off by projecting points of 
rock in the tunnel. I do not think there was a great deal of fighting 
in those parts after we withdrew our troops and handed over to  French 
control, but the Turks recaptured a good deal of Cilicia, and the last of 
our retirement was the big bridge over the ~ u ~ h r a t e s L 9 0 0  yards 
long-was blown up, and that you think is probably not well repaired 
yet. However, I presume that the line is in fairly good working order 
now, because the day before yesterday, when I saw Icing Faisal off-he 
was going beck from Victoria Station to  Mesopotamia-he told me he 
was going straight through to Aleppo without change, crossing the 
B ~ 8 ~ h o r u ~ ,  I,suppose, by train ferry. So I presume the line is in pretty 
good order now. You will join me, I am sure, in e very hearty vote of 

to our lecturer for his very interesting and instructive discourse 
this afternoon. hTay I ask you to signify your approval in the ordinary 

(&Applause.) 



AFFAIRS IN PERSIA 

TEHERAN, 
November 23,1927. 

THE past nine months have produced two notable developments in the 
conclusion of the negotiations with Russia and the departure of the 
American financial advisers. The Russo-Persian treaty of friendship 
and neutrality, which Persia has signed without prejudice to her 
obligabions as  a member of the League of Nations, is a blameless docu- 
mant. The trade and customs conventions which followed on the 
treaty are rich in possibilities of dispute and controversy, and the 
Mejlis has designedly been deprived of an opportunity to discuss their 
terms. The stipulations and provisions of the agreement for the 
exchange of commodities bear evidence of much bureaucratic manipula- 
tion in Moscow, and they leave a clear field for all sorts of chicanery 
and backhandedness in the treatment of Persian merchants. The 
merits of this trade agreement, therefore, are only demonstrable in 
practice over a, year's working. The new Persian customs tariff appears 
to be definitely advantageous to Persia as compared with the 1902 
tariff, from which Russia has hitherto benefited, but in comparison with 
the 1920 tariff a t  present applied to other countries there is still con- 
siderable discrimination in favour of Russia. As a basis for Persis'e 
claim to tariff autonomy, therefore, it is somewhat weak. In the ceee 
of petroleum products the import duty is reduced, to the adventage of 
Baku, and to the disadvantage of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company, 
whose sales in Persia are already duty-free. The dispute over the 
Caspian fieheriee on the Persian littoral has been simultaneously 
settled, on paper, by provision for joint exploitation by the two 
Governments in the form of a company with equal shares md equbl 
rights, but employing only Persian workers. This fisheries agreement 
can hardly be expected to work well in Persia's interests, but thecom- 
promise is considered better than letting the Russians have the fish for 
nothing. The Russian gunboat stationed a t  the port of Pehlevi hie 
now departed, and it is left to  the Persian municipality there tomain- 
tain, if they can, the creditable work of upkeep and development of the 
port itself. 

The conclusion of these arrangements is the result of representations 
and negotiations lasting several years. Not only is Persia the weaker 
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party, but she has been the suitor throughout, and i t  is only by the 
~ h ~ h ' ~  enpress urging, aided by Russia's weakened standing in the 

West, that a has been reached. TO call this settlement. a s  
M~~~~~ hag done, a blow to British imperialism is as far  from common 
sense as to ascribe it to Russian machinations, intrigue, sinister designs, 

and the like. One might perhaps be temptea to 
use the last-mentioned phrase to find a motive for certain of Russia's 
trading activities in the southern provinces of Persia, where transport 
costs make pofits  more than doubtful. Of such may, be her present 
interest in the cotton-growing possibilities of Seistan. 

Persia's relations with Turkey were seriously troubled this autumn 
by the time-worn pranks of Kurdish chiefs on the north-west border. 
Recriminations were cub short by a sharp note from the redoubtable 
Ghazi, which drew a very statesmanlike reply from Persia. The 
tension relaxed immediately, and the sweet reasonableness of Furnghi, 
the amiable Persian representative a t  Angora, may have done much to  
soften the temper of the Turks. 

The Shah's decree of the abolition of the capitulations, to  take effect 
on May 10, 1928, has not been received by the foreign powers in quite 
the manner that some of his politicians expected. I t  is a little 
perplexing to Smith minor to find that  Uncle continues to smile 
benevolently when a sinall bomb is burst under his chair, and the 
politicians, having been themselves somewhat startled by the explosion, 
are apprehensively wondering what the legations propose to  do about 
it. There seems no particular reason, however, why the foreign powers 
should do anything. Persia has but followed the example of Turkey 
aud Afghanistan, and she is making heroic if somewhat lumbering 
efforts to reform her justiciary. Capitulatory privileges in Persia were 
voluntarily renounced by Soviet Russia, whose citizens are none the 
less amply protected, by other means if need be. Consular interference 
may be less vexatious than diplomatic pressure, and it is obvioue that 
a modification of locus standi does not affect relative values. Persians, 
however, are traditionally a hospitable race to foreigners who do not 
ahuse their welcome, and in this case the good sense of the nation and 
the statecraft of its ruler may be trusted to avoid stony ground. 

No advance has been made towards an improvement in relations with 
Ira¶' unfortunately for both countries. The Persian pilgrim traffic to 
the Shi'eh holy places has been stopped as  a result of alleged unfair 
treatment of the large Persian element in the population of Iraq. The 
lrnmediate result of this action is a large increase in the pilgrimages to 
Meshed and to Qum, and the consequent retention within Persian 

of the large amount of money which normally goes to Iraq in the 
pockets of pilgrilns. The trade of the two countries, unlike the trade 
W'th RufJsia, is not interfered with and suffers little from diplomatia 
restraint, but it is deplorable that one should have to telegraph via 
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Karachi from Qasr-i-Shirin to Khaniqin, and that between Mohsmmerh 
and Basra, which are similarly twenty milea apart, there is no tele- 

phonic or direct telegraphic communication. There is also no northern 
parcel post between Iraq and Peraia, though its establishment would be 
profitable to both Governments and highly serviceable to trade. 

The internal peace of the country has not been broken by any 
significant occasion for military action. The predatory Lure on the 
Dizful-Khurramabad line have not yet been quelled, but the necessities 
of road and railway construction will lead to an early attempt to bring 
them finally to order. The political atmosphere is clouded by the 
ill-will of the clergy, which has centred on the method of enforcement 
of the conscription law, notably in Shiraz and Iefahan. The religious 
leaders are also demanding the equivalent of a bench of bishops in the 
Mejlis, where their voices are already frequently raised in protest against 
arbitrary rule or derogation of their prerogatives. Cabinet dissensions 
i n  October led to rumours of an early change, but the only outcome so 
far  is the appointment of Abdullah Khan Tahm5seb1, a military leader 
and one-time Minister of War, to be Minister of Public Works. This 
relieves the overburdened shoulders of the elderly Prime Minister, 
whose duties still include those of the Administrator-General of 
Finance, passed to him for nominal purposes on the return of Dr. 
Millspaugh to  America in July. 

Prince Firiiz Mirza (the well-known son of the Farman Farma), 
whose brilliantly vindictive passage-of-arms with Dr. Millspeugll 
ended in the latter's withdrawal, is still the star performer in the 
gotterdummerz~ng of the American Financial Mission. The three senior 
members of the Mission have left on the expiry of their contracts, end 
the vigorously autocratic methods of the Minister of Finance are not 
conducive to the comfort of those who remain. Dr. Millspaugh, within 
whose aura of ruminative simplicity lay the shrewdly tempered idealism 
conspicuous in the best Americans, has served his day, and served 
it well. The wind of popularity now blows from other quarters, but 
though much of hie work may be obliterated he will be gratefully 
remembered by the steady-going and sober-minded elements in the 
country whose financial affairs he controlled for nearly five years. 

The work of the American engineers on road construction and rail- 
way surveys, plans, and specifica,tions, which entails no power of 
appointment or veto or budgetary control, has been spared criticism so 
far. Road-work on the projected line between the Caspian coast md 
Khur MosB (where the channel runs up an inlet to what is mid 
to be ample harbour space near MBshnr) has already commenced at 
several points, and'invitatione to tender for construction material have 
been published abroad. Bandar Ge., the Cespian port selected, is 
favoured by the American engineers, who consider that a better 
might have been made. The line will run from the Gulf terminus V" 
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*hwaZ, Dizful, Khurramabad, and Burujird ; whether it will go to 
Kazrrin from Hamadan on its way to Teheran is not yet decided. The 

cost of the standard gauge line from sea to see is estimated ~rovision- 
ally at ~,12,000,000. The acceptance of tenders may be a delicate 

with preliminary or contingent obligations not strictly scientific. 
In spite of the Shah's personal impulsion, it will take anything over 
three yeare to build the line. Provision for its cost is being steadily 

at the rate of one million sterling yearly by means of the special 
tax on sugar and tea imports instituted in May, 1925. It will be less 
difficult to raise the money required by a foreign loan than to see the 
thing through under Persian control, and to ensure efficient working 
and maintenance thereafter. The proposal to construct a Persian 
extension of the Nushki-Duzddb line to Garrsqii, Seistan, or Neh has 
been turned down. I t  is to be hoped that in the interests of Indo- 
Persian trade the existing line may a t  least be maintained, and the 
Seistan cotton and wheat-growing area developed. No advance has 
been made in the consideration of projects for utilizing the water-power 
of the Jiijerfid river to light the capital, or for providing an adequate 
water-supply for the streets, gardens, and houses. Our gardens require 
irrigation at least once in ten days during the almost unbroken drought 
of July, August, and September, but only a few fortunate ones have 
obtained supplies at  an interval of less than a fortnight, and many 
have gone without garden water for a month. This autumn the 
drought has continued through October and November, with only two 
light falls of rain; many of our fruit trees have succumbed, and with 
the ever-increasing motor trafic of the streets the town is blanlreted 
with dust. The curse of England's summer would be a blessing in 
this parched country. The autumn bloom of roses, chrysanthemums, 
and dahlias is kept fresh with daily watering from the garden tanks 
where the goldfish do their best to save us from the prospective attacks 
of mosquitoes. 

The use of motor trausport for travellers and merchandise con- 
tinues to increase rapidly, though we are still a long way from satura- 
tion point. Animal transport will always have its uses, and the 
slowly padding camel of the north is as valuable on the snowy passes 
In winter as his southern cousin on the stony or sandy plains. The 
air service conducted by Junkers between Teheran and the north, 
nOrth-~est, and west is to be extended to the east and to the south, 
and arrangement is at  last announced for linking up Pehlevi and 
Baku with the Russian air-mail to Europe. The military wireleas, 
which is nominally a going concern for public use a t  a number 

in Persia, promises to establish communication with 
Afghanistan. 

The Ministry of Education created oonsternation among the foreign 
schools during the summer by decreeing that they must in future con- 
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form to its curriculum. The blow a t  their religious foundation8 
met by threats of withdrawal from Persia, which sobered the Millistry 
somewhat in its zeal for conformity. The schools-in particular the 
prosperous American college in Teheran and the English Church 
Missionary Society school in Isfahan-are generally admitted to be 
a factor of high moral and practical value in the country's welfare. 

The recrudescence of jealous nationalism is fostered by the Shah in 
conjunction with the ardent desire for material progress on Western 
lines. Concessions to foreigners are anathema, but foreign experts 
are introduced as  paid servants of the State. The conjunction extends 
to  dress, with happier results than in Turkey. The pleated skirt has 
vanished, and jacket suits are commonly worn. The turban is being 
relegated to  the priestly garb, and the peak to the round cap, intro- 
duced some years ago in the army, is now the correct civilian wear. 
At the same time the ban on men's clothing made of imported material 
is maintained and enforced as far as practicable, and fines are perfunc- 
torily imposed on Government servants who ignore it. No visible 
advance, unfortunately, has been made in the sartorial emancipation 
of women. The town ladies are still shrouded in black or dark blue, 
though their feet may be shod like a Frenchwoman's, and their shop- 
ping bills for indoor dress may enrage their husbands. 



A STORY OF STRUGGLE AND INTRIGUE 
IN CENTRAL ASIA 

THE narrative now follows the Dalai Lama on his flight to Urga. 
News of the battle of Liao Yang met him in Kuku Nor, and, greatly 
prturbed by the course of the Russo-Japanese War, he hastened to 
Urga to consult his old adviser, Aguan Dorji, under whose guidance he  
had followed the pro-Russian policy which had now led to the occupa- 
tion of Lhasa by the British, while the Russians were suffering humili- 
ating defeats at  the hands of the Japanese. 

The Dalai Lama was further informed that  the Peking Government 
was about to send Tang Chao Ki, the Taotai of Tientsin, on a special 
mission to Lhasa. Though this able man was a sworn foe of the 
British, the Dalai Lama, well knew that  the news boded ill for the 
supremacy of his hierarchy in Tibet, and that  China meant to take full 
advantage of the situation which his mistaken policy had brought 
about. He must watch closely further developments in Peking. The 
Gandan monastery near Urga seemed the most favourable retreat 
from which to observe in security and secrecy. The caravan route 
to Peking on the one hand went thence via Iialdan ; on the other 
hand, the Siberian railway was within reach via Kiakhta. The 
telegraph at the last-named place would give him the news from 
the Russian side, while he could count upon the Japanese keeping him 
informed of the situation from their point of view. 

As the Dalai Lama's caravan traversed Central Asia, the faithful 
canle in crowds to do him fervent homage. They were loud in ex- 
pressions of anger against the British for their profanation of holy 
Lhasa, and of contempt for the Chinese. 

Zerempil, who had accompanied his master, was now sent to  
Kumbum monastery in order from that centre to  prepare the ground in 
Eastern Tibet for active resistance to Chinese designs. The Dalai 
Lama issued a secret decree to the monasteries, Kumbum, Labrang, 

Batang, end others, calling upon all to oppose Chinese 
invaeion. 

Meanwhile, he continued the journey through the Gobi desert. 
The news of his a,pproach spread like wildfire, and pilgrims of every 
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degree flocked into c r g a  to worship the incarnation of Bud,&& 
and to receive his blessing. The arrival a t  Gandan monastery on 
November 27, 1904, was an  occasion for great rejoicing. Agoan 
was the first to welcome his former pupil. 

I n  the spring of 1906, about the time when the Russisse sere finally 
defeated a t  Mukden, the first results of Zerempil's activitiee on the 
borderland between Kuku Nor and Yunnan became apparent. The 
Dalai Lama had been formally deposed by the Chinese, but this fact 
troubled him not a t  all, for he felt confident of the success of the 
revolt which Zerempil was preparing. 

Aguan Dorji had obtained a large supply of Russian and Japanese 
arms, and had sent them through the Gobi to Eastern Tsaidam. He 
had also contrived to  divert to Tsaidam Russian deserters and others 
capable of employment as military instructors. Zerempil, in the 
guise of a devout " Geslong " Lama, had been intriguing in Siningfu 
unsuspected by the Chinese authorities. The Amban maintained 
intimate relations with Kumbum monastery, and even passed on to 
them all news received from the Russo-Japanese theatre of war 
through th6 telegraph office a t  Lan Chow Fu. Zerempil was thus 
kept well informed. Kumbum was an excellent centre for his activi- 
ties. The sanctity of the monastery attracted vast numbers of pilgrims 
from all parts. I t  is also a centre of caravan routes from Kashgtlr, 
Urga, and Peking, as well as  from Szechuen, Lhasa, and Tsaidam. 

Under Aguan Dorji's instructions, Zerempil co-operated eecretly 
with the Abbot of the monastery in the working out of his plans, while 
making his intimate relations with his brother Lamas a, cloak for his 
political activities. 

A digression from the story is here made to give an interesting 
description of life in the great Kumbum monastery, and of Zerempirs 
ehare in i t  as a Lama of high dignity. An account is given of the 
training of a Lama from his novitiate through the various grades ; the 
rules and restrictions and the dutiee of each grade; the adrninietration 
and discipline of the monastery and the daily routine ; the practice of 
medicine and the various industries in which the monks are employed; 
their food ; the asceticism of some and the loose living of others; 
method of disposal of the dead ; and, lastly, the chief feetivals 
the year. 

Aguan Dorji regarded as  of primary importance for the success 
the revolt, first to secure the support of the Muhammadan population ; 
and, secondly, to keep the Chinese in ignorance of the plane till the 
last moment. 

After the suppression of the Muhammadan revolt of 1861-73 
thousands of Muhammadans had fled to Tibet and Turke8t.n; 
and others of their faith who had migrated from China, and from 
Russian Turkestan, had been well received ; some had msrried 
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wins, &,,a been into Tibetan communities. Many Muham- 
lldan merchants trade between K U ~ U  Nor, Tsaidam, Szechuen, and 
Eastern Tibet, Aguan Dorji hoped now to win Over Such men to  help 

the transport of arms, for intelligence work, or even actively to  
co-operate in the revolt. Zerempil worked to  effect a reconciliation 
between the Muhammadans and the Lama priesthood. I t  was not an 
easy task, for the Muhammadan attack on Kumbum monastery in 
1860 was still remembered ; an attack made in revenge for armed 
assistsnce given by the Lamas to  the Chinese in the suppression of the  
Muhammadan revolt. The Muhammadans, too, remembered the 

between the Chinese and the Lamas of I h m b u m  against them 
in 1895. Still Zerempil succeeded after many vain attempts in allaying 
their hostility, persuading them that the help given by Kumbum to the 
Chinese was against the will of the Abbot, and that  the real sympathies 
of Lhasa and of Tibet had been on the side of the  Muhammadans. 
Zerempil was also able to cement good relations between tho Tibetan 
frontier tribes and the monasteries, frustrating Chinese policy which 
aimed at promoting discord between these tribes and the Lamas. H e  
established communication with all the great Lamaserais, especially 
those of Labrang and Quetta, and secured their adherence to  the 
movement of revolt. 

It was important that there should be no open action until the 
transport of arms into the region north of Yunnan had been completed ; 
the arms caravans from Urga should, if all went well, reach the neigh- 
bourhood of Batang in the early autumn. There was ground for 
anxiety in this respect, for Zerempil had so worked up the hatred of 
his Lama brethren for the Chinese, that  i t  was doubtful whether they 
would restrain themselves till the time was ripe. Chins, too, after the 
hmian debacle in Manchuria, had come into closer relations with the 
British, ,and might well be expected to make use of the changed cir- 
cumstances to strengthen her position in Central Asia by tightening her 
llold upon Tibet. I t  was even rumoured that  s. special Chinese envoy 

on his way from Peking to Lhasa. Zerempil was further dis- 
quieted by news from Urga of an Anglo- Japanese rapprochement which 
eventually led to the conclusion on August 12, 1905, of a defensive 
alliance, which was primarily directed against Russia. There had been 

Japanese travellers in Central Asia of late, and Zerempil knew 
that their influence would be all against Russia, and probably against 
anti-Chinese agitation in Eastern Tibet. Many Japanese had visited 
Kumbum itself in the guise of traders, explorers, and Lamas, and it wss 
'Ow reported that a Japanese Lama of special distinction was about to 
make a prolonged visit to the monastery. I t  was thought advisable 
hat Urga and Kumbum should conduct their relations with China 
through the Amban at  Siningfu, rather than through the Amban a t  
Lhasal as the latter was liable to be influenced by the British. 
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The Chinese claimed authority over the tribes of North-Elsbro 
Tibet, and made a point of maintaining friendly relatione with 
Kurnbum monastery. 

The Amban of Siningfu, on paying his annual visit of ceremony to 
the monastery, was received with all due honour, and departed fm 
from suspicion of the plot that was being hatched against hie C O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

Outwardly all seemed well, but under the surface there ww mistrnst 
and suspicion. I n  April (1905) Zerempil was startled by news of the 
hasty execution of a Lama and two Muhammadan merchants by the 
Chinese in Siningfu. H e  immediately connected the incident with 
discovery of his plane, but, to his relief, it  proved to be an outcome of 
long-standing strife between the Chinese officials and the monastery of 
Qnetta, in the course of which eight Lamas of high rank had been 
treacherously murdered by a brutal Chinese Governor, and the monks 
had retaliated. Still, disquieting rumours came in of movements of 
Chinese troops which might well betoken preparations to forestall the 
D d a i  Lama's plot, and Zerempil did a11 he could to hasten the 
transport of arms to Batang. Into this highly charged atmosphere 
came like a bolt from the blue the news, in May, 1905, thet the Chinese 
special envoy, Feng by name, had been shot near Batang by men of 
that place, led by monks of L L  the black monastery." Feng had travelled 
quietly and rapidly from Peking to Chnngking, and had started thence 
to reach Lhasa by forced marches, via Tetsienlu, Batang, and Tsiamdo. 
Zerempil knew that this event would be the signel for a general rising 
of the Eastern Tibetans against the Chinese. This premature outbreak 
threatened the euccess of all hie plans, but nothing could be done to 
control it, and he could only hope for the best. For the Chinese, tm, 
the assassination of one of their highest digniteriee could only mean 
war on Eastern Tibet. Zerempil, in consultation with the Abbot of 
Kumbum, decided to restrain the monasteriee in Amdo and on the 
upper N a  Chu-Hoang H o  from participating in the rising till fuller new0 
was received, and a report in this sense was sent to Dorji in Ur@ 

The revolt spread rapidly from Batang towards Litang end ~siamdo: 
the mountain tribes in the south had joined, and a general ~ ~ J a e r e o f  
Chinese had begun. Activity prevailed in the Chinese frontier town% 
Tstsienlu, Siningfu, and Lanohowfu, but Zerempil well knew that the 
great difficulties of the country prohibited any rapid advance of Chiness 
forces. 

The Chinese Government entrusted to an energetio g e n e d  armsd 
Chao the task of nuppreesing the revolt and exacting retribution for the 
murder of their envoy. They ordered the extermination of 
women, and children in the Batang district. Chao oollwted 
brigades in Szechuen, and advanoed by Tatsienlu upon Litang. dehted 
the ineurgente, and marched on to Batang, c a p t u ~ n g  and d*tmying 
the monaeteriee of the district. I n  order to create 6 ~ C U *  brm lor 
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hrthw operations, he settled Chinese colonists in the depopulated 
laods of Betang a d  Litang, and instituted Chinese administration. 
H~ rimed, by annexation, to secure command of the Szechuen- 
~ h ~ .  and by driving a wedge into the insurgent country, to deal 
in turn the districts to  north and south. Few of the tribal 

population and of the Lamas escaped west towards Lhasa, or to 
haceessible valleys among the mountains ; most suocumbed to hunger 
or to wild beasts. Only in the south, near the Yunnan border, between 
the Yangtse and the Yalung, did a few brave men offer prolonged 
resistance to Chao's relentless pursult, defending remote monasteries 
among the precipitous mountains. The last of such monasteries to 
fall was Sang Pi Ling. Zerempil warned the monasteries, Iiumbum, 
Quetta, Lebrang, and the rest, to hold aloof and to show en  outwardly 
friendly and sub~nissive attitude to the Chinese until preparations mere 
complete. The arms caravans had now reached Western Tsaidam, and 
been entrusted to the ruler of Haidshar. 

In June, 1905, news had reached Kumbum of the Japanese naval 
victory of Tsnshima. The Russian Empire was oompelled to enter into 
the nqotietions which led to the peace of Portsmouth on September 5, 
1905. At the same time the Abbot of I<unlbnm underwent the humi- 
liation of visiting Siningfu to pay his respects to the Ambau as the 
representative of China, and as adminietrator of North-Eastern Tibet. 

The record is here interrupted by a graphio account of the defence 
of the monastery of Sang Pi Ling. The place is described as an inac- 
cessible spot in the wild mountain region between the'upper yangtse 
and the Yaluug, a sort of eagle's nest perched upon a precipitous height 
in the fork of two tributary streams which rush down parellel rocky 
ravines to join the Y angtse : the only approach by a narrow, dangerous 
tmk along the crest of the lofty range between the two ravines. The 
chapter opens with a description of the flight of the last survivors of 
Batang late in July, 1905, to this refuge, mercilessly pursued by Chao's 
troops up to the entranceof the perilous defile which led to the monastery 
gab. All through the winter, and into the spring of 1906, the L4amas 
maintained an heroic defenoe. Though they were reduced to terrible 
strait0 by famine and disease, their Chinese besiegers also suffered 
the greatest hardahips from the difficulties of supply and the severity of 
the climate in the lofty, inhospitable ~nountaine. The defence mas ably 
conducted by the valiant Prior, who knew the methods of modern war- 
farq having taken part in the defence of Gynntse against the English. 
In the end i t  was only by stratagem that the Chinese gained an entrance, 
having disguised themselves as relief column expected by the defenders 

another Lamaserai. After a f ind  desperate struggle within the 
wd151 the inmates were all put to death. 

After the fall of Smg Pi Ling, General C b w  extinguished all remain- 
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ing embers of revolt, and the Dalai Lama saw that it was hopeless at 
present to pursue his policy in Eastern Tibet. Russia, on whose support 
he so much relied, was out of the field ; the Anglo-Japanese treaty made 
a combination which dominated Central Asia ; and now f ~ l l ~ ~ ~ , j  the 
treaty between China and Japan of December 23, 1905. 

China had hitherto refused to recognize the Treaty concluded 
between England and Tibet in Lhasa in 1904, but as a sequel to the 
Anglo-Japanese alliance, China and England had been so far drawn 
together that  by April 27, 1906, i t  was found possible to come to 
definite agreement. China recognized the Anglo-Tibetan Treaty of 
1904, while Great Britain bound herself not to annex any Tibetan 
territory, nor to  interfere in any way in the administration of Tibet. 
The Chinese Government on their part bound themselves not to allow 
any interference by other foreign powers, granted the right of estab- 
lishing telegraphic communication between India and Tibet, and con- 
curred in the opening of trade marts at  Gyantse, Yatung and Gartok. 
China also confirmed the undertaking that no concessions should be 
granted to any foreign powers eo long as Great Britain was not in 
enjoyment of similar privileges. The Peking Government did not 
heaitate to  make use of the free hand given to them by this treaty. 
They extended the powers of the Amban in Lhasa, strengthened their 
garrisons in Tibet, and settled hundreds of thousands of Chinese in the 
newly annexed province of Eastern Tibet. At the same time they decided 
to restore the Dalai Lama and permit his return to Lhasa. The Dalai 
Lama judged it best to take the proffered hand, but not to return to 
Lhasa until he  had first visited Peking to ask for full restoretion of his 
independence, which China was now doing so much to curtail. He 
thought it advisable ostensibly to break off relations with Russia, and for 
the time being to part with Aguan Dorji. At the end of 1907 he left his 
place of residence near the Russo-Mongolian frontier end moved to 
neutral ground a t  Kumbum, in order to go from there to Peking when the 
right time should come, provided that in the meantime Zerempil could 
assure him that  his intrigues had remained undiscovered. 

The Chinese Government took the opportunity of the Dalai Lama's 
journey to Kumbum to treat him with every honour sod distinction. 
Hie great influence over the peoples of Central Asia s e  head of the 
Buddhist faith made i t  neceesary for them to conciliate him. 
special official was sent all the way from Peking to organize 8 

welcome a t  Siningfu, and an escort to conduct the Delai Lam8 
to Kumbum. When the Chinese officiels took up their residence 
in Kumbum, and continued their attentions to him there, the Dalri 
Lama no longer attempted to  conceal his resentment at the auPer- 
vision and espionage which these attentions implied. He Was more 
than ever resolved to free himself from the hated Chinese yoke- 
I n  the meantime he approved Zerempil9s action in keeping the mona 
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eterjes in check, and maintaining outward semblance of friendship 
to Chins, until the time should be ripe. The Dalai Lama reckoned 
upon the support of Japan in thwarting China's attempt to  dominate 
Tibet. He knew that Japan aimed a t  hegemony in Asia, and would * 

oppose any strengthening of China's position. I n  view of the olose 
between Japan and Great Britain, he  believed that  he could 

count upon the tacit support of the latter also. By  the Anglo-Russian 
concluded on August 30, 1907, the supremacy of China over 

Tibet was again recognized. H e  believed that  this fact mould encourage 
the Peking Government to order General Chao to  press on to Lhaea, 
end knew that the latter in his advance would have an ever-lengthening 
vulnerable line of communication through difficult country, and that  
therein would be Tibet's opportunity to  inflict a crushing defeat upon 
him. 

There is here a footnote by the German author on the Anglo-Russian 
agreement. I t  is to the effect that  the treaty marked a turning-point 
in the history of nations, bringing to an end the long-standing rivalry 
between England and Russia, and setting both nations free to deal with 
the common threat of Germany's competition. France, too, was inter- 
eeted in this agreement, linking up in her political outlook the question 
of Tibet, Persia, and Afghanistan with that  of Alsace-l~orraine. In  
fact, this treaty was a prelude to the Great War, and a first step in the 
encirclement of Germany, the next step being the Anglo-Franco-Russian 
entente concluded in June, 1908. 

The Japanese Lama before-mentioned was now a t  Labrang manes- 
tery, and the Dalai Lama seems to have learnt that he was a personage 
of such influence that arrangements might be made through him for  
Japanese support of his plans against China; he hoped, too, to secure 
English support through the mediation of Japan. Zerernpil 
accordingly entrusted with the mission of seeking out the Lama and 
establishing confidential relations with him. Mixing with the pilgrim 
caravans from foreign parts, he overheard talk of a distinguished Lama 
from distant Japan who had recently arrived to do homage to the head 
of his faith, and learnt that he had left Labrang for Iiumbum to be in 
time for the Dalai Lama's entry there. Throughout the day Zerempil 
watched the stream of pilgrims entering the great gate ol Kumbum, 
but without finding the object of his search. H e  then joined the 
pilgrim throng and went in with them to the Golden Roof Temple, the 
innermost sanctuary of Iiumbum, the chief shrine of Eastern Tibet and 
the ultimate destination of all the pilgrims. Here, too, he failed to  
find the object of his search, and giving up the quest for the day, 
Passed on at nightfall to his quarters in the Dalai Lama's palace. 
In the crowd that stood before the house Zerempil was addressed 
by a foreign Lama asking him if he knew a t  what time the Dalai 
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Lama would show himself to  pilgrims next day. Zerempil instino- 
tively recognized in this man the object of his search. Courteou~ly 
greeting him, he offered to arrange for him to see the incarnation 
of Buddha next day. The stranger expressed his thanks, 
his m m e  as Teramoto, and agreed to meet Zerempil neat morning, 
Zerempil entered and reported his success to his master. Next morn. 
ing the two met a t  the holy tree in the monastery, and Zerempil was 
greatly impressed by the knowledge and culture of his new acquaint- 
ance. H e  had visited a11 the great Tibetan monasteries and was deeply 
versed in Buddhist lore. H e  related the history of Taong Kapa, the 
Buddhist reformer so deeply revered in Tibet. Tradition relates that 
Tsong Icapa derived inspiration from " a long-nosed teacher from the 
far  West." As Tibetans call Europeans in general "long-nosed," it is 
suggested that  this teacher was one of the early Catholic missionaries, 
and that  his teaching has influenced the religious forms of Buddhism 
in Tibet ever since-e.g., the hierarchical organization, the ceremonial 
of worship, the sacred implements, holy water, incense, rosaries and 
candles. 

Zerempil arranged that the meeting with the Dalai Lama should be 
in the library of the monastery. H e  accordingly took Teramoto there, 
drawing his attention to  a book which set forth the political interest0 
which China had in the maintenance of the office of the Dalai 
Lama. Over the perusal of this book they were revealing to one 
another their political concerns, when the Dalai Lama entered. Both 
prostrated themselves, and received his blessing. The Dalai Lama, 
seeing the open book, renewed the interrupted discussion, found that 
Teramoto besides being an exemplary Lama had a profound knowledge 
of Central Asian politics, had received a thorough diplomatic training, 
and was naturally tactful and honourable. He  could read and write 
Chinese, English and French. H e  was a man of great influence with 
the Government of Japan in Tokio, and had himself been instrumental 
in effecting the restitution of the Dalai Lama by the Chinese Govern- 
ment who had deposed him in 1904. H e  had also had a hand in bring- 
ing about batter relations between the Government of India and Tibet- 
From February, 1908, he became the Dalai Lama's confidential adviser- 

In the meantime General Chao had been consolidating his position 
in Eastern Tibet, and continued to do so in spite of the revolt which 
broke out in Yunnan in April, 1908. Instead of pushing forward to 
Lhasa, and so exposing his troops to counter attack as the Dalai Lama 
hoped, he acted with the greatest caution, only advancing a step at 
time, constructing roads, bridges, and telegraphs, making fortified 
camps, developing the country, and carefully organizing hifi line 
communications. The Dalai Lama thus had no opportunity for 
successful military action against the Chinese invaders, but 
matically his position was so much improved (not least as a Of 
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Teramoto's skill) that he ventured to carry out his long contempleted 
,isit to Peking to reassert his claims there. 

TrRvelling in company with the Abbot of Kumbum, he reached 
peking in October, 1908, was received with great honour, and was 
allotted the "Yellow Temple " as a residence. His  demands from the 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e n t  of China included aid for the exclusion of foreign inter- 
ference in Tibet, reference of the frontier question between1 India and 
Tibet to the Hague Conference, and that  no important step should be 
taken by the Chinese Resident in Lhasa in negotiation with foreign 
powers without his consent. All was going well, aud the Dalai Lama 
was about to negotiate for recognition of complete autonomy in Lhesa, 
when all was brought to a stop by the sudden death of the Emperor 

the Empress Mother. Under the altered circumstances it was 
useless for the Dalai Lama to remain in Peking, and, acting on 
Teramoto's advice, he started in Deoember, 1908, to return to Lhasa, 
there to take the government into his own hands, and so to meet Chinese 
objections with the fait accouzpli. H e  reached Kurnbum in February, 
1909, met Kozloff there, and remained some time, taking the oppor- 
tunity to re-establish relations with Russia. A summons arrived from 
the new Government of China for the Dalai Lama to return to Peking; 
but he ignored it, and continued his journey to Lhssa, where he 
arrived in December, 1909. H e  found Chinese influence strongly 
established there; the attitude of the Chinese Resident was hostile 
and arrogant, suggesting that China resented the Dalai Lama's 
presence in his own capital. News then arrived that General Chao 
was advancing on Lhasa. Zerempil ascertained that  Chao had 
accused the Dalai Lama, to Peking oE treason, and of having conduded 
a secret treaty with Russia. He warned the Dalai Lama that he was 
in danger, and advised him to withdraw before the advancing Chinese 
troops. The Dalai Lama immediately asked the Amban for an ex- 
planation of these reports, but, only receiving evasive replies, he 
realized his danger, and determined to escape to neutral ground, 
where he would be free to carry on his plans. While preparations 
Were being made, a Chinese mounted infantry detachment burst into 
IAaSa and endeavoured to capture the Tibetan ministers; Ithey 
received warning in time to hide themselves. The Dalai Lama, 

by Teramoto, left Lhasa the same night with his 
immediate following and an escort, to make for the Indian frontier, and 
place himself under British protection. As immediate pursuit by Chao 
was to he feared, the greatest secrecy and haste was necessary. To 
throw the Chinese off the scent, Teramoto had orgsuized the flight in two 
groups. The larger group, avoiding d l  concealment, marched north 
from Lhasa, taking a sedan chair in which was a high Lama;  ell was 
arranged to give the impression that the Dalai Lame was making for 
Kumbum- Meanwhile the second group, with the Dalai Lama well 

1 
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'mounted, went south with all secrecy, across the Tsangpo, avoided 
Gyantse, which was occupied by Chinese troops, and marched by 
Yamdok lake, Kangmar, and Phari  to  the Jelep Pass on the Indian 
frontier. 

As soon as Chao received the news he took steps to intercept the 
flight. H e  could not arrest the Dalai Lama until authority ns 
received from Peking. After the first day's march of the party that, had 
gone north from Lhasa, a strong Chinese force came up with it, andon 
the next day the Chinese commander stopped the caravan, and ordered 
an immediate return to  Lhasa, declaring the supposed Dalai Lama 
and his companions to  be prisoners. The caravan obeyed without 
resistance, and only in the evening did the Chinese discover that they 
had been duped. The pursuit of the real Dalai Lama was then taken 
up by a force of 2,000 men. Parties were despatched by three separate 
roads-by the Karkhang Pass to Tashigong, by Lhakang to Lingtsi, 
and finally by Phari on Siliguri, the road used by the English in their 
march on Lhasa. The pursuers were met by armed resistance at the 
Kharo Pass and a t  the Tsangpo ferry, and found every obstacle put in 
their path. The rear of the Dalai Lama's party was covered by 
hie bodyguard. Phari  was reached on February 17, 1910, and the 
Jelep Pass crossed soon after. The Chinese in hot pursuit reached 
the frontier while the party was still in eight, and in spite of warning 
shots fired by the Indian frontier post, made a dash to capture the Dalai 
Lama. They were, however, driven back by the bodyguard and the 
British frontier guards, and the Dalai Lama reached the British fort 
in safety. The baffled Chinese took cruel vengeance on the Tibetans 
who had aided the escape. The Dalai Lama, under the protection of 
the British Government, reached Darjiling on February 27,1910. The 
Chinese Government declared him to be deposed. Teramoto organized 
propaganda among all Buddhists against the Chinese for the humilia- 
tion and injury done by them to the head of the Buddhist faith. The 
British Government treated the Dalai Lama with the greatout con- 
sideration and, while remaining neutral, made strong representations 
to  China about their action. The Russian Government forrnsll~ 
protested against the deposition of the Dalai Lama, and threatened to 
occupy Kuldja. The Chinese Government were also in great anxiety 
lest Japan should take the opportunity to bring pressure to bear UPon 

them for her political ends. Thus China's action recoiled on her Own 

head, and the Dalai Lama, though in exile, was in a by no means un- 
favourable situation. The Government of China even went so far 
address to him on June 2, 1910, a conciliatory note inviting him to 
return to Lhasa. H e  refuged, however, to accept their vague 
ances. H e  thought it more politic to play the r6le of an 
potentate who, though compulsorily exiled from his country, 
content with his present lot. 
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After the occupation of Lhasa, Chao installed a Chinese administra- 
tion, and was ocoupied in settling Chinese time-expired soldiers on the 
land with money appropriated from the Tibetan treasury, when the 
revolution broke out in China. The news spread fast. The Dalai 
Lama, Zerempil and Aguan Dorji realized with joy that  a t  last the 
opportunity had come for their long planned COUP. While the Dalai Lama 

kept informed by the English Government and Press about the  
progress of the revolution, and its reflex action on Tibet, Zerempil gave 
the signal for revolt in Eastern Tibet, and, changing his quarters from 
Kumbum to Labrang moliastery on the upper Yangtse kiang, directed 

from there. The arms and munitions deposited in Eastern 
Teaidam were distributed. 

In Lhasa Chao took vigorous measures to nip the revolt in the bud, 
but rnonks and people rose and forced him upon the defensive. The 
Amban was killed : the Chinese garrisons of Gyantse, Shigatse, and 
Tingri were overpowered, and the rest of the Chinese fled eastwards in 
panic. The line of retreat of Chao's army was cut, the fortified camps 
on his communications surprised, and the garrisons annihilated. There 
was panic and despair among the Chinese colonists settled by Chao. 
The Tashi Lama had declared war on China. By the middle of 
October, 1911, the Tibetans had driven the Chinese out of the country 
south of the Tang La, Mountains, while from Litang the rising 
progressed in concert with the revolution in China itself, where the 
Republic was proclaimed on October 15. Zerempil moved his head- 
quarters from Labrang to near Tatsienlu to  co-operate with the Chinese 
revolutionaries. By December Szechuen was in the hands of the 
Kuomingtan party, and General Chao had been killed in the streets of 
Chengtu. The Dalai Lama had in the meantime moved from Calcutta 
to Iialimpong to be in close touch with Tibet, and to be ready to 
return to Lhasa, at the right moment. Time worked in his favour, and 
eventually the Chinese Government in a, solemn decree restored him 
to his former rights and dignities. Although Lhasa was now free from 
the Chinese, the Dalai Lama wished to await important news from 
Urga before returning to his capital. H e  had sent Aguan Dorji there 
to effect e reconciliation with the Hutuktu, his Mongolian rival. 
-%Jan Dorji had worked for a year with Russian help to  bring about 
sn agreement which was signed in January, 1913, regulating the rela- 
tions between Mongolia and  Tibet. An Anglo-Russian agreement 

in February, by which Mongolia was recognized as being 
under Russian influence, and Tibet under British. The way being now 

the Dalai Lama returned to Lhase amid great rejoicings. Aguan 
DOrli joined him there, replacing Teramoto as  his chief adviser, and 
restoring Russian influence to his counsels. Negotiations conducted 
between England, China, and Tibet resulted in an agreement signed in 
Simla in July, 1914, to  the effect that while China is nominal suzerain 
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of Tibet, the latter has the right to her own autonomous administrr- 
tiom. Chinese powers of interference in Tibet were strictly limited, ~t 
the  same time an abortive attempt was made to define the eastern 
boundary of Tibet. 

73x1 Dalai Lama under English influence reorganized the adminil. 
tration, making many reforms, setting the finances in order, laying 
telegraph lines, and encouraging scientific development of the reaourcee 
of the country by foreign help. His  progressive attitude aroused strong 
opposition from the conservative elements of the country, especially the 
monasteries. When the Dalai Lama had just re-established himself as 
master in Tibet, and Central Asian problems were approaching eolution , 
the Great War broke out. Russia, in accordance with an agreement 
concluded with Japan two years before, withdrew her troops from 
Siberia. China, seized the opportunity which the embarrassments 
of Russia, England and Japan gave her to strengthen her position in 
Mongolia, and in Central Asia generally. The attention of the Govern- 
ment of India was fully occupied elsewhere ; Afghanistsn concluded e, 

treaty with Turkey; risings in Northern India and on the north-weet 
frontier, as well as internal conspiracies, had to be suppressed by force 
of arms. 

At the end of 1915 China offered the Imperial Crown to Yuan chi 
Kai, but that  far-seeing statesman was too wise to accept it with 80 

much trouble in view. H e  knew that the revolt in Tibet was encouraged 
by Great Britain and ,Japan, and that  China had to reckon upon British 
hostility to her policy in Central Asia. Rebellion then broke out in 
Southern China, and the country was torn by civil war, in the tours@ 

of which Yuan shi Kai died. 
I n  1917 came the Russian revolution ; and China joined the Allies 

against Germany. 
Zerempil, meanwhile, was still engaged against the Chinese in Eaetern 

Tibet with success that  was in some measure due to the co-operationof 
the British agent. Welcome as this help was, Zerempil was puzzled 
that  i t  should be given just a t  the time when Chine, had joined the 
Allies in the World War. Coupling this fact with reports that h d r e d g  
of thoueands of Asiatics were being sent to Europe to take part in a w'r 
in which they had no real concern, he inferred that European0 would 
not scruple to use Asiatics ae pawns in their rivalry against One 

another, and his former respect for European integrity suffered great 
disillusionment. 

The Great War was approaching it9 end. The empire of the Czar 
crumbled. Kerenski's renewed offensive failed, and in November~ l9l7, 
Lenin and Trotsky proclaimed the goviet Hepublic. I n  March, 1918, 
the treaty of Brest Litorsk was concluded. Russia seceded frorn the 
Allies, and to Zerompil in Eastern Tibet it seemed that the Allies' csu30 

was at s low ebb. News soon followed of dissster to the Centrrl 
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powers ; the Macedonian front broken ; the falling away of Bulgaria ; 
Turkey forced to surrender ; the failure of the U-boat campaign ; and 
the final collapse. 

In the meantime, the Soviet system established in Russia had 
eastwards into Asia. Soviet Republics were founded in 

Turkestan in May, 1918, and a t  Omsk in Western Siberia in June, 
Newe of the movement reached Zerempil in the Tibetan borderland. - 

H~ did not know what to make of it, and wae surprised a t  seeing how 
it was welcomed by Asiatic peoples under European rule. On the 
other hand, he heard from the British Agent that from all parts help 
was to the adherents of Czarist Russia in their fight against 
Bolshevism. He was bewildered and uneasy. H e  longed to be free t o  
roturn to Lhasa and consult with Dorji. H e  vowed to remain true to  
his old Russian home, and to devote hie strength to fighting her new 
enellly. 

He had not long to wait;  Tsiamdo, the last stronghold of the  
Chinese in further Tibet, fell; China had neither men nor money to  
prosecute the struggle. 

Zerempil returned to Lhma and was given a triumphal reception, as 
the liberator of the country. Under pressure from England and Japan, 
China was induced to modify the existing Anglo-Chinese Treaty in 
favour of Tibetran independence. The Dalai Lama wished to make 
Zerempil Commander-in-Chief and Foreign Minister, but he found 
existing conditions in Lhasa distasteful, regarding the prevalence of 
British influence as a danger to the country and a, setback to  his 
Russian friends. He  refused the honours offered to him, in favour of 
hie old friend Tsarong. 

Aguan Dorji and Zerempil were in a dilemma. The fact that  Great 
Britain opposed Bolshevism inclined them to favour it, but a t  the same 
time this same Bolshevism had brought Czarist Russia, England's old 
opponent, to the ground. On the one hand Bolshevism promised free, 
dam to the oppressed peoples of Asia; on the other hand, i t  ridiculed 
their treasured religion as an opiate for the people." 

Xerempil was glad when the Dalai Lama ordered him on a mission 
to IJrga. Aguan Dorji told him that  he might expect to  see there 
Col~nel Ignatieff, former head of the Intelligence Branch of the General 
Staff in st. hteraburg. I n  November, 1918, Zerempil reached Urge 

met Ignatieff. The old Czarist officer, in intimate conversation, 
to him the shame of the Brest-Litorsk treaty, making Russie 

1 traitor to her Allies ; told him that the old Russia refused to recognize 
and wan determined to mobilize Asiatic nations against the enemy ; 

!hat envoys had been sent to Turkestan, Tibet, and Mongolia, and that  
l n  Siberia a strong army of old Czarist Russians had been formed. 
'gnatieff invited Zerenlpil to join the Intelligence Servioe of this army, 

which he himself wag the chief. Zerempil gladly consented. 
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Ignatieff confided to him the plan for a great offensive against M~~~~~ 
in the spring of 1919, in which armies under Denikin, Yudenitch, and 
Koltchak were to CO-operate. Throughout the winter Zerempil helped 
in the organization of Koltchak's army. 

I n  May, 1919, Koltchak, full of confidence, commenced the advance 
towards MOSCOW without waiting for the co-operation of DenikinPs army, 
I n  the meantime the Soviet Red army had been organized and trained 
with vigour and enthusiasm. Koltchak realized too late that he had 
underestimated their strength. Kameneff, a distinguished old Czarist 
officer, was appointed to  command the Red army. He inflicted a 
crushing defeat upon Koltchak. Zerempil was taken prisoner and 
interned a t  Moscow. A conflict arose in the camp between the old 
Czarist officers and the rank and file. I t  resulted in the oficers being 
led out to execution, while the men, Zerempil among them, were 
liberated. H e  met old friends serving on the Staff of the Red army 
whom he had known in old days on the Staff in St. Petersburg, and 
learnt with astonishment of the efficiency of the Red army. A former 
acquaintance, now a Soviet officer, introduced him to a man plainly 
dressed in workman's costume, who asked him whether he would 
eerve Russia under its new circumstances against her old enemy, the 
British, in Central Asia. H e  agreed, and found that the enquirer wes 
none other than Trotsky himself. 

Under the influence of Bolshevik propaganda, Zerempil became 
enthusiastic for the cause, and bitterly reproached himself that, in 
ignorance of the real facts, he had served Kol tchak, who was supported 
by Entente money and armed by England and France against the real 
Russian people. H e  vowed that in future he would serve the new 
Russia against her old adversary, England. On the Staff of the Red 
army he found many old colleagues with whom he had worked upon 
Central Asian problems in days long past, especially ~rubchaninoff and 
Kollossoff. H e  was first employed with the Red cavalry against the 
communications of Denikio's army that was now threatening Moflcow 
from the south. When the Red army under Kameneff had disposed Of 

Koltchak and Denikin, Zerempil willingly gave his services for employ- 
ment in Central Asia for the furtherance of the ~olsbevist  policy 
freeing the oppressed peoples from the yoke of Imperialist power0 end 
stimulating their newly awakened national consciousnes0. At the end 
of 1921 he left Moscow for Lhasa with material for ~ r o ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ v  
presents for the Dalai Lama, and letters for Aguan Do$. 

At the border of the Lhasa district he was surprised at being 
stopped by a Tibetan outpost, who, while ~ermi t t ing  him, as a 
Buddhist, to pass unmolested, warned him that entrance to Tibet 
forbidden " by the Great Ruler of Indill." So in Lhaaa he found that 
the Dalai Lama was no longer the real ruler, but the British *gent 
with a military camarilla, while the English General pereira 
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installed in a house in the western suburb. The Tibetan commander, 

ootoknarian general, could do nothing without first getting the 
approval of the British Agent. The Dalai Lama himself was entirely 

submissive to the British, and Aguan Dorji had, under British pressure, 
been sent away to Mongolia. Tsarong, who had not been previously 
oompromised with Russia, was the most influential Tibetan personality, 

Teramoto was at his side. Zerempil took the place of Dorji in the 
Dalai Lama's councils, and tactfully acquiesced in the existing order. 
He even cultivated relations with the Britishi officials, who won his 
respect in spite of his prejudices in favour of their Russian rival. The 
Delai Lsma, by his intimacy with the British, had come to realize 
that progress and culture could only be acquired by opening Tibet to 
foreign influences. His modern ideas, however, brought him into 
conflict with the conservative and reactionary priesthood. These 
divisions weakened the administration, and caused discontent, which 
even led to revolt in some parts of the country. Zerempil felt that 
disaster was impending, and sought means to free his master from 
British influence. The British had warned the Dalai Lama against 
t3oviet Russia, and Zerempil felt that he alone was helpless to plead 
the cause of the latter. Finding that he could do no good, he returned 
in 1923 to Moscow, and there made a report of his impressions in 
Lhasa. He felt bitterly his estrangement from the Dalai Lama, and 
the English domination of Lhasa to the exclusion of his beloved Russia; 
on the other hand, attracted as he was by the Soviet dreams of 
freedom, he could not associate himself with a system that involved 
contempt and suppression of the religion which ruled his life. 

Politics and religion, he concluded, were incompatible, and with a 
heavy heart he resolved to abandon all political activity and devote 
himself to his religion. Thus a t  least he could remain true to the greet 
Bead of his Faith. While a few weeks later Eastern Tibet was in a 
welter of internecine strife, and lawlessness and unrest prevailed in all 
Tibet, a small monastery in Mongolia received Zerempil within its doors, 
there to await, in service t 3  his great Protector, the hour of uoiverapl 
deliverance. 
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THE GARDEN OF ADONIS. Al. Carthill. Blackwood. 15s. 
INDIA TOMORROW. Khub Dekhta Age. Oxford University Press. 

3s. 6d. 
These two recent books, each admirable in its way, approach tbe 

great problem of India's political future from different angles. Both 
display a knowledge of and insight into the administration and political 
conditions of India that  could only be acquired by long residence and 
close observation; and i t  is singular that  while they should have so 
much common ground, they arrive a t  widely different conclusions. 

I n  l1 The Lost Dominion " (1925) Al. Carthill described how the 
new policy inaugurated by the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms must 
inevitably lead to the severance of India from the Empire, as, in his 
view, Great Britain had for so-called moral reasons determined to 
abdicate her trust. I n  " The Garden of Adonis," under a fanciful title, 
which tends to obscure the author's serious purpose, he shows how 
the drama works up to   it^ tragic conclusion. India under Dominion 
status, which he thinks the next inevitable step, will relapse into 
anarchy, and become again, as in the eighteenth century, the cockpit 
of Asia; like Samson in the mills of Gaza, bringing down in her fall the 
British Empire. I t  ia a gloomy picture (though the author repeatedly 
professes his optimism). But, if his premises are accepted, the conse- 
quences, which he describes with an inner knowledge that is elmo~t 
uncanny and a logic in which no flaw can be detected, follow with 
the inevitableness of a Greek drama, ill. Carthill filling the rble of 
Chorus. 

H e  begins by telling us that  his book is not a history of the Indian 
autocracy-India under British rule-but an obituary notice; forthe 
British people, though not mentioned in the will of the deceased, have 
a sentimental interest 'in the devolution of the estate and may find 
themselves involved in its liabilities. 

On the surface one sees in India today much material prosperity- 
H e  asks the question : " I s  i t  durable, or merely like the greenness 
the Garden of Adonis that  was grown from seed to foliage in one day, 
and the next day was cast into the running waters?" For prosperity 
rests on security, and for the India of the future there are, as the result 
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of ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ d ~ ~  abandonment of her trust, domestic and external dangers, 
will either slowly sap the foundations of that  security, or bring 

the whole edifice down with a sudden crzsh. I n  a brilliant historical 
he shows how the autocracy welded together hostile and 

heterogeneous forces, and thus encouraged the growth of what had 
never before been known in the world's history, the idea of an  all- 
India nationality; how the wealth of India had under an intelligent 
and broad-rninded-if over-cautious - administration increased by 
tenfold in the last hundred years, and is today increasing more rapidly 
than ever; how all that England will bequeath to posterity is the  
fleeting memory of a brilliant but transitory adventure ! 

He emphasizes the axiom that power is never lost by those who are 
fit to retain it. He then explains that  Britain became unfit to  hold 
India, owing to (1) changes in the conditions of India itself-the growth 
of political aspirations among a small but very vocal section, of con- 
sequent political discontent, of political unrest which the British 
Government had neither the faith nor the resolution to repress ; (2) 
changes in the institutions and ideals of the British people, who, because 
of the growth of sentimentalism and of India becoming a pawn in the 
party game, lost their capacity for arriving a t  any common and definite 
policy; (3) changes due to the pressure of external forces, especially as  
a result of the Great War, which shook England's faith in herself and her 
sense of responsibility for the well-being of the Indian peoples-" if we 
cannot keep ourselves, how can we claim to be the keepers of others 1" 
Each of these three influences is analyzed with pitiless logic, and 
illustrated by a lively wit and a knowledge of Indian conditions and 
British mentality that almost force conviction upon the reader against 
his better judgment. But the most potent factor in the process of 
dissolution is the combination of the second and third. This is admir- 
ably summed up in the final chapter : " The idea which has brought 
down the British Empire, and will in turn dissolve the British Kingdom, 
is that all rule is in its nature sinful (unjustifiable) unless it be the rule 
by a majority of a minority situated in the same local area. . . . If to 
rule, however justly, is a sin, then we are well advised to abdicate." 

W.UI~ we return to the thesis of " The Lost Dominion " : " &?any are 
the lost possessio?ts of E ~ t g l a n d .  Fronz some slze has  bee~z dr iven in 
battle ; others shc has aba~~do7zed t l ~ r o l ~ g h  negligence ; others shc has 

sfo)~e~dered as useless and ~zoxioz~s  ; solne ltave bee?z b a ~ t e r c d .  The casc 
India is ,  icp to tlrc prrse?zt, the first and o r l y  osanzple of the abandolz- 

me'lt of a v ~ l u a b l e  possession o n  moral grounds." 
But, as Al. Carthill makes clear, no outsider, much less our Indian 

fellow-subjects, will give us credit for the " moral grounds." Both will 
in thinking that no one gives up dominion unless he is obliged to, 

and that it is only the hypocrite who alleges moral groundsw for 
an forced on him by his own cowardice and incapecity. 
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As regards our abdication in India, he ends with a sentence which 
in its bitter irony recalls Swift : 

We have been deaf so often, that if in India there b any wailing 
or carssing of the betrayed or oppressed that will not trouble our beautqul 
calm." 

From this tragic picture one turns with relief to "India 
Tomorrow," which the author tells us is written in a perfect faith that 
the so-called " Lost Dominion " can be regained on the more certain 
and lasting foundation of a common understanding m d  a common 
Purpose- - But for the moment the petty jealousies and woundedvanitnity 
of many Indian politicians-aroused by their exclusion from the Statu. 
tory Commission-appear to bar the way to this common understand- 
ing, and to  support Al. Carthill's gloomy vaticinations. 

His  conclusions are based on the assumption-certainly disputable, 
if not entirely groundless-that the British people and British Parlie- 
ment will remain permanently obsessed by the specious but spurious 
doctrines of " Self-determination " and L L  Nationalism," which cameinto 
favour during and after the Great War, and which Mr. Montagu 
eagerly seized on as  the sure means of rescuing a (to him) down- 
trodden India from the iron grasp of an alien bureaucracy and placing 
her on the path to freedom, nationhood, and self-expression. But the 
immediate result of weakening British control was an outburst of law- 
lessness and sanguinary agitation directed a t  the start against the 
enfeebled British Government, but which rapidly took the form of civil 
and sectarian strife between those who aspired to succeed to the power 
which the British were believed to be abdicating. Fortunately for 
India, that  phase of the struggle began before the abdication was 
complete and has opened the eyes of thinking people in India and 
England to  what the results of such an abdication would be. What- 
ever politicians may say publicly, everyone who knows the facts must 
in his heart admit today that  Mr. Montagu's grandiose but hastily 
conceived scheme, forced through a compliant Coalition Parliament in 
the teeth of the warnings and opposition of the few who knew and had 
the courage to speak out, has lamentably failed in ita main objects of 
establishing the principle of responsible Government in India and of 
arousing in Indian politicians that  sense of responsibility for the 
welfare of the peoples of India which would lead them to co-operate 
with one another and with the British Government. Of sach co- 
operation there has so far been little indication on the part of 
who claim to be the political leaders of India, a rBle which not one 
them is capable of filling, though when their activities are limited to 
the provincial sphere some have done and are doing solid work. 

But  for India as  a whole, in the words of Sir Abdd Rahim~ One of 

the Bengal Moalim leaders, the British panacea of nationality 
brought not more unity, but worse divisions." Even Mr. Montagu hrd 
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this years ago, and the failure of the all-India politicians, 
capacity and co-operation he had counted upon, to  show either 

of these yalities saddened his last years. Unfortunately, thht failure 

is no less marked today. 
As Al. Carthill puts it, one cannot but have a feeling of vexation to  

see that the Indian politicians, having such a good hand, have played 
it  80 badly. Had they played the part assigned to and expected of 
them in Mr. Montagu's scheme in subordinate co-operation with the 
British ~okernment, which was then only too anxious to get rid of its 
responsibilities, the whole substance of power would have passed to 
them already or in the near future as  the result of the Statutory Com- 
mission's recommendations. I t  is probably the consciousness of their 
failure that has led the majority of them to attack the Commission 
on a side issue, thereby reviving the futile and discredited tactics 
of non-co-operation. If you have a weak case or no case, an easy 
may of hiding the fact is to attack your opponent's attorney or the 
competence of the tribunal which is to  hear your case. 

All this is now common knowledge. How is the situation to be faced ? 
Al. Carthill says " some change is urgently called for. What  will that  
be? Not 9.eactio1z certainly. No politician would recommend that." 
Here he shows himself in the r61e, new to him, of being the slave of 
formulz-the vice for which he has elsewhere lashed Liberal politicians. 
If reaction means retracing your steps when you find you have 
taken the wrong road, then why should a sensible politician shy off i t ?  

After all, Parliament has expressly stated that i t  is responsible ''for 
the welfare and advancement of the Indian peoples." I t  is, therefore, 
bound to take the action that  in its opinion will promote those 
objects, whether such action be deemed by some critics reactionary or 
not. Al. Carthill, however, looking to the weakness of English poli- 
ticians and the present position of parties, thinks that  the decision will 
be " very much to accelerate the grant of full self-government." 

He anticipates the early grant of Donlinion status, which will 
entail, a8 in the self-governing Dominions since last year's Imperial Con- 
ference, complete autonomy, the rapid disappearance (except in name) 
of British control, of British officials, and of the British army in India. 
Eventhat stage, he thinks, will be only a step to Swaraj, an India quite 
free of British influence, which may in time, if internal peace can be main- 
tained and foreign aggression prevented by a purely Indian Government 
anda~urely Indian army, evolve something more suited to India's needs 
and aspirations. Here again he is falling into the comlnon error, 
against which he has warned us in his preface, of writing as if the 
Indian sub-continent was, or could if left to itself become, a single 
political unit animated by common national ideae and aspirations. 
One has only to looh a t  Indie today to see that  such a dream is further 
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than ever from realization, and that  as  British control-the only 
unifying and centralizing influence-is relaxed, the rifts between the 
various nations become wider, the Indian " nation" becomes more 
and more remote. However, he pursues the progress ( I )  of the Indian 
peoplss through the transition period-say a generation-in a, series of 
chapters which portray with prophetic vision the gradual deterioretion 
of the administrative machine in the hands of its new masters; 

Taking the peasant, who, with his dependents, composes 90 per 
cent. of the population, a s  the corpus vile of the experiment-the 
toad beneath the harrow-he shows us how his fortunes will be affected, 
and always for the worse, by the policy or administration of the new 
Indian Government-made up of lawyers, landlords, manufacturers 
and journalists-in regard to him. Whether the new Government be 
good or bad the peasant will have little to say to it. Even if he has 
the franchise, he  will never make a good and prudent elector; he 
will vote a t  the dictation of his landlord or priest, or, failing these, of 
the agitator with the most attractive slogan, and having thus given the 
semblance of a mandate to those in authority, will receive in return 
contemptuous neglect. A rapid but brilliant survey takes us over the 
fields of agricultural development (however grandioee the policy, " there 
will not be one more sheaf on the threshing floor, one more hamlet in 
the waste "), emigration, industrialism, currency, landlordism, usury 
and co-operative credit, the all-important land revenue system, the 
general administration, the criminal administration. 

His final conclusion is this : " There will certainly be a general 
letting down of the efficiency of the administration, already not over 
efficient (every candid observer admits that  the deterioration in the 
last eight years has been general and rapid). There will be a few cases of 
gross oppression. Some castes and religions,may be grievously affected. 
But  there is no reason-nssz~ming the executive power of the Govern- 
ments to be unafected-to anticipate any very sudden or catastrophio 
breakdown of the administration in the district0 in quiet times. It is 
violence that  might be the end of the rhgime, and violence may come 
from within or without." 

This forecast may be accepted subject to the very large assumptione 
in the words in italics. Many people will be of opinion that the 
quiet times would be of short duration, and that the violence from 
within and without would bring about the inevitable crash long before 
the new Indian Government had a chance of establishing itself* 

Indeed, no one can read the subsequent chapters on Defence, ~ e l i k 3 ~ ~ ~  
(Communal Strife), the Princes, Foreign Affairs, ~olsheviflm, 
Imperial Relationa without realizing that  an Indian ~overnment woold 
find it almost impossible to handle any one of these problems, and 
muet inevitably collapse when faced, a9 would certainly be the 
by them all simultaneously. 
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~h~ limits of this review do not allow even of an attempt to 
Al. Carthill's powerful but faithful presen tation. 

Take only one-the vital question of defence. For generations 
British power alone has checked internal disorder and foreign aggression. 
~ h ~ t  power being withdrawn, India will have to depend for security 
on herself, She will have to set about creating a very large army, 
oficered only by Indians-except for a few European mercenaries 
or adventurers. 

The obvious course would be a short-term army resting on 
conscription. The war showed that  most of the so-celled military 

is valueless-the races of fighting value being less than one- 
tenth of the population. But if, in consequence, partial conscription is 
enforced, that will be regarded as  an  intolerable grievance, and would 
probably lead, as in Persia today, to serious resistance and even to 
rebellion. 

The alternative is a long-service professional army, manned from 
the fighting castes and foreign mercenaries, and partly officered by 
foreign adventurers-as from Paniput to Sobraon in the armies of 
Haidar and Tippu, the Maratha chiefs, and of the Sikhs. Such an army 
might prove an efficient weapon in the hands of a capable autocrat or 
military chief-a Ranjitsingh or a Madhaji Scindia-but not of a 
cabinet of lawyerp, such as  would control the future Indian Govern- 
ment. If it remained efficient it would, as  has always happened and is 
today happening in the East, dominate the weak civil Government and 
establish a militarist empire, or more likely dissolve into rival and 
contending groups, each under its own Tuchun as  in China today, 
where nationalism has given way to militarism. But  a weak civil 
Government might prefer to have an inefficient army. That would 
inevitably invite foreign aggression. Moreover, as China today 
shows, an army is never so inefficient that i t  cannot rebel ; its very 
inefficiency, indeed, is the temptation to a, daring military comlnander 
to create a force which will enable him to carve out a dominion for 
himself. 

'Thus Free India would be the prey to internal disorders, which 
it cannot repress, or to foreign aggression which she could not 
repel. Have Swarajist politicians ever reflected that up to the tilize 
British rule was established no iwvasion of India by sea or land ever 

Remove British power and what is there to stay the invader? 

Al. Carthill's reasoning throughollt is of practical value as showing 
the inevitable results of the withdrawal of effective British control. 
Where he errs is in assuming that such a withdrawal, if not actuslly 
decided upon, is inevitable. No doubt the Xontagu-Chelmsford policy set 
the ball rolling in that direction, and stimulated the small but dangerous 
sections in India working for complete severance with Britain. But 
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that  experiment-as i t  admittedly is-cannot be regarded as something 
sacrosanct and eternal. Our knowledge of the varying and often con. 
flitting interests of the Indian peoples, and of the limitations of those 
who pose as  their political leaders, is infinitely greater today than it 
was ten years ago. 

The smoke-screen created by high-sounding but empty politicnl 
formulas such as  " self-determination " has been dispelled, and the state 
of E~l rope  today shows how acute are the problems created even in 
advanced countries by slavish adherence to the doctrines of nationalism 
and majority-rule over peoples differing in race, religion and culture. 
Thus in spite of the threatened boycott by certain Indian politicians, 
who fear the exposure of their own incapacity, the Statutory Corn- 
mission will be in a position to survey the results to the peoples 
of India of the Montagu-Chelmsford experiment. The writer of 
" India Tomorrow " in a few brief but masterly chapters indicates 
how the investigation should be pursued in regard to the Hindu- 
Muhammadan antagonism, the efficiency of the public services, 
the working of the provincial and central legislatures and the delicate 
problem of the Native States. While he disclaims any attempt at con- 
structive work, his suggestions, based on an intimate knowledge of the 
subjects under discussion, are practical and valuable. 

I s  i t  credible that  such an impartial body will be influenced by any 
consideration other than that  of the welfare of the Indian peoples, 
which depends less on forms of government than on a just, efficient, 
and clean-handed system of administration ? Even if it were possible 
to hoodwink the Commission, is i t  likely that men of the calibre of Lord 
Irwin and Lord Birkenhead would be false to the great trust which 
both have so far discharged with such ability and courage ? And, in the 
last resort of all, is i t  conceivable that  the British people, press, and 
Parliament, who were taken unawares in 1918-19, when the more 
urgent war problems claimed their attention, will in the light of fuller 
knowledge again shut their eyes to realities and be led into an 
abandonment of their responeibility ? One asks, Who would be the 
better for such a desertion ? No one in India or Englmd, and certainly 
not the hundreds of millions of the Indian masses who take no interest 
in political systems but look to the British Government as their bol- 
wark against injustice and insecurity. 

If we betray them, we are exposing them to the virus of Bol- 
shevism, today so potent among the masses in Southern China, and 
we must be prepared to hear them say what hae recently been said 
some of the South African tribesmen : 6'Formerly we followed the 
British flag. The British have deserted us. Now we follow the Red 
flag." But  if that responsibility to the peoples of India is to be properly 
discharged, there must be a strong central Government to enforce 
British principles of impartiality, integrity, and orderly progress which 
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Indians appreciate, and, in order to  carry out these principles, a 
strong British element in the great services on which the security and 
development of India depend. Given these conditions, the central 
Government will be in a position to interfere effectively in the provinces 
to the various minorities against flagrant injustice, and also to 
command the loyal allegiance of the Indian Princes, who would resent 
any control by a cabinet of Indian politicians. The central Govern- 
ment being thus strengthened to meet emergencies, the provincial 
Governments could be allotted wider powers in regard to a11 provincial 
mattere, and given a freer hand to develop along their own lines instead 
of being forced into the Procrustean bed of diarchy. One or two a t  
least would progrese rapidly, others would steadily deteriorate, but in 
that event the Central Government would intervene. 

That is the direction towards which "India Tomorrow" points. 
It would, as the author points out, mean the recasting and limitation 
of the powers of the present central legislature, which, for obvious 
reasons, compares very badly with some of the provincial legialatures. 
But that problem must be faced; for, as he writes: "If by reason of 
circumstances beyond our present control certain powers cannot a t  
the moment be given to a large legislative body, elected on a popular 
franchise and constantly swayed by the gusts of party passion, they 
may perhaps be reserved to a smaller and less widely representative 
body, modelled on the lines of the present Council of State.'' One 
cardinal error in the present reform scheme is that it began a t  the 
top-the upper storeys were constructed before any lower foundation 
Was laid. Hence the topsy-turveydom and instability in the upper 
storeys. 

Surely the proposition is incontestable that Indian politicians 
should prove their capacity under British guidance to administer a 
province before aspiring to the governance of an Empire. 

RI. F. O'DWYER. 

ARABIA BEFORE MUHAMMAD. BY De Lacy O'Leary, D.D. 84 x 5## 
three maps, pp. 234. London: Kegan Paul, ~ r e n c h ,  Triibner 
and Co., Ltd. 1927. 10s. Gd. 

Handbuck dor a1 tal-abischelz A ltcvtu7,u kunde in Vel.bi?zdulzg ?nit Ge- 
heinbrat Fr. I~ovzn~eZ  and Prof. Nik. ~ I ~ o d o k a ~ z a k i s  herausgegeben 
!van Dr. Ditlef Nielsen, I. Band. Kopenhagen, Paris, und 
Leipxig. 1927. 

It might at first sight seem that Dr. O'Leary had chosen an Unfor- 
tunate time for the appearance of his work on pre-Islamic Arabia. 
*]most ~imultaneously with it there appears a treatise by four of the 
moat authoritative experts on osteneibly the same subject, for to the 
names mentioned on the title-page of the ilandbuch that of A. Oroh- 
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mann should be added. The German work is likely to serve as the 
basis for all future study of the subject. Examination of the 
books shows that  the extent to which they overlap is slight, ~h~ 
Continental savants treat a few subjects-the history of 
the history of South Arabia, the public economy of the South Arabian 
States, their arch;eology, and their religion-as exhaustively as the 
material a t  their disposal permits. The Irish scholar sketchea in 
twelve short chapters the history and institutions of the ahole penio- 
sula from the earliest times to  the end of the Prophet's career, Many 
of his pages are occupied with references to authorities, and his treatise 
will be found exceedingly useful as  a summary of information about his 
rather vast subject. If the limits which he has allowed himself be 
taken into consideration, it is probable that he has omitted to mention 
no fact or theory of importance. IIis printer has occasionally served 
him badly, but most of us have the same experience. 

His  work is difficult to  criticize owing to its width; one shrinks 
from criticizing the masterly essays of the Handbuch by reason of 
their depth. Probably those of Professors Rhodokanakis and Groh- 
n a n n  will be found most fascinating because of the freshness of the 
material which they contain. What appears from both is that the 
South Arabian states-we might almost say republics-attained e, 

degree of civilization to which the dreary history of tribal and dynastic 
struggles, which constitute the chronicles of the same region in Moele111 
times, offers no analogy. As in ancient Hellas, there were frequent 
wars and a succession of hegemonies ; but, as in ancient Hellas, there 
were constitutional history, limited monarchies, senates and public 
assemblies, law based on experience, plastic art,  and majestic architec- 
ture. I t  is difficult to  believe that  these states, whose dialects varied 
somewhat as  those of the Greek states varied, had not also some 
writing material less cumbrous than stone and copper, rendering 
possible the production of literature with classics. Now that we have 
monuments in varieties of the Himyari script from (practically) all 
parts of the Arabian peninsula, some of them of very high antiquity, 
the probability that  there was also literature in our senee of the word 
seems very great. The enucleation by Dr. ~hodokanakis of constitu- 
tional history and that by Dr. Hommel of ~ol i t ical  history from iaolatod 
and partly unintelligible inscriptions must be regarded 
achievements. 

The two books approach each other most nearly in the treatment 
of the pre-Islamic religion of Arabia. Dr. O'Leary makes the interest- 

ing suggestion that  the Second Commandment is directed not against 
the worship of stone, but against the carving of images out of it. It 
clear that in gouth Arabis there was no objection to carving 
although hitherto no representations of deities in human form have 
been discovered. Dr. Nielsen's essay, which is learned, l9 
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devoted to the maintenance of a theory which he has formulated and 
,jeveloped in earlier works-viz., that  with the Arabs the chief deity 
mae the moon, a male being, whose consort was the sun, with the 
planet Venus for their chief offspring. The three constituted a 
Trinity, which he traces in later developmenta of religion. The great 
multitude of divine names which are furnished by the inscriptions and 
the tradition are to be treated as synonyms for these three. 

It is difficult in religious speculation to free oneself from precon- 
ceived ideas. The earlier stages of religion are ordinarily as obscure 
as those of language ; cults are well established before anything is 
recorded about them. Names both for gods and God are in familiar 
use before there is reflection on their import. I am unable to accept 
the doctrine of Dr. Nielsen that "there must have been an organic 
connection between the divine names or groups of divine names which 
are apparently wholly unconnected, since it is clear that  such chaotic 
disorder cannot correspond with the primitive and actual conditions." 
Greek theology, as taken over by the Romans, appears to exhibit an 
original chaos, into which order was introduced by speculation. Thus 
the Latins seem to have had a divine name, Velzz~s, which appears to 
be identical with Sanskrit vanas, meaning " love " or " charm." Specu- 
lative theology identified this deity with Aphrodite, and in consequence 
changed the word from neuter to feminine. There is no reason for 
supposing that the two cults had any original connection. Nor can 
we accept the canon that where divine names are abstract, they should 
bo interpreted as concrete: that " the god Phobos in Homer is not 
flight, but the Scarer." This appears to me to be an almost grotesque 
lnieunderstanding of the poet. The true sequence is surely this : Ares 
is a divine name, which by etymology became connected with slaying, 
whence Ares became a god of war ; like other deities his function was 
obtained by theologians from his name. War has for its consequences 
flight and fright; war is akin to strife. Hence when a poet calls Strife 
the sister and Flight and Fright the sons of War he is speaking a language 
which differs very slightly from that which is in ordinary use. I t  may 
be a matter of surprise that such abstractions should be worshipped, 
and even (as was the case with the Athenian Persuasion) receive sacri- 
fice ; hut theory must give way to fact. 

Further, ib has rightly been observed by Wellhausen that just as 
ffitl~er and leolher, though common nouns, become proper names in 
particular families, so god, while remaining s common noun, becomes a 
proper name in individual communities. " God" meant Athene in 

probably Artemia in Epheeus. Where the word used for 
" god " clearly means master " -e .g . ,  Adon, Baal, Rabb- except 
among monotheists it would have local or tribal vslue. Those who 

not familiar with the word might well suppose it to be a proper 
name. 
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The matter collected by Dr. Nieleen to ahow that the ~~~b~ 
worshipped sun, moon, and the planet Venus is of great intereat, but 
some of i t  is what commentators on the olassics would call Mlpda 
arreptum. In  Surah lxxxvi. 1 Allah swears by al-tdr@, apparently bn 

obscure phrase, as  it is explained in the text by al-najm al.lh$ib, 
" the piercing star." Tabari, our earliest commentator, says this 
means either the stars in general, or the Pleiads, or Saturn. Dr. 
Nielsen asserts that  i t  means Venus. Surah liii. 1 reads, By the star 
when it falls. Tabari says this means the Pleiads; there is another 
view that  the reference is to shooting stars. The tradition is not in 
favour of its meaning Venus. The Qur'an forbids worship of the sun 
and moon in Surah xli. 37. " We see from the context," ssys Dr. 
Nielsen, l g  that  the chief pagan deities are meant." The context 
scarcely suggests chief ." 

Lettish poetry is cited for the myth of a marriage between sun and 
moon with stars for offspring, but is there any evidence that the Arabe 
possessed a similar myth ? There does not appear to be any. Henoe 
the preparation for the proposition that " everywhere in ancient 
Arabia the moon-god was chief deity " seems to be inadequate. The 
first argument is that in Arabic sun and moon are designated for brevity 
The tzoo nroons, whence i t  follows that the moon is the more important. 
If we argued similarly from Abu Bakr and Omar being designated 
The tzuo O ~ L C C ~ S ,  we should arrive a t  the very erroneous conclusion thet 
Omar is the more revered of the two. From the argument which 
follows, which is to prove the thesis that " the whole mythology, the 
entire language of religious metaphor is referable to the phases, colours, 
motions, and effects of the moon," we must eliminate all that is con- 
cerned with the fixing of festivals. These were fixed by the phase8 of 
the moon ; not because men worshipped the moon, but because there 
was no other way of fixing them. That the Arabs worshipped the 
moon is attested, but these witnesses do not attest that the moon w~ 
the chief god ; they rather suggest that  if there was a chief god, thie 
was the sun. 

There remains the evidence which is to identify I1 and various 
individual deities with the moon. The god Wadd or Wudd in certain 
inscriptions is called Shn l rm~~ .  This is supposed by Nielson to man 
" the moon " ; but in CIR. 32, where the word is used not as en 
epithet, but as a divine name, it has the mim, not tho nun, whence 
Nielsen's rendering seems hazardous. Further, it seems improbJls 
that the chief god would be called their slmyya??&" (Ptron), 
which is associated with inferior objects of worship. Indeed, the 
language of the inscriptions indicates that these objects of bdOrst'on 

were divided into classes which are unintelligible without a theolo~icml 
hsndhook. I n  CIH. 41  we read, by the help O/ iltbtfir Sh@rqn'' a'zd 
tho,, Il, dthtnr  d k u  Ga?lf;lt. Clearly, then, whereas one fern' 
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*4thtar was an I1 (god), another was not of that class. Other beings 

ere their szms (plural, CIH. 46 ; singular, CIH. 106 and often). 

The I1 is found in the dual and tho plural, whence i t  is diffioult 
to see how Nielsen can deny that the word is a common noun ; even if 
the originally meant the moon, it must have come to  be used as  
the name of a class. 

The arch~ological evidence, which consists in the occurrence of the 
symbol of a crescent embracing a disc on altars, gems, and other works 
of art, is somewhat stronger; but since it is found over some object 
dedicated to four deities, we really need a theological handbook to 
ascertain its import. Nielsen is fortunately too good a scholar to 
speak of Mohamlned spreading the religion of the crescent, though he 
comes nearer this proposition than is desirable ; but his supposition 
that the lunar year which the Prophet introduced was with the view 
of favouring the moon against the sun appears to  be gratuitous. The 
Prophet's genius favoured the cutting of knots. Just  as he settled 
the question of the nature of Christ in a sentence, so he settled the 
diEcult problem of harmonizing the seasons with the lunations by 
leaving the seasons out of account. Somewhat similarly Napoleon, 
when in dieculty about retaining his prisoners and removing his 
wounded, resorted to expedients of extreme simplicity. 

It must not be inferred that the value of Nielsen's essay is seriously 
impaired by the fact that his working hypothesis does not seem to 
work. No student of this subject will peruse it without deriving great 
profit from it. D. S. M. 

~ N T I Q U I T I E ~  OF 1 ~ ~ 1 . 4 ~  TII~ET. BY A.  H. Franke, Ph -D.  Part  1 . 9  
Personal Narrative. Edited by J. Ph. Vogel, 1914. Part  II., 
The Chronicles of Ladak and Minor Chronicles. Edited by 
F. W. Thomas, 1026 Published by the Archaologioal Survey of 
India, New Imperial Series, Vols. SXXVIII .  and L., Calcutta. 

Dr. Franke is the last of a small group of scholars in Tibetan 
philology and archsology who were members of the Moravian hlission 
established in Western Tibet in the 111iddle of last century. His  pre- 
decessors were Dr. 11. A. Jjishke, author of the first Tibetan-English 
dictionary and the most conlpetent European of his day in modern 
Tihetan and its dialects, and 1 .  I .  Alan, the first translator of 
the Rook of the Lad& Iiings. Dr. Franke has a long list of pioneer 
researches to his credit regarding the dialects, ethnology, folklore, and 
the epigraphy and arch:nology of Ladak. His " History of Western 
Tibet" (Partridge, I,oudon, 1017) is well known. The two volumes 
under review are his latest and most important contribution to the 

evidence of Ladak's history. 
Part 1. contains tho narrative of an archieological survey undertaken 
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by the author in Western Tibet a t  the request of the Government of 

India between June and October, 1909. This country had never yet 
been systematically explored by a scholar thoroughly acquainted 
the language and a good knowledge of its topography, earned by mrny 
years' previous residence in it. Even allowing for such a preparation, 
the amount of documentary information collected in a little over four 

inonths, as  illustrated in this report, is truly remarkable. And it had 
to be accumulated in the course of a journey through a very rough and 
difficult country, where the traveller is obliged to rely entirely on the 
scanty comforts and supplies which he is able to carry along with him, 
The observations were not limited to archzology, but included 
ethnology, religious and social customs, folklore, styles of religious and 
lay architecture, historical traditions, survivals and interrelations of the 
ancient Bon-po and Brahminical creeds with the present Lamaist and 
Buddhist cult and its various sects. 

Starting from Simla, Dr. Franke, accompanied only by Babu Pindi 
Lal, a photographer of the Archzological Survey, a couple of servants, 
and an educated Tibetan, to  help him in the reading and copying of 
inscriptions and documents, travelled north to the Sutlej river, and 
followed it uphill in its courRe through the district of Bashahr, where, 
according to rumour, human sacrifices to the goddess Kali were still 
performed. 

As one reaches higher ground one passes gradually from Hinduism 
to Buddhism and its typical symbols, such as mani-walls and chortene, 
and finally lamaseries, while the Kanawari language is replaced by 
Tibetan. From Poo was made a short excursion to Shipke, in Tibetan 
territory, not far from Tsaparang, where the Portuguese Jesuit Antonio 
de Andrade resided in 1626. 

He then proceeded up the Spiti river, across the Spiti district; 
inspecting and describing all along the itinerary the castles in various 
stages of decay and ruin and the principal monasteries belonging to 
three different sects of Lamaism, with their temples, stetuee, bag- 
reliefs, carvings, frescoes, inscriptions, books and manuscripts, ohorten81 
votive tablets ; collecting verbal traditions, and in fact inveetigatiog 
everything with a possible bearing on history. He  then r~cended the 
Pharaog L a  or Pass, 18,300 feet high, with an equipment totally 
inadequate to the severe climate of such altitudes, and reached the 
high plateau of Rukshu (Rubshu) and the lake  so-Morari. Though 
he had only just recovered from an attack of malaria, Dr. ti  an^^ 
seems to have withstood the hardships of this part of the journey 
better than his companions. On the plateau he came in oontlct with 
the scanty nomad population, truly Tibetan in character, and he 
noted the fauns of the high desert, mainly kyangs (wild &s8), 
and marmots, and the habits of the half-wild yaks, the beaat0 of 

burden of the amall caravan, which are urged forward by the herdsmeo 
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hammering their hindquarters with oblong stones. A descent was 
from the plateau to Raldrong on the Indus river, for the purpose 

of visiting Nyoma (Nimu, or Nima) and Staglung, places of historical 
interest. They then climbed again to the tableland with its lakes, at  
laat leaving it by a of the Thaglsng Pass (17,500 feet) and the 

valley of Gya. 
In the Indug valley Dr. Franke examined in detail the series of 

monasteriee above and below Leh. I n  Leh, besides a careful explora- 
tion of the monuments of the city and its surroundings, he took UP 
again the exploration of some old Dard graves, on which he had already 
done some work with Dr. Shawe in 1903. These graves yielded a good 
harvest of skulls, pottery, bronze and iron implements, ornaments, 
etc. All along this portion oE the route, from Gya onwards, Dr. 
Frsnke identified the scattered vestiges of the old Bon religion, about 
the interpretation of which, however, Professor Dainelli differs 
from him.* 

Another very interesting ethnological question-that of the ancient 
Dard colonies in the upper Indus valley-had already attracted 
Dr. Franke's attention on former occasions ; he now added further 
evidence of their past history. I t  is to be regretted that he was not 
able to push down the valley below Kalatse, where dwell some Dard 
settlers (Machnopa) who have preserved the most interesting 
ethnical characters, owing to their isolation. The wild gorges among 
which these settlements lie are in fact impassable in any other season 
except winter, when ice-bridges span the Indus. Very few Europeans 
have ever visited them, the last being Professor Dainelli of Dr. 
De Filippi'a 1913-14 expedition. 

After passing Khalatse Dr. Franke followed the ordinary caravan 
route to Ihrgil and Dras, which gave him the opportunity of making 
interesting observations in the monasteries of Lamayuru and Kharbu, 
and in the picturesque castle of Chigtan, the seat of the ancient Purig 
Sultans. At Dras Dr. Franke finally identified the well-known stone 
ecul~tures lying by the path near the edge of the plateau as Buddhist 
monuments representing Bodhisattvas. 

Throughout the book Dr. Franke comparea his own observations 
with those of his predecessors, and he gives an extensive bibliography. 
There are a number of fine illustrations from the photographs taken by 
Babu Pindi Lal, and a good map. 

Two appendices contain the list of the antiquities oollected by the 
which are now deposited in the Indian Museum a t  Calcutta 

and in the Kaahrnir State Collection a t  Srinagar. 
The volume forming Part  I I . ,  which has appeared after an interval 

of 

Years, is of an entirely different nature from Volume I. I t  
' See " s ~ e d i r i o n e  Itnliana De Filippi, Relazioni Soientifiohe," Series II., 

''I' IS., PP. 69-71. Bologna : R. Biaautti e G. Dainelli : I Tipi Umani. 1926. 
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contains the first complete text and translation of the Chronicles 
of Ladek (La-dvaga-rgyal-rabs), which consist of varioious works, coar. 
ing different periods. 

The oldest contains the history of the Kings up to Sen-ge-rnrm.gysl 
(1620). The existence of this manuscript a t  Leh was first heard of by 
Csoma de Koros. A copy of it, made by three lamas, was first brought 
to Europe by Herman von Schlagintweit, and was published, together 
with a German translation, by his brother Emil. Subsequently, 
Dr. K. Marx discovered two manuscripts in Leh, one containing the 
period above mentioned, the other the sequel after 1620, up to 
the Dogra wars. H e  was only able to publish the first before his 
death; the translation of the second was edited by K. Marx's brother, 
the manuscript having disappeared. Dr. Marx had also induced 
Munshi Dpal-rgyas, a Ladaki, to write a history of the Dogra 
were, thus completing the history of Ladak to 1842; and this pertwas 
translated by Mrs. Franke (Dr. Marx's sister-in-law), and published 
together with the text. 

Dr. Franke succeeded in retracing the missing mauuscript, and he 
also obtained a photographic reproduction of a copy of the Ladvags in 
the British Museum, and procured throe separate accounts of the 
Dogra wars and later. I n  all these researches, sorting, reading, and 
interpreting the manuscripts, he was assisted by the Ladaki Christian 
Teche-brtan (who has since become the Rev. Joseph Gergan, in charge 
of the Kulu branch of the Moravian mission a t  Kyelang). 

The result is this volume, in which Dr. Franke gives a definite and 
complete edition of the text of the La-dvags-rgyal-rabs, based on five 
manuscripts, and also a translation of it, the old partial tranelation 
being thoroughly revised, with the addition of new material. In the 
words of the author : a The aim of the present publication is, not to 
bring out a critical edition of a Tibetan work on history, but to preseut 
in a connected text all the historical facts contained in the various 
MS9. of the West Tibetan Chronicles." 

The reviewer has no competence to judge of the text and ite inter- 
pretation, and is only able to give an outline of the contents from the 
excellent introduction of Dr. Franke. The first part contains lid of 

the Kings of Great Tibet; the earliest of which redly belong to the 
Ban-po mythology, the first historical personage being Sron-btsam 
sgam-po (A.D. 600-650). Then follows the pedigree of the liing5 of 
Leh, meant to prove their descent from the ancient King8 of Lbass 
( A . D .  900 to 1400). After 1400 the account becomes fuller ; though, the 
writers being lamas, the military events are given a sub0rdinlte 
importance in comparison with the royal gifts and grants to hma9 and 
monasteriee and the building of chortens and mani-walls. 

Dr. Franke seeks evidence for the chronicled events in their 
correspondence with the inscriptions on stone and rock scattered a'1 
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over the country, and with traditions surviving in folklore, which go far  
to prove that the Ladaki Kings of the Rnam-gyal dynasty and their 
succession are historical realities, though there are difficulties about the 
dates, especially those previous to the introduction of Chinese calendar 
cycles into Ladak. 

Each chapter of the chronicle is supplemented by notes, several 
of which are reproduced from Dr. Marx, mentioning other document- 
ary evidence, ethnological comments, topographical identification of 
places, etc. 

The second part of the book contains the text and translation of 
minor local chronicles of various districts, the genealogies of local 
chiefs, two further narratives of the Dogra wars, and some accounts of 
the deeds of Ladaki generals in the Balti and Mughal wars. 

Five sectional maps of the country and twenty-eight pages of closely 
printed glossary of persons and places, titles, and technical terms 
complete this scholarly work. F. DE F. 

RULERS OF THE INDIAN OCEAN. By Admirnl G. A. Ballard, C.B. 93 x 6% ; 
pp. xv + 319 ; with sixteen illustrations and a map. London : ~ u c l r w o r t h .  
1927. 21s. net. 

The naval side of Asiatic history has been strangely neglected, tllougll 
everyone ltnows that European conquests in Asia have, except in the case of 
Russia, depended entirely upon sea power. Admiral Ballard, therefore, has 
found a comparatively unexplored historical mine, and  he has worlred it with 
considerable success. If wo must notice some rather serious flaws in his book, 
it is only fair at the outset to say that he gives a clearly drawn and vigorous 
description of the story of the Indian Ocean from the earliest times. H e  con- 
siders that these were the first salt waters on wllich the human race embarked, 
and he has garnered the scanty reluains left by ancient records, froill the 
Egyptinn expedition despatched by Queen Hatshepsu to Punt, some thirty- 
three centuries ago, to the well-ltnown but llluch debated voyage of Alexander's 
Adllliral Nearchus. n u t  it is wit11 the advent of the Portuguese in Eastern 
waters that the luain interest of the story begins. Before Vasco da  Gama 
rounded the Cape, Arabs dolninated the northerll and western shores of the 
Indian Ocean, having made Indian waters too hot for the Chinese junks which 
once visited Hindustnn, and pressed their success so far FLS to lllalte their own 

to China. It wns, therefore, upon seas regarded as a nlonopoly of Islalu 
that the great Portuguese sailors brolte, nninlated by zeal for spreading the 
CIlristim faith, a9 well a s  by desire for the riches of Asia. The value of tho 
ebrlier ellnpters of the book lies very largely in the discussion by s coillyetent 
n ~ \ f l l  authoritly of the rensons for wl~icll the Arabs had not, during the centuries 
in wllicll they had the field to thelr~selres, succeeded in establishing n maritime 
power strong enough to withstalld intruders who cnme all round Africa from 
the Tngua in a few srnnll sniling ships, had to establish bases for themselves on 
the sllore~ of Asiatic states possessing orerwhelming man-power, and could 
look for only ~ ~ a n t y  and spasmodic reinforcement. The more the achievelnent 

is considered, the more irlarvellous it lrlust seem. Admiral l3allard 
how the monsoons conditioned all inaritilue activity until mils were 
by steatu. While the doscription of Portuguese enterprise strikes us as 
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the most notable part of the book, our author does excellent in trachg 
the rise of the Dutch power at  the expense of the original pioneer8, deacribea 
the conflicts between Dutch and British, and gives a more succinct account of 

the naval struggle between ourselves and the French, who were the firat 
European nation to send regular battleships into the Indian Ocean, ~i~~~~~ 
looks very simple when it is explained, but how many of us have understood 
that, while the life and death struggle between ~ u t c h  and Portugueae 
depended for its i ~ s u e  on local naval strength in the Indian Ocean itself, our 
Eastern successes over first the Dutch and then the French were due to our 
establishing such naval supremacy in Atlantic waters that our enemies in Asis 
were cut off from their home bases 3 

There is ao much virtue in the book that it is perhaps ungracious to ask for 

more, and get to be honest we must note some surprising deficiencies. In the 
first place, a book of 300 pages, dealing closely with four (and cursorily with 
thirty) centuries, contains no single detailed reference to any authority, a fact 
that leaves the reader not only uninformed of the extent of the author's 
original work, but uncertain as to the accuracy of statements on disputed 
points. There is no index, a consideration that greatly impairs the value of 
the book as a work of reference. The illustrations are of interest, but the 
lnap ought not to label Celebes as the " Molucca Islands." The author 
seems to us to pay too little attention to the African shores of his ocean. South 
Africa as a great European colony owes its existence to the desire of the Dutch 
for a half-way house to the East. Further, while Admiral Ballard cannot be 
expected to add the story of the Pacific to his theme, he leaves unnoticed the 
extent to which the Indian Ocean came to be a corridor towards China, as well 
as the waterway to India and the Spice Islenda. Tea, in fact, hss played a far 
greater part in the history of the world than this book would suggest, and the 
policy of our own and the Dutch East India Corupanies was very greatly 
influenced by the China trade. As a close narrative of events the book precti- 
tally ceases with the recall by France of her great Admire1 Si~ffren in 1783, 
with the result that the author does not dwell upon the transformation of the 
whole position of the Indian Ocean in world politics effected by the opening of 
the Suez Canal; and the final chapter, while very much to the point on the 
question of the Singapore naval base, is scrappy and superficial. But, since to 

British readers India is the centre of this etory, we have further to note 
a remarkable omission, which must be due to carelessness, but has a s~mewhet 
ungenerous air. Admiral Ballard devotes precisely two sentences-a~roPo~ Of 

the Angria pirates-to the Bombay Marine, subsequently the India* Navy, 
( 6  never more than a small organization at any time, but with a fine record 

service." (We have found no mention of its successor, the Royal Indian 
Marine, now being transformed into the Royal Indian Navy.) Yet an hiatorfan 
of the Indian Ocean must know that this small organization fought side by 
with the Royal Navy, not only against Indian and Arab piratel, but against the 
French and the Dutch ; that it too11 a worthy part in the expeditions that 
conquered h1auritius and Java, and was actively engaged in the china War 
1840, the Burmese War of 1852, and the Persian War of 1866. It  went 

afield as to fight the Maoris in New Zealaod in 1845. And if it has escaped 
Admiral Bdlalsrd's notice that the Bombay Marine conducted the first 
~ystematic survey of the coast of Tasmania in 1798, as well Surveying the 
Pelew Islands and part of New Guinea, he must be aware of the 
survey work done by its officers not only in Indian waters, but in the lied Yea 
end the Persian Gulf. M. C .  S. 
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TO EVEREST. By  Captain J. B. Noel. 8 i x  6 .  PP. 302. 
London : Messrs. Edwin Arnold. 10s. 6d. 

The author of this book, Captain Noel, the official photographer of the 1922 
19.24 to Mount Everest, should require no introduction to the 

members of the Central Asian Society. His  photographs and films of the 

srpeditions have rendered his name familiar to all interested in travel, even to 
'hose who have not seen his work. His  book, however, does not deal solely 
with the attempts to climb the mountain, as the first part relates the early 
history of the exploration of Tibet, which is followed by an  account of the 
journey lnsde by the author in 1913, when h e  tried to  approach Everest as near 
as he could, with a long chapter on Tibet, its peoples, their religion, customs, 
arts, etc. 

The very short sentences which the author adopts and the abruptness with 
which he introduces different subjects make this portion of the book trying to 
read, while the absence of a map lvalres the following of the 2913 expedition a 
matter of difficulty. He  did not apparently advance very far into Tibet before 
he met the usual fate of unauthorized travellers in that  land-a guard of 
Tibetans, who forced hill1 to return. The remaining two-thirds of the book 
relates the adventures of the exploring expedition of 1921 and the two climbing 
expeditions of 1922 and 1924. The account is written, as expressed by the 
author in a, foreword, primarily for those who are not ordinarily interested in 
mountaineering and Himalayan exploration; but though this would rather 
exclude the members of this Society, the book need not be put on one side by 
them. A concise description of the work, the difficulties, and the trials of the 
various journeys, interlarded with Inany personal anecdotes, makes a read- 
able volume, while the accounts of the tragedy a t  the end of each of the climbing 
attempts are vividly described by the author, who might almost be called an  
eye-witness of both. 

In an appendix Captain Noel, who disclaims expert knowledge of mountain- 
eering, but has very strong views all the same, develops his ideas of how a future 
expedition to climb the mountain should be conducted. These are inter- 
esting, though this review is not the place to discuss them, but he  raises one 
very controversial point-viz., the best season of the year in which an  attempt 
to climb Everest should be made. H e  is a strong advocate for the autumn, 
and is evidently of the opinion that  the failures to reach the top are largely due 
to the selection of the spring season for the attempts. Undoubtedly long spells 

61-10 weather are normal in the autumn, but a t  high altitudes this period is 
established before late in October ; i t  is equally undoubted that the wind 

plows just strongly, if not lrlore so, than in the spring, while the temperature 
ls much colder. I t  is a moot point if the gain obtainable by the more settled 
weather would not be more than lost by the shorter daye and greater cold. 

H. W. 

INDIA BY AIR. By the Right Hon. Sir Salnuel Hoare, Bt. 8&x 54. PP. xix+ 
156. London : Messrs. Longmans. 6s. 6d. 

The idea of a Cabinet Minister spellding his Christmas vacation in Illdia, 
paying visits en route to France, Italy, Malta, Egypt, and Iraq wss definitely 
impossible a few years ago. Today, however, we find that  the Secretary of 
state for Air, accompanied by Lady Maud Hoare, was enabled to do this and 
the journey does bring hoine to us the greatly increased efficiency which quiclc 
travel ha8 made poasible in the general administration of our Empire. 

Only a few years ago the Royal Air Force-as was told to us in a most inter- 
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esting paper by Air Vice-Marshal Sir Robert B r ~ o k e - P o ~ h ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d  and 
laid the first foundations of aerial communication between Egypt and Iraq, 
The Royal Air Force maintained a mail service with military aircraft which hs 
been of the greatest use. The next stage was described to us by Colonel 
Burchall last year, when he outlined the general organization which was being 
set up by Imperial Airways, Limited, who had been charged with the first 

opening of a commercial air route from Cairo to Karachi. I t  was to inaugurate 
this line and to inspect the various Air Force units that Sir Samuel Hoare 

undertook his trip in the first machine. That the trip was an unqualified 
technical success, and was according to plan-except for tho unprecedented 
storm at Jask-reflects the greatest credit on the organizers, Imperial Airways, 
Limited. The material used was specially designed for the service, and the 
makers are to be congratulated in having delivered to time aircraft ready and 
able to do all that was required. In  a new industry this is by no means always 
the case 1 

Today, whatever may be our occupation, travel facilities are becoming lllore 
and more important. Particularly is this true where the great affairs of State 
are concerned. Great prominence was given to this Imperial fact at the last 
Conference. I t  may well be that, whereas slow communictttions were a contri- 
butory cause of the breakdown of the great Roman Empire, perhaps, in our case, 
the Empire may be kept together by the close contact which quick lransport 
alone can make possible. I t  is the spoken word that counts. This is very well 
demonstrated by Sir Samuel Hoere in " India by Air." Not only was he enabled 
to see with his eyes many units of the Royal Air Force operating in various 
spheres, to maintain contact with officers and men, and to inspect the material 
furnished by his Department, but also to discuss questions of the higher ~ o l i c ~  
with many Governments. I t  is this contact which is undoubtedly making of  
the Royal Air Force the wonderfully keen, efficient, and loyal body that it is- 
and it is this fact alone which will make possible, through practical dm~nstra. 
tion, that " air-mindedness " without which aerial communication cannot be 
developed. 

These lessons are very attractively set out for us to read. The book is a 

matter-of-fact account of a thoroughly enjoyed trip. The foreword by Lad!' 
Naud Hoare is of interest to ladies who may hesitate to make use of this 
of travel and answers in the frankest language many of the questions so Often 

asked. There are many amusing episodes, written in a vein of quiet humour- 
in fact, a thoroughly readable book, illustrated by a number of cscellent photo- 
graphs, a full log of the journey and description of the material used. 

p, D. ACLAXD. 

T ' H R ~ U ~ H  JADE GATE AND CENTRAL ASIA. By Mildred Cable and FrancegeA 
French. 81 x 5). Pp. ix + 304, lnap and illustrations. 

This delightfully written book may be divided into two part.. The One 

treat5 of n venture of faith and the other describes a relllarkable journeg. 
The three women, who enlist the warm admiration of the resder, had worked 

for twenty-one years in the China Inland &Iission in the province of 8hfbnsi,end 
Were no longer young ; but when the csll came to leave their home, their work 
and friends, and go to far-off lianau to some destination at first unknown, they 
obeyed without hesitation. They set off id June, 1923, their way leadinlthroug" 
the proince of Honsn, then in a state of chaos, and one of their early adrentun9 
was falling in with a regiment of &loslelu soldiers. Their guards ~ ~ s ~ P P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
for the time, and the ladies learnt afterwards that the men who let them Pw 
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mmolested had been guilty of terrible excesses. At first they travelled in litters, 

putting up at native inns on the road between the different mission stations, and 
wherever they went they distributed Christian literature and spoke to the people, 
whom they won in e remarkable manner. 

Such incidents as the Litter containing one member of the party falling 
heavib to the ground owing to the unruly behaviour of the mules, or a so-called 
4 1  inn being merely cave with no window and only a small mud " kang," 
or platform, on which to sleep for all, are described as if hardly worthy 
of mention. They apply the same treatment to sleepless nights owing to the 
&bundance of vermin during the season of " escited insects," or to the fatigue of 
long stages-one was sixty miles-or to the meagreness of their food-on one 
occasion cold dough cakes which had been fried in linseed oil were their only 
sustenance for eighteen hours-and, indeed, their fare when on the march was 
usually merely boiled rice, or maccaroni. Each discomfort was met with smiling 
indifference. 

At Pingliang they learnt that the heathen city of Suchow was to be the goal 
of their enterprise, but they stayed for some time at Kanchow, a t  which point 
they had acco~uplished a journey of 1,200 miles from their starting-point. Here 
Dr. KBO, a Chinese missionary, welcomed them warmly, said that their arrival 
was a direct answer to the prayers of his flock, and arranged for a pioneer band 
of his students to accompany the ladies to Suchow, and aid them on their visits 
to the surrounding villages. 

No Christian influence had, until sow, reached Suchow, but the luissionaries 
were received kindly and were soon offered suitable quarters. 

Early during their stay of some two years the son of their landlord was con- 
victed of robbing his father's house, and mas condemned to be buried alive by his 
unnatural parent. Dr. Kao saved h i ~ n  from this horrible fate, and also rescued 
alittle slave-girl who had been brutally treated by the Governor of Suchow gaol. 
Forthis he suffered a tern1 of imprisonment later, on the false charge of leading 
an firmed mob to break open the prison. 

The cultivated authors of this book were keenly interested in erergthing, and 
give excellent descriptions of the scenery, the temples, the remains of ancient 
cities, of visits to the Caves of a Thousand Buddhas, or to the lorelay Crescent 
Lake. They point out the ravages caused by the opium hab i~ ,  give inany a 

anecdote of the people, and there are fascinating glimpses of the 
psJ'cllOlOg~ of lllules and camels, the intelligent mule Molly figuring frequently 
in the book. In fact, they seem to miss nothing of interest, and it was little 

that their remarltable power of sympnthy earned them the title of " the 
hol~' women." 

In June, 1926, the three missionaries received news wnich recalled them to 
England, nnd they decided to travel by n route which Mr. Slirine describes as : 
4 1  T rlllllchi cornmands the vita1 Icansu-Shensi corridor leading from Central 
Asifi into the heart of Inner Cllilla. c u t  off frolu the rest of Chins except for 
this one long trail, by the vast extent of the hIongolian Desert, the New 
Dominion. . . , ".w 

The Party, numbering eleven, travelled in mule carts at three nliles en hour, 
making frequent halts to preach, as this wee a missionary journey. On the map 
the road Neema crowded with towns and villages, but the stages w e  lollg 
betmeen these oases in the Black Gobi. The carts were soluetirnes forced to 

rivers of lincertaiil depth, or got elnbedded in the thick sand, and water 
mR9 another difficulty, being sc-antv and often brackish or medicinal, in many 

tunling the tea into an undriikable ~uixture. 
---- - _  . 

- 

* " Chinese ~ c n t r i l  Asia," by C. Skrine. 
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Before they reached Hsinghsinghsia, the military frontier etation of Turki. 
stan, they were obliged to  send back the young students of the party lest they 
should be forced to serve in the Governor of Sinkiang's army. Here the mission. 
aries were held up for some days in  spite of their passports, but at once began 
to hold services, and the whole garrison lamented when they were at last allowed 
to proceed. Throughout the long trek to  Lake Zaisan and the Irtish River the 
party kept in good health, save on one occasion, when they partook of toadstoole 
and one of their members became seriously ill. At Hami they were met by 
Mr. Hunter, the veteran missionary of Urumchi, and they give vivid descriptions 
of the town, the  Camul of Marco Polo, and, later on, of Urumchi itself and of 
the tribes that  congregate there. They had come fifteen hundred miles from 
Suchow, and seven hundred lay before them to Chuguchak on the Russian 
frontier, ''Through Flyland in a Tarantass" is the heading of the chapter 
describing their journey in August to the frontier, and the title speaks for itself. 
When they reached Topliefmus on Lake Zaisan they had to spend some most 
uncomfortable days in a crowded Russian cottage, half-starved, as nothing could 
be bought without ration papers. At last the river steamer arrived, and they 
travelled on i t  to Omsk, then by rail to  Moscow, and so home-a notable journey 
of over six thousand miles, the part which lav across the Gobi having never 
been attempted by any Western woman. 

ELLA C .  SYKES. 

BAGHDAD, THE CITY OF PEACE. By Richard Coke. 9 x 6. Pp. 343. London: 
Thornton Butterworth, Ltd. 1987. Price 21s. 

Colnparatively recently, in a leading article, the Bccghdad Times commented 
on the fact that there was not available any work which presented succinctly 
a history of the city made famous by Harun a r  Raschid ; and, more especially, 
it was pointed out that  considerable search, amounting almost to research, was 
necessary, if it was desired to obtain accounts of the earlier visits by European 
travellers. With a view to trying to throw a little light on an otherwise dark 
corner in descriptive history, a correspondent came forward, who furnished a 
series of extremely interesting and inforiuative articles on the early history of 
the city of Baghdad, as well as an account of the experiences of travellers, such 
as John Newberry, who visited it in 1581 ; John Eldred, who came in 1583; 
Thevenot, who spent a week there in 1664 ; Euckingham, in 1813, and othere. 

A perusal of Mr. Coke's work makes it not impossible to hazard o, guess 
to who was the author of the articles in question. 

At the outset, it may be said that  Mr. Coka's work has great value and i9 of 
sustained interest to all who are in any way connected with the Middle East* 
I t  bears evidence of being the result of a, great deal of careful research worktand 
Mr. Coke must, as indeed the tabulated bibliography shows, have read widell in 
that  already considerable literature in English, French, German, Arabic, and 
Persian, in which the story of Baghdad is to be found. 

And yet 1 .  Coke modestly disclaims his intention of writing for the 
historian, but purposes his book to be chiefly for the general reader We 
prepared to say that he has accomplished both aims. I t  is true that he fO1'ows 

or less closely certain sections of Huart 's  I '  Histoire de Bagdad dsna le 
Temps Moderne," as  well as Longrigg9s Four Centuries of Modern Ir&(l," but, 
a t  the same time, he has the faculty of retelling dry-as-dust fact@ and 
ing them into a n  interesting story. In this respect he is following the 
example set by Guedalla and the school of modern historians. 

His  story is complete-from the foundation of the city by Mnnsur in 'i62 to 
the death of Miss Gertrude Bell in July, 1926. 
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~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ l ~  we are introduced to Baghdad (it is to be noted that  the author 
,pells the word as Baghdad, and not as  Bagdad, though he gives no reason 
for this) :- 

4' In a, life of under twelve hundred years she has served as the heart of a 
world the Pontifical seat of a universal religion, a provincial capital 
of the Mongols, a bone of contention between Turkoman tribes, a Persian 
possession, a Turkish town, an  outpost of the British Empire, and the 
,,tropolis of a youthful Arab state. The city has moved her site twice, and 
been besieged, captured, and lost innumerable times. . . ." 

Mr. Coke seems to agree with a recent American visitor, who arrived on a 
july day in Baghdad, on his way by air to Bataria, w h m ,  in an  interview, the 
latter declared that his happiness would not be conlplete until he had left the 
town; but, as a matter of fact, being delayed a day or two owing to engine trouble, 
he in a second interview that the charm of the city was growing on 
him. 

The newcomer begins by hating Baghdad and wondering how anybody 
can possibly bear to remain there for longer than the rnininlum time required 
for the prosecution of the business in hand ; he ends by loving Baghdad, and 
finding in her narrow, halting lanes, her endless bazaars, her shady gardens, 
her cheerful, scurrilous, affectionate, and aggravating people, a fascination which 
few other cities in the world can offer." 

It was Mansur who officially gave the title of Medinat-as-Salaawz to his new 
city ; then, as now, as little like a city of peace as it well could be. Today it is 
"the dirty, sandy, feverishly active capital of King Feisal of Iraq, where 
they pull down a row of buildings in a day and re-erect thein in a inonth ; where 
you may send your mail by aeroplane and travel yourself on an ass . . . such 
today is Baghdad, the City of Peace, the fabled capital of the great Caliphs, the 
wonder town of the ' Arabian Nights,' a place known to the dreams of every 
Western child." 

The new city was also popularly ltnown as nz-Znu;~clh-the Crooked-and 
this descriptive name holds good in these days, as may be judged from an  air 
photograph which serves as one of tho illustrations to the booli. 

And so Baghdad catue into being : and, looking a t  its story down an  avenue 
of a thousand years and more, one sees that  the stages of its history group 
themselves roughly as follows : 

1. Rise to power under Mansur and Harun.  
2. -4 period of halcyon days, ending about with the Caliph Mamun. 
3. A slow decline, practically to ruin, under the later Abassids, culminating 

in the massacre of its inhabitants, firstly by Hulagu in 1256, and again by Timur 
Leng in 1393. 

4. A 101% period of Turkish dominance, with all the results of Turkish  mi^- 
rule fmd apathy, succeeded by what all well-wishers of modern Iraq desire : 

5 -  * period of regeneration and the right, once more, to assume the title 
Medinat-na-~a~an,,, . 

The proclamation promulgated by General Maude, as soon as he entered the 
Seems to have epitomized, in a way, its history : 

I t  a 

Since the days of Hulagu your city end your lands have been subject to the 
of strangers ; your palaces have fallen into ruins, your gardens have 

in desolation, and your forefathers and yourselves have groaned in bondage. 
'Our have been carried off to wars not of your seelting, your wealth has 
been s t r i ~ ~ e ~ l  from you by unjust men and squandered in distant places. Since 
the of Midhat the Turks have talked of reforms, yet do not the ruina and 

today testify to the vanity of these promises?" 
so Mr. Coke skilfully brings his story up to the days when a large proportion 
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of the British people came t o  have a direct and personal interest in the City of 

Fable. H e  tells the story of the part Baghdad took in the Wm, shortly, but 
sutticiently, following closely here the Official History. ' H e  tells the story of the 
death of General Maude, and, to  your reviewer's knowledge, gives the true one. 
General Maude lies a t  rest, as he  says, a t  the North Gate, and Gertrude BeU 
near the South Gate of that  city with the history of which they both, in their 
several spheres, had so much to do. 

"Baghdad, the City of Peace," is a book which, without doubt, will find its 
way to the bookshelf of all who are in any way concerned with the present or 
future of Iraq,  whether they reside in the Capital, in the Delta, or in the mountains 
of the North ; whether they have learned to appreciate the City of the Crooked 
Streets, or whether they look upon it, and so avoid it, as being a city, not of 
romance, but as one with a life made up of idlement in Arab cafhs, of imitation 
cabarets, and of high prices. Whatever the viewpoint of the city as it is today, 
yet i t  has a history; and, for the first time, the reader will find most of it 
between the covers of one volume. D. S. 

HAJI RIKKAN : MARSH ARAB. By Fulanain. 9 x 53. Pp. x + 288. Illustrations. 
Chatto and Windus. 10s. 6d. net. 

A list of the books and articles that  have been written about Arabia, includin~ 
Iraq,  its history and peoples, during the past twenty years in the principal 
languages of Europe would itself constitute a portly volume. Comparatively 
few books have been written about Arabs and their women, their ideas, and 
their outlook on life, but such books have usually been of a high standard, which 
is well maintained by this charming volume. The author, to whom we refer in 
the singular, as the volume is prettily dedicated to his wife, though his pseudonym 
suggests the dual personality of the happily-married man, has earned the grati- 
tude of all those who feel, with the reviewer, that an  increase of understanding 
amongst Englishmen of the mentality and outlook of Eastern races is of greater 
importance today than any access of technical knowledge of Eastern problems. 
I n  its literary charm this book of short stories challenges comparison with 
Marmaduke Pickthall a t  his best, and he would be the first to admit that, in 
knowledge of his subject, the author has the advantage in insight and under- 
standing of the philosophy of life that underlies tribal conventions, which, though 
seemingly so harsh, are clearly firmly rooted in the Arab temperament, seeing 
that  they have endured for thousands of years amongst this virile, enduring race. 
This book deserves to rank with Harrison"s a The drab at Home," and will be 
enjoyed most by lovers of Doughty, for this too is, in petto, a masterpiece, 
devoid of the sentimentalism and political or personal obsessions with which 
books on the East, and, in particular, of recent jears on Arabia, have been 
plentifully seaeoned. 

The stories in the book are delightfully told ; every page bears the impre98 of 
truth and of close observation ; all who know M e ~ o ~ o t a ~ n i a  will recognize in its 
pages the prototypes of men they have known or with whom they have con- 
tended. The only comrrient that the reviewer would venture to offer on the 
picture of Arab life presented by the author refers to the harsh treatment of 

women taken in marriage in settlement of a blood feud. Just across tile border! 
in Persia, where the same syateln holda good, such women are not without 
honour in the tribe into which they marry ; for, as the author shows, the 
powerful influence they exercise over their husband and his relations is widely 
recognized as making for peace, and peacemakers arc not without 
value. 
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TO : this is a book which any man who cares for the East  should 
buy, and which he may give to his friend Everyman a t  Christmas, for i t  will be 

not only to him, but, as the reviewer can testify, t o  Everywoman his 
wife. A. T. IT. 

lN A PERSIAN OIL FIELD. A Study in Scientific and Industrial Development. 
B~ J. W. Williamsbn, B.Sc. (Ernest Benn.) Price 7s. 6d. 

after reading the introduction to this little book one might be tempted 
perhaps, at first, though only for a moment, to  think that  i t  is just a bit of oil 
propaganda, for Mr. Williamson makes i t  quite clear that  he was invited to visit 
the Persian oil fields by the chairman of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company. 
such an admission is, at once, liable to arouse suspicion. But one has only to 
read a little further to realize that such a view is a mistaken one. 

The tale Mr. Williamson has to tell is a supremely interesting one, and the 
method of his telling leads to very complicated processes being so well explained 
that the non-technical reader cannot fail, readily, to understand the principles 
underlying highly scientific methods. H e  refers to his book as being a study," 
and his main object, he says, has been 
li to show, in broad outline only, the extent to which the Anglo-Persian Oil 
Company has applied and is applying, especially in Persia, scientific kllowledge 
and scientific methods in the oil industry ; and slso to describe as integral parts 
of the same story . . . some of the industrial, educational, and social develop- 
ments that have arisen, and have been sedulously cultivated, as na.tural out- 
growths of the Company's work." 

The Central Asian Society has already had the advantage of listening to a 
lecture by Squadron-Leader Cooper, R.A.F., in February, 1926, " On a Visit to 
the Anglo-Persian Oil Fields," so that  members have had, to sonle extent, 
an opportunity of becoming familiar with the terrain. I t  lnay be recalled that 
Squadron-Leader Cooper concluded his lecture by reinarking " that the romance 
of the fields has yet to be written." I t  seems that  Mr. Williamsoa very largely 
has accomplished what the lecturer was anticipating. H e  gives us the romance 
of it all, for science can be rolllance ; and he further shows us that, so far as the 
A.P.O.C. is concerned, applied science is not content solely with looking after the 
materialistie side of its venture, but, in its larger application, fornls a very close 
alliance with ethical endeavour. And so here-in Persia-on the Anglo-Persian 
oil fields. 

The author leads us rapidly through the geography of the fields, and then 
proceeds to relate in outline some of the methods employed by geologists to 
determine the presence of oil-bearing strata. H e  explains the geological, geo- 
physical, electric, magnetic, and seismic methods used by experts in their survey 
of a suspected field. This alone is allnost n sufficient romance. Let it be con- 
ceded that it is no easy task to write for a lay public about, for instance, the 
little intricacies of the Eiitviis Torsinn Balance or other gravilnetric methods of oil 
finding. But all through this technical part of his book, Mr. Williamson nlanages 
to lreep cle~rly in his mind that he is writing here for an  uninstructed public, and 
yet, with this factor for ahnndicap, he contrives to make it all very interesting and 
very clear. We nre nest takcn through the drilling processes, the problem of the 
gR3, tllc pntll of the oil from the fields to the refinery a t  Abadan, and we are 
shown something of the efforts nt co-ordinated research work between the 
laborntoric~ nt Fields and those a t  Sunbury-on-Thames. 

And then there is the human element that coines into this great organization. 
To make success, nlaterit~lly as well as ethically, i t  was necessary to begin 
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with and remains SO still, as the author says, " to secure the willing ao.operation 
of the Persians, in whose country the operations were to be conducted." The 
inhabitants of the oil areas of Khuzistan were hardy, pastoral nomads, wander. 
ing about according to season after " grass." I t  was from amongst these that 
labour had to be recruited and maintained. 

" The character end habits of these tribesmen presented human and socia. 
logical problems as peculiar and as complex in their own ways as the physical 
and chemical problems raised by the nature of the crude oil obtained from below ; 
. . . it is significant that one of the earliest administrators sent out by the 
Company was a medical Inan . . . and it is not less significant that he did not 
confine his interest to the purely medical sphere, but pushed out into a sympa- 
thetic study of this ancient people, of their language, history, customs, habits, 
and ways of thinking." 

So the romance continues, and the narrative shows us what every visitor to 
tho fields cannot fail to have seen, and that is, evidence on every hand of the care 
the Company takes of its employees, so far as concerns the medical and health 
services, housing, and education. Those of us who have had an opportunity of 
visiting these oil fields can confirm, in these respects, every detail that Mr. 
Williamson claims. A further good word must be said on behalf of the illustre- 
tions to the book, which add considerably to the interest of theletterpress. Lord 
Balfour, in a prefatory letter, describes the book as " an admirable work," and 
all who read it will agree with him. Mr. Williamson has given ue something 
that really is a story of a romance of industry, as well as a very careful study of 
industrial development. D. 8. 
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THE INVASIONS A N D  IMMIGRATIONS OF 
THE TATARS* 

BY SIR E. DENISON ROSS, C.I.E. 

B E ~ ~ R E  I tell you anything about these Tatar migrations, I wish to say Introduction : The Great 
something of the construction of the Great Wall of China in the third wall. 

century B.c., which is so intimately connected with their history. 
This wall, which extends from the south-west edge of the Gobi Desert 
to the Pacific Ocean, was 1,250 miles in length in its most complete 
state. I t  is formed of two strong retaining walls of brick rising from 
the granite foundations. The breadth a t  the base is about twenty-five 
feet, and at the top about fifteen. The height varies from fifteen to 
thirty feet. 

It must be remembered that this wall was built as a defence against 
the Tatar hordes, which were composed osclusively of horsemen. I t  
was not the work of one man, but the result of various defensive 
measures taken by frontier barons against the inroads of the nomads 
of the north, who, mounted on swift ponies and carrying all they 
required at their saddle-bow, were in the habit of making sudden 
inroads into the rich provinces of Northern China. The ultimate 
completion of this wall was the direct cause of the western movement 
of the Tatttrs. I t  may even be asserted that  tho construction of the 
Great Wall of China contributed very largely to the fall of the Roman 
Empire. I t  also had a great influence on China itself, for, by the 
relative security thus gained, she was enabled to develop her arts and 
letters and her peculiar natiollal individuality. If I may, I would like 
to read you a curious passage about this from the travels of the 
Abbe Huc, the great Jesuit missionary of the middle of the last 
century. He says : l C  Mr. Barrow, who in 1793 accompanied Lord 
Nacartney to China as historiographer to the British Embassy, made 
this calculation : he supposed there were in England and Scotland 
1,800,000 houses, and, estimating the masonry work of each to be 
2,000 cubic feet, he propounded that the aggregate did not contain as 
much material as the Groat Wall of China, which, in his opinion, was 
enough for the construction of a wall to go twice round the world. 
Itis evident that Mr. Barrow adopted as the basis of his calculations 
the Great Wall as he saw it north of Peking, where the construction 
l8 really grand and imposing. But it is not to be supposed that this 
barrier raised against the irruptions of the barbarians is throughout its 

* Lecture given by Sir E. Denison R o ~ s ,  Director of the school of Oriental 
Studies, on Deoe~nbor 16, 1927, Lieut.-Genernl Sir George nlncnlunn in the chair. 
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134 T H E  INVASIONS AND IMMIGRATIONS OF THE TATARs 

extent equally high, wide, aud solid. We have crossed it at fifteen 
different points, end on several occasions travelled for days 
parallel with it, and never once losing sight of it, and often, insteed of 

the great double turreted rampart which exists towards Peking, we 
have found a very low wall of brickwork, or even work in some places 
reduced to its simplest expression, and composed merely of flint stones 
roughly picked up." 

I do not intend to dwell upon the invasion of Europe by the Huns 
under Attila, but shall pass a t  once to the history of the Turks, of 

whom we first hear in the Chinese annals in the sixth century. Of 
these Turks we fortunately know a great deal, thanks not only to the 
Chinese annals, but also to inscriptions on monuments they had 

~ u r k s  in the themselves erected. According to  the Chinese annals the Turks formed 
a small kingdom in the south-west of the Altai &lountains. In the tury A.D. 
middle of the fifth century they had settled in the neighbourhood of 
Lake Kokonor, and had so firmly established themselves that in A.D. 545 
the Wei Emperor sent an Embassy to them and their chief married 
the Emperor's .daughter. Shortly after these Turks migrated into 
Turkietan and eventually reached the Oxus. I cannot, I fear, enter 
into the details regarding the predecessors of these Turks in the Oxus 
country ; suffice it to  say that  they had been preceded first by the 
Kushans (Yiieh-chi), who were driven out of that country southwards 
into Northern India, where they founded the Indo-Scythian Empire, and 
their place was taken by a people known as the White Huns, or 
Eph t halites, who established themselves in Transoxiana in the fifth 
century. These White Huns  were constantly engaged in warfare with 
tho Persians, and it was their preoccupation in the west which, no 
doubt, tempted the Khan of the Turks to attack them on the east ; and 
in 555 the Turkish Khan, having utterly routed the White Huns near 
Bukhara, became possessed of all Transoxiana. 

Emigration The westward and subsequent south-westerly lnovements of the 
Weatwarcl. 

Kushans had, by the middle of the sixth century, resulted in 
numerous influx of Turks into Transoxiana and Afghanistan. In the 
light of recent researches we may assume that the staple population 
of what we today call Chinese Turkiatan and Russian Turkistan Was 

Iranian, and that  the high state of culture which prevailed all along 
the Tarim valley and in Khotan, down to the middle o f t h e  ninth 
century, was due to the substratum of Iranian culture which elred? 
existed there a t  the time of the first Tatar invasions. The most 
civilized of the Tatars were undoubtedly e branch of the Turks 
as Uighurs who, in the eighth and ninth centuries, attained a 
srtistic and literary culture second only to that of their c o n t e m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~  

Uishun. in China under the T'angs. These Uighurs, no doubt, derived lnost 

their culture from the local Iranian intelligenzia. 
Recent explorations in Central Asia have ehown that the UighurE 
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Uighur were not only highly cultivated, but exceedingly tolerant and 
Kingdom' enlightened. I n  their capital were to be found in close 

Buddhist temples, Manichiean chapels, and Christian while 
scholars were engaged in translating and transcribing the Scriptures of 

those religions in Turkish, Sanscrit, and Chinese. I t  is important to 
understand that the nomad Tatars, like the Ghuzz and the Mongols, 
in their passage through this country, encountered a high state of 

culture, of which the Mongols were a t  any rate quick to avail them- 
selves, taking from the Uighurs their alphabet and laying the founda- 
tions of a national literature. 

The main topic of my lecture will be the invasions of Central Asia, 
first by the Seljuks in the eleventh century, and secondly by the 
Mongols in the thirteenth. I n  spite of the many famous Turkish 
chieftains who have led armies across Persia, these two are the only 
invasions which deserve the name of world migrations. Mahmud of 
Ghazna, the first Turk to behold the waters of the great ocean (at 
Somnat), was ouly a conqueror a t  the head of his armies, atl was also 
Tamerlaine ; neither of these insatiable generals was responsible for a, 

great immigration of people. The conquest of Upper India by the 
Emperor Babur no doubt introduced large numbers of Turks into that 
country, and for a long time Turki was the language of the Delhi 
Court. But  we hear of no Turkish colonies in India, such as 
undoubtedly were to be found in Afghanistan, as the result of earlier 
immigrations. 

If we consider the r61e played by the Tatar in the history of the 
Middle East  and of India, i t  is a very remarkable fact that practically 
every dynasty which has ruled has been of Tatar origin ever since the 
downfall of the Persian dynasty of the tenth century. Let us merely 
recall Yahmud of Ghazna, the Seljuks, Tamerlaine, the Mongols, the 
Yamelukes, and the Ottoman Turks. I t  is true that in Persia wehave 
the Safari dynasty, founded by Shah Ismail, which is regarded 89 

a Persian national dynasty, though they claimed Arab descent, and 
they relied entirely on the local Turkman tribes in Persia for their 
position on the throne. The Kajars were pure Turke, and in Indial 
with the sole exception of the Afghans, every ~uhammadan  dynasty 
was Tatar. 

Derivation of Before, however, pasaing to the Seljuks and the Mongols, I 
the word 
Tatar. like to say a few words regarding the terms Tatar and ~ o n g o l .  The 

word Tatar is probably derived from the Chinese word Ta-ta or Ta-tse 
(corresponding more or less to the Greek term barbfl~os),  which was 
applied by the Chinese to the people on their northern frontierl just 
in the East  all Europeans were known by the general name of pranks 
The name Tatar in now only ueed by and applied to the Turks of the 
Volga and the Caucasus, the descendants of those Tatare who for 

Mongol. several centuries ruled over Russia. The name Mongol, with its Indian 
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variant ~ ~ ~ h ~ l ,  only became general in the days of Chingiz Khan : in 
the fifteenth century Russian Turkistan was known to the Muhammadan 
historians as Moghulistan. The Delhi Emperors, who called them- 
selves ~ o g h u l s ,  were as much Turks as their predecessors, the slave 
kings, who ruled over Northern India during the thirteenth century. 
They probably chose to call themselves Moghuls rather than Turks in 
order to claim descent fro111 the great Chingiz Khan aud not merely 
from their actual ancestor Tamerlaine. 

I must now give you some idea of the political conditions prevailing 
in Transoxiana at the end of the tenth century. You all know that the 
Arabs on emerging from their desert home under instructions from 
the first Caliphs spread with lightning rapidity westwards into Egypt 
and North Africa and eastwards into Persia and Transoxiana. The 
Arabs reached the Oxus country at  a comparatively early date, but they 
did not get into the country of the five cities in the Tarim valley. A 
halt was called to their progress by the Sir Darya, and in the ninth 
century the local Iranian family of Samanids set up a dynasty of their 
own in Bukhara, which, while owing allegiance to the Caliph, was 
actually a national revival in opposition to the Arabs. No attempt Claeh ot 

was made by the rulers of this house, who were Persians, to extend the Pereians and Turks. 
conquests of Islam iurkher East. At the end of the tenth century when 
this Hindenburg line of the Syr Darya had been in existence for nearly 
three hundred years there came suddenly a counter-push from the 
Turkistan side. The Turks who now for the first time began to 
encroach on the dominions of Islam were the Ilak Khans. The then 
representative of the Persian house of S2mZn had in his service a 
redoubtable Turkish chieftain named Sebuktegin who enjoyed semi- 
independence as Governor of Ghaana and the country between the. 
hdus and the Oxus. The Persian Sarnanid now called upon 
Sebuktegin to help him against the invaders, thus pitting Turk against 
Turk- In the year 999 A.D. two events of outstanding importance 
Occurred the Ilak Khan entered Bukhara as a conqueror, and Turks take 
Sebuktegin died and was succeeded by his son the great Mahmud of 

Bakhara. 

Ghazna- Mahlnud and the Ilak Khan shortly after came to terms and 
d'vided between themselves the eastern orovinces of Islam. Such was 

A 

the actual beginning of Turkish domination over the territories con- 
quered by the Arabs. 

During the rule of the Samanids, and very likely prior to that 
period, Turks had no doubt been peacefully penetrating into the Oxus 
country and beyond. And we find frequent references to the presence 
in Persis of a branch of the Turks known as the Ghuzz. The Seljuks The SeljUk'' 

themselves belonged to this branch. The important province of 
Khorssan, which in those days extended as far  as Merv and Balkh and 
=erat, had proved B, tempting pasturage for the Ghuzz Turks who had 
immigrated there in large numbers. hlahrnud of Ghazna was so busily 
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engaged in extending his Persian possessions beyond Khorasan and in 

his repeated expeditions into India that he failed to how the 
Ghuzz were increasing in numbers and importance. Only capable 
leader was required for these Ghuzz to rise and defyathe Sultan1 power, 
Such a man did not, however, appear till after MahmudPs death, 
During the reign of his son Mastud there suddenly rose to prominence 
two brothers, the grandsons of a petty chieftain named Seljuk. 
1035 the brothers ,seized the principal towns of Khorasan and, having 
there established their authority, one brother remained to govern 
Khorasan, while the other, the famous Tughril Bey, set out in an 
unchecked career of conquest. Persia was at  this time split into a, 

number of petty states and kingdoms, while the Caliph of Baghdad was 
a mere puppet in the hands of a local Persian king who was a Shi'a. 
W e  cannot imagine that  the force with which Tughril Bey first set out 
was very numerous, but it is more than likely that he attracted to his 
array the numerous bands of Ghuzz and other Turks who had preceded 
him into Persia. I n  the year 1055 Tughril entered Baghdad, and wae 
treated with all honour by the Caliph. Now the Turks, when they 
embraced Islam, were all strict orthodox Sunnis; thus it came about 
that  the entry of the Turks into Baghdad as conquerors really gave a 
new lease of life to the tottering Caliphate, which survived for another 
200 years, when it was finally overwhelmed by the Mongols, who had 
not yet embraced Islam, and cared nothing for Caliphs. 

The Seljuks also played a very important part in bringing something 
like unity into the Islamic states a t  the time of the Great Crusades. 
One of the most remarkablo circumstances in connection with the 
Beljuks is the number of distinguished men they produced in successive 
generations. Tughril himself had no children, but among the descend- 
ants of his brother Chaqri were such great soldiers and rulers as Alp 
Arslan, Melik Shah, and Sanjar. The same inheritance of genius is 
to be found in the descendants of Chingiz Khan and of the Emperor 
Babur. 

We must now pass to the beginning of the thirteenth century and 
introduce Chingia Khan, the scourge of God, who died exactly seven 
hundred years ago. Chingiz Khan began his active career at the age 
of thirteen, and for the first twenty years was engaged in unifying the 
Mongols. H e  next devoted his energies to the conquest of North Chins. 
He first turned his attention to the eastern provinces of Islam in l2l31 
and it was in that  year that  he sent an embassy to bfuharnrnad 
Khwarazm Shah, who, hsd by conquest brought under his 8W.Y almost 
the whole of the former kingdom of the Great Seljuks, p r o ~ o 8 ~ ~ g  
a commercial treaty should he entered into for their mutual 
The Khwaraam Shah was in of the silk route. There 
two silk routes, known as the Pei-lu and the Nan-lu, one on the north 
and the other on the south of the Thian Shan Mountains. The main 
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,ilk route went through Persia, and those who wished to export silk and 

import things had to keep on friendly terms with whomsoever 

was in power in Turkistan aud Khorasan. Muhammad Khwarazm Shah 
was so elated by his many successes that  he had begun to form plans for 

the Tarim valley. Therefore, when Chingiz Khan invited 
him to conclude a commercial treaty, this Moslem ruler, failing to , 

recognize the kind of man he had to deal with, treated this and a 
subsequent embassy with disrespect and even with cruelty, and it  may 
be averred that it was the lack of judgment on the part of the 
Khwarazm Shah which led to the subsequent eruption of the Mongols 
into Persia. I t  is interesting to note that  the Mongols are the only 
Tatars who, having conquered North China, ever extended their con- 
quests to the West. Several dynasties which have ruled in China 
were Tatars, such as the Wei and Liao; none of these, however, 
advanced into Turkistan. I n  1220 Chingiz Khan laid the fairest towns 
in Transoxiana and Khorasan in ruins. I n  1221 he reached the banks 
of the Indus, and there defeated Jalal ud-Din, the valiaut son of 
Muhammad Iihwarazm Shah. H e  did not cross the Indus, but, being 
recalled by disturbing news from the north in 1224, he returned to 
Central Asia, and never again set his face westwards. 

And now for a period of thirty years Central Asia was spared the 
horrors of a hlongol invasion. I t  was during the reign of Chingiz Iihan's 
son Ogoday that the invasion of Central Europe took place, and i t  was 
only the death of this prince in 1241 that  saved Europe from being 
entirely overrun by the Mongol hordes. In  1248 another grandson of 
Chingiz Khan, named Mangu Khan, succeeded to the overlordship of the 
Mongolg, and it mas he who again set in motion western campaigns, 
and for the special subjection of the western lands of Islam he appointed 
hie brother Hulagu, who crossed the Oxus in 1953 at  the head of some Hulagu in- 

fifty or sixty thousand men. Such had been and still was the state of ::::.' Per'ia, 
dieorder and anarchy in Persia since the last Mongol invasion that 
Hulagu was actually met and welcomed on Persian soil by a number of 
local princes and governors, and his response to this invitation offers 
another example of that, extraordinary mixture of dosolation and good 
government which characterized Mongol rule. Chingiz Iihan probably 
cared nothing for human life, but he cared a great deal about law and 
Order; r~nd in coming in contact with the Turks he was very quick to 
appreciate the quality of the Uighurs, who, as we have seen, were 

cultivated. He got them to draw up his yasa, or code of laws. 
He carried his Mongols into the lands he won from the Iranians, and 

an absolutely efficient military organization, with commands 
and divisional commands, and for all his love of conquest he certainly 
had well-ordered kingdom. If this had not been so he could not have 

his conquests, and the Mongol Empire in various parts of 
the world could not have endured so long. One of Hulagu's first nets 
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was the destruction of the great stronghold of the assassins, ~ l ~ , , . , ~ ~ ,  
Marching througt] Persia by HIOW but sure degrees, he finally reached 
Baghdad on January 18, 1258. Many descriptions have come doan to 
us of the terrors of the sack of Baghdad and the destruction of her 
buildings, the slaughter of her inhabitants, and the murder of the caliph, 
Without quoting any of these 1 would like to mention two aoecdotee 
which illustrate the terror which the Mongola inspired. These men 
rode about on little ponies, their toea almost dragging on the ground, 

armed only with bows and arrows. I t  was said that a single Mongol 
would enter a village, wherein were many people, and would continue 
to slay them one after another, none of them daring to raise a hand 
against this horseman. Another Mongol, having taken a man captive, 
but having no weapon wherewith to kill him, said : " Lay your head upon 
the ground and do not dare to move," and he did so, and the Tatar went 
and fetched a sword and returned and killed him. 

A Persian relates the following : " I mas going with seventeen others 
along a road and there met us a Tatar horseman, who bade us bind 
one another's arms. bly companions began to do as he bade them, but 
I said, ' H e  is but one man, why shou!d we not kill him and flee?' They 
replied, ' We are afraid,' and not one of them dared to move, so I took 
a knife and killed him." 

Persia and Iraq have practically lain in ruins ever since the Mongol 
invasion. Nishapur, Tus, and other great cities of Khorasan have never 
revived. The monuments of Samarkand were built after she had been 
ruined more than once, thanks to the special efforts of the great Tamer- 
laine. The successors of Hulagu continued to rule over Persia down to 
the middle of the fourteenth century, but in Russia Mongol domina- 
tion endured till the close of the fifteenth century. 

SO much for the two first invasions by the Tatars ; the third invasion 
under Tamerlaine wae of far  less importance. Tamerlnine, like  ahm mud 
of Ghazna, overran half Asia ; but their armies were more or less organ- 
ized, and they brought them back with them. The Seljuks and the 
Mongols, on the other hand, settled in the country they conquered# 
Only by a chance was s great deal of Europe saved from the Dlongols* 
We know they r e a c ~ e d  the middle of Silesia in 1241, and the only thing 
that prevented Europe from being entirely Mongolian was the fact 
their overlord happened to die in Karakorum, and they had to go hack 
and elect a new IChan. Nothing else turned them back. They were 

irresistible. Europe was saved from the Arabs and Berbers in Ta4 by 
Charles Martel, and saved again in 1241 from the Mongols. The 
time we were saved by our own prowess; on the second occasion by 
luck. Whether it would have been better for Europe to have been 
thing other than it is, it is of course impossible to say. 

I would like to refer again to the difference between !Curkg and 
Tatars. I feel that there is no end to the discussion from the point of 
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view ,,f ethnography, and I am neither an ethnographer nor an anthro- 
pologist. But I do feel there is one great thing that  distinguishes the 
~~~~~l from the Turk, and that is religion. It is a curious thing that  

the pronounced Mongoloid type have always turned to Buddhism or 
Shamanism, while the people who are less Mongoloid in type are all 
lfoslems. So that when the ethnographer and anthropologist tell you 
it is hard to distinguish between the two, it is some help to realize 
that, so far as concerns the last five hundred years, you have the 
rough and ready distinction to guide you. The hluharnmadan is a 
Turk, and the Buddhist is a Mongol, I<almuk, Buriat, and so forth. 
Though I have not time to tell- you about Tamerlaine, I want to show 
you one or two pictures of Bukhara and Samarkand. Tamerlaine, like 
Chingiz, started his career when quite a boy, having inherited a small 
province in Ferghana. He  marched all over the Middle and Near East. 
He went down to Delhi and slaughtered 250,000 prisonsrs because 
they were rather embarrassing to carry about. His  was not a world 
migration, but rather a world extinction. Nevertheless he is one of the 
most picturesque figures in Oriental history. We know a great deal 
about him because European travellers met him, and he had capable 
Persian biographers. His tomb a t  Samarkand is one of the most 
beautiful monuments of the world. 

I want to tell you something of what has happened in more recent Modern 
tiines to Turkistan. I n  about 1908 the Russians began to occupy this History. 

country, and before the war the whole of this country west of the 
Caspian-Astrabad, Merv, Samarkand, Bukhara, right up to the 
borders of Chinese Turkistan, was Russian Turkistan. Within this 
territory were two native rulers, the Amir of Bulthara, and the Arnir of 
Iihiva, who enjoyed semi-independence. When the Revolution of 1917 
took place, in fact before that, Russia baing occupisd with her internal 
troubles, there were local risings in which Sustrian and Hungarian 
prisoners of war also took part. About 1920 an organized revolt 
occurred in Bukhara, which was called the "Basmachi Revolt"- 
" Basmachi " corresponds to Borer "-and a capable leader was found 
in  Enver Pasha, who, disgruntled a t  the success of hlustapha Iiemal, 
went to Bukhara in November, 1921, and there organized an enti- 
Boviet pan-Turanian movernoot, by which he meant to organize the 
Turks from Angora elletwards (and including Afghanistan) into one 
huge Islamic State. That was tho ides of Enver, and he sent an 
ultimatum to hfoscow in January, 1922, demanding a total abandon- 
ment of Turkistan by the Soviet Government. The Red Army was 
despatched to Bukhara, and in August the movement was deGnitely 
broken by the death of Enver Pasha in a reerguerd action. After 
this the two Amirat4es were turned into iudependent Soviet Republics ; 
but thing. had come very near to the creation of another big Empire, 
where so many big empires have been set up in the past. At the 
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present time this country is divided into various sme,ll sections o&d 
after the prinoipal tribes : thus there is Turkmanistan, so-called becluw 
the Turkmans live there : Usbegistan, where the chief inhabitmts 
Uzbegu, with a sub-province of T Jikistan, created for that section of 
the inhabitants who speak Iranian languages. There is also Qazqish, 
inhabited by the Hirghiz and Qazaqs These separate ethnio republic8 
enjoy a certain degree of autonomy. They have all their owu schools 
sod  school books, and a vast literature of educational works is being 
produoed in various Turkish dialects, some of which had not hitherto 
been reduced to writing. 

DISCUSSION. 
Miss CABLE said 8he had recently made a journey ecroea the Gobi 

Desert and through Chinese Turkistan into Qazaqisten and home by 
Moscow. She had passed on the may many ruined cities buried in the 
sand, the result oE the invasions and of desert encroachments. They 
had met many of the tribes which Sir Denison Ross had spoken of; the 
most interesting were the Qazaqs, who had struok them ea a virile, 
wide-awake people, rapidly advancing in education. I t  was from them 
that they heard of the hitch in the negotiations of the coal-strike, and 
they discussed with them the character of Nr.  Macdonald and the 
labour leaders. The Qazaqs are well supplied with mirelese, and get 
their news from the Moscow radios. They had just beaome the 
lateat member of the U.S.S.R., and number about seven million aoals. 

Nr.  said that  among the very many interesting hinte thrown 
out in the lecture, there was one which struok him particularly. Sir 
Denison Ross had differentiated very clearly between the Tater invssion8 
bnd the Tatnr migrations, between the raids of Mahmud of Ghazna and 
Tamerlaine, end the movemen ta of the Seljuka. The great conquerors, 
who made such a great stir while they were alive, and inspired 
terror, left little to ahow for i t  after they died; wherens the Seljds 
displaced the inhebitauts of the oountry and established themaelm in 
their place. Thus we look on hnatolis as wholly Turk, although eight 
centuries ago there was uot a Turk in the country. 

Professor Barthold, the great ohampion of the Mongols, rnaintdned 
that  tradition had exhggerated the amount of the damage done by the 
Tatars, ~ n d  he (Mr. Gibb) was inclined to agree with him. ~ h e ~ f o u ~ '  
a country in a bad state of disintegration, and did a certain amount of 

sheer destruotion, but fifty p a r s  later the same oountry a.8 .ppafln"b 
in a high state of co~nnlercisl ~ n d  ylrioultural prosperity. There 
two things which we were inclined to forget, the two gmat plWe8* 
One oame over to Europe in 1881, but did far moredamage in-lei8 tbm 
in Europe, end i t  was the second in Asia, for there WM bn earlier one 
in 1348. These plngues swept away ten times as many viotime tb.e 

Mongol inrasione, and though Europe am able to reo0y.r heruw I' 
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.,, vigorous, and growing, the Black Death almost finished 
Tnlllerlaine swept in after i t  and completed the damage. 

Nothing oould be done until a new people oarue and turned their hands 
to the twk of building up, and for that  Asia has had to  wait till the 
present day. 

In summing up the CHAIRNAW said he could perhaps dot the i's 
and cross the ti's of the leoture in one of two of the pointa the Leoturer 
had made. One point mas t.hnt ancient province of Iihorasan, now so 
diminished from its former greatness. The I n d i ~ n  soldier going up  
even today to Quetta refers to i t  as  Iihuraeau ; Zhob and the oountry 
rrround are all inoluded. 

Sir Denison was speaking of the Seljuks. K h e n  I was in the town 
of I<irkuk in the mountains of Southern Iiurdistan, I found there was e 
settleluent of Seljuk Turks on the old road between Auatolia and Persia ; 
they are the only people I know of who still wear the real bluebeerd 
pugaree; they have, too, very remarkable little pointed towerti proteoting 
their water-wheels. 

"I have seen myself an instaxloe of tho terror with mhich the 
Yougo1 physiognomy iuspired the people of Persia and Iiurdistan. I n  
1919 it pleased one Nahruud of Sulaimaniya in Southern Iiurdistsn to 
engineer a corrp d'dtc~t against a British politioal ofioer and the Levies 
who were helping him to develop the oountry. I t  wae necessary to send 
troops, and me moved a battalion with about sis hundred Iiachins in it, 
mhich distinguished itself very much by takiug the Barzan Pass. This 
bett~lion afterwards marched into Sulaimaniya, and kept it for some 
time. The people were terrified when they paw them. They have still 
the same fear of the little stunted Mongol. 

" I  uust ask you uow to give Sir Denisou a very hearty vote of 
thanks for the   no st extraordinarily fasoinatiug lecture." (.lpplause.) 



CENTRAL ASIAN ORIGINS OF THE 
ARMIES OF INDIA* 

BY MA,JOli L. V. 8. BLACKER, O.B.E. 

THIH paper might well be entitled the Genealogy of the Armies of Iodi4 
but it will be observed that there is no reference to an " Indianu A r m y ,  
for reasons whioh will appear later. The principal of these reasons lies 
in the faot that  by no researches can one discover my body which l n ~ y  

sanoly be so designated. 
Introduotion- I always feel that  those who use the appellation should receive kind 

treatment for the rest of their lives in a quiet, cosy, and nicely padded 
apai.trnent, with bars to its windows. 

The oddness of Anglo-Hindustani terminology accounte for " Beneal 
Cavalry " (and Infantry) with no Bungalis in then), "Baluch" Regiments 
with no Baluchis, Sikh IZegil~~leuts with a small minority of Sikhs, and 
Disbursing Officars who would do anything you like rather than 
disburse. 80 one must not be surprisod at  an Indian Army with no 
Indians in its ranks. I t  is necessary to go brtclr into history iu order 
to see how a country inht~hited by Indiatis comes to have en army of 
non-Indian nc~tionalities exclusively. 

The genealogy of the various races which havo oonquered the valley 
of the Indus and the (langetio plains is interesting fro111  it^ oonnection 
with that  of the yeol~~anry  atid ~quirearchy of Western Ihrope. 

The great racial lnovements are roughly illustratad in the sketch 
map. As far us the Caspian (or so-called Nordic) paople~ ore concerned, 
one tnay group the nlovon generally into three groat waves, as follows: 

Whon tho firut Keltic wave started it,w long trok from the Oxus into 
what we 11ow call Buropo, that continent wna inhabited by Metliter- 
~ ~ n e a n e  -tliat is, really Africans-or, ae rugards its northern portion, by 
Mongol Lpinns. 

Rajputs. (jantral Aaia was full of 111gst~ry it ~ I W R Y B  has boon throllgho~t 
the ages, and t , l~o lialta, or, ns tlluy are callod in Asia, the ltajputs, were 
tile first groat uurprisa wllicll canlo out of the conjuror's bl~t. 

The Minoan civilization lied nlroady spread over the basin of the 
Mediterranean, but IGastern Il:urope and i i u ~ s i e .  wero wholly harbaroue 
arld overgrown with prirn11)val junglo. 

* I~octura (liven by h l n j o ~  r,. V.  H. Blackor, O.11.1'.., Q.V.0 .  (;0rl)a of Ouidenl 

on January 19, 19!2H, Cioncrnl Hir Ooorgo MacRill~nn in tlie (:hair. 
144 
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India was Dravidian-that is to  Bny, inhabited by amall, broad-noaed, 
tlliak-lipped, low-skulled people ranging from wliat 110,s been termed 
tho "good monkey spoilt " t o  the  quasi-culture of ~ ~ o h e n j o - l ) r r o .  

The army has hot kept wholly free fro111 this  element even in tlle 
present day. 

Sanitery personnel are allilost wholly Ilravidian, so are accounts 
bod other administrative ollices, whilst the  half-breed with 1)mvidian 
blood in him tends to infiltrate into fighting units a s  tradition and  
~ilorale deteriorsto. H e  ~~cce le ra tes  the  deterioration. 

The history of tlie I io l to- l ia jput~  is very little 1;llown. Ttie rolntion- 

ship of the various ulomu~its-that is  l o  say, liurde, Danui), Trinobaatines, 
Bretons, Gaule, Milesiau, I r i s l ~ ,  Boote, Albanit~ns, Afridis, and Rnjputs --  

oan best be arrivud a t  by a study of tho nrlalogies in their cuetonis and  
psyohologioe. 

Amongst thetn, for instance, trouso~. wosring is not yet a n  noooni- 
plished fact, whilst thoy all 111alte ii~uaic 011 tlie pipos. 'l'artans nre 
found to be indigo~~oue n~nougst  tho Easterri l iurds  of l i h o r ~ ~ e n n ,  whilet 
Iieltic loquacity and niysticisn~ call be trncod Iliroughoul. 

Tho I<olts and liajputs linvo survived uubsequont invnsions with 
the a ~ s i s t s ~ ~ c e  of favouri~ig guograpliical faotore a s  iu Irolnnd, Wostorn 
Bcotland and Wnlos, l < ~ - i t t n ~ i y ,  tho ~ l loun tn i~ i s  of tho I'unjab and 
Gtlrhwal, and in tliu dosorts of linjpulnna. Tlloy Iinve ~~lnir i tainod 
the~~iaolvoa rtltiiost ovuryw l1ul.e Iiloro au n ~quiroarc!hy than ~ t s  ye01 lie11 
or possante, and on(> Inny cleduco t l ~ a t  astulo di1)lolilncy nlid n certain 
mental uquip~nont llns llulped tliolli to  koup this position during tlie 
lafit threo thouen~id yortrs. 

In tho fourth cont~iry I!.(:. tllo ronioto burbnrous region8 now called 
lilyland, I'ranco, S I I IL~I I ,  I L I I ~  WOWLIII*II ( : o r ~ ~ i t ~ ~ i y  woro irilinl~ito(1 by 
primitiva tri b o ~  d r o ~ ~ o i l  ill s ~ t  ine, nddict,ocl tlo ~ u o h  RnvlLgo 1-i tcw aH llunlnn 
sacrilicae, but r u l d  over by  n R I ~ I ~ I I  nristocl.nay P O R R O H H ~ I I ~  IL  V O ~ Y  

appcoinblo tlogroo of c!olturo. Tllo t~bor ig ino~  woru wllat nro ]low 
known il l  tho jargon as  M o d i t e r r n n o n ~ ~ ~  01. 1 bori~lln,  l)llt LO B U l l l  1.110111 

up in  a word tlioy woro ronlly A l r i c n ~ i ~ .  
Tho aristocracy, linliko l l ~ e  ~ l i o r t ,  brown-uyod ~tlll joct 1~na3, WOro 

tall, bl110-oyod I<cl t ~ ,  of tJ10 0~110  wl~icli  0110 I L R X O C ~ I L ~ O R  w i tl1 I ~ o I L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
find thoit. ~t~nlldar(1 of civilinniioll wnH ~ufliciuntly lligl~ to irlcl~i(lu stieh 
i t ~ l n ~  aIlnrioi,s n ~ l d  R O I ~ I  lLI-IIlo~ir, I I O A ~ ( ~ O B  t110 c ! o ~ i ~ ~ r ~ l ( : t i o ~ i  of, for 
infltan(:o. Storlohorlga. T l i i ~  lioltia rnling C ~ I L R R  i n  nluo tilo ruling ~ ~ R U H  

of Ireland n~lll ScotIlnli(I, ,LII(I apponra, nH wo iinvo n ~ r ( ! a ( ~ y  noon, to I ~ I L V ~  
boo11 of Aaioti(: ol*igil~ nnd to  I I I L V O  f o u ~ l d  its way i t ~ t ~ n  W(1~1~1.11 
l{uropQ tJlmn~Ii Nort,li I'ersia, tllu ( lnuca~us ,  nnd A ~ i a  Minor. Tllore 
i a  mllcll roaaorl to nusl)o(:t tllnt tllo T r o j a n ~  woru tliis ~t,oclc, n8 wall 
afi tho Macodorlinn~, wliilst t110 1)anlu n t ~ d  t l~o i r  doscol~dnnts, tile 
I1cllfln~% nro i n t o r u ~ t i ~ ~ ~  olhlioota. Mny 0110 go EIO f ~ r  I L ~  to  nuggost 
t'llkt tllu 1 r i ~ l ~  ( : iv i l  W n r ~  c o ~ ~ i p a r a t i v ~ l y  few Ioadi~lg f a ~ ~ l i l i o ~  01 
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Keltic origin have had to leave the Irish Free State, in contraat to 
those of Saxon or Norman origin? 

The track of the Kelto-Rajput waves is little if at  811 known, though 
We may deduce i t  approximately from the better-known route8 of its 
BUCCeSSOr. 

Alexander probably came of this race, which must certainly have 
had the physical characteristics of the Kelt, as distinct from the Iberian, 
Cleopatra was a descendant of Alexander's house, and we know that she 
was tall, with fair hair and blue eyes. 

To continue eastwards, Eastern Germany and Russia, were inhabited 
by Finnish people of an  early Mongol incuraion, who must on no 
account be confused with the Kelts or the Slavs, the cousins of the 
Goths, who do not appear in the scene until several hundred years later, 

The Caucasus even a t  that  early period was probably E medley of 
races, but to the south of the Caspian we find Medes and Persians, both 
of stock not very different from that of the Kelts, Greeks and Mace. 
donians; on those eastern shores were the Parthians' ancestors, the 
Turkoman of today, and in the Oxus Valley the Scythians and Sogdians 
whose capitals were Merv and Herat, whilst the countries of Kabul, 
Peshamar and the North Punjab, and probably Kandahar were occupied 
by Bectrians. 

Here again the main racial stock is exemplified, and it is interesting 
to realize that  the bulk of Alexander's army was composed not of 
Rlacedonian armoured regular troops, but of light irregulars drawn from 
those same Bactrians, Sogdians, Scythians and Parthians. When 
Alexander came through the hills of the Khyber, Bajour and Swat into 
the plains of Rawalpindi to fight his Indian adversary Porus, he met 
there his ally the Raja of Taxila, the Bactrian king of that country. 
This point is by no means one to be surprised at, as the ~actrians were 
very closely connected in race with the Hellenes and the Macedonianfl, 
and were totally different from the great mass of Indians who lived at 
that  time west of the Jhelum and of the Indus in its lower reaches, 
from which fact the Indus derives its present Greek name. 

Dravidiane. East of this line we find a country ~ e o p l e d  by a great mass of 
black, thick-lipped, broad-nosed Dravidians, much the same as those 
who constitute the great mass of the three hundred millions of India 
proper today. Whether these peoples are a branch of the Hamitic Or 

negro race, or of independent origin, or ~ustraloids,  is not of u - I ~ ~ ~  
moment, 

The situation, however, is quite ~ a r a l l e l  to that existing in Britsln 
a t  that time, for in the South Punjsh and India proper the rnsRs 
small, dark aborigines were ruled by a small aristocracy of thin-featured1 
fair, snd probably tall Rajputs, who, I beg leave to suggest* were not 
very distant relatives of the Kelts of Great Britain and  rel land of 

the Gaule. 
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A pin t  that lends support to this idea is, in the first case, the 
composition of Porus' army which confronted Alexander, and which 
comprised a highly developed armoured nucleus of war elephants and 

manned and fought by the Rajputs, and huge hordes of 
Dravidian "cannon fodder," or shall we say phalanx fodder. After 

Alexander's victo1:y on the banks of tho Jhelum, he brushed aside the 
Dravidians but hospitably entertained the captive Porus, in whom he 
must have recognized a man of superior race and distinction. 

The effect of Alexander's invasion was undoubtedly to push the 
Indians back further eastward and to extend the area of the country 
ruled over by Bactrians and Scythians who were his allies. 

I n  a word, we find various groups of peoples called Nordic held 
together by a Macedonia11 frame-work, thrusting back the Dravidians 
and semi-Dravidians-that is to say, the Indians proper. By this means 
Alexander paved the way for subsequent invasions by Scythians and 
others several hundred years later. Here we can see what Alexander 
meant by his "brotherhood of East  and Wost." * 

Alexander's empire, as far as wo know, broke up in confusion. By 
the second century B.C. there was probably little outward difference in 
the face of the world from that which had existed before his arrival. 

In about the first century A.D., or po~sibly somewhat earlier, eveuts 
of the most tremendous importance were taking place in Central Asia ; 
not the Central Asia of the Oxus Valley, but the completely different 
Central Asia of Central Mongolia and the basin of Lake Baikal. - 

The Mongols were beginning to get on the move. They were 
undergoing one of their periodic upheava1s.t 

Stimulated by some cwse  a t  which we can only guess, armies of Mongol 
Immigration. swiftly moving horsemen began to niove over those remote steppes. At Desert 

the same time the country of ]Cashgar, Scythin Extra Imaos," was Encmach- 
mente. beginning to be dried up and desiccated and the sand of the desert was 

pushing into the towns and cities of that once fertile land. This 
tended to malie existence precarious for the Bactrians who inhabited 
the basin of the Tarim, and own for the Scythions, who a t  that time 
held the valley of the dexarton, which we nowadays call the s i r  
Darya. These Scythians, it must bo remembered, had, in the shape 
of tho tribe of the Us~uni ,  barred Alexander's progress to the north. 
Alexander, like many other commanders, explained that transport 

impeded his advance. Thon there took place ono of the 
Greatest events in the world's history-namely, tho co~npletion of the 

' 0 " ~  cnil trnco i,lle snlr,o iden in  Jiipling : i c  East is East, and W e ~ t  is West 
- . bllt 1lm-c. thorc i~ noither 1Snst nor West. . . . , t 
t Thro hnd beon nn osr]jor Mongol wnve, so early RR to be prcl~istnric. This 

08tnb1i~ll~d the boll{ of the within Indian limits. The Gurkhs may 
b,Y virtllc of his longer rosidonce south of the H ime l~ys ,  dmoat claim to be 

Indian, shoald he fcel disposed to mnko such a claim. 

11 
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Great mal l  of China. This constituted a definite and positive 
to the incursions of the Mongol horsemen into the Middle Kingdom, 
and one which their resources did not permit them to surmount, 

Thwarted from there and deprived of their existence by 
raids into China, they turned their attention to the south.weat, to 
Kashgaria, Semirechia, and to Ferghana. 

The PrOSperOUS civilization of Kashgaria soon became what sir 
Aurel Stein calls " the sand-buried ruins of Cathey," and it is 
more than p rob~b le  that  Bactrian inhabitants, having become soft and 
ease-loving, were almost exterminated by the Mongol invaders, who 
converted that  Nordic or Iranian country into a Mongol or Turanian. 

Their more sturdy ScyEhian neighbouru, who, though much of the 
same stock, had not become effete by living in towns, themselves got 
on the move, probably much in the fashion of the Mongols. There is 
reason to suspect, in fact, that  they copied the Mongols in many ways, 
even including their custom of wearing trousers, a feshion which the 
Greeks, for instance, thought barbarous in the extreme. 

Kashgaria was lost to the white race in about 100 A.D.,  whilst the 
Mongols, pressing westward in their lightning fashion, and it may be 
assumed passing through the " Gap of Sergiopol" and along the north 
bank of the Oxus, which they presumably could not cross in their large 
numbers, skirted the north coasts of the Caspian, laid the foundatione 
of the Empire of Kazan, and eventually in 328 A.D. came into collision 
on the Marne, with an army of which the nucleus were Romm Legions, 
but the bulk Goths, commanded by the Consul E t iu s  and Roderick, 
King of the Goths. Rome survived the Mongols to fhll to the 
8cythian Goths. 

More or less simultaneously with this westward movement of the 
Mongols, there was a similar movement of tho Scythians, which started 
long the south bank of the Oxus and travelled by the southern coast8 
of the Caspian, around the Black Sea and along the c8rpathi~n8. 
German scientists have called this movement the "Volkey winderung," 

This is the greatest movement in l i s to ry  of the laat two or three 
thousand years, and has changed the face of the Old World, and it is 
virtue of this that  one is able to say that the building of the OreJ 
Wall of China was the greatest event in English history. 

Scy thiane. This second great move, that of the ScytUnns or Goths, Can be 
plotted fairly accurately when the difficulties and ~ossibilitiea of the 
ground have been taken in to occoun t, especially as regards mo~nta ina l  
impassable rivers, and forests too dense to be traversed by the gcythlan 
ox-cart. 

Imagine them starting from Merv, IIerat, or Bdkh northwards' 
The Oxus constituted a decisive obstacle. I n  those days it 
the Caspian, round whose eouthern shores the nligrsting peoples 
to skirt. 
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Once in North Persia the mountains of the Weat and gorges eucb 
as  that  of Karind prohibited progress westwards and south-westaards, 

A passage was possible through the defile of Derbend in the 
Caucasus on to the steppes of Kuban. Here we may trace them in 
Herodotus' day and check his description of them. 

I n  the Caucasus chayz~e race d laissk son tdvzoin, and no doubt 
the Scythians bere overtook stragglers of the Kelts. It ie not too 
much to surmise also that  they even swept up some elements of the 
lost ten tribes (or rather eight and a half tribes) in their paeaage 
through the Tabriz area. 

One suggests eight and a half tribes because there is evidence to 
show that  Gad and half Manasseh became assimilated into the later 
wave of Afghans or Pathans, or a t  least into the Durrani section. 

The Scythians conquered North Persia ; they founded the kingdom 
of Afghanistan, and a s  the  Ju ts  they swept over the Punjab. They 
have left their traces in tbe Caucasus and even in Asia Minor, whilst 
branches of them, under the name of Slav, founded the kingdome of 
Kiev, Poland and Lithuania. As they went westward they began to 
be called Goths, Visigoths, Teutons, Franks, Angles, Saxons and Jutes. 
They conquered Rome, where the Mongols had failed. 

The Jutes, it will be observed, landed a t  Pegwell Bay, near bier- 
gate, in 450 A.D., in almost exactly the year in which the " Jute," at the 
other end of the chain, conquered the Punjab. 

Some of the Jutes settled on the western side of Hampehire, from 
which country some of them embarked in the Mayflower to found the 
colony of New Hampshire, whose people, like the rest of the New 
Englanders, have a well-known tendency to talk through their nosee, a 
phenomenon which is not unknown to those who have to deal with the 
Ju t s  and Ju t  Sikhs of the Central and South Punjeb. 

The Anglo-Saxons and Juts conquered England and France, whilst 
the Juts, whether Sikh, Musalman, or Hindu, form a big stratum in 
the Army of India today. 

The psychological characteristics of both are quite different from 
those of their predecessors, the Kelts and the Rajputs, on the one bandl 
and their successors, the Normans and Scandinavians, on the other. 

Stubbornness and obstinacy combined to make their good point8 
well as their bad, whilst those who have had to deal with this race lo 

the present Army of " India " will understand the Normane' action at the 
Battle of Hastings. Duke William is reported to haPo slid to 
archers : " Shoot where the English are thickest." The Norman 
archers, taking him literally, directed their arrows up in the no 

that they fell vertically on to the heads of the Saxons. Thus 
met his end. 

Here as  regards the armies of Indie, we have an Son- 
tribution ; the direct descendants of this race are certainly not Indao 
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 he^ have, in fact, lived barely 1,500 years in the country, for Asia a, Compo~ltlon of the Armies 
wry short space of time. There is probably a t  the present day s s  much of 
difference between, shall we say, the Sikh of Ferozepore or Jullundur - 

and the aboriginal majority of that district as there is between the 
Boer and the Kafir in the Transvaal. 

In contrast with the Rajputs and Kelts, the people of this wave 
show a tendency to exist as yeomen rather than s s  s nobility or 
eristocracy. This phenomenon is to be observed in every country 
which they inhabit. 

Furthermore, they are essentially wearers of trousers, a habit which 
they may hare learnt from the ~ o i ~ o l s  or the Chinese. 

The invasions of these Scythians (whom some call Ephthelites and 
who now call themselves Jats  or Juts) left the Punjab snd Northern 
India definitely in a state of chaos. 

Their descendants survive most strongly in the shape of the Sikh, 
Musalman, and Hindu Jats  of the Central and Southern Punjab. 
They exist in considerable numbers in the Frontier Province as the 
next layer, socially speaking, below the Pathan. I n  very many 
cases they enlist under the pseudonym of Pathan-in fact, many so- 
called Yusafzai companies and squadrons have a majority of Ja t s  and 
il minority of ~uaaf ia is .  They ;ften make good average- soldiers, but 
cannot be promoted because no Pathan will serve under them. 

To the petty states of the Scythians and to the survivors of the 
Bactrians there burst in the year A.D. 1001 an irruption of people whom 
we may call the Ghaznavides-that is to say, Pathan and certain North 
Punjah fighting tribes such as the Awans aod Tenaolis. 

This forms our third wave, forming a close parallel to those con- 
stituted in the west by the ( #  Danes" and then by the Normans. 
Pathan and Dane have, and always have had, much in common, and 
we may regard the Norman as an offshoot of the Dane. The descrip- 
tion of Norman psychology in the article on uNormans" in the 
" Encyclopsdia Britannica" is too long to quote here, but to those 
who know the Pathan a perusal of it will ba of great interest. 

Interesting analogies between the Dane and the Pathan are the 
matters of i'Danegeldv and ((  tribal allowances," and the fact that  
several score, if not hundreds, of primitive word forms in both languages 
are identical, 

Many other similarities will occur when both races are studied 
eloflely; compare, for instance, the Ghaai " and the " Baerserker " 
as well as the roving and adventuring proclivities of both races. 

we have eeen how the Rajput-Kelt survives as  a nobility and the 
gc~thian-00th-jut as y oomanry, so the Dane-Norman-Pathan con- 
stitute~ a seriea of patrician oligarchies. An appreciation of thin fact 
cOnCeming the Pathan is essential to the enlistment of good fighting-men. 

The Ghsznavide irruptions into India were led, strangely enough, 
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by a Turk, l b h m u d  of Ghazna, the grandson of Sebuktegin, and 
they penetrated down even as  far as Madras and loWer Bengal, 

The pathan, or, as he was called in Hindustan, the Rohilla, inter. 
marries somewhat copiously when he gets into lower latitudes,  hi^ 
fact accounts for the degeneracy of certain peoples who were, in the 
eighteenth century, fighting Pathans, such as, for instance, the Musal- 
man of Madras, Bengal, and Hindustan. 

The few notable exceptions which prove the rule are found in ruling 
families, which have kept themselves distinct from the Indian, such as 
Rampur and Bhopal, who are Yusafzais and Orakzais respectively. 

Internecine fighting and other causes produced another state of 
chaotic degeneracy of which the Mongol or " Moghal " ]eadere-Tamer. 
lane, Chingiz, and Babur-availed themselves. 

The Moghal dynasty lasted for something like 300 years, Apart 
from its close analogies with the Manchu dynasties there are some 
points about it which should interest us. 

I n  the first case we have the rebellion of a section of the Nordic 
Jute of the Central Punjab against the Mongol or semi-Mongol over- 
lords of Hindustan. These Ju ts  purged themselves of the now debased 
Hindu religion and made for themselves a puritan fighting creed-that 
is to say, Sikhism. This was monotheistic as well as militant, and 
became the standard under which they fought, and fought successfully, 
against the Moghal dynasty. 

I n  the second case we find, somewhat later, Nordic adventurere, 
such as Clive and Stringer Lawrence, collecting to themselves bands of 
other Nordic adventurers-that is to say, Rohillas or Pathane, Juth 
Rajputs and others-wherewith to fight and dofeat the Satraps of the 
Moghal dynasties in Southern India and in Bengal. 

Our early native troops were not composed of Mdrassis till much 
later-in fact, till 1780-when local political pressure demanded it, 
Until Plassey (1757) the nominal rolls show a complete predominance 
of fighting men from the north, and it is not till about 1799 that We 

find southerners percolating into the commissioned ranks. 
I n  a word, the Madras Army, in its fighting days, certainly down 

to Beringapetam, did not consist of i\ladrsssis--that is to s~Y1"Indians*" 
I n  the good old t 6  irregular " days, when the foundations of British 
were laid, the chief instruments were battalions, such as fought " 
Plassey, of Rohillas, under their own tribal chiefs, such Sher Ahmad 
Khan. I t  should not be forgotten that the Company's regiments were 
not put into scarlet until 1769, the very year of Plassey. 

The scarlet coat, the shako, and the pipeclayed crosfi belt seem 
have brought with them the very odour of Prussia and the 
Frederick William. 

Year by year the Pabhsn adventurer class melted from 

as " regularization" the goose-step crept in. I t  Was rep1sced 
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by blaok-faoed, broad-nosed Indians, and this sounded the death knell 
of the fighting days of the Madras Army. The stages downward from 
the spacious irregular days of Plassey were rapid: 1780 first saw 
Madragsis in the ranks, by 1799 the proportion of them was consider- 
able, but not definitoly detrimental. By 1800 the ranks were filled with 
them and they crept into the sorrefiles. I n  1824 the process had pro- 
gressed so far that the Madras troops could not face the Burmese. I n  
1926 the lest Madras infantry battalion was disbanded. 

Meanwhile in Hindustan a similar process had been taking place. 
The so-cslled " Bengal Army" was led in its early days by freelances 
of the type of the Skinners, the Hearseys, and the Gardners. 

Army forms " and the intricacies of '( Q " did not enter into their 
make-up, whilst the men they led were no less of the Northern 
adventurer breed than those who had, forty years earlier, been the 
corner-stone of the armies of the Deccan. 

80 long as they remained uu-uniform, unstandardized, so long as 
they were not pulled down to tho mediocrity of the average nor 
squeezed into the humdrum mould which delights the soul of the 
departmentalist, so long were they victorious in war. A long succes- 
sion of victories, won with quite inadequate means against heavy odds, 
marked their progress. Not the least laildrnarks were the Mahratha 
ware, where they responded to all Wellesley's high demands, and the 
storming of Bhurtpore against the stubborn Jats. 

After 1816, however, the rot crept in. The "red-coat spirit," 
accompaniod by the brass-hat brain, well clogged by Flanders' mud, 
made its way out to Hindustan. History repeated itself; the Bengal 
Army sepoy who had been Wellesley's prop and reliance was squeezed 
into a, tight scrubby serge jacket, and his head crammed into a, leather 
monstrosity. Initiative and individuality became cardinal sine, and 
tactics resolved themselves into tho formation of a scarlet square 
with the drums and colours in the centre. 

In 1839 just such an army went with Ranjit Singh's kind pernlission 
and safe conduct to Kabul. Of forty thpusand souls one, Dr. Brydon, 
returned. The scene is depicted by Lady Butler in " Tho Remnant of 
an Army." 

The Ghilzais had omitted to read the Infantry Training" of the 
day, and did not realize that, like d ' ldon ' s  cuirassiers, they were 
expected to charge and shatter themselves against the  carl let squares. 
On the contrary, they were so unsporting as to sit well out of range and 
shoot up the square from a discreet distnnce with their ~lorv-loading, 
but straight-shooting, long-barrelled matchlocke. This sounded the 
death knell of the Bangal Army and of its spirit. 

This loss of ablo-bodied man-power was too great to perlmit the small 
Nordic population of IIindustan to survive as such. The Rohillae, many 
lJats, and Rajputs of Oudh intermarried with tho aborigine and became 
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rnongreb. The Sikh W u r  did little to restore the m d t  o~ the 
army, and by 1857 it had become completely hybridid. a 
w u  the result, .s one might expect from such mongreIiz.(ion, a d  I 
effete Wheeler" type showed up in its tm eoloty in e t r q  
to the still vigorouta Heartmy. Ihgularintion, sta,ndar&tim, a 
~8ntrdizstion, the gods of " Q," all C~BBM down together in s nek 
of blcod and massacre. The situation nu eaved by tb 
Irregular Force, which was irregular to a startling degree. Ih & 
regiments were raised in 1846 in the resr of the enemy, to the 
S W ,  by a handful of logically minded officers, who believed tb 
thousand men behind the enemy are worth a hundred thaarend in 
h t  of him. 

This army came v igoro~ly  and suddenly of age in 1857, ad went 
on from strength to strength in many subsequenb warn, notably in 1879, 
where the commander of the Panjab Irregular Force, Bow med 
the uituation and won the war which had gone very far towade complete 
dieaoter under the management of the regnlar army a& B d a i w d  

% we have it  down through all the ages mince Alexander. In brir, 
quality in the human factor dwayr beak quantity, lightness d 
beat weight and podmosity in material, whilst sbanwdizotioa, 
centralizabim, formalism, love of uniformity, and lack uf indivi- 
mean the infilk&on of the Indian into the ranks and eo 
able disseler. 

Field-M~llbhal Bit CLAUD JAMB : Mr. Chairman, Lsdiee and OeDtb 
-,-I do not know that I am tell you very much, became thd lectmc 
bar been each an interesting one, but it w m  aspially interding b 
me kmmm I had the honour to raiee and command far rsrm yeYr 8 

ragimsllt of Hazaru, who, u the lecturer told yoa, come fm tbt 
little yellow circle you u w  on the map in the centre of A1-e 
I h m  never r d y  b&n able to find out tbs origin of tbese & 
Tndition say8 they were a remnant of the Mongol horde that 
into India under C h . z  K h q .  Tb. H u m  am most dd@tfd m a  
b have auy dealings with. They live in that t& of veq bny- 
~ ~ t h  d Ksbnl and north of Kandahar at an altitub of from 8,000 to 
11,000 k t .  Owing to their l i h g  at this height we find tb.L 
HIWKWI cannot m e  in the plain8 of India d h g  the hot **I * 
the regimeat ie p s r m ~ e n t l y  quarkred at Quetk The H m  m 
8hi.h Mohammedans; their language ir P d n ,  d tw an- 
rounded by ~fghnn. m d  o the r~  who us Sanni Y 0 - a  d 
whme hqmge t Pnshtr  H m  they have &to ai . )d  * 
m i n t h e  entire of A I ~ ~ L ~ ~  I do no thow,ba t  I fwwPC 
due to their being very fine rifle rho(. and finCdu ah 
pick .ad s h l  that h u  -bled t h m  to hold Lhsir om. h5 * 
they live in t h m  high d t i t a d a  the nos rill no( 

I LA 
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no(id dudriog my long experience of orsr f d y  ysur in the I n d h  Army 
hen the psople ol the phi- in India have gndtdy  become k~ 
tbaD (hay to be when I first went to India. Thil is due ta the 

plfe and which h u  been reigingin India for h g ,  bnt it 
k t  we ehall have to look further afield if we w ~ n t  to keep up 

tb 6ghhg qualities of our Indian Army. 
I d l  not say any more except that I am delighted with what t b  

warm hm said. I t   ha^ been extremely intermting. 
a CHAIRMAN (General Sir George MmMunn) : Before I ask y a  

t6 thsnk the lecturer, I would like to dot a few of the i'e and cross a 
fm of the t'e that may interest you. First d all I would like to draw 
ymr attention to what to my mind i8 the mort remarkable fact or 
*temeot which the lecturer brought to OW attention-the fact thbt 
when Alerandm of M d o n  came to Bactria he allied himself with 8 

people of practically his own race ; and I make no h b t  that a g r d  
many of the t r m  of Alexander were Bm~ctrians raised and ofBcsred by 
M&ans, in exactly the mme way ae the Aryane and Jab of Indh 
are oflicered and led today by British people redly of the m e  rsce. 
It ie much more natural and haman that the Indians of today ehmld 
be gwmed, led, and developed by Britieh and Celtic people than, M 

for s tbaneand yeam, by n r k s .  Before the British rub, dnce the 
drys of Mahmud of Gh8Zn8, almost every d-y at Delhi had been 
Turkish in some sort or other ; and in epite of what m a  may fed to- 
day, it ie far more natural and normal that the b d m ~ h i p  of Indians 
W d  be in the bande of people of their own race, which ir whst i t  
comes to, mthm than that they ahoald be under the !I'rukirh domfnsLio~~ 
which they suffered until the day when the M o g M  Empire c~hpoed. 
I think tbst a remarkable reflection. Another point: cu  OW, 
k d s l ' s  dominion on the north dim+ in a f m  mcmtho. Ha 
Id: wbr( we a h d d  now 4 hie C2 men in the P a n j a e m ,  in kt, 

fit to march b.ok to Babylon, where he wm goiog. They were 
v q  d ~ o y d  or sborbgd. Certainly dl dominion d h q p a d  ; 

it not until wnns bundred yean b b r  that the Beetrim 
*&im w u  extended . g i n  to the Panjab. Tb role of tb 
( h k s  in the Panjab wae not the direct dememt of that of A l e s a d m ,  

wm dm to the recood coming from Br(ria in tbe mccadbg 
@dur*r* 1 wmld illosh.te the urns p i n t  of t b  continuity d 
dmilnnty of Avan nca by my erperiemos wbm I w u  u m~beltem. 
I ru e ~ t  Kssbmir to raise two moantdn bsCterier fur the ~ h m i r  
hdm fa d c a  on the Pamir frontier, and I ~psot five y m  in 
Immn ~d Kuhmir, training the battariea which w.rs d t s d  from 
- 9  The D- are 8 hill h j p u t  mee, d mnuy people d tbem 

rpa(a( gmthmm we have in Indir  Moat of (be Dogv am - MIl thin ~aa t l eum,  who Uve n u  t b  pWm, bat the bemt d 
'brm live tbs bilL, empddy in (ha hi bbind bummu. Wbm 
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I was r i s i n g  these batteries I used to wander about in these hih 
where Europeans were unknown, where, in fact, I was often the fink 

ever seen, to help the native commandants to get the right 
of men, for in those days many good men were afraid to go to the 

Gilgit Frontier- The men we got were the Dogra Rajputa from the 
; short, squat men, very powerful ; and I think the Punjab Force 

regilnentS got them besides ourselves. They were often blue-eyed, 
fair or reddish hair, rosy-cheeked men as often as not, 

Another experience that  bears upon this matter was that when 1 
was in Jummu I lived in the bungalow of Colonel James Gardner, 
whose life was written by Colonel Pearce. He  was a descendant of a 
British-American, and he entered India not through India itself, but 
through Central Asia ; having spent many years amongst these various 
Nordic races, as  well as the Mongol onee, had joined Ranjit Singb, 
and after the destruction of the Sikh armies he entered Jummu and 
took service under the Raja. For a time I lived in the house he had 
occupied. His  fame remained long in Jummu, and the old officers of the 
Army, the Adjutant and Quartermaster-General, had known him. They 
told me that  when he lived in this house he had a long table on which 
were a large number of Central Asian headdresses, and when he was in 
the right temper and mood he would put on those various headdreeeee 
in succession, and make himself into various types of Central Asian 
races. Whatever headdress he put on he looked like one of that 
people. This interested me so much that when I had theee fair-heired 
hill Dogras on the frontier, remembering the story of Gardner, I 
used to make two or three of these boys put on a Pathsn puggaree and 
look exactly like a Pathan, while if they put on a helmet they h k e d  
like Atkine, and I used to  puzzle officers by making them g~efls their 
race. The point is the extraordinary resemblance of the Nordio r ~ f l  
when dressed alike. 

With one small point in the lecture I venture to disagree. We 
were told about the Beogal Army in Kabul, a crmpsign that rlwe~s 
interested me immensely. The old Bengal sepoy of 1840, when hie 
tail was up, was a very different creature from what he wag when 
tail was down. If you read the whole of the story of the first Afghan 
War and the avenging army " you will see that under the le&derflhip 
of British officers they would cham the Ghilzai over the hilltope. The 
Hindustan sepoy, with the right type of Colonel and British offio> 
was often in his red shako and red coatee just as good a man on the '11'* 
side as  the Ghilzai ; where the latter had him was with their long- 
range muskets. But  the Sepoy Regiment when its tail *a8 down wrs 
a very different matter. Another point on the question of red* 

coated sepoys: I believe the Dladras Army was first put into 
becauae there was a large stock of surplus red cloth in Madras. TW 
was about 1756. Then they found it put the fear of God jnto 
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armies of ~ ~ d e r a b a d  and Seringapatam, for a long line of troop8 in red 
deployed in front of them looked like British troops, and they did not 
know in that line was the only one British batiialion that  

was there. I t  was thus found that the moral effect of putting the 
Indian troops in red, in the conditions of those days, was so good that  
it was continued. Afterwards, when the army had been so successful 
in the whole of Europe, and especially after Waterloo, that model was 
thought to be the last word in military efficiency. I believe that  is the 
fact, that the existence of that spare red cloth explain8 how the Indian 
Ar111y came to be put into red. Well, gentlemen, I am sure you will 
agree with me that we have had a most interesting lecture covering a 
remarkable area of ground, and we are sincerely indebted to the 
lecturer. Onelittle point I want to put to you-it came up after Sir 
Denison Ross's lecture-and that is to suggest you read a book called 
"The Mongol in our Midst." It gives remarkable ideas on ethnology 
and other things. With that I will call upon you to give a hearty vote 
of thanks for the most extraordinarily interesting lecture wa have had 
tonight. (Applause.) 



NOTES ON A LEC'T'URE, " FROM THE END 
OF CHINA'S GREAT WALL TO MOSCOWu* 

BY MISS MILDRED CABLE 

MISS MILDRED CABLE began her lecture with a rapid survey of the 
ancient trade and travel routes of Central Asia, drawing attention to 
the political importance attendant on the linking up of Russia and China, 
Mongolia and India, Constantinople and Urumchi, by motor roade, euch 
as  might easily come into existence in the near future. 

Proceeding to a graphic account of the various towns and localities 
of Kansu and Sin-Kiang in which she had resided for longer or shorter 
periods, the lecturer illustrated her talk with slides made from photo- 
graphs taken by herself. 

I n  1926 ehe and her two companions started on a long journey which 
took them through the fortress of Kia-u-Kwan, which is the barrier of 
China's Great Wall, past Jade Gate, to the desolate reaches of Black 
Gobi. 

From one oasis to another they journeyed, through Hami to Urumchi, 
Manas, Chuguchak, and over the Russian border a t  Kuswun. 

The whole journey occupied four months. Being undertaken at the 
hottest season of the year, the stages were taken by night, when the 
silence of the desert, the beauty of the starlit skies, the flicker of 
magnetic lights, and the dimly discerned strings of camels shuffling pet 
in the darkness, left an indelible impression on the mind. 

~omet imes  rest mas taken in the mud rooms of indescribably filthy 
inns, lying on a mud bed heated with smouldering stable manure, 
sometimes in the open country, and a t  other times in the tents of the 
nomad tribes. 

The latter part of the lecture was occupied with interesting portrbita 
of men and women, types of the various tribes and nations which inhabit 
the land traversed. I n  all the larger towns it had been found necemar). 
to supply Christian literature in seven different languages-Chinese~ 
Turki, Arabic, Qazaq, Mongolian, Tibetan, and Russian. In particular 
the Qazaq people had impressed Miss Cable with a sense of mental 
power and virility, in addition to great physical strength. 

This tribe, now numbering seven million souls, is only juet emerging 
from nomad conditions, but has already joined the U.S.S.R. Its people 
are keenly interested in British political movements, the reports 

" From the End of Chinaye GreAt Wall t o  JIoscow." Lecture given to 
Joint meeting of the R o ~ a l  Asintie Society and the Central Asian S o c i h ,  On 
February 15, 1928. 
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which are resching them through the wireless. The whole journey was 
undertaken as a missionary adventure, and a t  each stage a personal 
relationship with the people of the country was sought. The Chinese 
language was found to be an effectual medium of intercourse right on to 
the Russian border, as large numbers of Turki, Tibetans and Mongolians 
speak this language in addition to their own. 

Sir FRANCIS YOUNGHUSBAXD : Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
-1 have always noticed that  travellers are divided into two classes ; 
one class spend all their time when they come back in describing diffi- 
culties they have had with coolies, and mules, and muleteers, and 
carters, and what they have suffered from insect pests and every sort 
of trouble. They leave themselves very little time to describe the 
country they have gone through, much less the people. If they say 
anything about the people it is very often to abuse them. The other 
class-the class to which our lecturer belongs-is one that  says very 
little indeed about the troubles they have suffered, or the difficulties they 
have had to surmount, and what they say about the people is all 
in kindly fashion. We have had from Miss Cable a most delightful 
and graphic and vivid description both of the people and of the country 
through which she passed. (Applause.) Nevertheless, those who 
have been in China can appreciate to a small extent what she and her 
two companions must have gone through. I was fortunate enough 
to go through China in the old days of the Emperor and Empress, 
when all was settled, and the prestige of the European stood high, and 
I had no difficulty whatever except having occasional mud thrown a t  
me, and being addressed as  a foreign devil. But it was a very different 
thing with Miss Cable and her companions. They had to go through 
China in this time of civil war and famine following an earthquake, 
end what she has gone through we can to some extent gather not 
from her lecture this evening, but from her most delightful book, 
"Through Jade Gate to Central Asia." Even then you must add 
to it a considerable amount from your own imagination. I crossed 
hIi0s Cable's route travelling from east to west, from Peking to  India, 
at that spot-Hami-which she crossed in her journey from more 
or lees south to north. I was seventy days in the Gobi desert, and 
I can corroborate everything she said 110th as to the horror of it and 
also to its beauty. I think as the years go by the horrors are 
forgotten, but the beauties are never forgotten. At any rate, they 
have lasted with me forty-one years. Hami, I remember particularly, 
because when I left Peking, four days before I left, Colonel Bell-then 
head of the Intelligence Department in Simla-travelling from Peking 
to India through the inhabited parts of China, came along through 

much the same route as that followed by Miss Cable. I was 
go by the desert route acroes the Gobi desert, a route which had not 
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been followed by E u r ~ p e a n s  before, and which has not, I think, been 
followed by Europeans since. But, anyhow, i t  was agreed betweao 
that  We should meet in Hami on, 1 think, July 1, Members the 
Legation a t  Peking, judging by the character of colonel ~ ~ 1 1 ,  his 
impetuosity of travelling, said to  me that he probably would not 
for me more than three-quarters of an  hour. As a matter of fact, he 
waited for me half a day. I arrived a t  this place. 1 think he most 
have travelled over two thousand miles and I muat have travelled 
something not very far  short. H e  arrived exactly on the ,jetete, sod 
when I met him afterwards in India he said that he had waited half 
a day for m e ;  but as  I had not then arrived, he proceeded on hi8 
journey. I arrived a week late, and then went on to India. I should 
like to congratulate Miss Cable both on her lecture, in which she 
so very vividly described the country and the people, and also on her 
book, which I certainly consider about the best book of travels which 
has appeared of recent years. (Applause.) 

The CHAIRMAN : Ladies and Gen tlemen,-Does anybody else wish 
to add to the discussion ? From the silence which prevails end the 
absence of response to  my appeal, the conclusion we must gather is that 
all present feel that  the subject has been so thoroughly and vividly 
discussed by Miss Cable, and further elucidated by Sir Francis Young- 
husband, that  nothing more remains to be said. (Applause.) I em 
sure we ell agree that  we have rarely listened to a more fascinating 
lecture, one so full of humour, so full of vivid description, end so 
informative in every way. Miss Cable has made light, as Sir Francis 
Younghusband told us, of the difficulties of that appalling journey 
through the desert of Gobi. She has said nothing about the extremes 
of heat and cold and the other terrible privations she must have gone 
through, including drinking tea made with water tasting of Epsom 
salts and other things even worse. These things do not appear to have 
affected her geniality or sense of humour in any way. One instructive 
lesson we derive is the extreme kindness and courtesy shown to her 
and her companions not only by the Chinese, to whom courtesy ia a 

second nature, but also by those various rough tribes-~ossackgJ 
Kalmucks, Mongols, Kirghis, and others whose names I hesitate to pro- 
nounce-whom she came across in the course of her travel@. Frorn 

that  we may derive two conclusions : in the first place, if we want 
representatives of our country among these wild races who are now In 

a state of ferment, we cannot do better than send missionaries like 
Miss Cable and her companions. The second lesson we may gather 
this : that  these people are now, as  she has told us in her very eloquent 
summing up, instinct with the desire for knowledge, with the desire to 
know what is going on in the rest of the world, with c o m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
between different nations ; and that on the whole, considering " 

the time she travelled there, when every effort was being 
to 
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,ntagooiee against England the peoples of Central Asia from China to 
siberia-ib is most satisfactory that  she met with no opposition or 
antagonism; in fact, the general desire seemed to be to come into 
closer relations with Great Britain. That, I think, proves that the 
lnalignant rumours and slanders spread about British imperialism have 
not had a permanent effect in damaging the good name which has 
alwaye been associated, and I hope always will be associated, with 
the British in Asia. (Hear, hear.) I have listened to many lectures of 
this Society during the last seven years, but I believe you will agree 
with me that we have rarely listened to a lecture from which we have 
derived so much information and instruction. The coloured slides we 
must particularly congratulate Miss Cable on. There is no bettor way 
of bringing home to the audience the different races and countries she 
has passed, and the extraordinary amount of interesting information- 
geographical, historical, and ethnographical - which her journey 
enabled her to accumulate. You will all, I know, wish me to offer her 
on your behalf a most cordial vote of thanks, and to say that  we hope 
she will be able to complete her work by returning to China, further 
cultivating those relations with Chinese and other peoples which have 
enabled her to accomplish this romantic journey, and perhaps a t  
some future date giving our Society the pleasure of again hearing her. 
(Applause.) 



NOTE ON THE MAP OF CENTRAL ASIA 

IN ~ ~ n n e ~ t i o n  with the foregoing lectures, more especially with sir 
Denison Ross's lecture in this Journal and with Sir George M ~ ~ M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
l1 Tatar Domination of Asia " (Vol. XIV., 4), it will be worth while to 
study the map of modern Central Asia. Since the Russian revolution 
this country has been broken into separate republics, each of which 
is now a member of the U.S.S.R. The division, Sir Denison R~~~ 
tells us, has been made ethnographically, so that each republic 
represents a separate tribe ; the various dialects spoken by them have 
lately been co-ordinated, many of them reduced for the first time to 
writing, and in them they are being taught in their schoole and 
universities. The importance of the Bsku conference of 1926 has not 
perhaps been sufficiently realized. 

The main policy of these Moslem republics lies in the hands of 
Moscow, but they are able to some extent to manage their home affairs, 
There is no doubt that there are great changes taking place in this part 
of the world, and that for the most part they have become far more 
aware of Europe than Europe is aware of them. 

Though passport difficulties make tourist travelling impossible, the 
quickening of the means of transport has brought much of Central Asia 
within easy reach of Europe ; the goods sent out by the Czecho-Slov~k 
factories can be sold in Tashkent in under a week. 

There have been periods of great vitality among the Tatar~l which 
have left their mark on the history of Asia, and it is ~ossible that wo 
are again facing such a period. If this is so, their history gives four 
precedents, all or each of which it may follow, though the direction 
will come from Moscow. Will the modern Tatars spread into the 
neighbouring states, into Chinese Turkistau, Northern Tibet, and the 
northern provinces of Afghanistan and Persia, aud, ousting the present 
governments, create new states in their place ? Or will they throw U P  

another military genius, another Genghis Rhan, Tamerlaine, or k f f ~ h m u ~  
of Ghrzna, who will give them the leadership they need to combine and 
bring them down on India, or through Persia into Iraq, the 9 ~ e a r - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
of a Communist attack? The oilfielde offer as rich a prize as the 
flouriehing Iraq of the Middle Ages. 

Will their energy, on the other hand, dio down so that they 
outlying Russianized provinces of the Russian Empire, or will the 
national feeling strengthen the Pan-Turk movement ? filembcrs 

our Society cannot but watch with great interest the history of 
Asia during the next few decades. 
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THE ROUTES BETWEEN ASIATIC RUSSIA 
AND KASHGARIA 

THE routes that unite the fertile provinces of Ferghana and Semirechi& 
in Russian Turkistan with the almost equally fertile regions of Kaeh- 
@ria in Southern Chinese Turkistan or Sin-Kiang are of great iim. 
portance and interest. 

The passes between Russian territory and the Chinese Pemirs ere 
numerous and easy, but are of less value commercially than those that 
connect the richer areas of Kashgaria and the well-developed regions 
of Andijan and Vyerny. 

The main artery of trade between Andijan and Kashgar has 
always been via Irkeshtarn, and now that conditions in Bolsheviet 
territory are more stable, caravans come and go between the two tred- 
ing centres with great frequency. The cotton, skins, and wool of 
Turkistan are exported to Russia. That cotton should be required is 
a, damning commentary on the results of Bolshevist economic policy 
and muddle. I n  return, quantities of Ruseian-made chintz and other 
printed goods flood the Turkistan bazaars. The quality is mis~rabIe, 
the most wretched rubbish conceivable. Beet sugar, sweets, biscuits, 
cigarettes, gaudy bottles of scent, inferior chocolate, toilet soap, bad 
candles, and a mass of shoddy Russian goods may also be found in the 
bazaars. The price is by no means cheap, but the printed stuff suits 
the pockets and taste of the Turki for the very excellent reason that he 
can get no other. 

The Irkeshtem route has become the feeder for the whole of the 
area south of the Thian Shan. 

Taking the passes in order, going north and east from Irkeaht0ml 
the Tugart Pass is of importance. Fifteen yoars ago there was 8 good 
road up the Chinese border from the Russian eide, and the petersburg 
Government continued it through Chinese territory. The ides was 
link Narin (Naryn) with Kaehgar. Tarantass stations were eStabli@hOdl 
and sn  excellent rapid means of access to Semirechis was thus formeaa 
The Chinese Government, however, managed to kill sll trade by th'g 
route, through the heavy tolle. To this day, the remnants of the 
Russian posting road may be seen in Cbioeee territory, melbncholy 
pieces of good track clinging desperately to the hillside. On the RusOien 
side it appeare as good as ever, but between Kashgar and the front'er 
the broad stony bed of the Artush River ia all the road there is. There 
ueed even to be, in the much-lamented days of Czarist Russia post Of 

Cossacks on the Chinese side. All is gono now. 
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Next to this is the Terek Pass. This is not of great importance a t  
present. A tree, very similar to the Chenar of Kashmir, and known as 
tho Ak Terek or white poplar, grows near the pass and has given its 
nnrne to it. 

The next pass is first of a group of five. These passes are, 
in order! going northwards, the Bedal, Gugurdlik, Kainchi, Zindan, 

Yangart (Janart). They all converge on the town of Uch Turfan 
and, more remotely, the larger town of Aksu. 

The first named, the Bedal Pass, is the furthest of all from Uch 
Turfan and is now not much used. The Russian goods in the local 
bazaar a11 come from Kashgar. Presumably it is more profitable to 
take goods from railhead a t  Andijan to Kashgar, and then send them 
to Uch Turfan, than to import direct through Vyerny. Rueeian goods 
in Uch Turfan are considerably dearer than in Kashgar. 

The two passes most used between Russian and Chinese Turkistan, 
in this part, are the Gugurdlik (or '' Matches ") Pass and the Kainchi 
(or " Scissors ") Pass. These are a t  the head of two parallel nalas, the 
mouths of which are eight miles apart. 

The Gugurdlik is not a difficult pass. The track, quite suitable for 
pack animals, winds up to a false crest; i t  then dips slightly, passes 
over a small ridge, and rises by a wide sweep to the actual pass. The 
chief danger is the steep shaly sides, which are very treacherous for 
animals. The Issik Kul is said to be only three marches sway from 
the summit. There is a well-built Chinese " Karaul " or post on the 
way to this pass. The nala leading up to it is stony, but not very 
difficult. There are high conglomerate cliffs on both sides. I n  
summer there are excellent grazing grounds, much frequented by the 
Kirghiz. 

The Kainchi Pass, immediately north-west of the Gugurdlik, ie 
much more unpleasant. The approach to where it leaves the valley is 
probably 108s easy, as the stream in the valley is deeper and the going 
rougher. There is a squalid post of Chinese soldiere before reaching 
the pa00. The strength is supposed to be forty, but the actual numbers 
appear much less. The track to the pass is trying, as it zigzags up 
the side of the valley, which rises to a cliff. The name " Scissors " 
appears not unappropriete. 

The next two passes are, a t  present, closed by the Russian Kirghiz 
to all travellers other than Rirghie. They are the Zindan and Ymgart 
(Janart). They are two valleys, side by side, immediately beyond the 
Keinohi Pass. 

All these five passes are at  the head of five valleys which are a t  
right anglee to the Tushken (Teushkao) or Hare River. None of the 
Passee ere very high, and all are open throughout the year for travellers 
On foot. For animals local conditions have to be considered. 

The Chinese have posts even a t  the foot of the Zindan end Yangart 
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Phsses. Tho danger of smuggling, chiefly opium, is always present, 
and under exciting circunlstances the entry of undesirables from 
Russian territory has to be guarded against. 

Beyond the Yangart Pass rises the great mass of the Central Thiall 
Shnn. There is, on the south-west or Kashgarian side of this range, a 
pass known as  the Aqokuzor Iioh-i-KaE. Why it should bear the latter 
name, which means the Caucasian Mountains, is not known. Imme- 
diately beyond this pass, on the Russian side, is a flourishing settle- 
ment of eighty Kirghiz families. For long they resisted all the 
advances of the Bolshevist Government, but it is said they have now 
succumbed to its cajolery. 

I t  is reported that towards the end of 1937 the attitude of tho 
Bolshevists towards towards the Kirghiz in general underweut a 
change. Everything possible was done to win over the nomads. 
However, most reports about happenings in Asiatic Bolshevio, have to 
be taken with reserve. 

As to distance, the frontier via the Gugurdlik or Iceinchi Passes is 
not more than twenty-five or thirty miles from Uch Turfan, so that 
Russian territory can easily be reached in one day. The other passes 
are further away, as they lie more obliquely, whereas the mouths of the 

giving access to the two mentioned are nesrly opposite the town. 



PALESTINE UNDER THE MANDATE 

BY SIR THOMAS W. HAYCRAFT 
Late C'hief Just ice i n  Polestine 

o U ~  late war with Turlrey began by a declaration of war on November 5, 
1914, Tho disaster of Kut, which culminated in the ca.pitulation of 
April, 1916, was retrieved in March, 1917, by the capture of Bagdad by 
General Maude. Military operations in Upper Mesopotainia continued 
till the armistice. About the end of the same month that Bagdad was 
talren, British Army, which had built itself a railway across the 
desert of Sinai, was attacking Gaza in the south of Palestine. That 

was at first a failure, but after some seven months General 
Allenby, who had then tabell command, outflanked the enemy by 
way of Beersheba, drove them steadily northward, and after severe 
fighting manaeuvred the Turks out of Jerusalem without firing a, shot 
against the Holy City, which surrendered on December 9. During 
that time Arab tribes in revolt against the Ottoman Government had 
moved north under the leadership of Faisal, a son of the Sheriff of 
Mecca, and the inspiration of Lawrence. They advanced by way of 
Acaba and Maan and followed the Hejaz railway, co-operating with 
our forces. They finally entered Dsmascus about the same time a s  
the British troops. I n  the September following the occupation of 
Jerusalem General Allenby inflicted a severe defeat on the Turks in 
Samaria, advanced into Syria, and by the time that  the armistice was 
declared Palestine and Syria were freed of the enemy. 

By the end of the war the Icing found himself in  possession of the 
greater part of the old Arab empire. EIe had in his hands Egypt, 
Palestine, Trans Jordan, Syria, and Iraq. After the war there was a 
royal distribution of territory. Syria was handed over toithe French, 
who had an admitted claim there. I n  Iraq, an Arab kingdoill was set 
up under Faisal. To Abdullah, another son of the Sheriff of Mecca 
was given tho sovereignty of Trans-Jordan, a limited s~vereignty under 
the gonere.1 supervision of the High Commissioner of Palestine. There 
remained for us Palestine, a little courltry surrounded by the Arab world. 

NOW to go back to the entry of General Allonby into Jerusalem on 
December 11, 1917. As the chief of a victorious army he would have 
heen fully justified in entering Jerusalem with the ordinary pomp and 
circumstance of war. I t  was a great historic occasion. Had he dono 

the populace would have very much enjoyed the spectacle, and 
nobody would have had a word to say, hut Allenby chose to do 
~theriviso. He was the deliverer of the Holy City, and he preferred to 
enter on foot, as ho did, by the .laffa Gate, with his  staff in ordinary 
gervic~ kit .  Upon t'he steps of the citadel, jtist inside the Jaffa Gate, 
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where there is an open space, the Proclamation wag read in ~di,,, 
Hebrew, English, French, Italian, Greek, and Russian, and posted 
on the walls : " TO the inhabitants of Jerusalem the Blessed the 
people dwelling in its vicinity. The defeat inflicted on the ~~~k~ by 
the troops under my command has resulted in the occupation of 

city by my forces. I therefore here and now proclaim it to be under 
Martial Law, under which form of administration it will remain so 
long as military considerations make i t  necessary. However, lest any 
of you should be alarmed by reason of your experience at the hande 
the enemy who has retirod, I hereby inform you that it is my desire 
that  every person should pursue his lawful business without fear of 
interruption. Furthermore, since your city is reg~~rded with affection 
by the adherents of three of the great religions of mankind, end its 
soil has been consecrated by the prayers and pilgrimages of multitudee 
of devout people of these three religions for many centuries, therefore 
do I make known to  you that  every sacred building, monument, holy 
spot, shrine, traditional site, endowment, pious bequest or customary 
place of prayer, of whatsoever form of the three religions, will be 
maintained and protected according to the existing customs and 
beliefs of those to whose faiths they are sacred." 

Palestine was then occupied enemy territory, and was for two and 
a half years under military government. What was that Palestine 
which had been described by a great statesman as a land without a 
people? Palestine, west of the Jordan, which is the part within our 
occupation, contains from 9,000 to 10,000 square milee, of which E 

great part is uncultivable. I t s  population was something nearer 
700,000 than 600,000. According to the computation of Sir Herbert 
Samuel, in his report for 1925, the Jews in Palestine numbered about 
55,000 a t  the time of the armistice. The majority of the Christian 
Arabs belonged to the Jerusalem branch of the Eastern orthodox 
Church, with its centre of worship a t  the Holy Sepulchre and many 
churches and monasteries in Palestine. Next came the  oma an 
Catholic Church under the jurisdiction of the Latin patriarch, with 
the organization known as the Custody of the Holy  and, considerd~le 
houses of monastic orders, and many churches. T'here were 
Armenians, with their Patriarch in Jerusalem ; Melchiteq with a Bishop 
a t  Haifa ; Syrians, Copts, and others. The Protestants were represented 
by a Bishop of the English Church, with a catbedral outside the City 
not far from the Damascus Gate on the Damascus ~ o & d ;  ale0 the 
Church Missionary Society, Scottish and German missions, and others. 
The mass of the population was Moalem of the Sunni following, 
with mosques and shrines a,ll over Palestine. They were in POg* 

session of the ancient Temple area, where stood the Dome ' 
the Rock and the Mosque of Akaa, and a t  IIebron the Mosque 
of Abraham, which covers the reputed site of the Csve Q' 
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~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ l ~ h ,  The Jews were mainly of the strict orthodox faith, to be 
meetly found in Jerusalem, where they had their place of wailing 
against part of the wall of the Temple area. There were several 
Jewish agricultural settlements, said to number about sixty a t  that 
time, All the above-mentioned religious bodies had an ecclesiastical 
jurisdiction, except the Protestants. Agriculture was the most 
important occupation, and had suffered severely during the war. Other 
indu$tries were many, but not of great importance. The most con- 
siderable was the wine industry of the Jewish colony of Richon le 
Zion, and others attached to monasteries. The orange cultivation and 
exportation at Jaffa was also important. 

That was Palestine a t  the time of the occupation. I t  was a, very little 
country. Trans-Jordan is about twice, Syria about six times, and Iraq 
about fifteen times, as large as Palestine. But  Palestine had a religious 
importance for all the Christian world, and for all the Moslem world, 
and for the Jews. I t  had a political importance, because i t  was, and 
had always been, the highway between Egypt and the western part of 
Asia. I t  had another importance, for we had not got rid of our 
responsibilities in the other Arab countries. 

In order to realize what Palestine is, one must not forget that she 
is part of the Arab world, and that what happens in Palestine is, 
to a, great extent known and has a certain effect in Syria,, in Trans- 
Jordan, in Iraq, and in Egypt. We shall be judged, and our claim to be 
treated with respect and confidence will to a great extent depend, upon 
the way that we govern Palestine. The government of that little 
country is not easy, because it not only has its internal difficulties, but 
it has to keep up our reputation in those Arab regions in which we are 
still deeply involved. 

When the Army undertook the administration of Palestine, govern- 
ment and the law courts had been abandoned. The Turkish officials 
bad left in the wake of their retreating armies. The country was 
placed under a, Military Administrator, assisted by his Chief of Staff, a 
financial adviser, and an official called the Senior Judicial Officer, who 
wae a sort of Minister of Justice, and with whose assistance the civil 
courts were re-constituted in much the same form as they hsve a t  the 
Present time. The law administered was the Ottoman Law, and con- 
tinues to be so. The Government has passed e great many laws for 
practical purposes, but very little touching the fundamental laws which 
govern these people. The Ottoman Law is good enough. We quarrel 
with it sometimes because it seems peculiar, but there is always an argu- 
ment for it. We have reconstruoted the Criminal practice of the Courts. 

The Military Government improved transport. There was already 
a railway from Jaffa to Jerusalem, and a branch of the Hejaz railway 
from Haifa to Deraa in Syria with extensions to Acre and Nablus. The 
military railway was continued as far as Haifa. There were already a 
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good many ]main roads and those were improved and extended, A pipe 
line was laid to bring water from a system of wells at distanceon 
the far side of Bethlehem to Jerusalem. 

Agriculture had suffered much. The war had impoverished the 
farmers- Most of the draught animale had gone, and the farmers were in 
great distress. Loans amounting to about 6600,000 were d s e d  from 
banks and advanced to these people on security. 

The Turkish police had mostly disappeared, but in 1919 a Chief of 

Police with Indian experience was appointed, and he set to work to 
organize a police force. There were already many schools under tho 
control of the various religious bodies, and the Government created a 
Department of Education and established many elementary schools in 
Palestine. 

When Sir Herbert Samuel arrived and inaugurated a Civil Adminis- 
tration on ?July 1, 1920, the foundation had already been laid, but there 
remained much to do. H e  arrived with the title of His Majesty's High 
Commissioner for Palestine, and had for his official staff a Civil Secretary, 
a Legal Secretary, formerly styled Senior Judicial Officer, and a, Finsncial 
Secretary. The Government Departments were developed. Although 
the Government was in form a civil one, Palestine was still held 
by the power OF the sword. There hacl been no cession of the 
territory by Treaty. That state of things went on until September 11, 
1922, when Sir Herbert took the Oaths of Office and Allegiance at n 
ceremony of some historical interest, when the King's Proclamation 
was read and His  Majesty assumed control, not as conqueror of Pales- 
tine, but as having accepted authority under the Mandate. The con- 
quest wae a fact. His acceptance of authority under the Mandate wag 

the realization in formal terms of a political idea. The Mandate wau 
sort of constitution, conferring limited powera of government ; but under 
the ehadow of the sword the King had already set up a government in 
civil form in .July, 1920. The Civil Secretary became Chief Secretary, 
the Legal Secretary became Attorney-General, and the ~inencial 
Secretary was called the Treasurer. Originally there had been thir- 
teen districts under Military Government. These were reduced st first 
to  seven and afterwards to four. I n  1926 they were reduced to two- 
Under Civil Government the military forces were reduced to 5,00omen 
of fighting ranlr, costing the Rritieh Exchequer first of all about lour 
million pounds a year ;  hnt that  waa further reduced, and at the 
present time the British military contribution for the defence of 
tine and Trans-Jordan consists of a n  Air Force only under a Group 
Commander a t  Amman in Trans-,Jordan. The defence wag m f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' l ~ y  
strengthened by the creation of a local force in addition to the lrmed 

police. Thst  foreo was rained in inai ,  and consinted of a ~ T n d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~  
-300 mounted sod 200 on foot. I n  the following year a force of 76a 
British gendarmerie was raised in England for service in 
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Those two forces of pndarmerie were intended for the protection of the 
frontiers, for denling with raids, and for other purposes of elllergency- 

rn 1926 the gendarmerie, together with a body known as  the Arab 
Legion in Trans-Jordan, were disbanded, and a frontier force, recruited 
mainly from the old units, was substituted for the defence of both 
Palestine and TramJordan. The new frontier force is commanded 

by British officers. The police force, which now numbers about 

1,600, has improved in efficiency and discipline beyond expectation. 
The administration of tho prisons has much improved, and special 
arrangements have been made for the custody of wonlen and children. 
So far as possible, the Magistrates avoid sending children to prison. An 
English lady, who is a Government Official, undertakes the supervision of 
cases where the custody of women is concerned. She looks after 
women 'in prison, and has a home for the custody of young women, 
conviots, and others who require some form of custody and protection. 
She also concerns herself with cases where the Criminal Law for the 
moral protection of women is concerned. There is a reformatory for 
boys. 

The Law Courts were a t  first under the general management of the 
Legal Secretary. In  1922 when the Mandate came into force, the Legal 
Secretary became the Icing's Attorney-General, and the general judicial 
arrangements passed into tho hands of a Chief Justice. There are four 
District Courts of First Inntrtncc with full jurisdiction, each wit'h a 
British President and two Palestinian members. Their seats are in 
Baifa, Jaffa, Jerusalem, and Nablus. There are two Land Courts-in 
Jerusalem and Jaffa-each with a British President and one Palestinian 
member. They occupy the~nselves entirely with land cases. Land 
cages in the north of Palestine are judged in District Courts, but the 
President sits with one Judge on1 y. The Magisterial arrangements are 
very much the same as they were under the military administration, 
which set up about twenty Courts, the Magistrates being Palestinians 
The Court of Appeal nitting in Jerusalem has four Palestinian *Judges- 
two Moslems, one Christian and one Jew. This Court sits in two 
"ambers-two Palestinians, each presided over either by the Chief 
Justice or by his colleague, who is called the Senior British Judge. 
There is an Assixo Court established for the trial of murder cases, 
in which the Chief Justice sits with the British President of the district 
and the two Palestinian ,Judges. There is another Court, called the 
H,kh Court, which is for most purposon a Court of First Inntance, which 
t r l e ~  Cases where the liberty of the subjoct is concerned, and also cases 
where order8 are asked against Public Oficinls requiring them to do or 
not to do certain things. I t  generally consists of the Chief J ~ ~ s t i c e  

with tho Senior Bri tiah Judge. There is no appeal, except to tho 
Council. Special Courts are provided to try cases of conflict of 

lorisdiction betaeen two religious Courts, or between s civil and 
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religious Court. The religious Courts of the communities have jurildic. 
tion in cases involving per80nal status, such as marriage and divorc8, 
also inheritance, and the control of charitable institutions, 

When the King accepted sovereignty under the Mandate the 
of Palestinian citizenship had to  be decided ; but it was not until 1925 
that  an Ordinance was passed dealing with that very importsot 
Firstly, Turkish subjects habitually resident in Palestine in ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ,  191, 
were regarded as Palestinian subjects, but the option was given, if ener. 

within a limited time, to those who so desired, to declare their 
intention to retain Turkish nationality. A second head dealt with 
Turkish subjects born in Palestine, but not coming within the first catee- 
gory. On proving residence in Palestine for ae much as six monthe 
previous to  application, which must be made with two years from the 
date of the Ordinance, they may obtain Palestinian citizenship. The 
third head is of general applical;ion, but chiefly affects immigrants. The 
High Commissioner may, in his discretion, grant citizenship to any per. 
eon who has resided in Palestine for two years out of the three years 
preceding application, is of good character, and has an adequate know- 
ledge of English, Arabic, or Hebrew, and declares his intention to 
reside in Palestine. The High Cornmissioner may annul a certificate 
of naturalization if he finds that the application has been made under 
false pretences. 

I n  accordance with a provision in the Mandate Hie Mejesty's 
Government in 1922, by Order in Council, provided for the creation 
of a Legislative Council. I t  was to be composed of ten officids 
twelve elected members. The twelve elected members were to be 
eight Moslems, two Christians, and two Jews. That meant practicbll~ 
ten Arabs and two Jews, because the Moslems and Christians u8ublly 

act together in general politics. The Arabs, as a body, refused to 
participate in the elections u n l e ~ s  all members ware to be electeat or 
the Arabs were to have the majority over the oficial members and 
Jews. They were afraid that  when questions arose about the ~ational 
Home there would be a majority of official membore and Jews %ainst 
them. I n  fact, they were unwilling to co-operate in m y  arrbngement 
which involved the recognition of the Balfour ~eclaration. The High 
Commissioner then obtained power by Order in council to nonlinate 
an  Advisory Council. U p  to that time there had been a nonlinbted 
Council. The FIigh Commissioner had invited certain number 
of persons-Moslems, .Jews, and Christians-to assist him in his 
deliberations. That had not been altogether a b ~ d  form of government 
-perhaps the best under the circumstances. I t  had no power 
legislation, but was very useful for purposes of discussion 
the new Order the High Commissioner had power to nominate 
Advisory Council, in which the Palestine members would be in the 
same proportion as  in the former Order-that is to flay, there would 
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be ten official members, ten Arabs, and two Jews. At first the ten - - 
Arab members who were nominated consented to act, but subsequently, 
in obedience to popular pressure, seven of them declined. That scheme 
had to be abandoned. Then there was this question: One of the 
grievanoes of the people of Palestine is that there is an Executive 
Committee of the Zionist Association, which has, under the Mandate, 
e certain recognized relation to Government. I t  has a right to advise 
snd co-operate with the Government in matters affecting the National - 
Home and the interests of the Jewish population, and that  may be 
considered to include most of the matters with which legislation has 
to do. This the Arabs deeply resented. So the Government proposed 
to create an Arab agency to act as a counter-balance to the Zioniet 
Executive. At that time the Arabs had a body which was called the 
Moslem-Christian Association. I t  was a sort of opposition, but i t  had 
no official standing. This offer of an agency was refused by the Arabs. 
They objected to the principle of an agency altogether. They could not 
see why they, the people of Palestine, should require an agency. 
Moreover, they believed that no Arab agency would have the same 
intimate relation to Government as the Zionist Executive. 

There appeared to be no course for the Government to pursue but 
to obtain further powers, and an official Advisory Council was set up 
and still continues. This was composed of the High Commissioner 
and his three principal officers of government, fivelheads of departments, 
and a District Commissioner. The number has since been somewhat 
extended. 

Although the attempt to create a Legislative Council had failed, 
there remained a constitutional measure of, perhaps, greater practical 
importance to be proceeded with, and that was the restoration to the 
Municipal Councila of the Ottoman practice of the popular election of 
members. Since the occupation the Government had nominated them. 
The right of electing their own members was restored to the Munici- 
palities by ordinance, the n igh  Commissioner retaining to himself the 
power of nominating the Mayor from among their number. Elected 
District Councils were ostabliehed in some of the larger villages. 

While adminiatration was being organized, the material conditions 
of the country were changing a, good deal. The Jewish township of 
Tel Aviv, which had sprung from the sands to the north of Jaffa, 
became a considerable town with wide streets and large buildings, and 
contains today the best hotel in Palestine. New Jewish colonies were 
springing up in many places. There were considerable building 
operatione. Main roads were improved, and village roads made all 
over the ~ountry with the voluntary labour of the villagers. With the 
improvement of the roads the place became full of motor cars-so many 
that the tax on petrol has been sufficient to pay for the maintenance of 
the roads, 
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charitable endowments which are numerous. The separation oi 
Palestine from the rest of the Ottoman Empire rendered it necessq to 
provide for the control of the religious Law Courts and eodowmeot8, 
shortly after the establishment of Civil Government a body 

up 
by Government authority, called the Supreme Moslem Council, for the 
appointment and dismissal of the Kadis, or religious Judges, and the 
general administration of the religious m d  charitable inatitutiona il 
an  elected body of five members, whosePrasident is now the GrsndMofti 

'I'he Clrthodox Church had fallen on evil days. ~t had loat most of 
its property outside Palestine during the upheaval that accomproie,j 
and followed the war. The flow of pilgrims from Russia had oesMd, 
and the Church found herself with a revenue insufficient for her current 
expenses, and with debts vastly exceeding the valuo of her property. 
There was, moreover, in 1920, a bitter dispute between the Petrimh 
and the members of his Synod, which rendered it necessary for the 
Government to intervene. Sir Anton Bertram, then Chief Justice of 
Ceylon, was appointed to examine and report, and the upshot of hie 
report was that the Synod was brought into obedience to the Patriarch, 
and a commission set up to administer and control the revenues and 
property of the Patriarchate. Meanwhile a moratorium granted 
by the Military Government had prevented the Patriarchate from being 
overwhelmed by her creditors. 

These have not been the only questions requiring the attention of 
Government in relation to the Orthodox Church. There wee tln old 
grievance of the Arab Christian population against the fraternity of the 
Holy Sepulchre which has been for centuries in the hands of Greek- 
speaking Bishops and Archimandrites. 

The Arabs claimed that this had been in past times an A r ~ b  i d -  
tution, and it does appear that at  one time in the distant paat that had 
been the case for a period, although for the laet 400 years the Hellenio 
element had been almost exclusively in possession. After explo~ion 
which broke out some years before the war, the quarrel had beencome 
poaed by the Turks, but became again acute shortly after the publica- 
tion of Sir Anton's report on the other matters, but from 0ccsrion 

entirely disconnected with them. Sir Anton was again called UPon 

examine and report on the Arab claima. They demanded the admiam 

sion of the local clergy to the fraternity, and the establishment 
Council, clerical and lay, for the control of education and other 'Om. 

lnunal matters. The report from which the above-mentioned 
have been taken, while admitting the historical poeition of the 
Patriarchate, recommended that a right of the Arabs to &dmiseion 
the fraternity should be legally recognized, snd that the 
Council which had, in fact, been established by the Ottomrn 
meot but had fallen into disuae, should be revived. 
proposals will be carried out in practice will probably be determined 
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the haw been brought into a more amicable relation, and 

the of the report drawn up by a person of recognized 
and impartiality may materially conduce to this result. 

other Christian have not required the interference of 
Government, except that it has been necessary to place the Palestine 

of the Russian Orthodox Church under the control of a com- 
mission owing to the difficulty of deciding how those properties ought 
to be dealt with in the present state of affairs. 

~t may be here mentioned that laws have beon enacted defining the 
jurisdictions of the religious Courts and their relation to Courts of Civil 
Jurisdiction. 

 he authority given to certain spocial Courts for the purpose of 
deciding questions of conflict of jurisdiction has worked well, the 

authorities having co-operated cordially with the civil Judges 
in these matters. 

We now turn to matters relating to the Jewish community which 
have complicated the conduct of Government because of the policy of 
the National Home, which has been the subject of much local 
controversy. 

The Balfour Declaration is dated Novembe'r 2, 1917, when the 
British Army was pushing successfully through Palestine, and some six 
weeks before the capture of Jerusalem. I t  runs thus : " H.M. Govern- 
ment views with favour the establishment in Palestine of a National 
Home for the Jewish people, and will use their best endeavours to 
facilitate the achievement of this object, it being clearly understood that 
nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and religious rights 
of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine or the rights and 
political status enjoyed by Jews in any other country." 

I have no information as to when Jewish immigration actually 
began, but it was in operation in 1919. When a Palestine census was 
taken in October, 1922, the number of Jewish inhabitants was estimated 
at about 84,000, which, after deducting 55,000, would show about 
29,000 new arrivals a t  that timo. 

l'he Balfour Declaration had been freely discussed and Zionist 
activity had become gooerally prominent, when, in April, 1920, the state 
of feeling between Arabs and Jews became such that an ordinarily 
unimportant incident resulted in a riot in Jerusalem, during which 
Jews were killed and wounded. During that year the Arabs became 
8eriou~ly alarlnod and excited, and on May 1, 1921, riots occurred in 
tJafia1 and afterwards in the district, during which 88 persons were 
killed and 238 wounded. The state of feeling in Palestine was so acute 
that practically the whole non-,Jewish population was strongly hostile, 
not 80 much against the old settlers, but against the immigrants. 

It is not a matter for surprise that the immigrant Jews should have 
full of national enthusiasm, that the vision of a restoration of e 
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Jewish domiuion, or a Jewish predominance, at some time, and in so,ne 
nlanner, should have possessed their imagination, and that they should 
have rcgarded themselves as the heirs of Palestine. That &ats of 
mind was often expressed in their attitude towards the Arabs, and was to 
be seen printed in newspapers and other documents. Hebrew had been 
already introduced as an official language together with English and 
Arabic. Arab resentment against the Zionist agency and its apparent 
influence has been already mentioned. Arab lrbourera regarded the 
immigrants as  formidable and favoured competitors. 

Sir Herbert Samuel had arrived in ~ u l ~ , - l 9 2 0 ,  and had neither dono 
said anything to encourage the exaggerated expectations of the 

Jews, but it was not remarkable that they should have held them, 
One of their principal leaders admitted about that time that in hia 
opinion there would be no room for an Arab Notional Homeby the side 
of a Jewish National Home. 

Many religious Christians outside Palestine regarded the return of the 
Jews an event of the greatest religious significance, as being perhspe 
a sign of the approach of some new spiritual revelation, 

A large number of the immigrants, perhaps the majority, regarded 
their return, after so many centuries of exile, as a triumphal entry into 
Palestiae. 

The Arabs, who were after all the people of Palestine and who sleo 
had a great history behind them, were greatly incensed at the coming 
of a people who expressed such pretensions. The Arabs were not a 
barbarous people with no written language and no national traditions, 
but a lively people fully conscious of their national and religiou~ claime, 
Provocative passages in Jewish publications were frequently tranalrted 
into Arabic in local newspapers and read in Arab oaf&, not only in 
towns but also in villages. The most exaggerated rumours spread 
among them. I n  some villages they believed in s threatened invasion 
of armed Jews. They feared the loas of their lands and their holy 
places which they believed might be given to or taken by tho Jews. 
Some even feared the expulsion of their race. Even the more r e ~ ~ o n -  
able were alarmed lest the invasion of their country by the immigrsnte 
would end in the subjection of the population to Jewish domination- 

In  this state of things a provocative procession of I30lsheviatJmfl On 

May Day, 1921, was the occilsion of the Jaffs riots previoualymentionedt 
followed by attacks on ,Jewish colonies in other parts of that district8 
I n  the heat of excitement all ,Jews, even their old friend8 of the P ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~  
Orthodox Jews, were for the moment objects of ArJ resentment- 

Tho disturbances were suppressed by the military, but not before 
many livos had been lost and much damage done. 

A body known then as the Arab Congress, and tbfterwbrd8 the 
bloslem Christian Association, was formed for the purpose of J ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~  
the whole question of the Ballour 1)cclaratioo aud the immigration of 
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the J ~ ~ ~ ,  and a Delegation was sent to London to  present their views 
to the British Government. I t  was made clear to them that, although 

the jew~ must be allowed to increase their numbers by immigration for 
the establishnlent of a National Home in Palestine by rights and not by 
sufferance, that policy would not be allowed to prejudice the Arabs, 
and that immigration would not be permitted to exceed the capacity of 
the country to absorb the new arrivals. But nothing would a t  that time 
satisfy the Delegation short of a reversal of the whole Nationd Home 
policy. The correspondence between the Secretary of State and the 
Delegation appears in a Command Paper, No. 1,700, of 1922, which is 
interesting reading. 

Although the peace was kept for a few months racial animosity 
continued acute, and on November 2 of the same year, the fourth 
aniversary of the Balfour Declaration, a fresh outbreak occurred in 
Jerusalam and Jews were killed. 

Since then no outbreak of violence occurred, and a more reasonable 
spirit gradually prevailed, greatly owing to Sir Herbert Samuel, who 
had lost no opportunity of persuading the Arabs that they had nothing 
to fear from the newcomers, and that all their civil and religious rights 
would be safeguarded. His influence no doubt served to curb the 
exuberant attitude of the Jews. 

There appears to be no reason for present anxiety, but i t  should 
be kept in mind that in the Near East  racial and religious passions are 
elemental. Although quiet may have prevailed for a month or a year 
or for many years, it should not be presumed that the apparently 
peaceful ashes may not suddenly open into flame and that the morrow 
may not offer a surprise. 

After carrying out a task of exceptional difficulty with exceptional 
ability for five years, Sir Herbert Samuel left Palestine on July 1,1925. 
He was succeeded ou August 25, by Field-Marshal Lord Plumer who 
commands respect and confidence a t  all times and in all places. 

The Jews have shown great activity in all directions. I n  1927 the 
Zionist Organization presented to the Secretary-General of the League 
of Nations for the information of the Permanent Mandates Commission 

memorandum that sets forth the state of their affairs in Palestine 
up to the end of 1926, and that document contains interesting informa- 
tion. I t  shows that the number of their agricultural settlements 
had then exceeded 120, with a population of 4,628 persons, occupying 
an area of 25,000 acres. These settlements included seventeen co- 
operative farms, four girls' training farms, sixteen smallholders' villages, 
and four middle-class settlements. The foundation of new settlements 

contemplated. The Palestine Foundation Fund was in possession 
of 31000 head of cattle. There was in addition to cereal cultivetion 

plantation of vines and tobacco, and an area under orange 
groves of about 4,000 acres. I n  the way of industry they claim 

13 
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592 Jewish factories, employing 5,711 persons, and twenty-three 
Hebrew printing presses. The number of working men and in 
1926 is put a t  32,000. They claim four Hadassah hospithls in 
towns, also colony hospitals, clinics, infant welfare centres, and other 
medical activities. 

BY Way of education they claim, in 1926, 283 schoola of all kind8, 
and, including Orthodox S C ~ O O ~ U ,  22,760 pupils ; and, including children 
in non-Jewish Schools, 40.24 per cent. of the school children in Pales. 
tine. There is the Hebrew University, which m q  become an important 
institution. I t  devotes itself mainly to scientific studiee and re. 
search, but does not neglect Jewish and Oriental subjects. 

The Jewish population for 1926 is put at  158,000, or 17.6 per cent, 
of a total population of 887,000. Deducting 55,000, that would leeve 
103,000 as the total number of immigrants. But further on the Memo. 
randuru puts the net immigration since the war (excluding pre-war 
residents returning to their homes in Palestine) at approximately 
73,000. The latest published report, that of 1926, on the Department 
of Health gives the population of Palestine on July 1, 1926,as 865,227, 
of whom 147,398 were Jews. I n  that year there was an emigration of 
over 7,000, and during the first eleven months of 1927 the number of 
Jewish emigrants exceeded the immigrants by over 2,000. 

The grave financial depression in Tel Aviv and in the Coloniee 
may partly account for this emigration and the present state of unem- 
ployment among the Jews, and it may be that Palestine is not able to 
employ a large number of workmen who are more expensive and 180s 

amenable than Arab labour. Only a small proportion of the immigrants 
have been settled on the land, and the amount of immigration has 
been out of all relation to the capacity of the Zionist organization to 
establish agricultural set tlelaen ts which are costly enterprises. 

I t  may be that a proletarian population largely communistic or 
with extreme political and social notions is not the most useful element 
for the building up of a permanent and stable community in a Poor 
country. The communist labourer is a difficulty, because he does not 
believe in the rightness of hie relations to his employer. 

On the other hand constructive communism is another matter, and 
efforts are made in this direction in certain settlements where 
colonists attempt to carry out that social system. If they canby their 
own industry and devotion succeed in such an enterprise it meY be ' 
valuable element in the National Ilome, as the monastic communities 
were a valuable element in the construction of society in the 
Agos. But  it is a matter of common knowledge that the systeln requires 
special qualities of discipline and self-subordination in those who under- 
take to carry it out, and that experiments in constructive communism 
have not in the past been permanently successful. 

Even where the systeln is not communistic the sgrioultud colOnles 
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have not been very successful economically. The Zionist Organization 
has &own remarkable activity in the improvement of agriculture in 

directions, and has built a large number of villages and established 
useful institutions for the benefit of the colonists, although the number 
of persons actually placed on the land is small. The ultimato success 

the colonial experiment would seem to depend on the physique and 
temperament of the colonists, than ability to  maintain with patience a 
persistent industry, for a remuneration small in relation to the require- 
ments of European habits of life, in a climate which, except in the hill 
country, does not encourage persistent physical activity. I n  Palestine 
the lands most favourable for cultivation on a large scale are found in 
low-lying localities where the climate is enervating for people who 
come from colder countries, and the majority of the immigrants come 
from Russia, Poland, and Roumania. I n  addition to physique and 
temperament the situation requires a willii~gness to submit to difficult 
conditions for the sake of the National Home, while the colonists are 
aware that in other countries the same amount of effort would probably 
afford an existence of greater comfort and prosperity. 

But the Jews are a great people and notably persistent, and it would 
be rash at the present time to predict what Zionist enterprise may uot 
achieve iu any direction if directed by shrewd and practical leadership, 
notwithstanding the apparent difficulty of the present situation. More- 
over, I have been assuming that in Palestine agriculture is the only 
industry of permanent value, except for a comparatively small number of 
industrialists and traders. I t  may be objected that this is not a t  all 
the case, that ultimate success will depend more substantially on those 
very activities that I appear to disregard. We shall await with much 
interest the report, if we are allowed to see it, of a conlmission which 
has been appointed to investigate the condition of Zionist affairs in 
Palestine and to make recommendations. 

For the purpose of giving their community a legal entity and 
internal authority, many Jews, perhaps the majority of the immigrants, 
were anxious to have a, legal constitution. I t  was to be of the nature 
of a national organination of Palestiue Jews, with legal powers of admin- 
istration and taxation for purposes of comlnunal intent. 

In 1926 a law wag enacted, entitled a Religious Communities 
Ordinnncc," enabling the High Con~missiouer to make regulations for 
the abovo purposes. 

In order that no distinction should be made between different corn- 
munities the law was made applicable to all, but probably the Govern- 
"lent had in mind that, in the peculiar circumstances of the case, it was 
the Jewish and no other community that would be likely to avail itself 
of the law, and in fact the Jews alone have made applioation and 
obtained the llegulations that we shall now consider. 
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Tho idea of various nations and languages existing within the same 
territory and under the same general Government, each baing ite 
peculiar institutions, was already familiar in the Ottoman Empire, ~b~~ 
were not separated by lines of territorial demarcation, although they 
might segregate in groups, but were separate by religion and to a great 
extent by race. I t  was not therefore contrary to general practice that 
such a law as the " Religious Communities Ordinance " should be made, 

In  the case of the Jews a difficulty lay in determining who were the 
members of the community to  be brought within the operation of the 
law. To have included all Jews, orthodox and liberal, religious 
non-religious, and even anti-religious, not to mention those who object 
to any sort of communal or any other interference, under the same set 
of Regulations with compulsory powers, would have been to invite 
violent opposition from many quarters. 

The Regulations drawn up and approved by the High Commiseioner 
on December 30 last have avoided that difficulty by establishing the 
legally recognized community on a basis of voluntary inclusion. We 
shall see when the scheme works out whether it results in the fonnda- 
tion of a religious community properly so-called, or in a community with 
a certain religious element, but mainly racial and political. However 
that may be, the scheme shows a coneiderable practical wisdom in its 
adaptation to the circumstances. 

The community is based on a Register. The Regieter is to be 
drawn up by a body known as the General Council, and poeted up in 
all places inhabited.by Jews. Any person who desires to be excluded 
may apply to have his name struck out, and such application ia 
sufficient to operate his exclusion from the community. On the other 
hand, persons who hare a right to be included and whose names haye 
been omitted may require their inclusion in the Register. 

Before the Regulations were made there were in existence ~abbinicd 
courts of justice with judicial powers in certain classes of C ~ e 8 c o n -  

sidered to be the proper subjects of ecclesiastical jurisdiction M in the 
case of other religious communities. 

There were already certain Jewish popular bodies-m Elecbd 
Assembly, a General Council, and local committees-kthout lqJ 
authority, but to some extent recognized by Government in ~ r w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

These bodies are declared to be the organs of the commnni@' 
Rabbinical Council, Local Rabbinical Offices, Elected * ~ ~ e m b l ~ ,  
General Council, Committees of Local Communities. 

The Rabbinical Co~lncil will consist of two chief Babbifi, of lhom 

one will be e Sephardi and one an Ashkenazi, and six members, 
whom there ai l l  be three of each congregation, and this ~ r o ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  wlll 
not be altered. In other respects the constitution ma). be veried 'nd 
the election a i l l  be carried out by a special aeaembly for which Pm 
vision is made. The Council will be a Court of A P P ~ J  
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decieione of Local Rabbinical Offices, may draw wills according to 
Jedsh law, control charitable endowments that accept euch control, 

may sit as a Court of Arbitration. 
The Local Rabbinical Office will be a Court of First Instance and 

try cases within the religions jurisdiction. It will share with the 
Conncil the right to draw wills, the same control over charitable 
endowments, and the right to sit as a Court of Arbitration. It may in 
consultation with the Local Committee appoint guardians of the 
property of minor orphans or absent persona. The number of members 
will be decided by the Local Committee, but where there is a Sephardic 
congregation it will have a right of proportional representation. 

It would appear to be the intention of the Regulations to limit the 
jurisdiction of the Rabbinical courts to cases where the parties are 
registered members of the community, but' this is not clear. 

Now as to the political organization. The Parliament, so to speak, 
of the community will be the Elected Assembly, which will itself 
appoint yearly from among its own members, and subject to guidance 
by its own resolutions, the General Council, which will be the central 
governing body of the community. 

The constitution of, and the system of eleotion to, the Assembly will 
be defined by regulations to be made by the now existing General 
Council and approved bv the High Commissioner, and will have a life of 
three years. 

Although general executive powers will be exercised by the Council, 
the Assembly will retain a general control over expenditure and taxa- 
tion. The estimates prepared each year by the Council are to be 
preseuted to the Assembly and approved by way of a budget. The 
budget when passed by the Assembly will then go to the High 
Commissioner for approval. 

The Assembly will require and authorize rates to be levied by local 
committees for limited purposes set out in the Regulation8 and in accord- 
ance with local budgets. I t  will also make rulee providing for a 
system of rate collection and fix maximum rates, such rulea to be 

to the approval of the High Commissioner. 
The general direction of communal affairs will be in the hands of the 

General Council, and it will represent the community in its relation to 
Government, 

It will convene the Assembly at  least once a year. 
It will be a legal person, and hold property on behalf of the 

community. 
It will supervise the local committees in the administration of their 

communal property and institutions. 
It will exercise financial end adminietrative control orer charitable 

endowments of tho community where the managers or trustees invite 
Or accept control, excluding those institutions that como under the 
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jurisdiction of the civil courts. This power it ehara with the I(rbbim 
Council and Offices. 

Local government is placed in the hands of local committees eLftLd 
by local communities. The committee will be also a legal pemn and 
hold property on behalf of the local community, and repreant the 

local commonity in its relation to the local administration. l l i ~  
eupenise the property of the local community subject to the oontml of 
the General Council. I t  will levy rates for communal porpoaes sobjsd 
to the approval of the Assembly. I t  will appoint a Board to mte 
the affairs of ritual slaughter of animals for food, issue sLoghtenil 
licenses, butcher's licenses, and fees. On this Board, SepWic 
members of the community have a right of proportional representation 
Congregations who wish to appoint and inspect their own slaughtering 
may do so. I t  will also appoint burial boards. 

The question of ritual slaughter is very important. The 
Rabbinical courts obtain a substantial part of their revenue from these 
licenses and fees which are held by the executive bodies on account of 
the Rabbinical budget. Also the freedom of particular congregatione 
to appoint their own slaughterers is necessary because some of them 
prefer to make their own arrangements for ritual killing. 

The constitution, as set forth in general and in detail in them 
Regulations seem to have been well thought out, although here and there 
perhap admitting of some difficulty of construction. It  is to be hoped 
that this organization will keep itself to etrictly communal f irs  
not become an instrument of other politicd activities. 

The chief objection lies in the possibility of its further dividing the 
general commnnity of the Jewe. 

During the discussion following the lecture, questions were wkedrs 
to the number of immigrant0 and emigrants during the past two yeeq 
and as to the queetion of Palestine Arabs resident in other countria 

Mi88 FARQUHAR~ON asked whether Arab interests were f d y  pro- 
tected in working out the conceesions. 

With regard to the emigration, Mrs. EDEB said: Ow last wave 
of immigration was from Poland ; middle-olaes element8 -0 

Paleetine with certain small sums of money, leaving the 
their property i n  Poland, to be gradually realized and dent oat to 
them. Directly afterwards Poland suffered an economic llam~ 
and thia money wae lost. In Palestine the immigrants aptbe 
smell eume of money they had brought with them in bdldbg 
which became for the time being the most important induatV9 but 
which collapsed with the cessation of both money and furtbe 
immigrants. I n  the early years the Jews who came to palegtine 
nearly all of them young men apt for agricultural and other manuJ 
labour, and it was not difficult to find work for them in the 
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rnloniea, or on railways and roads made by the British Administration. 
Bat these middle-class people, bereft of their capital, many of them no 
longer VerJ pang,  found it extremely difficult to get work themselves, 

the loss of their capital and the consequent collapse in the build- 
ing trade threw many other workers out of employment. I would like 
to edd a word about the population figures : the Jewish population is 
.now 1W,000, an increase of 88 per cent. over that of 1922, when i t  was 
nuder 84,000. I feel I must take exception to the use of the word 
"foreigner " as applied to the Jews who go to Palestine. They are 
not British-born Jews, perfectly true ; but the Jew who goes to 
Palestine from whatever part of the world expects to  take up Pales- 
tinian nationality, and is glad to regard himself 8s a citizen of 
Palestine under the British Mandate. I think it is unfortunate to 
regard people who go from the East of Europe as foreigners, and to 
make any sort of distinction between Jews who come from England 
and Jews from other parts of the world. We Jews regard the estab- 
lishment of the Jewish National Home under the British Mandate as 
an extraordinarily magnanimous, far-sighted, statesmanlike move to 
the Jews of the whole world. There is no point in the whole Jewish 
movement unless we Jews are one people. If we are English of the 
Jewish persuasion, or German of the Jewish persuesion, and so on, 
there is no point in the whole thing. But as a Jew I beg yon to 
believe that that is not our view. We accepted the Mandate to Pales- 
tine with the utmost gratitude, because we Jews look upon ourselves 
as a nation, scattered throughout the centuries, but one nation. The 
Holy Land has been even more a magnet to us than Sir Thomas Hay- 
craft indicated. I t  is true the attraction to Palestine has been a 
religions one, but to the Jew his religion should embrace the whole of 
Jewish life. We have prayed every year, Next year in Jerusalem " ; 
and to get back to Palestine under the British Mandate means more 
to ne than it is possible to convey. 

YOU cannot understand what is happening in Pelestine unless you 
know the Life of our Jewish people in our agricultural settlements 
there. I t  is in these settlements you see the rebirth of the Jewish 
~ ~ l e ,  for which we owe a tremendous debt of gratitude to Lord 
Bellour, firat and foremost, and then to the British people. We also 
d ~ p l ~  regret that our agricultural settlements include only about one- 
sixth of our Lots1 Jewish population, but that is because we have not 
let h d  mficient money. Agricultural colonisation is extremely costly. 
We h e  collected our subscriptions voluntarily from all over the world, 
We have had no help so far from Government ; and that is the one and 
only reason we have not had more rural colonization. We have 
thonmnds of people in Eaatern Europe, and some in the West, who are 
lo0giW get on to the land in Palestine. One last word. There is a 
mggestion that the Jews going into Palestine is an injustice to the 
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Arabs. No responsible Zionist desires anything save to liw in amity 
and good-will with his Arab neighbours. I do not pretend the Arab 
politicians want us there. But although Palestine is suoh a g ~ j l  

country, there is much land waiting to be developed ; there is room for 
both peoples. We have improved the conditions and status of the 
Arabs already; you have only to observe how the Arab plantations 
adjacent to Jewish settlements have improved. I t  is possible for Jews 
and Arabs to live side by side, aiding in each other's civilization and 
cultivation as  they did in the great old days in Spain. (Applause.) 

The CHAIRMAN reminded the audience that there were more Jews in 
Whitechapel than in Palestine, and that there was a bigger population 
in one single division of the Metropolitan Police than the whole popu- 
lation of Palestine, including Jews, Arabs, and every other nationality, 
The Lecturer had said that  during the first two years of the British 
Administration the shadow of the sword hung over Palestine; he 
personally felt that  there was now a danger of tho shadow of fblae 

sentimentality, which was likely to do more damage than the Sword 

A meeting of the Central Asian Society was held on February 28 
1928, Lieut.-Colonel Sir Arnold Wilson in the chair. Part of this paper 
was given by Sir Thomas Haycraft, who afterwards showed slides of 
Palestine. 



AN EXTEMPORE GOVERNMENT IN SYRIA. 

BY H. GROSE-HODGE. 

story begins on the first Armistice night-though i t  seemed a 
cry from the somewhat effervescent jollity which one has come to 

associate with that date to the small tug in Tripoli harbour of which I 
found myself the sole commissioned occupant. I had left my regiment 
only the night before ; and all my regrets a t  having to say good-bye to 
the men with whom I had shared a tent or a hole in the ground 
in many of the cilrious places marked on the map-or not marked as 
the case may be-between Peshawar and Cairo came crowding upon me 
as I watched every available Verey light and flare going up from their 
camp a few miles up the coast. But  i t  would be a poor heart indeed 
that could not rejoice on such a night ; so we did our best-my Pathan 
orderly and I-to the extent of mounting the bridge and firing revolvers 
into the night: I lent my German Mauser to Dilbar, the orderly, for 
the occasion, greatly to that  worthy's delight and, doubtless, to the 
danger of surrounding shipping. But  i t  was somehow pleasing to  see 
his relish in shooting it off-it seemed a little bit like hoisting the 
Hun with his own petard, When ammunition became exhausted, 
we assisted in sending up the ship's rockets ; and then, finding little 
exhilaration in watching the signs of merry-making on shore, I went 
below and watched the crew come solemnly up into the saloon in single 
file, solemnly drink a wine-glassful of neat whisky a t  a single draught 
and, as solemnly, return whence they came. 

Morning found us well out to sea on our way down the coast to 
Beyrouth, the first stage of the journey to Haifa, where I had been 
ordered to report with reference to my new duties under the Occupied 
Enemy Territory Administration, to which I had just been seconded. 
On arrival there, I found that no boat was expected to leave for a a i f ~  
for a day or two, and so, not very reluctmtly, decided to go by the 
overland route which, though it might (and, indeed, did) take somewhat 
longer, would give me an opportunity of seeing Dsmascus. Moreover, 
I was in no mood to weit any time in Beyrouth, where I bad already 
spent some days on the march up ; for though I had enjoyed to the full 
the comfortably appointed Cercle de Beyrouth " and the well-cooked 
meals served on the balcony, with its view across the bay and the fruit 
gardens to the peake of the Lebanon, it was a horrible contrast, on 
leaving the Club, to see children lying dead or dying of starvation in 

corners of the public square, while a regimental band played popular 
ill the middle of it. But one heard-and had actually seen-far 
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worse things in the country districts, where, according to general teati. 
mony, nearly a quarter of a million people in the Lebanon district 
alone had died of starvation. 

Accordingly I joined forces with an Australian officer and hiE 
batman bound for the same destination as myself, and we took 
seats on the rack-and-pinion railway that crosses the ~~b~~~~ to 
Damascus. To this day I have never heard my companion's name, 
but I derived from his company both of profit and of pleasure not &little; 
for he was the old soldier personified, having been fighting not only in 
the Great War from the beginning and in most of its theatres, but &Ieo 
right through the South African War, as well as any in which 
nations may have been engaged between whiles. He had certainly 
fought for the Germans during a rebellion in German East, and taken 
a part in various South American episodes, as well as having lent hie 
services, more or less indiscriminately, to the contending Balkan States, 
If I have mis-stated any of his campaigns, he will forgive me; but, at 
any rate, he was a genuine soldier of fortune, who, after fighting his way 
over most of the earth's surface, had just sheathed his sword and 
settled down in Australia, when he had to draw it again for ( (  one fight 
more-the last and the best." Wherever he may be-back in his home, 
as 1 trust-I wish him well; for what he did not know about shifting 
for himself on a journey was not worth knowing ; and his knowledge- 
as everything else that  he had-was a t  a comrade's disposal. 

It was truly a wonderful journey : starting from sea-level, amid the 
almost tropical verdure of innumerable gardens, we climbed up to 
4,800 feet, whence amid the snow that crowned the higher peaks 
of Lebanon we could look down on Beyrouth seeming to rest on the 
intense blue of the Mediterranean like an emerald set in sapphire81 
But  a t  the same time i t  became bitterly cold; and as my only coat had 
been stolen from the H6tel d'orient before we left, I think I should 
nearly have perished had not my resourceful friend produced a spare 
garment of sorts and a bottle of arnk." 

At Damascue we had twenty-four hours to wait ; 80 put up at the 
Victoria Hotel and set out to explore the town, interesting enough with 
all its associations as  the oldest city in the East, its tortuous bbsnsrs 

and its famous rivers, whose waters, not content with more ordinary 
courses, are visible through almost any of the numerous holes in,th0 
roadway ; but almost more so in the motley crowds that thronged lt- 
at all events in personnel I suppose the Street that is still called straight 
has changed but little since the day when St. Paul lodged theres 

The 

Sherifian troope were particularly in evidence-very smartly find even 
gorgeously turned out-with their flowing headdresses and fine 
ponies, adorned with plumes and otheriviee gaily caparisoned : i t  "' 
quite sad, from an artistic point ot view, to see them on the barrack 
square learning to do right and left turn by numbers- every 

one (though whether connected with the Army or not, it hard lo 
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say) was simply bristling with arms like the stage bandit, and shots 
could occasionally be heard, as these weapons were discharged in 
a light-hearted sort of way. I t  is currently reported, and may well be 
true, that one bravo, seeing an R.A.M.C. sergeant in the street without 
a rifle, ofEered to supply what he regarded as a deficiency ; and ~ r o r n ~ t l y  
did so by shooting the nearest passer by, who happened to be some one 
he did not like ! 

None the less, order, at  all events by the time I was there, was 
well maintained in Damascus, and I spent an interesting morning in 
the bazaar, my chief purchase being a sheepskin jacket, such as most of 
the poorer people seemed to be wearing, as a precaution against the 
cold. The miscellaneous crowd seemed well disposed to an English- 
man and assembled in great numbers to assist-for such I am sure was 
their intention-in making bargains. I n  any case they preferred the 
British to the Germans, and small wonder. A widow woman in whose 
house a British oEcer was billeted, told him that her husband had 
been a carpenter who, for a long time after the Germans came to the 
town, had been in the habit of going daily from his house to his work; 
but one morning he met a German officer in the street and, as he failed 
to get out of his path with sufficient alacrity, the German drew hie 
sword and lopped off his head. Thus, not even in Damascus had the 
Hun succeeded in endearing himself to the population. 

The remainder of our journey was again by train and took us, by 
slow and irregular stages, via, Deraa round the east side of the Sea, of 
Galilee and so to Haifa. The train would go ambling on for an hour 
or two and then stop, perhaps for the night ; in which case we turned 
out, collected some wood to boil tea, and slept in our blankets by the 
track until the train should see fit to announce, by a series of rousing 
shrieks, its intention to go on again. But i t  was well worth while to 
travel slowly, if only that one might have a good look a t  the country, 
alway~l historic and often beautiful ; and on one occasion a t  least I was 
glad of a long wait. For a t  a1 Hammah, a sulphur spring comes 
boiling and bubbling out of the ground within a few hundred yards of 
the railway and forms a series of little lakes as it flows into the Jordan. 
So that we were able to choose the one of these that  was of just the 
right telnperature and bathe therein both ourselves and  our clothes. 
It was interesting to aee in all directions the remains of Roman Baths 
and to wonder how long it would be before people once again travelled 
long distances and paid ll~rge sums to take the cure a t  the Hydros of 

Hummah. 
at IIaifa, I found that no orders had been yet received for 

and 80 was particularly fortunate in finding a friend who put me 
' P i  pending their arrival, in his billet, a comfortable and scrupulously 
'lean house occupied by a respectablo German family. Haifa, indeed, 

quite like n corner of the Fatherland ; and it was curious to 
such pious sentiments as  f l  God bless our home " inscribed in 
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German on most of the better class houses. After dinner thbt night 
our landlady's eldest child, a stolid and typical ~ ~ ~ k f i ~ ~ h ,  who epoh a 
little French, was persuaded to come into out. played 
and sang German Bongs for Us. 1 could not help thinking how odd it 
WM to find three British officers and a German girl, barely a week 
after the Armistice, singing the famous Deutschland ueber allesH 
together a t  the top of thoir voices ; and reflecting a little bitterly on 
the Very different conduct which German oficers have hLbitur]ll 
shown when billeted in " Occupied Enemy Territory." 

At last-and rather to my regret, for I was tired of journeying- 
orders arrived for me to report e t  Jenin, which meant retracing my 
steps for yet another two days ; and when I arrived there, I confees 
that my first thoughts were of a possible leave to Cairo before embarking 
on my new duties; for my outfit included no thick clothing (the sheep 
skin having been stolen a t  E-Iaifa I )  and very little thin ; all that I had 
having accompanied me during our march oE nearly 300 miles from 
Jaffa to Tripoli which began on 8eptember 19, since which date I had 
not been able to renew it. But the officials rtt Jenin, though they 
received me most kindly and fired my enthusiaern with a glowing 
aooount of my new work as aseistant to the Military Governor at 
Beisan, none the less put from me all hopes of leave, partly by eupply- 
ing from their own store the more outstanding of my deficienciee, end 
partly by telling me how urgently I was needed at Beiean.; though 
quite how urgently I did not discover till I arrived there. 

This I did the next day, mounted on an Arab pony and eecorted by 
half a dozen Egyptian troopers ; though for a twenty-five mile journey 
commend me neither to the horses nor to the eaddles of the East! 
But the ride, if uncomfortable, did not lack interest, our road, whore 
there was one, being liberally strewed with tho wreckrge left by the 
Turkish army in retreat, in every form from an aeroplane to broken 
wagons, and corpses both of men and horses-those of the former 
witness not only to the efficiency of our bombing equdrons, but to the 
terrible vengeance taken by the Arabs for tho O U ~ ~ ( L ~ B B  the Turks had 
perpetrated upon them ; though when a beaten army ifl in flight, I 
doubt if the Arab needs any previous provocation to butcher its 
etragglers. 

TO my greet pleasure I found on arrival t h ~ t  the Military  overn nor 
was none other than Captain (Irieve of tho Black Watch, whorn I 'ld 

known when he held einiilar oflice in Hamarrah. The unhappy 

temporarily and most inadel uatel y housod in tho atation building0, "" 
a t  the moment confined to his bed with about his fourth attack 
malaria during the month or so he had boon in the place, and I 'pent 
the evening sitting by his hed~ido discussing Jjeiaan, its peoples 
probleme. AB we talked immense mosquitoes filled the air with their 
high-pitched drone; and it was a sad story he had to tell 

the 

havoc wrought by them, Not only had ho ~iiffered c0ntinuoud~ ''Om 
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,alada ever since his arrival, but the whole town was rotten with it ; 
and I heard that every unit, whether British or Indian, 
thst had halted there for any time during the September advance had 
had its decimated through the tlame cause, the Ghurka detach- 
ment first posted there having had to be recalled when both its offioers 
and half its men went sick. As far as I could see, this was sufficiently 
accounted for by the great quantity of water which found its way 
through the town by a hundred fortuitous channels from the uplands 
on our west to the Jordan on our east, and might easily be checked by 
a proper system of drainage. 

Our district stretched very roughly from the Sea of Galilee in the 
north to a fow miles beyond Boisau on the Nablue road on the south, 
and from the mountains of Gilboa on tho west across the Jordan to 
those of Moab in the east : its inhabitants were clearly divided between 
the town and the country populations ; and its problems differed accord- 
ingly. In Beiean itself we had the uuual elements of a Palestine 
village, with some semblance of organized life-the Mussulman popu- 
lation, much the largest, centrod round a dilapidated mosque; a few 
Jews with their synagoguo, and fewer Christians, under a priest of tho 
Greek Church, who hold service in his own house. With his white 
beard and dignified robes he was rather an imposing old gentleman ; 
moreover, he was almost the only person with any education, being 
able to speak quite a little excruciatiug Pronch. But  being, if possible, 
R bigger scoundrel than hie less talented fellow-citizeus, we had to be 
careful to prevent his advantages giving him the appearance of undue 
influence with the Government. The town contained a very fair 
number of shopa, which providod most of the necessaries of life to the 
inhebitants, chief among theso being the opportunity to meet and 
gosflip, while an open bazaar disposed of the country produce brought 
in every day on droves of small donkeys, or the merchandise that came 
down from 1)amascus on long strings of aarnels. Trade had already 
revived a good deal since Turkish days, and it might fairly be said that 
by timo most of the inhabitants of Beisan made their living by 
taking each other in. 

In the town, then, our prol~lem was primarily to dovalop thoee 
forces tending towards civilized lifo whioh wore already latent if 
reproefled. Trade had begun again, but we had to regulate the 

and control pricos. Thcre ware tho dry bones of muniaipal 
organiration, and we had to bring their different elements together, 
clothe them with authority and power, and, hardost of all, infuse into 
them life and energy. Law Courts existed, but they had to be made 

and efficient ; education had practically to be started, and 
sanitation entirely so, while tho native ollioials and police, our chief 

bad to ho taught that  they were armed with the majesty of 
the law as a weapon to protect those who needed it and not to extort 
Profit for th~mselve~.  
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It cannot be said that  we had the whole-hearted support of the 
population in these schemes ; but at the same time we had little active 
opposition. I think there is small doubt that ~ ~ u s u l m m ,  Jew, and 
Christian alike welcomed the British as successors to the Turkl and 
were glad enough of our protection from the despoiler and our 
encouragement of trade ; and if the extortioner resented interference 
on behalf of his victims, the victims were the more numerous. But 
when i t  came to reforms and innovations in municipal life, we found 
ourselves up against the dead weight of Oriental conservatism-an 
indifference and a resentment almost more difficult to combat and 
more destructive to progress than open hostility and opposition. 

Outside the town the population was almost entirely Arab, our 
district including three large and distinct tribes of Bedouins, living in 
movable encampments, but so far settled as to possess the right to 
cultivate certain defined lands to which they were supposed to confine 
both their residence and their activities. This land formed one, and 
i t  should have been the chief, of their means of livelihood; for it was 
extrelnely fertile, for which reason it had been seized some time back 
by the Turkish Sultan and made Crown property; and while I was 

there we had numerous requests for grants from such different appli- 
cants as rich Jews from Beyrouth and Australian soldiers. But the 
local Bedouins preferred the sword to the ploughshare ; and while the 
townspeople swindled each other and the Arabs, the Arabs pillaged 
each other and the townspeople. At the moment they had unprece- 
dented scope to indulge their passion for unlawful gain by converting 
to their own use the abandoned Turkish material which littered the 
countryside, to say nothing of the loot, and particularly the arms, which 
they had acquired from the miserable Turks whoin they had cut off as 
they fled. 

Unfortunately-for there is much that appeals to the Britisher 
about the Arab-it was the painful duty of Government officials to 
repress most of those tendencies ; murder could no longer be encouraged 
as a pastime, and Turkish Government property belonging now to the 
British Government must no longer be retained. This was a real 
grievance, for though captured guns and such motor cars as would run 
had been removed to Jenin, immeasurable loot still littered the rohds 
waiting to be picked up;  arms and animals had not lbng been wanting 
owners ; but much else, from lorries to clothing, was still 
with no one to gainsay him who felt himself entitled to it. And 00 Our 

chief problems with the Arab wore, negatively, to deprive him of his 
ill-gotten but highly prized loot, and, positively, to turn hie attention 
to  peaceful agriculture-tasks equally unpleasing to the Arab and 
onerous to the Government. So that  whereas the townspeople began 
by regarding us with indifference and a sort of negative maentrnent, 
t h e  Arabs, who looked on agriculture as a necessary evil and On 

robbery and murder as the only vocation for a gentleman, regarded 
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with hostility those who strove to  turn them, freebooters and 

free-lances by tradition and instinct, to the raising of tardy and 
uninspiring crops. 

Our task was not rendered easier by the state of affairs that  had 
existed under Turkish rule. Corruption and weakness had gone hand 
in hand, and the Arab, at  all events, treated authority with the 
contempt it deserved. Much interesting information on this score 
came from an Armenian doctor, a nice, incompetent little fellow, who 
had beon in medical charge of the district since the beginning of the 
war, and who gladly enough gave us the benefit of his services, which 
was slight, and of his experience, which was often valuable. H e  told 
us that the price of a man's life on the mile and a half of heath between 
the station where we lived and our offices in the town was 20 piastres 
(4 shillings); and how frequently this fee was earned was witnessed by 
the fact that during the last four years he had, in his professional 
capacity, investigated 1,500 cases of murder in the district ! H e  added 
that, when reproached, the Arab Sheikhs used to swagger into the 
Turkish Governor's oftice and, banging their swords on his table, pro- 
claim their defiance. But already we liad changed all that, and by 
the time I arrived, the folk used to stand up in the market-place as  we 
rode to ofice and the Sheikhs kissed our hands when they came, 
unarmed, into our presence. However, things were far from being 
settled: stray shots were constantly heard a t  night, and it was unsafe 
to go outside the town without an escort: we made a point of carrying 
no arms ourselves, at  all events openly, though I am bound to confess 
that I kept a loaded revolver in nly saddle holster always. But worst 
of all, the evil odour of Turkish methods cluug to the very name of 
Government ; so little, indeed, was thought of corruption, that a clerk 
whose scandalous conduct had caused him to be dismissed even by the 
Turks came before us and petitioned, with an air of injured innocence, 
to be reinstated in possession of the property which he had bought for 
himself out of embezzled public funds. 

TO meet this situation our personnel consisted of Captain Grieve 
and lnyself (I entirely inexperienced and he worn out with fever), and 
neither of us with more Arabic a t  our disposal than we had contrived to 
remember from Mesopotamin ; Lieutenant Grant commanded our mili- 
tary forces, s compaily of Imperial Service infantry, excellent fellows 
under a fine old Baluch Subadar, and a squadron of Egyptian cavalry 
under a Dimbashi ; we had also a slllall force of locally raised police-a 
most amiable crew of ruflians, still half in mufti and half in old Turkish 
Or Austrian uniforms, armed to the teeth, and some of them mounted on 
little country ponies. I had real affection and respect for these men. 
We were not suppose(1 to recruit from the Turkish Army, but I believe 

of them had been in i t ;  in any cage they lived up to ita beat 
being brave, loyal, m d  very efficient in the execution of 

duties which were often both difficult snd dmgerous-and they were 
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moreover, cheery souls to  deal with. I n  the office we had as 
clerks and interpreters two raw Jewish youths from JaBa ; the Courts 
of Justice were presided over by a native QasiJ who wag the sole 
authority on native law, both civil and religious, as apart from ~ ~ i t i ~ h  
law which we administered ourselves; a Turkish official called (he 
ma 'mu~  el amlak, dealt with problems a r i s i ~ g  in connection land; 
and a reis belediyah, or Town Clerk, concerted with the Armenian 
doctor to  promote the well-being of the town. These officiala, together 
with ourselves, representatives of the three religious communities, and 
the elected headmen of the outlying villages, formed the Municipll 
Council, and dealt with matters affecting the urban population, 
while rural problems came before us in council with the eight Sheikhs 
of the district. 

Our laws and constitution were delightfully simple. We had a 
growing file of instructions froin Jerusalem which decided any case 
with which they dealt. But  in the vast majority of cases the principle 
laid down for us was to uphold existing law and institutions, except 
where definitely contrary to British justice. 

Such were the problems of government at Bei~an and such the 
machinery with which we had to deal with them. Accordingly the 
first thing we did when Grieve was once more able to leave his bed was 
to summon the Council of Sheikhs, in order that we might arrive at a 
clearer understanding of what we expected from them and what they 
might expect from us in the event of transgression. They presented a 

most striking appearance as they entered the doorway and advanced 
one by one to kiss our hands before being bidden to sit, replying with 
the invariable formula of " Praise be to Allah " to our enquiries after 
their health ; the coffee and cigarettes of ceremony were then produced, 
and we had time to notice the dignity and natural grace of their 
manners and bearing as  they drank and smoked. Every now andthen 
one caught a malignant glance from the single and shifty eye of old 
Deeb (.' the wolf "), Sheikh of the Ghaszawiyah, a sworn foe tolaw and 
order-and indeed to everything and everybody except his own tribe- 
and a great thorn in the flesh of Governors, whether ~urkif~h Or 

British. But  that  did not prevent one from admiring his exquisite 
hands, with their long tapering fingers and carefully kept, filbert nails0 
Most of them looked, and all of them were by our standards, sooundrels, 
but they were none the less men for that ; and their fine, arietocrstic 
features, as well as  the glance of their dark and brilliant eyest seemed 
to  mark them out as too good to end their days as mere pillagers$ Or' 
ae fa r  as  that  was concerned, mere farmers either. 

The introductory remarks having exhausted our store of *rsbic) 
the interpreter was called in and we settled down to 
with the matter whioh we felt, perhaps from selfish preludicq be 

the most irnportantr-the security of our own lives. Grieve did 
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talking, and, as I thought, did i t  remarkably well, contriving so 
to dominate the interpreter as to draw to himself the gaze and the 
attention of his listeners. After a few introductory remarks and a 
short disquisition on the sacrosanctity of all thinga under British 
protection, ho rose from his seat and conducted old Deeb, scowling 
and reluctant, to a window looking out over the mountains of 
Gilboa, towards which the sun was then declining. " Do you see 
those hills, honoured Sheikh? Do you believe that the sun will set 
behind them tonight ? Then be i t  known to you all, honoured Sheikhs " 
-and here he turned to the others-" that if hurt befall so much as 
the hair on the head of the least of our King's servants, even so surely 
shall there fall on your heads," etc., and he finished by outlining 
what they would in such circumstances have to expect beyond either 
delay or doubt. 

This melancholy topic being dismissed-did I detect a glooinier 
look in the dark eyes ?-he passed on to the question of Governmeut 
property, defined it, and added that he was well awaro how much 
of it they still retained (faint murmurs of dissent). They should be 
given a week to surrender it-a thousand rifles, so many sheep, mules, 
otc, After that day-and here followed another brief exposition of the 
alternative. Then in more general terms he proceeded to outline 
Government policy towards them-each tribe was to be held responsible 
for every offence committed against the Goverllment on territory iu the 
occupation of that tribe ; and he showod how greatly in their iuterest it 
was to prevent such offences. Finally, to end on a more cheerful note, he 
briefly explained how that we neither wished nor expected to have to 
use severity towards them ; that the Government was there to help 
them ; end, to put it shortly, that they were jolly good follows and we 
loved them dearly. At all events later I think they came to believe the 
laat part of the speech not less than the first. But for the moment, we 
bade them go in peace; and gathering thoir dark cloaks about them, 
they rose with impassive faces, kissed our hands, and went out one by 
one. 

But there remained one matter that could not so easily be dismissed. 
Shortly before, shots had been fired by night a t  a troop train passing 
through tho territory of the Bashattwi-unfortunately by far the most 
peaceable and best disposed tribe in the district, and presided over by 
1 particularly amiable young Sheikh cdled Bakkar, whose frank, boyish 
manners were alone sufficient to colnmend him, and with whom 
aubaequently became great friends. But there was nothing for it : the 
caee was carefully investigated ; his responsibility, if not his guilt, firnlly 
established ; and we received orders to fine the tribe £200. Accordingly 
a notice was served on him, and date was fixed by which the money 
must be paid : failing payment, he would be arrested forthwith. Two 
day8 before the last day for psyment, ho eutered my office ; and after 

14 
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the usual 8tblutations and coffee drinking, he produced a bag erid 
that  he had come to lay before me all he could raise-gl~O, I ,. 
pressed my regret that he must still find another $50, H~ pmteekd 
that he had been to every tent in the tribe and extraoted the lastpiaehs, 
I expressed further regret, but adviaed him to have another try, so he 
went away, and Came back next day, this time offering $170, amring 
me that it represented the last coin or note in the tribe, beBgingmO 
to remit the remainder. I deeply sympathized, but reminded him 
that I was myself under orders in the matter and mold do nothink 
adding that I was sure his people would not see him pot in jail on the 
morrow for the DIatter of a paltry £30. So he again went awry, and 
r e t u r ~ ~ e d  early next morning with the information, that by puting with 
all that he had not yet sold he had brought the total up to 81%. ~0 

oould do no more ; the law must take its course. So I took a pen, md 
before his eyee wrote the order for hie arrest, oalled in a gendarme and 
ordered him to ride forth to the Baehattwi and serve it et the tent of 
the Sheikh. Then turning to Bekkar I drew his attention to what I had 
80 reluctantly been compelled to do ; but wee he not better mounted 
then the gendarme ? Let him then arrive first at hie tent and meet 
the summons with the dE2OO. So once more he went away exoeeding 
sorrowful ; and I was sorry too, for I really began to think that this 
was n~ore  than bluff. So it was a, real pleasuro when he oame in again 
later in the morning and laid £200 on my office desk. His must indeed 
have been a noble mare, had sho carried him to and from his village in 
the intervel, but perhaps he had foreseen the necessity and ep~ed her 
the journey I One more detail of the inoident oalle for reoord. The eulu 

was in the gold and notes of several countries, including more British 
sovereigns than I had seen for years ; and among the other ooins which 
he tried to page off on me as such was a French 90-frano pie00 in 
perfect preservation, bearing the date 1810 and the head of Napoleon 
the Great. I t  is still in my possession, and serves to remind me of 
another European administration of Palestine. 

As a matter of fact there wae any amount of money in the district1 
and one was often surprised to Bod it in the possession of thoas whorn 
one would have supposed from their appearance to have been the poorat 
of the people. I remember ono ragged rescal who was brought 
before me, oharged with being in unlawful possession of ~ o ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
property-to wit, a goat. IIis offence and very aggrrvhting aircum' 
stances having been proved, I decided that he had better c ~ ~ e d i t ~ ~  
his sin for a season in the jail, so condemned him to one mon'h'a 
imprisonment with option of a fine of £5, whereupon he somewhat 
conoerted me by laying five sovereigns upon the table 1 lnOiden'ly 
hie defence was rather nail : it appeared that in addition to being in 
posseasion of a goat, clearly marked with a ~ovemment  brand, '' 
killed m d  eaten a sheep similarly distinguished, doepi* onofid 
wmnings that he had better surrender them. He adrnitted 



stance of the charge; but stated that he had found these poor beasts 
left to die by the oruel Government upon the roadside. Being a 
meroiful men, he had taken them to his house and nursed them baok 
to life, But the sheep, alas I fell sick and was like to die, so, lest it 
should perish unprofitably, he cut its throat like a good Musulman and 
rite it. The goet, when he thought it fat  enough, he hed always 
intended to return to Government ! 

The payment of their fine by the Bashattwi tribe gave me a muoh 
desired opportunity of visiting their encampment. To show that there 
was no ill-feeling, at  all events on my part, and on the day fixed, I rode 
out on one of the Egyptian cavalry ponies, accomprtnied by the inter- 
preter, the sergeant of gendarmes to show the way, and an eeoort 
of two Egyptian troopers. The road took us towards the. north, with 
thevalley of Jezreel on our right and Jordan on our left ; in front of us 
behind the lake we oould see the fine snow-oapped summit of Mount 
Hermon (the Arabs call it the Jebel el Thelj-the snow mountain), 
while the \view to our left front was blocked by the hills of Nazareth. 
But ib was not only the country which was Biblical: the people might 
have stepped straight out of the New Testament. By the shores of 
Tiberirre one could see the apostles mending their nets and, in the fields, 
the ox '' unequally yoked together " with the ass like the Chrietien in 
St. Paul's epistles : on one occasion I think I actually saw a woman and 
a mule drawing the plough together. As we went on our way, I saw a 
group of three coming round a bend in the road which revived memories 
I oould not at  first define. On they came, a man riding on a donkey, 
and walking beside him a mother carrying a ohild ; and then I remem- 
bered the pioture th l~ t  hung in my home in England-DorO's " Flight 
of the Holy Family into Egypt." Only in this pioture, being in the 
Eaet, it was the man who rode and the mother and ohild who 
walked : one could not but wonder whioh picture was the truer. 

A mile or two from the Bashattwi's enonnpment, the Sheikh's 
mole met us with some of his followers to oonduot us to hie tribe. 
Others joined our prooession, until we had quite a following as we 
entered a narrow gorge filled with the long blaok tents. Children and 
dot30 eet up a tremendous olamour as we unsaddled our horses and 
8d~anced to the big tent of audience whence young Bakkar advanoed 
to meet us. His dignified but oordial greeting made i t  hard to  remember 
the last time I saw him, and I Wtb8 glad to  see that  a good number of 
camel8 and lloreee were still left to him. H e  was handeomely dressed 

a dark oloak over his white robes, his flowing headdress bound 
with a double oord of gold, and over his shoulder the thiok orimson 
glrdle ad~rned with large tassels whioh supported his anoestral sword. 

Was a superb weapon-n long and heavy scimitar with the 
O u d o ~ s l ~  small Oriental hilt, which would oramp any Western hand but 

woman'e ; its soabbard was entirely oovered with beaten silver, and 
from hilt to point, exquisitely inlaid with texts from the Koran 
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in damascened gold. I coveted it inexpressibly-and dued not even 
show too lively an appreciation. 

The tent itself-as far as I could see a large edition of all the 
others-was made of camel's hair coarsely woven, reminding one in 
appearance of a dark Donegal tweed ; it was open on one sids, with 8 

fantastic contrivance of ropes and pulleys, such as Heath-Robinson 
might draw, whereby a second fly was adapted to the course of the 
sun, and was divided by a simple curtain behind which the womenand 
children proclaimed their presence. I n  the man's part cushione were 
arranged round two sides, and on these I was invited to sit, while the 
elders of the tribe were presented to me. At the other end of the tent 
preparations were a t  once made for coffee : the nuts were firat ground 
in a curious mortar of dark, carved wood with a waist in it, which the 
coffee-maker held between his knees, beating a rhythmical tattoo on its 
sides with the pestle as he pounded. The coffee was boiled over a fire 

- 

inside the tent, and served in a quaint brass pot, with long downward 
curving spout, from which it was poured into quite nice little 
china cups. 

This served to pass the time until there appeared themidday meal, 
whose advent had been heralded long since by appetizing odoure from 
behind the curtain. I t  consisted of an immense pile of beautifully 
cooked rice on a circular brass dish, and three smaller but eimilsr 
dishes bearing meat cooltod in different styles, garnished with egge and 
various odd but pleasant spices, though the whole was rather spoiled 
by a too copious use of olive oil. There was also a great pile of fine 
white chapatties, of pieces of which one could make a scoop to convey 
the food to one's mouth. I flattered myself that practice in India had 
made me rather an adept a t  this, and so was particularly annoyed 
when the interpreter, do~tbtless with a view of showing my superiority, 
and, by inference, his own, insisted that a spoon and fork be produced 
for me. 1 noticed that the oldest man of the tribe first dipped into the 
dishes, which were then offered to me, next to the Sheikh, end lest to 
the colnpany in general. I suppose that the aged mbn was a polite 
guarantee of their intention not to poison me, combined with economy 
in case of accident. Tea was produced after the weal, drunk without 
milk and most curiously flavoured with what looked to me like the 
dried pods of some flower, which gave it the scent and flavour of OrWea* 
While cigarettes were being consumed, 1 made a sort of after-dinner 
speech, beginning with my gratitude for the entertainment, and exPrewe 
ing my great personal friendlinese to them all; then, after tactfol 
reference to the regrettable incident now closed, assuring them of the 
goodwill of Government, and finally asking for any suggestion s8tobow 
We could serve the tribe. I confess I wag a little taken sbsok ahen 
the Sheikh's uncle replied by asking that they be given certsin oi 
lands of a neighbouring tribe which they coveted I 

Bakkar now suggested our riding over to visit another tribe rboot 
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ten off, doubtless with a view of impressing upon them the prior 
importance which Government attached to  his own tribe. SO the 
whole cavalcade set off a t  what looked like being literally a breakneck 
speed over the steep and rock-strewn hillside. Every now and then 
we for a display of horsemanship, and I have seldom seen 

with a more graceful seat or more perfect control over their 
horses, though I hated to see them spurring their willing beasts with 
the sharp corners of their large oblong stirrup irons, as they galloped 
in and out with fearful yells, waving their swords, and with their long 
robes streaming behind them. Arrived on the level and stoneless valley 
of the Jordan we had some races (which the comparative freshness of 
my charger enabled me to win), and played a most exciting game of 
touch on horseback : one man would gallop after another and touch 
him with his sword or whip and then gallop off again calling out Taala 
hona (" Come here "), which gave some colour to the theory that  the 
hunting cry of Tally - ho !" accompanied the Crusaders from 
Palestine. 

This brought us to the encampment of the other tribe, upon which 
we swooped down at full gallop and with blood-curdling yells. I n  the 
intervals I could hear a shrill wailing sound coming from the women- 
folk in the tents, which I supposed to be an expression of their very 
natural alarm. But I was told that, on the contrary, it was a sign of 
joyous welcome to the village ! Here we had an almost exact repetition 
of the scene in the Bashattwi's encampment ; but feeling myself quite 
incapable of devouring another such meal, I made my adieus and left, 
accompanied by representatives of both tribes for some miles on our 
way back to Beisan, which we reached, a cavalcade of rather weary 
men and horses ; though I felt that the journey had not been ill-made, 
if only as a diplomatic mission. 

Our relations with the Arabs of the district having been thus 
adjusted, the next thing was to call a meeting of the Municipal Council. 
There was some humour in sitting down to discuss education and 
sanitation with that dirty and villainous-looking crew, of whom few, I 
suppose, could sign their own names, and still fewer ever took a bath. 
The outlook was not encouraging. The schoolroo~n was so filthy and 
dilqidated as hardly to admit of restoration ; there were practically 
no books, and no teacher save the Greek priest; while the local 
problems of eectarianism would have ~ u n r l e d  the framers of e British 
Education Bill. And yet we had orders to start primary and secondary 
0chool8, and an infant school as well ; to arrange a detailod schedule of 
subjects, and to compile a complicated estimate of the cost of repairs 
to buildings, of desks, books, teachers' salaries, etc., as well as to 
compute the number of probable scholfirs. 

still gloomier was the outlook for sanitation, though the need for it 
was even more pressing. 1ndescribel)le odours assailed one's nose as 
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one walked the streets ; nor was the cauee far to seek. hlost people 
merely emptied their refuse into the streets or the atreams that flowed 
through them ; others, more refined, preferred to use their own 
yards, while a few really enlightened families kept one of their 
exclusively for the purpose. The result was filth, breeding smellfl, 
flies, and dieease everywhere. I t  wae sad to enter a courtyard and 
refuse in every corner, the middle only being kept clear where the 
carved capital of Borne old stone pillar was used for a grindiug-atone, 
One found these and other relics of Grieco-Roman civilinstion in nearly 
every house. I n  that occupied by the Municipal Office8 there were 
several inscriptions, and a few busts of rather inferior style and work- 
manship, while a little outside the town one could trace the site of an 
amphitheatre. But  it was long since civilization looked her last on 
Beisan, and the town was now one vast muck-heap. 

To clean these Augean stables would need a Hercules indeed; but 
something must be done, and done quickly, if only for our own sakes, 
Accordingly we informed the reluctant councillore that they must 
employ a municipal scavenger ; the generous Government would pro- 
vide him with a Government mule and a cart. Then every house must 
be provided with two petrol tins as soon as they could be collected 
from the countryside, into which they must put their refuse. The 
ecavenger would call once a day at every house, collect the said refuse, 
take i t  to the communal incinerator, which must be constructed on a 
epot approved, and there burn it. The scheme sounde primitive to 
Weetern ears, and sadly deficient as we well knew; but it was still 
far indeed from accomplishment. The municipality, after raising 
every possible and impossible form of objection, finally took refuge in 
passive resistance. Accordingly ultimatums had to be issued for the 
accomplishment of each separate item of our programme ; and one can 
only say that some of them, under close personal eupervision, were 
finally carried out. At all events, the thick green smoke of the 
incinerator rose daily to heaven as of a peace offering made on the 
altar of Eaetern conservatism to the gods of Western prejudice-' 
hope they liked its sweet savour. 

Until we bad put into approximately running order some of the 
institutions which I have been describing, it will be readily undentood 
that we had little time to spare on attention to our own quarters. The 
three of us-that is, Grieve, (;rant, and myself-lived in three 
above the station, which served, so long as it did not rain, to protect 
US from the weather, and that is ahout all. The bottom storey 
occupied by the station'staff, and a large lean-to, which gave lorth " 

unutterable aroma, was found to contain inlrnenee heaps of 
grain and a collection of ancient hides. I n  the circumfJtaDces we 'ere 
particularly anxious to more into the Palace Hotel which, if not qu'te 
living up to its name, was yet a large building in the town 
distant from the station about one and a half milee, and slrea('y uM 

d 
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by us in part for offices. However, we could not possibly go there 
until the interior of the rooms had been thoroughly cleaned and white- 
washed, and the courtyard freed from the mingled refuse and carcases 
for which the Oriental seems to regard courtyards as especially 
designed by Providence, if not actually by architects. Meanwhile we 

ehift in the station. We had no cook, but Grieve's batman was 
Mona man, and knew how to shifli for himself and us, while the two 

pathan orderlies made very passable khitmatgars. Our sanitary work 
(which no Indian soldier, of course, would touch) was done by 
Egyptians. 

One great day, however, we moved in, with the assistance of a box 
Ford which had by this time been added to our azbzuge, and the clean 
whitewashed walls and tiled floors seemed like home itself after our 
previous cramped and dirty quarters. Our orderlies had attixed to the 
wall8 any weapons they could lay their hands on ; and an evil moment 
having disclosed to Dil bar-where, I cannot think !-some serpentins 
of coloured paper, he had adorned our rooms with festoons more 
fantastic than, to our eyes, beautiful, However, our first dinner a t  the 
Palace Hotel, Beisan, was a very cheerful one. We felt that  we had 
made a real start on the problems of the district ; Grieve had had no 
fever for at least three days, and here we were in nice clean quarters 
at last-everything in the garden lovely ! 

But the disillusionment of the morning after was more than usu~llly 
bitter. Grieve woke with a return of fever, and worse, far worse, on 
the top of his mosquito-net were seen about a dozen large bugs ! The 
mere eight of them routed us utterly. We fled before them in confusion 
to the station, and would fain have gone back to the discomfort of our 
old quarters there. But that very day urgently needed additions to the 
etation staff had arrived, making it impossible for us to occupy more 
than two of our previous three rooms. So I put Grieve to bed in one 
of them, and started to send off piteous wires in all directions. These 
bore fruit next day in the arrival of a British doctor from Nazareth, 
who started condemning everything and everybody as insanitary ; we 
muat immediately abandon the town and live in tents (incidentally we 
had no tents) ; the clothoa of all troops must be disinfected once 
weekly (we had no disinfectant) ; all inhabitants must be compelled to 
take a bath once a week (there was not a bath in Beisan) ; and so on 
and 00 forth. He  finally went away, taking with him Grieve, and 
worse atill, his batman, our cook ; our car went with them to carry hie 
effects; and the driver, finding himself in a spot comparatively so 
pleasant Heifa, wisely took the opportunity to go sick there as well, 
leaving the car to await his recovery. That night a telephone rnessage 
from headquarters bade me carry on by myself for the present. 

This I was, in a sense, only too glad to have the chance to do, 
though I could have wished for happier circumstances in which to 
make the experiment. For quite apart from the problems of the district, 
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that  of how to live in it was now a fairly engrossing one, we had 
cook, and, having no car, could get little in the way of stores, B~~~~~~ 
were very scanty and irregular in arrival, but these, supplemented mith 
eggs from the town, constituted our sole suatenanca, slightly altered in 
appearance-I cannot say cooked-by the well-meaning, but primitive 
Pathans, Dilbar and I sa  Khan. But a morning or two afterwardathey 
r&urned empty handed from the market-place, saying that the popla 
would no longer sell their eggs at  the controlled rate, as they were 
sending them to Haifa, where the presence of a considerable British 
force had sent up  prices above those fixed by their own monicipal 
authorities for the Beisan market. But I felt that this was beyond a 
joke, and, taking as precedent the unmuzzled ox, I sent to cater for ue 
a gendarme, who started out with a fixed sum in his pocket, a fixed 
bayonet on his rifle, and orders to bring back a fixed total of eggs. 

But fate had worse things in store for u s ;  and I in my turn mas 
smitten with a fever of unusual severity. For some days I did my 
best to run the district from my bedside-and on the evening of the 
first, the long expected rain came upon us in torrents. We were now 
reduced to a positively comic state of discomfort. The rain poured 
through the roof till we were hard put to it to find positions in which 
our heads-let alone the rest of us-were not directly under a cascade; 
and families of rats, flooded out like ourselves, combined with the voices 
of innumerable rejoicing frogs to make night tuneful. At last, the 
defects of our cuisine combined with other minor troubles to revive 
tho dysentery which I had brought from Mesopotamia. I shall not 
soon forget the kindness of Grant in the midst of these difficulties- 
there was nothing that  he was not ready to do for me, and almost 
nothing that  he did not have to do, from practically running the 
district to performing menial tasks which were beneath the dignity of b 

Pathan or the capacity 01 an Egyptian. 
At  the end of five days I followed Grieve to hospitaland a month or 

two saw us both on our way to Eogland in the same ship. Any one 

who should pretend to regret circumstances which, however otherwise 
lamentablo, gave him leave to hia home which he had not seen for four 
years, and did not expect to see for another four, may be written down 
a hypocrite a t  once. None tho less, Grieve and I, in the intervsla 
thinking of the joys of leave, regretted Beisan not a little. *a long " 

we were fit, the life was singularly congenial ; the work was interesting 
and important ; and,  nbsve all, wo had practically a free hand. 
over, we believed in the place : the fever could bo overcome it 

been in the vale of Sharon by drainage and sanitation, and the~rejudlce 
against those and other activities of Government by proving the 

people that British rille pay@. And so it wns with a genuine regret 
that, we heard of the final abandonment of the district as areaidence for 
a whito man ; though I doubt not that the ~un ic ipa l  council he'ved ' 
nigh of relief, and that grass now grows upon the incineratore 



TRANSPORT ROUTES IN PERSIA 
PRESENT CONDITIONS A N D  PROSPECTS OF FUTUBE 

D E V E L O P M E N T  

BY A. S. SVENTITSKI 

(T~a~zslated from the " Novi Rostok ") 

GREAT changes have been introduced in the Persian transport routes 
within the last twenty-five years, and these changes have had an even 
lnore marked effect on the direction of the routes over which the bulk 
of the trade is now carried ; the cause of this lies not only in ~ol i t i ca l  
and economic conditions, but the development of means of transport 
in neighbouiing countries, the railway systems of India, Turkey, and 
Russia are not only in proximity to the Persian frontier, but have 
penetrated into the country, and this fact has led to the repair of old 
and the construction of new lines in Persia. Motor transport, which 
was introduced a little later, appears to be superseding the schemes for 
the construction of railways, and camel caravans are being replaced by 
the (' Ford " and 6 4  Benz "; and air lines connecting the main centres of 
the country (Tehran, Bushire, India) followed on their heels. 

At the beginuing of the twentieth century Persia was mainly a land 
of pack transport ; the type of goods-both imported and exported- 
and their destination were the main factors in determining the routes 
used. Persian trade with Russia was much more extensive than with 
any other country, and the most populated and wealthy trade centres 
of Northern Persia were dependent on the exchange of goods across 
the Russo-Persian frontier. These areas, with a population of 
7 1  million, great natural wealth, and geographical proximity to 
Russia, were almost monopolized by Russian trade. The geographical 
proximity was intensified by the shortness, cheapness, and oomparative 
facilities of the northern routes. 

The routes leading into Northern and Central Persia from the 
8011th were considerably longor, more expensive, and more difficult. 
This circumstance, together with the well-known agreement of 1907 

to the " sphcres of influence," created favourable conditions for 
monopoly on the markets of Northern and Central Persia. 

The routes for pack animals from Trebizond to Tabriz (about 1,000 
ver9t0 and sotnetilnes occupying eixty-five d q s )  ; from the frontier of 
Irldian Baluchi~ton to Meshed (over 1,000 versts) ; the waterway from 
Mohammarah to Bnghd~d-or to Akhvsae by water and then either by 

20 :; 
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p a k  animals to Khaniken to Kirmanshsh to Tehran, or by the 
" Bakhtiar " path to Isfahan and to Tehran-and the route for pMk 

animals from Bushire across the chain of southerll mountains to 
Iafahan to  Tehran (over 1,100 versts) were all excessively long in 
parts extremely difficult to traverse. 

From 1901-02 to 1913-14 the total of Russian gooh imported ink 
Persia rose from 20 million roubles to 64 million, and the total 
Persian goods exported from 16 to 54 million ; in 1901 imports of 

Russian goods into Persia constituted 38 per cent. of au Persian 
importie, and exports 01 Persian goods Rnssia 58.7 per cent. of all 
Persian exports ; in 1912-13 the figures rose to 58 per cent. and 
69 per cent. respectively. 

" The success was brilliant," remarked an author, L L  but it resMon 
an unstable foundation-t he absence of roads and the great distances 
of the ports (a t  which the goods of foreign countries were delivered j 
from the central provinces."* 

Referring to the struggle between Russia and other countries" for 
the Persian markets, it is only necessary to epeak of Russia and 
England (together with India), for between 1901 to 1913 these two 
countries were responsible for 80 to 88 per cent. of Persian imports and 
68 to 82 per cent. of Persian exports. The nature of trade between the 
two competitors wae widely different ; England was primarily inter~ted 
in exporting goods into Persia and took little interest in Peraian raw 
material. The balance of Anglo-Persian trade was, therefore, p r rc t id~  
" passive " for Persia, and England was merely anxious to import d v e r  
currency, draining the resource8 of the country to the utmost 
(prohibitions of the Persian Government to export cunency were of 
little avail). 

The balance of trade with Russia, on the contrary, almost 

continually " active " for Persia ; England imported more into P e h  
than she exported ; this may partly be explained by the fact that the 
greater part of Persian export goods belong to a cheap, but bully kind1 
which could not stood the transport by pwk animals over 10% 
distances. England, therefore, only purchased expensive, eaeil~ hue 
portable goods : opium, gum, pistachio-nuts, almonds, dak4 oil, md 
pearls (from the south of Persia). The principal articles of ~ d t i e h i m ~ ~ *  
were : cotton goods, tea, silver (in bars), cotton, md  sugar. Thas 
five commodities constituted about 70 per cent. of British imprb in(o 
Pemie during 1913-14. 

Before the war of 1914, the improvement of Persian tnospo* 
routes was very gradual; some of the most primitive mala w8m 

" improved " and first-class roads were constmcted in ce*ain 
localities. 

P.A.T., " Railwajs in Persia m d  the Great India Route.'' Ms. 191% 
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In 1915, however, the following reports on the condition of Persian 
could be read : "The roed, known as a first-class road (Astsra 

to Ardebil) is in a deplorable condition . . . unfit for vehicular 
traffic."* 

The first-class road Enzeli to Tehran . . . is in a state of 
perpetual disrepair . . . as s road for vehicular t r a c  it i s  very 
primitive . . . in truth it is a gigantic ditch full of mud."t 

In his book on Persirr, Rhuma writes :f L6 The roads for vehicular 
traffic are merely tracks, metalled in places, di5cult for wheels . . . 
wide ditches (often without the most primitive bridges across them) 
intersect the roads. . . . 8 , 

Roads in Northern Persia were, with few exceptions, conetracted 
by Russians ; those in Southern Persia by British. 

The following are the main roads leading from our frontiers into 
Persia: Djulfa to Tabriz-first-class road; the French and the 
Rueeians participated in the construction of a railway line, parallel to 
this road from Djulfa to Tabriz, with a branch to the Urma Lake 
(191 versts, 140 to Tabriz). The railway was opened in February, 
1917, with a rolling stock of thirty locomotives and over 400 goods- 
trucks. The carrying capacity of the railway was eetimated at  
6 million poods. I t  suffered heavily during the war, was seized by the 
Turks, who abandoned it with three old locomotives and about seventy 
trucks, and it has remained in this deplorable condition up till the 

- 

present. Far a long time it was unrepaired, trains were run only twice 
a week, and the tariff was so high that the pack and motor transport 
rontee, which ran parallel to it, were able to compete.$ I n  1925 the 
position of the railway was somewhat improved by the despatch of four 
locomotives and sixty trucks from the U.S.S.R. 

By the agreement of 1921 the U.S.S.R. gave up its rights on the 
railway to Persia. 

The road from Djulfa to Tabriz and further to the Urmia Lake (in 
pre-war days shipping was conducted on the lake, the carrying 
capecity of the flotilla being about 60,000 poods) is of vital import- 
ance to the trade of the U.S.S.R. and Persia ; it is a t  present the only 
link between our railway lines and Persia-i.c., its most populated and 
rich centre (Azerbaijan), which is not only a large consuming but the 
chief producing centre of Persian high-class dried fruit (Naragin, 
Sabze). Communication between the U.S.S.R. and Azerbaijan will be 
greatly facilitated by the opening of the railway Baku to Alyat to 
Bermanli to Djulfa, which is already partially constructed. (The railway 

* Conaular report from Ardebil, end of 1915. 
t No!.o!le Vrrmycr of March ,30, 1915. 
f " Sabotsinsk, Persia," 1912. 
S The tariff of the railwny at the present time is considerably higher thm 

the normal 24 cranes per p o d ,  while that of the high road is only 1 crane= 20 
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journey from Djulfa to Baku will then be 388 versts, instead of the 
945 versts today.) 

!Trade b e h e e n  Azerbaijan and the U.S.S.R. is not only due to the 
comparative shortness and convenience of routes but to the fact that 
the U.8.S.R. is the chief consumer of dried fruit-the main walth of 

the province. Owing to the present-day technical means of drying and 
cleaning, Persian fruits cannot compete with Turkish, Austrdan, &,-,a 
South African products (raisins) on the European mhrkets; only 
ahnonds and pistachio-nuts are exported to countries other than the 
U.S.S.R. For Azerbaijan goods the transit route to the U,S.S.R, isthe 
shortest and, owing to the present-day reduction of the cost of loading 
and unloading operations via Batum, will no doubt soon also be the 
cheapest. 

Though the import of goods from the U.S.S.R. into Azerbaijan 
exceeds that from other countries, foreign products may, nevertheless, be 
found on the Azerbaijan market, owing chiefly to the unsatisfactory 
condition of the northern transport routes and the high cost price of 
our goods (this enables foreign goods coming from the South to 
compete with ours). 

The second route used for the import of our goods into Persia is: 
Baku to Pahlevi by sea and thence to Tehran via, Kazvin dong  the 
first-class road (382 versts), a former Russian concession handed over to 
Persia in accordance with the agreement of 1921. This route is used 
primarily for goods destined for the interior of the country. 

The transport is effected by camels, carts, and motors, a special 
Soviet Motor Company " Autoiran " running on the route. A first-class 
road runs from Kazvin to Ramadan. 

Pahlevi is the largest port on the southern coast of the Chepian flea 
(former Russian concession, handed over to Persia in 1921). Pahlevi 
(formerly Enzeli) has a moderately well-equipped pier, but unfortonatell 
also bar and narrow entrance, which necessitates the reloading 
of goods on to l C  Kirdjims " (type of sloop), etc. I n  bad weather 
cannot come into the harbour and are obliged to anchor in the rodted 
or seek shelter in other ports; the landing-stages have not been 
repaired for many years, and the Customs warehouses are too small to 
house the quantity of goods arriving at  the port at the present day* 

Astara, Meahedisser, and Bendar-i-Gas (with a natural but indo- 
quately equipped harbour) should be mentioned as other ports On the 
Caspian Sea. 

. The traffic of the Caspian ports is as follows: 1913-14-3f658 
vessels, including 1,907 steamships, total tonnage 798,000 tons ; 1924-25 
-2,928 vessels, including 888 steamships, total tonnage 462joo0 

The qu~nt i t ies  transported in 1924-25 were as follows 1 0 8 , ~ ~ ~  
exported from Persia and 81,000 tons imported. (It is interesting 

compare data referring to the Mercantile Service in the Persian 
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in 1924.25-10,118 vessels, including 1,832 steamships, total tonnage 
6,240,000 tons, were carrying trade.) Routes connecting Bendar-i-Gas 

and Meshedisser with Tehran are frequently merely tracks, only fit for 
pck animals. 

district of Gilan is the principal producer of rice : almost 
100 per cent. of its surplus was exported to  Russia via Enzeli (up to 
40 million poods). Enzeli also served as the export port for other 
goods-carpetpets, fruit, gum, cotton, etc.--sent to Russia from the Central 
and Coastal Persian provinces. Bendar-i-Gaz and Meshedisser were 

used for the export of cotton from the Mazandaran and 
Astrabad provinces. 

The following three routes connect Turkmenistan with Khorasan. 
Routes from two stations on the Trans-Caspian Railway lead to Meshed, 
one from Poltoratsk to Haudan to Meshed (294 kilometres), the other 
from Dushak to Meshed (185 kilometres); the third route leads from 
Artik to Kuchan to Meshed. The first two are the most convenient, 
the route from Poltoratsk to Haudan to Kuchan to Meshed is suitable 
for vehicular trafic. A plan to organize regular motor transport-and 
also construct a railway to the Persian frontier-has been proposed, 
but not so far executed. The Khorasan province is thus connected by 
comparatively short routes with the U. S.S. R. and the Trans-Caspian 
Railway. The construction of a branch line to the Persian frontier and 
the improvement of routes running over Persian territory to Meshed 
would greatly improve the transport conditions of the province. 

Poltoratsk and Dushak were the centres through which the Russian 
goods (which had no competitors in pre-war days) passed via Meshed 
into the interior of Persia and Persian goods (wool, carpets, cotton, 
leather, hides, morocco-leather, etc.) passed into Russia. 

The transit of European goods into Persia via Russia ceased from 
1883 at ths instigation of Russian commercial circles; these goods, 
destined for Central and Northern Persia, were therefore, transported 
along long and bad roads, often only suited for pack animals, leading 
from the South, from the Persian Gulf, and from the North (through 
Turkish territory) ; among these routes the following should be men- 
tioned : caravan routes from Bushire to Isfahan to Tehran, from Bander 
Abbm to Khorasan, from Trebizond to Erzerum and on to Tabriz. By 
degrees changes in the transport conditions of Persia were effected : the 
route from Trebizond to Tabriz, in its Turkish section, was paved ; the 

railway, which approached the Persian frontier near Khaniken 
(Kasr-i-Shirin) and formed a new transport route, was built; the network 
of Indian railways passed by the Persian frontier near Mirjawa and 
Penetrated into the country for a distance of fifty verete to Duzdab 
(goods were soon transported along this route to and from Khorasan). 

The condition of the Baghdad railway-the southern section of 
which was handed over to the British as one of the results of the Great 
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War-was greatly improved as a result of its employment for the 
Persian market. I t  is essential to note that while the routes leadin( 
into Persia from the South were continually being improved, those 
leading from Central and Northern Persia to the Russian frontiers were 
not developed any further or, more often, fell into disrepair. 

The war and the post-war period caused great changes in the 
foreign goods exchange of Persia and seriously affected the economic 
condition of the country. Trade with Russia fell, and by 1917 
practically non-existent. The cost of goods imported along the long 
and expensive southern routes rose enormously ; raw material, formerly 
sold to Russia, became a dead loss to the country, the harvests rotted, 
the cultivation of cotton declined, fruit and mulberry trees were used 
for firewood, and trade in general faced a serious crisis. Bad harveets 
and famine completed the distress of the country. 

Owing to the rise of prices of imported goods and the fall of price0 
of exported raw material the volume of trade was greatly reduced. 
Russia's place was taken by other countries, principally by Englend. 
The nature and scale of Persian trade with these two countries at the 
beginning of the World War is seen from the following figures (in 
millions of krans). * 

The table shows us a considerable decline in trade with Ruseis- 
which reached its lowest point in 1920-21-and an increme in that with 
England. I n  1913-14, trade with Russia constituted 55 per cent, of 
Persian imports and 66-2 per cent. of exports ; in 1924-25, 16'2 Per 
cent. imports and 40 per cent. exports. In 1913-14, trade with 
England constituted 27 per cent. of exports and 12.5 per cent. imports; 

The data referring to the orport of Persian goods have been givc"J' y 8 )  
with the exception of South-Per8isn oil products, the export of 
British-merely introduce8 confusion. 

t Excepting opium-incorrectly included in the Cuetoma r e p o r t f l - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
exported to Chine. A k r ~ n  is epproximetely equal to 16'6 COP. 
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in 1994-95, 57.7 per cent. imports and 17.7 per cent, exports.* It is 

interesting to note that though the import of British goods during the 
years 1923-24 to 1924-26 was relatively low, in actual figures it con- 
tinued to increase. 

England has lately developed an interest towards Persian raw 
m a t e r i a l s - ~ ~ ~ l ,  cotton, etc.-the export of which has increased. 
Havillg replaced Russia as a producer, England could not replace 
Russia, as a consumer, and in this respect the markets of Northern 
Persia remain dependent on the requirements of Russia (now 
the U.S.S.R.) for rice, morocco leather, oranges, lemons, cotton, 
wool, etc. 

The transport routes of Persia changed greatly during the war and 
post-war periods. Their improvement was necessitated by attempts 
to alleviate the difficult conditions of the market (both as a producer 
and consumer), and partly by the desire of England to improve the 
transport conditions for the purpose of obtaining supremacy on the 
market. 

We see that the scheme of roads-which may be likened to a hand, 
with Central Persia as the palm, and the five transport routes leading 
from Europe into Persia as the fingers-provides for their construction 
towards Tehran, the centre of the country. 

The railway from Karachi, on the Indian Ocean, via Quetta and 
Nushki, not only approaches the frontiers of Persia and Indian 
Baluchistan a t  Mirjawa, but penetrates into the interior of Persia to 
Duzdab. Notices in the Press state that this section has been handed 
over by England to the Persian Government on lease . . . ; other 
notices refer to it as purchased by Persia. A first-class road, suited 
to motor traffic, runs from Duzdab to Meshed. 

The southern routes are being cleared of brigands, and the rate 
of insurance is rapidly falling. With a view to encouraging Persian 
trade, England is reducing the railway tariff to a minimum on the 
section Duzdab to Karachi (about 1,460 versts), and is refunding to 
Persiau merchents-who travel to India with goods-the cost of their 
travelling expenses. 

The duration of the journey from Duzdab to Meshed and the cost 
of transport of goods vary considerably. During the period from 
June 1, 1026, to December 1, 1026, freight varied between 10 to 27.5 
krs. per pood on the route from Duzdab to Meshed, and from 7 to 
15 kra, on the route from Meshed to Uuzdab (export). The duration 

the journey is shortest in winter (fifty to fifty-one days) and longest 
sumlner (up to seventy-five days). 
The fluctuations of tho 6 L  import" freight are considerable, and 

* The porcentnges hero given do not include the export of oil producta from 
Southern Persia, 
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governed chiefly by the relation between the quantity of goods re- 
quiring transport and the available means of transport (mules, camel8, 
carts)." 

Anglo-Indian goods-textiles, sugar, tea, metalware, etc.-are trans. 
ported along the route Karachi to Duzdab to Meshed to Khoraean; 
carpets, cotton, and wool are transported from Persia, to India &long 
this route when these goods cannot, for various reasons, be sold to the 
U.S.S.R. The voyage from Karachi to Europe is twenty-five to thirty 
days. Freight from Europe (London, Hamburg) to Karachi is seen 
from the following approximate figures : cotton goods, 1 kr. 35 c. ; 
sugar, 1 kr. 12 c. ; porcelain and crockery, 1 kr. 12 c. ; glassware, 
1 kr. 20 c. per pood. At the end of January, 1926, the paper Iran 
reported that the Persian Government has entered into negotiations 
with the British Government relating to the purchase of fifty milee 
of. railway (at " reduced price "), built during the Great War, from the 
Persian frontier to Duzdab. The purchase is contemplated in con- 
nection with the project of the construction of a railway from Duzdab 
to  Seistan (in the direction of Meshed), and the rep~ir of the route 
Seistan to Meshed. 

The plan of the above-mentioned road to Seistan (to the town of 
Hyderebad) was first put forward a t  the end of 1925 by Major Hall, 
an American adviser, entrusted with the finances of Seistan and 
Khorasan. The main object of the planned railway is to encourage 
agriculture in Seistan, and afford an outlet of locally grown grain (this 
district is known as L6Persian Egypt" for the fertility of its soil). 
There are plans to construct either a narrow gauge (60 cm.) or s normal 
gauge line, similar to the route to Duzdah (68 cm.). Tho projected 
line will run to Hyderabad with branch lines from Karakei to Nusreta- 
bad, to Seistsn and Kirman. The length of the future line from Duzdab 
to Nusretabad (the centre of Seistan) is 365 kilometres ; tho proposed 
tariff, 2.6 krs. per pood, as compared to the 5 krs. by pack trsnsport. 
The length of the line Duzdab to Karakei to Hyderabad ie 216 kilo- 
metres, with an extension to Nekha, 273 ki1ometres.t The construction 
of the branch line to Nuaretabad would certainly be in the interests of 
Seistsn, but the construction of the line Duzdab to Nekh U n -  

doubtedly a wider task in view-namely, the reduction of the distance 
between the market of Khorasan and Anglo-Indian good8 ; the redue 
tion of the distance (by 20 per cent.) would certainly affect the areaof 
Khorssao, into which goods now penetrate from the North. The rail- 
way would also cover the moat difficult traversable section of the route 

* On December 1, 1916, the freight Mashed to Duzdab was 8 krs. Per pood, 
and Duzdab to Meahed, 13 krs. per pood, Goods wore transported On 
camela ; only five drivers with sir carts, each carrying 100 poods Per cart' 
available. There is no regular motor tran~port on thie route, 

t The total length of the two routes is about 400 kilometree. 
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from Duzdab to Meshed, thus facilitating transport along the other 
parts of the route not covered by railway. The cost of transport of 
goods along the new route would a t  first, according to the project, 
&mount to 0.4 kr. for 100 kilometres. I n  the event of approval of the 
plan, construction would begin from Duzdab. 

The second route along which goods are transported from the South 
is from Basra to B&ghdad via Iraq (by waterway or railway), to 
Khanikin (Persian frontier) by railway, constructed during the war, 
thence by pack, cart, or motor transport via Kirmanshah and Hamadan 
to Tehran. This route is extensively used for the transport of Euro- 
pean goods into Central and Northern Persia. Foreign manufacturee 
penetrate by this route even to Azerbaijan and Tabriz, competing with 
our goods. The agreement of 1910 concluded between Russia and 
Germany in Potsdam bound Russia to the obligation of constructing a, 

branch railway from Khanikin to Tehran ; the war annulled this 
agreement, and simultaneously deprived Germany of the section of the 
railway running through present Iraq territory. The idea of construct- 
ing the line Khanikin to Tehran is, however, not forgotten, and plans 
are now put forward by the English and Americans. 

The cost of transport of goods along the route Basra to Khanikin to 
Tehran is as follows : 

Besre to Baghdad by water, 810 versts, 9 days, from 0'50 to 1.50 kr. per 
pood. 

Baghdad to Khaniltia by railway, 135 versts, 1 day, from 2.5 to 3 krs. per 
pood. 

Khanikin to Kirmanshah, pack, 21 days, from 24 to 27 krs. per pood ; or- 
Kirmanshah to Hamaden, cart or motor, 21 days, from 24 to 27 krs. per 

pood ; or- 
Hamadan to Tehran, 21 days, fro111 24 to 27 krs. per pood. 

Total, 31 dnys, from 27 to 31 krs. per pood. 

The third of the new routes is from the Port ~ o h a m m e r a h  on the 
River Karun on the Persian Gulf up the Karuu to Ahwaz (Naaseri), 
and thence to Dizful, ~hur ramabad ,  Burujird, and via Sultanabed to 
Tehran. This route, which was only fit for peck animals, is now being 
reconstructed into a first-class road (the reconstruction, with the 
exception of the sector between Khurramabad and Dizful, is completed). 
The route covers 200 versta by water to Ahwaz (1 to 2 days), then $75 
to 900 versts (30 to 36 day*) by pack transport (in future by  art or 
motor). The average cost of transport ie 25 krs. per p o d .  

Another old route, Mohammerah to Ahwaz to Iefahen to Tehran, 
leading almost in the same direction, is cloaely associated with the one 
above mentioned. From Ahwaz the old route turne into the " Bakh- 
t i b y  track " for pack animals, then on to Isfahan end Tehran. This 
'out0 (Ahwaz to Isfahan to Tehran) aovers a distance of over 1,000 

15 
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versts, takes 35 to 46 days, and costs approximately 33 to 35 krs, par 
pood for the transport of goods. 

The route Dizful to Khurramabad is ahorter by one-fifth, p a  
cheaper by one-fourth, than the older route to Isfahan, and better than 
two other routes leading to Tehran-(1) via Iraq (Basra to Khanikin); 
(2) via Bushire to Shiraz to Isfahan to Tehran (a route of grert 
importance in the past). 

Goods can be sent along the new route direct to Tehran without 
being held up a t  Shiraz. The route via Bushire is closed during a part 
of the year owing to excessive cold. I n  addition to the route via Iraq 
being longer, goods are often detained for a considerable time at inter- 
mediary stations. The route via Ahwaz is more convenient in that the 
goods ore handed to a sharvadar (driver) for the entire journey to 
Tehran, where it is easier to find the culprit in case of damage, 
loss, etc. 

The route via Khurramabad, after the completion of the first-cless 
road, will become the most ccnvenient and the cheapest; its import- 
ance will increase with the establishment of motor transport, and it 
will be invaluable in the event of damage to the railway; 

The above-mentioned route from Bushire (on the Persian Gulf) to 
Tehran via Shiraz to Isfahan is one of the oldest routes used for the 
transport of goods from the South to Tehran. The length of the route 
is about 1,200 kilometres, the time 61 to 75 days, and cost 30 to 
36 krs. per pood. Fluctuations in prices and duration of the journey 
(generally longer in summer) are considerable. This route, which at 
one time lost its importance, has recently been used to an,qpreciable 
extent ; German goods despatched to Central and Southern Persia 
were brought into the country along this route. According to reports 
in the German papers, a concession has been granted to a German firm 
for the dredging and deepening of Bushire ; costs will be oovered by 
special harbour dues. I t  is interesting to note that papers report the 
drafting of a plan of a new variation of the route Bushire to B h i n ~ ~  
leading through the valleys instead of along the hills, and straighten- 
ing the former winding route. At the present time the new route 
merely a path, but on expending 600,000 tumans (1 tuman=2 roubles) 
it may be turned into a, vehicular road, which will have m undoubted 
influence on southern trade end the prices of imported good0 in 
Persia.+ 

* Another vehicular route, Ahwaa to Deb Mull& to Hindian to Henave lo 
Borazlun to Yhirsz, has appeared recently, end has evidently been formed 
the exprese purpose of bringing up oil product. from the south. Yix motor 
lorries (per 10 tona) are already plying this route. Each l*~otOr Can make 
firteen jollrneys per month. The length of the journey Ahwm to Iefihan "" 
Yhirar, is ~ i x  days by caravan. It ia to acquire mot0X'-t~nka lor 

which lnsy in future grow into one of greet i~nportence. 



Freight from Europe to Bosbire and Basra (same as  to Moham- 
rnerah) is as follows : 

Europc to Bas~a .  Europe lo Bntsl~irc. 
... Cotton goods ... 2 krs. 58 c. per pd. 2 kre. 27 c. per pd. 
... ..a ... Sugar 2 krs. 9 ,  1 lrr. 82 c. ,, 

porcelain, crockery ... 1 kr. 93 c. ,, 1 kr. 70 c. ,, 
... Glass.. . ... ... 2 krs. 35 c. ,, 2 krs. 10 c. ,, 

The fourth route (an old route which lost its importance during the 
war) is Trebizond to Erzerum to Tabriz, through Turkish territory. 
The Turkish portion of the route (to Erzerum and further) has been 
reconstructed into a first-class  road^; the remaining section is but a pack- 
animal track. The great majority of goods are transported by pack 
animals. The length of the route is about 1,000 kilometres (the trace of 
the railway is 980 kilometres), ahd duration of journey about thirty-five 
days in winter and sixty-five in summer (owing to the heat the camels 
can only travel at  night). The freight fluctuates and depends on the 
type of goods, the number of camels available, the condition of the 
road, epizootic, national disturbances in Turkey, Persia, etc. The 
route is, comparatively speaking, safe, and goods from which 6 per cent. 
insurance tax was collected until recent times, are now despatched 
free of insurance. Freight (January 15, 1927) was 20 krs. from Trebi- 
zond to Tabriz, and 14 krs. on the return journey; cases of lower 
"return " freight have been known. Many plans for the construction 
of a railway over this district have been proposed ; the starting-points 
have been either Trebizond or Ineboli or other ports on the Black Sea. 
The Vatan reports the irnportanceeattributed to  this railway by the 
Turkish Government, and states that a Turko-Persian compauy has 
been formed to carry out its construction. 

There existed an American plan of the Woollen" (1) Company for 
the construction of a first-class road from Erzerum to the Persian 
frontier and from Tabriz to Tehran with the subsequent construction 
of 8 railway along the entire route Trebizond to Tehran. Proposals of 
the Polish-French and Polish-English Companies were proposed later. 
At the beginning of 1926 the Great National Assembly of Turkey voted 
credit for resoarch work in connection with the road Trebizond to 
Erzerum (the credit had previously been included in the budget). 
Burveya were to be begun without delay, but construction can hardly 
be expeoted in the near future (doubts are expressed of the possibility 
of even constructing the said line). 

The route Tabriz to Trebizond even in its present condition play8 
Bn important part in  upp plying Persian Azerbaijan with European 
goodt+-textiles, sugar, crockery, etc.--and in exporting carpets, almonds, 
e t ~ . ,  to Europe and America (the export of goods along this route has 

decreased recently owing to the reduction of cost of transport 
On the Baturn to Djulfa route). 
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If the railway were to  be constructed according to the present plra 
(980 kilometres), it would be seventy versts shorter than the line Batum 
to Djulfa to  Tabriz. This would undoubtedly affect the goods exchange 
between Persian Azerbaijan and Russia and the transport significance 
of the Tabriz to  Djulfa to  Batum line.* 

Finally, the fifth route-the most recent-runs from London 
Paris (via Marseilles) to Beirut and Damascus, via the Syrian desert 
along the old route via Palmira to Abu to Kemal and Baghdad and 
thence to Khanikin and Tehran. The soil of this route is such that it 
forms, as i t  were, a natural high-class road, and is used for motor 
transport. Regular transport passenger motors leaving three times per 
week was established in March, 1925. The journey from London to 
Tehran occupies about twelve days. According to newspaper reports 
(Sctnre-in-Iran and others) R France-British LLEastern Tr&nsport 
Co.," with a capital of £44,000 sterling has been formed in London for 
the purpose of developing heavy traffic (goods) communication on this 
route. The line Beirut to Tehran is already equipped with thirty-five 
one-ton lorries, and it is proposed to add another 300 two-ton ones to 
this number (this shows the serious intentions of the company). It is 
difficult a t  present to estimate the cost of transport of goods in the 
future;  the cost of transport by motor from Baghdad to Tehran is 
approximately 30 krs. per pood, and the journey takes six days; there 
is an exprese service, taking three to four days and costing 55 krs, 
This route via Syria and Iraq will undoubtedly be exclusively used for 
light parcels. Soon after the route was opened the cost of sending e 
parcel (generally 3 kilos in weight) from Beirut to Tehran was two to 
three shillings per kilo-i.e., about 60 krs. per pood. Owing to the 
high cost, this route was principally used for the desprtch of v&lu~ble, 
portable goods. The cost will, of course, fall with the development of 
transport facilities. The same papers report the ~roposed org~nisation 
of motor transport communication between Baghdad and Tehran by 1 

company formed with the help of German capitd. I t  is propofled to 
equip the route with 200 three-ton motor lorries with trailera and 
twelve passenger motor buses accommodating twenty-three Persons 
The motor vehicles will be provided by Germany s t  advrnt%eous 
terms. 

The despatch of the mail vie Haifa to Beirut to Damascus to Bagh- 
dad to Tehran (February, 1926) was begun after agreement had been 
reached among the four interested countries. The posttbl dminia t r r  

* Another route has recently beon used from the South to T a h r i z - k f r o m  
]ja&dad to Kcrkuk to Revandux anrl Tabriz, This route, which is haatil~ being 
reconstructed into a Brst-clasn road, serves for the transport of Pas fro!'' 
Baghdad to Tabria (forty days) ; the cost of transport from Baglldd to T'br'z 
is 19 krs., and from Tabria to Beghdad, 13 krs. per pood. This route un' 
doubteclly has a great future. 
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tion of Syria and the Lebanon charge special prices for the despatch of 
mkI by motor : gold 8 fr. 50 C. per 1 kilo gross weight for letter-corre- 
spondence, snd 1 fr. 20 c. gross weight for other types of correspond- 
ence. The mail is stamped " By motor Haifa to Baghdad." 

Such are the principal trade routes of modern Persia. 
With the assistance of the following table let us ngw consider the 

main routes used for the transport of goods into and out of Persia : 

some difference between the totals of the given table and those 
given in the general totals for the turnover of Persia for the ~ m n e  years 
is explained by the fact that we have omitted the last three figures (UP 
to 1,000). The turnover for 1913, between Tebris and Russia, should 
be added to the totals for the ~ ~ r t h "  ; in 1924-25 the turnover for 
Tabriz was no longer dependent on the U.S.9.R. (" Djulfa" has been 

" Gmnected with Tnbriz. j- Excepting oil producte. 

1 

Czcstoms. 

Tl~~ozrgh Northern Cz~stonzs : 
Astara ... ... 
Gilan (~ahleyi)  ... ... 
Mazanderan ... ... 
Asterabad ... ... ... 
Ichoresan ... ... ... 
AzerbaijantoDjulfa ... 

TotalsfortheNorth ... 

-- 

Azerbaijan to Tabriz ... 

- - - 

TI~i*ougl~ Soz~thern Custonls : 
Tehran ... ... ... 
Seistan (Duzdnb) ... ... 

... I Bushire ... ... 
... I Moham~nernh ... 

I B.-Abbas, Linge, I<ishm ... 
Kermanshnh ... ... 

--- _____ 

Totals for the South ... 

- 

... I General total ... 
I 

Import into Persia. Export from Persia. 

1913-14. 

41,440 
137,170 
29,206 
19,444 
60,936 

3c 

288,196 
(47 %) 

123,556 
( 2 0 % )  

-. - -. - - 

- 

4,147 
45,418 
43,590 
34,533 
70,727 

_ _ _ _ 

198,420 
(33 %) 

- -- 

610,172 

-- 

1913-14. 

- 

15,516 
115,769 
28,178 
24,896 
65,358 * 
- -- 

249,717 
(63 %) 

56,454 
(63%)  

- 
919 

33,097 
16,477 
22,790 
12,980 

- -  

86,263t 
(23 %) 
- 

392,434 

1924-25. 

9,739 
62,534 
7,760 
3,192 

37,921 
7,790 

- 
128,936 
(16 %) 

57,119 
( 7 % )  

16,618 
70,066 
90,887 

133,432 
69,752 

203,000 
. 

583,756 
(77 %) 

769,810 

--- 

1924-25. 

9,384 
57,693 
18,103 
13,478 
88,522 
12,416 

--- - 

199,596 
(4 l  %) 
--- 

36,791 
( 8 % )  

- 

6,183 
29,547 

102,052 
18,325 
28,393 
60,420 

- --- 

244,920t 
(61 %) 

- 

481,307 
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If the railway were to be constructed according to the present plan 
(980 kilometres), it would be seventy versts shorter than the line Batum 
to Djulfa to Tabriz. This would undoubtedly affect the goods exchange 
between Persian Azerbaijan and Russia and the transport significance 
of the Tabriz to Djulfa to Batum line.* 

Finally, the fifth route-the most recent-runs from London and 
Paris (via Marseilles) to Beirut and Damascus, via the Syrian desert 
along the old route via Palmira to Abu to Kemal and Baghdad and 
thence to Khanikin and Tehran. The soil of this route is such that it 
forms, as it were, a natural high-class road, and is used for motor 
transport. Regular transport passenger motors leaving three times per 
week was established in March, 1925. The journey from London to 
Tehran occupies about twelve days. According to newspaper reports 
(Sctnre-in-Iran and others) rt Franco-British "Eastern Transport 
Co.," with a capital of £44,000 sterling has been formed in London for 
the purpose of developing heavy traffic (goods) communication on this 
route. The line Beirut to Tehran is already equipped with thirty-five 
one-ton lorries, and it is proposed to add another 300 two-ton ones to 
this number (this shows the serious intentions of the company). I t  is 
difficult a t  present to estimate the cost of transport of goods in the 
future; tho cost of transport by motor from Baghdad to Tehran is 
approximately 30 krs. per pood, and the journey takes six days; there 
is an exprese service, taking three to four days and costing 55 krs. 
This route via Syria and Iraq will undoubtedly be exclusively used for 
light parcels. Soon after the route was opened the cost of sending a 
parcel (generally 3 kilos in weight) from Beirut to Tehran was two to 
three shillings per kilo-i.e., about 60 krs. per pood. Owing to tho 
high cost, this route was principally used for the despatch of valuable, 
portable goods. The cost will, of course, fall with the development of 
transport facilities. The same papers report the ~ropoeed organization 
of motor transport communication between Baghdad and Tehrsn by a 
company formed with the help of German capital. It is proposed to 
equip the route with 200 three-ton motor lorries with trailers and 
twelve passenger motor buses accommodating twenty-three pereonse 
The motor vehicles will be provided by Germany at advantageous 
terms. 

The despatch of the mail via, Hnifa to Beirut to Damascus to 
dad to Tehran (February, 1926) was begun after agreement had been 
reached among the four interested countries. The postal dministra- 

' Another route has recently becn used from the South to Tabrir-i.e-, fro111 
I3aghclad to Kerkuk to Rcvnndux and Tabriz, This route, which i~ hastily being 
r~constructod into a first-clnas road, servos for the trnnaport of goods fron1 
Baghdad to Tabriz (forty dnys) ; the cost of transport from Bngl~dad to 'I'&briz 
is 19 krs., and from Tebriz to Baghdad, 18 krs. per pood. This route un- 
doubte[lly has a great future. 
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tion of Syria and the Lebanon charge special prices for the despatoh of 
mail by motor : gold 8 fr. 50 a. per 1 kilo gross weight for letter-corre- 
,qpondence, and 1 fr. 20 c. gross weight for other types of correspond- 
ence. The mail is stamped " By motor Haifa to Baghdad." 

Such are the principal trade routes of modern Persia. 
With the assistance of the following table let us n9w consider the 

main routes used for the transport of goods into and out of Persia : 

some difference between the totals of the given table and those 
fven in the general totals for the turnover of Persia for the same Years 

Ox~lained by the fact t h ~ t  we have omitted the last three figures (UP 
ljOOO)- The turnover for 1913, between Tabrin and Russia, should 

be laded to the totals for the 11 North " ; in 1924-25 the turnover for 
Tabriz was no longer dependent on the U.S.9.R. ( l g  Djulfa " has been 

* Connected with Tnbriz. t Except ing oil producte. 

1 

Export from Persia. 

C2csloms. 

Through Northern. Cz~etonas : 
Astara ... ... ... Gilsn (~ah l evh  ... 
Mazanderan ... ... 

... Asterabad ... ... 

... Khorssan ... ... 
Azerbaijan to Djulfa ... 

Totals for the North ... 

-- 

Azerbaijan to Tabriz . 

T I ~ . 6 g k  Southern C u a t o ~ s  : 

1913-14. 

- - 

15,516 
115,769 
28,178 
24,896 
65,368 * 
- -- 

249,717 
(63 %) 

56,454 
(63%)  

- 

- 
919 

33,097 
16,477 
22,790 
12,980 

86,263t 
(23 %) 

__ - -  - 

392,434 

Import into Persia. 

... ... 1 i:I",r:," (D~Z~RI,) ... ... 
1 Bushire ,., ... ... 
I Mohaminerah .,. ... 
I n.-Abba8, Linge, Iiishm ... 
I Kermanshah ... ... 
I 

I-- 
I Totals for the South ... 
I 

I 
I General total ... ... 
- 

- --- 

1924-25. 

9,384 
57,693 
18,103 
13,478 
88,522 
12,416 

- 

199,596 
(41 %) 

36,791 
( 8 % )  

- 

29,647 6,183 
102,052 
18,325 
28,393 
60,420 

---- 

244.920t 
(61 %) 

--- 

481,307 

1913-14. 

41,440 
137,170 
29,206 
19,444 
60,936 

x- 

288,196 
(47 %) 

123,556 
(20 %) 

- 

- 

4,147 
45,418 
48,690 
34,533 
70,787 
- -- _ 

198,420 
(33 Y,) 

. -- 

610,172 

1924-25. 

-- 

9,739 
62,534 
7,760 
3,192 

37,921 
7,790 

128,936 
(16 %) 

57,119 
(7 %) 

16,618 
70,066 
90,887 

133,432 
69,752 

203,000 
- - 

583,755 
(77 % )  
- 

769,810 
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dealt with separately.) Thus in 1924-25 not 47 per cent, (including 
Djulfa 55 par cent.), but only 10 per cent. of the total imports, and not 
63 per cent. (including Djulfa 69 per cent.), but only 41 per cent. of the 
total exports, passod through the northern frontier (the trade of Tabris 
is also on the decline). On the other hand, the quantity of goods 
passed along the southern routes rose from 33 to 77 per cent. for 
imported goods and from 23 to 51 per cent. for exported goods. 

These routes were principally used for the transport of Briti~h 
goods and foreign goods imported by British agents. 

Cotton goods, yarn, tea, and the greater part of metal goods ere 
imported from England ; about 50 per cent. of all the iron required, 
almost all the kerosene, and one-third of the sugar are imported from 
the U.S.S.R. During the last year, the turnover of which has not yet 
been included into the Persian Customs report, the import of sugar 
from Russia constituted half the quantity of sugar imported into Persia 
and the import of cotton goods-10 to  11 per cent. of all such goods 
imported. 

Export preaents a different aspect; although carpets, which were 
principally exported into Russia in former days, are now despatched to 
the U.S.A., Turkey and England, the greater part of the wool, cotton, 
and fruit and all the rice is still consumed by the Russian market. The 
dependence of Persian exports on the markets of the U.S.S.R. is quite 
natural. Should the cost of transport on the southern routes fall, 
cotton end wool would probably be exported to other countries, but 
rice, fruit, and morocco leather (specially d re pared leather) would 
hardly find other markets. Sabsa (dried grapes) would only find an 
export to European marketa if the processes of drying and cleaning 
were greatly improved. 

The imports of Persian goods into the U.9.9.R. have not only 
reached pre-war figures, but in 1924-25 exceeded them (50 million 
roubles instead of 45 million pre-war). Exports are developing 
much more slowly. The reason lies not only in the inferior quality of 
Eastern gooda, but in the difference between the quality and price of 
pre-war days and in certain traneport conditions. 

The greater succeaa of Russia, as compared with England, in the 
Persian market in pro-war days was due, as a writer once correctly 
remarked, " excl~~eively to her geographical ~os i t ion ,  but in no case to 
the quality and price of her goods or a higher organization of her Corn- 

mercial agencies. The impossibility of delivering good8 pack 
transport over long distances and the unwillingness of ~ n l 3 l a n ~  to 
trade a t  a loss gave Russia the possibility of dominating the pereian 
market." 
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11. 

we have already dealt with the ohanges which were effected in 
Persian transport within the past few years ; let us now examine the 

plans for railway construction in Persia. 
yhe question of constructing railways in Persia is .a,lruoat a century 

,,id, Boon after the appearance of the first locomotive, Chesnei pro- 
posed the construction of a line to India, along the Euphrates. 
&nlinson the joining of the Peraian Gulf with the Black 

Mediterranean Seas ; Lesseps was the first to propose the con- 
struction of a route to India via Russia and Afghanistan (Moscow to 
Tashkent to Kabul to Peshawar). The opening of the Suez Canal 
temporarily checked these plans, but we see them reappear in the 
seventies of the last century. Preseel proposed a grand plan of con- 
struction of roads, passing through Turkey and terminating on the 
Persian Gulf. 

The eighties of last century witnessed the formation of the German 
" Company of Anatolean Railways "-the " forerunner " of the future 
Baghdad and other lines. During the European war the railway wee 
constructed as far as Baghdad and further on towards the Persian 
frontier. 

sompetition between England and R u s ~ i a  for the right of construct- 
ing railways in Persia began as far back as 1872, when an Englishman 
-Reuter-was granted a concession by Persia. The British Govern- 
ment, which had already conceived the idea of a Transpersian railway, 
wee then acting under the cloak of a, private individual. The concee- 
eion (with advantages to the concessionaire) was granted on the under- 
standing that a lino would be constructed from Roeht to the Persian 
Gulf. Russian diplomats succeeded in forcing Persia to withdraw the 
concession before any practical work had been done. Great Britain 
and Ruseis then continued to put forward alternate proposals, invari- 
ably opposed by each other and therefore never carried out. I n  1885 
Russia succeeded in obtaining a guarantee from Persia that no oonces- 
lion8 would be granted within Persia for fifteen years ; in 1889 this 
agreement was extended to 1910. The proposal of a railway to Indie, 
via Persia, wae again discussed in 1908, and then firet contemplated as 
a "counterbalance " to the future Baghdad route. An international 
':conflortium " with the participation of Russia,, France, and Oreat 

Was formed in 1911 with an original capital of 2f million franos. 
The route was divided into two sections-the Russian (in accordance 
with the agreement of " spherea of influence " of 1907) from Alyat to 

Reaht, Kasvin, end Tehran, and the British from Tehran to the 
lrontiers of Indian Baluchiatan. I t  was agreed that foreign capital 
(Britiehl 16 per cent., French, 25 per cent.) would also be subncribed 
conBtruction on the Jiuasian section. 
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Preliminary work on the Russian section-results of which were 
published -was completed in 1915 ; the cost of construction (over 530 
versts) was estimated a t  65 million roubles. 

The outbreak of war inevitably postponed the construction, and the 
fate of the Baghdad line rendered the laying of a parallel line as a 
counterbalance to the Baghdad line, then in German hands) useless, 

We shall not go into the various proposals for the construction of 
the Transpersian route, but shall merely point out that the expedience 
and advantages of the route was questioned and severely criticized in 
the Press;  it was pointed out (perhaps not without reason) that the 
Transpersian route would not so much serve for the transit of goods from 
India to Europe and vice versa, as  for the import of goods from 
India and Europe into Persia. I t  was pointed out by a group of 
opponents of the Transpersian route that the construction of routes vie 
Persia to the South was not in the interests of Russia, but the constroc- 
tion of routes leading from the Russian frontier to the principal centres 
of Persia:  Tehran (Djulfa to Tabriz to Kazvin to Tehran), Enzeli 
(Resht to Tehran), Tabriz (Astara to Alyat to Tabriz), Asterabad 
(Bander-i-Gaz to  Shakhrud to Asterabad), Meshed (Askhabad to 
Meshed). An alternative for the Transpersian route not leading to 
the South, but to Alyat to Astara to Resht to Asterabad to Meehed 
and further along the coast of the Caspian Sea via Afghanistan (Herat) 
to India was also proposed. Proposals were simultaneously put 
forward by England not only with regard to the construction of the 
Transpersian route-avoiding Russia (Khanikin to Kermanshah to 
Tehran and to the South across Central Persia), but also with regard 
to the laying of route9 leading from the southern ports into the interior 
of the country (Karachi to  Duzdab to Meshed, etc.). . 

A contract according to  which the Persian Government granted a 
British .' Syndicate of Persian Railways " the right to construct the lines 
Mohammerah to Khurramahad (or Burudjird) and B.-Abbae to 
Mohammerah was made in 1912. Though the syndicate wae granted 
various privileges, the contract was never carried out. 

During the period 1912-26 the Djulfa to Tabria line only was built 
by Russia, and the Persian frontier and Beluchistan to Duadab (with a 
branch from Baghdad to Khanikin) by England. All other projects 
remained unrealized. 

I n  1925 the Persian Government proclaimed a " sugar and tea 
monopoly " (which was in reality nothing but an additional tax on 
these two commodities), end abolished the municipal, road, and other 
local taxes (collected from imported and exported goods), substituting 
them by a uniform " road tax " (which in reality proved to be an addi- 
tional Cuetom duty). 

Receipts from the monopoly and from the road tax were to be umed 
for the construction of railways and the improvement of existing trenO* 
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port routes, but insufficient for either project.' They will prob- 

l,,ly cowr the interest by a loan which Persia will be forced to  make 
in Great Britain or America. 

In the meantime new plans for the construction of railways were 
proposed, The paper Settare-iei-Izan of October 29, 1925, proposed 
the construction of the following routes : 

(1) From Port Mohammerah, passing through Shushtar to Dizful to  
germanshah to Hamadsn to Kazvin to Tehran to  Resht to Pahlevi 
(Enze]i); (2) from Kermanshah to Khanikin ; (3) from Tehran to 
Meshed; and (4) then via Seistan to Duzdab ; (5) branch line of 
the Tehran to Bushire line from Isfahan via Yazd and Kerman to 
Duzdab. 

The construction of two other " coastal" lines is also contem- 
plated: (1) Mohammerah to Bushire to Bander- Abbas to  Chakh to  
Bekhar, joining the southern ports of the Persian Gulf ; and (2) Astara 
to Asterabed along the Caspian coast. 

The Council of Ministers and a Commission of Public Services 
attached to the Majliss have proposed the construction of the following 
routes : Tehran to Bander-i-Gaz (362 kilometres), and Tehran to Kazvin 
to Hamadan to Burudjird to Mohammerah (1,087 kilometres) ; the two 
lines would intersect the whole of Persia from north to south, from sea 
to sea-Tehran to Gwadar, Tehran to Mirjawa, (the Indian frontier), 
Tehran to Gwatar, Tehran to Bender to Linge, Tehran to Rowanduz, 
Tehran to Astara. The project, confirmed by the Cabinet Council, 
includes two other lines : Tehran to Khanikin and Tehran to Chakh 
to Bekhar. 

Thus the route crossing Persia from south to north will begin a t  
Bander-i-Gaz, not at  Pahlevi ; large sums will have to be spent on 
equipping this port. The plan for the construction of the route from 
Bander-i-Gaz to Mohammerah was finally confirmed by the Majliss at 
the end of February, 1927. 

It was recently reported in the Persian papers that  the construction 
of the route from Urmi to Rowanduz and further until i t  joins the 
Baghdad railway in Iraq territory will be begun in the near future. 
It is interesting to note that the original plan of the route via Rowanduz 

proposed by Prance, who had the exit of the Transpersian route to 
the at Alexandretta in view. 

If the plan of construction will be carried out Pereia will be sup- 
plied with a network of railways which will facilitate the working 
of her natural resources, such as oil, coal, ores, eto., now unexploited, 
and Promote industry-i.e., the sale of cotton, wool, eta. Without 
loreign capital, however, Persia will be unable to carry out the pro- 
poled construction or to organize her industry. 

* The revenue from the sugar and tea, monopoly during the first seven 
months W M  21.4 million krs. The amount collected from the " road tax " w.6 
leak 
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I n  his book " The Question of a Railway to India," published in 
1872, Arteruni says : "Can Great Britain agree to lend Persia large 
sums of money for the construction of a railway aaross Arebistan and 
along the coast of the Persian Gulf without the hope of repayment 
and without obtaining special rights on the railway ? . . 

" Persia should not forget the lessons of the past, and in spite of her 
desire to improve her present position, should not agree to any perma. 
nent restrictions of her freedom, of her industry and her trade by 
England in exchange for the construction of railways, of which she 
herself will see nothing but the smoke." The enslavement of Persia is 
certainly probable, especially if construction is carried out by com- 
panies granted privileges, rights, e t ~ .  

I t  should be mentioned that  only a country politically interested in 
the oonstruction of railways in Persia would be able to invest lerge 
sums of money in the enterprise. I n  one of his reports Millspaugh 
admitted that the railways would run a t  a deficit for many years after 
their construction. If England does not directly invest money in the 
scheme of railway construction in Persia, she still has sufficient power 
to  .force Persia to construct railways in directions in which she ie 
interested. I n  any case, it is clear that sooner or later Tehran and 
Tabriz will be connected with : Iraq along the lines Rowand~z to 
Mosnl, Kermanshah to Khanikin ; the Persian Gulf via Mohammerah, 
Duzdab, and the Indian net of railways via Meshed (supposing that 
the proposed line from Duadab to Nekh will be continued to Meshed or 
Kerman) ; the Mediterranean Sea via the Syrian and Palestine ports. 

Here arises the very serious problem of the way in which the 
railways-taking even one line, Mohommerah to Tehran and D~zdab 
to Tehran, into consideration-will affect trade competition in the 
Persian market (among others the competition between the Uo9.8R. 
and England). 

The following circumstances must be taken into consideration 
before this problem can be solved : 

At the present time, while Persia is still primarily a country of 
" peck transport," and while motor routes are few find expensive, the 
ooat of transport of goods along the routes from the ~011th and the 
West is approximately 20 krs. on the route ~ reb i sond  to Tabriz, 27 
31 krs. on the route Basra to Baghdad to Tehran, 25 krs. on the route 
Mohammerah to Dizful to Tehran, 30 to 36 kra. on the route M0hsrn- 
merah to Isfshan to Tehran, and Buahire to Isfahan to Tehrm, ma 
13 to 20 krs. on the:route Duzdab to Meshed. The routes leading 
Persia from the U.S.S.R. ere considerably shorter and o h e a ~ e r - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
1 kr. on the route Baku to Pekhlevi, and from 11 to 12 krs. to Tehrsn ; 
5 to 7 krs. from the station of the Tranecaspisn Railway to *eehed; 
2 to 5 krs. from Djulfa, the terminus of our railway, to Tabriz* The 
ooneiderable difference of cost is in our favour, We have, however' 
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to take a very important factor into consideration- 
nrmely, the transport of goods to the Persian frontier within the 
U,S,g,R, The cost of railway transport alone, for example-excluding 

the of transport by water and additional charges-for cotton 
ie 3 rb, 80 cop per pood (19 krs.) on the route Moscow to Baku 

to pekhlevi, 4 r b  65 cop per po0d (23 krs.) to M ~ s c o w  to Poltoratsk, 
end 4 rb, per pood (20 krs.) MOSCOW to Djulfa. 

These expenses would raise the cost of transport from ~ O S C ~ W  to  
Tehrsn to 30 krs, per pood, from MOSCOW to Meshed to 30 krs., and 
from Moscow to Tabriz to 23 krs. The cost of transport of foreign 
goods from London and Hamburg to the Persian frontiers is compara- 
tivsly insignificant-ie., 1 kr. 35 c. Europe to Karachi, 2 krs. 50 c. 
Europe to Basra, and 2 krs. 30 c. Europe to Bushire. 

Each improvement and reduction of cost of transport on the 
Persian routes will result in our goods being unable to  conlpete with 
foreign goods, if our present tariffs are maintained or increased. 

Let us assume that the Mohsmmerah to Tehran and Duzdab to 
Meshed railways are constructed. We  can gain an approximate idea 
of the tariffs by comparing them with those existing on the Karachi to 
Duzdab route. 

It is difficult to estimate the accurate chqrges existing on the 
Duzdab to Karachi line, owing to the operation of a complex system 
of special tariffs, exemptions, and privileges to certain companies, etc., 
but nevertheless possible to fix an average of 2 to 2.8 krs. per pood for 
the entire route (1,460 versts)--i.e., 0-14 to 0-18 c. per pood per verst. 
The length of the Duzdab to Meshed railway route will be approximately 
1,040 versts, the length of the Mohammereh to Tehran route 1,087 
versts. Thus, if we regard the cost of transport Duzdab to Karachi as 
normal, the cost of transport of one pood along the railway line 
Jhzdab to Meshed will amount to 1-07 krs., and along the railway line 
Yohammerah to Tehran, 2 krs. 

The cost of transport per pood along the Duzdab to Meshed to 
Tehran railway, if it were conetructed, would be about 2.5 to 3-25 krs. 
If this freight were double it would still reduce the cost of transport of 
foreign goods from the South:of Persia, now approximately 18 krs. on 
the route Dusdeb to Meshed, and 30 krs. on the route Mohammerah 
to Tehran and Bnshire to Tehran. The length of the route would be 
reduced ten times, and would occupy approximately two to three days 
from the Persian Gulf. The cost of transport from the producing 
centres of the U.S.S.R. to Tehran is about 30 krs. per pood for textile 
goods, while the coat of transport for British materials, from London 
by to the Persian Gulf and thence by railway, would only be 
4'5 kre-l and that for Indian goods atill lower. We take textile goods 
as an example only, but the lowering of freights will undoubtedly 

8Ug8r1 kerosene, etc., and facilitate the transport of kerosene end 
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benzene from the South. The construction of railways will ilea 
the export of Persian raw material, and the route by these 
goods are transported, which were formerly despatched via the 
U.S.S.R. ; the new routes will be used for the export of leather, 
and carpets to  America ; cotton and wool, gum, almonds, and'pi8tacbio 
nuts, valuable timber from the North, and perhaps rice and dried fruit 
if the methods of preservation are improved. 

I t  would be foolish to think that the above-mentioned railways can 
be constructed immediately-a few years will certainly elapse before 
they are partially laid ; the first step has, however, been accomplished : 
the plans have been approved and the funds are being raised. 

I t  is not our task to  point out the ways which will enable our 
goods to  compete more favourably with foreign goods: they are 
reduction of cost price, increase of selection, improved packing, the 
transfer of producing centres to the frontiers, etc. ; but the introduc- 
tion of special export tariffs, the construction of railways to Meshed 
from Poltoratsk via Kuchan or Serakhs, and to Tehran from tho 
Caspian Sea ; the lowering of the abnormally high tariffs, the repair of 
the line Tabriz to Djulfa, etc., would undoubtedly facilitate matters. 

Our object in the present article has been merely to give an idea of 
the existing Persian transport routes and their part in the economic 
condition of the country and of the proposed construction of new lines. 
I n  addition to what has been said, i t  is essential to add that in the 
plan of work relating to the improvement of road transport, the 
Persian Government has decided to approve the following expenditures 
in 1926-27 : For the repair and maintenance of existing roads, 
3,370,000 krs. ; for the construction of new first-class roads-(a) 
Meshed Disser to Firuz to Kukh to Tehran to Kum to Burudjird to 
Khorrem to Abad to Dizful to Shushtar to Mohammereh, 3,0801000 
krs. (only 718 kilometres of this route of 1,218 kilometres are still 
uncompleted) ; (b) Tehran to Tabriz and further to the Turkish and 
Soviet Russian frontiers, 800,000 krs. ; (c) Tehran to I8faban to 
Bushire, 1,191 kilometres (still uncompleted 485 kilometree), 112709000 
krs. for completing the road ; (d) Shiraz to Lar to ~ander-Abbas, 4*O 
kilometres (still uncompleted 330 kilometres) ; ( e )  Firus to Kuh to 
Semnan to Meshed, 746 kilometres (646 kilometres are not yet con* 
structed), the expenditure of 800,000 krs. has been approved for the 
completion of the road; (f)  Abbas to Dusdab, and ~ender-*bbafl to 
Isfahan, 1,260 kilometres (600,000 krs. have been assigned for this 
work, which has already begun ; the width of the road will be 3 saj-) ; 
an additional 580,000 krs. has been assigned for the confltruction Of 

three roads to connect Iraq to Melair, Iraq to Lahidjan, and Tohrrn to 
Veramin. I t  is evident that  in the near future, when the construction 
of these roads is accomplished, the main routes for the transit of good' 
in Persia will be euitable s t  least for wheeled trafic. 



A NOTE ON TRANSJORDAN 
rumours Wahabi movements during Iklarch have 

caused some anxiety to those who have friends and relations in Trans- 
joraan (as in Iraq), it is satisfactory to know that 'Ibn Saoud dis- 
claims any thoughts of a Jehid or of encouraging attacks on that  

country, that trouble from Arabia is not likely to  interfere with its 
development under the Mandate. 

The internal outlook is most encouraging. Our relations with the 
French appear to be excellent ; the termination of the rebellion in Syria 
has been of great benefit. The Druze refugees, including many of the 
rebellious combatants, having mustered in thousands a t  Azrak, that  
oasis and its vicinity were placed under martial law ; there over 700 
refugees accepted the favourable French terms and returned to Syria., 
many went to Palestine, and a number, under the obstinate Sultan el 
Atrash, were expelled to the Nejd. The country was thus practically 
cleared of this troublesome element, and our Air Force and Frontier 
Force could be withdrawn. Although it cannot be expected that raids, 
the sole industry " and sport of many tribes, should altogether cease, 
it is pleasing to know that they are being diminished, and that  a lerge 
number of intertribal feuds have been settled, whereby general 
security is advanced. 

There has been a temporary set-back from a few points of view, 
owing to the serious earthquakes, which caused loss of life and much 
damage to properties, public and private, which has to  be made good. 
But a brief glance at  the advance made in 1927 shows that a great deal 
has been done towards progress. 

The country has been divided into four administrative divisions, 
and these into fifteen sub-districts. Agriculture in many respects 
Progresses. Large oreas of land, including vine-bearing regions, have 
been brought under cultivation. Cereal crops have increaeed. 
Locusts, unfortunately, invaded the country from Syris, and Iraq in the 
summer, but prompt measures were taken, Palestine lending flamn- 

and twenty tons, it is estimated, were destroyed. Lately 
fresh swarmf~ have approached, of which many were blown into the 
deeerta. Bedouins, whose lands they visited, were provided with a 
welcome change of diet, end sold locusts for food by measure (the 
zOt l )  st about twopence the pound. The contemplated establishment 

an International Locust Bureau by tbe Governments of Syria, 
Tranajordan, and Egypt should do good service in future. 

Over 6,000 do~tzcnts (about 2,000 acres) have been sold to the Peles- 
tine Electric Corporation, which has aonlpensated owners ; to whom 
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also State lands have been allotted. The Government has sold 
plots of cultivable State land situated in the midst of private proper- 
ties, and by the development of large blocks has helped to increme 
production. A State survey is, of course, needed for r e ~ . a l u ~ t i ~ ~  and 
taxation purposes, and this has been started. 

Revenue has increased. The Customs Department, under the 
present Director, has done much good work, additional posts having 
been established a t  important points. Smuggling has diminishod, and 
two tobacco factories opened. 

As regards public worlrs, communications are being increased, many 
fair-weather roads having been made. The heavy cost of metalling 
cannot of course yet be undertaken, but the rainy season only lasts 
about three months, and they are but seldom impassable. The 
Department of Health does a, vast amount of good. Great care is taken 
to increase and control the water supplies to deal with malarial 
regions, especially, e.g., near the Dead Sea, and also with infectious 
diseases. Education is supported and advances as circumstances 
admit. An interesting feature as regards Moslem schools is that a 
number of teachers attached to nomadic tribes follow the movements 
of their tribes. 

A large number of useful laws and  regulation^ have been enacted, 
amongst which may be mentioned-a law for the reorganization of the 
Legel Department and of the Sherih ( 0  ttomen religioue) Courts ; an 
Act to regulate dealings between merchants and farmers ; for the pre- 
vention of crime, for extradition, and for woods and forests. The very 
interesting "antiquities " of which Transjordan can boast are not 
neglected. Happily they suffered but little from the earthquakes. 
Exploration ie continued, applications for permission to excavate in 
fresh sites are pending, and a temporary museum has been established 
a t  Amman, as well as a gallery of inscriptions at Jerash. 

R. L. N, M. 



FROM THE Y ENI-TURKISTAN. 
DECEMBER, 1927. 

('Cao~u MUSTAPHA OGBU " describes the events from 1917, regarding the for- 
lnetion of the Khokand autonomous State. 

In December, 1917, the Turkistan Congress proclaimed the " Autonomy of 
Turkistan" amidst the greatest rejoicing of all sects. 

In the following October the Bolsheviks took possession of Tashkend. From 
thst time onward Turkistan has been the scene of many and various political 
meetings and congresses, which have passed many rosolutions, but which have 
accomplished nothing towards freeing the country. 

The census of Turkistan is set out, showing towns, area in square versts, 
population, percentage of inhabitants in town and country. 

The provinces ere : 

... ... Usbegistan ... 4,400,000 population. 

... Turltmenistan ... ... 940,000 ,, 
I<irghiestan ... ... ... 990,000 ,, 
Tadjiltsten ... ... .. 740,000 ,, 

In another category are the provinces which do not properly constitute 
" Turltistan," vie., those broadly shown as " I<irgliizstun," or as shown in this 
publication as " I(asakstan." 

The total population of this tract is shown as 12,600,000. 
Since the Russian occupation there has been e great increase of town PoPu- 

lation owing to the fact that peasants cannot cultivate without animals, which 
they have lost. 

Unemployinent and Labour l3urcaus have been started. 
The figures shown are as follows : 

Natives ... ... ... 
Russians ... ... ... ... "' 60,000 7~000)~nemployed. 

Natives ... ... ... ... 10 "/,unemployed in 
Russians ... . . .  ... ... 86 0/, receipt of relief. 

It is easy to see that the bankrupt conditions in Russia are causing an 
increase of poverty in Turltistan through Russian emigration and enforced 
relief from native revenues. 

Last August the number of people receiving relief in the city of 'Tmhkend 
21130. Of these twenty-three were natives. The Russians candidly 

they do not wieh native worLmen to supplant ltussians in the factories. 
Alist of fourteen trades with their Russian and native members is given* 

The total number of trades unionists is in the proportion of 111 Russians to 
27 nativee. 

The Co-operative societies introduced by Russia mean 10s. to the native. 
The latter hae to purchase certain arhiclos of necessity, and the 80cietiea lmke 
him t a b  other goods an ~ ~ 1 1 .  
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When he sells produce to the Societies, the latter never credit him with full 
weight. 

I n  Turkmenistan, the rebel leader Jenid Khan, after having made a treaty of 
peace with the Bolsheviks, was, as the result of the Cheka's action, discredited 
by his former associates, and forced to flee. 

The Cheka does its best to sow discord between the States of Turkmenistan 
and Usbegistan, and uses the traditional causes of quarrel. The Russians' 
object is to settle Russians in these territories. 

There is a certain amount of famine round Merv. 
I n  Kasakstan native workmen have to work from sunrise to eunset; the 

Soviet Government's prorriises of an eight-hour and a seven-hour day in com- 
memoration of the revolution count for nothing. 

T H E  "AZERI TURK." 

This new publication publishes its policy, which is as follows : 
To follow all happenings in Azerbaijan and in other dependencies of the late 

Czarist Government, and to aid them in their endeavours to achieve their 
independence. 

I t  will support all principles of the modern Turkish Republic, that is demo- 
cratic Government, and will encourage popular movements in trade and 
the arts. 

Attention is drawn to the action of the Turkish Government in prosecuting 
Ihsan Bey (the former President of the Tribunal of Independence) for corrupt 
dealings regarding the repairs to the Yawas battleship, and says this is a note- 
worthy attempt to purify Government departments. 

Action has been taken against the Turkish Communist Party, especially 
against one of the leaders, Dr. Shefiq Bey. 

I n  the Tenth Gcneral Congress of Russinn Communists held in December, 
1927, the Azerbaijan representative, Ali I-Iaider Karaif, said that from tho Com- 
rnunist point of view matters were not proceeding satisfactorily in Azerbaijan, 
and that Moscow promised to help the proletariat against the bourgeois classes. 

At the rneeting of Azerbaijan Communists at Baku in Octobor, 1927, the 
Commissar of Azerbaijan, &loses Bekof,  aid that, owing to the delay in sub- 
dividing the land, the prosperity of the country was being retarded. But the 
division of the land was a slow process, and would take thirty years. Accord- 
ing to the statistics available there are 380,000 peasants without land. Those 
Peasants owning more land than others w o ~ ~ l d  have to give up some of it. 

There was a growing opposition to tho manner of dividing up  tho land, 
especially in the Malokan district, where, after the Revolution, the fi~88i.n~ 
took more than their share. 

The Turks and Armenians have also to be considered, and trouble in to be 
expected in satisfying all netionalities thnt they are fairly trsbted. The 
khnenians are accu~lonled to moul~tainous tracts, and therefore flpccial con- 
sideration will have to be givcn to their capabilities. 

I n  Baku the local Cornnlunists, under the name of the " Mahmoud I{hanbo' 
claghof Group," find themsolves in opposition to the Central Cornrnuniat 
on the following points, and make the following demands : 

1. The attempt of Moscow to appoint a I'reaident to rule both tho right 
left party (of the Com~nunists) is a failure, and must cease. 
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2, Tho heads of the Co.operative Societies appointed by Moscow only work 
for tlleir own ends, and relegate the local national Communists to the position 
of 11 Counsollor~." 

3. The local (' National " Communists object to being called merely " local," 
as they fire national. 

4. Moscow centralizes everything there, and ieaves no question to bc 
decided by the local inhabitants. Moscow has done this by means of an 

inteneive sy tern of bureaucracy. 
5. The local nationalization of institutions is demanded. 
6, The economic development of the Trans-Caucasian Federated States ia 

to be considered afresh, with a view to their bctterment. 
7. The immigration of Russians into Azerbaijan is to be considered sfrcsh. 

WAZIRISTAN NOTES 
norDs.-In North Waziristan work is being done on the Thal-Idali rand, and 

a track has been constructed between Razani and Datta Khel via the Lowangai 
Narai. 

1n South Waziristan the road froin Sarwakai to Wana has been sanctioned, 
and contrbctors have been nominated for the first two sections up to Dargai 
Obo. Work is now in full swing. 

COLUMNS.-The Razmak Column visited Ladha in May and remained there 
four nights without a shot being fired. 

The Manzai Column visited Wana in October and remained there four days. 
Afew shots were fired by snipers at Karab Kot on the march back, and one 
sepoy was wounded. While the Manzai Coluriln was a t  Wona, the Razmak 
Column moved out to Dargai Obo in support of it. 

POWINDAHS.-L~S~ cold weather there were several incidents between the 
Powindahe and the Wana JVazirs during the former's migrations, and the Wazir 
village8 on Spin were burnt. This p a r  the Suleitnan Khels passed down to 
BritishIndia without any trouble at all. The Dotannis started to grsee on Spin 
and a party of scouts were sent out to deal with them, which it managed llloet 
successfully. 

~ E N E R A L . - T ~ ~  situation has been vcry quiet during the last year, only a 
few minor incidents having occurred. Meanwhile, the tribesmen are becoming 
more and more amenable. In  Septenlber the Political Agent of South Wazirietan, 
escorted by a number of Mahsud illalike and Khassedars, climbed Fir aha17 the 
highest mountain in Wnziristan. I t  is believed that this is the firet time a 
European has reached the top. 

Only two or three n~inor incidents occurred between the IVazirs and Maheuds 
at Rarmak during tho hot westher, and both sides nre beginning to regard last 
Par's orders regarding tho boundary as a fin* ~ct t lement  of the dispute. 

A telephone lina has recently been constructed between R ~ m a l c  and 
SnraV3h@, tlllls linking up Iinzlnnk with Dera Ialnail Khan by the direst route 
via Tank. 
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M*aco POLO : IL MILIONE Prima edizione integrale, a cur& di ~ ~ i ~ i  
Foscolo Benedetto. Florence : Olechki. 600 lire. 

Professor Benedetto, in the very first words of his prefwe, bwi- 
fully recalls the sentences with which Cristoforo Negri, the founder of 

the Italian Geographical Society, hailed the appearance of Bir H~~~ 
Yule's cla8Sical edition of " Marco Polo" in 1872 : . I  The that 
concludes the long bibliography of Italian and foreign researchea on the 
p e a t  traveller, from Ramusio onwards. . . . Yule ha8 taken the cab. 
ject away from the Italians, he has conquered the field and sill hold 
it." " This illusion," continues Benedetto, had obscwd throngh 
these years the truth that every essential problem about Marco Polo 
was etill uneolved ; the firet and fundamental being the problem of the 
text." And certainly thie volume justifies the claim. 

Profemor Benedetto'e sumptuous book marke a new epoch in the 
Polo etudiee ; and with it before us we marvel that the obvioue baais of 
further research in this field-namely, the reconetruction of the text- 
ehould have been neglected all these years. I t  could only be nnder- 
taken by a philologist, a Bornaniet and palaeographiet, whereee the 
Polo question had been monopolized by geographers, historians, and 
Orientalists. That Yule wee aware of hie limitations in thie field in 
proved by the suppression in the second edition of hie " Polo" of the 
list of M89. known to him, which had been contained in the  OM^ 
edition. This list hee been re-installed with many additions by Henri 
Cordier in the third edition of the book in 1903, and in the supplemen- 
tar y volume of 1920. I t  containe a1 together ninety-t wo MBB. ; merely 
indexed according to their languages or their distribution in d m  
countries and libreriee ; but out of the eeven item0 contained in the 
supplement only two concern really new text0 ; m d  from the eighv-fin 
catalogued in the book, nine are shown by Bendetto to be d o p l i d ,  
or non-existing, or to refer to prinfad copiee. There remein M ~ D ~ Y .  

eight texta, to which Benedetb hrs  sdded sixty discovered by bmdr 
His object was not to draw a mere stetistic of the exieting h b ~  how- 
ever complete, but to mbmit the whole of this h q e  m a t e d  to ' 
thorough sndyais and cornprison, so u to m d r h i n  the muttd 
tiona of the texts and their derivation, in order to cl-if~ hem 
g r o u p  referable to their different archetypes. 

All this would have been merely an erudite exerciu, if the lor 
the original text, or of 8 faithful and rnmple(s oopy of it notmds 

it neceaeary Lo r e c ~ ~ e t r u c t  it from thcns that have d v e d e  mm 

or lea incomplete and inaccurate. The protot~ps. from dieb 
2B 
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,rioue of texts originated are all lost, but they can be reoon- 
stncls,j from their derivatives, all of which, however mutilated, contain 

particular item or detail belonging to each one in particular, 

which be pieced together so as to restore the whole. These 
archetypes were copied from versions of the Genoese text earlier than 
the oldest MS. now existing. The labour entailed in the sorting and 
the oomparison word by word of this vast array of materials scattered in 
evev mootry of Europe and in fifty different libreries, and in the 
patient reoonstmction, can easily be imagined. 

In the conree of his work Professor Benedetto has been able to 
solve some minor problems, such as the one regarding the correct 
name of Polo's chronicler, which is now proved by philological 
argnmente to have been " Rustichello " and not " Rueticiano " 

Bueticiaus " instead " Rusticiens "), and to dispose of the old legend 
that tbe eaid Bustichello took down currente calamo in his queer 
French the extemporized narrative of Marco Polo. Yule wee not 
without doubts about thie dictation, but the legend appealed to him too 
much, end he etnck to it. But the 'a  Book of Ser Marco Polo" bears 
all along the signe of having been deliberately composed in the tredi- 
tionel style and lines of the roman chevalercaque upon notes either 
written by Marco Polo or jotted down and methodically ordered in the 
long intercourse between the romance writer and Polo in the Genoeee 
prison. And it seems fit and proper that such an epic should heve 
bssn clothed in the traditional garb of the romna de geatcb, one of the 
me cases in which one hee been built about the feats of e 
living hero. 

The principal and more complete surviving texts had been published 
with more or less w o r m y ;  and in a few caaes attempts had been 
made to restore them by introducing materials taken from other 
mflrcw, but, lacking the knowledge of their relrtion~hips and their 
&rivetion, the resulting work had necessarily been haphazard and 
incomplete. Just a century ago, Baldelli-Boni had planned to publieh 

the b x ( r  known at the time, but the undertaking did not go beyond 
fint itsgee. The famous French MR. of the Biblwthiqw 

Nat-k in Paris, known lu the " Owgraphical Text," and believed to 
be a and complete reproduction of the Uenoeee text, waa edited 
in bg Boux de la Rochelle with many s l i p  sad errom. It hi the 
fmnhtion of H. Murray's translation (1844). 

reptlmion of this text was obleured for e while by the verlion 
in correct French due to a certain UrAgoire (1908), of which many 
dsrintion8 are extant. The reaeon for the preference waa a declaration 
Rprodnd  in a few M89. of this group, purporting that the original 
q Y  hd been given by lfarco Polo himeelf to the Chew. Thikult ,  
lord of %Y, to be delivered to Charlea de Valoi.. On the strength ' thi8 uwdion, G. Pauthier, who edited thie h x t  in 1866, and variow 
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others, believed i t  to be the definite version, approved by Polo himself, 

Yule, tllough aware ihat the (' geographical text" was fuller more 
correct, in spite of the corrupt language in which it is baa 
based his translations on Grhgoire's version. This text is contained 
in some of the most beautiful and artistic codices that we possess, such 
as the Livre des Merveilles of the Paris National Library, the Royal 
Manuscript of the British Museum, and MS. 264 of the Bodleia,n. 

Equally ancient is the translation in Italian, the so-called Tuscan 
version, whose best-known representative is the Codice della Gnuco, 
surnamed "the Best " (1' Ottimo), often reprinted (last edition by Dante 
Olivieri, 1912), notwithstanding its gross errors in transcription and 
interpretation. The ingenuity of Professor Benedetto's work is dis- 
played a t  its best in the construction of the group of texts belonging to 
the Venetian version, also dating back to the early fourteenth century. 
I t  contains more than eighty MSS., divided into a number of secondary 
groups, translated in many languages, and re-translated from them, 
even back into Venetian. Without attempting to enter into the 
intricacies of this class of texts, it is worth mentioning that Professor 
Benedetto has proved the close relationship that the Latin version of 
Friar Francis Pipino of Bologna, done when Marco Polo was still 
living, bears to it. Pipino's version had the largest diffusion at his 
time and after;  and a large number of texts of it are left us. 
Benedetto has added twenty-four to the twenty-six catalogued by 
Cordier. One famous copy of it, printed in 1485, is the one fully 
annotated with marginal comments by the hand of Columbus himself, 
which is now a t  the Columbian Library of Lisbon. The version of 
Pipino is not of much use for the reconstruction of Polo's text ; but it 
is important because it was the foundation of Ramusio's text, which 
became the source of Purchas and of one of the best modern editions of 
Polo, that of Marsden (republished as late as 1926). 

The second volume of the Navigatio~zi et viaggi, containing the 
Travels of Messer Marco Polo, was published in 1559, nine years d e r  
the first volume, and two years after Ramusio's death. However, he 
had prepared it for publication, including a preface to the Travels. In 
i t  we find a first attempt to sketch the life of Marco Polo, and also a 
hint concerning the various sources used by him to compose his text; 
among which was a Latin codex belonging to a Venetian friend, Ghisi~ 
described as being of lnarvellous antiquity and perhaps copied frorn 
the original of Messer Maroo." I t  was, in fact, the first sttempt, bow- 
ever clumsily achieved, of a critical edition. 

The analysis of Ramusio's teat has led Professor Benedetto 
ascertain the identity of its component parts, which he has found to 
bolong to four texts in addition to the fundamental one of Pipino* He 
has traced them all, including a copy of tho much-discussed Ghisi codex' 
Murray was rather sccpticel about the genuineness of this document' 



on hand, Yule, who made a discreet use of Ramusio, has  
&(The most important remaining problem in regard to  the  

text of polo's work is the discovery of the supplemental mauuscript 
from which Ramusio derived those passages which are found only in 
big edition." And von Richthoffen was of opinion that  " the finding of 
the MS. employed by Ramusio would have an importance only second 
to the discovery of the original of Marco Polo's own additions to the 
narrative." Professor Benedetto has had the luck to  see his researches 
crowned by the discovery of this text, or a t  any rate of a copy of i t  in 
the Ambrosiana Library of Milan. This copy, like any other, has many 
gaps and omissions, but there remains enough amply to prove the 
derivation of this version from a predecessor of, and R better text than 
the "geographical." There are in it 200 passages lacking in the 
"geographical text," and more than half of these are to  be found in 
Ramusio. Among the remaining there are many important additions 
for the restoration of Polo's text: For instance, many new details on 
China Proper, a new chapter on Russia, and a remarkable chapter on 
the ~entr*l Asian town of Kharakhoto, excavated and explored by 
Colonel Kozloff in 1908-09, and by Sir Aurel Stein in his third expedi- 
tion (1913-16). The latter had supposed that  the site should be 
identified with Marco Polo's " City of Etzina," but this is described in 
the "Book" "as an agricultural centre, whereas the newly discovered 
chapter gives to Kharakhoto the importance of a capital city and centre 
of culture : ' Civitas Klzaraclzoto (misspelt Kharachoco by the copyist) 
. . . sub se lnz~ltus alias civitates et castra distringit . . . Ge?ttes . . . 
sapielztissinba (sic) szmt et senzper stz~delzt i n  artibt~s liberalibl~s,'" etc. 

The critical analysis of the texts, their description and history, so 
far aa it could be ascertained, fills up nearly half of Professor Benedetto's 
book. The main conclusions to be drawn from the systematic study of 
all the available material are that none of the existing known texts is 
a faithful and complete reproduction of the Genoese original ; that  the 
French MSS. on which the text of Pauthier is based do not represent 8. 

veraion revised by Marco Polo ; and that  the various groups of existing 
versions of the Book " were not originally derived from the " Geogra- 
phical text," but from earlier MSS. Also, the new matter contained in 
Ramusio is genuine, and dorived from old texts more complete than the 
" Geographical text." 

Among them all the Geographical text " holds the first place for 
Correctness and completion, and this tent Professor Benedetto prints in 
the second part of his volume, for the first time correctly interpreted 
and reproduced by n scholar in philology. Side by side with it are 
printed separately on each page, in the language and form in which 
they have reached us, all the passages and fragments of varied import- 
ance and length collected from the mass of the other texts that go to 
restore the mutiletions of the main text. 
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What is now needed to complete the work is to incorporate d l  ther 
elements in the text, and give unity of language to the whole by a 
translation. For the correct interpretation of the texts, a competent 
philologist will again be needed, and there can be no doubt that none 
could undertake it with more knowledge and as intimate a familiarity 
with the subject aa Professor Benedetto has acquired ; and it is to be 
hoped that he will complete his work and give us the full record of the 
great Polo Odyssey. 

The book is issued under the auspices of the City of Venice and of 
the Italian Geographical Committee. I t  is worthy of ita subject in 
every respect. A number of plates, in colour and in black, reproduce 
some miniature pages and some MS. sheets of the more famous codicee. 
There is a full index. Professor Benedetto announces an eeeay on the 
language of the " Georgraphical text," whose index will be a lexicon 
for the printed text. I?. DE I?. 

VON CINGOIS KHAN ZUR SOWJETREPUBLIK. Eine kurze Geschichte der Mongolei 
unter besonderer Beriicksichtigung der neusten Zeit. By Iwen Jako- 
lewitsch Korostovetz, in collaboration with Dr. Erich Hauer. Published 
by Walter de Gruyter and Co., Berlin and Leipzig. 352 pages; 
38 illustrations and a map of Mongolia. 

The Central Asian Society has a particular interest in Mongolia and the 
Mongols, if only on account of having recently had the advantage of attending 
two lectures, a t  least, on the subject, delivered by such distinguished Fellows of 
the Society as Sir George MacMunn and Sir Denison Ross. The work under - 
review therefore may be said to appear a t  an opportune moment. I t  remaine 
to  be decided how far M. Korostovetx's relatively large work is e valuable 
contribution to the history of the peoples of Central Asia, and aleo to what 
extent i t  supplements such well-known works as Howorth's monumental 
" History of the Mongols," and Skrine and R,oss's less imposing, but equally 
important, work, " The Hear t  of Asia." Without any reflection on the already 
considerable literature dealing with Mongolia and Western Chine, it may be 
said without prejudice that  there exists ample room for a further systematic 
h i ~ t o r y  of Central Asia, especially relating to more or less recent events. We 
have aleo to bear in mind the work ~ ] r e n d y  newly accomplished by American 
investigators in the  Gobi, a s  well as that which appears to be in hand at the 
moment by Russian archleologiats, one of whom claims to have discovered the 
burial-place of Chingiz K h ~ n  himself. Apart altogether from ancient history, 
the time has come for a report from reliable sourcea on conditions 8s they are to 
be found today, and M. Koru~tovetx in his official capacities has had exceptional 
opportunities of inveotigation, and cannot fail to be a leading authority on the 
subject he has chosen. 

Under the old Tzarist rigiwle he was an  official in the Diplomatic Service, 
and early in his career was sent out to the Ruasian Etnbaaay in Peking. From 
1899 to 1902 he  was head of the Diplomfitic Branch of Admiral ~ l e x @ l e ~ ' ~  
administration in Port Arthur. H e  went through the Borer Rebellion, andl in 
1905, was Secretary to Count Witw a t  the Peace Conference in ~ o r t e m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
His  Memoirs denling with this Conference have already appeared in Endinh 
under the title of " Pre- War  Diplomacy." From 1907 to 1912 he was ~ m b ~ a ~ ~ ~  
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in Peking, From this short summary of his career it will be evident that he k 
pudified for the task he has undertaken. 

His collaborator, Dr. Hauer, is a distinguished Oriental linguist and scholar. 
Hi8 claims to part.authorship are put almost too modestly, as it is evident that 
hie influence on his colleague in many of the sections of the book has not been 
inconsiderable. 

There are forty-one chapters and an appendix. Of these, the first eight 
concern themselves with a re'sumk of the early history of the Mongols. I t  

is obvious that history, even since such comparatively modern times as those of 
Chingiz, cannot be much more than summarized in such a short space. Hom- 
ever, as long as one is not looking for original work, this will possibly be found 
sufficient for the purpose. Then comes an hiatus in the narrative, and the 
purely hietorical section is not continued until chapter xxxv., when the authors 
deal with post-World War results and the repercussions of the Russian Revolu- 
tion so far as Russia vis-a-vis Mongolia is concerned. Chapter xxxix. describes 
Soviet propaganda in China ; whilst the concluding chapter gives the latest news 
from Urga-that is to say, up to the end of September, 1925. 

The appendix is an abstract of the terms of the constitution of the Republic 
of the Mongols, or whatever it chooses to call itself now. Had one not heard 
Miss Cable's humorous stories of life in the tents of the Kalmucks, and learnt 
from her how, under Soviet pressure, veneered with what passes for civilization 
some of these Central ~ s i a n s  are, one might be surprised at their modernity. 
The constitutions are worthy of a better cause. 

The foregoing may indicate to some extent that, so far as history goes, the 
authors are chiefly interested in modern events. The intervening chapters are 
connected with a variety of subjects, not all by any means of equal interest. 
Here, for instance, we find a description of the principal author's arrival and 
life in Urga. Then follows a series of essays on many matters, such as, for 
example, Lamaism, Russo-Mongolian trade relationships, schools, and education. 
Dotted about in the middle of the book are descriptione of such details as a 
private audienco with the Hutuktu, a Buddhist feast in Urga, or a dissertation 
on Mongolian princes, intermingled with a pen picture of the town of Ergs. 

The chapter on the Mongolian ~ ~ e e c h  and alphabet calls for some slight 
comment. It  seems unnecessary to group die  eigentliche Mongoliache Spyache 
into four groups. Hitherto throe only have been recognized-viz., RIongolian 
proper, Kalmuck, and Buriatic. We agree with the authors that the Afghan- 
blongolian dialect can be left out of consideration. The interesting history 
of the origin of the Mongolian alphabet is not very clearly brought out, nor is it 
emphasized that the Mongol characters of today are the lineal descendants of 
that uighurian lettering, which was evolved from the old Syriac, which in its 
turn reached the Uighurs throngh Ncstorinn missionaries. I t  is a point worthy 
of special emphasis that here wo have in the Far East a lettering akin to 
Hebrew. One would hardly expect to find Aramaic remnants on the confines 
of China. Due credit is however given to the later Indian and Tibetan influences 
on dphabetic modifications. But nowadays, even with the use of Galik 
character0, difficulty is experienced in interpreting certain sounds, much the 

a0 modern Turkish is not always suited to the use of Persi-Ar~bic without 
in certain vowel sounds. 

Reference has already been made to the shortness of the historical sections 
with early Alongolian history. Here no attempt aeema to have been 

to break new ground. Reliance as to historical facts has been p l~ced  
largely on the work0 of Posdnejew. Very little is said about Mongol migrations 
and invssions towards the Weat-migrationa that came to exercise such enormous 
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influence on Occidental history. Invasions (with permanent results) in the 
reverse direction began, it may be said, with the expansion of Russia towards 
Central Asia in the reign of Peter the Great. We learn, too, that in 1800 the 
mad Tzar, Paul, acting under pressure from Napoleon, despatched an expedition 
into Turkestan in order to undermine British influence in India. Thus does 
history repeat itself. It is satisfactory to learn that it met with the disaster it 
deserved. 

But frunltly, the historical sections are disappointing. There seems such 
a small nmount of use in writing eine 7curze Geschichte of the Mongols, startii~~ 
from the times of Chingiz. There is available an accumulation of historical 
facts relating to Mongolian events long prior to the days of the Great Slayer and 
the Golden Horde. And it is, too, a period by no means devoid of interest, as 
tending to help the study of the development of the Central Asian peoples. It 
is a period already rich in literature, a great part of which is, in fact, available 
in German, in contradiction to Dr. Franke's statement in the preface to the 
effect that die deutsci~e Literatur ist  nicht reich an Schriften iiber die 
Mongolei, ihre VFlker und ihre Geschichte. If German literature is not rich in 
the subject, it is at  least very well provided for. Unfortunately, it cannot be 
said that &I. Korostovetz has added much to it so far as the early story of the 
Mongol tribes is concerned. 

His modern history again is largely made up of a mass of detail, of interest 
possibly to the clerical section of a Chancellerie, but not of great importance to 
the general reader. To this, exception may be made to the chapter on the 
Mongols vis-?t-vis Soviet propaganda, which is not only very informative, but, 
so far as we can judge, very accurate. This, of course, one is entitled to expect 
from so distinguished an  author. 

TO sum up, there is to be four~d between the extra lnrge pages of this work e, 

tremendous amount of information of all sorts relating to the peoples of eastern 
(lentral Asia. Rut its compilation as a history is exasperating to the reader or 
the student. The narrative is not consecutive. I t  is not entirely logical in its 
sequence. I t  does not, in short, fulfil its claim to be a short history of the 
Rlongols. 

I t  strikes us aH being more in the form of a series of extracts, or a series of 
carefully rewritten despntches, than a formal testbook. But even if we take it 
at  that, it is true that they are the despatches of a clever, far-seeing, and very 
well-informed Ambassador to his departmental chief, and as such, of course, 
they have a very considerable vnlue as reference. 

The illustrations are not of any particular interest, and cannot be described 
as being much other than a series of crcellent snapshots taken by an enthusiastic 
amateur photographer. 

There is, unfortunately, no index, and i t  is a hopeless business to attempt to 
trace anything through the book. There is a formidable list of errata, many of 
which are ~llerely corractions in Gernlan grammar, which might, if not should, 
have been corrected in the proofs. Apart from that, the publishers have stood 
by their authors well. The type is erccllent and very clenr, and the print is in 
the best modern German style, which ia saying R good deal. I t  is, of co~rse, 
not written in the old Gerrnan Schr,ift. 

M. Korostovetz is, we )hink, to be congratulated on his fluent, easy German 
and on his knowledge of the language. The style and phraseology throughout 
is simple and clear, and, we think, easier for nn ICnglish~nnn to read than 
good many German llistorical works. The price of the book is not stated on the 
thick paper cover. D. 0. 
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Sir E. Denison Ross. Pp. 79. Ernest Benn, Ltd. 

Price 6d. 
There are many big voluines on Islam or Turkey, on the Arab and the 

Caliphate, that cost many shillings, and deal at  length with some phase of the 
mighty Arab Empire and its Turkish successor. Many there are who prefer at  

cost to bathe in Abana and Pharpar, and will ignore the healing sixpenny 
waters of Jordan, in the shape of " Islam " by Sir Denison Ross, not the least 
valuable of that remarkable series Benn's Sixpenny Library. The whole oatranc- 
ing and extremely story of Islarn is herein laid bare from the seventh 
century to the rise of Afghanistan as we know it today, on the death of the Mogul 
Emperor ~urungz'ebe. Not only are the somewhat puzzling successions of the 
orthodox Caliphs dealt with-that is essential-but we also see clearly in their 
proper perspective the great Arab liingdoms of Spain, North Africa and Egypt. 
Not only is the why and the wherefore of an Ommeyad Caliph in Spain, and the 
Moroccan Empire of the West, explained, but we see the white Berbers accepting 
Islam, the coming of Fatimite Caliphs to Cairo, and the like. Then, again, the 
chapters take ue through those intricacies which many are intrigued by, but few 
unravel in words of one syllable-the romantics of the Khwarazm Shahs, the 
Mongols, and the I1 Khanids-and give us an outline of that quite remarkable 
freak domination of the whole of Persia as far as the Caucasus by the Afghans 
in the notable disturbances that followed feeble rule at  Delhi. For less than ten 
years the Afghan domination of Persia endured and died away before the remark- 
able rise of Nadir Shah, but it left behind it that agelong quarrel over Herat 
which has lasted to this day, and ma'y not yet be finished. I t  is not too inuch 
tosay that no reader of the CENTRAL ASIAN JOURNAL can really follow its articles 
\vithout Sir Denison Ross's boolr by his side. I?. G .  M. 

TEE OTTOMAN EMPIRE AND ITS SUCCESSORS, 1801-1927. By William Bfiller, 
RI.A., F.R.H.S. Cambridge University Press. 616 pp. and mnps. 16s. 

This book, by the well-known Greelc scholar, Mr. William Miller, is describe; 
ns a revised and enlarged edition of the same work, originally published in 1913, 
with a aecond edition in 1923. The new inaterial in the present (third) edition 
is confined to some additions in the penultiinate chapter dealing with the Near 
East and the European War, and to the inclusion of an entirely new chapter 
entitled '' The Greek, Turlrish, and Albanian Republics, 1923-27," together with 
a new map. 

The original work is such a standard authority upon the fate of the Ottoman 
Enleire froin the period of it. decline that it is hardly necessary in this notice to 
deal with the boolc as a whole, and such reinarks as will be made will therefor0 
boconfin~d to the new material. 

Within the short colllpass of solne twenty-five pages the salient facts con- 
nected with the doings of Tur]{ey and the Balkan countries in the Great War 
are cleady hnd concisely brought out. As regards the Serbians, it is melancholy 
to be reminded of how Marshal Plltnik, after tho qlendid huadway made by the 
Rcrb8 against tho Austrians in the first yefir of the war, was refused permission 
by the Allies to get the tirat blow in agnillst tho Bulgarians," with the additional 
r ~ O u l t  that the futile nogotintions with Bulgaria prevented the Allies being able 

Serbia at the propor time. A curiolls thing, however, about the 8111- 
gariall situation i~ that, d t e r  Jil l]gfiri~ hnd been lot down by Kin(: Ferdinand 
Over the second Halkan War, his guidance was still followed during the arefit 

Mr. AIiller explains this by stating that, while German influence reigned 
equnlly ns at Sofin, thr Bulgarians had no stateslusn of the calibre of 
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M. Venereloa to oppose the King and pull things round more or leas in the end 
as M. Venezeloe did for Greece. 

Mr. Miller dwells upon how the " secret" Treaty with Italy, upon her 
entrance into the war, handicapped Allied diplomacy both at Nish and Athen$ 
and how Italy's interest all along was to prevent Greece coming into the war. 

The complications in Greek policy and action are gone into at some length, 
and many will agree probably with the author's opinion that in 1916 it wee 
hardly surprising that Greece, who had so recently fought two wars and had the 
fate of Serbia before her eyes, should have become more neutrdist. 

The unhappy temporary fate of Rumania is ascribed to its proper causes, end 
it may not be known to many that as regards Albania and to add to the generel 
muddle in that region, an Italian general at one period was ordered definitely to 
proclaim " the unity and independence of all Albania under the egis end pro- 
tection of the kingdom of Itdy." The actual events in Turkey during the war 
are summarized very shortly, but we have the authority of Mr. Miller for 
stating that the chief sufferers by the war in Asia were the unhappy Armenians, 
and that, apart from deportations and massacres, "The Prefect of Police at 
Conetantinople admitted that the records of the Spanish Inquisition had been 
searched for new tortures. " 

The post-war Treaties are dedt  with and Mr. Miller finds it hard to explain 
tho " black ingratitude " of the Greek people in turning down M. Venezelos after 
the triumphs which he had won for his country at the Council-Board of Europe. 
However, many of us who have been in Greece have the satisfaction of reeding 
an endorsement of our opinion as to the ultimate good of Greece having arisen 
from the Smyrna disasters. Thus, "the refugees have introduced  known 
industries, and they have solved the Macedonian question as far as Greek 
Macedonia is concerned by bringing the Greek ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  of that province up to 
88.8 per cent. Hellenism has become almost wholly European." The problems 
which confront the present-day Greater Rumania and the Serb, Croat, and 
Slovene Kingdom are touched upon, and finally one is glad to read a testimony 
as to the administration in our annoxed colony of Cyprus. 

TO turn to the last chapter in the book upon the newly established Republics, 
the history of the last four years in Greece is well traced, as also the course of 
events, including many vicissitudes, which has led to the present Government 
comprising a coalition of most of the parties. This has now lasted practicelly 
for eighteen months, and confidence in its stability seems to be shown by the 
foreign loans and foreign enterprise invasted in the country. It  should be 
mentioned, however, that some strong opinion exists of Greece eventually 
reverting to a monarchy. 

One could have wished that the aspect of the Turlrish Republio hnd been 
dwelt upon at more length. As there is no opposition in the porliementery 
sense of the word, Republic " seem8 to be too liberal a term for present-day 
Turkey, and one would like to know what the future has in store for this State 
which has cast many guarantees to the winds. Events in tho Third Republic- 
viz., that of A l b a n i e a r e  traced up to last June, when the Jugosl~v incident 
o c ~ u ~ ~ e d .  " Albania's trouble8 are evidently not over; Tirana is the Achillen' 
heel of Balkan independence," 

Mr. Miller concludes with some sentences which sum up the Balkan position 
with scoursoy : " Racial hatred burns nowhere so brightly as in South-E&fltern 
Europe, where, no more than in the more cultured Wed, does their pr0fefl0ion 
of 8 common Christianity make rival nationalities love each other. Yet 
unbiasaed observer can doubt that the emancipation of the Enstem Christiana 
from Ottomam rule baa been a bles~ing. Weatern politicians, disregarding the 
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fact that these raoes of the Belkan Peninsula stepped straight out of the Middle 
ilgeq .ftor the long night of Turkish rule, into the full blaze of modern oivilizm- 
tion, ddom make allowance for the difficulty of rapid adaptation to the new and 
strenge conditions. Nothing is more unfair than to compare them with other 
md old.esteblished countries. The wonder is, that the Christian States of the 
Near East have achieved so much in so comparatively short s time ; and the 

is inoreased when we reflect that their growth has been constantly 
hampered by the mutual jealousies and the ignorance of the Great Powers. The 
Bdken wers freed the States from the yoke of Turkey ; the European War from 
the interference of Austria and Russia ; and no Balkan nation-not even the 
Albenitlns-wishes to see Italy assume the part of Austria in its affairs. I t  will 
be e happy day for the Near East when the maxim 'The Balkan Peninsula 
for the Balkan peoples' is realized. I t  will be a still happier day when its 
peaceful development is their sole occupation ." F. C.-0. 

ARABIA D~SERTA : A TOPOGRAPHICAL ITINERARY. By Alois Musil. 
under the patronage of the Czech Academy of Sciences and Arts and of 
Charles R. Crane. American Geographical Society Oriental ~xplorat ione 
and Studies, No. 2. New York, 1927. 

It ie a little startling to see the familiar words, " Arabia ~ese r t a , "  on a title- 
page which does not exhibit the narne of Charles M. Doughty, especially as this 
book, though the work of e Czech, is written in English idiomatic enough to 
make us regret its American spelling. Still, there is no copyright in titles ; nor 
would it have been easy to find another equally appropriate for the present 
volume, which is the second of a series of five, all named (like the authorpH 
fornler work, " Arabia Petraa ))) after the provinces or districts explored by him 
between 1908 and 1915 ; for " Arabia Desert& " was preceded by " The Northern 
He$z " (1926) and ie to be followed by The Middle Euphrates," " Palmyrena," 
and "Northern Negd." Professor Musil talres occasion to point out-and the 
remark is characteristic-that the title chosen by Doughty for his "noble 
volumes" irr misleading when regarded in the light of ancient geography, since 
the region which he traversed was actually included by the classical writera in 
Arabia Felix. Doughty's fascinating personality end literary genius eclipse any 
8hortcomings on the score of scholarship, but i t  must be admitted that hi8 
auoceesor brings to the task of scientific investigation an  equipment of learning 
~ u c h  few explorers have possessed. Considering that so much of the work is 

with topographical and other details invaluable to the specialist, I 
think it is wonderfully interesting. The incidents of the daily march are 

with such minuteness, the feelings rind impressions of the travellers are 
with such vivaoity, that the reader can almost fancy himself to be one 

the Party. There are some thrilling episodes, admirably related, besides many 
fine Poseages of description. Sheikh Mflsa-to give the professor the name by 

he Wae known to the Araba-ia no ordinary msn. If his book Were 
more than a record of endurance, determination, courage, and tact under 

Ihe moat trying conditions in a country where life depends on careful and repeated 
"rUtinJ' (through binoculars or otherwise) of every spur and boulder, it would be 
we'1 reading. His only European companion (except in 1912, when they 

joined by Prince Sirtus of Bourbon) w.8 Rudolf Thornasberger, called 
Tfi'nfin, who had charge of all the scientific instruments. 

Years ago Ndri ibn Yha'ldn ruled over the Rwda, the most powerful 
in Desert&. He had cmaed one of his  brother^ to be murdered by 

'. 
mother he had killed with his own hand. " He bosated of having 
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personally killed in fights over 120 men ; and yet there he was sitting before 
me and looking at me with his childlike sincere eyes I" This was not a permn to 
be trifled with, and by obtaining his protection and assistance the author tooh a 
long step towards ensuring the success of the enterprise. To lL Sheikh M; ,~~ ,PP  
at  any rate, he proved a loyal and affectionate friend. The scene the 
expedition is the territory stretching north-east and s ~ u t h - ~ a s t  of Damascus, it8 
eastern boundary being an irregular line drawn southwardg from al-Miyadin on 
the Euphrates to al-dowf and the Nefbd. I n  addition to a sketch-map showing 
the author's routes, the volume is accompanied by four large folding mam 
enclosed in a separate case, which embody the results of his topographical 
investigations. These depend to some extent on inforlnation supplied by 
Bedouins, and we are given a curious account of the process by which it was 
elicited : 

" On Friday I worked all day with the Slubi Farag, augmenting my 
geogaphical map of al-Labbe and al-Hegera. Having determined the cardinrtl 
points exactly, he proceeded to draw in the sand within my tent, hills, valleys, and 
wells, piling up sand for the ridges and mesas, scooping it out for the valleys, and 
marking the individual wells by circular dips. He  did not show the distances, but 
was precise in his designation of the respective directions. The map finished, I 
questioned him as to the distances between the various places. These he 
explained in terms of daily marches, estimating, for example, whether it would 
be possible for Arabs migrating from locality A to locality B to reach their 
destination the same day. At the same time he took into account whether they 
were migrating in winter, when they can make at the utmost 20 kilometers, or 
in summer, when they make about 25 kilometers, if they travel from sunrise to 
sunset. . . . When determining the distance to a particular watering place, one 
may arrive at  the desired information more easily by asking whether the camels 
are driven from the camp A to the watering place B in the morning, watered, and 
taken back without making stops (20 kilometers) ; or whether they do not reach 
the watering place until afternoon, pass the night there and return the next day 
(30 kilometers) ; or whether they pass the night some distance from the watering 
place, do not reach it until the next day, pass the second night beyond the 
watering place, and return to the camp the third day (45 kilometers). A more 
specific determination of distance or time is unknown to a Bedouin. . . When 
I dismissed Farag that evening, my map contained much new topographical 
nomenclature, and my tent was full of yellow lice which he had left behind 
him." 

The Bedouin guides and servants (ueually three in number) were thievish, 
quarrelsome, and difficult to manage. At least once a revolver Was needed 
to quell their mutinous spirit, but as a rule both high and low respect the 
power of the tongue. When a youthful brave hinted that the author waa 
afraid of the unknown desert, he retorted : " I was roaming through it on a 
camel's back, while thou wast being carried through it on a saddle-ba~." The 
quiz flushed and retreated. I n  the bags that are tied to camel saddles the 
slaves on marches put the song of their masters who aro too young to know 
how to ride. These pages abound in realistic pictures of primitive Arabian life 
and of the desert in all its aspects-not without touches of true imagination' 
Take, for example, a description of the rord (nAnd~i ) ,  one of the moat beautifu' 
desert plants, famed for its tough but easily broken wood, an idea1 pro- 
ducing almost no smoke, burning with a white flame for along time, andleaving 
only smouldering red coals and fine white ashes. "Wherever the raad grows 
in bushes it holds the send by ita roots, thus making a nuclcua for the formation 
of small mounds of sand. A very sad spectacle is ~resentcd by buehea have 
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been uprooted by the wind. Their glistening, dry white branches and trunks 
proWude froln the sand so bent and broken that they seem like the bleached 
bones of men or camels covering a former battle-ground. Indeed, the uprooted 
,.,,d does in reality lie scattered over a battle-ground, but the battle has been 
fought not between men, but between the frail plants and the indomitable, 
pitiless wind and its powerful ally, the treacherous sand. At the wind's bidding 
the sand forms a mound among and around the stems of the razd, into which 
it permits the plant's roots to sink ; but hardly has the plant come to feel secure 
and safe when the sand obeys the wind again and the piteous razd has to 
perish." 

In the course of the narrative we meet with many references to North 
Arabian politics before and during the war. The Rwala had no love for the 
Turks, but blamed the English, arguing that " the fewer pastures the Sultan had 
in the vicinity of Constantinople, the more he would strive for the appropriation 
of those belonging to themselves." 

Various historical and geographical subjects are discussed in the Appendices 
(pp. 477-573)-e.g., Northern Arabia in  the Assyrian period ; the Bene Iiedem 
(the Biblical "children of the East," identified with the Sharkiyya, or Saraceni, 
the inhabitants of the inner desert in Central Arabia) ; the boundaries of Arabia 
Deserta according to classical and Arabic authors ; ancient, medieval, and 
modern transport routes in this region ; the history of DQmat-al-Jandal ; and the 
march of Khdlid ibn al-IValid from Irak to Syria in A.H. 13. The way in 
which Professor Musil applies his intimate ltnowledge of Bedouin life to the 
elucidation of historical problems is extraordinarily interesting and instructive. 

The appearance of the voluine, which is copiously illustrated, reflects credit 
on all concerned, particularly on the State Printing Establishment at  Prague. 
It contains a bibliography and a full index. 

R. A. NICHOLSON. 
- .. 

Tun PALESTINI CAMPAIGNS. By Colonel A. P. Wavell, C.M.G., Mac. Appen- 
dices, index and maps. (Campaigns and their Lessons series, edited by 
Major-General Sir Charles Callwell, R.C.B.) 9" x 6". PP. x+254. 
London : Messrs. Constable. 1928. 12s. 6d. 

This is one of the series of campaigns and their lessons which are being 
edited by Sir Charles Callwell, nlld which can be read with interest by all classes, 
being written in a style not too technical for the non-military reader, but yet 
full of sound dcductions and lessons for use by the student of military history. 

The boolr is well arranged and opens with a useful chronology of events in 
all theatres of the war froill 1914 to the armistice. The opening chapter deals 
with n description of the terrain, lines of communication, objectives of the 
Opponent8 and the factors which influenced the conduct and strategy of the 
c8111~aign ; it cthows how the colnllland of the sen by the Allies iulmobilized an 
~P~reciablc number of Turltish gulls and units needed for shore protection, how 
it forced on the Turkish rnilwn-ys a greater load than they were fit to carry, but 

on the other hand, the presence of sl~bnlarines in ahdlow waters prevented 
the Allies froin t rnn~por t in~  troops by sea, rind forced on them the long illarches 
lhrough the desert and up through Palestine. 

The dependencc of the Turks on Gerlnany for money and lnunitions and the 
re8'Jlting dictatorship of the control, management rind direction of the Turkish 
armies by aernlan generals is well explained, and also the consequent friction 
which between the conflicting policies and objectives of the Turks and 
aermhna* I t  shows how the peculiar mentnlity of the Germnn commanders 
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prevented them from justly appreciating the view-point of the Turks or their 
Emtern characteristics of inefficiency or inertia. The chapter enda with en 
appreciation of the good fighting qualities of the Turkieh soldiers. The author 
goes on to show how the campaign was forced on us by the pressure of circum- 
stances, and that it was not a "side show "-i.e., a campaign unrelated to the 
main theatre of war in Europe, but part of a considered whole, being in truth 
the defence of a tactically weak part of the continuous fighting line from the 
Channel to the North-West Frontier of India, where an active attack might drive 
a wedge into Egypt and sever the line of supply through tbe Suez Caod, Ae 
always a vigorous offensive is the beet form of defence, and in this case it proved 
easier to defend the long line of the Suez Canal by holding the shorter line 
across the south of Palestine. 

The attack of the Turks, February, 1915, was naturally upon Ismailis, as 
the capture of that point would have severed the water-supply to Port Said end 
Suez. The faults in both the attack and the defence are examined; the 
author, we think, is very lenient in his criticism of the want of energy shown 
by the British command after the repulse of the Turkieh attack. 

By March, 1916, Sir Archibald Murray had assumed command of the whoIe 
of the troops in Egypt and was advocating a more advanced line for the defence 
of the Canal. The first step was to Katia, some twenty-five miles east of Suez, 
and the construction of the railway and pipe-line was commenced. From now 
on the account of the campaign is the account of how each successive step 
forward towards Palestine was forced upon the higher command, and, as each 
step was taken, so had the railway to be extended to supply the advance and the 
water pipe-line to be carried forward, until the old prophecy was fulfilled that 
when the water of Egypt wee brought to Palestine the rule of the Turks over 
Jerusalem should end. The description of the fighting at Katia, April, 1816, 
and of von Kress's attack in July of the same year again shows a want of decision 
in counter-attack, leading to a disappointing result. The Arab revolt broke out 
in June, 1916, and the value of their adhesion to the cause of the A.Uee is 
efficiently summed up by the author, who shows how it diverted considerable 
Turkish reinforcements and supplies to the Rejaz, and protected the right flank 
of the British armies in their advance through Palestine. 

Proper appreciation is given to the foresight of Sir A. Murray in initiating the 
construction of the railway and pipe-line, and a compliment made to the efficiency 
of the Egyptian Labour Corps. The author points out how at both the battle 
of Romani, August 4, 1916, and at the capture of Rafa, January, 1817, ~uccees 
was achieved just after orders had been issued to break off the fight, which 
points to the fact that the troops had more determination than the leaders, 
Both the actions at  El  Megdhaba and Rafa are excellent examplea of bold 
handling of mounted troops and their limitations when set to attack entrenched 
positions on foot. 

With the capture of Rafa the threat to the canal was removed and other con- 
siderations than the protection of Egypt led to the subsequent operations. 

Mr. Lloyd-George, who was now Prime Minister, was preening a vigorous Pro- 
secution of the war on the Eastern Front-and General Murray wee anxioae ' 
launch the autumn campaign from the darting-point of Gar8 and ita wrtOr- 
supply. 

Hence followed the two first attacks on (taza, both of which failed; that 
which ocaurred on March 28 was withdrawn when almost mcceaef~l, o~ping to 
the lateness of the hour and the approach of supporting Turkieh troope. 

16 In War, 6 lest ounce of optimism is a better rewne th" 
many men." 
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After the second abortive attack on Gaza, there ensued a lull whilst more 
+,roopa were arriving from India, S Jonika, and Aden. General Allenby aseumed 
cowmsnd in June with the instructiona from Mr. Lloyd-George that he wanted 
Jerusalem as a Christmas gift to the nation. 

With the secession of Russia from the war and the failure of the Western 
the Government felt the necessity of success in the East to hearten the 

at home, and at the same time pressure from Palestine would hold up the 
Turkish Yilderim Army which was assembling at Aleppo for an attack on 
Baghdad. With the troops under his command reinforced and reheartened, 
Allenby made his spring on Beersheba in October, 1917, captured Gaza on 
November 2, and was in possession of Jaffa by November 15, and Jerusalem by 
December 11. Although these events followed so quickly on each other, i t  was 
only after months of preparation, training and organization that euccees was 
possible, and the author's account of the difficulties encountered and the means 
by which they were overcome is interesting and instructive. 

The last chapters deal with the preparation for the final overthrow of the 
Turkish armies in Palestine under Liman van Sanders, who had succeeded van 
Felkenhagn, and are pnrticularly clearly and convincingly written. 

We particularly commend to the reader's notice the caroful preparations made 
by Allenby for his final attack in September, 1918, the secrecy of his movemente, 
the use of the Arabs on the Hejaz railway, and hie successful offorte to mielead 
his opponents as to the real of attack. 

The account of the final break through and the events leading up to the fall 
of Damascus reaches at times a high excellence and is never dull, it crtrriee with 
it the imagination of the reader, and it is possible for anyone with the slightest 
acquaiutance of Eastern topography to picture the scenes of fighting, the rueh of 
the victorious horsemen, the steady thrust of the plodding infantry, and the 
amazement of the retreating Turks, hemmed in narrow defiles, attacked by planes 
from the air, and with their line of retreat barred by exultant foes sprung 
apparently from the ground. W. G. L. 8. 

T a ~ o u a ~  THE HEART OF AFGHANISTAN. By Emil Trinkler. Edited and trans- 
lated by B. I(. Fcatherstone. 8p x 53". Pp. xv +246 ; map and forty- 
four illustrations. London : Faber and Gwyer. 15s. net. 

In these da,ys when Afghanistan is daily coming more and more before the 
public eye, and especially now when its King is visiting England, Mr. Emil 
Trinkler'~ book has a particular interest. 

The author given one a graphic account of everyday life in Afghanistan. With 
motore already on hirc in Kabul, and a progressive ruler returning shortly from 
Europe, there is no end to tho modern improvelnenta in comlnunications which 

shortly take plsco. If they do, it is to bc hoped that with improved com- 
munications the time-honoured Afghan suspicion of a11 foreigners which the author 
quotee the main reason of the 1924 disturbances may disappear. 

The book begins with n, most detailed account of the author's journey from 
?@'many to Kabul, via Russia. He seems to have suffered from passport troubles 
In the aanle Way as apparently do all others who have the temerity to travel in 
Ro3aiain theae days. His aceollnt of the journey from the Russian border to 
Herat is of particular interest, a8 muoh of the country through which he passed 

a elofled book to tho Engliahmsn. The author is obviously 8 close observer, 
who knows the East will recognize in his pen-portrait o f i c i d ~  and 

Bervanta with whom thcy themselves have had to deal. The second portion of 
the book in devoted to the author'a life in Kabul, and to a trek which he took with 
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a friend to try and find coal in the Hindu Kush range. Much of the part which 
they travelled is entirely new country to the European. In Afghanist.. the 
hotel and housing oceoinmodation have not apparently followed the modernization 
of transport, and one feels for the author and his friends during thei  sojourn in 
Kabul hotels. One is possibly agreeably surprised to find a roof over one's head 
at a11 in caravanserais between Herat and Kabul, but it is strange that in a place 
like the latter, which boasts the Legations of at  least four European nations end 
wllose trade with Europe is daily increasing, there should be as yet no adequate 
hotel accon~modation. 

The last portion of the book deals with the author's return home via India. 
HO visits Agra, Delhi, Benares and other time-honoured haunts of the visitor to 
India. These have been written about by so many that comment is unnecessary. 

The book as a whole mekes excellent and interesting reading. The style is 
at tilnes somewhat stilted, but this is probably the inevitable result of translation, 

AFGHANISTAN OF THE AFGHANS. By Sirdar Ikbal Ali Shah. 8: x 53. Pp. 272 ; 
map and illustrations. Diamond Press. 21s. 

Sirdar Ikbal ALi Shah and his writings are well known to members of the 
Central Asian Society, who will welcome the timely book that he has just written 
on the country over which our Guests rule. The Sirdar bases his story on the 
great importance to Asia of the awakening of Afghanistan from the isolated 
slumber in which she has for some generations been wrapped. The first two 
chapters are a description of the country that, while inadequate for those more 
fully acquainted with the subject, is exactly what the generel reader of no 
particular knowledge requires to give him a bird's-eye view of the etory as 
it appears through the ages. 

Then follow some delightful chapters describing the habits and customs 
folk-lore, superstitions and legends of the people of the country. They show 
properly enough the people, as very much like any other people of the world, 
facing the sanie family, domestic and religious problems, though perhaps they do 
give the impression that those upland valleys are charming havens of peace. 
Abdur Rahman, the Aniir El Kabir (the Great Amir) as hc truly was, said, 
"You may any I've an iron hand, but I rule an iron people'' ; or, as Lya11 P L L ~  
into his mouth : 

" You may think I am reigning in heaven ; 
I know I am ruling in hell." 

Rut that wag before the iron hand hod brought law and order, and induced pence 
by methods entirely its own. 

Pleasant reading though these chapters are, and those on "gongs snd 
Sayings" and " Hero Tales," the real value to students of Central Asian 
problexns and their future lies in the chapters on Pan-Islamism, Religion in 
Afghaniltan, and Race Movement in Turltestan. The development of the r8cisl 
Soviets on the Oxua, their question of Pan-Turanianiatn, and the possible effect 
on Afghan Turbestan is one of the ilnmediate questions on which all students will 
appreciate the Sirdar's views, effectively expressed as they always are. But the 
author has s good deal to say in criticism of Islam in its populnr form, and 
evidently has some leaning to the Puritanis~n of the Ikhwan of ibn s a ~ u d ' ~  
southern deeerts. 

6 6  Modern Islam with ite hierarchy of priesthood, gross fanaticislli engendered 
by the clergy, appalling ignorance of the essence of tho faith, nnd auperatitious 
practices, is a discredit to thc Islam of the Prophet." La la I but we have h&Md 
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lhir too in the west. His remarks, however, on the spiritualism of the East and 
the meterialism of the West are part of the clap-trap which clever and superficial 
Eastern writers somewhat affect at the present moment. Those who know the 

uilderlies the rule of life of devout I'vIoslems or of the more un- 
sophisticated Hindu would be the last to deny a spiritual outlook to the people of 
the East ; but because the West is making use of the blessings and opportunities 

at the disposal of mankind, while the East has slumbered, the cry of 
materialism is not of necessity a valid one. A man must be more experienced 
end better versed in Western thought than the Sirdar before he can usefully 
moralize on such abstruse points. To bury your talents is one way of life, to use 
them so that they increase is another. But apart from this small girding a t  
the Sirdar's aphorisms, it may truly be said that "Afghanistan of the Afghans " 
is e delightful and informing book of just that kind which a good armchair and 
s good reading lamp ilialte specially acceptable in the eventide. 

G. F. MACMUNN. 

MAGIC LADAKH. By " Ganpat " (Major M. L. A. Gompertz). 8+" x 5p. Pp. 
291. JVit,h illustrations and map. London : S e e l e ~ ,  Service and Co., 
~ t a .  21s. 

A reviewer is always loath to condemn a work altogether for fear that he 
may have allowed personal views to take the upper hand. Major Gompertz, 
no doubt, like many of us, felt called upon to write a book irrespective of its 
possible merits. I t  is obvious that he had the material and, judging by his 
former eflorts, the ability to give us a pleasant and readable account of his 
wanderings, but " Magic Ladalrh " cannot be classified among the serious 
books on Ladalrh. The author has undoubtedly read up the existing literature 
on that country, as all intending travellers should, and, with A, stay of some six 
months to hie credit compiled this book. Anyone reading it will recall the 
feeling he experienced in his schooldays when plodding through some period of 
of English history which did not appeal to him. 

Travellers are often inclined to overdo the personal element in their 
narratives, but in this case the author has written an almost impersonal 
account, though his facts are based an his own knowledge. The history of 
Ladakh, the monasteries, the lamas, the inhabitants, etc., are ell subject0 dealt 
with in ahort separate chapters, but the facts have been carefully summarized 
from previous books without in any way inculcating the personal element. At 
the end of the book there is, however, one interesting chapter on the Nubrs valley 
and the adjacent peaks, and the author rightly points out that here are many 
summits on which the foot of man has never trod. A casual reference is made 
to 8 flood in the Nubrn ralloy which washed away the suspension bridge at 
Thirit across the Shyok river. A flood of such great severity, as this must have 
been, is worthy of more attention, as, so far as I an1 aware, such a tremendous 

had not been known to occur since 1841. I t  will be recalled that 
Cunninghalo, writing in 1864, gives details of several of these inundations 

had happened in the then recellt years of 1826, 1833, and 1841. The 
generally given is that the floods are caused by the sudden release 

waters held 11p by glaciers. The fact that it is nearly s century since One 
had occurred will no doubt be of interest to geologists, and we look forward to 
their report as to the immediate cause of this flood, and also what actually has 
been taking place since the last flood in 1841. 

Major Gotnperta, not being scientist, would have had difficulty in kdding 
Our geoginphical knowlodge of IAad&h, and his book should not be ~ 0 ~ d ~ m n e d  

17 
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on that account alone. The photographs are, however, poor and of no special 
interest. There is no sketch-map showing the route followed, but simply a map 
of the region, containing a vast number of names, which is difficult to follow, 
The author has also aeon fit to adopt a curious forin of spelling, as, for example, 
Nacchoi, Purigh, Gagggganir, etc. The Permanent Committee on Geographical 
Names has not dealt with this part of the world ; but surely the authority to 
follow is the Survey of India in " Eoutes in the Western Himalaya, Kaehmir, 
etc.," vol. i. I t  is difficult to see why so many travellers of late appear to have 
an aversion to using this method in their books, adopting instead a spelling 
peculiar to themselves. 

-- - B, K. F. 

MODERN JAPAN AND ITS PROBLE~IY. By G. C .  Allen. London : George Allen 
and Unwin, Ltd. 1928. 

Mr. Allen very justly remarks in the preface to his book, that a whole 
library of travellers' impressions, historical treatises and the like have been 
brought into existence since Japan decided to take her place with the nations of 
the West some sixty years ago. But, in spite of this, very few attempts have 
been made to L L  link up an interpretation of the national character or of the 
social organization with an  analysis of Japan's political, educational, financial, 
and industrial systems." Herein lies the author's j~~stification for placing 
before the public yet another volume on this fascinating country. 

Most students of Japan will find themselves on familiar ground during 
the first part of the book, which deals with the people themselves-problems 
~ u c h  as : Are thoy really artistic ?-Are their high standards of politeness merely 
superficial ?-can a people who are so notorio&ly noisy with their food actually 
possess the fine sensibilities they claim 7 and so on. All these questions are dealt 
with quite frankly and sympathetically, after which follows a very fine description 
of the "Family System," that amazing institution not unlike the old Scottieh 
clan system, but which is now highly organized and sponsored for by a rigid 
Germanic type of State. 

All these things are interesting and well explained, but Mr. Allen write8 as a 
true expert when he deals with Japan's "mass production " systein of education 
and the position of the student in modern Japan ; this also applies to his two 
scholarly chapters on economics and finance. He  describes in detail the rather 
haphazard beginnings of Japan's banlting system at the time of the Reetoration, 
snd how this has led to its present weakness, in that there is no powerful central 
organization, such as the Bank of England, to co-ordinato the activities of the 
numerous lesser banks and to control their credit policy. The exisience of greet 
commercial families in Japan, such as the Suzulti family, whose defaults 
recently brought about the failure of the Bank of Formosa, is an important 
point in studying the country's finances, and is one which has not been 
overlooked. 

I n  the chapter on politics an impression is created that the " Genre " (or 
Elder Statesmen) still away the nation politically, but in actual fact this is not 
now the case, for only one of these venerable and wise old men remains, Prince 
Seionji, and that powerful bogey, Public Opinion, has taken their place. 

Events move rapidly in Japan and the Manhood Suffrage Bill of some YCars 
ago has enfranchised a further eight millions of tho people, resulting, duringthe 
recent election, in signs of awakening to their power on the part of the Labour 
Party. The near future will doubtless see the political as well 8s the lega1 
recognition of the Trade Unions, as Mr. Allen propheaiee. 

The last chapter, which Mr. Allen entities " Japan and thc West," is, while 
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dealing a question of the greatest difficulty, probably the most enlightening 
all, for here we have the fruits of all his observations both of a scholastic and- 

shall we say-human nature crystallized into an attempt to answer the great 
problem, how will it all turn out ? The present state of affairs is that it is nearly 
ilnpossible to form any definite colnparison between Japanese and Western ideas 
-the people are still in the throes of the agony of transition from one civilization 
(0 another. The culture of past generations still draws them towards the life of 
their traditions, whilst their education and normal human regard for material 
wealth inspire them with a regard for the West. 

The author traces briefly the various Western influences which have come 
Japan's way in recent yoars-France first, then Germany in connection with 
military matters, England for naval training, and today ourselves again in con- 
nection with education. The present very powerful American influence is 
deplored-the Americanized Jnpanese in Japan is franlrly very difficult to 
appreciate. 

Mr. Allen has, in fact, produccd a book, sympathetic to the people amongst 
whom he lived and worked, and although far from blind to their weaknesses, yet 
ever ready to find a traditional reason underlying euch of their actions ae might 
not appear praiseworthy to the foreigner. The author is no cherry-blossom " 
expert, nor has he made any erroneous statements of a Yellow Peril nature, 
such as the Million Bayonets " myth, but has provided an  interesting account 
of Japan's people, her politics, industry, and finance, together with a discussion 
of her future relations with the West. 

It is to be sincerely hoped that his final burst of optimism may be justified, 
and that, in very truth, Japan's mission in the future will be 'i to work out some 
compromise between the West and the East, and, by her comprehension of Loth 
civilizations, to bring the two great branches of the human family together. 

A. R.  13. 

NANA FARNAVIS. A Memoir by Captain A. Macdonald, with an  intmduction by 
H. G. Rawlinson, I.E.S. Humphrey Milford, for the University of 
Bombay. Price 8s. 6d. 

The interest of its subject fully justifies the publication of this edition of a 
work originally issued in 1851. Naris, Famavis is regarded by his countrymen 
as the last and perhaps the greatest of the Maratha Brahman statesmen. He  
played an important part in a critical period of Maratha history, and his career 
was one of great vicissitudes. I t  began in the grcat disaster which befell his people 
at the hands of the Muhamlnadan alliance on the field of Panipat, from which 
Nan& himself had the narrowest of escapes. He lived to see the reduction of 
the Muhammadan powers of the Dalchan-Mysore totally overthrown, and the 
Niram, after s humiliating defeat at  the hands of the Marathas, a subsidiary 
d l ~  of the British. Meanwhile the Marathas held the power at Delhi and over 
all Central India. Nana, however, also lived to see the English risen from 
ln9i%nificmce, at least in Western India, to be the inevitable arbiters of the 
de8tin~ of the wholo country. The English leaders, and particularly Warren 
Hastings bnd Cornwallis, gave the Peshwas' Government full opportunity to 
'Ome Peacefully within their system. Maratha policy, however, was essentially 
Predatory and could not be reconciled with the order which it was the object of 
the Governor-~eneralls to i~npose. I t  was the fashion of old writers to describe 

Farnavis aa the M a t h *  Macclliarelli. A closer ~arnl lel  with his tutelage 
Over the Pelshwa. Madhnvrao II., would be found in the relations between 
l''chelicu alld Louis XIII. His final overtllro\\l at  tile l~bnds  of a new ruler. 



over whom he tried to continue his control, may suggest to some Bismarck 
i l h e m  11 Nana Fsrnavis had, indeed, the faults and virtues of the race to 
which he belonged. His methods were unscrupulous, and his personal timidity 
mas n real defect in a statesman of those troublous times. Hia we&ness for 
the fair sex is frankly acknowledged in the fraogment of autobiography attached 
to the Memoir : it became a matter of some political ilnportance when the ladg 
involved was the mother of the infant Peshwa. We may well accept, however, 
the opinion of Grant Duff, followed by the author of this Memoir, that he tried 
to do his best for his master and his country, and that in private life he was 
veracious, humane, and charitable. The best tribute to him is, perhaps, tile 
statement of the British Resident rtt Poona at the time of his death that "nrith 
him has departed a l l  the wisdom and moderation of the RIaratha Government." 
Though his civil administration was lax, it is significant that the anarchy in the 
D a k h ~ n  only became general after his downfall. 

Much of the Memoir is taken verbati~n from Grant Duff, but no better 
authority could have been followed. I t  might, perhnps, have been stated in the 
introduction, not merely that the book was written by Captain BI'acdoneld for 
translation, but that tho translation into Marathi was actually made by him and 
was published in 1852. Mr. Rawlinson states that little is known of the author: 
but even that little is not given. The following brief facts of his career may 
therefore be put on record. Captain Archibald Macdonald was the third son of 
the Venerable William Macdonald, Archdeacon of Wiltshire. He was born in 
1815, and joined the Bombay army in 1833. After doing all his service with the 
18th Bombay Native Infantry .he died at Jalna, Nizam's Dominions, in his 
thirty-ninth year, in March, 1854. 

I t  is desirable in the interests of aocuracy to point out certain errors in this 
edition. A note, correctly placed in the original, has been transferred from 
p. 24 to p. 22, and is thus likely to confuse the reader as to which Peshwe's 
death reference is made. On pp. 117 and 124 words have been omitted from 
the original edition, with injury to the sense. An obvious misprint in tho 
original regarding the sons of Tukaji Holkar has been repeated on p. 122 of the 
new edition. On p. 162 the death of Madhavrao 11. is shown as happening in 
1797 inetead of 1795. I t  is stated in the introduction that the spelling of proper 
nsmes has been modernized ; but this has not been always done correctly. For 
example, the fort referred to in the original as Loghur and once (by a misprint) 
as Soghur is in the reprint given as Jogarh. I t  is, of course, Lohogad, tho well- 
known hill fort near I(henda1a. Nana's village and country house, given 
Manaoli, is more correctly written in English as Menvali. Mr. Rnwlinson is, it 
may be noted, in error in saying that it was at  this place that Naris's widow, 
Jiu or Jive Bai, the Joobye of the correspondence of tho time, received flir 
Arthur Wellesley and Lord Valentia. She saw them at different times in 1804 
a t  Panvel; and it was not until many years after (as is shown in the Memoir) 
that she ventured to return to Menvali. I t  is indoed rather a pity that, doubtlee8 
owing to considerations of space, Sir Arthur TVellesley's  letter^, which were 
appended to the original edition, have not been reprinted. They show how, nith 
his usual attention to every detail of his duty, he exerted himself to Secure the 
safety and the pension of Nana's widow, and the release of her brother, 
Parasram, from the implacsble enmity of the Peshwa B n j i r ~ .  The book "1 

however, both useful and interesting. P. R. C .  
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T u n r r a ~  LETTERS O F  OGIER GHISELIN DE BUSBECQ. Newly translated from 
the Lotin of the Elzerir edition of 1633. By Edward Seglnour Forster. 
Clkrendon Press. 1927. 

~ u ~ b e c q  was born new 'ipres, the natural son of George Ghiselin Seigneur de 
Busbecq, in 1522. He was educated at Lourain, at  Paris, a t  Venice, and at 
p8duadus, and, as his vritillgs prove, possessed a remarkable knowledge of the 

end of ancient history. I n  1554, he was appointed Ambassador to the 
Sublime Porte, a post which he occupied for eight years. As the famous letters 

nrove, he was a many-sided man, who had something to say on many subjects, 
r -  , 
and said it with authority and with humour. 

Up011 his arrival at Constantinop!e he was inforlued that the Sultan, 
Soleinfin the blagnificent, was at Amssit-t on the Persian frontier. Accordingly 
he soon resumed his journey, and gives a vivid description not only of the towns 
he passes through, but also of the life of the people, not forgetting the famous 
rnohsir. His description of Soleiman, ~ v h o  mcts at  the zenith of his power and 
of his army, the most powerful in existence, is a masterpiece. Equally good is 
his nccount of tlie political situation. At the time of his arrival peace was being 
luade with Persia, and 1x1 gives an account of the Ambassadors of Shah 
Tahmnsp, whom he refers to as Sagthama. He  shows clearly that his hopes 
rested on hostilities between Persia and Turkey. Indeed, the most important 
sentences under this heading nlerit quotation : " On their side are the resource3 
of a, ~nighty empire, discipline, frugality, and watchfulness. . . . On our side is 
public poverty, laclr of endurance and training ; the soldiers are insubordinate, 
the officers avaricious; and, worst of all, the enemy is accusto~ned to viotory 
and me to defeat. Can we doubt what the result will be ? Persia alone inter- 
poses in our favour ; for the enemy, as he hsstens to attack, must keep an eye 
011 the menace to his rear." These are weighty words and one can only suppose 
that degeneracy in the successors of Soleiman saved Europe. 

To turn to anothcr subject, Busbecq is, I thinli, the first European to point 
out tllat St. George was identical with Chederlo or Khizr. Aotually the legend 
of the slaying of the dragon inay be trnced back to Perseus, while the death of 
the hero goes still furthcr bncli to tho tragedy of Tnmmuz, the lover of Ishtar. 
To readers interested in this subject, I would mention that Sir Richard Temple 

publishing a wr l i  which deals with these old-world legends in a complete 
man11er. 

Busbecq was treated somewhat ns a prisoner at  Constantinople, but he never 
ceased to work in the interests of his country, which were also those of Europe, 
hnd when he finnlly returned to Vienna, he not only brought home a treaty of 
Pence, but also vnlunble manuscripts, collection of coins, Arabian horses, and 
even sonle can~els. P. M. SYKES. 

- -  

NOTICES 
h l ~ ~ m s ~ a  arc raked to send in their changes of addresa, end to notify 
the ofice i f  they do not receive their J o q ~ ~ ~ t a l s  ~ n d  leoture-cards. 

J o ~ ~ n ~ l s  have been returned to the office addressed to : ow a- 
Braehor, Esq. ; Captain P. E. Bartlett, M.C. ; Miss Balfe ; Mrs. Bruce 

Bassett Dighy, Esq. ; Edward Fletcher, Esq. ; Miss Nit. 
hIilylne ; Lieutcoant-colon01 Leybourne Popham ; J. 0. Tanner, EFl- ; 
Jfajor R. L. Vance. 

MclnIlers ollly nrc responsible for their statemonte in the J O U I . ~ ~ ~ .  
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MESOPOTAMIA AND PERSIAN FORCE DINNER 
WE have been aslred to give notice that a dinner will be hela on 
June 8 in London, for Officers of the Forces in Mesopotamia, North 
m d  South Persia, and Eastern Persian Cordon, including Members of 
the Civil Administration in Mesopotamia and the Consulsr Service in 
Persia. 

General Sir William Marshall, Commander-in-Chief in Mesopo- 
tamia, will preside. 

The dinner will be held a t  the Mayfair Hotel (cost 15s., excluding 
wines). Miniatures ; evening dress. 

Officers desirous of attending should commuoicate with the Hon. 
Secretary, Mesopotamian and Persian Dinner, 3, Copthall Buildingg, 
E.C. 2. 

The following note on the Russian-German Alai Expedition has been com- 
municated by the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society. 

RUSSISCH-DEUTSCHE ALAI EXPEDITION. 
BREMEN, 

HORNERSTRASSE, 2. 
This expedition is a joint undertaking of the Soviet Government (Academy 

of Leningrad) and the German scientific authorities. The object is the glecio- 
logical and geological and nleteorological investigation of the Alai Mountains in 
Western Turkistan, from May to December, 1928. 

Leader : W. R. Ricltmers. Russian Members : N. L, Korshenensky, Pro- 
fessor of Geography, Tashkent ; Professor Bielayeff of Pulkovn; Professor 
Zilnmermenn of Tashkent. 

German Members : Dr. L. Noth, Innsbruck, Geologist; Dr. R. Fingter- 
welder, Munich, Cartography ; Dr. R. Lentz, Berlin, Ethnology. In addition 
there will be four young mountaineers delegated by the Oertnen and Austrian 
Alpine Club. 

This is to  be the beginning of a systematic collection of data towards the 
chronologicsl comparison of the ice-ages in the Alps and Turkigtan- 

LIBRARY NOTICES 
The following books have been received for review : 

"The  Palestine Campaigns," by Colonel A. P. Wavell, C.M.G,, M.C. 
Campaigns and their Lessons Series, edited by ~ejor-Oeneral flir 
Charles Callwell, K. C.B. 9 " ~  6': x + 269 pp. Appendices, index, 
and maps. (London : Constable. 1928. 12s. 6d.) 

" Memoir of the Life of the late Nan& Fsrnsvis," Compiled from family 
records and extant works by A. MacUonald. Translated by Lieut*- 
CoIonel John  Briggs, late Resident a t  the Court of Satars, with 
Introduction by H. (3. Rawlinson, M.A., I.E.S. 91" x 6''. 177 PP' 
Index and illustrations. (For the Univeraity of Bombay : Humph"Y 
Milford, Oxford University Press. 1927. 6d.) 
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1 1  The Turltish Letters of Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq," Imperial Ambas- 
eador at Constentinople 1554-1562. Newly t ran~la ted  from the 
Latin of the Elzevir Edition by Edward Seylnour Forster. 
7%" x 53". xvi+ 265 pp. Map. (Oxford : Clarendon Press. 1927. 
7s. 6d.)- 

Modern Japan and its Problems," by G. C. Allen. 8:" x 59" 226 pp. 
(London : G. Allen and Unwin. 1928. 7s. 6d.) 

Magic Ledakh," by Rlajor M. L. A. Gompertz (Genpat). 83" x 5 9 .  
291 pp. Illustrations and map. (London : Seeley Service. 1928. 
21s.) 

"The Ottoman Empire and its Successors, brought up  to date by the 
inclusion of a new chapter entitled 'The Greek, Turkish, end 
Albanian Republics, 1923-27,"' by William Miller. 79" x 5&". 
xv+ 616 pp. Third edition, enlarged. (Cambridge University Press. 
16s.) 

"Five Years in Turkey," by General Liman Von Sanders. 9"x6". 
x + 325 pp. Four plates, 17 figures, 3 large-scale maps. (London : 
BailliPre, Tindall and Cox. 1928. 16s.) 

 through the Heart of Afghanistan," by Emil Trinkler. Edited and 
translated by B. K. Featherstone. 8 p t  x 53". xv +246 pp. Map and 
44 illustrations. (London : Fnber and Gwyer. 1928. 15s.) 

" Military Operations in Egypt and l'ttlestine, from the Outbreak of War 
with Gerinany to June. 1917." Official History of the War Series. 
By Lieut.-General Sir George MacRfunn, I<.C.13. 9" x 5". vii f 445 pp. 
(H.M. Stationery Office. 1928. 12s. 6d. Case of inaps, 5s. 6d.) 

" A  Tour in Southern Asia," by 13. Bleakloy. 9" x 6". 297 pp. 20 
illustrations and sketch map. (London : J. Lane, Bodley Head. 
12s. 6d.) 

"The Seventh Dominion," by Josiah C. Wedgwood. 73"x 5g1. 
xii + 131 pp. (London : Labour Publishing Co., Ltd. 1928. 2s. 6d. 
paper and 4s. 6d. cloth.) 

"Afghanistan of the Afghans," by Sirdar Ikbal Ali Shah. 89" x 5+". 
272 pp. Map. (London : The Diainond Press. 1928. 21s.) 

"Life and Tiines of Ali Ibn 'Isa, the Good Vizier," by Harold Bowen. 
9" x 53". xvii + 420 pp. (Cambridge University Press. 1928. 25s.) 

"Genghis Khan, Emperor of All Men," by Harold Lamb. 9" x 6". 
287 pp. Illustrations. (London : Thornton Butterworth. 1928. 
10s. 6d.) 

"Sttllkg's Reminiscences," by Rfajor-General L. C. Dunsterville, C.B., 
0.S.I. 88" x 6". x+ 298 pp. Illustrations. (London : Jonathan 
Cape. 1928. 7s. 6d.) 

" Ibn Sn'oud, his People and his IJnnds," by A~neen Riheni. 83" x 6". 
xvii + 370 pp. Illustrntions and map. (London : Constable. 1928. 
21s.) 

PEBRUARY PERIODICALS 
f i r ln ig l~ t l y  Itevicw : Mother India-Swarnj nnd Social Reform," by 

Sir Michael 0'l)wyer. 
Tlie Atlantic M o m t h e  : 1s India I)ying ? A reply to ' Mother India,' " 

by Alden H. Clark. 
The Round 5"able : India, Political and Constitutional." 
The E d i n b t ~ r ~ A  Revielo : "The Sitrlation in China," by 0. M. Green. 
The Nin,etcentb Centwry and A f tcr : " Afghanistan and the Outer 

IVorld," by Lieat.-General Sir (3. MacMunn, II.C.B., etc. 

MARCII 
The Round Table  : " h.l.n&uria : A Drama of R~i lways  and  politic^." 

" India and the Simon Commission." " The Working of the 
Rcfor~lls : An Indinn Vicw." 



LTBRAIiY NOTICES 

Th.e Nineteenth  Cen tury  a n d  A f t e r  : " Afghanistan and the OutGr 
Ivorld," by Lieut.-General Sir G. MacMunn, K.C.R., etc. $'The 
Mechanism of Shanghai," II., by E. 11. Gull. " China : Highbrow 
Illuuions," by J. 0. P. Blend. 

Police Journal  : " The Iraq Police," by Lieut.-Colonel Sir A. T. Wilson, 
K.C.I.E. " The Palestine Forco under the Mandate," by A. J ,  
Kingsley Heath. 

. TJbe Joum,r,l o f  t he  United Service I n s f i t z ~ t i o n  o f  India (January, 
1928) : " Innermost Asia and the Story of China's Central Asian 
Expansion," by Sir Aurel Stein, C.1.E. 

BllIZTTED IX GRR.iT DRIT.4IN DY 
BILLING A N D  SONS, LTD., OUILVFORD AND ESllElL 
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TWO YEARS IN SOUTH KURDISTAN* 
BY DR. G. M. LEES,  M.C., D.F.C. 

THE strategic importance of the rugged mountainous country of 
Kurdistan for the defence of Iraq does not require emphasis. I t  is  a 
country inhabited by a proud, turbulent race, between which and the 
Arab inhabitants of the plains a state either of open war or of raiding 
activity has existed from time immemorial. Kurdistan is essentially ~ ~ d i ~ t ~ ,  

the land of the Kurds, and the political boundaries which divide i t  
between the three countries, Iraq, Persia, and Turkey, are entirely 
artificial. In fact, many large nomad tribes have their winter-quarters 
in the low foothill region on the fringe of the Iraq plains, while in 
the summer they trek up into the Persian highlands in search of better 
pasture and a cooler clime. 

So long as relations between the three countries concerned remain 
friendly the divided nature of Kurdisten need not cause either friction 
or embarrassment, provided that  each country is able to control 
effectively its section. But were the present dictatorial form of 
government to collapse in either Persia or Turkey, this control would 
cease automatically-a state of affairs which would react unfavourably 
on the bordering territory in Iraq. During the period of our adminis- 
tration of Kurdistan, we have evacuated the country once as  a result 
of an invasion of tribesmen from over the Persian frontier, and once in 
coneequence of an incursion of a small body of Turks. 

At the close of the Great War, the necessity of our exercising some first 
n~easure of control over Kurdistan was fully realized, but the euthori- poliOy. 

ties wtlre averse to military occupation of the country. I t  Was decided, 
instead, to create some form of buffer state under a semi-independent 
ruler. A small group of chosen officers were to  hold advisory positions 
and to be in charge of the training of local armed forces. The policy 
decided upon was an unfortunate one as  events proved, but in the 
circumstances there seemed to be no alternative. 

The only outstanding personality in Sulaimani with sufficient sheikh 
authority and capable of undertaking the rulership of the country was Mahmud. 

Shaikh Mahmud i Shsikh Said, so he was duly appointed with the title 
Hukmdar and with a substantial subsidy. 
Major Noel and a small group of officers proceeded to Sulaimeni in 

order to assist in the work of organization end administration. The 
evil reputation of Shaikh Mahmud for treachery end dishonesty was 

* Lecture Qven at s meeting of the Central Asian Society, at the Royal 
f l o c i e t ~ ' ~  Rooma, on March 14, 1928, Lieut.-General Sir George MecMunn in 
the Chair. 
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well known, but as  his interests and ours appeared to coincide there 
seemed to  be no occasion for him to play us false. Unfortunltelg 
he was trusted too implicitly and allowed too complete control of hia 
large subsidy. Intoxicated by his sudden acquisition of power and 
wealth, Shaikh Mahmud's ambitions soon commenced to soar beyond 
their prescribed limits and he had visions of himself as, eventually, king 
of a united and independent Kurdistan. During the course of the 
following months, he gathered around him a band of sworn accomplicee, 
and installed a number of ex-Turkish officers or officials in responsible 
positions in the  administration and in the native levies, then being 
trained by British officers. These men were under an oath of allegiance 
to  support him personally in an effort to throw off all British 
control. 

Shaikh hlahmud had little real popularity throughout South 
Kurdistan. His  reputation for tyranny and treachery caused him to 
be heartily disliked by all except his own immediate following, but for 
the same reason he was feared by all who lacked sufficient protection 
from his vengeance. His  position as head of the holy family of BarEinji 
Shaikhs (in Kurdistan the name Shaikh implies Saud or descendant of 
the Prophet) caused him to  be generally respected. The Kurd is, in 
general, not devoutly religious, but his simple and superstitious nature 
makes him particularly susceptible to the influence, whether for good 
or for evil, of his holy Shaikhs. 

Shaikh Mahmud's personal followers were mostly tenants from his 
large estates or from those of his numerous relatives. He was disliked 
by the larger nomad tribes, but as  the support of the tribesmen was 
essential for the advancement of his ambitions, on his appointment as 
Hukmdar, he spared himself no paine to win their allegiance. In this 
he was favoured by a series of circumstances. During the wintera 1917 
to  1919 almost famine conditions ruled throughout this part of 
Kurdistan. I n  the north the Penjwin district had been ravaged by s 
Russian army, and in particular by their avenging advance guard of 
Christian tribesmen. Elsewhere Turkish grain requisitions had been 
on such a scale that seed grain for the 1919 sowing had been almost 
unobtainable. I n  consequence of such conditions the tribesmen were 
prepared to swear allegiance to anyone in return for aubgtsn~id 
subsidies. 

Shaikh Mahmud's propaganda for an unified and independent 
Kurdistan produced no effect whatsoever. At that time anything 
approaching a national feeling was completely lacking in Kordistan* 
Owing to the bitter animosities between the various tribal elements 
and to the dislike and contempt of all tribesmen for the townsmen 
effendi claes of ex-Turkish officials, unification and co-oper~tion waO 
out of the question. The demand for independence arose from the 
letter class-the small but articulate minority. 
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8haikh Mahmud was further assisted in his schemes by an im- 
portant factor-namely, the distrust of the people of our real inten- 

tions, This distrust arose largely as a result of an unfortunate 
retirement from Kirkuk, which, as a military necessity due to lack of 
transport, we had been forced to undertake in the summer of 1918. On 
our occupation of that town in the May of that year the Turks had 
retired from the whole of South Kurdistan. We were given a cordial 
welcome by the people of Kirkuk, and the leading Kurdish personalities, 
including Shaikh Mahmud, sent representatives to us in Kirkuk offer- 

ing 
The Turks on their reoccupation exacted a summary 

vengeance'on all who had been friendly to us. This affair, in so far as 
it was a military necessity, was unavoidable ; but it did us incalculable 
damage from a point of view of prestige. The tribesmen had now 
to decide between allegiance to the British or to Shaikh Mahmud, and 
there can be no doubt that, if they could have been convinced that we 
were honest in our declared policy of remaining in Kurdietan, a rebel- 
lion in 1919 would have been impossible. 

By February the situation had so developed that Shaikh Mahmud's 
ultimate ambitions were becoming increasingly evident, and steps were 
considered to bring him under closer control. About this time Major Major E. B.  
E. B. Soane arrived in Baghdad. A year previously he had contracted Soane. 

tuberculosis while serving as Political Officer a t  I(hanaqin, and he had 
been evacuated to Australia as an incurable case. The disease had 
been arrested, and now Soane returned, far from sound, but prepared 
to undertake active duty once more. I t  is unnecessary to describe this 
remarkable man or his connection with Kurdietan to the members of 
this Society. He has been himself a contributor to this Journal, and 
hie obituary notice in it contained a brief summary of his career. He 
has described his remarkable journey before the war and his sojourn 
in Solaimani and Halsbja in his book, li To Mesopotamia and Kur- 
dietan in Disguise." This book has been out of print for many years. 
but hmkfl to the efforts of his widow and of some personal friends, 
a edition has recently been published as a memorial, The study 
Of the Kurd8 and their language had long become his foremost interest, 
and the knowledge thus gained during his long sojourn among them, 
together with his natural remarkable personality, made Soane of unique 

for the administration of Kurdistan. 
In early March the Civil Commissioner called a conference a t  British policy 

B'%hdad to discuss the Kurdish situation. I t  was attended among defined. 

by Colonel Leachman, Major Soane, and Major Noel. I t  was 
decided that Soane should replace Noel a t  Sulairnsoi, and that Shaikh 
Mahmud'8 Power should be gradually curtailed, but, if possible, in such 

to avoid an open breach. One of the first steps was to 
the Halabja district and the powerful nomad Jaf tribe from the 

of shaikh Mahmud, and to place it in charge of an Assistant 
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Political Offjcer, who should be directly under the orders of ~~j~~ 
soan0 a t  Sulaimani, and 1 was chosen to undertake this duty, 

On March 15 I commenced my trek from railhead at the jebel 
Hamrin with a small cavalcade of horses and mules, bound for Lhe 
great unknown. The political situation was pregnant with possibilities; 
could we succeed in our attempt to clip gradually the wings of our 
nominee, or would he attempt an independent flight before our plans 
matured? I t  was bracing spring weather, and mounted on a spirited 
Arab stallion, one felt little inclined to heed the mueic of a, dietant 
drum." 

At Kifri I found myself in the midst of my Jaf tribesmen, then 
in their winter-quarters in the foothills on the fringe of the MesoPo. 
tamian plains. I halted here for a few days, and paid the headmen of 
the various sections of the tribe the monthly subsidies previously paid 
by Shaikh Mahmud, the total subsidy of the latter in Sulaimani being 
deducted by an equivalent amount. This was the first outward sign 
of a change in policy, and, in consequence, I received a most cordial 
welcome everywhere throughout my onward journey to Halebja. The 
Jaf tribe, and especially their chiefs, the Begzada Jaf, were hereditary 
enemies of the Berzinja Shaikhs, and our policy of armed financial 
support of Shaikh Mahmud had been very disagreeable to them. 

Halabja lies picturesquely situated among pleasant gardens at the 
south-eastern end of the broad and fertile Shah-i-Zur valley. It ie the 
capital of a long, straggling district, bounded on one side by 150 milee 
of Persian frontier, and yet it is in reality no more than an enlarged 
village, with some 1,000 houses. I t  boasts of three large, well-built, 
two-storey houses belonging to the Osman Pasha branch of the Begzada 
Jaf family, the other branch, that of Mahmud Pasha, having remained 
with the nomad tribe, although their influence among them had become 
almost nominal. 

The Shahr-i-Cur valley is the half-way halting-place of the Jaf tribe 
on their long seasonal trek from their winter-quarters in the Kifri 
vicinity to the Pereian highlands between Sinna and Saqiz. For t~bout 
a month in the late spring, end again in the autumn, the valley ia 
dotted with their countlees black tent encampmente, and the hills 
resound with the shouts or the songs of their shepherds. The life 
of the nomad is care-free and essy, and a good rifle and a swift mount 
are regarded as necessary sttributes of manhood. The settled villager 
is dooked on as an inferior grade of creation-in fact the very 
Kurd signifiee a tribesman as distinct from e villager or ~ u r f ~ n i .  

 oathe ern The Shahr-i-Zur plain is flanked on the north-east by a great 
: mountain wall-the Kuh-i-Aoroman-rising 6,000 feet tblmo8t sheer out 

The mountain 
tribenmen. of the plain to a height of about 9,000 feet. The Persian frontier run' 

along the crest of this range. Both sides of this great mountin ma's 

are inhabited by powerful mountain tribes, living in almost impregnable 
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,illsges built in the rock face of the steep and narrow mountain gorges. 
Where the valleys are wider, terraced gardens are built on the flanks 
and netwed by small canals let off from the main stream higher up  the 

Dried fruits and nuts, including walnuts, almonds, figs, rnul- 
berries, apples, quince, raisins, etc., are the principal produots of these 
mountain villages. The Aoroman tribesman are non-Kurd, and speak 
a language of their own, unintelligible to a Kurd. They had a l w a y ~  
been source of embarrassment to the Turks, a legacy of trouble which 
we were destined to inherit in full measure. They were divided into 
two main sections, that of Jafar Sultan and that  of Mshmud Khan 
Dizli, both living partly on our side of the frontier and partly in Persia. 
The Persian Government did not, however, exercise even a nominal 

over them at that time. 
I approached Halabja, I was met, according to  the custom of 

I I  istiqbal," by over a hundred sowars, including all the Begzadas and  
the local people of importance. On my arrival I was ushered into the 
presence of a remarkable personality-the famous Lady of Halabla, 
Adela Khanum. She was widow of the late Osman Pasha, but, by 
virtue of her own force of character, she was feared and respected 
throughout the whole of Southern Kurdistan. She was a small person, 
apparently frail in body, but nevertheless possessed of endless and 
unbounded energy. Her features were fine cut, with a tendency towards 
the aquiline type, and her dark flashing eyes revealed the secret of her 
power. The first impression which one received of her was of stern 
harshness and innate strength of character ; but, when she smiled, one 
realized that the subtleties of the woman had played a large part  in the 
aoccess of her autocratic rule. At this time Adela Khanum was about g2- 
sixty years of age, but, thanks to the skilful, though liberal, use of 
artificial aids, she did not look a day over forty. The glow in her 
cheek8 was of Parisian origin, and the blackness of her long, straight 
lock6 was somewhat idealized. I remember on a later occesion visiting 
her she was just recovering from a severe attack of fever, and 
noticing to my astonishment about m eighth of an inch of pure white 
at the roots of her hair I 

The Begzada family were a t  this time divided into two factions, the 
and her sons Ahmad Beg and Izzet Beg and the families of 

Mahmod Pasha and Fattah Beg on the one side, and Hamid Beg, son 
Osrnan Pasha by mother wife, Daud Beg, and some others on the 

Other aide* Shaikh Mahmud had taken advantageof this split, and, as  
reault of Payments and promises, had won the allegiance of Hamid 

Beg. The latter wae allied by marriage with the Aoroman tribes, and 
"1 in  the absence of the Jaf nomads from Shahr-i-Zur, he was a source 

embarrassment for the other faction. I n  consequenoe 
strained sit~iation, I received a very cordial welcome from the 

and her side and a correspondingly cold one from Hamid Beg. 
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The month of April and first part of May passed without any un. 
toward incident. Meanwhile I had visited the greater part of my large 
and unwieldy district, and was becoming more familiar with the tribal 

situation and with the various chiefs and headmen. Major Soane in 
Sulaimani was pursuing his policy with apparent success, and, although 
we realized that  Shaikh Mahmud would eventually make a bid for 
independence, we hoped that  before he decided to do so we should have 

sufficiently curtailed his power as  to render him harmless. But events 
were to  prove otherwise ! 

Early in May I received news that Mahmud Khan Dizli, with about 
200 Aoroman tribesmen, had crossed the frontier, with the announced 
intention of marching on Sulaimani to pay a friendly visit to Shaikh 
Mahmud. Knowing that  Mahmud Khan had been subsidized by 
Shaikh Mahmud, i t  was obvious that  this friendliness was not altogether 
disinterested, and so I decided to  intercept him. Bly total armed force 
then consisted of a detachment of fifty Kurdish levies under command 
of Sidqi Beg, an ex-officer in the Turkish army. I ordered him to 
proceed with his men to Khormal in order to be within easy reach in 
case of emergency, and I set forth accompanied by Ahmad Beg and 
about fifty Jaf sowars. Meanwhile Mahmud Khan had been awaiting 
developments in a village a t  the foot of the Aoroman mountains, un- 
willing to  leave the shelter of his crags until he knew what action I 
might take. His  intentions were obviously unfriendly, and, in fact, the 
real reason of his desire to reach Sulaimani was only too well known. 
But  I did not wieh, nor was I indeed in a position, to provoke hostilities, 
With Jaf eowars I could not attack him so long as he remained in the 
hills. The levies were mostly recruits, and, apart from the question 
of numbers, they were certainly no match for the Aoroman n~ountaln 
tribesmen in their own country. 

""w with The only course open to me was to reason with him, end to profess Mahmud 
Khan. ignorance of his real intentions. I sent a sowar ahead to announce 

my arrival, and I was duly received and entertained to the customary 
ceremonial tea. Mahmud Khan was a great uncouth man, with 8 face 
in which one searched in vain for a trace of intelligence. Hie men 

were about the wildest crowd imaginable as they stood around in 
a great oircle staring with astonishment a t  the strange farnngi. They 
were all physically powerful men, and well armed with Turkish Mauser 
rifles. During a tea ceremony it is an unwritten law that one may 
not broach any serious subject, sod  so couversation waa  onf fined to 
platitudes. Mahmud Khan spent most of his time glaring at me, and 
I could almost feel his mind working, wondering how much I knew! 
or was I as  simple a s  I looked, and what unknown source of POwer 

had I that  I dared visit him in this way and attempt to thwart hi' 
purpose. 

At the first opportunity I commenced business. I pointed out thht 
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the British Government would regard his crousing the frontier with 
, body of men as an armed invasion, and that  Baghdad had already 
been informed by telegraph, etc. TO cut a long story short, after 
a great deal of argument he agreed to return to his village and disperse 
hie men, and if he should wish to go to  Sulaimani a t  a later date 
he would first come to Halabja to ask my permission. We parted 
good friends as far as outward form goes, and I returned to  Khormal 
to wait there until I received assurance tha t  Nahmud Khan had 
actually returned. 

rn the night of the following day Sidqi Beg was fatally shot outside 
my tent, ~t was a mystery which baffled me a t  the time. IUahmud 
Khan had meanwhile definitely returned to Dizli, and none of his men 
were known to be in the neighbourhood. Neither could I think how 
he could profit by such a murder, nor could Sidqi Beg, a very small 
man, have been mistaken for myself even in the  semi-darkness. The 
truth was, as transpired long subsequently, that  the shot had been 
fired by a friend, and that Sidqi Beg had been my most dangerous 
enemy. He had been in the pay of Shaikh Mahmud, and when I 
ordered him to proceed to Khormal he had wanted to march direct to  
Mahmud Khan and join forces with him. A young Begzada, who was 
his second in command, refused to become party to this treason, and 
Sidqi swore to be revenged. The Begzada had not told me of the 
incident as he thought I should not have believed it, which is perhaps 
true, especially as Sidqi was as efficient as  an officer as  the Begzada 
was the reverse. He  knew that Sidqi would shoot him sooner or 
later if he got a chance, and so- 

The next day I returned to Halabja, and the Dizli incident seemed 
to be closed. I had kept Sulaimani informed of the course of events 
throughout. Two days later the Mudir of Khormal sent in the urgent Threat to 

news that Mahmud Khan had collected about five hundred Aoroman s u l a i m d .  
and Merivan tribesmen, and had crossed the frontier near Penjwin, 
and was on his way to Sulaimani through the hilly country of Shahr 
Bazhir, thus avoiding Shahr-i-Zur entirely. 

I wired the news immediately to Sulaimani, but it only gave about 
8 few hours warning of his arrival. Tbat same morning Major Soane 
had left for Baghdad by motor, completely ignorant of the approaching 

and Major Greenhouse had taken over command. The levies 
were despatched to prevent Mahmud Khan's entering the town, and 
in Spite of the disaffection of some of the officers they put up a fight, 
but Were eventually routed, and Sulaimani lay open to Mahmud Khan. 

Meanwhile Shaikh Mahmud had made no move. If Mahmud 
Khan had been defeated he would hcve stoutly denied all com- 
plicity, but now, with the defeat of the levies, he was automatioally 
master of the situation. The British officers were seized, and 
plaoed under a strong guard in the political office. The telegraph 
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line to  Kirkuk had been cut early that  morning, and sowar with 
despatches sent off by Major Greenhouse had been intercepted, thus 
preventing the news of the  momentous events of the day from reaching 
the outside world. 

Shaikh Mahmud immediately proclaimed himself King of Kurdistrn, 
and proceeded to  wreak his vengeance on all and sundry suspected 01 
pro-British sympathies. Mahmud Khan and his wild mountain tribes- 
men set to  work to  loot and pillage indiscriminately. 

The telegraph service between Sulaimani and Halabja was not 
a model of efficiency. The line lay for long stretches on the ground, 
end, as  a result, it only functioned in fine weather, and only very rarely 
was it possible to use the telephone. That evening I was surprised 
to  hear a faint buzzing in my D. 111 instrument, and on lifting up the 
receiver I heard the voice of Major Greenhouse. I t  was an unusual 
combination of fortunate circumstances. Shaikh Mahmud had by an 
oversight omitted to cut the Halabja line, and Greenhouse and his 
comrades were locked in the very office containing the telephone 
instrument. 

Hastily Major Greenhouse recounted to me the events of the day, 
and how he  had been unable to  get news away of the disaster, and 
then-crash ! A sentry had suddenly looked into the room, and, 
finding Greenhouse in the act of speaking in the telephone, had sent 
the  instrument flying with his rifle-butt. But it had been sufficient: 
I despatched an urgent messenger to Khanaqin, and two days later 
the news was wired from there to Baghdad, 

I a t  once commenced preparations for a relief expedition of 
Sulaimani. With the assistance of the Lady, Ali Beg, and Ahmad 
Beg 1 sent messengers to  all sections of the Jaf to mobilize their 
complete strength and to concentrate in Shahr-i-Zur. Sowars from 
the neighbouring villages began to arrive during the course of the 
following day, and by evening I had a force of about 150 men. 
I started off a t  dawn next morning, hoping to  collect many more men 
OD the way through Shahr-i-Zur, although the Jaf nomads could not 
be expected within a week. 

But  alas for my hopes! No sooner was I a few houra on the 
march than news arrived that  the men from the mountain village 
of Abu Abela were preparing to  attack and loot Halsbja under the 
leadership of Shaikh Kerim, an agent of Shaikh Mahmud. I wanted 
to  push on, but a s  the homes of many of my men were in danger 
I could no longer control them, and I was forced very reluctantly 
to abandon the expedition temporarily and return to Halabjs. 

During the course of the next twenty-four hours I gradually lost 
control of the situation, until finally I realized that I was a prigoner 
in my own houee. Rumours were abroad that the British had 
completely evacuated Mesopotamia, and that the Arab tribes had 
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the Boghsz-i-Fao. This was a name with which to conjure- 
T~ the Kurdish mind Mesopotamia is entered through rmuntain- 

at Fao, and a few tofanchis (riflemen) Can hold the flituation 

&gainst an army. Such chai-Khaneh rumours are much more formid- 
able than a enemy. Confirmation was available in abundance 
from men who had been to Khanaqin or Baghdad during the course of 
the and had seen on all sides signs of demobilization and 

Also the memory of our evacuation of Kirkuk was still 
fresh, Shaikh Mahmud had sent envoys to  Hamid Beg appointing 
him governor, and a number of his adherents, such as Shaikh Kerim, 
to various other offices. The men who had come to my assistance 
a day previously either left for their homes or joined Hamid Beg, and 
numbers of tofanchis from Abu Abela and the nearer Aoroman villages 
crowded to Halabja, at  the prospect of loot, my treasury being supposed 
to contain fabulous sums. The levies had somehow ceased to exist 
and had disappeared. There was no alternative but to  prepare for 
a siege and await the arrival of the Jaf. 

The Lady and her faction of Bagzadas remained friendly, but, until 
assistance from the nomad Jaf should arrive, they were powerless. 
Ali Beg i Mahmud Pasba joined me in my house with about fifteen 
reliable men, and these, together with ten men of my own, constituted 
the sum-total of my strength, as opposed to 400 or 500 men with 
Hamid Beg. He hed placed a cordon around my house, but he lacked 
confidence to attack me openly by day, and we managed to beat off two 
rather half-hearted night attacks. 

The third day brought a diversion. About eleven o'clock a great 
shout went up : " Taiyara hat, taiyara hat I "  An aeroplane ! Hamid 
Beg's men scattered in consternation in all directions, while my small 
handful of followers shouted and cheered for joy. The plane circled 
round, and flying low over my house dropped a message-bag. I rushed 
into the courtyard, picked up the bag, and seeing the handwriting of the 
Civil Commissioner, Colonel (now Sir Arnold) Wilson, I did not wait 
to read further, but, snatching up the white marking strips, I jumped 
On horse, which had been kept ready saddled day and night for any 
such emergency and, regardless of the enemy, started off a t  a hard gallop 
lor thela~ding-~round about two miles away. The plane continued to 

round, and when I put out the T it came low as if to inspect it, 
and then after a friendly wave from pilot and passenger flew straight 

in the direction of Iiifri. I t  was a great disappointment, and of 
'Ouree I could not divine the real reason for their not having landed, 

shortness of fuel. 
I had made a mistake. In the first place it would have been very 

unwiee for the Civil Commissioner to have risked a landing, and it is 
doubtful if he could have more than temporarily influenced the situation. 
But I had obviously prepared for his landing and he had not, I had 
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to explain the reason to the numbers of sowars of both sides aho 
came galloping up. I eaid the pilot had signalled that the ground 
too small. The excuse did not sound very convincing, but as luck 
would have it I was able to profit by it two days later. 

I rode back to Halabja alongside Hamid Beg who was very pleaeant 
and affable and, in spite of the seriousness of the situation, I could not 
help smiling inwardly a t  its ridiculousness. Hamid Beg's manner 
prompted by two motives : he was unable to gauge the significance of 
this unexpected visit from the skies, and he hoped to elicit some infor. 
mation. At the same time he probably suspected I might try to 
escape, and so we re-entered Halabja, and returned to our respective 
strongholds ! 

The news contained in the Civil Commissioner's message was not 
very reassuring. A small relief force for Sulaimani, sent from Kirkuk, 
had been ambushed, and forced to retire with heavy casualties, includ. 
ing two armoured cars. A larger force was then being concentrated at 
Kirkuk, but two to three weeks must elapse before an advance can be 
expected. If I lost control of the situation, I should retire on Khanaqin. 

The following day passed quietly, but that night another attempt wae 
made to storm my compound. As there was still no news from the Jaf 
tribe by next day, I decided to attempt to escape under cover of darkness 
in the coming night, but presently the situation became critical and de- 
manded more immediate action. Messengers from 8haikh Mrthmud 
arrived for Hamid Beg, bringing various royal proclamations and a Kur- 
dish national flag, which was duly hoisted and greeted by volley8 of shot8 
as  e feu de joie (incidentally I now possess this same flag as a souvenir of 
these events). The messengers also reported that Mahmud Khan was on 
his way, and would arrive that night at  Halabja with htructi0nsthJ I 
was to be captured dead or alive. This news did not suit Hamid Beg's 
men as they should then have had to share the loot from my treasury 
with several hundred others, and in consequence much unusual activity 
could be seen from my house. 

I t  is difficult to describe adequately the ~tmosphere of my " siege." 
There was something unreal, almost comic opera, about the whole 
situation, although there was no denying its seriousness. Hamid Beg 
was a small disagreeable man with a strongly pocked face, end he  did 
not give one an impression of the terrible Kurd. He was, indeed, less 
to be feared than his friends, the Aoroman tribesmen, or than flhrikh 
&rim and his men from Abu Abela These men hung around my 
house in groups all day, but they did not molest my servants going to 
or from the bazaar for food, and there was always a ready interchange 
of news. I n  this way I soon learned the reason for the oommotion in 
the enemy stronghold-namely, that I was to be attacked in the after- 
noon in order to forestall Mahmud Khan's arrival in the evening- 

There was only one obvious course of aotion-to escape at all 
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I bitterly having delayed 80 long, in the  vain hope of relief 

from the Jaf. Soon, however, I devised a plan. I gave a 

old henchman a large envelope carefully sealed and con- 
tdniog some old papers. H e  was to  take i t  secretly to  the Lady and 
to ask her to send two sowars with i t  quietly out of the town. They 

sere to walk for about a quarter of an hour in the direction of 
Khanaqin, and then turn about, and come galloping back, and if possible 
deliver me the despatch. 

The Lady played her part admirably, and the plan was a complete 
success. The sight of two galloping messengers so took the enemy by 
surprise that they were able to reach my compound without being 
molested. I read my despatches," and excitedly informed my men 
that eight aeroplanes were due to  arrive in half an  hour's time. 

We now, in our turn, shot off a feu de joie into the air in t h e  
approved fashion, and my men soon broadcasted the great news. 
Eight aeroplanes being such a lot of aeroplanes and the landing-ground 
being small, as the event of two days previously had shown, I decided 
that much digging was necessary. I sent to the bazaar and hired as 
many coolies as available and provided them with such implements a s  
I posseesed. This small band of workers, armed with picks and shovels, 
were despatched to the landing-ground, and their departure seemed to  
put the hall-mark of sincerity on my news. The groups of tofanchis 
in the vicinity of my house seemed to melt away and, when I saw the 
coast was clear, I announced that I must go personally to superintend 
the digging work, for to dig an aerodrome requires years of experience ! 

Accompanied by Ali Beg and Ahmad Beg and about twenty sowars, 
I r o d ~  slowly out of the town. Two of Ali Beg's followers had saddle 
arums which they played vigorously out of defiance a t  Hamid Beg's 

who we could see lining the wall of his compound-great wild 
looking men scowling at  our changed fortunes and obviously very ill a t  
ease. 

We rode at a walking pace all the way to the landing-ground-and 
then off at a gallop ! By the time the news reached Hamid Beg that  
he had been tricked we had about two hours start. 

My pursuit could not be thought of until my treasury had first been 
looted- and that was no easy matter. My personal belongings soon 
disappeared, but they were not very considerable, and all attention was 
centred on m y  aafe, the contents of which were variously estimated a t  
10 to 100 lakhs of rupees. The blacksmith was summoned and he 
soon demolished the safe-only to find a heap of ashes inside. I had 
had about 30,000 rupees, of which all but some 3,000 were in notes. 
During the past two days I had listed the numbers of all the notes 
(which were subsequently annulled) and burnt them. The silver I 
distributed among my men before departing. 

After two hard days riding across the mountain-passes I reached 
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Khanaqin, and so by car to Baghdad. The Jaf tribesmen had r~ tua l l~  
formed a force of about 1.000 sowars, and were starting for Shahr.i. 

Zur, when they heard that I had left Halahja. The inspired rumour8 
of British evacuation of Mesopotamia had seriously undermined their 
confidence and, on learning of my precipitous departure from Halabj4 
they disbanded. The headmen wrote me a mazbsta, or declaration of 
loyalty, saying that if I could produce definite proof of our intention to 
remain in Kurdistan, even half a dozen British soldiers, they would 
follow me to the end of the world, eto. But I was but a single in- 
dividual and a fugitive from my command ! 

On arrival a t  Baghdad, I learned that no advance was contemplated 
from Khanaqin until the main force concentrating in Kirkuk had corn. 
menoed operations. As this necessitated a delay of a least a fortnight, 
I obtained permission to rejoin the Air Force temporarily and flew 
next day to Kirkuk. 

The Sulaimani relief force was commanded by General Frezer. 
The initial reverses had been the result of under-estimating the quality 
of the enemy, and General Frazer wisely decided to postpone further 
advance until he had sufficient force to place the issue beyond doubt, 
I made several trips over Sulaimani, but Major  ree en hi use and his 
comrades were kept under cover and out of sight. We refrained from 
bombing, as  the prisoners would have suffered-as a reprisal. Likewise 

- 

a t  Halabja, from fear of hitting the Lady's bouse, I did not recommend 
bombing, but a t  Abu Abela I was lucky in scoring a direct hit on Shaikh 
Herim's house. 

I t  must be eaid to Shaikh Mahmud's credit that he fought bravely. 
Having so deeply committed himself he was desperate, and with an 
almost fanatical enthusiasm he inspired his men, already flu~hed by 
their initial success, to deeds of bravery. But against a well-organized 
modern force, with machine guns and artillery and supported by 
aeroplanes, it was of no avail. 

Bazian Pass was stormed on June 18. Sheikh Mahmud we0 
severely wounded and captured on the battlefield, and the remnants of 
hi8 forces scattered in all directions. The safety of the British captives 
in Sulaimani was our immediate concern. After the taking of the Pas8 

the whole force moved forward, preceded by the cavalry (two squadrons. 
32nd Lancers) and a section of field artillery, who occupied the Taeh- 
lujah Pass early in the afternoon. The bulk of the oavalry then 
pushed on and took Sulaimani about 7 p.m., just in time to save the 
live8 of the British prisoners. I t  was a brilliant rescue, and entirely 
dependent on speed for its success. If news of the defeat and oaptuptore 

BeUefof of Shaikh Mahmud had reached Sulaimani first, the captire8 W O U ~ ~  
Sulaimrni . certainly have been carried off into the mountain country of %ahr 

Bazir and held there as  hostages-or if that had not been p068ible their 
altern8tive fate may be imagined. But the first news gul.imboi 
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wrs the thundering of the hoofs of the Indian sOWar8. The 
guards were taken completely by surprise and easily overpowered, 

odM.jor Greenhouse and his comrades Were free, after just a month 
of confinement. They had suffered much physically, and even more 
mentally, but all was now over. 

T~~ daye before the storming of Bazian I had been recalled to 
Kbaoaquin to =company a small force advancing from there to Halabja. 
Our expedition was uneventful, and we arrived a t  Halabja on the same 
dg as General Frazer with a force from Sulaimani. Hamid Beg and 
his adherents had, of course, sought refuge in the Aoroman, and the 
Ledy wee once more established in her own. I n  recognition of her Eetablish- 

eervicee to me she was awarded the order of Khan Bahadur-the first merit security. 
woman, as far as I know, on whom this distinction has been conferred. 

Much hard work, bat of lees general interest, lay before ug. Our 
first concern was to round up the ringleaders of the rebellion, and then 
to establish the adminietration on a sound footing and in a manner 
acceptable to the people themselves. Hamid Beg and Daud Beg 
surrendered, Mahmud Khan Dizli and Mahmud Khan Kanisenan were 
oaptured in Senna at the instigation of Captain W-srren. Shaikh Abdul 
Qdi r  of Sangao successfully evaded capture, although Captain Bond 
from Chemchemal and I with joined forces attempted to round him up 
for nearly a month. Various terms of imprisonment were served on the 
prisoners, the highest being that of Sbaikh Mahmud of twenty years 
penal servitude in India. Their estates were in all cases sequestrated. 

By November. 1919, Major Soane was able to report such satisfactory 
progress with the establishment of law and order that the troops were 
completely withdrawn, and our administration was dependent on the 
goodwill of the people for its support. A new levy force was organized 
under the very efficient leadership of Captains Fitzgibbons and Makant. 
The prosperity of the country increased rapidly until Sulaimani division 
with yearly revenue of thirty-two lakhs, was reoognized as one of the 
richeat in the occupied territory. The [nost valuable crop was tobacco, 

for the first time for many years, the cultivators were ~ b l e  to  
harvest their produce without fear of extortion, and transport it safe 
lrom attacks of brigands. The rule of Major Soane was stern though 
e¶oiable. Robberies almost disappeared, and even the carrying of 
rifles w a ~  strictly forbidden, the Kurd proving to be very amenable to 

strict discipline. The unruly elements were deprived of a liveli- 
hood~  but the dvantages of a strong administr~tion to the many were 

The Persian frontier zone was a perpetual source of potential 
tmuble, and life in Halabja was by no means free from cares, but 
by dint 01 alternate threats and bluffs serious trouble was averted. 

my tmvels throughout the district I made s plane-table map of 
the Sh*r-i-Zur valley, which has since been published by the Survey 
Dapartment, Bqhdad, but without ~knowledgment  of its authorehip. 
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About this period 60ane carried out a project which 
reputation greatly as a true friend of all things Kurdish. 
local criticism and advice, he published weekly a Kurdish 
called Peshkotin, or Progress. Kurdish has never been a written 
language, and the spoken language varies greatly from tribe to tribe, 
The medium of correspondence was either Persian or Turkish, and the 
l h r d i s h  wiseacres declared emphatically that their language could 
be committed to paper. But Soane persisted, and although the paper 
met considerable ridicule a t  first, after some months it became 
well established and very popular. Government correspondence was 
conducted entirely in Kurdieh, and thus a cornmencement was 
towards the fixation of this language, a movement which has since 
gathered momentum. 

I n  summer, 1920, I was granted home leave, and I handed over my 
district and its attendant cares to Captain Beale, and in early August 
started, via Sulaimani and Kirkuk, for Baghdad. I reached Kirkuk 
on August 13, to find that further progress was out of the question. 
Mesopotamia wae in rebellion. Reluctantly I returned to Sulaimani, 
and, during the course of the following days, the news from the 
outer world was far from reassuring. On the 16th the Civil Com- 
missioner wired, giving a resume of the eituation. Baquba had been 
captured by the Arabs, the Assistent Political Officer at Khanaqin hed 
been forced to flee, end his house wee burnt, Captain Salmon at Kifri had 
been murdered, and the tribes of the Kirkuk and Erbil divieione were 
disaffected. No military assistance could be expected by outlying die- 
tricte, and trouble should be anticipated by retirement. 

But we had no intention of evacuating, even had we had a cafe 
refuge to which to withdraw. Major Soane took energetic messures to 
prevent any possibility of unrest. H e  invited Babekr Agha, chief of the  
Pizhder tribe, to come to Sulaimani with several hundred tribal eoWers 
in order to supplement the levy force, and I waa despatched to Qarb 
Dagh to prevent the spreading of disaffection from the Dilo and Zengena 
tribes to the south into Sulaimani division. I raised about 150 sowers 
and tofanchis from the villages of the Qara Dagh valley, was 

starting for the adjacent valley of Sangao, when I heard that mY 
enemy of the previous year, Shaikh Abdul Qadir, had arrived there 
and had captured the local Government Official and seized his revenue 
funds and a stock of rifles. 

I made for Jafaran, a village a t  the foot of the Sagirma Pas8p the 
only connecting track between the two ~ara l le l  valleys, where I was 
joined by Captain Bourne with a detachment of levies. On 
there I met a messenger with a letter from Sheikh A018 

he 

locally called. It was a, most diplomatic letter. After a 10% preamble 

of salutations he announced that he happened to be in the neighbour- 
hood, when he heard that a rabble of villagers were about to atteck the 
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mdh and rob him of the Government money. H e  (Sheikh Aol) had 
it his duty to protect the official and take charge of his funds 

bnd arms, and now he would like to learn my wiehes. The crafty men 
wrs fully aware of the state of rebellion in Mesopotamia, but he did not 
wish to commit himself further until its outcome was more certain. H e  
hrd been a fugitive from justice for thirteen months, and I pride myself 
that Captain Bond and I had forced him to move a t  high speeds most 
of the time. He realized his opportunity. By taking charge of the 
mua,jrvs money he would not need to share it with the rabble if 
the British did evacuate the country, as was still commonly thought- 
On the other hand, if the rebellion was suppressed, he had done a 
service to the Government which it would be forced to recognize. I was 
also relieved of an embarrassing situation. Frankly, I did not want to 
fight him ; the etakes were too great, for if I lost the whole southern 
part of the division would pass out of control. Even if I won I could 
not be sure of capturing him, and his presence in the rebellious Zengens 
oountry would constitute unpleasant menace. 

I replied, thanking him in the nsme of the " hukimat i fakhima i 
dowlat i Britannia," and suggested a meeting whereby we could discuss 
the situation. The terms were that each party should be accompanied 
by only six unarmed men-meeting-place to be the top of the pass one 
hour after dawn next morning. By midnight I received hie reply, 
agreeing to meet and accepting the conditions. 

It was a dramatic meeting. We both had located our forces during 
the night so as to be quickly available in case of emergency, but true to 
conditions, we reached the height of the pass with only six unarmed 
men each. We shook hands, and I thanked him in the name of the 
Government for his services. H e  was a small man, but well built, with 
a face which, while it showed great force of character, was frank and 
pleasant in expression. We sat down, and one of his men set about 
preparing a brew of tea, having come provided with the complete 
a~~ar&tue, including a large samovar and charcoal. That over, we 
commenced business. 

I explained that some few weeks must elapse before the British 
Government could punish the " donkeys and fathers of cattle " of Dilo 
tribesmen, and that, in the meantime, we needed the strong support of 
the people themselves in order to subdue the unruly elements and so to 
Prevent repetition of the events of the previous year. H e  was a atrong 

tribal chief-would he undertake the office of Mudir of 
SmgaO On behalf of the Government, and if so I would guarantee that 
he would be officially pardoned for his complicity in the Shaikh 
Mahmud rebellion 1 

He accepted immediately. I oould see that he was obviously pleased, 
as appointment suited his policy, H e  stood to gain whichever aide 
'On. I Was also pleased, as it settled an embarrassing situation, sod I 

19 
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felt Sure that under the circumstances Shaikh A01 could be depended 
on. He insisted on having a temporary certificate of the rppointmene 
until it  could be officially confirmed from Sulaimani, ne prodoctd 
Paper, and in doing 80 I caught sight of the butt of an automltiC in the 
folds of his cloak. Knowing that I had seen it, he glanced at me wit,, 
an embarrassed look, but I laughed and slapped my hip significantly, 
H e  understood and laughed in his turn. g t  Quite unnecessary," he said, 
" I decided not to shoot YOU laat winter. When you were on the 
tract through the Derbend-i-Khan gorge on your way to Kifri I was 
sitting in the Cliff up above fingering my rifle. But 1 decided that 1 
bad nothing to gain by ehooting, except perhaps some pereons1 eatiafac- 
tion." Not to be outdone, I told him what his fate would have been if 
our meeting had been other than prearranged-and so we parted good 
friends. 

I returned to Jafaran and wrote to Major Soane asking for sanction 
for what I had done, and for his official confirmation of thie somewhat 
unusual appointment. Shaikh Aol Qadir proved an efficient buffar 
between the disaffected Zengena and Dilo country to the south and 
Sulaimani division. Meanwhile Captain Holt had succeeded in keeping 
order in the Hamawand country, and so we managed to weather the 
critical times in Mesopotamia. 
. The next scare came from Halabja. A band of Aorumie had raided 
the town and shot up the houses of Captain Beale end the Lady, 
killing and wounding several men, including a Begzadr called Kerim 
Begi Aziz Beg. I received the news in Qara Dagh and, after r hard 
all-night ride, I arrived at  Sulaimani just in time to meet two 'planes 
from Baghdad. I was taken up as passenger and guide, and we set 
forth immediately for the Aoroman mountains. We bombed Dizli and 
some neighbouriog villages, and after a circuit over Merivm in order to 
show the flag, we flew to Halabja and landed. I received 8 royal 
welcome from the Begzadas and the townspeople of Hrlsbja andl as 
Beale had suffered severely from repeated attacke of fever, we decided 
that he should return to  Sulaimani and I should take over my old 
district once more. 

I t  was now mid-September and, as the situation in ~ e s o p o t s m ~ ~  
was by this time well in hand, we were at  last able to relax our efforts* 
I t  was very gratifying that we had been able to avoid internal trouble 
although completely isolated and surrounded by rebellious districts. It 
had only been poesible by the co-operation of the people themselves, 
and this in itself was a etriking testimony of the soundness bod 

popularity of Major Soane's system of administration. In the digoussion 
to  a paper on Some Military Aspects of the ~eeopotamirn prob'emp" 
by Captain Sheppard, read to this society in ~c tobe r ,  19209 the Rev' 
Dr. W. A. Wigram made the following comment. He bore " 
to the services of one particular officer, the man in charge of f3u1rimaD1' 
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the key and capital of the whole district of Kurdistan. Major Soane, 

political Officer there, being left practically alone, merely by means 
of hig personal influence and his knowledge of the turbulent people 
ah0111 he knew so well, had been able to keep control of the 

I remained in Halabja until January, 1921, when I made another 
this time successful, to proceed on leave. captain E. J- 

~~~~l~~ took over the district and, with rather mixed feelings, I took 
leave of my many friends and of valleys and mountains for which I had 
u;quired a real affection in spite of so many changes of fortune. 

Here my personal contact with Kurdistan ceases, and I feel that I 
cannot continue the narrative of subsequent events in any detail without 

personal bias to distort my sense of judgment. 
It is a sad story. Major Soane left for England on leave iri April, 

and while at home he was informed that his services would be no longer 
required. He had stubbornly resisted the attempt on the part of the 
Baghdad administration to bring Kurdistan directly under the Arab 
Government, and High Commissioner Sir Percy Cox decided that 
Kurdistan could be administered without and in spite of him. I 
realized that the ideals for which we had struggled so long, and the 
welfare of Kurdistan which we had so much a t  heart, were doomed if 
this policy were persisted in, so I handed in my resignation. 

Kurdistan was Major Soane's only interest in life, and with the loss 
of thet and with instead a life of inaction, the tuberculosis reappeared 
end he died in April, 1923. 

Major Soane's method of administration in Kurdistan has often 
been severely criticized and often sadly misrepresented. I n  Sir Samuel 
Hoare's recent book, India by Air," Soane is referred to as " that  
strange man who lived among the Kurds a t  Sulimanieh and ruled them 
with the hand of a medieval despot." Soane realized that when dealing 
with mch a race ae the Kurds only a strong Government can be 
permanently successful, but such a despotism," however sympathetic, 
is not consistent with our own principle8 of administration of mandatory 
territories, and his services were accordingly dispensed with. 

The Sulaimani division remained singularly peaceful throughout 
lg21, and it seemed as if Major Soane's forebodings had been baseless, 
but t  das, they were only too well-founded. During the next year four 
brave officers, Captains Fitzgibbon, Makant, Bond, and Mott, paid the 
price of administrative misjudgments with their lives. I n  September. 
1922, a small party of Turks appeared among the Pizhder tribe, once our 

loyal supporters, and a force of Indian troops sent against them 
was routed with severe loss. For no real reason pania spread throughout 
the Sulaimani division and the whole British personnel was precipitously 
evacuated by aeroplanes, leaving behind 44 lakhs of rupeeB,500 British 
rifles, and a stock of miscellaneous arms. 
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Since then Sulaimmi  ha^ been oecupied intermittently ri& 
varying success. For some inexplainable reason S W  MahmUd ru 
released from prison and allowed to return, and within a ehod time he 
w.e once more in open rebellion. All our efforts to a p h  him pmred 
in vain, end eventually he entered into negotiations and ~u 

pardon. The muntry is at the moment e n j o m  a periodic spll of 
peacefulness, but for how long? 

K u r d i s h  is administered now, ae far M possible, by l d  rep- 
Conclpdgp tation, with British officers in merely advisory positions. The g\niso. 

consists of Leviee. The Arab army and the Police force, while in esee 
of emergency the Air force, are always available. 

Our friendly relations with Persie and Turkey contribute hugely b 
wards the present peaceful condition of the country, but when one utudies 
the p t  history of the Kurds it is d i5cd t  to imagine that the future holda 
in store any promise of laeting peace, or at any rate eo long re eonrces 
of irritation remain. The hatred and contempt of the Kurd for the 
Arab is, one might say, inborn. I t  is partly the product of geogrsphicd 
poeition, the contrrret of e mountain people and the dwellers of 
the plein, end pertly racial, Aryan against Semitic. ~onseqnentlg the 
adminietration of Kurdistan by en Arab Government in BBghU 
its m p a t i o n  by Arab troops cannot be regarded ae a permanent, 
or even a ~etisfactory, eolution of the Kurdish problem. I do oot wish 
to criticize the d u e  of the .4mb army in the plains of Iraq, but I 
queetion their usefulness in the mountain8 of Kurdiehn. In fad, 
I feel that their presence there is worse than useless, in that it 
give6 u n n m r y  offence to the Kurdish people. From time to time I 
-ire letters on thie subject from one-time staunch friends fd of 
bitter complaints end reproaches, and I confess that I csnnot 80- 

8 W n g  feeling of sympathy. My pemnal knowledgs of K u r d i ~ b  
now rather out of date, and I do not claim to be in any wrp 
"erpert" on the country, although I do not think Lh.c the ~ U K !  

of the Kurd h.s changed d u l l y  during the inlsnmbg Even 
yeare. 

By occupJing a country with insdlicient form to e d o m  
demands, we are dspeodent to a lugs extent on the g o d d  or d m  
mpport of certain individuals or of certain wetione of the p s ~ p k  We 
thereby incur a certain mom1 raponsibility to protect from 
eoneequent r e p r i d  from the more m l y  elementa I. tbb~ rspsd 
We bean ud ly  found wanting. I could quote nume- in- 
of men who have euhaequently d e r e d  oo account - 
rendered to me. One such example h the hte of b. 
J.bnn L QM Dmgh, which I used u, a hue for tbe ope1&0~ 
8haik.b AMd Qdh, which ru subsequently and 
looCed d barnd by Hamswsnd tribesmen. 
I. September, 1922, 8ulairnani ru evacuated Hm. I 



happened to be io Baghdd at the time in another capcity, and I w u  
app&ed by two representatives from the High Commissioner, with 
the pm+ that I should rejoin the C i d  Administration and ose my 
idnenm with the Jaf triksmen to raise a force of eowars in order to 
-opy s h a n i .  Under other circumstances I should have under- 
taken the task willingly, buk, ae 1 felt it was a cese of exploiting 
certain fiendly people without any sincerity of purpose, I refased. 

dpar~ horn the stretegic importance of a secure tenare in Kurdistan 
snd the moral obligatione thereby incurred, a new factor has now 
a P ~ - n a m e l g ,  the economic wealth of the Kurdiah Arab border 
mne. It ie in the region between Kifri and Kirkuk that the great oil- 
fields of Iraq are expected to occur, and they must be adequately 
protected against the poesibility of raiding partiiea. The Jaf tribe are 
now regarded as the mwt troublesome element in this part of the 
country. With the help of the Air  Force and of large police posts 
on the mountain-passes, they can doubtless be kept in subjection ; but 
is such state of dairs necessary? My experience has shown that, 
if reasonably treated, this powerful tribe can not only be eaeily 
mntrolled, but they m y  be of considerable active aeeiatance in providing 
fighting forces of no mean quality. The simple Jaf tribesman is a 
y e q  likeable fellow and not very difficult to understand. He is 
qnib amenable to discipline, but it must be enforced with much per- 
e~rreion and not by simple coercion. Officials of all sorte and uniformed 
police are anathema to him, and no administration which is forced 
to picqnet the miggtion routes with armed police can be in sympathy 
rirh the tribssmen-and sympathetic, though stern, treatment of 
the ~~h tribal question is the only gu.nnke of permanent 
P e  

Air Ticedaraha1 Sir Jom Hrwn-s : Sir George MrMonn, Ladies 
and Gentlemen,-I feel that I might be able to add a few words 
what your lecturer hae told you, because I can take the story up with 

little mom personal knowledge in later times. I feel that perhaps 
he ia a little pessimistic about Southern Kordistan a t  the p r ~ n t  
moment mhen I arrived a t  Iraq in 1924, Shaikh h h m ~ d  am in 
one of hi8 periods of being i. possession of Snlaimani, nominally a 
npmnbtive of the then British Government in Iraq, but u ? t ~ l l y  and 
entirely for his own benefit. I think that probably one of the 
*ci@ masons why he wished b be in Sdaimani, and why he 
~mekmed himself King of Knrdistr. and so on, was the considerable 

tbrc he obtained from the industry in Salaimani and 
the 0. it. However, ahataver the reasons were a t  that time, he 
( b o ~ h t  he WM going to remain there for ever, and that he W O ~  get 
more and mom loae from m y  restmint from the British or the 1- 
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Go~em-~ment ; much SO that a t  the foot of the hius he h d  laid a 
very large garden, and one that would be a very beautiful p r d e n  
it Was finished= H e  had apparently quite decided he going to 
remain there for the rest of hie life. In the spring of 1924 hia 
which h d  been more or 1088 tolerated for a few months before then, 
got really more than We could stand. Incidentally he began to mnol 
Adel8 Khanum, the Lady of Halabja whom Mr. Lees has told yon abour, 
and he was Contin~ally stirring up trouble. He warned that if he 
went on in this way he would be disposeeeeed of 8ulimeni, 
However he would not take a friendly warning, and by a combination 
of bluff, a diapley of aeroplanes, and a certain amount of bombing of 

an empty town, Bulaimani was occupied by some troops of the Arab 
army, a few police, and a Political Officer in July, 1924. Without 
wanting to weary you I would like to give yon a mmmary of the erente 
after that. Sheikh Mahmud Bed to Persia as usual. He elways went 
to Pereia when dispossessed, unless captared ; that was pert of the 
ordinary plan of campaign. Throughout the remainder of 1924 and 
the whole of 1925 and 1926 he tried to make trouble, but this trouble 
diminished month by month ; and by the end of 1926 he and ell hie 
followers had been made so extremely uncomfortable, that he decided 
it was far better to resign the unequal contest and to retire to 
Pereia with a guarantee of a large portion of the lands which he did 
fairly own in the Sulaimani district. I really think-touching wood, 
and knowing how uncertain things are in any Oriental country-I do 
really think that Kurdistan is more or less settled now. The way 
in which it is controlled a t  the present moment is by a series of vey 
strong police posts, not held by many men but by very good men. 
I think probably it is since Mr. Lees was in Iraq that the present I r 4  
police force has been formed, I t  has been formed by 8 very dietin- 
guiahed officer called Colonel Prescott, a mldier who was in the Indian 
police beforehand. He has formed a body of men who are really 
splendid, and I see no reason whatever why this district sho~ld not 
be made peaceful as  long as  these police posts are kept up, long 
occasions1 patrols of seroplanes are kept up, and as 10% as there 
eome kind of force in Bulaimeni. 

I think, perhaps, Mr. Lees is a little unkind about the I r 4  army. 
The Iraq army was formed from nothing, and at first could not be 
succe~sfol in mountain warfare with the Kurds as the Assyrian levis' 
who had been used to that kind pf warfare all their lives. The I rq  
Brmy also had very few British oajcera to start with. It now 
more British otficers. I t  has had a fairly extended training in lg2' 
and 1926 in this kind of warfare, and the last accounts I have heera 
it are quite encouraging. The district I am now talking about 
from the Pass of Bazian on the west to Halabja on the mutbaestq and 
to Penjwin on the north-east. The range of mountain0 shown On the 
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map bas &boot four passes through it, and there is a very strong police 

on of thorn passea. Penjwin ie occupied by a detaclment of 

the army and and from Bulaimani to  Halabja there is a etring 

of police not very near each other, but very dieconraging for the 

rsider, the same thing holds between S ~ l a i m a n i  and Bazian 
on to Chemchemal. The only disorder in that country come0 now from 

a called Flabir. He  is the eon of Kerim Futtah Beg, familiarly 
known as I(. F. B., who was responsible for the murder of Captain 
Bond. Kerim Futtah Beg died quite unromantically in 1926, when 
raiding s village, and Sabir has, I believe, taken on hie rdle. But his 
~tivities ere very much decreased now, because he cannot go through 
thoae paases without a considerable amount of trouble, and the con- 
eegueoc* ia that he cannot now make a raid on a caravan and then bolt. 
When Major Eoane firet went to Southern Kurdistan in 1912, I think 
he relatee in his book that he waited six weeks a t  Sulaimani before he 
could get a suitable opportunit y to go to Halabja. The suitable oppor- 
tunity was afforded when a Turkish guard was going through, and 
ended, I think, in the Turkish guard running away. At the preeent 
moment, on any day of the week, unless you are extremely unlucky, 
a quite emall caravan could go from Sulaimani to Halebja without any 
trouble at all. That is a meaeure of how peeceful the place hae become 
I hate to be too optimistic, but I think Mr. Lees ie a little pessimistic 
about the future of the country. We have reduced it to s very great 
measure of peace. 

M ~ R .  E. B. LINDPIELD SOANE : Sir George MacMunn, Lsdies and 
Gentleman,--I would like to say what an excellent lecture Captain 
Lees has given us on his experiences in Kurdistan. I t  was very inter- 
eating to listen to someone who knows the country so well, and can 
a ~ a k  of the people and places so accurately. The campaign of which 
he spoke in Bouth Kurdistan in May, 1919, was not altogether a 
"frontier affair," although it may possibly have appeared so to netions 
who had just emerged from the greatest war in history. Nevertheless, 
the trouble was su5ciently serious to warrant the raising of a small 

to mpe with it, and it was only the concentration of this force a t  
the foothills of Kurdistan, possibly together with the preetige of the 

Army, which prevented the insurreotion from apreading to a 
more extenuive area. The Kurds were practically unknown to the 
outside world before the Great War, and it wau only after we had 
ealrbliahed ouraelvee in Kurdistan, when the Turkish armies retreated 
"lrhward, that we began to exercise some political influence among 
Ihe ; and, as Captain Lees has already told you, most of that 
influence Was due to my husband, the late Major Soane. Previously 
Kurdiatan W.0 not a very well-known country, except by people who 
hd buainea~ with Torkey, and few realize the size of it. I t  etretchee 
lrom the north of Aleppo to the latitude of Baghdad, but always 
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includes only the great mountains. The Kurds are a very proud race; 
they loathe the Arabs and Persians, and do not marry anybody but 
Kurds. I suppose less is known of the Kurds than of any other raoe in 
the East* It may surprise YOU to know that they have an ancient 
history, and fine, if somewhat limited, literature. With regard to 
their language it has been described as a oorruption of many different 
dialeots, and not long ago it was described as a harah jargon, I very 
oorrupt dialeot of Persian, unintelligible to any but the folk who spoke 
it naturally, or again by others as an artificial language, oomposed of 

Turkish, Persian, and Armenian words. I t  is neither of these ; a little 
research proves it to be as worthy of the name of a aeparate and 

developed language as Turkish or Persian themselves. The early 
Medes and Persians spoke two different languages, Medic or Aveste, 
and old Persian, but the two tongues have grown further apart than 
was originally the case, and while Persian has adopted almost as great 
a proportion of Arabio word8 as the Anglo-Saxon did of Latin and 
Greek worde to form modern English, Kurdish, eschewing importations, 
has kept parallel, but on different lines of grammar; and while fre- 
quently adopting a phrase or turn of expression from its sister 
languege, has retained an independence of form end style that marks 
it as  a tongue as  different from the artificial Persian as the rough Kurd 
himself is from the polished Persian. I wish to say these few worde 
on the language because it is described by so many people as a oor- 
ruption of many different languages, whioh it is not. The Kurds are 
descended from the Medes, and their language has developed from the 
Medic language, which we rend of in the holy book of the Zoroastrians 
-the Zend Avesta. I would just like to add that in all my travels 
round the world I have never met with such hospitality as in 
Kurdistan. (Applause.) 

Major Nofir, : Sir George MacMunn, Ladies and ~entlemen,-I came 
to Halabja in 1922 as Assistant Political OfEcer, that is about two years 
after Mr. Lees. I can testify to the great reputation he left behind hi*. 
During the six months I epent there I travelled extensively, and in the 
remotest of Kurdish valleys and the smalleat of hamlets I was om- 
tinuously regaled with stories of Mr. Lees' exploits. Perhaps what 
specially appealed to the Kurds was his happy facility lor raising a 
laugh. Among Oriental people nobody is so popular end welcollle Be a 
man who makes them laugh; and Mr. Loes' stories and the Jokes he 
made are still remembered. 

The lecturer referred to the disdair~ of tho Kurds for tho Brabe. It  

is e very natural phenon~enon; we find all the world over that the 
mountain folk look down on the ~ e o p l e  of the plain. Since I left 
Kurdistan I have been serving on the North-west Frontier of Indi4 and 
1 have had the sameexperience there-that is, the oontempt which the 
Psthsn as s hillsman feels for the down-country man. gome Yenrs 'go 
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, wmmittee weoh round the North-west Frontier Province to consider 
the of to that province. Several witnesses said that  
if sWaraj did rneteriaIise, they as Pathans would want to be ruled from 
Kabul and not from Delhi. Iiurdistan will never really welco~ue rule 
bm Baghdad. You may get a telnporary peace,' but i t  is not a 
stable arrangement and never oan be. 

Mr. LeesJ description of his escape from Halabja reminded me of a 
9omewhat similar experienoe I went through a t  the time of the evacua- 
tion of Sulaimani in 1922. An oace r  of the Royal Air Force who had 
been seedy had come up to stay with me and enjoy a breath of fresh air  
in the Iiurdieh mountaitls-we started from Helabje towards Penj win 
and had then swung round towards Sulaimani. I t  so happened that  
we were due to reach Sulaimani on the day i t  was evacuated. We had 
sterted early, and after a long ride we reached the crest of the hills 
overlooking the town a t  about half-past eleven, when a Kurd we met 
said in rather a cheeky way : 6 d  Why haven't you run away like the other 
English." I had the fellow caught, but when questioned he stuck to 
his statement that a11 the Sahiba" had only a few hours ago left in 
"Tyaras"-that is, aeroplanes. I knew that  the situation, owing to  
Turkish propaganda, was somewhat uncomfortable, but I could not for 
an instant believe that we would abandon the country so precipitately, 

we pushed on with the thoughts of a glass of beer in the Levies' 
Meas upperlnost in our minds. As we approached the town we heurd 
a couple of shots. This was in any case unusual, and  conling in corn- 
bination with what the cheeky I(urd had said made me feel suspicious. 
I therefore got our party under oover in some broken ground, and told 
One of the most reliable of our followers to leave his rifle and bandolier 
with us and go down into the town to see what was up ; he osme back 

a scared face, saying that  the " Sabibs had all gone and that  
K* Pa and his lnen were in the townsM ~t was somewhat dillicult to 

our position left alone in a deserted country. To what extent 
were we in imlllediate danger, and where sllould we make for? Sulailnani 
wae ol)viously no place for us with I(. P. U. a t  large and tho blood of 
Bond hnd Makant still, so to say wet, on his hands. I thought on the 

that it would l ~ e  best to head for Halabja, where 1 felt sure 
Adola Khanun~ and solne of the ,Jar ohiefs, notably Karim Beg, 

llle. After travelling all day we reached I<arim Beg's 
at dusk, and after staying with him some hours and die- 

cuss in^ tho situation, I pushed on to IIalabja, which I reached before 
dawn- The now8 of our evacuation had reached there the day before 

house had been ilnmediately rushed. However, Adele Iihanum 
had in recovering a large part my effeote whioh had 
etored in her house. Mr. to the eloment of 00mio opera 
In his The thing struck me about mine. Nominally 
w0 were prieonere in tile house, but by an exeroiae of oertain amount of 



diplomacy one could get across to Adela KhanumP8 place and have 
meal and hear the latest rumours. I n  the town pandemonium 
reigned. Certain persons who were in our bad book8 and 
been exiled had appeared in the town and were vowing tc have 
my blood. 

To turn back to the evacuation. The R.A.F. were very pleased 
with its success. The only thing that  was wanting to round it off was 
that  we two had been left behind. For the next two or three days 
there were flights of aeroplanes all over Kurdietan looking for Soden and 
Noel. A couple of 9 A's duly appeared over Halabja, and we rushed 
out to t.he aerodrome, where we laid out a T indicating a landing up 
the hill but with the wind which was slight. The pilot, however, 
knew better, threw out a smoke bomb and decided to land into the 
wind, with the result that  the slope of the aerodrome carried his 
machine over the edge into a ditch. Instead of evacuating us he was 
evacuated himself by the pilot of the other machine who landed up 
hill with the wind. The abandoned 'plane was literally torn to  piece^ 
by the crowd. For the next day or two a dust storm was blowing and 
no machine could get up. The atmosphere was becoming distinctly 
unhealthy. Soden and I arranged landing stripe in complicated 
patterns on the aerodrome which we changed at  intervals. We 
circulated the yarn that  these were secret signs to let visiting machines 
know that we were safe and that  they should not therefore bomb the 
town. On the second day Adela Khanum and our well-wishers among 
the Jaf chiefs advised us to leave the town. We moved a couple of 
miles to the west, where we formed a small encampment. Soden and 
I laid out a landing ground. The dust storms still blew, but next day it 
subsided. Four machine8 duly appeared. Two had been detailed aa 
an aerial escort to protect if necessary the rescuing machines while 
they landed and took off again. However, the rescuers did not pick 
US up and disappeared. The two escorting machines, 9 A'@, spotted 
our ground stripe and duly landed. One of the machines burst a t ~ r e  
in doing so. By this time odd Kurd8 had sprung as it seemed from 
the ground and a rabble from the town wae utreaming doan towards 
the landing ground. I felt doubtful about getting away. F'ortunatelJ' 
my effects, such ae tents, ponies, etc., were near the side of the landing 
ground. The rapidly forming crowd were more interested in them then 
the machines. Soden got into one of the machines and I was talking 
to the *Jaf chiefs about fifty yards away. I got Karim Beg aside and 
asked him if he thought I could get away in the other machine. He 

said that I stood a chance of doing so as the crowd would go for the 
loot. I asked him to do his hest for my followers and flervant8 
and see tbat  they came to no harm. H e  ~romised  to do 00. BY 
time the wheel had been changed and the engine started. &rim Beg 
said : Now go, I will start the loot of your kit." The machine 
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just moving. I clambered in over fuselage as  the engine opened out  
with a roar, By the time I was in the cockpit the machine was lifting 
o,, the edge of the landing ground. I looked round. There was a 
swarm of people where my kit had been. A few desultory shots 
followed us. Half an hour later we had landed safely in Kirkuk. 

The CHAIRMAN: Ladies and Gentlemen,-before 1 ask you to give 
hebrty vote of thanks to the lecturer, I would like to make one or two 

about this very time of the Shaikh Mahmud rising, and impress 
on you the fascination of being able to hear this typically romantic story 
from one of the officers who took part in it. I t  is one of those happen- 
ings you read of in our history, where a whole countryside rises against 
a few British officers in charge, and they have to carry it through, 
Shaikh Mahmud was brought home a prisoner from the Bazian Pass. 
I had him tried, and he was sentenced to death. I knew he was an  
infernal scoundrel, and people wanted me to hang him, but I thought 
there was no fair ground for such action. The general delay in settling 
the future of Iraq had been so great as  to be quite enough to confuse 
any man. Shaikh Mahmud owed no temporary allegiance to the 
British. When he engineered the coup d'dtat he did not kill the four 
or five British officers he had in his hands, and I did not think i t  
would be playing the British game fairly to shoot him. (Hear, hear.) 
I sent him to India with a twenty years' sentence. H e  was brought 
back at a time when it was more or less thought we should shake 
off our responsibilities, and Shaikh Mahrnud would be a suitable 
t h r n  in the sides of the Turks, more or less a counter-irritant to 
them. Whether that was right or wrong we have had a peck of 
trouble with him since. I am sure you will join me in thanking Mr. 
Lees for his interesting lecture. (Applause.) 



THE CHINESE AS A DOMINANT RACE 

BY OWEN LATTIMORE 

THE following article was the basis of a lecture given by Mr. Lattimore to the 
Central Asian Society on March 28, Field-Marshal Viscount Allenby in the 
Chair. The same article appeared in a modified form in Aaia in June, 1928. 
Mr. Lattimore has asked us to etate that the article as printed here is the first 
appearance in full of the original text. I n  hie lecture Mr. Lattimore included 
a n  account of his journey through Mongolia to Chinese Turkistan. Having 
been for some years with a Briti.sh firm in China, he became interested in the 
goods which came down from an enornlous and vaguely known hinterland, and 
which were shipped from China largely by British firms. These trade routes 
are very little known, and have been affected in many ways by political develop- 
ments in Central Asia and the hinterland of China. The state of chaos 
prevailing in the interior has led to the discovery of rl, new trade route, which 
Mr. Lattimore followed, and which took him through nearly a thousand iniles 
of unknown country. When, after leaving the caravan, he reached Urumchi, he 
wired to his wife, who set out from Peking to meet him. To do this she had 
to go by train to Novi Sibirisk, take the branch line south to Semipalatinsk, and 
then had a seventeen days' sleigh journey, travelling under very hard conditions 
in the bitter cold to meet him at Chuguchak, on the borders on Siberia, about 
five hundred miles from Urumchi, whence, after visiting the Kuldje country, 
Turfan, Akw, Kaehgar and other parts of Chinese Turkistan, they travelled 
slowly home by Leh and Srinagar. 

" IMPERIALISM " is a n  honest word that  casuists have of late years 
brought into bad odour-to the mortification of many honest men 
who once took a pride in i t .  The " Imperialist " nations, it is said, 
are those which, with no justification but military power, thrust their 
rule or their policies on weaker peoples, either to draw revenues from 
them or t o  secure unfair economic arlvantnjies for their own nationals. 
I n  modern China there is not a newsp:bper published, whether foreign 
or  Chinese, thnt does not advert from d:,g to clay to the topic, either 
to  assert or refute the  charge of Imperiirlisnl against the foreign 
nations which hold " treaty rights." 

KOW the Chinese, what with ruling anrl being ruled, ought to know 
sorrlething about Imperialism. I n  the thirt,eenth century, when 
Mnrco Polo visited the country, he ~ t -as  impressed by the ability with 
which i t  wan ruled by the great Kublai, who was iln Emperor of the 
Yuan dynasty, established by concluering hIongol barbarians. When 
the  power of the  Mongols rlocaye(l, the Imperialist problem ans 
temporarily solved by p. Chinese pop~rlarly coin~nelnorate~ 
in the festival of the  Fifteenth of the Eighth Moon. The legend of 

the  Fifteenth of the Eighth RIooo is nlore illuminating than precise 
history, for i t  reflects the tradition of the spirit of the people. The 
story, as Chinese children learn i t ,  is thnt the Mongola dispersed 
themselves over the country and appointed ten Chinese families 
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thu rrluintananoe of every Mongol. T h y  d i ~ p o r t d  themrelvn 
trua irnperialiat~, even r r ~ n k i o ~  the Chinefie down on faun in 
lhern du ride. No rnodum Chlno~o prupsgaodi~t muld imagine 
bo t tar curtam, 

Whun the r i ~ i n 6  ngainnt the Mongoln wan plottal, little flgurB8 
ywt ry  rupruaonting rrlen wen, *ant tlo every family, In eurh of thew 
f ly~l r l !~  wnu a pupar 0x1 whioh were writtcn the wold#: On t~ 
k'ifttatnlh of tho I4iyhth Moon kill the Monplu," Ammdiagb oa 
the  tartivnl ouch Mongol wrr* killad by the ton farnilbu n p p r i ~ t ~ d  tm 
hir rr~nintonanccj. 'Tho n u o c m  o l  the  rcrboliim c~~ln l inf i t~d  in th6 
antablimhrr~unt of 8 nntiva dynurty, the glorious MinR line, 

In tirrie the glory 01 thtt M i r l ~  altm wnnad. 'rho nhum ot p w a r  in 
Chinlr by C h i n a ~ o  rulm* Irrl to rabnllion*, nnd the (:hinbuu drntmJsd 
thurr~vrlvam. A t  n time w h m  I'ekiny WRH thronteac(1 by fin i n ~ t l ~ ~ ~ ~ t  
unrly, the, Mar~chu horrlar, pannod within tho Oront Wall, l%u ]&fit 
Chiot~w Emperor, tho tr)rnb* of whono rrnaonton llnd boon violntd by 
him own ~ubjtw:trr, mrnrr~it~torl uuicsirls, rrntl tho Trrrporiul trntlitinn weR 
r:nrriurl on by tho I 'n (;t~'iny or Mnnc:hlr tlynrruty. 'Tho Chinsrre 
ptmpln, whortr rrrornc~ntum townrrlu urrlf-r3xprctnnion t~r~rl  aorriod them 
no further thrrn tho t1orrl hr of daritl ICrrl pororm, rornuin~i  undar nlim 
rule until th6 ICovolutiorr of 1011, when Chinn bsanrnu tr Hopuhlic. 

The Ts Ch'ing dynnnty warn fortunnt,s in two of itu oarly Emparom, 
who wcno both great ~) l r l ls rn  and groat dnrinimtrston+K'sng Fld 
I i n  1 r 1  Am a rclmrrlt of their mquen tn ,  tho Chinere, who 
~rnt l r~r  Mnnahu ruls wort, nllmvod to mtat  afPlcial lito, bgosme OUM 

rnora aovt,mrrrm of muhjtgat rrrc:r,n rind, an it wcm, Impctrinlilrt~ owe 
rarrrovatl . 

The M s n o t l ~ ~ a  ~ ,nquoru t l  (Jhinn nt, R ptrriod of gen~)raI ~~nrafit in 
Contrsl Anin, and tha nrrrly Kn~porrnm fonmrl thnt tlhfiir cfinqu~t 
snight he chnllongnrl hy t,hn mnsmcant milit1nry amhitian of tho 
Mon~olm. I n  orrltn to  wonllrn their Chinore bmdnrn, they fherefm@ 
tillmod ir) the conqssntl of Mf~n#olin, Mont of the ~ov tha rn  trih@fl, 
which wuro nnnrer to Chinn nnd in n bettor ponitlon to npprnolnb thfi 
rtrtrngth of the  Mnnohun. vol~lntnrily o l ~ r o d  thoir nllldnnca. The 
l t~r thnr  triham wsra not flnslly nuhrlund ~ ln t i l  n mndnn of wan had beon 
unrlortakon. Tho dillerance kr,twt~nn the tlrihon that  mceptod the 
tribfrr tha t  rfirirtad Manchu rr~la hrrfi bosn p r a n o ~ s d  the pnmt 
Jlry in tlho irr~portnnt i1intinr:tion btttwnnn Innar mv Routhnm ~(~nflolifi 
and Ou tar or Northfim Mongolirr. 

Tbn barhadan Mnnohu invnrlern hrul nnasrly ncqlllred Chinm 
culturn, and lhny rrlulu it thnir Monyol p(~li(:y h promote far 

porruihlo tho tapmnrl nt (Jhinnm civilir.ntlion in Monplin, bflinl ofin. 
vincud thnt the  Monyolm, i f  tlhnir non~rul llabitlm wnro nliti#ntrnl 
t r d s  nml pro~porit~y, wc~uld he Ifinn nl n rr~ilitary rlnnflfir. 

In Innnr Monyol i~ l n r p  tr&u of land wsro thrown fiPOn to 



cu l l ivn t~Ja ,  thul doing vic)lamco to  the Mongol tradition t h ~ t  the  
oh*h il holy and their nacient tribrrl ltrwn which forbid the  ploughing 
of rnOro than the neoonanry a~inirrlurri of land, or of any land for two 
yaln in luccloH~ioo, 'I'he reault ha* b w n  tha t  in worn6 rudonw the 
~~~~h hDvu imitated tho Uhinoao aultivatorn. A number of triban 
hrvo oomplctoly forgotton tho M o n ~ o l  npucoh, and uxeopt for differ- 

in thoir droll (crupucinlly tha t  of tht: worrlun) are alrr~ort  in- 
dbtinpiahnblo frwn tho (2 hi new. 1 n other rodonu the dinunr n t led 
rnRIJn have mavud nwey find the lend han boun occupied by 
Chinuro cobniutn. 

Outer Mongolia, evcn eftor the tribon had boon conquorcd, wau a 
nloro difficult oorrntry to gtrknon. E4xoept tcrwfirdti Manc:hl~riu, 

littlu ~ f i ~  (]one in tho wtr,y of cxprol)rit~ting tlribnl landu. Civilixntion 
hy tho plor~gh not bt,ing prrctiorrbln, thc? rrlothorl ~dopt ,ed w n  to  bind 
thfi w~nt ry  with cori~rrl(:rcirrI chrcinn ; for i t  hnn been nnid tha t  
Impurirrlistu rcurrrrl aconorr~ic ~r l l ) j r l~s t ion  rru rrn t~nuc?ntlial prirrlnry 
mearrurf). 'rho Mrrnc:hlr Err1 pcrom, hoping to  prowurvc! tho uoltlicrly 
ayirit nt thoir own p(!oplo, hrrrl tl(!orr!c)tl thrrt no M R ~ I C ~ I I I  rr~ight ftrrrrl 
lnnrl or finfiago i n  trntlr!, The tank of aw)nomic, urlbjugation wnrr 
thi:rr:lnre tloyutntl t,o thr: (jhinour!. I n  ordur to  anoorrregc thorn to 
vfint~lrr, so far nrnong nlic)nrr, they wore protected by ~lpecial I R W R - ~  
curioerr nnticipation of thrrt " oxtrrr- t~mitorirrlit~y " which, when the  
fi,rc,i~nnr in Chinn hc:nc,At,rr by it, in uo ficutoly roaentcd hy thc  
C h i n a r ~ .  Whuthor or r r ~ t ,  t,howc! lr~wn c!vc,r t~rrtl t,h(! forco of Jrr~poriral 
d~rf : f i f i ,  tlhoy nurtninly hnd nll thc! forr:r! of c:lrrrt,orn. l'hoy hnvo hecn 
pr0nfirvr:rl hy oral t,rrrdition rrrnong tho grctlt Chinc!ua finrrs (uc!vc!ml of 
thnm with n docllrr~ont,erl hintdory ~ o i n y  hnck rrloro tlhnn two hrrndrod 
hnd flfb ynnn) whiah hnr~dlerl tho rich nnd proPltfihle trude hotwson 
China and M(~nflolin. 'l'hrru, b ~ r  the  killing of a Ohinauo, flva Monyol 
livf j f i  miflhl be rrxn(:tfal, while i f  n Chinew won, to  kill rr Mongol ha 
W~llld C!OfrIfrtlltn t J h r r  ponalty by giving flvo cow* t o  t he  rrlnn'n rolntivcn. 
M(~rffirflr, finy Chineno might bent rrny h f o n ~ o l  with irrlpunity, cvon 
if  hfi WOro on hil cnp tlhn b~rt ton of trihnl ahioftninnhip. 

In Innfir Motlynlin tho arlvnnco of Chinorm civilixntion still pro- 
cm(lrr- hn l l  Yl~-hminn~, tho woll-known " C,hn~t ian  " Clnnar~l find 
capinin f ~ f  the vnnyr~nrrl in tho f i ~ h t  ngninut f o r n i ~ n  lrrlporirlli~rr~, 
"Inimfi(1 pllhlio ororlit for hiu policy of opaning lrp Innor Mongdin to  
Mtlmflntl \),Y (:hinosf, coIonintlu fmm the ovsmmwd,vI pn)vinoan. At 
'h*fl tlirnfi hn n~lnd n h n ~  tho lnnor Monplinn frontier fmtrl Knlgnn J ( J  

Py tl'oll rind t h r o ~ ~ ~ h o r r t  t,ho pmvioao of Knnrrr~. In  1820, in tho 
nmfihOrlrh(~~(l of Krlni-t~lrn and Kpso.tl'orr , w h ~ r o  I hnd nn opportl~nit~y 

~ h w r v i n ~  i)Or*onnll,y tho 1rll3t8hfJ(l~ orr~plnyn(~, tliln rrr(:in~ fn~nt ier  wnm 
ulvmain~ at an nvtlrnyfl rstle of pnrhfipn t,,:r~ r r ~ i l s u  n y m r .  Xvnry 
ynr lnndfi mlfictr~d t)y (Jhinout, o f io in l~   wen^ opnnod t,o eoloni~nt~ion. 

M ( ~ K ( I ~  trilm which ownv(] tht: lr~nd in common attor the nomu1 
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system w7as paid a t  the rate assessed by the Chinese officials. ~ f t ~ ~  
this Government purchase the land was newly and differently assessed 
according to  its arable value, showing a handsome profit in immediate 
cash and future taxes. The Chinese colonist acquired more land than 
he could ever have dreamed of holding in his native province, and the 
Mongol moved away. If his new pastures were not rich enough for his 
cattle, sheep, ponies and camels, he could sell them to a Chinese trader, 

All the richest part of Inner Mongolia lies on the side nearest 
China, and-as things are a t  present-is easily dominated strate- 
gically from China. I n  Outer Mongolia Chinese fortunes have taken 
a different turn. When the Revolution overthrew the Empire it 
seemed good policy to the Chinese to  handle the Mongols as strongly 
as possible. China was free, and there was to .be no more tyranny, in 
China; but there was no sense in encouraging the Mongols to form 
any other impression than that  the Chinese had inherited the military 
strength of the Manchus. There was, it was true, a little awkward- 
ness in asserting the power of China, for Russia had taken advantage 
of the Revolution to  declare a " special position " in Mongolia. The 
idea was fostered in the Mongol mind that,  should the yoke of the 
Republic prove galling, sympathy might be sought in Russia. 

I n  the course of the rapid decay of Chinese politics after the 
Revolution, the shifting Central Government at  Peking was always 
too much occupied with civil wars to  do much in Mongolia beyond 
hoisting the new flag (one stripe of which symbolizes the brotherhood 
and partnership of the Mongols in the Central Flowery Republic) and 
altering the official titles used under the Empire. I n  the year 1920, 
however, a Chinese general called " Little " Hsu woke up all the 
Mongol antipathy to the Chinese by the barbarity of his campaigns. 
The country had been thrown into confusion by the incursion of 
scattered " White " Russian forces thrown out of Siberia by the Red 
Revolution. " Little " Hsu,  like all Chinese at  that period, believed 
that  the long-dreaded power of Rusnia had at  last crumbled into 
irreparable ruin. His aim was to  reassert Chinese authority in 
Mongolia, to wield that  authority himself and to create for himself 
a political position and a military stronghold. His expedition failed 
shamefully nnd he was finally defeated and driven out of Urga with 
great massacre by the Mongols and the " Mac1 Baron " Ungern- 
Sternberg. The Mad Baron was a commander of anti-~olshevik 
forcea. H e  and his men were re~ponsible for an appalling catalogue 
of crimes throughout Mongolia. 

Chinese prestige had been irretrievably destroyed, first by the 
massacre, a t  the  hand^ of Russians and Mongols, of the Chinese 
trading communities a t  Kobclo, Uliassutai and Urga, then by the 
ease with which the Chinese army waR annihilated. The Tsnrist 
Russians, however, lacking in any political or creative ability, wasted 
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their in senseless violence. I n  the upshot they were all 
dispersed, killed or captured by Red Russians from Siberia. 

The E/longolsl scattered in nomad encampments and without any 
political creed, were easily dominated by the Russian Soviets, whose 
,,,ilitary strength remained unchallenged in Mongolia and who were 
rHPidb competently reconstructing the power of Russia. Many 

the Mongol chiefs had, during the course of generations, become 
involved with Chinese traders, and acquired great wealth by 

selling them the live stock, wool, and pelts which they collected as 
tribal revenue. Their interests, however, were overridden by the 
younger generation, who took enthusiastically to the new ideas 
imported froin Russia. 

Strategically and econo~nically the Russian interest lay in con- 
golidating Mongol feeling against a return of the Chinese, and in 
securing to themselves the raw materials of Mongolia and its as yet 
uncalculaterl resources in gold, coal and other minerals. I n  order to 
break finally the connection with the Chinese traders, which had been 
the most real link binding Mongolia to Chinn, Customs barriers were 
established along the Inner Mongolian frontier. Tea, which was 
regarded as the only essential import from China, was allowed to 
p ~ s s  under reasonable taxation. All other articles, even if only 
destined to pass through Mongolia on the way to Chinese Turkistan, 
were HO exorbitnntly taxed (the assessment being on the spot and a t  
the will of the collector) that trade abruptly ceased. 

Thus this great experiment in Imperialism and the diffusion of 
Chinese culture ended ignominiously. From tlhe time that the 
Chinese became their own masters, not a single measure beneficent 
tothe  Mongols htrd been undertaken. They had stressed the attitude 
of racial ~eperiority, and the l l o n g o l ~  recognized in Chinese law only 

instrunlent of extortion. They hnd failed to protect the Mongols. 
(lr indeed their own tradcru, from the lawles~ invaders from Russia. 
The Inst Chinese finny in Outer Mongolia hacl been outgeneralled, 
( ~ ~ ~ t f o ~ ~ ~ h t  and finally ~r~asuacred as i t  ran, with shameful ease. 

I 1  

lhe  lo^^ to China ctln ncver be added up in mere figures. Trade 
In Mongolia wau lnrgely cnrried on by credit, with handsome  rate^ 
of coln~ollnd intcrc:wtj. (frc:it ~ e o t i o n ~  of the best land in Outer 
A J o n ~ l i n  Iflcre virt,u:ally ndministered by Chinew firms. some of 

f i r l ~ ~ ~  rrrkoncd the money owed to them in n~illions of uilver 
dOl ln r~ .  Not only were all thew clebt~ repudiated by the new ru~ers  " f l O n ~ ( ) l i ~ ,  hllt~ ti yci~rly t r d o  u~ns lont which had benefited not only 
"hinfi'a (lorrlc~tic rnnrket~, bllt wtrs one of the moat valuable sources 

her export tmdc i,o foreign corlntries. 
)lO%olin, it lnng he s ~ i d ,  WHS only n legacy from the Imperinl 

a ' a h i o v t b ~ f ~ n ~ ~ ~  of tllo Mnnchlls---destined, like all legacies, to be 
r'iRripntpd. NO accol~nt of Chinc .~  11 nperinlisrn would be 8dequnt.e 
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without examining fields in which n Inore strictly Chinese talent has 
been exercised. An admirable field for such study is offered by the 
province of Chinese Turkistan, known to the Chinese as $inkinng, 
the New Dominion. The diversity of the province and the variety of 
the races to  be administered form as complex a problem as ever 
confronted a Roman or British governor. I t  includes Chinese 
Turkistan proper, the intermediate region of Zungaria between 
Chinese Turkistan and Mongolia, the Ili Valley of the T1ien $ban or 
Hergvenly Mountains, the Chinese Pamirs, and Tarbagatai, which is 
lariely inhabited by Mongols and was, under the Manchus, included 
in Mongolia. It has a long and fascinating history in connection with 
China. -4t one time a road was kept open between Kansu, the 
extreme province of China proper, through the deserts of the Lob 
Nor region to  Yarkand and Kashgar, along which the silks of China 
were despatched to Imperial Rome, and Chinese pilgrims travelled 
on their way towards India in search of Buddhist texts. I t  may be 
said that  the successive conquests and evacuations of the province 
are an index to the history of Chinese expansion and recession-to 
the periods when they have been " Imperialists " and those when 

6 6 they have been worsted by the Imperialism " of other nations. 
The travels of Sir Aurel Stein and his excavations of dead cities 

are the most conlpendious authority for the early history of Chinese 
influences in Sinkiang and for the eras when successive waves of 
Tibetan, Hun,  Uigur and Mongol invasion obliterated those in- 
fluences. His discoveries afford copious evidence of the inherent 
genius for conquest and ndministration of the Chinese race, and of 
the strategic skill with which, whenever forced to retrench their 
borders, they have constructed new frontiers. 

The last great expansion of China's frontiers was during the w a n  
of aggression of the Manchurr; but the modern history of Sinkian~ 
dates from the Mohammedan rebellion of the sixties and seventie8 
of the last century. This rebellion, affecting several province8 of 
China proper an well au C h i n e ~ e  T~rrkistnn, severely ah00k the decny- 
ing Manchu dynasty.  million^ of Chinese were mnsaacred, and when 
the reconquering armies advanced they mausnored in revenge until 
wide tenitorierr were laid waste that to the preaent day hnve not 
recovered their populntion. 

During the Mohammedan ascendancy Chine~e T~lrki~tsn 
under the rule of an from RIlsUian Turkistnn, YRk~lb Beg, 
while in the Zungarian division of the province nlrnoat rill the Chinese 
were ~lnughtered by the predominant T'nng-knn, under the le~der- 
ship of nnud Khan. Neither TPung-kan nor Tlrrki ahowed any geniflfi 
for government, nnd both during and after their Rucceuuefl ~ ~ ' i n ~ t  
the Ch ine~e  they fought bitterly ~ m o n g ~ t  thernaelvea. Indeed thiH 
wag the great vice of nll the Mohammerlnna throllghout the rehellion 
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they could neither organize nor administer. Their initial 
successes merely destroyed the cohesion that had been imposed by 
Chinese civilization; and these successes were the measure of their 
capscity. patient and tenacious, the Chinese, after nearly twenty 
pars,  began to drive them back. 

~ h ~ ~ ~ h  the reconquest of Sinkiang was in the name of the 
Manchu Empire, it was accomplished by one of the most able 
Chinese generals of modern times, TSO Tsung-t'ang. The chief 
difficulties that his army had to overcome were lack of transport, 
commissariat and pay on the way to Sinkiang. For these reasons 
the advance extended over years ; but once within the lost province 
the Chinese easily proved their superiority. Yakub Beg, who had 
been approached by both British and Russian emissaries as the 
triumphant sovereign of a new state, had shown no more than the 
abilities of n first-class brigand. His government was established on 
plunder and his justice on terrorism. The Turki, who are farmers 
and merchants, suffered heavily by the overthrow of Chinese rule 
and the cutting off of trade. Ynkub Beg, after defeating the T'ung- 
kan in battle, had not been able to identify his interests with theirs. 
Moreover, he had taken into his nrmy rnany soldiers of the old 
Chinese garrisons, who had turned Moslem perforce. His power 
broke up as rapidly as it had been acquired, and he himself either took 
poison or was poisoned by one of his subordinates. The Chinese, being 
nble to attack the two divisions of the Mohammedans separately, 
defeated them with ease. The soldiers of Yakub Beg either deserted 
or changed their clothing overnight and became civilians. 

It was after the reconquest that the province was named Sinkiang- 
Hsin-chinng, the New Dominion. The policy of the renewed adminis- 
tration remained more Chinese than Manchu. Indeed, for many 
Years the civil service wan largely staffed by the relations and clients 
of Tso Taung-t'ung. He himnelf initiated the policy of keeping the 
intereflts of the subject races divided, in order to obviate future 
abellion. To the Turki the greatest clemency was shown because 

rlller, albeit a Turki, was an alien from Andijan and had 
his lesdcrahip mainly by conqrrest. The T'ung-knn, by way " fontrant, were ncvcrely handled, beceuse they were regarded as 

Ch'ncse in mce, though thoy srp probably partly Uighur by descent, 
with later infllaionn of Turki blood. Where the Turki were rebels, 
thpv were tmitors, nnd therefore were mansacred in great numbers 

their cities destroyed. 
*' the modern hidory of Sinkiang wns shaped by n grent Chinese 

'"'Verer, No it9 cnrrcnt'hintory has been directed by a grent Chinese 
adminiatrator. Sinkinng i n  unique among the provinces in that since 
the Revollltion it hsn beon under only one governor, 80 that its 
nd"'inistration nhown the unity of n coherent policy of sixteen years. 
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Yang Tu-ch~in (the title Tu-chun means Military Governor, but, 8s is 
very usual, he is concurrently Civil and Military Governor) was at the 
time of the Revolution in 1911 a subordinate official in Ururnchi, the 
provincial capital. The terrified Governor signed a declaration 
acknowledging the Revolution and handed over temporary power to 
the only man with the courage to accept responsibility-the present 
Governor. The situation was more alarming than serious. None of 
the subject races were much interested in the theory of republican 
government. I n  the Ili Valley, where the main immigrant Chinese 
population is found, all Manchus were massacred, and the rebels 
marched on Urumchi. A little fighting convinced them that the rule 
of the province had fallen into strong hands, and nothing remained 
to be done by the new Governor but to make his terms with Peking 
and have his office confirmed. 

Since the Revolution, as is well known, the Chinese have shown 
unity in only one thing-their attitude towards the foreigner. In 
domestic matters disintegration has proceeded ra,pidly. Civil adminis- 
tration has been usurped by military adventurers whose armies, 
nominally at  the service of the state, are attached to them personally, 
the soldiers in hope of the loot that is almost their only pay, the 
officers in hope of preferment. Provincial governorships change 
hands with every civil war ; and civil wars are usually initiated, what- 
ever the pretext, by some one of the great condottieri ambitious for 
more territory. Sinkiang has been protected from these civil wars by 
the wisdom of the Governor, who has never been misled into inter- 
ference in the affairs of China proper, while the remote position of his 
own province and the huge desert barriers between it and the rest of 
China have guarded it  against invasion. The progressive political 
deterioration in China and the consequent disorder along the difficult 
and extended trade routes have increased this iso]~tion until Sinkiang 
has become virtually an independent kingdom. 

Thus we have the curious and interesting study of a ~ r n a l l  but 
vigorous Chinese civil service, directed by an able autocrat, main- 
taining the Chinese racial domination over an immense territo~. 
Chinese born in the province are few. The only considerable corn- 
munity of Chinese immigrants settled on the land is in the Ili 
Valley, which is divided from the rest of the province by mountains, 
deserts and non-Chinese populations. Those Chinese merchant8 
who do bupinbss on any large scale are almost all men who have come 
to the province either as prentice lads or as grown men. They are 

chiefly either from Tientsin, far away in Chihli province, or shsnai 
traders connected with Sinkiang by the ancient trndition of t'he 
caravan route through Mongolia. There was once n sinall, wealthy 
community of Sse-ch'uan merchants who handled the silk trade; but 
since conditions on the trade routes through China proper 
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become irnpossiblel they have lost their hold. Silk now goes by sea 

to Tienisin, whence the Tientsin merchants despatch it in charge of 
the Shsnsi caravan traders through Southern Mongolia to Ku ChPeng- 
tze and Urumchi. 

The immense majority of the population is divided among 
four of the subject races. The Turki of Chinese Turkistan are 
farmers, traders and artisans. The T'ung-kan, who rank officially 
89 ~~hsmrnedan Chinese, in spite of their traces of alien blood, are 
petty traders, farmers, and control a great deal of the cart transport 
that carries most of the internal trade of the province. They are 
numerous in the eastern oases of Chinese Turkistan and- the settled 
parts of Zungaria. The Kazaks and Mongols a,re nomads, distributed 
through the T'ien Shan a,nd Zungaria. The Icazaks are Moham- 
medans of mixed Kirghiz, Tatar, Turki and Mongol blood, and are 
connected with similar tribes in the adjoining Siberian provinces. 

In the control of this diversity of peoples the Governor appreciates 
as well as did the Romans the principle of rule by diversion. At 
different times the town communities may be favoured against the 
nomads, or the nomads a.gainst the towns, or Kazak aga,inst Mongol, 
and Mongol, by wa,y of compensation, against Turki. There are even 
discriminations against Chinese. The Tientsin community, who hold 
so closely together as to constitute a society for mutual aid, control a 
great deal ottrade and act virtually as the- commercial agents of the - 
Governor and his friends. In  order, therefore, to avoid placing too 
much power within their reach, no Tientsin men throughout the 
province are appointed to high official positions. 

Indeed the Chinese, whose genius as a race for politics and 
diplomacy is only beginning to be appreciated, are distinguished for 
the importance they attach to economic values as the motive force of 
political administration. Other peoples may be misled by ideals, but 
the Chinese are only apt to be misled by the cash in hand. 

The Governor has been nuccessfr~l above his compeers in China in 
collecting all the real wealth of the province in his own hands, and in 
making of the currency a powerful instrument of government. 
Except for Western Chinese Turkistan, from Aksu to Kashgar, 
Yarkand a'nd Khotan, where a certain amount of silver is in circula- 
tion, there is no money but paper and copper. Moreover, there are 
four regional paper currmcies, each carefully maintained at par but 
e a ~ h  exchanging at different rates aga,inst the others : the Uru~nchi. 
Turfan, Kashgnr, and Ili taels. This in itself is a safeguard against 
Insurrection, for no insurrection could come to a head unless it were 

and with several cllrrencies in use unusually large transfers 
can he detected. Furthermore, the value of paper would at 

Once fall in any region in rebellion the Governor, leaving the 
withol~t funds. 
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The use of paper money for concentrating wealth in the hands of 
the ruling Power is e favourite device in contemporary China. E~~~~ 
regional potentate issues paper money, the acceptance of is 
enforced at  the point of the bayonet, while for the payment of tares 
and other Government receipts only silver is accepted, or the notes of 

sound banks. I n  Siokiang there is no such maintenance of blatantly 
false values. I n  the first place, the Government accepts ita own 
paper. I n  the second place, all the nominal values are in taels, 
whereas in China there are no paper taels, and silver taels have been 
superseded for most ordinary purposes by silver and paper dollars. 
For this reason, and because of the great distance between the 
province and China, and the slow transit of goods, it is not affected by 
the money market in China. The extent of local confidence in the 
paper currency is reflected by the steady rate of exchange between 
Urumchi taels and the few silver dollars that arrive by way of the 
caravan route at  Ku Ch'eng-tze. I n  the third place, there is not a 
single bank, not even a provincial bank (that favourite engine of 
Chinese governors) to complicate exchange with credit transactions. 
The province is hermetically sealed. 

For domestic business the local currencies are adequate. For 
trade with Russia or China the system in use approximates closely to 
barter. The merchant must order from his agent or correspondent 
imports roughly to the value of his exports, any difference being 
debited and credited on the books of the two firms. Thus, the Turki 
cannot accumulate wealth in Russia, nor the Chinese in China, except 
by exporting goods without imports in return. It is extremely difi- 
cult to reinvest profits except in trade, land or buildings in the 
province itself. 

Thie financial policy admirably suits the interests of the ruling 
minority. To maintain their position two objects must be kept in 
mind : the material contentment and political dismemberment of the 
subject races. Every attention is therefore paid to the development 
of trade, in which the ruling caste itself participates su n looaeb but 
intimately organized a.ssociation of capitalists. 

Undoubtedly the central tradition of government in China is that 
the public servant, not being paid a living wage, must pay himaelf 
every possible method of peculation. I n  China generally the moat 
prevalent abuse is the profit on taxation. The net taxation fixed 
the provincial authority does not nearly represent the gross taxation 
paid by the people. Every subordinate must collect enough Pro- 
vide for himself, over and above the remittance required h'8 

immediate superior. The result of this excess tlaxation i8 in the 

values of land and food and, above all, in trade. 
The wisdom of the Chinew in Sinkiang in not bleeding their 

subjects by ~ u c h  toll8 in one of the rnensuren of their success. " the 
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is not paid by the Republican Government, so the 
revenues of the province are not remitted to Peking. Revenue is 
therafore sufficient without undue taxation. The governing class 
combine to exploit the trade rather than the fiscal revenue. Every 
gent firm leans on officia.1 aid. The gratifying result is that business, 
instead of being hampered by tolls and levies, often flourishes by 
going tax-free. The system depends on the benefits being shared 
with the subject races. Every Turki or T'ung-kan merchant who 
wishes to prosper offers an " interest in the firm " to the biggest 
official whose friendship he can afford, in return for support in the 
right quarters. 

Even apiculture benefits by these methods. Farming in Chinese 
Turkistan depends on irrigation, but as there is no pressure of popula- 
tion the Turki has no ambition to turn deserts into farms; especially 
as newly irrigated land is often unproductive for several years. A 
Chinese official, however, can often find a rich Turki who will pay 
him cash in return for the right of collecting the land taxes for a fixed 
period in a district to be developed. The official then conscripts the 
labour to dig the necessary canals, and even settlers to take up the 
farms. Population and production are thus increased by decree. 
During the unproductive period the farmer is held to his land by law, 
and after it has begun to yield he becomes contented and prosperous. 
If at first he suffers from poverty his resentment is directed not 
against the Chinese Imperialist, but against the Turki " Beg." If 
in spite of irrigation the land does not become fertile, the loss falls 
on the Beg who undertook the contract. By the time that the enter- 
prise has definitely been proved a failure he cannot appeal to the 
official who initiated it, for that official has been transferred. It is an 
essential part of the working of the civil service that all officials are 
frequently and erratically tra.nsferred, giving no one Inan the oppor- 
tunity of forming a local party. No official, therefore, has any 
interest in his district beyond carrying out the orders of the Governor, 
maintaining the revenue and making as much for himself as possible. 

In order to ensure both economic and political stability, the law, 
\ h e n  it is brought into action at  all, is drastically administered. The 
J J ~ W  of the Republic of China are very fully codified and could be 
applied to almost any case of civil or military justice; but they are 
not. since in China proper men are casually shot or imprisoned 
without trial in unknown numbers, one could hardly expect to find 
milder practices where the Chinese are engaged in " holding down " 
~"bject races. Alrnopt every traveller in Sinkiang has adverted to the 
ad hot methods of the Governor. It is said of him (as of several other 

Governors and Generals in different parts of the country) that 
he ha8 more than once remooed a suspected subordinate by inviting 
hlm to dinner nnd having him shot or executed at the table. 
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I have myself only once witnessed the full process of the law, ~t 
was on the borders of Sinkiang and Mongolia, the accused being two 
Mongols who had confessed to the theft of a bale of cloth from a 

caravan. The Mongols were not Chinese subjects, but refugees from 
Outer Mongolia, who had crossed the border to avoid taxation. The 
only official on the spot was a Chinese petty officer in command of a 
frontier post of two dozen tatterdemalion cavalrymen and two ponies. 

He addressed the prisoners in a paternal manner, pointing out 
that they ought to be more grateful for having escaped from a lawless 
country than to start thieving on Chinese territory. He added that 
they were extremely lucky not to have been sent to the nearest civil 
magistrate, who would certainly have had them shot. As in the 
North-Western province under the rule of the " Christian " General, 
the death penalty could be awarded for a theft of the value of thirty 
silver taels, or about $5 or 66. 

In this case, as the goods had been returned, the officer dealt with 
the case summarily. The men received, nominally, three hundred 
strokes each on the heel of the left hand. This is a military form of 
punishment, not mentioned in the Laws of the Republic, administered 
with a short, flat stick. Two men strike alternate blows, not with any 
great apparent force, a t  the same time chanting the count. As can 
almost always be arranged in China, the prisoners knew beforehand 
what punishment they were likely to receive, and had arranged by 
bribery for a false count. Even so their hands were bruised to  a 
swollen, shapeless pulp. Hand and fingers would be totally useless 
and very painful for an indefinite period. After the beating they 
were placed in custody overnight, to be sent away under escort the 
next day. 

A Chinese reported, however, that he had hnd two ponies stolen. 
If they had been taken by Mongols, the thieves might be known to 
one or other of the prisoners. They were accordingly examined the 
next day. Both men protested with tears that, as they had only 
been in the neighbourhood for a few days, and had arrived after the 
robbery, they were entirely ignorant. The offoer in reply pointed 
out to them that they, being Mongols, were undoubtedly hardened 
liars. H e  ordered them to be beaten again. The second beating was 

with the lashes, about seven inches long, of riding whips. The 

prisoners were stripped to the waist and held by the arms by two 
soldiers. Two other soldiers stood behind them, striking nlternntely. 
Again the count was falsified. The bargaining wns conducted in front 
of the presiding officer, who spoke no Mongol, by the interpreter. I 
could quite easily detect the false count, which must have been 
equally evident to  the officer; but it was customary and he mid 
nothing. At the end of every hundred the besting ceased, while the 
officer again commanded the prisoners to confeaa. Although One 
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them nearly fainted, they could do nothing but howl that they did 
not know, but would try to find out. 

One man received six hundred, the other five hundred lashes. As 

each men received only six in ten, a count of six hundred meant only 
three hundred and sixty lashes. At first the men howled and 
struggled, then the shrieks became groans and the groans died away 
to a ghastly silence in which the lashes fell monotonously on the 

flesh. This angered an under-officer standing by, who took 
the whip fmm one of the executioners and laid on with all his 
strength, but without getting a groan from the victim. Probably, 
although he could still speak in a dazed way after the lashing ceased, 
he was on the verge of unconsciousness. The backs of both men 
between the shoulder-blades were raised into raw weals. 

I saw the men next morning. They were eating heartily and 
speaking ingratiatingly to the escort who was to conduct them to the 
yurt of a Mongol who had offered security for their good conduct in 
future. The escort was wearing the sheep-skin trousers of one of the 
men, which he had exchanged for his own pair of tattered wadded 
cotton. 

I have heard credible stories of Chinese justice that are worse than 
anything I have seen. The essential thing, however, about the law 
in Sinkiang is that it is adapted to the control of more than half 
barbarous peoples who have no conception of justice and despise 
punishment unless it takes off a bit of slrin. On the other hand, no 
one is in danger of the law unless he ineddles with politics or is un- 
willing to take advantage of the plentiful opportunities of making an 
honest living. What shows up the brutality of legal practices in 
other parts of China is the nay  that people are driven to crime by 
lack of food, lack of work, rlnstable currencies and, above all, the 
manipulations of men in high places who not merely override the 
law, but the elementary principles of humanity nnd civilization. 
Slnkiang is universally commended by the Chinese as a law-abiding 
and orderly province. They contrast it favourably with Russia. 

In the Siberinn provinces, as  in Sinkinng, there are nomadic 
Kazak tribes. The frontiers of Sinkiang have suffered considerably 
from the incursions of Rlisninn Kazak bandits. I have been told by 
wc'l-informed Chinese with no reason to distort the truth that the 
explnnation of this is thnt the Russian Knsak are allowed to buy 
modern arms, and thnt by the practice of the local courts murder is 

murder if the man killed were in possession of arms. The differ- 
ence the Russian and Chinese attitudes ~ccounts  for the fact 
that there are far more Chinese robbers in Russian territory than in 
Sinkianl. The Chinese do not allow their Kazek subjects to have 
"Re' that are not of n very ancient pattern. Also, if there i~ a serious 
"lme in a Kwnk di~tr ict  the Chinese of collective responsi- 
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bility is put  into effect. The Kazak chief is required to pmduce an 
offender for punishment, if not the offender. The Kazak tribes in 
Chinese territory do not, therefore, practise highway robbery. They 
merely steal the cattle of the Mongols, in retaliation for the cattle 
stolen from them by the Mongols. Of such activities the Chinese 
take little notice. They a,re a,ff airs of barbarian against barbarian; 
they do not affect the public and they tend to weaken both lots of 
barbarians. 

Bu t  this attitude toward the subject races might be 
domestic Imperialism. The policy can be modified to suit different 
conditions. One of the foreign problems that confront the Chinese 
in Sinkiang is Mongolia. The fact that in Outer Mongolia the Chinese 
rule was thrown off with remarkable ease is bound to be disturbing 
to the authorities of Sinkiang, who have to maintain the Chinese 
prestige over thousands of Mongol subjects. The Altai Mountains, 
the geographical boundary between Mongolia and Zungaria, do not 
make a satisfactory political frontier. Like all nomads, the Mongols 
are not so much concerned with water-sheds as with pastures. 
Formerly intercourse between the Torgut Mongols on the Zungarian 
slope of t h e  Altai and the Mingan on the far side was unrestricted. 

Chinese policy has been to use one of the Icazak tribes to create a 
racial frontier. For generations the Torgut of Zungaria shared their 
pastures with the Kirei-Kazak, one of the tribes who are supposed to 
have been in the Middle Ages the subjects of Prester John. The 
ruling of the sovereign Chinese power was that the land belonged to 
the Torgut, and the Kirei, therefore, paid rent. The Chinese found it 
politic to hold the Kirei lower than the Torgut, for the Kirei are 
Mohammedans, speaking a Turki dialect, and might be regarded as 
dangerous potential allies of the Turki and T'ung-kan were another 
Moslem rising to be faced. 

After the change in the status of Outer Mongolia, the Chinese 
attitude was revised. The light of the Governor's countenance was 
averted from the Northern Torgut. If the Torgut did a little raiding 
among the Kazak herds they were dealt with severely. If the Kirei 
did the same thing the evidence again& them was always found un- 
satisfactory. It even became unsafe for a Torgut to carry arms, 
while the Kirei found it  possible to hire armR from a certain oenernl 
of the provincial army. With these they not only worked havoc 
among t,he Torgut but crossed the Altai (on the far side of which 
they had formerly also rented pastures) and went reivin~ among 
the Mingan. I was told (though the figures are probably oriental) 
that they had " lifted " sixty thousand camels alone, and ponies, 
horned c d t l e  and nheep in proportion. A Mingan ~ 0 n P l  me 
that his tribe had been " robbed into destitution." A part the 

booty was sent to the Chinese General in payment 'for the use of 
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the arms, ~t is true that this affair was afterwards treated by 
the Governor as a. scandal and the officer executed; but then he 
had become too rich and the political manceuvre had already been 
accomplished. A No Man's Land had been created, terrorized by 
Kirei raiders who were never called to account. The Mongols of 
S ink jag  h e  practically no communicstion with Mongolia. 

The of the racia? frontier was reinforced by an 
on the export to Mongolia of grain and flour, in which there 

had been a flourishing trade from Ku Ch'eng-tze and Barkul. The 
Mongols when they attacked Chinese trade had been willing to leave 
t,his business alone. Flour may be called the staple luxury of 
nomads. The better types of nomad despise agriculture, but in 
modern times many of thein have grown almost to depend on bread 
in the winter. The loss to the Chinese who lnonopolized the trade 
was regarded by the authorities as immaterial in view of the object 
achieved. In Kobdo and Uliassutai the price of flour has doubled 
and trebled. The particular loss of the traders has been balanced in 
the provincial revenues by the increased herds and flocks in the 
possession of the Kirei; for the nomads pay a tithe of their live stock 
in taxation. 

The acquiescence of the Chinese rulers in the ruin of the Torgut 
of Zungaria is the more conspicuous because another great division 
of the Torgut, the Mongols of Karashar, are held in high favour. The 
Prince of Karashar has a small cavalry force which is the beet in 
the province, and the Karashar levies generally are considered good 
troops. This is because they are segregated from other Mongols 
and from their position on the southern slopes of the T'ien Shan 
overlook a large population of Turki and T'ung-ken. 

The broad effect of this kind of juggling with the fortunes of sub- 
ject races is, I think, the sort of Imperialism that lends itself to 
quotation marks. 

Outer Mongolia at present must be regarded as an appanage of 
Russia; yet it must not be inferred that because of its Mongolian 
policy the Chinese Government of Sinkiang is on bad terms with the 
Soviets. o n  the contrary, it is obliged to be on the very best nf 

terms with them. Isolated ~n theg are from China, the Chinese of 
Sinkinof? have no neighbours in so commanding n military position 

the Russians, nor any so inercurinl politically. The Russians 
are far from being disconcerted by the cool relations 

Sinkiang and Outer Mongolia. Every obstacle in the way 
Chinew intercourse only makes the Russian economic hold more 

"cCre".n(l the absence of Chinese competition makes buying easier 
for the Rus~ian  State-monopoly firms. 

Owing to its remoteness in the hinterland it is impossible to 
'rnn8~ort munition8 of war from t,he coast to Sinkiang. They would 
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be seized on the way by some military adventurer. The most modem 
arms in the province are those that were taken from the anti- 
Revolutionary Russian armies which fled from Siberia and were 

interned by the Chinese. The supply of ammunition for these is 
naturally limited. Troops posted in different regions are amed with 
an astonishing assortment of weapons. Even American of the 
period of the Civil War are to be found. The commonest, perhaps, is 
an ancient Russian single-shot rifle. Cartridges for the more antique 
kinds of rifle are loaded by hand with coarse black powder. 

Considering the arms at their disposal the Chinese are wise in not 
attempting to create a modem army. Their military safety as regards 
the subject races lies in the maintenance of mediaeval conditions in 
which their odds and ends of troops can most effectively maintain 
their superiority. -4s regards Russia, the only foreign Power to be 
kept in mind, it lies in diplomacy. 

Both the Russian and the Chinese interests are centred in the 
exploitation of trade in Sinkiang. The Russians need raw materials 
and an easy market for their manufactures, which at present are too 
inferior to compete in the open with those of other civilized nations. 
The Chinese count on the prosperity of trade to give material content- 
ment to their subjects and obscure any motives for rebellion against 
Chinese rule. I have heard more than one intelligent Chinese express 
the opinion that the subject races have far too much at stake to be 
gambled wantonly in a spontaneous Mohammedan rising. The incen- 
tive is lacking - unless it were to come through the " liberated " 
Mohammedans under Russian rule. 

There is one divergence between Russian and Chinese aims. The 
Chinese wish to increase trade only as far as possible without im- 
proving communications. They set great political value on the divi- 
sion of the province into isolated regions. Increased facilities for the 
movement of trade permits an increase in the mobility of armed 
forces. The Russians are equally aurare of the double value of 
improved communications. The power of rapid travel would not only 
consummate their strategic domination of Sinkiang, but place ~usaia 
within striking range of Western China and Kokonor Tibet. Russia. 
as a result, would gain an incalculable advantage both in political 
influence on China and in competing for raw produce with the finn8 
of other nations, which can only trade from the distant ~eapo*~. 

Since the closing of the caravan route through Outer Mongolia 
after the Mongol break with China. and the stoppage of all other 
routes consequent on the disorders in China itself, the trade Of 

Sinkiang has no considerable outlet except through Ru8flia. The 

trade route to India is so difficult that it is hardly capable of bearing 
an increased traffic. The Chinese are therefore in the awkward 
position of having to maintain their domination in SidianfZ and to 
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make a fmnt against Russian expansion without being able to dram. 
pid from China. Chinese aid would mean nothing but invasion by an 
ambitious General and a collapse into the anarchy of Chinese civil 
, Yet the administration must be perpetually on the watch 
against what may be called the New Imperialism of Russia--the sub- 
remion of all rule and a reintegration into regional or racial Soviets 
oriented towards MOSCOW. Russian high policy in its dealing with 
the Chinese rulers of Sinkiang is a,rmed with a threat that needs 
neither to be veiled nor unduly kept to the fore. A little propaganda, 
the furnishing of arms and money, and the last great monument of 
Chinese Imperialism would crumble under the attacks of the subject 
races. 

The price, in fact, of Chinese dominion is acquiescence in Russian 
economic expansion. The explanation, equally, of the curious abate- 
ment of communistic missionary fervour in the promising field of 
Sinkiang is that under present conditions the much needed raw pro- 
ducts of the country can be made a Russian monopoly without the 
trouble and delay of the " Proletarian Revolution." 

When, in 1926, the " Christian " General, Feng Yu-hsiang (whose 
dependence on Russia needs no further proof) was driven from his 
stronghold in the North-Western Province of China, it was the general 
opinion that he would retreat through Kansu, bridge the desert gap to 
Sinkiang with his motor transport and set up his power there, rest- 
ing on Russian sympathy and secure from attack. That he did not 
ceny out this plan, for which the preparations had already been 
made, was undoubtedly due to Russian negotiation. It is hard to 
believe that increased facilities subsequently granted to Russian trade 
in Sinkiang, especially the project of a motor service from the pro- 
vincial capital to the Siberian border (a project which the Governor 
had opposed for years) were not granted in recognition of the good 
~ffices of Russia. The amicable relations between Russian and 
Chinese in Sinkisng screen n duel between the Imperialistic ambi- 
tions of the two races whose public npologiuts most violently attack 
Imperialism. 

It should be possible to draw some conclusions from the course of 
history and contemporary events in Mongolia and Sinkiang. Almost 
all travellen, in those regions, including the Ruusian pioneers, have 
agreed in constructing a legend of the effete and incompetent Chinese. 
Probably the reason is that rrlrnost none of them understood the 
Chinme language, the Chinese spirit, the Chineue civilization, the 
imnlense confidence of the Chinese in themselves and their civiliza- 
tion. It Recmn to me that the Chinese offioinl, trader and ~ l o n i s t  

a uerene conviction of their superiority to all the " outer bar- 
h k a n  " races. They conuider it inherently proper that they should 
dominate every race with which they come in contact, imposing on it 
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their own speech and if necessary even their own manners and dress, 
Any setback they may enconher after once filing a claim 

any country or people is an affront of Imperialism. 
It is interesting to  compare the impressions of early voyagers, who 

found that the Chinese would admit no foreigner unless he came as 
subservient barbarian, with the legend fostered by numerous publicists 
in the last generation or so that the Chinese are a passive people who 
have been abused by arrogant invaders. The truth is that they are 
not passive, hut thoroughly imbued with the instinct and spirit of 
domination, an expansionist people whose expansion has been tern- 
porarily checked by their inability to cope with better-armed expan- 
sionists. The unwieldiness of China, a vast body suffering fronl 
atrophied arteries, has obscured the racial unity of its spirit. 

There is a remarkable contrast between the ignominious rout of 
the Chinese in Outer Mongolia at a time when all the circumstances 
were in their favour and the calculated skill with which they have 
maintained not only their rule but their prestige in Sinkiang, where 
they have been hampered by difficulties that would long ago have 
daunted a passive race. 

A typical modern Chinese militarist, having at the back of his head 
a garbled idea of Western motives of invasion and methods of war, 
went prancing into Mongolia. H e  failed because he and his men, with 
the material equipment of modern soldiers, were handicapped by the 
mental equipment of the days of the tom-tom and the spear. In 
Sinkiang a small numerical minority, almost totally deprived of 
modern material means, have consciously set themselves to triumph 
over material handicaps by sheer intelligence, and have maintained 
their domination by the superiority of their moral fibre. 

Political systerns are not everything. There is still the spirit of 

the race, which shines through them like a candle through a lentern. 
To my mind, the politics of a Chinese are a trivial matter. The ~pirit 
of his race leaps beyond tha t ;  nor is it the passive spirit of a contem- 
plative race, so widely and falsely advertised by all the publicists 
The seething of the tides in rrlodern China has shown something of the 
forces a t  work. The most important of them all is this: whether 
under Chinese or Soviet inspiration, wherever the Chinese have 
secured (if only for a few days) some measure of power and initiative. 
they have made it clear (even to their Russian " advisem "1, in spite 
of all the conflictions of domestic politics, thnt to their mind8 one of 

the chief functions of Chinese power in  to assert Chinene domination 
--domination, not equality-ver every race thnt comes within the 
scope of Chinese action. 
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capt. A L ~ n ~  GRAUAM: I should like to ask the Lecturer what his 
impressions are as to the reality of Soviet control over Outer Mongolia, 
how far does he think they are able to use i t?  How far is their con- 
trol so secure that they can use it as an easy jumping-off place for 
subversive propaganda throughout China ? 

The LECTURER: I do not think the Russian policy in Outer 
Mongolia is directly connected with their attitude in China. I think 
the two things are under separate policies. Communication in Mon- 
golia is too difficult to permit of the invasion of China across 
Mongolia. On the other hand, there is a certain amount of limited 
transport which can move across it with sufficient speed to supply n 
Chinese General with munitions and arms, as in the case of Feng Tu- 
hsiang when he was in North China. What appears to be a llluch 
more natural course of Russian action is to carry on agitation in North 
China whenever conditions are suitable, and quietly to take the 
benefit of all the trade which is available to them in Mongolia, 
because while all other countries carry on their Chinese trade working 
to the interior from the treaty ports, the Russians are the only one 
with a land approach. All the railways from the coast to the interior 
of China have been built to serve trade coming up from the hinter- 
land towards the coast, and there is very little lateral communication, 
so that whatever is the difficulty to the trade of other countries going 
towards Mongolia and extrerr~e Western China is automatically favour- 
able to the Russians. What accentuates the difficulties of other trade 
lays open these countries to the Russians without objection, thus 
enabling them to buy at their own price. 

Sir CHARLES BELL: &Iy Lord, Ladies, and Gentlemen,-I ax11 
afraid I cannot add much to the very interesting talk that the 
Lecturer has given us this afternoon. But  while he was speaking to 

I could almost fancy myself back in Tibet, a country where I have 
a great many years of my life. 

The similarities between hfongolia and Tibet are certainly very 
"tiking. Apart from the configuration of the country itself, which is 

particularly like Tibet, the people, their dress, their appearance, 
the ponies, the dogs, and even the water-buckets that we have seen 
On the screen, might equally have belonged to Tibet. Ethno- 
graphically there is a. very strong resemblance, so strong that you 

tell n Mongolian from n Tibetan. I n  addition to the ethno- 
graphic connection, there is n strong political connection between the 
two Countries, and a noticeable similarity in the way in which China 
has'dealt with them. In  Mongolia, as the Lecturer has told us, we 
'lave Inner Mongolia and an Outer. In Tibet also we used to have 
'" Inner and an Outer Tibet on similar, or somewhat similar, lines. 
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Again, the Lecturer has told US that in Mongolia the Chinese haye 
an extra-territoriality of their own ; that while they object to extra- 
territoriality in China they universally have it themselves in Mongolia. 
So was i t  in Tibet until Tibet broke off her connection with China. 
The idea of a separate jurisdiction of one's own is very common 
throughout the outlying dependencies of China. Again, in Tibet the 
Chinese tried to plant colonies, just as the Lecturer has told us they 
did in Mongolia. Only there has been a considerable difference here, 
because Mongolia is much more amenable to the plough than is Tibet. 
Also Tibet is extremely cold and mountainous, so that the Chinese 
have usually given up attempts a t  colonization in disgust. 

There are, indeed, differences between the two countries. We 
have seen in the lecture this evening the carts plying across the 
greater part of Mongolia, whereas in Tibet it would be almost true to 
say there is not a wheel from one end of the country to the other. It 
is too difficult for wheeled transport of any kind. 

Now, I am pointing out these similarities between Tibet and 
Mongolia with an object. The Lecturer has graphically told us about 
the interest and influence of Russia in Mongolia. Mongolia and Tibet 
being so closely connected, it was believed in 1913 that a treaty had 
recently been made between the two. But  Tibetans used to inform 
me that,  whether there had ever been a treaty between Mongolia, and 
Tibet or not, was a matter of but slight importance because, treaty 
or no treaty, Mongolia and Tibet would always act together when 
possible. 

The connection between the tn-o count'ries being so close, it follows 
that we must watch very closely Russian influence in Mongolia. 
What happens in Mongolia may very easily spread to Tibet. In 
Lhasa there are never less than one thousand or two thousand 
Mongols, and some of them are in close relations with the Dalai 
Lama and his Government. What happens in Mongolia inevitably 
finds repercussion in Tibet, so I think we have to watch very closely 
Russian influence in Mongolia, and do our best to see that the natural 
difficulties in Tibet are so that that influence shall not spread 
into Tibet! and be a menace to Tibet's southern neighbour, India. 

Mr. E. MANICO GULL: I should like to begin by congratulating 
Mr. Lattimore and his exceedingly plucky wife very much indeed on 
their achievement, and Mr. J,attimore on the very excellent lecture 
he has given us. He  told us n little about tho inception of the idea 
of making this trip. He told us with extreme modesty, and perhaps 
I can add a word or two to the story because I happen to know about 
it. YOU have got to conceive Mr. Lattimore living with this idea of 
mbking a great journey in Mongolia for two ix three yeam before he 
actually embarked on it, surrounded by all the disabilitiefl of ordinaq 
life-that is to say, he was in employment, excellent emplo9ment, 
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which is a great disability. H e  was surrounded by all the ordinary 
occupations and interests of places like Tientsin and Peking, and 
there was almays the chance that if he gave up all those things when 
he got to ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l i a  he would not be able to complete the journey. H e  
did not tell you that he spent something like four or five months 

on the border before he got any opportunity of making a start 
at In fact, I think Mr. Lattimore will allow me to say that he 
has transgressed every single rule a young man could transgress a t  
the start of life. He packed up all the advantages which he possessed, 
nTapped them into a sort of bundle, and threw them into the waste- 
paper basket, and said: " I am off to Mongolia to make this big 
trek." He has done it with admirable success, and in an extremely 
plucky way. (Applause.) His lecture has been of particular interest 
to me, followed as it has been by the remarks of Sir Charles Bell, 
because I was in Urga at the time when the Russian influence there 
was first becoming dominant. At that time I was in the Chinese 
Customs service, but I went there on leave largely to interest readers 
of t,he Manchester Guardian. I went there to ascertain what the 
truth of the position was in rega,rd to what Russia was doing in 
Mongolia. It was 1913, just after Russia had made a Convention, in 
the terms of which she acquired in Outer Mongolia a position and 
rights she had never had before. I spent several weeks inquiring into 
the situation, and inquiring as to what extent the Mongols really 
welcomed the Russians, and I came to the conclusion that while 
Mongolia's declaration of independence was an expression of their un- 
willingness to be directly ruled by China, a large number of the 
JIongols regretted very much that the Convention had been made 
with Russia, and regretted the power and authority that had been 
given her. In fact, one or two of the most highly placed Mongols 
begged me to take letters back to our own Foreign Office. Not every- 
body agreed with the views that I expressed in a lecture to this 
Society and in articles in the Mnnchester Guardian, but I think what 

taken place since, a,nd what Mr. Lattirnore has described this 
evening, tend to confirm the opinion I formed fifteen years ago. It is 
true there have been very great changes in Russia, but it appears also 

be true that there is very little difference, as far as the control of 
Outer Mongolia is concerned, between the aims of Soviet Russia and 

of Imperial Russia. (Hear, hear.) I agree with Sir Charles Be11 in thinking it is worth our while to watch everything that tram 
'pves in that part of the world, and I think we should be grateful to 

people like Mr. Latttmore who, at great personal risk and sacrifice 
t'o and his wife, have made s. journey so extremely enlighten- 
ing to us. (Applause.) 

The CHAIRMAN : Ladies and Gentlemen,-The Lecturer does not 
to any more, but I think we shall unanimously vote him our 

21 
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thanks for the interesting and illuminating address he has given us 
tonight, and in thanking him, we would also congratulate hia aife, 
Mrs. Lattimore, who so bravely ventured into the untrodden wilds 
and met her husband there. They have taken us into that wild 
country and brought us out of it, and we feel the adventures they 
went through have been carried over the footlights to us who sit in 
this room. W'e have had the pleasure of that enterprise without its 
hardships, and record a hea,rty vote of thanks to the Lecturer and his 
wife. (Applause .) 



THE TURFAN DEPRESSION 

BY COLONEL R. SCHOMBERG, D.S.O. 

THE Turfan depression in the north-east of Chinese Turkistan has been 
visited in recent years by archa?ological expeditions, but it is some time 
since a general account of this district has appeared. 

The greater part of the area is below sea-level, end it is also One of 
the not infrequent cases found in Central Asia where there is no 
apparent outlet for its drainage. 

On the north are the snowy Bogdo-ola, and on the other sides the 
hills bounding Turfan are barren and forbidding. I t  is not, therefore, 
surprising if the oasis is somewhat arid when compared with the more 
favoured ones in the south of the province. 

The capital of the district is Turfan, a large, walled town, with s very 
long and very well-stocked bazaar. Beyond the Mohammedan city 
lies the Chinese quarter, and not a very attractive one. The Turki 
bazaar is olean and without dust. I n  the Chinese city, also walled, one 
wades in stifling, heavy dust. 

Dusty though Turkistan can be, the variety of dust in this area 
seems drier and finer and more penetrating. I t  is not sand, but rich 
brown-gray loess, valuable for building and for agriculture. The dry 
air here seems to have encouraged the local architects to fanciful and 
elaborate building. The tombs with domes dot the plain thiokly, 
like great mushrooms. The fapades of the mosques are tall, and the 
minarets even striking. The entrances to the compounds of the houses 
are lofty arches, severe and even imposing, and the houses themeelves 
are more spacious than elsewhere in the province. One feels that the 
people have let their fancy have freedom when designing in dry mud- 
for that is what everything is built of. 

The heat of the district is oonsiderable, and for that reason the 
aotton of Turfsn is famous. I t  is grown everywhere, so thst  rice and 
wheat have to be imported from outside. The chief food crop is maize 
and a little millet. Fruit is, however, much grown. The melons of 
Turfan are held in high repute, and are cut into stripe and dried. 

this is the best proof of the dryness of the climate, as else- 
where the fruit would go bed. The result ia not unpalatable. The 
dried melon is done up into bundles not unlike cured but unmanufac- 
turedtobao~~. The grape crop is considerable. I n  one village, Tuyok, 
the sole crop (with a few insignificant exceptions) is the vine. The 
grapes are small, seedless, and very sweet, and made into sultanas 

are excellent, and are sold locally for twopence a pound. 
301 
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Curiously enough, apples and pears thrive, and last, espcialb the 
former, all through the year. 

The chief feature in Turfan, in the agricultural meas, is the karez, 
This wee introduced recently, certain1 y not more than two 
ago. $0 far i s  I know, there is only one other karee in Turkistm, 
The hare2 mounds dot the plain like large molehills. The smooth 
sloping stretches of Piedmont gravel are broken by the rows of these 
mounds, and present a novel appearance so far from Persia, (he land of 
their origin. The orifices of the mounds are carefully covered up to 
keep out the dust that the strong Turfan winda stir up in clouda. 
These karez are cleaned in January or February, and it is s curioue 
sight to  see a row of the mounds, with their lids off, all smoking in the 
bitter winter air, as  the vapour from the running water below rises 
through the hole. Many karez are abandoned, and as no effort ie made 
to fill them up, dangerous cavities abound. Karez digging and karez 
cleaning are highly laborious, i n d  it says much for the peasants that 
they hove developed so complete a system of irrigation. Compared 
with the rest of Turkistan-south of the Tian Shsn-the farmer'e lot 
is not a happy one. 

Yet the district is prosperous, and it is the cotton that makes it so. 
The demand for it is great, and the quality is said to be excellent; 
Russia is the chief customer, and apparently can absorb any amount, 
I t  is said that the Turfan cotton was always exported to Russia, even 
before the war, when so much was being done to encourage the growing 
of cotton in the Russian Empire. There are a number of prosperous 
towns in the district besides Turfan. Toksun, properly Tokhtasnn (and 
whioh does not mean a ninety," aa has been said), is the most westerly 
town, and ia on the main road between Turkistsn proper and Urumchi, 
the provincial capital in Dzungaria. The old city of Amir Yaqub Beg! 
" Bedaulet," the Moslem ruler of the country during the seventies of 
last century, is now tumbledown and abandoned, but it posseS@es two 
good moaquee with striking mud towers. The Wang or Chief of Turfan 
lives a t  Lukchen, thirty miles east of the capital. His town is walled) 
and aa squalid and filthy a place as one could find in Asis. Hispalwe 
is a great brown mud structure, rising high and gloomy above the 
offal-filled streets. The unfortunate chief, who is a relation by mmiqe 
of the Khan of Hami, has now no power as a ruler. Not that he 
minds, for he is insane. One reason given for his madness is that he 
was given dog's brains to eat, which apparently always turn the brain' 
H e  has a son who looks after his property, a young ~~n twenty 

or so. 
The mosque of the Tungans, or Chinese Mohammedans, at L ~ k c h ~ ~ ~  

is a curious structure, I t s  roof is a Chinese temple, dragons 
dl. 

No account of Turfen would be complete without B reference to the 
nUmerOUs remains of the Buddhist era. These ruin8 are in a good 
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,hate of preservation, thanks to the climate, but the statues and frescooa 
been sadly damaged by Moslem fanaticism. Archleological 

expeditions under Dr. von Le Coq. as  well as Sir Aurel Stein's, have 
opened up most of the sites. Everything worth taking away has been 
removed. Although it is sad to see the cells and chaityas reft of their 
images and paintings, one has to remember that it is only the accident 
of their being hidden that has preserved them a t  all, and if any were 
left uncovered and intact, the local Moslem would soon mutilate them. 
The chief group is at Bezeklik, where the colours of the frescoes are 
fresh rand well preserved, but recent mutilations were evident, as though 
the damage already done to the serene portraits of the Buddha was not 
enough. The site of the caves resembles that  of the Ajanta caves. A 
fell of the cliff is endangering the easternmost caves, so it is as well 
that the precious contents are in Europe, and not exposed to the malice 
of the Turki, the indifference of the Chinese, or the ravages of the 
climate, kindly though it has generally been. 

The stupa at Sirkap, and the ruins a t  Karakhoja and near !Turfan 
city, ere all interesting. The old cities are great wildernesses of mud 
buildings, singularly dreary and sombre. 

The eastern extremity of the cultivated area is bounded by a range 
of huge sand-hills. When the strong winds blow the result is un- 
pleasant, although the fields go right to the very edge of these great 
dunes. 

One of the most famous shrines in Central Asia is in the Turfan 
area, at Tuyok, where the grapes grow. I t  is the mazar of Assa-ul- 
Eat, and the eponymous staff of the shrine is carefully preserved. SO 
holy is this shrine that two journeys to it absolve the poor pilgrim 
from 60J need of going to Mecca. Twice to Tuyok is equal to once to 
Mecca. At Astana, near Karakhojs, are the tombs of the Wangs of 
hhhen.  These tombs have domes covered with glazed blue-green 
tiles, and from the tops of the tombs is a high metal rod, with circular 
plates, very much like the extremity of the spire of a Siamese wet, or 
of any Burmese pagoda. This ornament seems out of place on the 
dome8 of a Moslem sepulchre. 

Within, the graves are orthodox, severe and unadorned. The walls 
were painted in arabesques of brown and white and black and white- 
simple, restrained, and effective. 

The texts from the Koran that ran round the walls were in very tall 
characters of a Cufic type. The interior of the domes themselves were 
covered with conventional bunches of blue and pink flowers. Indeed, 
the resting-places of the Lukchen chiefs were dignified and harmonious. 
Nowhere in Turkistao do oemeteries abound as they do in this district. 
It is presumably, because the mortality is greater, but because the 

preserves the graves. I t  is true the pattern of mausoleum 
wema to be more complex than elsewhere. The Turfanlik prefers 
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something more ornate than a mere dome or elongated mud shb. so 
on all sides domes and dummy minarets and crooked faqades sprout 
the cities of the dead seem more numerous than the towns of the 
living. 

The people of the Turfan area are chiefly Turkis from the more 
favoured parts of the province. There are many Tungans, and some 
Chinese. Although industrious, the Turki population compares nn- 
pleasantly, in manners, morals, appearance, and general demeanour, 
with the Turki of the south. 

They seem to have deteriorated in all respects. Perhaps they have 
kept bad company. At any rate, many of them smoke Indian hemp; 
and it is said they also smoke opium. They certainly gamble even 
more than their compatriots in the south. Their inquisitiveness rivals 
that of the Chinese, and their method of living shows deterioration. 

Animal life seems even more scarce than in other parts of Sinkieng. 
There is a stray wild sheep or two in the mountains in the north, and 
the swamps in the south, which should hold, at  this time of year, a good 
number of wild duck or teal, seem to hold nothing. Two small pairs 
of sand-grouse and six ducks were all that were seen. Pigeons are 
common enough, usually of the semi-tame kind. 

Turfan is more interesting than attractive. Much of the scenery 
reminds one of Berar and the uglier parts of the Punjab. In the 
summer the heat is severe. I n  the winter the cold and the absence 
of any fuel, save villainous coal, make a sojourn somewhat d i e  
agreeable. On the whole, it is the contrast with the neighbouring 
districts, rather than any virtue of its own, that makes Turfan worth 8 

visit. I t  is its oddities and not its charms that attract. 



BY MR. D. BOURKE-BORROWES 
(Late Forest Adviser to the Siamese Government.) 

SIAM covers an area of 200,000 equare miles-that is to say, about *nerd 
35 per cent. larger than the British Isles. I t s  population is nearly dercription. 

10,000,000 ; it is, therefore, very thinly populated. 
The main feature of its geographical situation is that it lies, prac- 

tically speaking, between Burma on the west and French Indo-Chins 
on the eeet. 

The western land boundary is made up partly by the Salween 
river, but chiefly by a long series of mountain ranges; the eastern 
boundary is marked chiefly by the Mehkong river-an enormous river, 
the third or fourth largest in the world. The northern boundary is 
formed by a narrow tongue of land jutting out from the Shan Statee 
on the west and French Laos territory on the east, about 100 miles 
broad, separating Northern Siam from Yunnan. To the south Siam 
etretches far down the Malay Peninsula to just south of latitude 
6' N., where it meets the northern boundary of the unfederated 
Malay States. 

Siam falls into four major and one minor natural divisions. 
The four major divisions are : 
1. Northern Siam-a region containing several mountain ranges, 

with peaks up to 8,500 feet, running parallel in a north and 0011th 
direction. Between these ranges flow southwards four rivers, which, 
with many tributaries, form the headwaters of the large Siamese river, 
the Menam Chao Phya. Northern Siarn resembles Central Ehrma 
climatically and also in other respects. The climate is somewhat 
oontinentsl, with an average rsinfall of 47-8 inches. I t  is well known 
for its valuable forest areas, especially for its teak forests, from which 
Come8 the second largest export of teak in the world. I n  the valleys 
there is considerable rioe cultivation, which is capable of great ex- 
pansion under irrigation schemes. 

2. Central Siam lies directly south of Northern Siam. I n  this 
the great river, with a vast number of affluents and cenals, runs 

through the centre of a large, flat, irrigated rioe plain. This is by far 
the richest part of Siam, and the only one which has been under 

cultivation for Inany centuries. Bangkok, the capital, is 
"tuated on the banks of the Menam Chao Phya, at e distance of 

* Lecture given to the Central Asian Society on April 18, 1928 ; 
Mar8hfd Viwount Allenby in the ohsir. 
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thirty miles from the sea. It is a large modern city, whose popolrtioo 
is officially given as over 350,000, but which I believe in reality 
contains over half a million people, with a very mixed population, 
The Chinese element is a very large one, and I should estimate one. 
third of the population to be Chinese. The two main features of the 
town are the canals and the Buddhist temples. The city, founded in 
1782, has often been called the Venice of the East ; and up to quite 
recent times, until the construction of roads and the introduction ot 
modern transport, canals were the only means of communication, and 
they still play a great part in the traffic of the city. 

Bangkok is the residence of the King and Royal Family. It is the 
headquarters of Government, and the centre of most of the trade and 
activity in the country. With the single exception of London, there ie 
no other capital in the world whose population bears 80 large a 
proportion to that of the country. I n  modern progress generally 
Bangkok is far in advance of the rest of Siam. It is the only large 
town in Siam, the largest towns next in importance to Bangkok only 
possessing populatione of about 30,000 inhabitants ; consequently it 
dominates the kingdom in a manner unknown elsewhere. The 
amenities and attractions of Bangkok have had, and still have, rather 
a bad influence on the Siamese official classes, in that they tempt 
numbers of the younger men to spend lives of comparative ease in the 
city rather than to go out and serve under the rougher conditions 
prevailing outside in the districts. 

Climatically, Central Siam is very hot and tropical, and is marked 
by two seasons-the dry and the rainy season. The general rainfall is 
about 50 inches. 

3. Southern Siam-that is, the Siamese portion of the Malay 
Peninsula. A large, clearly defined axial range of mountains, with side 
branches, runs down the centre of the Peninsula. I t  contains a few 
peaks up to 5,000 to 6,000 feet in height. Southern 8iam is part of 
Malaya. The climate is hot, wet, and steamy all the year round, with 
a general rainfall of about 100 incbee. Moat of this region is covered 
with dense evergreen forests, largely unexplored, which supply v~luable 
timbers and other tropical forest products. In  the plains and valley9 
there is considerable cultivation of rice, also fruits, cocoanuts, PePPer, 
spices, and rubber. Southern Yiam has a great potential future for the 
planting industry, especially for rubber, which has only been developed 
to a very limited extent. 

4. Eastern Siam. In struoture it is a curious kind of plateau 
basin, tilted up on ita western boundary, a,nd sloping awsy eastward8 
down to the Mehkong valley. The centre is a great marshy depression ; 
Part8 are well watered and capable of development with irrigation, but 
rr~uch of it a dry upland country. I t  bears, however, extensive tracta 
of forests, containing mostly trees of the deciduous dipterocarp 8 ~ " ~ ~ ~ '  



~h~ forests resemble the well-known "indaing" forests of Burma. 
since the construction of the North-Eastern Railway their value ha8 
recently been much enhanced. Climatically, Eastern Siam is marked 
by three seaeons, and as a whole it is the driest part of the kingdom. 

There is one minor natural division worthy of mention-Western 
Siam. A long strip running along the Burmese frontier, composed 
partly of the Salween river and its affluents, and partly by the head- 
waters of the Meklong river. This ie a rugged, mountainous region, 
largely unexplored, inhabited by wild nomadic tribes. 

Siam is a very interesting country, owing 6 0  its great variety and to 
the wealth of its natural resources. I t  is teeming with every kind of 
scientific interest, and this feature is enhanced by the fact that so much 
in the country is as yet unknown and undiscovered. 

There are about thirty different races and tribes, great and small, Po~dation, 
IILCe0, 

indigenous to Siam, and amongst them a few of the most primitive ,li(liOm, 
people. In addition, there are a great number of Chinese immigrants, 
end a large number of foreigners from neighbouring Oriental countries, 
such as India, Burma, and the Dutch East  Indies. A few representa- 
tives of the aboriginal races still linger in the remotest parts of the 
country. 

Some thousands of years ago suocessive waves of northern races, 
mostly of Mongolian origin, swept down and populated most of Siam. 

The first immigration was composed of people of the Moo-Khmer 
8tock-supposed to be of northern Indian origin-represented in Siam 
01 today by the scattered Moo or Talaing communities, by the Cam- 
bodians or Khmer in Eastern Siam, and by the Khamoo communities 
in Northern Siam. 

The next and greatest ilnmigration was that of the Tai group of 
races-that is, the Siamese, Laos, Shsns, and some other elementst 
who now number about 7,500,000 people. Their languages clearly 
'how that they came from Bouthern and perhaps even from central 
China. 

In the southernmost portions of Siam there are about 400,000 
Mala~s, who were muoh later arrivals. The Siamese Malay is of very 
mixed origin. 

Since the Middle Ages there has been a steady large immigration 
01 louthem Chinese. In the past these immigrants were almost 
entir31~ males, who married Siamese women and ~roduoed a mixed 
breed known as " luk-Chin " (children of Chinamen). These inherit 

of the good qualities of their Chinese ancestors and eonle of their 
defects- The Chinese and ' 4  luk-chin " are especially numerous in the 

district, and are to be found all along the railways, r ive l~ ,  
main channels of communications. They are engaged in all kinds 

and cornmeroe. In the last fifteen years or 80 the Chinese 
to have developed some nationalist feelings-they now often 
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bring in their families with them, start Chinese ~ o h o o l ~ ,  and generdly 
remain more apart from the Siamese. There is a t  present no gened 
restriction to  Chinese immigration, which is increasing annually, but 
I understand that recently s new immigration Ian haa been paeaed 
under which undesirable persons oan be excluded. The Chinese 
question is undoubtedly one of the problem8 of modern Siam. 

The main population elements are distributed approximstelg a8 
follows : in Northern Siam, chiefly Laos with an admixture of Shan8 
and Burmans; in Central Siam, chiefly Siamese with s large 
mixture of Chinese; in Southern Siam, Siamese and Malays; in 
Eastern Siam, Laos with an admixture of Cambodians; in Weetern 
Siam, Karens and other wild tribes. The Europeans and Americans 
number about 2,000, of which a t  least 60 per cent. are British. About 
two-thirds reeiding in Bangkok are engaged chiefly in commercial 
pursuits. The white population residing outside Bangkok fall mainly 
into three classes : (a) Europeans engaged in teak extraction in Northern 
Siam ; (b) Europeans and Americans engaged in tin mining in Southern 
Siam ; (c) American missionaries. 

The Siamese people fall into two main classes : the peasants, who 
are chiefly rice farmers and to a certain extent lumbermen and fieher- 
men, and the educated classes, who are officials. There are unfortu- 
nately hardly any intermediate classes, and this is also one of the 
problems of the future. 

I n  character they are light-hearted, kindly, hospitable, and 
tolerant. They are mild, but, like the Burman, liable to occaaiond 
fits of savagery when engaged in dacoity, which is fairly prevalent 
throughout the country. The Laos resemble the Siamese in moat 
respects. 

The races of the Mon-Khmer and Tai groups have evolved mndder- 
able culture in music, art, architecture, and the drama. In family lib 
they are polygamists ; nevertheless the status of woman is pretty good. 
By religion they are Southern Buddhists. To a casual obsemer, their 
Buddhism seems to be marked with the following characteristiofl: 
Firstly, it is much mixed up with Hinduism and animism; ~mndly*  
the people seem to be sincerely religious in the external praotice8 of 

religion ; thirdly, a great deal of the religion consists in qui r ing  
merit, chiefly by maintaining monks and building temple& There are 
about 120,000 monks in Siam, and every decent lsd become8 8 

for a few months before going out into the world. Fourthly, the 
refreshing feature of Siamese Buddhism is its kindly tolerance. One 
interesting religious feature is the existence of 8 body of Si@meEe 
Brahmin priests in the capital perform the dutie8 of 
astrologers and soothsayers. Many of the chief religious ceremonies 
in Bangkok are of Hindu origin. 

There are in Siam about 500,000 hill tribesmen, whose origin 
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habite are both curious and interesting. These dwell in the remoter 

maintain themselves by shifting cultivation and by hunting. 
Their existence consists in burning down forests, cultivating 
in the ashes, and then moving on in the following year to repeat this 
opention. As this is under no sort of control, hundreds of thousands 
of sores of forests have been and are baing destroyed, which reclothe 
themselves with s noxious growth of bushes and weeds. These tribes 
Ire all animists, practising various kinds of spirit " and " devil " 
worship. 

In Southern Siam the Malay elements are cultivators, fishermen, 
and boetmen. They are ell Sunni Muhammadans, but indifferent in 
religious practice except as regards alcohol. 

Modern Siam started in 1851 with the commencement of the reign Rime and 
development 

of King Mongkut. This enlightened monarch initiated xmdern progress ,f mdern 
by introducing printing and primary education, by reforming the ad- Siam. 
ministration, by constructing canals, ships, and roads. By a series of 
treaties reletions with foreign powers were regulated, and complete 
extra-territoriality was granted. 

King Chulalongkorn came to the throne in 1868 as a minor and 
began to reign in 1873. During his long reign many important ad- 
ministrative changes and many measures of reform and progress were 
introduced, of which the most notable were the organization of justice 
and police, the spread of education, construction of railways, reforms 
in ~evenue and financial administration, and the appointment of trained 
oficials under a direct central control. The chief social reform was 
the abolition of slavery, and this reacted on the army, because many 
of the slaves were descendants of prisoners of war, and as such were 
the mainstay of the country's defence, whereas in this reign a general 
conscription law was passed. I n  this reign the praotice was started 
~laending young princes and other young men abroad to study, mainly 

England. The large Royal Family has always taken a leading part 
in the administration, and the position that Siam has attained as a 
modern nation is chiefly due to the work and guidance of the Royal 
Princes. 

In 1893 Siam came into oollision with France in Indo-Chins, which 
resulted in the loss of all aiameae provinces east of the Mehkong river- 

In 1909, as the result of a treaty with Great Britain, Siam re- 
linquished all claims over the Malay States of Kedah, Kelantan, 
Tringan~, and Perlis, in return for which Great Britain partially 
'rrendered her extra-territorial rights-an example followed by some 
other foreign powers. 

From 1896 onwards Siam oonsolidated her power in Northern 9i.m 
and gradually deprived all the local Lao chiefs of their sovereign rights- 

1910 King Vajiravudh came to the throne. During hie reign 
8iam joined the Allies in 1917, and benefited thereby by acquiring 
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German fJhipping, by a friendly rapproohement with the French, and 
by improving her position among the nations of the world, 

I n  1996 the  present King l'rachatipok oamo to the throne, ~h~ 
King of Siam rules as  an autooratio m o n a r ~ h - ~ ~ ~  of the few left in 
the world. I n  praotioe he governs through a oabinet of twelve 
each ministry being divided into various departmente, but he etill 
retains practically uulimited personal power. Sinoe the present reign 
a Supreme Council of five Royal Prinoes has been establiehed. This 
Counoil is consulted in all weighty matters, and ita funotion mby 

perhaps be compared to  that  exercieed by the elder statesmen of Jqm, 
There are no popular representative institutiona in Siam except a few 
munioipalities, all of recent origin. 

The most powerful ~ilinistry is that  of the Interior, whioh controls 
the exeoutive administration, the police and gendarmerie, sanit~rg and 
health departments, and some of the publio worke. The Ministry of 
Publio Tnstruotion deals with education, and oonsiderable progreee has 
been made, though there ie good reaeon to believe that technioal 
education is very backward. The Minietry of War controle the stand- 
ing army (whioh nunlbere about 40,000 men), the reservee, and the 
aviation service, which is lnrge and effioient. Thie Minietry aleo con- 
trols the civil and military surveying, which ie hardly a et~tiefaotory 
arrangement. The navy is small and doee not make much of a show. 

The Ministry of Commerce and Communioatione' main work is the 
control of the communications-that ie, poets, telegrtsphe, telephonee, 
railways, and roads. The ordinary methods of communioatione are by 
boat along the numerous waterways, by pack a n i m ~ l s  and by oert, but 
one of the most striking developments has been the oonstruotion of b 

good main-line railway syetem, with a total length of nearly %ooO 
miles-finanoed ohieHy with foreign loane. The railweye radiate out- 
outwards from Bangkok, northwards to Chiengmai ; southwards, aorosa 
the frontier, to Pennng, where they conneot up with the F.M.8, railway 
sys te~n  ; north-eastwards and eastwards, near or up to the frontiers of 
Iado-China. A large railway bridge has been built aoroee the river at 
Ihngkok, and it is now poseiblo to travel by train from Singapore to 
Chiengmai, a distanoe of 1,660 miles, in eighty-four hours, end it used 
to take three to six weeks to  travel by boat from ~ a n g k o k  to chientmai, 
a distanoe of 460 miles. 

hletalled roads are very deficient, nod only exist in eru.11 quantitiae 
in Northern and 9outhern Siam. There is not a single ybrd of 
leading out of Bangkok oity. Nevertheless the numbere of motor-oars 
are inoreasing rapidly. 

The Ministry of Agriculture plays an important pert in controlling 
and developing the four hasic industries-agrioulture, fore8tryl mining' 
and fiehing. The main achievement in reoent yearm hae been the 
oommenoement of regular irrigetion in Centre1 8i.m by the Oon' 



ltruation of the Prassk Barrage and Works a t  a total cost of approxi- 
mrtely &1,600,000. This is the first of several schemes projected by a 
British expert, Sir Thomas Ward. Irrigation is of vital importance, 

its scope is almost unlimitod. 
Modern justioe was established in Siam through the grest labours s i m e r  1.~. 

of Prinoa Rabi from 1892 to 1910. Modern laws were introduoed and 

prison reform was undertaken. Four classes of courts were established, 
of which the Appeal Court and the Supreme or Dika Court are 
itolted in Bangkok. A British judicial adviser and a staff of 
European legal ~dvisers are employed. 

In 1905 s Frenoh Code Commission was appointed, and in 1908, as Extrr- 
e result of its labours, the Penal Code was published. This Commission 

territorlalitp. 

is atill sitting and is engaged in the generil codification of all Siamese 
laws. I now come to the question of extra-territoriality, which has 
reaently oooupied much of ibe attention of the Ministries of Justioe 
snd Foreign Affairs. European intercourse with Siam started with the 
Portuguese, who traded in Southern Siam in the sixteenth century. 
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries European trade and 
intercourse steadily inoreased, and the British, Dutch, and Portugueee 
beoame koen trade rivals at  Ayuthia, the former capital in Central Siam. 

In 1826 the Eaet India Company concluded a commercial treaty 
with Siem, and this example was followed by the United States. 

In 1855 a general and commercial treaty was conoluded between 
(Irebt Britain and Icing Mongkut of Siam, and a British Consul was 
appointed at Bangkok. The position of British nationals in siam 
was recognized and regulated, and the principle of colnplete extra- 
territori~lity was established ; the tariff on British imports was fixed - 
i n  perpetuity at 3 per cent. ad unloren~-other foreign powers ~ ~ r m e r n e d  
followed suit. 

The grant of complete extra- territoriality to all foreignere un- 
doubtedly oruaed hardship to the Siamese Government 88 regards 
Aeihtio BU bjects and protBg6s of the European powers conoerned. 
b130 numbers of Asistias, many of them indistinguishable from 
8ienj0le aubleots, thus became independent of Siamese control, and 

only this, but abuses crept in-many Asiatics got themselves 
re~istered 8 0  ~ubjeets or protdg6s of foreign powers, who had really no 
olaim to be ao. 

BY the treaty of 1909, Great Britain abandoned some of her extra- 
territorial privileges, and this example w ~ s  followed by Denmark, whole 
'ubleots have many interests in Siam, Cases involving British and 
' ~ ~ i s h  subjects registered before the treaty were tried before the 
lntOrnationfd Courts, which oonaisted of a benoh of Sismeae judges 

a European adviser. The Consul of the subject 00noerned hd 
the to evoke the 0.~9 if he thought fit and to try it himself, onJ1- 
lng ooneulrr court out of abeyance for thia purpose. 1x1 dl oBBes 
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in which British or Danish subjects ware accused or defendants the 

European adviser's opinion in judgment was final. In cams in which 
British or Danish subjects were plaintiffs or prosecutors the Europern 
adviser simply recorded his opinion. 

Post-registered British and Danish subjects were tried in Biameae 
courts before a mixed bench of Siamese judges and a European sdviser. 
There was no right of evocation. If the accused or defendant was 1 

European subject it was laid down that the adviser's opinion should 
prevail in the first court. But if the accused were a British or Danish 
Asiatic subject, the adviser simply recorded his opinion. In all cases 
in which British or Danish subjects were plaintiffs or prosecutors the 
adviser recorded his opinion. 

The French arrangements were even more complicated ! 
French European subjects were still tried by consular courts. Frenoh 
Asiatic subjects and protkghs were under the same juriedichion as 
British and Danish subjects. But in Eastern Siam French Aeiatic 
subjects were amenable only to international courte. 

Other foreign nations retained all their extra-territorial privileges. 
I n  1921 the United States by treaty surrendered all extra-territorial 

rights, reserving only the right of evocation for five years after the 
passing of the last Siamese code. 

I n  July, 1925, a new general treaty was concluded between Great 
Britain and Siam for a period of ten years, whereby British subjects 
in future are to come under the jurisdiction of the Siamese courts, the 
rights of evocation being reserved up to five yeare after the psssing of 
the last Siamese code, except for cases tried before the Dika or Supreme 
Court. The Siamese Government has promised to employ Europem 
legal advisers, after the passing of the last code, until such time as it in  
convinced that their services can safely be dispensed with. At present 
the majority of legal advisers are French. Up to the present time, 
where there have been no existing Siamese laws or precedents, Biamese 
judges have followed English law and judgments; but, with the in- 
auguration of the codes and a law school with French lecturers, 
I think the tendency in future will be to follow French methods of 
procedure and justice. 

0x1 the same date a new commercial treaty was signed, which ia 
a matter of great importance to British commercial interests, because 
86 per cent. of the total Siamese exports go to British territory, and 
67 per cent. of the total Siamese imports are of British origin. Under 
this treaty Siam has been granted tariff autonomy, with the important 
Proviso that, during the first ten years, no duties above 5 Per Oent. 

valorem will be imposed on imported cotton yarn, threads, fabrics, 
and all manufactured articles of cotton, iron, steel, and machinery. In 
all general matters Great Britain enjoys the most favoured nation 
treatment. An assurance has also been given that there is no i*me- 
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di Je intention of imposing additional export duties or royalties on 
rice, teak, and tin. 

BmiIar treaties have been or are being concluded with other foreign 
powers concerned. 

Thug, by now, a period of change has begun in the relations be- 
tween 9i.m and foreign nations, and in the future Siam will acquire 
complete eopereignty in all matters. As far as British interests are 
coocemedl personally, I think there is little to fear. I n  t110dert-1 t h e e  
8iam hes had a, record of harmonioue relations with Great Britain 
which could hardly be matched in any other Asiatic self-governing 
country, and, with the safeguards agreed upon, and the general pro- 
g r e ~  of the country, there is every prospect of the future being good 

the past. Turning to the question of tariffs and cu8toms-of greater 
importance to the British than to any other nation-many people who 
know Yiam will, I think, agree that the paet import tariff of 3 per cent. 
was too low, and inflicted real financial hardship. For the imme- 
diate future the Siamese authorities have shown themselves eminently 
reasonable, and there seems every probability that they will adhere to 
a policy of moderation in all fiscal matters. 

The four baeic industries of Siam are, firstly, agriculture, which Economics 

is by far the most important ; secondly, foreetry and lumbering ; and finance. 

thirdly, mining ; and fourthly, fishing. 
In agriculture rice dwarfs everything else. Rioe is the staple food 

-the " staff of life "-to the inhabitants and their domestic animals. 
It forms over 80 per cent. of the total exports ; 90 per cent. of the rice 
exported is conveyed to Bangkok chiefly by boat, where it is milled and 
graded. About 14 million tons of rice are exported annually, with 
an average value of £12,000,000 to £14,000,000. The amount exported 
represents approximately a quarter of the total production, three- 
quartere being consumed in Siarn for food end seed purposes. I t  ie 
noticeable that the entire rice-milling industry of Bangkok is in the 
hands of Chinese, while the marketing and export are controlled by 
Chinese and European firms. Other ilnportant agricultural exports 
am fruit and cattle ; this latter trade is in the hande of Indiana, who 
"port to the Federated Malay States for butchery. 

Conaidering Siam as a whole, it is essentially a forest country. 
three-quarters of it-an area considerably larger than the 

Iales-is covered by some kind of foresl growth. Siam 
poBsesaes a wealth and variety of tropical vegetation second to none 
In Asia ; it produces both for home consumption and export s great 

of timbers and many other forest products ; lumbering is 
a widespread industry. The moat important forest product 

the teakwood, of which Siam is the second largest exporter in the 
The teak forest8 are situated in Northern Siam, and a t  least 

Per cent. of the area is exploited by European firma ; the British 



firme control about three-quarters of the teak area. ~h~ timber il 
worked out largely by elephant power to the innumerable watersall, 
whence it is floated down to Bangkok, a log taking about five yeam on 
the journey. lklodern methods of timber transport have also been 
introduced. The average annual export is about 50,000 oubic ton8, 
with a total value of £600,000 ; this represents two-thirds of the total 
production. The remarkable increase of gramophone reoorda ha8 
recently caused a boom in the production of stick lac, which is gathered 
from the forest trees, and is also being extensively cultivated in regular 
plantations. Prices have risen so much latterly that the value of the 
stick lac export is actually rivalling that of the teakwood. 

The mineral resources of Siam are extensive and varied, but little 
known a t  present. The only mineral worked on a large scale is tin 
from the Peninsula. The exploitation of tin in this region 'by the 
Chinese is of ancient origin. At the present time tin is mined by 
several different methode, of which the latest modern development is 
by dredging. I t  is again noticeable that the mining labour is entirely 
Chinese, and that the companies controlling the industry are all either 
Chinese, European, or American. Most of the European companiee 
are British. The annual export of tin ore amounts to nearly 8,000 
tons. Siam is now one of the largest tin producers, and the recent high 
prices of tin have given this important industry a great impetue. In 
the past gold and copper mining have been carried out by European 
companies-always with disastrous results. 

One of the great needs of modern Siam is to discover en ample fuel 
supply, such as coal or oil, to supplement and to replace the local 
supplies which are wood fuel and paddy husks. Unfortunately, 801.r, 

all efforts have failed. 
The fourth basic industry is fishing. Siam possesses valuablet 

extensive, and varied aquatic resources and fisheries, both in the fieb 
and in the inland waters. Fishing is carried on by many different 
methods-some of them unknown elsewhere. Some of the fish, toof 
have peculiar habits, such as, of climbing trees. I myself caught One 

of the catfish tribe, travelling overland across my garden in ~ a n g k ~ ~  I 
After rice, fish is the second staple food, and there is elso a large 

export of dried, salted, and prepared fish, amounting to 10,000-15*~~~ 
tons annually, which goes chiefly to the Far East. ~ a t t e ~ l y  the 
Siamese Government has engaged the services of an American fish 
expert, Dr. Hugh Smith, who is studying the Siamese fisheries 
scientifically and economicelly. It is to be hoped that his reoommendc 
tions will carry weight. 

The steady growth of commerce hae been a striking feature in 
modern Siam. I n  1914 the value of the annual trade We0 g7,8*t000 
exports and E6,100,000 importe. During end after the War certain 
abnormal features appeared-prices of food-stuffs and mininerJ' 
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and their export increased, whereas the export of some commodities, 
teak, declined. I n  1919 the rice crop was a1u.d a failure, and 

the end of the year total export prohibition was enforced ; neverthe- 
less, so much money had been made that, during the first eight months 
of 1920, the balance of trade was completely reversed and the value of 

exports only amounted to one-quarter of the imports I But  m r ~ ~ a l  
soon returned, and with them an  increased prosperity. For 

a tropical country wages are high, and the general standard of living is 
higher than, for instance, in India, Nature is so prodigal that there is 
little incentive for the native population to exert itself, but real poverty 
is quite unknown. 

In 1925-26 the total value of all exports from Bangkok port was 
$18,000,000, of which rice figured a t  nearly £15,000,000, while the 
total imports amounted to £14,750,000. 

Before the war the Germans had largely ousted British shipping, 
which had actually fallen to 20 per cent. of the total tonnage, in the 
port of Bangkok ; but when Siam joined the Allies all German 
shipping in Siam was seized, and by 1921 British shipping largely 
predominated. 

For many years past the revenue of Siam has shown a steady 
upward tendency, but so also has the expenditure, especially in recent 
years. At present the annual revenue is approximately $8,600,000. 
The largest contributor is the rice, both in the shape of land revenue 
and export duty; other important contributions are from the State 
railways, the capitation tax, the Customs, the Excise, the opium 
revenue, the forests, mines, and fisheries. There is little direct taxation 
and no income tax, but, with modern developments, it is probable that 
Inore will have to be imposed in the future. From 1922 onwards there 
mas a small but annually increasing deficit in the Budget, but since 
1925, with the con~mencement of the new reign, a rbgime of economy 
has been inaugurated, and subsequent Budgets are showing small but 
annually increasing surpluses. This beneficial change is largely due to 
the work of the present British Financial Adviser, Sir Edward Cook, 

Financial Secretary to tho Government of India. Glancing 
the expenditure, it is perhaps rather striking to find that 23 per cent. 

Of the national expenditure should be spent on defence (army, navy, 
and air force), when it is remembered that, since 1896, the autonomy 
of Siam has been guaranteed by England and France. 

The foreign loans only amount to £10,750,000. These sums have 
been borrowed partly on the European markets and partly from the 
Federated Malay Statee Government, and the money was chiefly spent 
On conatruetion, and latterly on the irrigation project. 

Some people who visit Siam, travelling along the beaten track, in ::=:AtII. 
the comfortable and well-managed train service, to Bangkok and other 

place8 where everything is far  in advance of the rest of the 
22 
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country, carry away a plea8ant remembrance of their kindly reception 
and of the undoubted charm which the people possess-they are 
therefore apt t o  paint a glowing picture of modern &amrn Other 
like myself, who spent a good deal of their time travelling on duty 
round the remoter parts of the kingdom, are apt to see things from 
slightly different angle of vision. Without in any way depreciating 
the creditable results which have been achieved up to date, I would 
like to offer a few observations. , 

Such success as has been achieved has been due in part to the fact 
that the Government has been wise enough to employ and to co-operate 
with European and American expert officials in many branches of the 
Administration. But  the Siamese are now reaching the same stage 
that the Japanese arrived at  many years ago, and in the future they 
wish to run their country without the assistance of white officials. 
The process of getting rid of foreign officials has already started and 
no doubt will be steadily continued in the future ; thus, to my mind, it 
is all the more advisable that the younger generation in Siam should 
not become saturated with the idea that everything in Siam is splendid, 
that  the country is forging ahead, and that there is no need to worry 
much about the future. 

The Siamese are in the unfortunate position of seeing their country 
exploited by foreigners with foreign capital-nearly all important trade 
and industry being in the hands of outsiders. .With the steady growth 
of national sentiment and consciousness, there is a strong desire that, 
in the future, the Siamese themselves shall take a larger part in such 
matters. To my mind, the immediate problem is that additional 
revenue is needed every year and that this can be obtained mainly by 
further exploitation of the country by foreigners with foreign capital. 
It remains to be seen whether, in the future, the youth of 8isml with 
the spread of technical and commercial education, can become S U O C ~ M -  

fnl merchants, industrialists, and professional men. 
I n  every ministry in Siam there is a tendency for progress to 

depend on the personality and personal power of the minister in  
charge, rather than on policy, and this leads to lack of continuity and 
co-ordination. Again, there has been an inclination to develop the 
mole showy ele~nents which catch the eye, and to neglect that side 
which does not show u p a s  for instance, the first tour 1 made to 

Eastern Siam where I was astonished to see aeroplanes carrying the 
mails to  distant villages, while there wes not a single metalled road in 
the whole of that extensive region. 

As a further illustration I would refer briefly to some ampects 
the administration of rural Biam, of which I have had some P~~~~~~~ 
experience. 

Land All questions connected with land are of the greatest impOrtmncel 
que8ti0ma because Siam literally lives on the land. The first question is that of 
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maps. Although the Survey Department has been in existence for 
oror forty years, only one-fifth or one-sixth of the country has been 
properly surveyed and mapped, mainly comprising the central rice 
plain-the chief source of Siam's wealth. Here a cadastral survey has 
also been made, a regular system of land tenure has been established, 
end title-deeds for lands have been issued. Elsewhere no system of 
lend classification and tenure exists, and cultivated lands are held 
ahiefly on temporary permits. 

In measures designed to improve and develop agriculture the main 
achievement has been the construction of the Prasak Barrage-a very 
fine one, due to the work of British irrigation engineers from India. 
This, together with the establishment of a few stud farms and the corn- 
mencement of co-operative societies, represents the sum total of the 
work accomplished up to date. But the necessity for agricultural 
research work is most urgent, and the scope of such work is practically 
unlimited. 

The forest questions are closely interwoven with the land questions. Forestry. 
Forestry wee started in Siam over thirty years ago by British officials 
from India. The forests have been and are still an important source 
of revenue and also of employment and trade. Technical and scientific 
progress has lagged behind; no attempt has been made to undertake a 
systematic survey of the great resources ; while t h e  teak forests, the 
main source of forest wealth, have been and are being steadily over- 
worked. As already mentioned, vast areas of forests have been and 
are being destroyed by most wasteful methods of cultivation. 

Another important department connected with the land is the Mine..nd 
Mines Department, which controls an important and growing industry. mape. 
Much useful work has been accomplished in the past in regulating 
the mining industry, but, as an official touring about the country, 
I could not help noticing the absence of technical work and informa- 
tion, a8 for instance, the absence of a geological survey and geological 
maps. 

Scientific work bearing directly or indirectly on all branohe8 of 
district administration is very backward, and as the general revenue8 
ere likely to increase steadily, it is to be hoped that the Government 
will devote a sufticient ahare of the money to remedy this. Political 

It is impossible to attempt to foretell the future of political develoP- development. 

merit in Siam. In  these days it does seem ourious that a people who 
have arrived at the degree of development of the Siamese should 
aPParently possess no political opinions end aspirations-but such is 
the case, far as I know, and they would appear to be all the happier 
lor it- Municipal government had been started on a small scale in the 
PrOvincee before I left &am, and I have been told that since last Year 
its is being gradually extended. 
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H.E. The SIAMESE MINISTER : My Lord* Ladies and Gentlemen,- 
I wish r t  the outset to be permitted to express my deep sense of 
appreciation for the kindness of the Council in giving me the opportunity 
of being present here this afternoon to hear the lecture of Mr. Bourka 

---- 
Borrowes. My thanks are also due to Mr. Bourke-Borrowee for making 
Siam known to the people of Great Britain. My Government has not 
gone in sufficiently Or systematically for propaganda That is not 
because we do not believe in the usefulness of publicity, but we prefer 
rather to let propaganda be carried on for the moment by those well. 
wishers of Siam who are qualified to speak on our behalf ; and one snch 
well-wisher and well qualified man is the Lecturer tonight. (Applause.) 
Well qualified because he had splendid opportunities of travelling about 
the country-north, south, east, and west-opportunities of which he 
availed himself to the full ; well qualified also because he has the gift of 
exposition. I remember well when I called upon him at the Forest 
Department soon after his arrival he displayed before me specimens of 
lifeless bits of wood, and yet he made them live before me. (Applause.) 
I am sure you will agree with me that he has done the same with the 
eketch-map which he showed us a t  the beginning of his lecture. If I 
venture upon a few remarks now i t  is only to supplement what 
Mr. Bourke-Borrowes has so ably and so clearly put before us. Thie is 
necessary because Siam, though a large and old country, is a small and 
young state-and on account of its youth we are going fast, we are 
going ahead. I t  is necessary. Why ? Becauee we have gone in for 
European intercourse, intercourse with European and Western nations, 
and we have had to adapt ourselves for that purpose. I t  has been 
said that the Siameee people work a t  play and play at  work. I suppose 
there must be an element of truth in it ; but, a t  any rate, tonight I 
think you will agree with me that Mr. Bourke-Borrowes has shown 
that the people of Siam do not deserve that epigram-in this sense: 
that I am glad that the author I quoted just now gave us the credit of 
working a t  play, which shows, a t  any rate, that we csu be serious in 
certain thinge. Now with the adoption of European sports and games 
we are trying to transfer into our work that spirit which had a l r e d ~  
prevailed, according to that author, in the realm of sport and P ~ U Y .  
Thie applies in particular to the second of the two categories into 
which Mr. Bourke-Borrowes has divided the Siamese peopledthe 
official class. The Lecturer was quite right in dividing the Siamese 
people into two categories : the peasant class, who I am glad to say are 
industrious and bard-working ; and if any blame is to be put forward 
against the Siamese people, I suppose it must be against the Otficia' 

class. Indeed, Mr. Bourke-Borrowee ahowed that if only we go on with 
our irrigation schemes, if only we would set up a Fishery ~ e ~ a r t ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
and so on and so forth, I suppose he would b.. ~ r e ~ a r e d  to tell You 
Siam has got good prospects for the future, and that the blame, if 
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there is a blame, lies only with the Government. (Laughter.) You 
008 how far Siam has advanced in European ways. (Renewed 

hgbter,) In defence of the Government may 1 recall in a few words 
whet the Siamese Government has endeavoured to do within the last 
hslf-century. The Siamese people-we call ourselves the Thai, 
=hich means independent people-love independence, and for this 
reason we have had the spirit of nationhood from the beginning, as  a 
characteristic of our race. Add to that the element of religion, on 
which Mr. Bonrke-Borrowes has touched. Buddhism is a very tolerant 
religion, and this characteristic of tolerance has a very deep and funda- 
mental political significance. I t  has helped to keep together as  one 
nation the numerous races in Siam, and not only that, it has also kept 
Siam open to foreign intercourse ; so that when the time came when 
Siam could usefully and permanently come into relations with European 
nations, the country was ready to enter into such relations. (Applause.) 
We had s state organized in the traditional Oriental fashion before, but 
when in the middle of the nineteenth century, with the improvement 
of communications, the time had arrived for intercourse with Europeans, 
we were prepared. Siam kept open doors, and treaties were concluded 
with Great Britain first, and then with all the other nations of Europe, 
opening Siam to Europeen intercourse. At that time, because the 
administration, especially that of justice, was not organized on modern 
lines, there was extra-territorial jurisdiction, to which Mr. Bourke- 
Bonowea referred. King Chulalongkorn set to work to reorganize the 
Siamese state on a modern basis, and he did that with a sagacity and 
foreeight that have always been praised by European students. He 
sent to Europe Siamese students to study, especially in England, 80 

that those students could go back home and bring to Siam all the good 
Parts of European civilization they might have absorbed in t h e  course 

their study in Europe. I have now under me no less than one 
eighty studenta to look after ; and it is the chief part of 

mimion, 1 may say, to train those young men, es I trained myself, 
English culture and civilization in the right spirit and with a 

view to adaptation in Siam. (Applause.) Thanks to this far-sighted 
policy of the late Ring Chulalongkorn, we have been able to reorganize 
Our dministration, especially that of justice, so much so that recently 
the powem have shown confidence in us by agreeing to restore to us 
a u t o n O m ~  both in fiecal and judicial matters, to which Mr. Bourke- 
BorrO~ea h.8 referred. So now, to all intents and purposes, we have 
Our ao~ereieigo rights. How are we going to use our sovereignty? Will 
it be against European intercourse, or shall we follow blindly in 

Ways? Here I wish to say that the latest development8 
'OW clearly that the policy of Siam is that the Siamese should still 
"tain their own national aivilization. (Hear, hear.) In  that respect I 

re~.ll 8 part of Mr. Bourke-Borroaee's lecture which referred to 
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the creation of the Institute of Arohasology, Fine Arts, m d  Literstwe, 
An archeological service has been set up with a double purpose, firat of 

all to ~ e h x f i e  visitors and tourists who would help to 8irm 
better known abroad, and also to revive this national civilization of the 
Siamese people, 80 that we may develop along traditional lines ; but J 

the same time we realize that we should go in, wisely, for European inter- 
course, and with that end in view the Government is concentrating 
hard in further developing the Siamese state along modern lines, 
Mr. Bourke-l3orrowes referred to the question of fisheries : we have set 
up permanently a Department of Fisheries under Dr. Hugh Smith. 
Mr. Bourke-Borrowes referred to irrigation schemes : we are still 
going on with those irrigation schemes. We are still going on with 
railway building in order to open up the country. I n  this work 
we welcome the co-operation of European advisers in every de- 
partment, and as to the Ministry of Justice, I would like to say this: 
Mr. Bourke-Borrowes read before you a passage in which he said that 
in the Ministry of Justice there are more French advisers than British. 
That may be so, but, if he will permit me, I will correct what may lead 
to a false impression. In  the courts you will find there are as many, 
if not more, British advisers than French ; but in the Codification 
Department, because we adopt the code system of law, it is quite true 
that in that department-which is quite separate-we have more 
French advisers. At the same time we also have an English professor at 
the School of Law-a professor whose qualification is to have experience 
in the code system of law. Our system of law is not that of common 
law, but that is on account of national tradition. I t  is the code system* 
As I Bay, we are quite ready to go on-and that is why we are quite 
prepared to give the promise to Great Britain that Mr. Bourke-Borrowefl 
read out to you-we are quite prepared, irrespective of that promise, to 
go on employing European advisers until we ourselves oan undertake 
completely the work of government without the aid of such adviflera 
I n  concIusion, I would like to say, as I thought perhape Mr. hurke- 
Borrowes would have done-because his lecture is, entitled " The 
Position of Siam "-what is the part that Siam is likely to ~1.y in 
international lib. As I say, essentially our policy is to develop along 
national lines, but a t  the same time we mean to keep up and st*ngthen 
our relations with Europe. There is nothing in our civilization '%ainst 
it, because, aa I say, Buddhism is a, tolerant religion. We have ahways 
welcomed foreigners in Siam, and now it is the policy of ~ o v e r n m e ~ ~  to 
encourage visitors, tourists, and so on, and also to give f*ilities to 
foreigners to come and trade and carry on commerce, enterprises* 
That is why we welcome foreign co-operation ; but, on the other hand, 
we are going to develop along national lines, the present Policy of the 
Government is to encourage the growth of that middle elms the 

Lecturer said was lacking now in ~ i a m - ( ~ ~ ~ l a u ~ ) - a n d  it i8 doing a, 
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by the official class. We were suffering as  a consequence of 

the war deficits in the Budget, and in order to balance it  we 
did not resort to foreign loans, but resorted to the process of retrench- 
ment. A great number of Siamese officials were turned out of Govern- 
ment service, and, of course, on to the fields, the market, and other 
~veDues of commerce ; and now the Civil Service Law is being brought 
out atJill further to retrench and restrict-to make the official class 
more restricted, and hence, we hope, more efficient ; a t  the same time 
turning on to the land those who otherwise would have aimed and 
rspired to be officials. In  this way in the course of time we hope that 
a middle class may develop. At the same time His present Majesty has 
started a policy of what I might almost term constitutional develop- 
ment; he has used an existing organization, the Privy Council. H e  has 
appointed a Committee of Forty to deliberate on draft laws, so that 
when this middle class arrives, perhaps in a decade or more, Siam will 
be ready to take on the European form of government-that is to say, 
the democratic form-which is suited to the conditions required by 
intercourse with Europe. But a t  the same time we mean to remain 
Siamese in developing our archzology, our culture, our civilization, and 
the education of the country will now be run along more national lines. 
Thus our motto is not blindly to adopt but wisely to adapt. (Applause.) 
In this way we hope that in Siam it will be shown that the East cannot 
only meet but can co-operate with the West. (Applause.) 

Sir MAURIOE DE BUNSEN : Lord Allenby, Ladies and Gentlemen,- 
It is difficult for me to express the intense interest with whioh 
I have followed every word that has been spoken so admirably today 
by the Lecturer, and the admirable speech of my friend, His Excellenoy 
the Siamese Minister. (Applause.) On that speech I wish to con- 
gratulate him, as I do ourselves as  a country, for the prospeot which it 
opens to US-which, indeed, I never doubted-of continued friendly 
and moat intimate relations. The only difficulty is that I do not wish 
to occupy more than a few minutes of time, because it is getting 80 

]atme ; but it would not be difficult for me to speak for a couple of hours 
On that has been said, and then leave unsaid a great deal that there 
is to be said. I will only say I had the happiness to spend two years 
in  Siam at most interesting and most critical time. When 1 went 
there as British Charge d9Affaires, in the year 1894, there had been 

serious crisis in our relations with our French neighboure over 
Siam. It i8 an incident that perhaps has been a good deal forgotten ; 
but at the time it was in everybody's mind, because it as nearly as 
poesible landed us in a war with France. French gunboats bad 
pmceeded up the Menam, and bombarded the forts at  Paknsm, at the 

of the mouth of the river. This led to a most strained con- 
dition our relations with France. It is too long to go into. I t  blew 
Over; but it wee a most serious crisis-eo much so that when I left 
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England to go out to Siam my friend Sir Robert Morant, had been 
living there some time and had great experience of Siamese affairs, said 
to  me : " I very much doubt if when you get out there you will find 
independent Siam still in existence." H e  felt there would be a 
between England and France as to the position of &am. I am thankful 
to know, as we all know, that auoh a thing did not heppen-perhap 
could not really happen. But it was very much anticipated, and I may 
say that during the first year or two I was there my relatione with the 
French Legation, although personally very friendly, were of a difficult 
kind. There was always a British gunboat lying in front of my Legation 
house, and a French gunboat a mile lower down the river, oppoaite 
the French Legation house. We sometimes met officially at dinners, 
but were rather snarling a t  each other all the time. I t  was difficult 
to say what was going to happen. What did happen was that Lord 
Salisbury was Foreign Minister a t  the time in England, and he met 
French Foreign Minister-then Monsieur Berthelot, the father of the 
well-known Monsieur Berthelot we hear of now-and those two 
statesmen came together and said : Surely this is unreasonable that 
we should fall out about a country that we both wish to be friends 
with, with which we are both doing very good business, and which we 
both like very much. Is not that absurd l" And so they took e, 

pencil, and they drew a great line round all the principal part of Siem, 
and they came to an agreement that neither country would invade the 
other-send a soldier across the frontier-without the permiseion and 
consent of the other country. And the result of that was that from 
that moment to this there had been no Siamese question of the serious 
character, which there was when I went out there. I t  put an end to 
the whole seriousness of the situation. I received a telegram one day. 
I could hardly believe it, and communicated its contents, of course, the 
same day, and had many consultations with my good friend the Siamese 
Minieter of Foreign Affairs, the well-known Prince Devawongse, who 
was indeed a statesmen. That was the end of it 811. Before that 
Dr. Morrison, so well known in China for many years principal 

adviser of the Chineee Government, had been sent out by The Tinbes 
to Biam in order to write up the oonflict which they were convinced 
waa about to break out between France and England over Siama I had 
a letter from Mr. Moberley Bell, the editor of The Tim% aeking me to 
receive Dr. Morrison, who then osme to me and said : " What I 

to do 1 There is no Siamese question." He  wrote 8. few interestin(l 

letters, went on overland, got to China eventually, and entered On 'ls 

important and interesting career. One or two things I should just l ike 
to mention. With reference to the negotiations still Wing On, 
what has been done towards the final and complete abolition of 
territoriality, I ahauld like to say of course when I wafi there the 'Id 
system was in complete force ; and I do not think I was myself ever lo 
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, more unpleasant position than I felt myself in when as  well as being 
Charge dlbffaires-practically Minister-I was also Consul-General, 
and, therefore, called upon to sit in the seat of justice as  a judge when 
cases of an important nature came up. There was a capital case-a 
man wee on trial for his life. H e  was a British Malay, who had murdered 
a Siamese sailor. There was no doubt about it, and the case was 
argued out before me. I t  Was the British Consular Court ; there was 
a British jury of about half a dozen English merchants living a t  
Bangkok. There was no doubt about it ,  the man was guilty. H e  
was found guilty, and I could do nothing but put on (figuratively) the 
black cap and condemn him to be hanged by the neck until he was 
dead. It was a very unpleasant thing. I thought to  myself : 6 6  If I 
bad had a legal education I might have made out i t  was manslaughter, 
or something that would not have cost him his life." But  it was quite 
clear, and the case went on to Singapore for confirmation ; and a t  my 
own earnest request the Governor of the Straits Settlements commuted 
the sentence to one of life service in prison. No doubt the scoundrel 
deserved to be hung, but I was very happy he was let off to that 
extent. About fifteen years afterwards I was ooneulted by the British 
Government s s  to whether i t  was safe to  let him out. H e  could 
not be let out without the consent of the judge, who was I I I said, 
of course, I had no objection, and he was released from prison a t  
singtlpore. I never heard whether he oommitted any more murders. 
The Minister referred to that  most enlightened monarch IZing 
Chulalongkorn, who abolished slavery and did SO much else to 
modernize Sism. I had the honour of knowing him personally- 
He showed me great kindness, and I went oruises with him in his 
yacht. I had the honour to see him on many occasions, and I had 
the greatest admiration for his capacity and high-mindedness and his 
civilized and oultured outlook on life. I followed his remaining years 
with the deepest interest, and grieved sincerely when I heard of hie 
d*th. He did wonderful work for Siam, and he had around him a set 
of Ministers who all worked with the same objeot in view. I wish siam 
as country all proeperity in the future, and I believe she will have it, 
and We ehall continue to be her beet friend. (Applause.) 

The CHAIRMAN : I think no one else wishes to  say anything. All I 
Can 088 is that WD have listened to  a most interesting lecture; and 

who have spoken afterwards, His  Exoellency the Siamese 
M'nieter and Sir Maurice de Bunsen, have added to the interest of the 
lecture# To me it ha8 been one of the moat interesting evenings I have 
Over spent here, and one of the most inetruotive. That is not sur- 
Priuing, for I knew very little about Siem before, and now I feel I know 
a great deal about it. I will not detain you, but I ask you to join me 
" giving a very hearty vote of thanks to the Lecturer. (Applause.) 
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IN the absence of Lord Allenby, the Chair was taken by Colonel 
Fremantle, M.P., who called on the Hon. Secretary to give the report 
for the past session. 

Major-General SIR WILLIAM BEYNON : The Annual Report which I 
have to present to this meeting is, I may confidently say, a satisfactory 
one, showing steady progress and robust vitality. Our numbers &re 
steadily increasing; we have acquired 119 new members during the 
past year, and our membership is now close on eleven hundred. We 
have this year to  deplore a casualty-list larger than usual. Twelve 
members have died, among them several whose names are very well 
known to you all. I allude particularly to Dr. Hogarth end Sir Edmond 
Slade. These men were an asset to the nation, and their death is alose 
to  us all. We have also lost an old friend in Baghdad who has from 
the beginning done his utmost to help us and to see that all our Iraq 
members got their Journals, even when they forgot to send in their 
constant change of address to the office-Mr. Mackenzie, the well-known 
founder and owner of the Baghdad Book Shop. 

Captain Thomas and Mr. Douglas Newbold have both completed 
journeys this year through deserts and oasee, and have definitely 
mapped oat places hitherto unvisited by Englishmen. 

Papers read before the Society, and others which have appeared in 
the Journal since the report last year, have covered practically the 
whole of Asia, including Syria, Palestine, Iraq, India, China, Turkieten, 
Arabia, the Red Sea Littord,  Turkey, Persia. Two records of travel 
from China to India and Russia have been given by the explorers in 
p r son ,  and several papers on Tatar history and incursions have been 
prepared and read. Besides these, many interesting reviewa on ).wok* 
and publications have eppeared in the Journal. 

I have been assured that our Jountal has kept well up to its prerioub 
high excellence. We are very grateful to members who have contributed 
papers and reviews, many of which are written by men with Very specid 
knowledge and who have very little epare time. Members both at 
home and abroad set special value on good reviews, and ours have been 
well above the standard. 

The report ended with thanks to the staff. 
The CHAIRMAN then put the eleotions to the vote. Field-Mushd 

Viscount Alleoby kindly consented to be re-elected Chairm~n of 

Council, Sir Edward Penton es Honorary Treasurer, Colonel smns 
to take the place of Mr. H. Charles Woods, who had retired thmugh 
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of other work ; Miss Ella Sykes to take the place of Mr. A. C. 
wratielaw, retiring from the Hon. Librarianship through ill-health. 
Mr. Edward Moon and General Sir Edmund Barrow, Vice-Presidents, 
retire in accordance with Rule 16. Lieut.-General Sir Raleigh Egerton, 
~ i ~ ~ t , - C ~ l ~ ~ e l  Sir Wolseley Haig, end Field-Marshal Sir Claud Jacob 
retire from the Council in accordance with Rule 25. 

~i~~t . -Genera l  Sir Raleigh Egerton, Lieut.-Colonel Sir Wolseley 
Baig, and Sir E. Denison Ross became Vice-Presidents. Field-Marshal 
Sir Claud Jacob and Lieut.-Colonel Sir Arnold Wilson consented to 
serve on the Council if they were elected. 

The Chairman reminded the members of what they owed to Mr. 
Moon and General Sir Edmund Barrow. Mr. Moon had joined the 
Council in 1918, and General Sir Edmund Barrow in 1920. They had 
done much to help the Society, and had never grudged the valuable 
time they spent in its interests. (Applause.) The members owed 
them a special vote of thanks. (Applause.) 

The elections were then put to the vote and carried unanimously. 
The Anniversary lecture was given by Wing-Commander Hill, who 

gave en interesting and well-illustrated paper on his Experiences on 
the Cairo-Baghdad Air Route." H e  explained how the route was laid 
out, the furrow and landing stages cut, described the difficulties, made 
light of the early hardships, including the Amman aerodrome in the 
rains, and showed slides of the country and aeroplanes. A full account 
of the laying out of the track was given to the Central Asian Society by 
Air Commodore (now Air Vice-Marshal Sir Henry) Brooke Popham, in 
1922," while this lecture showed how well the early work had been 
done. 

Air-Marshal Sir John Higgins said that the next step, a step they 
811 felt was within sight, was night-flying. Wing-Commander Hill had 
himself flown this track by night. 

The Chairman, in putting a vote of thanks for the lecture, praised 
the initiative, pluck and resource of these men who had carried into the 
new air arm the courage and determination which had mode the nation. 
The lecture had been a most interesting one, and the audience voted e 
'"Y hearty vote of thanks to Wing-Commander Hill. 

'see Vol. IX., Part 3, 1922, " Some Notes on Aeroplanes, with Special 
to the Cairo-Baghdad Air Route." 



PROBLEMS OF NORTHERN IRAQ* 

BY DR. W. A. WIGRAM, D.D. 

IN dealing with the subject on which I am to have the honour of 
addressing you today I only profess to give the impressions of one 
who, having known something of the country before the war, returned 
t o  i t  immediately after, when the British administration was still 
young and sanguine, and who has recently revisited the land in order 
t o  renew acquaintance with some old friends there, who themselves, 
I regret to  say, form one of its problems. Further, in dealing with 
those problems there is one point which seems to be forgotten by the 
numerous critics of the administration in the daily Press, and that 
is, that  hardly any of them ere of our creating. We have not, as 
i n  India for instance, solemnly and conscientiously created the educated 
native, and then found that  we did not know what to do with our 
Frankenstein man. The main difficulties were all there before our 
coming, and were part of the inheritance bequeathed to us by the 
Turk, who had this great advantage over us in the land, that he 
was not bothered by any feeling that  he ought to solve them. It was 
enough for him to go on, eskissy gibi, " in the same old way," collecting 
a s  much money a s  circumstances would allow, and putting up with 
incidental annoyances. I t  was a nuisance, no doubt, when Kurd8 
raided a village of productive taxpayers, or foreigners complained of 
t he  disciplinary measures that  the Turk thought good for the rebellious, 
and called them massacres ; still, no Governor ever dreamed of doing 
anything in consequence. We are bothered with s conscience and 
set of principles from which the old Turk was conspicuously free. (The 
newer generation seems to  be different.) We feel the need to improve 
things, for the dominant instinct of the Briton in authority is to help 
the lame dog over the stile, without asking whether he redly wantat0 
get to  the other side ! 

Meantime, there are other people who also profess a desire to see 
the land improved, and are anxious to apply their nostrums much too 
quickly- some are natives of the land, derni-educated, and anxioug to 
show how very soon they will be able to do without the foreigne~ 
some are other foreigners, genuinely astonished at  the small amount 
of progress effected in the ten years of our administration. A specimen 
of this kind was provided in my experience by tbe Near East Relief. 

* Lecture given on May $1, 1928. As Jj'iald-Marshal Viscount Allenby we' 
unavoidably detained, the chair was taken by Brig.-General Sir Percy Sykr 
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That very well-intentioned body sent out two American ladies, elderly 
horn-spectacled spinsters, who Were Very anxious to tell the Assyrian 

mEtrona how to have babies, and what to do with them when they got 
them, ~h~~ were anxious to go up to Rowandus in Kurdistan, a n d  
reslly get to business there, and were injured when they were told 

tbst it not possible for them, a t  least in January. " But surely w e  
could stay in the hotels I" they said in amazement. 

The which an administration, thus hampered both by 
those who do not want to move and by those who want to move too- 

have to face may be summed up thus : There are the problema 
set by the relations between the town Arab, semi-educated, and the 
Arsbs in the desert on one hand, as personified by Ibn Saud and his 
Wshabis, and the Kurds in the mountains on the other, as  personified 
by men like Mahommed of Sulimanieh, that attractive and dangeroua 
intriguer, or Ahmed of Barzan, who is nearly a religious maniac. It is 
the old problem of the relation of the wolf and the hawk to the farm, 
complicated by the fact that you are not usually asked to turn those 
excellent animals into house-dogs and barn-door fowls in a few yeare. 
Then there is the problem of the relations of the Shiah and the Sunni. 
The problem is old enough, but the Turk was content just to  keep tho 
Shiah in the state of subjection proper to a dissenter. Now there is a 
government anxious to carry out the admirable ideal of the Prayer- 
Book and '' truly and indifferently administer justice for the punish- 
ment of wickedness and vice, and the promotion of all true religion.'" 
Still, that is an ideal which it is much easier to frame than to embody. 

Then you have the problems brought about by the general slackness 
of the Oriental character. The Turk cared nothing for good administra- 
t ion;  or rather, he counted that good that tended to maintain his rule. 
If be ha8 changed his methods, he has not altered that initial point of 
view. we, both in India, Egypt, and Iraq, strive d 6  to put the spirit of 
good government into the minds of the people "-a people that has any 
amount of desire for the fruits of progress, but precious little, 80 far as 
One can Judge, of the spirit that produces them. 

Can we carry out our ideal? To put things straight ia compara- 
tively easy. We were able to do that to admiration in Egypt, and 
could do it again in Iraq ; for, as Milner put it, all that was required 

the application of a reasonable amount of honesty and efficiency 
to a Country that had been ruined by a total absence of both. But 

make others put them straight and then keep them straight is quite 
another question. 

Take 5me  facts, of recent date, to illustrate this dictum. 
depart men t has its L t  departmental adviser," who is supposed 

to exer~iae a general control over the whole of its workings. Not 
" long ago the '' adviser " of the department of Evkaf went on leave, 
leaving a balance of some sixty thousand pounds to the credit of the 
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ofice, and only routine work to do. I n  three months he returned, 
t o  find his credit of sixty thousand transforlned into a debit of 
teen thousand pounds- There was nothing to show for it, nobody 
seemed to  know where it had gone, and nobody thought that the 
phenomenon required any explanation. 

Take another case. Government passed an irrigation law, by which 
any  nlan who put up 8 pump became tenant ips0 fact0 of all the land 
it would water, tax-free, for fifteen years. Afterwards it became his io 
~ t i ~ i ,  which we may call copyhold Or perpetual lease, subject to the 
tax usual on that tenure. The theory of the law wae excellent, b u t  
was it intended that the Finance Minister should use that law to secure 
forty large estates for himself? The act was perfectly legal, but--to 
drop back on the Turk once more-when Mustapha Kemal found hie 
Finance Minister doing something of the sort lately, he hanged that 
functionary like Haman, with law or without it ! Law in the East is 
all very well, but sometimes the East wants a Harun-ar-rashid, who 
can  come down on the malefactor who has kept inside the law. The 
benefit of an occasional public execution pro bono public0 is great enough 
to balance the occasional punishment of a man innocent of the particular 
orime he happens to have been hanged for! 

The Arab of Baghdad is a lawyer born, accustomed to work a code 
t o  trick the Turk, and so quite capable of working one for his own 
benefit. The trick of the Unjust Steward of the Gospels-it is an old 
one, but it is the old tricks that succeed-ie played d l  up and down the 
land, for the benefit of the wealthy. The government is, in theory, 
universal landlord, and lets its miri, or governmental land, on a lease, 
claiming 5 per cent. of the produce as tax. While the tenant worke 
t h e  land he cannot be removed, though, if cultivation is allowed to 
lapse, so does the right to the land. The land can be, and often ie, 
sublet to tenants, on a fifty-fifty basis. That is fair enough in theory, 
but when the government Mamur comes along to estimate the oroP and 
claim the government's percentage, saying, " HOW much oweat thou 
unto my lord 1" then i t  is a case of ".Take thy bill and sit down 
and write" not fifty out of a hundred owed ; the steward of the parable 
would seem to have been comparatively honest ; the modern man puts 
down one hundred out of, say, five hundred measures on which tax is 
owed to government, so that the government loses the tax On that 
amount-and the hapless subtenant finds that he gets half of the One 
hundred measures a t  which the Mamur has estimated the actual five 
hundred of crop. 

If by miracle-for miracles do happen now and then-the Mamur 
shall be relatively honest, there are ways of checking such inconvenient 
activity. One nomad tribe owed sheep-tax to government, and 
sheep were counted a t  4,000 head. A zealous Mamur came .long sod 
counted, and made the total 42,000. He lost hie job for hie pains ; the 
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tribesmen did not challenge the count ; they got up a sham attack on 
him, rod when he fired in self-defence, they got him sacked on that 
ground. 

Of course the question will be asked, " But why is this sort of thing 
~ l ~ ~ ~ d  Are we not the Mandatory Power, there expressly to stop 
this corruption? What are departmental advisers-those functionaries 
that we put into every office-there for ?" 

Acturlly, those advisers are advisers and no more. They have no 
power of interference or executive authority. I t  is not in Mesopotamia 
as it was in Egypt. There Lord Granville did say, with characteristic 
euphemism, that the function of the British officials was limited to 
giving advice, but when it was pointed out to him that  the giving of 
nnpalrtable advice to an Oriental is about as profitable as bestowing it 
upon e mule, he added, 4' But, of course, ministers who cannot take our 
advice must cease to hold their offices." It is not so in Iraq. There 
the adviser can advise only, and the ordinary Arab official, while he can 
understand an order, and can answer the rein a t  once, has a great power 
of disregarding good advice that does not happen to square with his own 
inclinations, or immediate interest. The Englishman has no power to 
sack the corrupt obstructionist ; of course, he may appeal to Clesar in 
the person of the High Commissioner, but that high god does not like 
intervening, unless the knot that has to be disentangled is of such a 
character that interference is clearly imperative. So the sort of thing 
that I have described goes on. Had the Englishman power to act he 
would go round and put things right, for he will work, and work himself 
to death, for the joy of the working, if he can see results in good 
dministration. If, however, he can see none, and knows that he can 

none, it is a very great temptation just to send in his minute, which 
he knows will be pigeon-holed and no more, and then just sit in his 

chair and draw his salary with a bonus a t  the end of his contract. 
A will not go on for ever knocking hia head against the padded 

of the polite obstinacy of the Oriental official, who knows that you 
Can do nothing. 

Bystem was established by those who idealized the Arab and 
were hypnotized by that blessed word fi As for the 
Anb, he Want8 to run before he can walk. H e  is not doing too well in 
adminifJtrati~~, and he knows it, wherefore he wants to get rid of those 
'" stand to him in the position of an inconvenient oonacience. 
We turn now to the problems of the relation of Shiah and Sunni- 

These "di8~enters" (it is what the word form some three- 
the Arab population, and they are gaining in the towns rather 
HOW and why that comes to pass is a wide question. 

They are largely uneducated, for, under the Turk, education was the 
m o n o ~ o l ~  of the Established Church, the Sunni minority, and this has 
the result that the personnel of the adminiatration i8 neceassrily Sunnil 
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with a fair proportion of what One may call imported Turks, ottoman 
officials who saw which way the wind was going, and opted for 
nationality ; good fellows, but as  foreign to the Arab as any  it^^ 
There is little love loat between the two sections, for the Shiah no 
secret of the fact that  he prefers the Britiah infidel to the heretic, out 
and away. still,  press and administration are Sunni, while the populace 
is largely Shiah, so that we have this absurd result : we are saying to 
these Arabs. " I n  the sacred name of self-determination, you shall have 
the government that you do not want, and, on the holy principle of 
majority rule, you shall be administered by a minority." 

Early in this year there was a new Cabinet to be formed and fourteen 
portfolios to be distributed. The Shiahs asked for four of these, not an 
exaggerated proportion for three-fourths of the population. ' I  Why on 
earth do you ask for that ?" said the indignant Sunnis ; " you know that 
you have not the men who can do the work." L6  Quite true," said the 
Shiahs, " but then, we know that we cannot, and are content to follow 
the counsel of our British departmental advisers. That is the difference." 

Hence, the Shiahs are discontented, saying, with some truth, " We 
did the fighting, they get the profit." 

An argument between two good Shiahs illustrates their feeling so 
well that I must repeat it, prefacing for the benefit of those not up in 
Moslem divisions that the Shiah expects the return, some day, of the 
L 4  Great Imam," who is to be a sort of Mahommedan Messiah, and that, 
of course, every Moslem has great reverence for the person of our Lord, 
Seyidna Isa. 

One of the couple, lamenting the general state of things, excleimed, 
Oh, if only the Great Imam would come out of his cave at Semarre 

and put everything right I" I t  would be no use if he did," mosned 
his companion. " The English would get Seyidna Iea put in as his 
departmental adviser." 

I n  the face of these difficulties, what ere the forces that mehe for 
order? The King whom we have set over the country, Feisul, is well- 
meaning, and friendly, while such influence as he has is always on our 
side. Still, no man could describe him as a great force. I n  spite of 

his position in the world of Islam, he has failed to strike the imagination 
of the people of Iraq. There, he is an outsider, almost much r. 

foreigner as an Englishman, and counted, to be frank, as our puppete 
H e  is not credited with any great belief in himself or in his position and 
destiny. This may or may not be true, but it is the common belief. 
and it refleete the thought that people have of him. In a word, such a 
power as  he has is used on the side of order and ~ r i t i s h  influence, but 
the power is not very great. 

The only Britiah striking force that we have in the country oonsists, 
as  is known, of t h e  Air Force. That the young fellows who 
this do their beat and achieve wonders is one of the thingsthat we have 
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learned to expect from them as a matter of course. I admit that they 
rere somewhat ~ t u n g  by the remark passed upon them by a certain 
lady ~ , p , ,  who was good enough to refer to them as " brown-kneed 
,gcera, living in luxury and sin." About the only truth in that inuendo 
is the reference to the brown knees. Having been in and out of the 
vllrious Air Force centres as a guest a good deal, I may say that the 

sin" is no more marked there than in an ordinary officers' mess at  
home, while as for the luxury-well, if "Mrs. Paget, M.P.," could only be 
crught like her prototype, and set to spend either a hot weather or a 
wet in say the Air Force quarters a t  Hinaidi, she would know 
more of what ehe was talking about in future, and would   rob ably refrain 
from the utterance of such pernicious nonsense. 

As a means of keeping order in such a land as Iraq, the Air Force 
is an invaluable element, but it is not enough by itself, either in desert 
or mountain conditions. Flying men complain that it is very difficult 
to tell friendly from hostile Arabs when you are 2,000 feet up, unless 
the Political Oficers can persuade the friendly to wear four-foot black- 
boards as part of their head-dress. Bombing an Arab camp is not of 
~ c h  avail, unless the chemists can provide a " sleeping-gas bomb " that 
will spread on impact, over a circle of 300 yards radius. Even in 
Kurdistan the bombing of villages may lead to  mistakes. One remembers 
the Air Force reporting, after an operation of the sort, " Rebellious 
village of A. bombed according to orders, and destroyed. Enemy 
ca~ualties unknown, but must be heavy." However, an annoyed A.P.0. 
presently reported, '& Please tell Air Force to be more careful. I n  trying 
to bomb rebellious village A. they dropped all bombs on loyal and 
orderly village of B. N.B.-Total casualties, one ox wounded." 

There is so much room in the desert, and so much good cover among 
the rock8 of Kurdistan, that bombing on either does not seem very 

What the Air Force need is a ground force to back them up, 
and at present there is only one effective one available in the country, 
theAsfJ~rian Levy. Of course, I admit to a prejudice in their favour. I 

the nation of old, and many of the officers in the force are my 
qersonal friends. Further, there is this point. I am a Padre, and have 
ll.ved for many years in the Christian East. Consequently I get a little 
3'ck hearing, usually from people who have friends out there, that 
" t h e  Turk is s eoldier and a gentleman, but the Eastern Christian 
10 such a slimy worm ." 

Of course, there ie a defence to make, but it is a defence that needs 
'Ome knowledge of history and some power of sympathy with another's 
position, and they aro mental qualities in which tbe ordinary Briton id 

deficient. The qualities of are the natural consequence 
being governed by the Turk, who has bred for them for centuries. 

Let the race0 concerned get out from under the Turk and have time to 
from his baleful influence, they will show themselves 

29 
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good men as  any other. A hundred years ago folk were saying just the 
same of the Christian races of the Balkans, then subject to the Turk, 
Nowadays few people will say anything against the militaryqualitiea of 
the Serb ! 

Still, there is no defence like a counter-attack, and in consequence 
i t  is a joy to be able to  say, " Well, here is one type of native Orientd 
Christian, whom everybody who knows them knows to be first-claae 
fighting men, and whom every British officer who has served with them is 
prepared to swear by." As light infantry they are admittedly in the very 
first class. Being hillsmen, they have not the instincts of the cavalry. 
man, and-barring one tribe-are usually too light-built for gunners. 

As to  their qualities, we may take the verdict of the present Air- 
Marshal in Iraq. The Home authorities recently proposed to withdrew 
an imperial battalion, which had acted as  guard to the " ground estab- 
lishments" of the Air Force in Iraq, and suggested that the Arab army 
-to which I will return-could now take their place. " Not if I know 
it," said the English General. '( You will either give me British troops 
or the Assyrian Levy." 

They are good soldiers as well as good fighting men. I am no 
soldier, but I know that a long march in bad weather is a stringent 
test of soldierly quality for any troops. Recently an Assyrian battalion 
had to march from Sulimanieh to Mosul, which is twenty-three days' 
march. I t  was vile weather for the whole time, and they had twenty- 
two bivouacs en route. They did not sleep under a roof for the whole 
of that  winter march, and they came in trim, smart, and cheerful. 

Not long ago, to give another episode, thore wee trouble on the 
northern frontier with the Turk, and the British Colonel in command 
had not enough troops a t  his disposal to do the work required. He 

called up the loca,l Assyrian Bishop, and asked his lordship if he could 
raise irregulars. I know the Bishop in question well, for 1 had the 
educating of him in the old days when it was my duty and privilege to 
instruct Bishops, and cane them when they deserved it. I lnust own 
that  it seems I did not cane this Bishop quite enough, for having beon 
consecrated to  his episcopal office a t  the age of fifteen, as ie locd 
custom, he has since been illustrating the truth of the law laid doan by 
Robert Browning- 

" You should not take a fellow eight years old 
And make him swear to never kiss the girls." 

Htill, hie lordship is effective in other ways. Can I raiee irregu- 

lars 7" he said when requested. Of course I can " ; and he turned UP 
in three days with 500 scallywage, only requesting to be dowed to 
take them into action himaelf. Leave being granted, the Bishop took 
off his black episcopal coat, and gave it to a deacon for safe keepi% 
-it was precious-and led his own tribe into action in purple trouser8 
and white shirt-sleeves, while tho Colonel looked on from the hill, and 
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whether the Archbishop of Canterbury could have done that 

particular job as well. 
Then, these Assyrians have another power, most unusual in Oriental 

troopam They can produce good officers, who Can think and plan and 
take respoosibility. One knows that this is a weak point with the 
warrior races of India. Last year the High Commissioner was being 

on a tour by a company or so of theso fellows, and the British 
Colonel looked et the pickets which the Assyrian captain had himself 
posted round the camp. Why have you not put one there?" said 
the Englishman, pointing out one rather obvious spot. The Assyrian 
grinned. " Me knowing Kurd tricks. Me wanting him come there," 
and the plan was left undisturbed. 

Of course, they have their defects. c L  They are a blood-feud in 
khaki when all is said," is the verdict of one very shrewd ~ f i c e r  in 
Mosul; and when British authority took temporary leave of sanity, 
and turned them loose under an adventurer of their own blood, they 
behaved as such. Really though, one of the dangers lies in the fact 
that they are too good. They are-it is en  admitted fact-far better 
soldiers than the local Moslem. Now, for the Mahommedan to find 
the Christian, the Rayah, who ought not to be allowed to carry arms 
at all1 posing not only as a soldier, but as a better soldier than himeelf, 
is 8 thing that is a breach of all the proprieties, and naturally rouses 
Jealousy. The fact that forces of the local Arab army have had to be 
rescued when in difficulties-and that not once or twice either-by the 
Assyrian force has not smoothed matters down, and I fear that it 
not in human i~ature, certainly not Oriental human nature, for the 
Assyrian to refrain altogether from swank about it. They have an 

way of sayiog, " You are King Feisul's men, but me are 
King George's own troops." 

Given a chance of any serious trouble, soldiers are apt to say of the 
like Wellington of his British troops, " I t  all depends on 

that article. The question is, is there enough of him ?" Lately, 
government, moved by economy, bas been cutting down their numbers 
"ther drastically, and at  the same moment ie increasing the work they 
are putting on them. Wherefore those in charge of them say : " There 

for the work they are doing now, but no more, and there 
" no in hand for any emergency." 

the settlement of the people to which they belong still 
a problem. By a decision of the august League of Nations. 

for cynical injustice 1 consider nothing less than iniquitous, the 
lands which have belonged to them since before the Ottoman was ever 
heard have been handed over to the Turk. If they wiahed for their 

they were told they must go back to Turkish mercy just 
"hen Power wae engaged in a massacre of such of their kin as 
were in his power. The excuse given was, that they had rebelled 
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against their lawful lord, the Sultan, whom those Turks h d  just 
deposed, and therefore they had no rights. 

At the time, the League of Nations was acting as if it was there to 
protect the strong against the weak, for it was not the only decision of 

the sort that it gave. Yet, i t  still expects the weak to trust to its 
justice. The question still remains, what we can do to preserve the 
nation whose crime has been that  it sacrificed its all in the cause of the 
Entente, and that it is an indispensable element in the work that we are 
striving to do in Iraq. This duty lies on the British Government that 
must bear part of the responsibility for the decision complained of. 

Another force that  may well become quite an effective one in time, 
is the Arab army, the " Jaish." Given time, and a free hand, there is 
no doubt that an effective force can be made out of this material, by the 
combined efforts of the British subaltern and Sergeant Wha t '~ -h i s -~~rn~ ,  
Those two together have produced good results out of worse material, 
on the conditions named. Still, the Arab is a plainsman, and he is 
hopelessly a t  sea in the hills. '' Have we got to climb that hill?" men 
of the Jaish asked of the Assyrians when out in the field together. 
" That ? We put that up last night with our shovels," said the hill- 
men. Last winter I visited personally one of the posts where a double 
company of the Jaish had replaced Assyrians in the hills near Amadia. 
Here, living under conditions where the Assyrians, to the manner born, 
had made themselves perfectly comfortable and had remained efficient, 
the ~lnlucky Arabs from the Basra level were cowering in misery, 
dying off in disease, and unable even to desert in the deep mud. Nor 
did their officers know what to do to help the men. 

I do not say that the stuff is bad, far from it. They would probably 
do quite well in the plains-provided that they are willing to be 
taught. There is certainly a question there. The Arab, both in 
military and political matters, want8 to run before he can walk. They 
mere wildly anxious, for instance, to have a Staff college, for an army 
that can never exceed a weak division in total number; when their 
advisers hesitated, the word went round, Oh, you Englieh want to 
suppress us ; you fear our great and gallant army may grow too efficient 
for you." So the experiment was tried, and men who had not yet 
learned to drill a platoon were set to tackle Staff problems. The 
unlucky officer set to the job tbrew it up in despair. 

So far, recruiting or conscription-the latter hae been 8uggeated 
but not enforced and could not be enforced, except on t0wn8men who 
are bad material-has been confined to the Arab, as the government 
fears to enlist the Kurd. Soon, however, if he is to be a subject Of Iraq 
a t  all, the letter will have to take up his duties. 

Another type, the Yezidi, or Devil-worshipper, hae been tried, but 
has not been a success. British afficere report him brave enough, but 
too utterly stupid for use. That the worshipper of the Devil should b0 
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too utterly thick-headed for use as a soldier, even in a special battalion 
of "the Devil's own," as would be needful, seems a strange reversal of 
dl the proprieties, but SO it is. 

And now for the forces which these powers have to keep in control. 
These ere the Arab of the desert and the Kurd of the  hills. 

I do not propose to enter on the Arab question, for I have no first- 
hbnd knowledge of them. They have, however, never been more than 
a nuisance to the rulers of Baghdad-though that  they have always 
been, end are now. Ibn Sa'ud is not the first man to find out that  the 
fbnatic is a most useful tool to win a throne with, but a very awkward 
subject when the throne is won. 

In the north and east are the folk who make another problem- 
the Kurds. The Iraqi despises the Kurd a s  an uneducated brigand, 
which he usually is. The Kurd despises the  Iraqi as  the highlander 
does despise the plainsman, but would be content, he says, to obey the 
British. That feat might be beyond him sometimes, but he has a 
genuine liking for the British officers who go anrong him, in whatever 
guise they come. Yet, not even this liking can make the Kurd obey an 
Iraqi-an Arab gone degenerate, a s  he thinks him. 

Further, reforms have been brought into the hills too quickly, and 
the Kurd has a natural dislike for the lass of status that  the changes 
meen to him. He is no longer a feudal seigneur, collecting taxes from 
his tribe and paying them-or part of them-to government. He is a 
mere squire, paying taxes himself to an Iraqi Kaimaknm, and he does 
not like it. Had the feudal rights of the Aghas been recognized for a 
generation or so it might have been wiser, but Iraq had to be civilized 
and progressive ! So British officers are now in the strange position of 
having to coerce Kurds, who might be willing to obey them, into obey- 
ingsomebody else. Hence, there is discontent among the hills, and 
there is one across the frontier to foment it, and to send in rifles and 
the like, in case of trouble which may be his chance. " Box it about, 
it will  come to my father," said the Jacobite of old. An instance of 

facts that I have been mentioning is Ahrned, the Sheikh of Barzan. 
His predecessor Selirn was eminently pro-British, almost embarrassingly 

He proposed a t  one time to capture the city of Mosul, which he 
might well have done, and hand it over to  the British Consul as a 
present to King George. On another occasion, hearing that 1 was pro- 
posing to leave Kurdistan for England, he expressed the intention of 
going with me. 6 c  We will both go and stay with the Archbishop of 
Canterbury till you have done your business with him, and then his 
Grace shall take ua both down to Windsor, and King George and 1 will 
diaeua9 how Kurdistan shall be governed." 

reputation a t  Lalljbeth is, " When you turn up, we know that 
'Ornething wild and hairy and Oriental is in the offing," but they do 
'Ot know what I have been at some pains to  spare them. 
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The man was executed by the Turks during the war, as being pro- 
British, but somehow his successor has been mishandled, has be his 
adviser a bitterly anti-British agent, one of those ~choolmaaterE 
We had to dismiss as too utterly incompetent for his salary, H~ is now 
Mollah Zeid Alim, the doctorate that the last word implies being 8elf. 
bestowed, and is a dangerous influence in an important place, 

Sheikh Ahmed is half mad, though none the less holy or dangerous 
on that account, and he haa developed the hereditary sanctity of hi8 
office, great with his father, into a claim to something very like deity, 
I t  is true that he repudiates that claim when talking with the educated, 
but he can use it with his clan notwithstanding, and they are a good 

fighting set, about eight hundred strong in all. They are the one set 
of Kurds whom we should have to take really seriously," say the 
Assyrian officers. Not but what they are ready enough to take the field 
against him " and try out the red feather against the red kerchief," the 
badges of the two forces concerned. Should he, and a few other 
smaller clans who are accustomed to follow him in the field, go up in 
revolt, there is some probability that representatives of other chiefs, like 
Mahmud of Sulimanieh, for instance, would come with what may be 
described as  a watching brief. They would be loyalty itself if Ahmed 
should receive a defeat in the first round, and would probably cut off 
his retreat. Should he score an initial success against the Assyrian 
Levy-and its numbers have been reduced, as has been said, to 
dangerously low level-then they would probably join the winning side 
and the position would become awkward, at  least locally. 

Broadly, though, thie may be said. If the Kurds were united under 
any one man they could probably sweep out Iraq, but that has never 
happened in history yet. I t  is with them as with our own Highlanders 
of old ; no rising of those formidable fighting men could be dangerous 
unless all, or a t  least many, joined in it together; but it was not possible 
for any ohieftains to join under any one of themselves. Old feud8 and 
jealousies were too strong. I t  was only the outsider who knew the 
clans, a Montroee or a Dundee, who could unite many of them in one 
formidable rising, and even he could not hold them together for long- 
Can euch a man rise now? At least there is no sign of one at present, 
though I believe that there exists in Aleppo, or under ~urk i sh  protection, 
a representative of the old house of Bedr Khan, who claims to be " the 
prince of all Kurdistan." 

As usual, then, we are gambling there, and keeping an empire going 
with s corporal's guard. We have force for any one trouble of the 
usual in the land, but hardly for more than one at  once. should any 

small trouble develop unexpectedly and grow big owing to some 
success, others would join a lucky rebel, and the position would 
dangerous. I t  is to be noted that if a rieing were to come, it would not 
be against the Britieh, but far  more against the people whom we 
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put in charge, and with the hope that it would force us to take over 
direct control from them. Can we carry our Iraq adventure through 
and set up the state we wish to see there? We can do it, I believe, but 

it take time, and more time than those Arabs for whose benefit we 
&re trying to do it seem a t  present disposed to allow us. I ,  as an 
unrepentant and unregenerate Imperialist, believe firmly that Allah the 
sll-great has called UR to a certain work, and that we shall be able to 
esrry it through, provided always that we do not fail through any 
craven fear of being great. 

That is what I have to say. At times I have spoken with more heat 
than is perhaps customary in so respectable a place. I can only say that 
I have spoken of my friends, my friends native and British, whom I 
have heard slighted and belittled. As I have personal knowledge of 
the facts and a position that enables me to speak freely, it is for me to 
put the truth before you as I see it. 

Colonel CUNLIFFE-OWEN : I am afraid I have not got too much 
claim to speak now, as I have not been in Iraq for six years. However, 
it has been my good fortune to know Dr. Wigram very well. I have 
worked in many places with him in Iraq and elsewhere. As regards 
his remarks about the adlninistration of Iraq, like him I am one of the 
unrepentant people, and I thoroughly agree with his opinion on 
administration among Eastern nations. I go further, and though I 
suppose it was impossible that it could continue, I regret that the civil 
administration of Iraq could not be carried on directly by the British 
as it was up to about 1919. 

I was intimately associated with the Assyrian Christians, and had 
direct control of them for something like four years. I can safely 
support what Dr. Wigram says about their fighting capabilities ; they 
aided me to defend the Baqubah camp in the Arab insurrection, and 
though most of the fighting men were on the way to being repatriated, 
andthere were very few left in the camp, those who were left made 
splendid defence. I should never wish to have better men under my 
Oommand in any part of the globe. I do not know why there is such 
depreciation of the fighting qualities of the Eastern Christians ; 1 think 
it is p@rtly because they have a bad press in England and the Turks have 
* better one. Although I admire the Turk as a fighter I cannot 800 

that the other races are behind him. Not only are the Assyrian 
Christians first-class fighting material, but I cannot see that the 

Serbian, or Greek is behind the Turk. They are all good 
'ghterfl. I t  is not the people in the towns like the Pirseus you should 
count, but those in the country, and any Eastern Christians, Armenians 

are first-class fighting material. 
I do not subscribe so much to what is supposed to be our hdebted- 

ne8s to the Assyrian Christians and their help in the war. They 
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oame in on our side; 1 do not insist on that too much, but still I 
think i t  is  rather sad we have not been able to help them more by 
placing them as  a united nation in some territory which formerly 
belonged to  them. The difficulty is that  that territory was in ~~~k~~ 
and it was hard to get it away from the Turks. The League of Nations 
might have done something that  way perhaps, but Dr. wigraol is 
perhaps hard on the League; there are a good many conflicting 
interests which it is difficult to  reconcile. I do not see how it was 
possible for the League to insist that  a large part of Turkey should be 
taken away ; but I regret very much that the Assyrian Christians have 
not a country or nationality of their own and are scattered about and 

placed anywhere a s  they are now. The League has done some exceed- 
ingly good work in Eastern countries, notably in Greece and inoonneo- 
tion with the Greco-Bulgarian frontier ; even in the case of Corfu 
I think the trouble would have developed very considerably if the 
League had not stepped in a t  the end ; one has to be grateful to the 
League for a good many political acts, and also for their social and 
moral work too, in the Near and Middle East. 

I am sorry also that  direct Britieh administration of Iraq has not 
continued, because I think the administration of the Kurds would have 
been far more easily carried on by direct British nlethods than through 
e mandated territory. 

One point Dr. Wigram did not touch upon is the quevtioll of 
possible relations with Ibn SaLud over the frontier of Ireq. I was 
staying with Ibn SaLud a short while ago in the Hijaz, and my own 
opinion is  that  he is a thoroughly good ally oE the British. I do not 
believe he would in any way attempt to cause difticulty to us on the 
frontier of Iraq and Nejd. The trouble the other day was rccentuated 
by a certain section of the press which has all along wanted to get us 
out of Iraq, and it was written up, I firn~ly believe, for some specid 
reason. They even put in that  Ibn SaLud had decl~red a Holy War. I 
said a t  the time I was perfectly sure nothing of the kind *as on the 
tapis. I believe it w ~ s  done by people who wished to get up trouble for 
interested motives. I helieve Ibn Sa'ud wishes to keep his treaty 
ditions a t  Kuweit, on the frontier, in the Persian Gulf and elsewhere. 
Dr. Wigram gave an extremely interesting lecture, and except 
possibly about the League of Nations I agree with every word he 
(Applause.) 

Colonel BARKE said he had been with the levies for nearly sevell 
years and considered it a privilege to serve with men possessing such 
high soldierly qualities. H e  remarked that undoubtedly there had been 
considerable opposition by the Kurds in the past to the rule of 
Iraq Government. 

A MHMBER : I n  defence of the League of Nations I might explain 
the position. I n  the Armistice Treaty there was no definite 
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decision as to where the frontier should be. I n  the Treaty of Lausanne 
it was decided there should be a frontier in a oertain position. Tile 

trehty frontier failed; we reverted to the position we had been in 
originally, and there was no frontier a t  all. On these grounds I do tlot 
quite see how it is justifiable to  say the Leegue of Nations could not 
tske a country away from the Turks in order to give i t  to the Aesyrinn 
Christians. It seems to me the League of Nations was in a very 
diBoult position. Every member of the Leegue had t o  consider the - 
interests of his own country which were that  they should not be called 
upon to support the country whioh might be attacked. I n  other 

words, they found themselves almost automatioally on the side of the 
potentially eggressive country. 

A LADY MEMREH. : Might I ask a question about the Assyrian 
Levies. I mas told in Iraq last year that  a t  the end of two years from - 

that time the Assyrian Levy would cease to exist altogether. Was that  
a mistake 3 

The LECTURER : I t  is true that  was the order, but I hope the order 
has been reconsidered. 

The CHAIRMAN : Those of us who were in the Middle East  during 
the Great War know that it was mainly due to Dr. Wigram's long 
residence, devotion to his work, and the influence that  he had on the 
Assyrian Christians that they oalne into the Great War as  our faithful 
allies. Dr. Wigram's book, I '  The Cradle of Mankind," is also a olassic. 
Mg I tell a story about the Assyrian Christians l I n  1918 they 
were stranded in North-west Persia owing to the breakiug up and dis- 
appearance of the R u ~ ~ i a n  army, and were in great peril of being 
annihilated by the Turke, Kurds, and Persians. We oame to their 
rescue, and saved them with some difficulty. Some few years ago I 
Was lecturing in Amerioa, and a t  a nleoting the present Seoretary of the 
Navy said that the aaving of those men, women, and ol~ildren with 
their flocke and herds, and the escorting of them aoross four hundred 
miles of Western Persia to naqubah in Iraq, was the greatest 
humanitarian achievement ever carried through by any nation in the 

of a great war. I oonsider that a notable tribute by a leading 
American. 

I have heard many leotureg in this hall, but I do not think I llave 
li8tened to F U I ~  single l ~ c t u r e  whioh 80 tl~oroughly went down to tllo 

of the matter. (Applause.) Dr. Wigram started with the story of 
American ladies who said they would go to the ' I  hotels " a t  

Rowandiun, whioh reminded ,110 of old Central Asian traveller, Mr. 
N e ~  Elias, who was bothered great deal by a sohoolmaster who said he 
wished to travel in Central Asia, but that before doing SO he would like 

what the hotels were like 1 My friend replied to him, " Well, sir* 
One thing is that the waiters do not wear whito tiee." (Laughter.) 

those amusing stories that  have been told, We have heard 
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words of wisdom. May I quote : " Not years but generations are 
required." Secondly, " Advisers without powers are useless ; they 
put in an absolutely unfair position." 

The question of the Christians and their alleged lack of courage in 
India is partly due to the fact that the lowest of the people have 
become Christians. But there are cases where great vslour has been 
shown by them. The Madras Pioneers in the Great War had to throw 
a bridge across the Tigris in one of the battles under a very heavy fire, 
and they showed amazing courage. Therefore it really means that 
when Christians are given a chance, and freed from degradation and 
oppression, they become fine fighting men. (Applauee.) I have much 
pleasure in proposing a vote of thanks to Dr. Wigram. 

The vote of thanks was carried by acclamation. 
The LECTURER: I beg to acknowledge the vote of thanks, but I 

must disclaim having done the whole of this work for the Assyrians 
myself ; for, after all, I was only one of a series of men who worked 
among them. 



ARAB AND INDIAN SHIPS AND SEAFARERS 
OF THE INDIAN OCEAN 

BY CAPTAIN W. B. HUDDLESTON, C.M.G., R.I.M. 

WHEN I first visited Calcutta over forty years ago the shipping was a 
.onderful sight to see. There was, perhaps, s larger r~umber of sailing 
ships gathered together, a t  one time and place, than anywhere else in 
the world. Tier after tier could be seen lying four deep in the H u g h  
and no sailor could forget these fine British ships, their lofty spars 
and smart appearance. 

Their place has been taken by steamers, which arrive and depart 
with the regularity of trains, and are a triumph of machinery, and no 
doubt a blessing to the travelling public, as also the merchants con- 
cerned with the trade, but a deathblow to the colour and romance of 
the sea; and the absence of sail, ae a school for seamen and an 
incentive for youth to go to sea, is a misfortune for England. 

Service in a sailing ship, a hard life though i t  undoubtedly was, 
made officers and men alert in mind and body. 

There were a t  that time also a fair number of Arab ships and 
traders from Muscat and elsewhere, mostly ancient wooden sailing 
vessels. I have a remembrance of going aboard one, and having a look 
at the old, very old quadrant, which the Arab captain produced with 
some pride. There was something very attractive about these old 
vessels ; they were certainly more interesting to visit than the modern 
tramp steamer, for instance, but from the published statistics of 
'hipping I see no trace of their visiting Calcutta nowadays. 

India has a coast-line of some 4,000 miles, the topographical 
features of the east and west coasts differing from one another very 
greatly. On the east coast there is a aoast-line of roughly 1,700 miles, 
but there are no good natural harbours ; it is, speaking generally, low 
and sandy throughout. Calcutta and Chittagong are fine well-equipped 
Ports, but they are up rivers a t  the head of the bay. 

On the west coast, Bornbay, though opon to the 9.8. W.,  is a good 
well-situated harbour. Along the coast to the south there are 

headlands, bays, and rivers, and also immense backwaters, 
which afford shelter and anchorage to coasting craft. The P h ~ k a n  

is famous as the former haunts of the Angrian pirates, and I 
remember when I was a t  one time surveying the small harbour of 
Deoghur how typically well fitted it wa8 for these old freebooters, it was 
Protected by a fort a t  the entranoe, had a good and secure anchorage 
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inside, a first-class place from where to look out. I t  commanded a 

splendid view right up and down the coast and out to eea, and so gave 
time to iutercept vessels proceeding up or down the coast. 

- - - 
I n  Ceylon, Trincomali is the only entirely sheltered natural harbour- 

not only there, but throughout the Indian peninsula I t  is, however, 
not used to  any appreciable extent by native crsft, as there is corn. 
paratively very little trade. 

The character of the coast and its harbours calls everywhere for 
diflerent types of boats and vessels, and India being an-extremely 
conservative country, i t  is found that the vessels described in the 
sixteenth century and before, as  well as the men who man them, are 
much of the same type to this day. India is a country of small cmft, 
and the sailing vessels on the coast are mainly from ten to three 
hundred tons, and very rarely more. 

Between 1669-1675 Thomas Bowrey was one of those travellers to 
whom we are indebted for a description of a boat with which I was at one 
time very conversant. Writing of the masula boat, he says : " They are 
built very slight, having no timbers in them save ' thafts ' to hold their 
sides together. These planks, all very broad and thin, sewed together 
with coir ; they are flat-bottomed." This well describes this very 
primitive-looking boat, which we used when surveying on the Orisss 
coast. The surf on the east coast often breaks in four fathoms or more, 
huge vicious-looking breakers, in spite of which, by the aid of this boat 
and her crew of ten men and a tindal, two of whom need t o  bail 
constantly, we used to lend with all our surveying gear. Our party 
oonsisted of one or two officers, a party of half a dozen or more l a s m ' ~ ~  
all our surveying gear, and very often in addition bags of chunsm and 
bundles of old canvas, used for the erection of marks, in fact no in* 
considerable weight. We landed dry and comfortably. NO ship's boat 
could do this work in safety, and I cannot conceive of a better designed 
craft for its particular purpose than a masula boat. 

TO complete the picture, I add a description about the same time 
by Dr. John Fryer * regarding the crew of a maeula boat: "The boat- 
men . . . were of a sunburnt black, with long black bair, tied U P  in & 

clout of Calicut lawn, girt about the middle with a sash, and in their 
ears rings of gold. Those that were bareheaded were shorn all to One 

lock, which carelessly toused up to be left to Perim.1 (one of the'r 
prophets) to hold fast by when he should haul them to heaven." 

These men can be recognized too ; the same type now as they were 
two hundred and fifty years ago and more. 

Descri ptione of the catamaran (kettu-maram), " tied tree," are 
also given by various old trsvellere, and are aa accurate now as they 
were then. 

* i ' T r a ~ e l ~  in India in the Seventeenth Century." by Sir Thomas Roe 
Dr. John Fryer. London : Triibner and Co., 1873. 
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Of those who man them-viz., fishermen-the Indian Year Book 
is not very complimentary : 

llThe caste system, however, exerts a blighting influence on pro- 
gress. Fishing and the fish trade are universally relegated to low-caste 
men, r h o  alike from their waut of education, the isolation caused 
by their work and caste, and their extreme conservatism, are among 
the most ignorant, suspicious, and prejudiced of the population." 

Regarding the fishermen on the Godaveri coast, another extract, 
from a, different source, upholds this view : ::: 

They objected to my pickling any of the multitude of sea snakes 
which they inadvertently captured. These they always carefully put 
back into the sea, not for pity's sake, but to appease the offended gods. 
So far did their superstitious reverence go, that  even when, .as hap- 
pened to a poor little boy one morning, shortly before my visit, a 
person was bitten and died, their resentment was not in the least 

Since those days steps have been taken, I understand, to start 
schools for teacbers to educate the children of fishermen at Calicut. 

The chief fish on the west coast near Calicut are sardines, of which 
so greatly are they in excess of food requirements, that every year 
large quantities are turned into manure; they are found within the 
five-fathom line, and fleets of small boats are employed in catching 
them. 

A t  Ratnigiri the fishermen are more enterprising, and go out far 
beyond the five-fathom line, and are engaged in drift netting for bonito 
and seer fish. They bring large catches into Mnlpe and hlangalore. 

one proceeds further north along the coast the size of the boats 
increases, until we find that the finest of Bombay fishing boate hail 
from the coast between Bassein and Surat ; they fish principally off 
the Kutch and Kathiawar coasts and in the mouth of the Gulf of 
Cam bey. 

The Bombay fishing boat is one of the fastest end s ~ - ~ a r t e s t  of 
vessel9; it eroploys about ten or fifteen men, and when fishing is not 
remunerative is employed in the coasting trade. 

"The older ports, Surat, Broach, Cambay, and Mandevil were 
in the ancient days for their bold and hardy marinera." t 

The Maldive and Laccadivo islendere ere both fishermen and 
"lora, 88 well as expert boat-builders. 

Of Minicoy the author of 6 d  -4 Naturalist in Indian Seas " writes : 
1 4  Their fishing smacks are fit to compare in respect of workmanship 

a good Europe built cutter ; they are made partially of palm 
partly of the white wood of the so-called ' country almond ' 

' " A ?Jstura]i,qt in Indian Sess," by A. Aleock, M.B.9 LL.D., F.R.Y. 
: John Murray, Albernsrle Street, 190'2. 

+ Indian Year Book, 1927. 
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inside, a first-class place from where to look out, I t  commanded 
splendid view right UP and down the coast and out to sea, gave 
time to iutercept vessels proceeding up or down the coast. 

I n  Ceylon, Trincomali is the only entire1 y sheltered natural harbour- 
not only there, but throughout the Indian peninsula It is, however, 
not used to any appreciable extent by native crsft, as there is corn- 
paratively very little trade. 

The character of the coast and its harbours calls everywhere for 
different types of boats and vessels, and India being an-extremely 
conservetive country, it is found that the vessels described in the 
sixteenth century and before, as well as the men who man them, are 
much of the same type to this day. India is a country of small craft, 
and the sailing vessels on the coast are mainly from ten to three 
hundred tons, and very rarely more. 

Between 1669-1675 Thomas Bowrey was one of those travellers to 
whom we are indebted for a description of s boat with which I was at one 
time very conversant. Writing of the masula boat, he says : " They are 
built very slight, having no timbers in them eave ' thsfts' to hold their 
sidee together. These planks, all very broad and thin, sewed together 
with coir; they are flat-bottomed." This well describes this very 
primitive-looking boat, which we used when surveying on the Oriesa 
coast. The surf on the east coast often breaks in four fathoms or more, 
huge vicious-looking breakers, in spite of which, by the aid of this boat 
and her crew of ten men and a tindal, two of whom used to beil 
constantly, we used to land with all our surveying gear. Our party 
consisted of one or two officers, a party of half a dozen or more lascars, 
all our surveying gear, and very often in addition bags of chunam and 
bundles of old canvas, used for the erection of marks, in fact no in- 
considerable weight. We landed dry and comfortably, NO 8hip18 boat 
could do this work in safety, and I cannot conceive of a better designed 
craft for its particular purpose than a masula boat. 

To complete the picture, I add a description about the same time 
by Dr. John Fryer * regarding the crew of a mesula boat : " The boat- 
men . . . were of a sunburnt black, with long black bair, tied UP in s, 
clout of Calicut lawn, girt about the middle with e sash, and in their 
ears rings of gold. Those that were bareheaded were shorn all to One 

lock, which carelessly toused up to be left to ~ e r i m e l  (one of their 
prophets) to hold fast by when he should haul them to heaven." 

These men can be recognized too ; the same type now as they were 
two hundred and fifty years ago and more. 

Descriptions of the catamaran (kettu-maram), " tien tree," are 
also given by various old travellers, and are as accurate now they 

were then. 

* "Trsvelr in India in the Seventeenth Century," by Sir Thomas 
Dr. John Fryer. London : Triibner and Co., 1878. 
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of those who man them-viz., fishermen-the Indian Year Book 
is not very complimentary : 

11  The caste system, however, exerts a blighting influence on pro- 
gress. Fishing and the fish trade are universally relegated to  low-caste 
men, who alike from their want of educetion, the isolation caused 
by their work and caste, and their extreme conservatism, are among 
the most ignorant, suspicious, and prejudiced of the population." 

Regarding the fishermen on the Godaveri coast, another extract, 
from e, different source, upholds this view : ::: 

They objected to my pickling any of the multitude of sea snakes 
which they inadvertently captured. These they always carefully put 
back into the sea, not for pity's sake, but to  appease the offended gods. 
So far did their superstitious reverence go, that  even when, as hap- 
pened to a poor little boy one morning, shortly before my visit, a 
person was bitten and died, their resentment was not in the least 
aroused." 

Since those days steps have been taken, I understand, to start 
school6 for teachers to educate the children of fishermen a t  Calicut. 

The chief fish on the west coast near Calicut are sardines, of which 
eo greatly are they in excess of food requirements, that  every year 
large quantities are turned into manure;  they are found within the 
five-fathom line, and fleets of small boats are employed in catching 
them. 

At Ratnigiri the fishermen are more enterprising, and go out far 
beyond the five-fathom line, and are  engaged in drift netting for bonito 
and seer fish. They bring large catches into Malpe and Mangalore. 
.is one proceeds further north along the coast the size of the boate 
increases, until we find that  the finest of Bombay fishing boats hail 
from the coast between Basaein and Surat ;  they fish principally off 
the Kutch and Kathiawar coasts and in the mouth of the Gulf of 
Cam bay. 

The Bombay fishing boat is one of the fasted and smartest of 
vessels ; it employs about ten or fifteen men, and when fishing is not 
remunerative is employed in the coasting trade. 

"The older ports, Suret, Broach, Cambay, and Mandevi, were 
famous in the ancient days for their bold and hardy mariners." t 

The Maldive and Laccadivo islandere are both fishermen and 
s"lors9 as well as expert boat-builders. 

Of Minicoy the author of ,4 Naturalist in Indian Seas " writes : 
" Their fishing smacks are fit to compare in respect of workmanship 

with a good Europe built cut ter ;  they are made partially of palm 
wood, partly of the white wood of the so-called 'country almond ' 

' " A  NRtura]iet i n  Indian Sees," by A. A ~ c o c ~ ,  >I.B., LLsD., F.RmS' 
London: *John Murray, Albernarle Street, 1902. 

+ Indian year Book, 1927. 
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(Terminalia catappa), which grows plentifully on the island, and party 
of teak imported from Malabar, and in shape and massive strength 
they have a strong likeness to an ancient war-galley. 

4 4  The seafaring instinct is strong in the boys, who not only sail 
their model yachts off the shore, but also venture fa r  out in the lagoon 
in little sailing canoes to fish." This reference to the seafaring 
instinct is interesting. 

On one occasion when I visited the Laccadive Islands, I arrived 
there a t  a season when, i t  was said, large ray fish go there to spawn or  
give birth to their young in the lagoons, and soon after anchoring my 
atten tion was called to  one of these fish moving very slowly just under- 
neath the surface of the water and nearly awash. I t  was a huge, flat, 
round-looking fish, some 8 to  10 feet in diameter ; some of the islanders 
who had come aboard saw it too, and immediately shoved off in their 
boats. They went straight to it, and on getting alongside one of them 
jumped on its back and stabbed it repeatedly. They eventually secured 
this fish, but I did not see it ashore; I do not venture to make a guess 
a t  its weight, but it was a monstrous fish. 

Further south in the Maldive Islands the natives are, according to 
the west coast pilot, expert navigators and sailors. They have schools 
for teaching navigation on some of the islands ; they copy our 
nautical tables and navigation books and repair their nautical 
instruments. 

The various types of boats and vessels in use on the coasts and in 
the harbours, rivers, and seas of the Indian Ocean and adjacent seas 
are numerous and interesting, and seem to have been in use since tbe 
earliest times. 

The dhows which ply in the Persian Gulf, the Red See, and on the 
east coast of Africa are manned by Arabs, and are the best known of 
all native craft. Their huge lateen sails, their sailing powers, and 
their seaworthiness make them the best type of craft for the crew who 
man them and the coasts on which they ply. 

They are built in many places in the Persian Gulf and in the Red 
Sea. They are sharp-prowed or grab built, which is characteristic of 
them. They vary in size considerably ; they are fitted with one or 
two masts, raking forward ; they carry a very long yard with s lateen 
sail ; they have decku fore and aft  and a raised poop, and passengers 
berth aft under an awning. A large dhow is : length, 85 feet ; beam, 
20 feet 9 inches; and depth, 11 feet 6 inches. 

The vessels mentioned in connection with piracy, the slave trade, 
and the arms traffic, are generally dhows, and their name crops UP 
continually in tales of Indian seas ; their rakiah appearance seems to fit 
their reputation. A fleet of dhows a t  anchor, with their blood-red 
atreamers flying, make a picturesque group, aud one that ha8 possibl~ 
not changed for centuries. 
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gome years ago, when stationed up the Gulf, I boarded a small 
dhow at sea which had committed piracy by robbing the crew of an 
Indian begala of all the money they carried for buying a cargo of dates 
atBta8reh. I found that the crew consisted of five or six men, who 
were Tengistanis ; they were of fine physique, light complexion, and a 
very powerful and truculent lot of rascals they looked. 

The bagala or budgerow takes its name from an Arab word, the 
feminine of baghl, a mule; they are Indian vessels which are very 
broad in proportion to their length ; they have round sterns and poop 
decks and have straight stems; the peculiarity of form of this 
vessel is said to be the same from the period of Alexander the Great. 
They carry one mast and a lateen sail. Length, 74 feet ; breadth, 
25 feet; and depth, 11 feet 6 inches. They are mostly engaged in 
trade with Cutch, Gujerat, the Malabar coast, and the coast of Arabia. 

The patimar are vessels which are plentiful on the west coast of 
India from Bombay to Cape Comorin. They are grab built, about 200 
tons. Length, 76 feet 6 inches ; beam, 21 feet 6 inches ; dept,h, I1 
leet 9 inches. 

They are well built, being planked with teak over jungle wood 
jrames; they have two masts with lateen sails, and they are navigated 
by men of the Mopila caste, and have tindals who have the reputation 
of being good pilots and navigators. All the same during dark nights, 
when there is no moon, they and the bagala are a cause of anxiety 
to all officers of the watch on the west coast of India, as they rarely, if 
ever, carry side lights, and the first sign of them is a flare or white light 
cloee under the bows-luckily they are practically sure to be stamling 
0% the land, and as quick action is imperative with the helm to avoid 
colliding with, and sinking them, such knowledge is useful. 

The boatila mancha of Ceylon has a deck fore and aft ,  has one mast 
and a square lug sail, also a bowsprit with jib. Their design is more 
like the European type than any other Indian-built vessel. They are 

in the Gulf of Manaar, and are from 50 to 60 feet long. 
The doni of the Coromandel coast is like a Noah's Ark, and only 

ventures to sea in the fine weather; they are of very light draught, 
drawing 4 feet when loaded. They trade on the east coast to 

They are fitted with one mast and a long sail. 
In the Hugli there is the denji, a boat which is half-decked with a 

balf-house in the well. The dinghy in England is said to have adopted 
the name ; if so, no boats could be more unlike in appearance. 

Burmese vessels are very picturesque and unique in deligo. 
the hnau of 120 to 130 tone, a writer in the " Cyclopadia 

of India " says : 
( d  

The bow is long, with beautiful hollow line@, strongly resembling 
of a modern steamer. The stern rises high ebove the water and 
the run is drawn out fine to an edge. A high bench or platform 
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for the steersman, elaborately carved, is an indispensable appendage ; 
the rudder is a large paddle lashed to the larboard quarter, and having 

s, short pillar passing athwart the steersman's bench. The most 
peculiar part of the arrangement of these vessels is in the spars and 
rigging. The mast consists of two spars ; it ia, in fact, a pair of 
shears, bolted and lashed to the posts rising out of the keel piece so that 

it can be let down or unshipped altogether without difficulty. The 
yard is a bamboo or a line of spliced bamboos of enormous length, and 
being perfectly flexible is suspended from the mast-head by numerous 
guys so as  to curve upwards in an inverted bow. The sail cloth is 
common light cotton stuff. They can only sail with the wind. A fleet 
of them with spreading wings-and nearly invisible hulls-look like a 
flight of butterflies on the water." 

The last boat to mention is the sampan, which is the common type 
of boat from Burma eastwards. I t  is shaped like a spoon, has the 
slightest of draughts, and is propelled by one man facing forward with a 
pair of sculls. I t  is a particularly unsafe boat under sail ; it is flat. 
bottomed and suitable to rapid rivers, as in Burma. 

So far I have tried to  describe some of the country craft in the 
Persian Gulf, on the coasts of India and Burma. There are many 
other vessels which ply on the rivers, on the coasts, and in the harbours 
between larger ships and the shore, and many also on the coast which 
I have not attempted to describe. For instance,* the most important 
occupation in Bahrein is pearl-fishing, where they employ more than 900 
boats each with a crew of about twenty, the total crews amounting to 
20,000 men. There are the balam and the mahala, for instance,of the 
Tigris, Euphrates, and the Karun river, and the sllikari and dunga of 
Cashmere, as well as  the kufu, the circular bowl-shaped basket boat; 
but they all really serve one purpoee-viz., transport, which is at the 
main root of their being. 

I n  the earliest days of the Portuguese and the Dutch, long before 
we realized the immense possibilities of trade with India, they 
established a t  various places along the coast factories or places where 
goods were collected from the surrounding district ready for their 
vessels to take away to Europe. When, in the year 1613, Captin 
Hippon in the Globe sailed for the Coromandel coast and visited 
Maeulipatam, he founded the first factory for England there. since 
then, a t  comparatively short distances along the coaete of India and 
Burma and elsewhere, there ere ports or anchorages where mer- 
chandise is collected and called for. 

Every now and again a large port is formed where there is 
sufficient deep water for large vessels to approach. If there is 
natural harbour, and the state of the country behind the coast calls for 
it, an artificial one ie constructed. 

* " A Handbook of Arabia." London : I'ublished by H.M. Stationery Ofice- 
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The country craft deecribed are now the mere gleaners of the 
hervest. 

The bulk of cargo goes either by steamer or rail. Coasting steamers, 
call for a few hours at every approachable port or harbour, pick up 
such cargo as has been collected ready for them, and discharge that 
which they have transported from elsewhere for disposal locally. 
Wherever possible in the large ports, which are generally terminal 
ports, vessels go alongside well-equipped quays, where cranes for 
loading and discharging them in the quickest possible time are ready 
for them. Modern steamers themselves are fitted with double winches, 
as many and as big hatches as possible, and also as many derricks as 
can be fitted, both from the masts and on the decks, so that they can 
be discharged and/or loaded from both sides a t  the same time. 

Speed in loading and in discharge are a sine qua mn of the vessel 
being able to earn her way. The quicker a vessel can be turned round 
the better dividends she will earn. This sort of thing is quite foreign 
to the country craft on the coast; time is not such an important 
factor with them, and they are both inexpensive to man and to 
maintain. There is a falling off in the number of country vessels built 
in India and of those registered. Steamer and railway competition 
no doubt account for it. As regards the latter, the Department of 
Fisheries, Bengal, for year ending March 31, 1922, states : " Of the 
various means of conveyance, the railway companies brought about 
81 per cent. of the total imports, 4-5 per cent. by canals, and 14 per 
cent. by road." This refers to fish from the Chilka lake, the rapid 
transit of which is of course most important. 

Luckily there will always be work for country craft a t  place@ 
where coasting steamers do not call, either because there is insufioient 
cargo for the latter, or on account of the inaccessibility of the place. It 
would be a misfortune indeed were it otherwise. 

The steamers on the coast and most of the British vessels e~nployed 
ln trading to and from India have lascar crews. These men come 

Bombay, the Maldives, Bengal, and Chittagong, the latter perhaps 
e u ~ ~ l ~ i n g  most of them. I n  1911 there were some 42,905 of these 
men actually borne on Asiatic agreements, which number includes 
firemen and domestics, but does not include the numbers who, whilst 

not at  sea, are a t  home and not a t  the time employed. These 
men are reported to be very satisfactory, and adapt themselves very 
quickly to life on board ship. 

Royal Indian Marine enrolls its seamen from the Ratnigiri 
and has done so from the earliest times. The seamen enter 

" and are very intelligent and quick to learn. Families succeed 
other in the service, and they look to it for their livelihood. 
are a very healthy class of men, steady, hard-working, and good 

Beemen and boatmen. They receive their training on board, and 
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Very quick to  learn. They make excellent signalmen. The 
oficere are reliable aud thoroughly trustworthy. Theee men will fill 
the ratings of the Indian navy, and are already filling their new duties 
satisfactorily. 

Last year a training ship was started in Bombay for the purpose of 

training young men-natives of India-to become officers in the Mer- 
oantile Navy. I t  is a t  present premature to draw any conclusions on 
the subject, but it is open to  remark that up to now there doee not 
seem to have been much, if any, attraction for Indian boys of the 
educated classes to follow the sea as  a profession. As regards the pro- 
posed training of Indian boys as officers for the Indian Navy, i t  hee 
been decided that British and Indian boys should enter by competition 
a t  the age of eighteen, exactly in the same way as public school cadets 
are now taken into the Royal Navy, and it was agreed that the Indian 
cadets should be mainly recruited through the Prince of Walee's 
College, Dehra Dun ; end that one appointment every year should be 
reserved for an  Indian. Whether they will develop "sea sense" as we 
understand it and be really attracted towards servioe in the Indian 
Navy is another matter. 

I am glad to see, however, that efficiency is the acid test, as the 
proposed course of training and advancement includes a course of 
six months a t  sea in an Atlantio Fleet destroyer (not to remain in 
the vessel if she refits, the object being to obtain actual sea-going 
experience). 

If thie is insisted on, before the oficer becomes a sub-lieutenant he 
will have gone a long way to prove his keenness and fitness for a sailor's 
life, and will be able to take his place amongst other officers of the 
service. I t  is to  be hoped that the highest standard will be required 
of the would-be Indian naval officer, and that under no circumstances 
will it be lowered. H e  will be inheriting great traditions, and ehould 
be worthy of them. This proposal for offioering the service is, of 
course, a new one, and it will be very interesting to see what clasfl of 
candidate will present himself for s commission in the Indian N B ~ Y -  

I very much doubt whether it would be possible to obtain the dght 
material for an Indian naval o5cer amongst the class of natives 
India who a t  present earn their living a t  sea. 

Many naval officers in England come from inland places, and Indie 
being s o  immense country, with a vast population to choo~e from, ehould 
be able to fill the few vacancies there will be available witbout any  
difficulty. 



CIS-CASPIAN NOTES 
Tranelated and reviewed front t 7 ~  " Aaeri Turk." 

T~~ predominant note in this publication is sympathy with the Tatar-Turk 
inhabitants of the Trans-Caucasian Republics, and the publication draws attention 
to the inoreasing '' Russianization " of this part of Asia. As the Central Govern- 
ment of Moscow rules these so-called " associated" Republics with a greater 
degree of eutooracy than the old Russian Imperial Government ever did, and as 

chenges are being introduced into the life of these Republics, it is 
neceseery roughly to grasp the Soviet system as practised by Moscow. 

The Federated Republic of Trans-Caucasie, composed of Georgia, Azerbaijan, 
and Armenia, is one of the six principal Republics of the Union of Socialist 
Soviet Republics-i.e., Soviet Russia. 

The natives of Azerbaijan are of Tatar-Turk origin. Under the Constitution 
of the Union universal franchise exists, and the chain of representation from the 
peeeant to the Central Congress at  Moscow is as follows : 

The peasant elects his village deputy, the village elects its deputy for the 
Talost (rural district), the latter sends deputies to the Uyezd (county), the Uyezd 
to tho Gubernia (provincial), the Gubernia to the Oblast (larger than e, province) 
and finally from this latter assembly deputies reach the All-Russian Congress of 
Deputies at Moscow. 

Towns, factories, and works, according to their size, send deputies, either to 
the Uyezd or Gubernia; but it should be noted that these voters have 

IRW a much larger percentage of delegates than the rural communities. The 
811-Rusaien Congress at Moscow elects departmental commissars (who have their 
Prototypes in every Congress below them) and the Central Executive Committee. 
This letter body exercises the real power of government, end can overrule m y  
decision of any Congress, through the commissar concerned a t  headquarters 
working by means of his subordinate in the province. 

Though by the process of representation outlined above the Government of 
Rnasia upholds the principle of universal sufiago, yet in practice the peasant is 

indirectly represented in Moscow. 
It should be noted that the Central Executive a t  Moscow ie, under the Con- 

stitution, empowered to transfer populations from one Republic to another. 
The most important industry in the Federated Republics is that of the oil- 

field at Baku. After the revolution an autonomoue Republic was proclaimed in 
but the people were quite incapable of carrying on a Government, 

the arlny of Soviet R u s s i ~  soon took forcible possession of the oilfield. This 
followed by complete control of the industry by Moscow, who now " trans- 
Rudan workers en lnasse to Azerbaijan. The important posts in the oil- 

"ld are nearly all held by Russians, and there is only one Turk in the" Depart- 
ment of Contfol." At present the Turks outnumber the Russiane by two to one 
in the whole field. This disparity is being coped with by the transfer of Russians. 
The natives' dwellings in the Baku and other districts are being expropriated for 
the uee of immigrant Rus8iene. 
, In ddition to the control of the oilfield by Russia, the A*& Turk citos other 
'u8tan~ea of Russian monopolist policy. 

prohibition of export of native wines, the underselling of the native liquor 
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by vodka, the forcible collection of raw materials, cotton, silk, metals, which are 
sent to Russia to be made up, are some of the means by which an effective stopper 
is put on indigenous manufactures. 

As the supply does not meet the demand in Baku, workmen's houses consist- 
ing of two rooms each, a t  a cost of five thousand roubles, are being built. On the 
other hand, pensioned Russian soldiers of the Red Army who have settled in 
Azerbaijan are better housed in dwellings of three rooms. The continuity of the 
policy of the Central Government at  Moscow is manifest. 

The relations between workers and Government are not happy, owing to 
scarcity and consequent dearness of food, the refusal of the Government to 
increase wages, and the foroed loan. The workers object to deduction0 from 
their wages for this purpose. 

Under these conditions it is not to be wondered at that racial characteristics 
and differences between the Russian and the Turk are beginning to show 
themselves. The latent antagonism between Turk and Russian is accentuated 
by the Government's policy of displacing the Turkish town worker by a Russian 
and sending the Turk to the countryside. Even the town worker and the 
peasant in Russia do not love one another. 

The Central Government, being desirous of emulating the Palestine policy of 
Great Britain, has through its " Jewish Settlement Committee" been trying for 
the last lour or five years to form a Jewish Republic in Southern Ukraine. The 
project, however, seems doomed to failure, owing to the traditional dislike of the 
Jews in South Russia by both Tatar and Russian. 

The Armenian community in Azerbaijan is being well cared for by the 
Central Government. According to the Azeri Turk the Armenian nationalists 
who fled to Persia in 1920 are being encouraged to return and land has been 
given them. 

This policy towards the Armenians can be understood, as the latter have 
no goodwill to Turkey. 

This people, with the thrift and pertinacity of their race, have established 
themselves in separa.te communities and undertakings, and if left to themselves 
(as they probably will be) will in the future exercise an important influence on 
the economic situation of the Republic. 

These people seem to have recovered from the effects of the auccesaive 
invasions of, first, Denikin and then the Bolsheviets, to the extent of thinking 
of their future. 

I n  their paper The Free Cossack, just published in Prague, they record their 
opinion that they have been the pawn of politicians and I'owera and that their 
object is to obtain their national independence from the U.S.S.R. 

The Azeri T ~ r k  discusses the probable effects of this 
in Bolehevial 

Russia and amongst the inhabitants of White Ruseia. 



THE JAPANESE IN SHANTUNG 

T~~ following note on Japanese interests in Shantung is made from an  article 
on the subject in the Daily Telegrapk on May 18 by Mr. E. M. Gull : 

The of the 3,000 Japanese residents in Tsinanfu are mainly engaged 
indeveloping the place as a commercial centre able to draw on an area, rich in 
agricultural and animal products-the economic heart, in fact, of China north of 
the Yengtze. Their object is to attract as much of the produce of the area 
8s possible, and to cause it to seek an outlet at the port of Tsingtao, with which 
Tsinanfu is corinected by rail. Before this line was opened-that is to say, 
before 1904-most of the produce flowed north to Tientsin and south to the 
Yangtze, whence came the foreign goods that were exchanged for it. The com- 
pletion of the line afforded an alternative route, and the trade of Tsingtao, 
which the Germans had been developing for six years, began to grow. Mean- 
while plena had been formed to connect Tientsin by railway with the Yangtze. 
This railway, now the Tientsin-Pukow line, was from the first designed to Pass 
through Tsinanfu, and foreseeing the coming importance of the place, the 
Chinese Governmeilt decided in 1906 to open it up to foreign residence for 
commercial purposes. The Japanese, accordingly, have every right to be there. 

They are there in larger numbers than other nationals, partly because rather 
more then half the trade of Tsingtao is in Japanese hands. Tsingtao does 
between 3 and 4 per cent. of China's direct foreign trade and between 4 and 
5 per cent. of her total foreign and dolnestic trade. The Japanese, moreover, 
are much more interested than any other foreigners in the Tsinan-Tsingtao 
railway. Like Tsingtao, the railway was built by the Germans, who lost control 
both of the line and of the port during the first year of the Great War, when 
they were driven out of Shantung by combined Japanese and British forces, the 
Britieh troops, under General Barnardiston, being only a snlall proportion of the 
whole. Becoming in this way the successors of the Germane, the Japanese 
Proceeded to develop their railway and other enterprises, and in doing eo invested 
large sums of money. The Chinese, who had been glad enough to see the 

turned out, did not want the Japanese in their place, and objected 
when articles 156.158 of the Treaty of Versailles transferred to Japan all 
the which Germany had had in China. For a time, in consequence. 

became one of the most difficult of the day, and in 1921 
Was brought before the Wa~hi.@~n Conference, the final outcome being that 
Japan allreed, upon certain terms, to give up what the Treaty of Versailles had 
Meigned her. 

As finally arranged, these term6 included the transfer of the railway, with its 
branches and properties, to China, China on her aide undertaking to compensate 
''pan for their value, which was assessed at 53,406,141 gold marks, a sum 

to be equivalent to &bout Yen 40,000,000. The terms also included the 
payment by China of Yen 14,000,000 in 6 per cent. Treasury notes, redeemable 
In Years, on account partly of public ~roperties, constructed or improved 
by the Ja~aneae authorities, and partly of certain salt interests of Japanese sub- 
lecta and companies on the coast ; while it was further agreed to form a Sino- 
Japanese Company to work the coal-mines of Fsngtze, Tzuchuan, and Ching- 
lingcL% the aaid company to be responsible for the payment to the Japanese 
?vernment of a sun, of yen 5,000,000. The greater part of these various sums '' "ill O ~ t @ t m d i ~ ~ ,  
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AFQHANI~TAN : eine landeskundliche Studie anf grand des vorhhndenen 
Materials und eigener Beobachtung. Von Dr. Emil Trinkler, 
Mit 3 Textabbildungen, 4 Bilder, und 4 Kartentafeln. 
aheft Nr. 196 ZU " Petermanns Mitteilungen." 11 x 8, pp. vi +SO, 
Gotha : Justus Perthes. 1928. 

Dr. Trinkler has given us a treatise on Afghanistan which consists 
of an up-tsdate  and accurate compilation of all the existing informrtion 
on this country. H e  has studied exhaustively the literature on this 
part of the world dating from the early part of the nineteenth century, 
and has also embodied the scientific results of his last expedition. 
This work is unique in many respects, but its chief distinction is that 
such an undertaking has never before been attempted. Dr. Trinkler is 
to be congratulated, and it is difficult to realize the amount of work and 
research involved. Owing to the limited space available for reviews, it 
would be impossible even to  attempt to summarize this work. All 
that can be done is to give a skeleton outline which will enable the 
reader to see a t  a glance the subjects which have been included. Our 
knowledge of Afghanistan is today so limited from the scientific aspect 
that one is rather loath to criticize the material given us. 

Dr. Trinkler is a t  present engaged on another expedition in Central 
Asia, which accounts for the fact that the prefece was written in 
Kashgar as  recently as December, 1927. We notice two familiar nemee 
in it, Mr. Thomas and Mr. Heawood, the Librarians respectively of the 
Indie Ofice and the Royal Geographical Society, whose assistance the 
author gratefully acknowledges. Dr. Trinkler came over to London for 
the express purpose of studying the English literature on ~fghanistan 
during the autumn of 1925 and the spring of 1926. Though he does 
not appear to have made uee of the Society's library on hie lset visit, 
we hope that on his return from hie present expedition he will not only 
avail himself of the library and building, but that he will let us see 
some of the beautiful photograph., some of which have appe&red in 
an Englieh paper. There is one observation, however, which 
called for before thia treatise is further outlined, since a glance at the 
index draws our attention to it. The spelling of the Afghan names 
always been a source of controversy, and since Dr. Trinkler was at 
Royal Geographical Society it seems a pity that he did not go into this 
question, as apparently no definite system has been used. It true 

that the Permanent Committee on Geographical Names h.8 " yet 
specifically dealt with names in Afghanietan, but there is little doubt 
that the spelling to be followed is that of the Survey of India In 
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their List of Names of i / zM eheet Afghanistan," published in 1926. A 

large nnmber:of the places do not, of coursq appear on any of the maps 
at the RoyallGeographical Society, sod  for these the author cannot go 
fu wrong if he follows the method laid down in " A System for the 
Transliteration of Persian, Afghan, and Arabian Words," second 
edition, published by the General Staff, India, 1912. Safed Koh is 
spelt Sefid-Kuh ; Tang-i-Azao, Teng-i-Asau ; Hari  Rud, Heri-rud ; 
to quote but a few examples of misspelling which appear throughout 
the book. 

This work is divided into two main parts with sub-headings as 
follows : 

Psrt 1. : (1) An orographic study of Afghanistan ; (2) Geology ; 
(3) Climate ; (4) Hydrography ; (5) Flora and fauns, ; (6) Natural features 
of Afghanistan. Part 11. : (1) Population and races ; (2) Progress of 
civilization ; (3) Religion ; (4) Towns ; (5) Routes of earlier travellers ; 
(6) Commerce and civilization. 

Dr. Trinkler, however, does not allow his zeal to wane at the end 
of Psrt II., for a bibliography of Afghanistan, consisting of over 141 
books, follows, beginning with Pottinger's "Travels in Beloochistan 
bnd Sinde," published in London in 1816. One glance is enough to 
show that no stone has been left unturned. Writers of ell nationalitiee 
are mentioned, and references to articles in the Indian ~e teoro logkal  
Memoirs, Church Jlissionary Intelligencer, Deutschr. d. Akad. d. 
Wissensch.. Wien, Bull. de la Soc. Gdol. de France, Die Grenzboten 
Leipzig, and many other authorities testify to the thoroughness of the 
author. An index follows which, in fairness to Dr. Trinkler, might 
have been fuller and more comprehensive. 

The illustrationt, are few, consisting of thirteen photographs, well 
reproduced on three full plates. The first gives four views of geological 
features, whilst the remainder consist of typical landscapes and pictures 
of the different tribes. At the end are some half-dozen coloured maps, 
the first showing the author's route across Afghanistan. There is also 
a geological map with twelve different shadings and colours, and four 
orographical maps marking the different rangeg and distinguishing 
those of volcanic origin. The last plate coosists of two maps which 
give the various tribes and main thoroughfares in Afghanistan, the 
former being marked in colours according to the origin of the tribe. 
All these maps are beautifully clear, and no money has been spared in 

reproduction. English publishers might well take a hint and 
realize that a few extra shillings spent on a map make all the difference 
to a travel-book. 

Space is naturally limited, but it is to be hoped that this review 
Convey to readers that here is a work that is worthy of receiving 

Our heartieet congratulations. Dr. Trinkler is especially to be oom- 
mended, he is a very busy man a t  all times, and this was no light 
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task. I t  has often been said that exploring is an international pastime, 
and whether the explorer or scientist be an Englishman, German, 
American, or another, he must be accorded the same praise. 
Afghanistan, though an independent state, has come under the 
influence of the British Empire, and Englishmen were among the 
earliest travellers here, so thet one could have wished that an English- 
man had undertaken this great work. Unfortunately we in England 
have no Petermanns Mitteilungen, and had such a treatise been offered 
either to  the Geographical Jou rna l  or our own JOURNAL it would have 
been returned with a courteous note pointing out that the work was too 
long. A Petermanns  3fitteilungen in English would therefore be 
welcome, but one ventures to think will not materialize for many aday. 

B. K. FEATHERSTONE. 

STALKY'S REMINISCENCES. By Major-General L. C. Duusterville, C.B., C.S.I. 
83 x 6. Pp. xvii+370. Illustrations and map. London : Jonathan 
Cape. 7s. 6d. 

- 

This is e remarkable work from more than one point of view. The fact that 
General Dunsterville i~ the original of " Stalky " in Kipling's immortal work will 
alone attract many readers. They will be richly rewarded, for he supplies, so to 
speak, the raw material on which Kipling worked, adding meny a good story, 
told in a, delightfully breezy manner by a man who still retains the heart of a 
schoolboy. Of Kipling, too, he gives an admirable account, proving how mind 
can conquer matter, even a t  school. Dunsterville says little about Sandhurat, 
but he gives a vivid account of life in a British infantry regiment in the eighties. 
He  joined the Sussex Regiment at  Malta, and, after a year on thet gay island, 
he accompanied it to Cairo. There he nearly came to grief from gambling, but 
was caved by his brother-officers. At this period of his career he was reckless, 
and often thought of throwing up his commission, the fact being that he had 
never had a home, his mother having died when ho was ten, while he hardly 
knew his father, who had been serving in India during hie boyhood. 

When he reached India he found himeelf. He  was gazetted to e fine Punjab 
regiment, and this portion of the autobiography makes delightful reading, his 
insight into the character of his men and his admiration for their martial 
qualities being everywhere evident. To quote his views on the clasa from which 
recruits were drawn : r 6  His house and cattle-8hed8 are alive with scorpions. In 
the long grass lurk cobras and other deadly snakes. . . . Plague, cholera, and 
malaria are always with him. I n  spite of these terrible conditions, end of a 
climate that roasts you in Bummer and freezes you in winter, this brave fellow 
holds hie own, and faces the world with a broad smile." ~unsterville was soon 
appointed adjutant, and he gives an account of a fine old Indian officer, whole 
only tactics were " fix bayonets and Indeed, many of ~ u n s t e n ~ l ' ~ "  
character-sketches are worthy of Kipling himself. 

At last, after many years, calne active service with the regiment he had 
helped to train, and we are given an excellent account of the night attack On the 
Camp at Wan0 by Waziri and Mehaud tribesmen, who deeply resented having the 
boundary between the Indian Empire and Afghanistan delirnitated, in accordmCe 
with the treaty negotiated by Sir Mortimer Durand. 

After this active service, DunsterVille decided to learn Rus'ian ; and his 
portrayel of Russian mentality, of Russian hospitality, and of the 
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teaha which his friends invented, just to see what an  Englishman would do, is 
masterly. 

The climax of a fine career was the command of " Dunsterforce " in the 
Great War. Russia had collapsed in 1917-18, and the road to India was open 
~ r o s a  the Caspian and Central Asia. With amazing courage the British War 
Ofice attempted the impossible, sending a Mission from Baghdad across Persia 
to the Caucasus, to organize the Georgians and Armenians against the Turkish 
invaders. This programme was not carried out in its entirety, but Baku was 
held by a tiny force of British troops against two Turkish divisions, with the 
result that its petrol was denied to the Germans in  the summer of 1918. The 

memory of this great feat will never be forgotten, although, owing to the secrecy 
that was inevitable and the absence of a correspondent, Dunsterville and his 
brave officers and men have not received the public recognition of their services 
that was their due. 

In conclusion, underlying Dunsterville's career were amazing initiative and 
cheerfulness, qualities that have created and kept the British Empire, and thie 
book will serve as an inspiration to young and old for many a year to corne. 

P. M. S. 

MILITARY OPERATIONS IN EGYPT AND PAT.,~~STINE FROM THE OUTBREAK OF WAR 
WITH GERMANY TO June, 1917. Official History of the War Series. By 
Lieut.-General Sir George MacMunn, K.C.B., and Captain Cyril Falls. 
9" x 59". Pp. vii + 445. H.M. Stationery Office. 1928. 12s. 6d. Maps, 
5s. 6d. 

TO condense the record of nearly three years into the space of one volume 
is no easy task ; and the authors are to be congratulated on their achievement. 

Chapter I. gives the situation in Egypt up to the entry of Turkey into the 
War and the proclamation of a protectorate. 

Chapter 11. deals with the threat against the Suez Canal ; an  interesting 
note 0x1 p. 35 explains the objects of the enemy and mentions a plot by 
German agents for a rising in dairo, should coincide with the attack on 
the Canal. 

In Chapter 111, we have the full narrative of the attack. Justice is done to 
enemy for the skill and daring of leadership and execution. The problems 

the defence and the difficulties of counter-attack and purauit are discussed 
explained. The loyal and effective ~ o - ~ p e r a t i o n  of French ships of war and 

Mro~lanes is recognized and appreciated. 
In Chapter IV.  is described the connection of Egypt with events in 

QO1li~oli, and the responsibilities which General Sir John Maxwell had to bear 
when the base of the Gallipoli campaign was established in Egypt. He  carried 
a weight of responsibility which might hale  crushed a man less staunch and 

Trouble threatened from the west ; trouble was stirring in the 
; the Sinai front was still insecure ; mines were foundin the Canal ; and 

Chapter V- shows how the evacuation of Gallipoli added to the gravity of 
Egypt's peril. 

At the end of 1915, the Mediterranean Expeditionary Force was reorganized. 
"d Sir Archibald Murray succeeded Sir Charlea Monm in chief command. 
Bedquarters were fixed in Egypt, and control extended to Salonika. Bubse- 
qQentlJ' the entire control over operations in Sslonika was transferred to General 
amrail. 

from (tallipoli had poured into Egypt, where they were to reat and 
Murray, in chief comlnand, was responsible for the defence of the 

leaving to General Maxwell the internal affairs of Egypt and the defence 
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of the Western Frontier. The somewhat complicated details c o n c e r ~ g  dot- 
ment of troops and demarcation of zones between the two commands are 
explained in Chapter VI. 

The next three chapters are concerned with the western campaign against 
the Senusai, successfully conducted by Sir John Maxwell. After its close, he 
returned to England, in March ; and then the force in Egypt wee united under 
Sir Archibald Murray. The operations in the Sudan and the expedition against 
the Sultan of Darfur are also described at some length. 

I n  pp. 170-174 is found General Murray's appreciation of the situation on 
the eastern front, dated February 15, 1916, and his plans for the forward 
defence of the Canal. 

Chapters X. and XI. describe the execution of these plans, the advance into 
Sinai, the Battle of Romani, and the end of the campaign against the Canal. 

Chapters XII. and XIII.  refer to the revolt of the Hedjaz, the entry of the 
Arabs into the war against Turkey, and the operations leading to the capture of 
Aqaba. 

I n  Chapter XIV. is General Murray's appreciation of the situation after 
Romani. H e  pursues his way : Magdhaba is taken, E l  Arish is gained ; and in 
Chapter XV. we follow hie advance through the desert to Rafah. At Rafah e 
blow was dealt a t  the Turks, which caused Kress von Kressenstein to withdraw 
beyond the Egyptian frontier. 

By March 21, 1917, railhead had reached Khan Yunis, with the pipe-line 
nearly as far forward. 

A pause was now made while the railway progressed towards Rafah ; and 
meanwhile preparations were pressed on for an  attack against the Turks in 
their new position a t  Gaza. 

The strength of the Turke about Gaza was estimated at two and a half weak 
divisions. 

Sir Charles Dobell, commanding the eastern force, was ordered by General 
Murray to gain the line of the Wadi Ghazze, and thus cover the advance of the 
railway, to prevent the enemy's withdrawal from his present position without 
fighting, and to capture Gaza. 

The orders issued by Sir Charles Dobell, dated March 25, are given in 
Appendix VIII., on pp. 413-415. 

Chapters XVI. and XVII. vividly depict the battle, and show how narrow 
was the margin by which victory eluded his grasp. 

After the ill success of the first battle of Gaza, General Murray's problem 
became more difficult. Gaza had been but a detached post on the Turki~h 
right ;. it was now made the strong point of an entrenched position, which ran 
from the sea coast to Abu Hereira. twelve miles in length. Beersheba, further 
to the east, was lightly held, but was far distant and guarded by arid delert. 
Reinforcements had come to the enemy, and he was energetic& improviq 
his field-worke. 

General Dobell was again charged with the attack, and his orders received 
the approval of the Commander-in-Chief. 

The operation was undertaken in two phases, of which the first, on April 1 7 r  
made good its objectives. April 18 was spent in bornbsrding the Turkish 
position from land and Sea. Early on the 19th the second phase of the attack 
began ; but by evening it had come to a standstill. At nightfall, orders were 
issued for the attack to be renewed next day ; but the state of the troops and the 
ammunition supply caused postponement, and Sir Archibald M U ~ ~ Y ,   reluctant'^ 
coming to the conclusion that no further advance was podble, abandoned the 
enterprise. This battle ie deecribed in Chapter XVIII. 
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~h~ two concluding chapters summtlrize the situation after the second 
battle of Qaza, and end with a brief review of the whole campaign. 

After the second battle of Gaza it was evident that either the invasion of 
Palestine must be abandoned or our army must be reinforced. The War 

Cebinet was of opinion that the continuation of a strong offensive in  the 
palestine theatre well; and Sir Archibald Murray was told that h e  

be to maintain, at  and beyond railhead, six divisions and 
three cavalry divisions, by July. I n  June, however, he sailed for England, 
dter handing over command to Sir Edmund Allenby. 

For the first fifteen months of the war with Turkey, the defence of Egypt 
was conducted by Sir John Maxwell. 

With danger threatening from east and west, with trouble in the Sudan, 
with responsibilities towards Gallipoli, he was perforce tied to the vicinity of 
the Canal. The evacuation of Gallipoli set free a large number of Turkish 
troops who might be available for a renewed attack on the Canal. 

When the defeat of the Senussi made the western frontier a t  last safe, a bolder 
scheme for the defence of the Canal could be, and was, initiated. 

Thus commenced the advance towards Palestine and the conquest of the 
Desert, by rail, water-pipe, and wire road. 

Romani, Magdhaba, and Rafah rewarded Genera,l Murray's arms;  but h e  
was foiled at Gaza. 

It appears that at both Maghdaba and Rafah a conference of the Corn- 
manders had ended in decision to break off the engagement; but, before the 
order for withdrawal was issued, the valour of the troops had carried them to 
victory. 

Similarly, at the first battle of Gaza, the action was called off at  a moment 
when the Turks, surrounded and despairing of success, were about to surrender. 

This triple coincidence gives rise to thought. 
Success in war requires careful preliminary preparation, singleness of Com- 

mend, determination to win. 
Here preparation was thorough ; but unity of command appears to have 

lacked completeness, and the driving power of the will to win was not apparent. 
It may have been that duties in connection with the administration of 

martial law in Cairo unduly occupied the attention of the Commander-in-Chief ; 
to a degree which, perhaps, affected detrimentally his influence in the field ; and 
8 campsign, brilliant in its inception, closed in disappointment. 

This volume is clear and readable, but in some parts would have been 
by greater conciseness. For instance, the sketch of the life of 

at the beginning of Chapter XII., has no bearing on military 
Operations, with which the book claims to deal. 

In Chapter XIX., pp. 365-366, occur moral  latitudes concerning the 
d01eteriou8 effects on an army of the too ardent cult of Bacchus and Venus, 
which add no value to the history. 

On P. 367 is to be found the statement that the death, in October, 1917, of 
"Itan Hussein, a firm and loyal ffiend to Great Britain, had an  ill effect on 
Ang10-Ef3~~tian relations. Such a statement is questionsble, if not inexact. 
"Itan Hussein was succeeded by Sultan Fuad, now His Majesty King F'uad 

h f ~ , ~  been and is a firm and loyal friend to Great Britain. 
The arrangernbnt of the book is good. Appendices and notes are adequate 

"d "seful. Maps and sketches are sufficient ; and are satiefsctory, with the 
exception of an illegible diagram facing p. 278. 
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ISLAM : HER MORAL AND SPIRITUAL VALUE. By Major A. G. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ,  late 
2nd Bait. East  Lanoashire Regiment. 2nd edition. 1927, ds. T~ be 
obtained from the author, 102, Ladbroke Grove, London, W. 11, 

This monograph was originally published in 1909, when Europe was being 
terrified by the bogey of the imaginary " Moslem Menace." ~t has now bee,, 
brought UP to date when the increasing knowledge of Islam has eaposed the folly 
and futility of fears that had their origin in the darkness of ignorance. ~t is 
published with an appreciative foreword by the Right Hen. Syed Arneer Ali, who 
has done much to interpret the true inner meaning of Islam to the Engish- 
speaking world ; while the author in an introductory chapter is able to that 
the history of the Islamic world since 1909 has confirmed his earlier erposition, 
The  author is not a sentimental student or shallow observer striving, like so many 
who profess to find in Buddhism and other Eastern cults the road to salvation, 
to impress his readers by vague appeals to dimly conceived or non-existent 
spiritual ideals. H e  is a thorough realist, who has studied Islam and Moslime 
over three continents and "has tried to show Islam " in her true moral and 
spiritual coloure-i.e., a t  her best. H e  says : 

" I who write these words a m  not a Moslem, and I hold no brief of any kind 
for Islam. But as one who has been in touch with all classes and grades 
of Mohammedans in various parts of the world and has seen Islam in her naked 
pelt, so to speak, as one too who has made a special study of ethnology-I have 
seen for myself the marked impression for their good that Islamic teaching makes 
upon the lower and inferior order of mankind." 

NO one can read the monograph without being impressed by the author's wide 
knowledge end deep sincerity. 

The personality and ideals of Mohammed hsve rarely been explained with e 
more sympathetic insight than in the chapters that describe his temperament 
and characteristics, the environment that moulded him, the religious principles 
and beliefs that dominated him, the national and political ideas that guided him, 
end the influence of his work and character on the world's history. Those 
chapters are brilliantly written ; they display not only a ~rofound knowledge of 
Ialam, but a very wide range of philosophical study ; and whether we agree fully 
with them or not, they cannot fail to arouse the reader's interest and stimulate 
his mind. I n  the two final chapters the author deals with (1) Moslem morality 
and Christendom's attitude to Islam, and (2) Europe's debt to Islam and ethnia 
spheres of influence as between Islam and Christianity. 

He  makes an earnest appeal to these two great religions to cast aside the 
spirit of mutual suspicion and intolerance which has antagonized them for 
centuries, and to realize that the world is big enough for them both ; that each 
has something to learn from the other ; that both have a duty to raise* in their 
respective spheres, the millions who are still elaves to the most debased heathen 
superstitions end have no conceptions of the one supreme God. 

While many readers will hesitate to accept all the author's claims on behdf of 
Islam, few who have had long and close acqufiintance with Moslems will 
the generous tribute which the author renders to them in hie concluding peges. 

" Afghan, Arab, Baluchi, Hindustani, Somali, Turk, Egyptian, *adendona' 
Berber, Senegalese, Fulani, Hauaa, Yoruba, Mandingo, ~ 8 1 8 ~ - I  have found 
them in the main LIamic to very core. Seeing, as I have, their 'plendid 
heroism in their own cause, and their touching devotion to those *hoae they 

hsve eaten, my feeling towards them is not only one of unmixed whiration and 
respect, but also of deep esteem and regard." Perhaps the writer thiE re'ew 

may be allowed to add his own testimony. In  the (treat War when Turkey ernell 
joined our enemies, determined and pereistent attempts Were made by ' 
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snti-British section of Muslims in Northern India to stir up their co-religionists 
against England by preaching a Jehad. The Muslim tribes of the North Punjab, 
were strictly orthodox, though free from bigotry, and furnish perhaps the finest. 
fighting material in Asia. Much depended on their attitude. What was i t ?  

True to their salt they rejected with contempt all the arguments for a religious 
war, and 180,000 came forward voluntarily to fight for the King-Emperor. 
against the Turks and other enemies. Their valour in the field was on a par 
with that splendid loyalty. Theirs was a "Moslem Menace " to their Turkish 
foes, not to their Christian rulers. 

M. F. O'DWYER. 

WHAT ARI THE RIGHTS OF THE MUSLIM MINORITY IN INDIA? By Dr.  haf fa at 
Ahmad Khan, Member of the Legislative Council of the United Provinces. 
Published by the Indian Press, Ltd. Allahabad. 1928. 

If we had more men of the type of Dr. Shafaat Ahmad Khan among Indian 
politicians and publicists one would feel more hopeful about India's political future- 
This exposition of the rights of the Muslim minority (roughly 60 millions out of 
the 247 millions in British India) and of the measures necessary to safeguard 
these rights in the future displays a knowledge of and frank acceptance of facts, 
a breadth of view, and a broad-minded tolerance which are as refreshing as they 
are rare in the lucubrations of Indian politicians. The author started well 
equipped for his task because, as a trained historian-he was Professor of 
History in Allahabad-he possesses the true historical perspective, which SO 

many Indian writers lack, for they will not face realities or historical facts 
when these do not suit their purpose. 

This knowledge he supplen~ented by a thorough investigation, in the League 
of Nations Secretariat at  Geneva, of the provisions embodied in the various 
post-war peace treaties for the protection of minority rights in the various 
Succession States established by those treaties. 

He argues, and with a force which must carry conviction to unprejudiced 
minds, that similar provisions are indispensable in the case of the Muslim (and 
other) minorities in British India, as a whole, and in the various provinces, t o  
Prevent racial and sectarian oppression by the dominant majority (Hindu in 
seven out of the nine major provinces, Muslim in two) in any future political 
advance towards self-government. The rights which he desires to eafeguard by 

as fundamental right8 are in the case of the Muslims : 
1. Separate electorates, as being absolutely vital to their existence, and 

therefore recognized, though unwillingly, by such Radical Secretaries of State 
89 Lord Morley and Mr. Montagu. This, however, would be e transitional 
measure, and should disappear as and when the two com~nunities have reached 
the same educational and economic level," and a spirit of mutual trust and 
toleretion hns replaced the present acute distrust and hostility. 

2. Effective representation in all the services of the State and local bodies. 
3. Effective representation in the Cabinets of the Central and Provincial 

Governments. 
4 A substantial share in the grants-in-aid for various purposes, educational 

hnd other. 
6.  The maintenance of the Urdll language (where established in the pest) 

in the courts, local boards, Government offices, schools, and other public: 
institutions. 

6. Adequate representation in all grades of education-University, secondary, 
and primary-as being essential to bring Muslims to a level with the Hindu 

and religious teaching in primary ~choole. 
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The author has argued the case for each of these safeguards with a profound 
knowledge of conditions, not only in his own but in other provinces of India. 
But  his most powerful argument is that every one of the above minority rights 
has been distinctly recognized as  a fundantental right in the post-war treaties of 
the various succession States (which he analyzes in detail), and that the League 
of Nations has been made responsible for their enforcement. 

H e  also shows how futile and mieleading it is to apply the conception of 
nationality prevalent in England and France to Indian conditions. He aptly 
remarks that : 

" People (in India) who are fond of using the term ' nation ' glibly are either 
ignorant of the factors that have brought about the ' unitary and organic States' 
i n  Western Europe, or deliberately shut their eyes to inconvenient facts, and act 
a n d  talk on the assumption that no differences exist." 

I n  contrast to these dishonest and misleading methods, the author, after 
a comprehensive review of the Muslim position in the various provinces, arrives 
a t  the following conclueion, from which few will dissent : 

" The Muslim community is therefore united by the common ties of religion, 
the social tie of equality, the cultural tie of language, the historical tie of a 
glorious past, and is homogeneous and compact." 

He has made out a convincing case for safeguarding the rights of the 
Muslims by a statutory recognition and definition of fundamental rights, which 
n o  Indian legislature, central or provincial, can alter, and which must be 
'embodied in principle in whatever Act of the British Parliament is passed on the 
report of the Simon Commission, while the details must be worked out in rules 
made by the Secretary of State to give effect to those principles. 

So far the case appears to be established. As a further safeguard againet 
unconstitutional interference with those fundamental rights, the author pro- 
poses, on the analogy of the American and Swiss constitutions, the creation of a 
supreme or federal court. 

Whatever the future may bring forth, there seems to be no need and no 
glace for any such machinery at the present stage. The British Parliament, 
acting through the Secretary of State for India, is the final authority responeible 
"' for the welfare and advancement of the Indian peoples," and should not dele- 
gate its powers to anyone but the Viceroy and Governor-General of India in 
Council. But to eneure that the Goverment of India. discharges that responsi- 
bility wisely and well, it must be strong and impartial, with a predominant 
British element, and must not be influenced by an all-India Assembly which the 
urban Hindu literary castes will dominate in the future as they have in the 
paet. British constitutional history furnishes a most pertinent precedent. The 
British North America Act of 1f367-an Act of the British ~arlisment-secured 
certain rights to the French minority in Canada. At the Imperial Conference 
of 1927 it was proposed that the Dominion Parliament of Canada-now a 
sovereign State-should be invested with power to amend the Act of 1867. 
The French minority strongly opposed the proposal, and the project was &an- 
doned. Could there be a more powerful illustration of the responsibility of the 
British Parliament as guardian of minority rights, whether in Canads, a self- 
governing Dominion, or in British India, now moving towards self-governing 
institutions if ahe can show her capacity to work them, or in the Crown Colonies, 
such as Kenya, etc. ? Parliament can never repudiate this obligation, leaet 
a l l  in the case of the many minorities in the Indian Empire. 

M. F. O'DWYER. 
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T~~ P E R S I ~  GULF. By Lieut.-Colonel Sir Arnold T. Wilson, K.C.I.E., with 
foreword by the Right Hon. L. S. Amery. Oxford : The Clarendon 

Press. London : Humphrey Milford. 25s. 
The Persian Gulf and the eastern basin of the Mediterranean contain the most 

profound and ancient records of the history of man's civilizetion. In  each 
history and romance are inextricably associated. I n  each lie the materials for 
the study of ancient man and the progress of his knowledge and activities. I n  
the Persian Gulf these materials are still unexplored to an extent of which the 
yea+s report of the explorers renders us more conscious of how much there 
remeins to be discovered. 

Sir Arnold Wilson gives us a history through the ages of this deeply interest- 
ing Gulf. His modest disclaimer of any pretensions to original research must 
not deceive the reader into supposing that here he ia going to find a mere 
repetition of what a few earlier writers have told us. The wide extent of his 
authorities is disclosed in the bibliography and footnotes, and his judicious 
selection of his material is in itself a work of art. But to this research there is 
~ d d e d  a peculiar quality. As we accompany him through his pages, we are 
conscious of the guidance of one who is not only saturated with knowledge of 
hie subject on the historical side, but also a personal acquaintance, acquired 
at first hand, with the whole spirit of that strange and, to most people, repellent 
quarter of the globe ; and that acquaintance has brought with it an affection for 
it, even for its cruel climate. This causes an atmosphere of reality as well as 
sympathy to pervade the book, which makes its reading a singular pleasure. 

Sir Arnold, we have said, carries the writer down throughout the ages. As 
we travel in his company we witness a succession of great sea-trading states and, 
consequently, great maritime empires. Babylonian, Greek, Sabaean, Phaenician, 
Sassanian, and Arab are succeeded by the Portuguese, the Dutch, and the 
English. If the cradle of navigators is anywhere to be distinguished, it is in 
that Gulf where the movement of essential goods must have been anlong the 
first necessities of man. Even "the primitive fishing craft still in use are 
survivals of the highest antiquity," while the records show us a shipbuilding 
industry already of great importance and obviously of long-established existence 
nearly 3,000 years before our era. As prosperity, and with it the consequential 
spread of luxury, increased, so did the importance of navigation, so that the 
Gulf became an artery of trade comparable only in importance in the needs of 
the peoples round its shores to that of the English Channel of today. 

A8 trade expanded, shipbuilding to maintain it improved in order to seek in 
more remote waters new treasures and new outlets. The local timber ceased 
to furnish what such ships as the Inore extended navigation demanded, and 
timber froin India had to be imported to meet the needs. Further, since 
wherever a rich trade comes into being its plunder becomea the object of the 
lawless or the more powerful, so, from the earliest days until those when 
British supremacy was finally established, the pirate, either an individual or a 
State, has been a feature of the life of the Gulf, an element in its policy. I n  
Pliny'a time, when voyage was made once a year, it was made "with cohorts 
of archers on board the ships on account of the pirates who infest those seas." 
The Prototypes of those archers today are the sloops of the navy, which now 
are the policemen preserving order on the waters of the Gulf. 

How early a trade with the remote land of China was in existence is even 
uncertain, though we see that it had already begun before the sixth 

of our era : not indeed in one continuous voyage, but in two, the 
Western part conducted by the Arab and the Eastern by the Chinese, the 

meeting at that h 6 C l ~ p h a m  Junction of the Indian Ocean," Ceylon. 
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As experience extended, each participant stretched further, till by the tenth 
century the Chinese junk is showing her matting sails in the port8 of the ~ ~ l f  
and the Arab his lateens in the ports of the China Sea. 

The history of the Early and Middle Ages, with the rise of such great trading 
cities as Basra, Bagdad, Siraf, Qais, and Hormuz, is told with a lucidity that 
engrosses the attention. Tempting as it is to linger over the description8 of 
their rise under the influence of commerce and fall under, largely, the ourw 
of war, and to ponder over the problem of the great mound city of Bahrain, 
must pass to Sir Arnold's next phrase of the history : that of the srrival of the 
European. and the new struggle between the maritime powers first to ahare and 
later to acquire the trade of the East. The "Portugall," by virtue of hia 
wonderful exploration, comes first to dispute with the Arab and the Persian st 

sea, and to e lesser degree on land, for the possession of the trade. Ports are 
his firat necessity, as they must ever be for a sea power, and AlboquerqUe 
quickly distinguishee the points d'appui which he must hold in order to preserve 
the interests of Portugal in the Eastern trade and Indian dominions, which is 
in reality but a factor in that trade. To control the Straits of Babel Mandeb, 
Aden is required ; to control the Straits of Bussora, Portugal must possess 
Hormuz ; and Diu and Goa are necessary for the security in India. These are 
the three great focal points ; and as trade radiated further, to them others are 
added. 

For a century the Portuguese retain their dominion. They are followed by 
the English and Dutch with their trading companies. But before the firet 
English company had made its venture, two Englishmen-Sir Anthony Sherley 
and his brother-had visited Persia and acquainted themselves with the value 
of the Persian markets. To them the company was an interloper; but affairs 
were arranged, and before long the company was directing its attention to the 
ousting of the Portuguese, I t  assists the Persians to expel them from Hormuz, 
which, from a stately city, was within ten years of its loss a ruin, to be repl~ed 
by Gombroon-Bunder Abbas. There, for 150 years, stood the headquartere 
of the English company. 

The fall of the Portuguese may be dated from the loss of Hormuz in 162% 
though for another quarter of a century they continued to hold Maskat and 
conduct a diminishing trade in the Gulf. But their expulsion did not spell 
British monopoly, for in the meantime the Hollander, with the whole weight 
of a national effort behind, was come to take a part in the trade. Nourished 
subsidies and an energetic and ably directed council, the Dutch comPenY 
at a great advantage, and the end of the seventeenth century witnessed the 
predominance of its position. 

Though the Gulf appears but little in our histories of the long-drswn-out 
strugglee of the eighteenth century, the British arms never were without em- 
ployment there. British power was restored; the Dutch, too occupied in 
Europe to maintain their strength in this part, weakened and wilted away; 
the French made their appearance, and, though they acquired no great position, 
no war took place without the appearance of their frigates, single or in squadrons, 
in the Gulf waters ; while throughout the whole period and well into the ~ ine-  
teenth century the pirate was never absent. Not the least interesting ch@pter, 
nor, to an Englishman, the least satisfactory, are those in which Sir Arnold 
describes the growth of English influence and the deatruction of piracy. How 
beneficent a work has been done by the sea and land force. of thin country, of 
the East India Company, and of India herself, by the establishment of the pa' 
Britannica in this sea is too inauPCiently known. I t  is greatly to be 

the knowledge were more for r e  should hear nonsenne 
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and rodolnontltde about an Empire built on blood and the slavery of native 
race8 if it were. 

Sir Arnold includes some good drawings, among them an  excellent sketch 
of the harbour of Maskat, which nlakes one regret that the modern traveller only 
too rarely possesses the power to produce the delicate products of the old water- 
colour artists. A visit to the Maskat of today makes it difficult to realize that 
a bare ninety years ago its Imam supported a fleet comprising vessels of such 
power as a 46-gun frigate and two of 28-vessels the equivalents of which today 
are the cruiser and light cruiser. Nor, looking a t  the Egypt of the present day, 
is it easy to recognize in it the country of Mehemet Ali, whose threat to capture 
Bahrain created tension in India and a concentration of the Indian navy and 
the East Indian squadron in the Gulf-an occasion taken by the Bombay 
Government to issue restrictions of a type not unfamiliar to those who have 
had occasionally to maintain British interests in the outer parts of the Empire. 
He was to use his influence to deter the Egyptians from attacking Bahrain, but 
if, notwithstanding, they did attack, or if the Government of Bahrain asked for 
assistance, the admiral was " to afford that Government every encouragement 
to resistance and all support short of placing himself in actual collision with 

Egyptian authorities." One may feel grateful that commanders to whom 
it has fa!len to uphold British interests in the Gulf have not always been 
shackled with such instructions. 

The slave trade, the arms traffic, the pearl fisheries, the tribal warfares of 
the coast of Oman, a,nd the international questions of railways, of cables and 
navigation, form most important and educative chapters of Sir Arnold Wilson's 
book. At the end of his survey he lets us into the workings of his mind. He is 
full of pride-honest and unboastful pride-of our record and of trust in the 
future. BY whatever agency our trust in those waters is now to be continued, con- 
tinuity of the administration which has produced results so beneficial to mankind 
willbe continued. He is convinced, and he will convince readers of his admirable 
book, "that our work is righteous and that it shall endure." H. W. R. 

THE MIDDLE EUPHRATES. By Alois Musil. American Geographical Society: 
Oriental Explorations and Studies, No. 3. 102 x 7 ; pp. xvii + 631 ; maps 
and illustrations. New York. 1927. 

" At9.15 we crossed the ie'ib of Sa'ede, and a t  9.50 the ie'ib of as-Sidde, beyond 
which the jagged bluffs again approach the Euphrates. On the road sotne 
felldkfn were riding on donkeys. The last of them, an elderly, one-eyed man* 
cursed us incessantly : Oh, may you die even today ; oh, that it were Your last 
day in this world I '  he repeated at least a hundred times." There was never a 
more sober account of E ~ s t e r n  travel than this plain story of two Journeys along 
the Euphrates from Dair az Zfir as far as a1 QKyam, ranging across all the 
country eastwards to the Tigris, from Bagdad to Takrit. The journeys were 
llndertaken in 1912 and 1915, the former in the company of Prince Sixte of 
Bourbon, and the latter as a conclusion to en  extended visit to Central Arabia in 
war-time. The diary of these journeys, painfully accurate and meticulous in  
its description of ground, vegetation, fauna, is the substance of this book, and 
covere 19;) pages. Nowhere is any incident much more exciting than the above 
recorded. 

Yet it is n fascinating book, dull a9 it may seem at first sight. No one who 
has travelled over any part of that country, even in t h ~  swiftest of n1otors. no  
One who is interested in the history of the Near East at  all will leave this book 
without feeling stimulated, refreshed by it. And the fascination lies in  

26 
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the twenty-one appendices. I t  was to write these, as the author expressly tells 
us, that the journeys were undertaken ; they are the result of his minute, pains- 
taking record of geography, and form a wonderful contribution to history. From 
the Assyrian period, through the supremacy of Macedonians and Greeks, down to 
recent times. Professor Musil has ransacked the literature of diverse tongues, to 
elucidate, examine or reject the statements of a geographical nature which are of 
importance for historical understanding. The small kingdoms and tribal areas of 

the tenth and ninth centuries B.C. are located ; Xenophon's march is followed 
with e rigorous exactitude no previous scholar has been able to employ ; Isodore 
of Charax and the Emperor Julian are followed step by step. But perhaps the 
rllost brilliant section of all is the examination of the various accounts of Khalid's 
campaigns, when the Muslimin first attacked Persian fortified territory. The 
careful analysis, the judicial confrontation of the Arabic authorities, the masterly 
decision upon doubtful points possible only for one who knows the ground as 
Musil knows it, the final rejection of a bushel of errors-these qualities are 
nowhere better displayecl than on pp. 283-312. And so the reader pmses on to 
consider the ancient canal systems, the site of Thapsacus, the sources for the 
history of each of the important towns. 

Not all of Professor Musil's arguments and geographical identifications will 
prove correct. I t  would be possible to enumerate a number of instances where 
fuller information is likely to modify his conclusions ; but his work is invaluable 
for the historian, the traveller, the geographer. A number of interesting 
principles are illustrated, which we all need to learn. First and foremost of these 
perhaps should be placed the criticism of the Mohammedan geographers. These 
writers are not, in detail, very reliable ; most often they were writing of places 
they had not seen. Sometimes their hearsay evidence is good ; when they copy 
from their predecessors, then their evidence should not be quoted, as it often is, 
as holding true of their own time. 

Secondly, one would place the curiously spasmodic survival of place names. 
Professor Musil is able, in some cases, to prove that modern names can be traced 
back through the ages to the Assyrian period ; but certain cases of this kind are 
very rare. The method too frequently adopted of locating ancient sites by 
spotting similar names on a small-scale map could not be more conclusively 
proved to be unscientific than it is in this work. 

Finally, a word of praise is due to the English of this book. Professor M u d  
is a Czech, whose scientific work before the war was published in German. It 

has been no srnall task for him to cast this work in the mould required by 8 

different language ; but he hnu been triumphantly successful. We would 
congratulate the author on his work, and the American ~ e o ~ r a ~ h i c a l  society on 
the very excellent format and printing. S. Y. 

FIVE YEARS IN TURKEY. By Liman von Sanders. Translation by the lJnited 
Stetes Navel Institute. 9 x 6. Pp. x + 325, 4 plates, 17 figures, and 
3 large-scale maps. Baillibre, Tindall and Cox. 16s. 

In  June, 1913, General of Cavalry Liman von Sanders was invited to accept 
the appointment as Chief of the Military Mission about to be despatched to 
Turkey. There can be little doubt now that "on Sanders might well have 
hesitated before accepting ~ u c h  a posit,ion. ~ h c  quRIilic~tiona demanded were 
f u r  a man of eminent military abilit,y and wide experience in General work. 

Iinowledge of the country and of the language waa not asked for. He did not 
hesitate. He jumped at it,. The Rnlporor in o. final interview instructed lliln 

to drive politics out of the Corps of Turkish officers. That was not the last of 
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the impoOsible instructions he was to get. Neither he, nor the Kaiser, nor the 
~~~~~~l Staff in Berlin, ever appreciated correctly the Turkish character. They 
tailed to understand the Seljuk mentality, as they were unable to grasp British 
or American psychology. 

Van Sanden arrived in Stamboul in December, 1913, and he was not long in 
learning that the path of a military reformer bristled with difficulties. His 

initial line of policy appears to have been to combine the functions of Adviser to 
the War Ministry, and, at the same time, to be in executive command of an 
Army Corps. No doubt he intended the Corps to be something in the nature of 
an Exemplar formation, if one may apply such a tern1 to so large a force. 
Sharp differences at once arose, and within a fortnight Limnn wished to be 
recalled to Germany. However, he was promoted to be Turkish Marshal, and 
so automatically vacated his corps. 

Then Enver appeared on the scene, and the differences between the Adviser 
and the Minister for War became accentuated. His position became almost 
farcicd. For instance, when he went to inspect a unit, new clot.hing would be 
issued out, only to be taken back into store again on completion of the inspec- 
tion. The sick, the weak, and the poorly trained were concealed, so that he 
ehould not see anything unpleasant. The conditions throughout the army 
ancillery services were typically Oriental-deficiencies everywhere, condition of 
building0 deplorable, horses in a bad state, harness neglected. The state of the 
~iilitary hospitals was alarming. The sick lay confusedly mixed, often in the 
same bed when there was one. The seriously ill and the moribund were put 
away in locked rooms during his inspections. From his accounts the Turkish 
military medical arrangements lnust have deteriorated since your reviewer 
visited the hospitals in the campaign in the Yemen in 1910. 

A great deal of all this chicanery on the part of the Turk towards the foreign 
1.G. must have been encouraged by his ignorance of the language; whilst the 
factor of the elimination of senior Turkish Staff Officers for Germans quite 
naturally led to a certain amount of passive opposition. Apart from that, the 
whole policy of executive command was an  unsound one in the circumstances. 
All this is by way of being some sort of apologia for the disasters that followed. 

On the outbreak of the Great War, the General tried to get himself recalled, 
and he tried again in September, but the Military Cabinet refused to hear of it. 
The author here dves most interesting details of the inner history of the early 
'Turkish plans of campaign. Firstly, Enver, the German Ambassador, and 
Admiral Souchon were all in favour of action against the Suez Canal, and a 
swift deecent on Egypt. Lilnan alone a t  the conference opposed the enterprise. 
He was ordered, however, fro111 Berlin to put aside his views and subordinate 

doubts. In fact. M.I. (Orient Section) a t  the War Office in Berlin must 
have been in possession of amazingly little information as regards Turk i~h  
cO1nmunicntions and the capacities of the Services. Secondly, we hear of 
grandiose plena for the I I l rd  Army in the Caucasus, involving the capture of 
Knra- One corpa was to be a, holding force on the main Erzerum-Sariknmisch- 
Karnroad, whilst two others were to carry out an ambitioua flank movement 
Over almo9t impassable mountains in winter. Liman studied the problem and 
t'lrned it down, as well as he ollght to do. Enver became fantastic nnd aeems 

" ~ v e  had vi~ions of hjrnself as Alexander. H e  contemplated marching 
thro%ll Afghanistan to Indln. He nevel* lost that vi~ion ; to his death near 
Bnkh~rf i  he held it. The opel-ntion ended in the destruction of the I I I rd  Army ; 
12JK)o nlen only of the original 00,000 returned. 

story of the l)ardanr.lles fighting is told on conventional lines, but is of 
interest. Intelligence, as was to be expected, was chiefly centred 
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in Athens. Liman's views about the passage through the Straits of an Allied 
Fleet are worth quoting : 

". . . Even in case the Allied Fleet forced a passage, and won the navel 
battle in the Sea of Marmora, I judged it would be in a nearly untenable 
position so long as the entire shores on the Dardanelles strait were not held by 
strong Allied forces. . . . But for n successful landing of troops near constanti- 
nople . . . the defensive arrangements left little hope of success. . . . A 
decisive success could not be won by the enemy unless the landing of large 
forces in the Dardanelles was coincident with, or antecedent to, the passage of 
the fleet." 

The author says little of the naval battle of March 18, 1915, beyond noting 
that Djevad Bey admits to sustaining 200 casualties as the result of the born- 
bardment. Meanwhile Field-Marshal von der Goltz had taken over command 
of the 1st Army, whilst Liman went to the 5th on the Peninsula. He gives a 
masterly appreciation of the situation. On learning of the enemy landings, the 
General's first feeling was that his arrangements for defence needed no altera- 
tion, and that, like Oyama a t  the Yalu, he could retire to rest as soon as the 
battle begins. The enemy, he says, had selected those points which he himself 
hnd considered most likely landing-places. He  admits the Allied prepa,rations 
were excellent, but he considers their defect was that they were based on out.of- 
date reconnaissances. H e  pays tribute to the bravery and tenacity of General 
Hamilton's troops. As regards the news of the Suvla landing in August, he 
remarks : 

" . . . The success of tho new enemy enterprise was counted on with such 
certainty that already windows were being rented in Pera Street, and thet the 
British Embassy was being put in order and the beds newly covered. . . ." 

I t  will be remembered that Mustapha Kemal, the Ghazi, first made his 
name as Commander of the 19th Division on the Suvla front, He was e, man 
after von Sanders' own heart. The author fully realized that the success of the 
Suvla operation meant for him the end of the Gallipoli campaign. He con- 
fesses himself unable to understand the delay that took place. There seems no 
doubt that the Suvla landing actually was a surprise to him, and thet, for a 
change, speaks well for the precautions taken as to secrecy. 

We disagree with Liman, that British shipping was strewn along the coast- 
sunk by Major Lierau's artillery. We who looked over those seas day after 
day missed that unpleasing eight. I n  regard to the evacuation of Suvla on 
19120th December, the author says, " a dense fog covered the peninsula an1 
coast." We disagree. I t  was a bright moonlight night, far too bright, in b c t l  

to be comfortable. Details of the events of the 819th January, 1916, fire 
incorrect. There were no " bloody conflicts " anywhere. General Maude 
nearly hit by a stray shell, that was all. We learn the Turkish losses in 
Gallipoli amounted to 218,000, of whom 66,000 were killed. The Kaiser visited 

the battlefields in October, 1917. 
The next important section is of absorbing interest to the British reader, 

it is von Sanders' account of the operations in Paleatine. The Turkish armies 
had fallen on evil days. Erzerum and Bagdad had fallen, and Palestine 
seriously threatened. I t  was indeed time for Yilderim, or the lightning move- 
ment, by Army Group F. At first the idea was to recapture Bagdad, but in 
the autumn of 1917 its plans were altered to the Sinai Front. In February, 

1918, V O ~  Senders was offered command of the Group in relief of van FaIken- 
h a p .  Enver told him nothing about the plans he was preparing for extensive 
operations in Azerbaijan. Few commanders could have succeeded to a more 
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difficult task. Bettalion strengths were down to 120-150 rides. Pay was 

and rare. Some artillery units were without guns, others with guns had 

no horses. Troops were undernourished, poorly clothed, and wretchedly shod. 
The situation east of Jordan was causing anxiety, and it is most satisfactory to 
relld what a real thorn in the side were the forces under Feisal and Lawrence. 
B~ the way, von Sanders credits Feisal with a good knowledge of English. 
Hi8 Majesty will be flattered to read this I 

And so his book leads up to the climax-the practical destruction of his 
whole force, following the British attack of 19th September, 1918. I n  reading 
the account, one cannot but feel that the Army Group was overburdened with 
lower formatione. I t  had three armies, each probably not nluch stronger than 
a British division, but it had three lots of Staffs. Each army bristled with 
corps and divisions. Inter-communication must have been, and in fact was, 
hopeless. The end came on 30th October, 1918, when he was ordered to hand 
over to Mustapha Kemal and report in Stamboul. He  had narrowly escaped 
capture at Nazareth. 

Your reviewer has dealt with this work at some length. I n  summary, it 
msy be said, that for a long time to come it will be of value to students of 
history. It is in the main accurate : only details here and there are open to 
criticism. Its compilation is soldierly. I t  is clear, concise, and complete. 
The appreciations given are models of their kind. But it should be studied in 
its original. The but is important. I t  is allnost incredible that the United 
States Naval Institute should sponsor such an indifferent production. I t  is 
crudely translated-perhaps too literally translated-in style too stilted and 
unpleasing. To mention a few examples : " To protect its official occupants of 
the highest positions"; " I ineant to direct the Great General Staff journey "; 
"when the tunnel had pierced the mountain, though with a small profile" ; 
"the other sensitive point." 

In spite of the apology in the preface, we do not like the spelling of his 
Arabic. Schatt-el Arab will never do. Lawrence may be a genius and may 
spell as he likes, but not von Sanders-at least not when rendered into English. 
And then, again, the American public may like split infinitives on every possible 
occasion. We do not. As a piece of military history the book has a definite 
''slue ; as a work of war literature in the English language, in the form given 
to us by the United States Kaval Institute, it occupies no place, and the fault 
of that lies entirely with the translator. D. S. 

- - -. 

IBN SA'OUD OF ARABIA, HIS PEOPLE A N D  HIS LANDS. By Alneen Rihani. 
Illustrntions and map. 8i x 6. Pp. xvii + 370. London : Messrs. 
Constable. 1928. 21s. 

It would be ungracious and unllecessttry to criticize Mr. Ameen Rihani's 
book in detail. I t  must be read as a whole, and as such it is a vivid and realistic 
picture of life and conditions in*Nejd. The n,uthor has not spared himself, he 
hns faced rllanfully all those millor discolnforts which are inevitable in the 
Pursuit of 8, true insight into conditions in Central Arabia, and he has had hie 
reward, for his book is one which, in addition to being full of fascination to the 
cR8ua1 render, merits R, place of honour in the library of every student of 
'Iiddle Eastern affairs. The descriptions of the desert and of camel journeying 
through the Arabian wnste~ are most attractive, and the picture of Bedouin 
life and habit is full of life and colour, but moat striking is the author's 
P o r t r n 9 1  of lbn Sn'oud himself, and his clear exposition of the peculiar ps,~cllo- 

0 Central Arabia the 1°kicnl and economic conditiorls which have in the past inad.. 
b'rthplnce of great movements, and which nloy perhaps do so yet again. 



Mr. Rihani has solved the secret of such greatness as has come out of 
Central Arabia in the past, and he gives food for reflection on the possible 
future. H e  ebows how psychological, geographical, and economic conditions 
combine to create a n  urge which Ibn Sa'oud-autocrat though he be-rng find 
it impossible to resist. A hardy warlike race, peculiarly susceptible to the 
dictates of a harsh and uncompromising creed, an inhospitable lrnd which 
denies every ease and comfort to a population to which it affords the barest 
possibility of livelihood, whet wonder that Ibn Sa'oud should deem a dynamic 
policy essential unless he is to see the edifice, which has been erected by hie 
personal valour and statecraft, crumble away and disintegrate into its former 
welter of petty tribal feud and internecine warfare. The remedy is the trans- 
formation of the nomad into a peasant or townsman ; but where i~ the capital 
to come from for the necessary development of the internal resources of the 
country in order that it may support its population and supply their growing 
needs? Time is necessary and, in the meantime, Ibn Sa'oud'cl task of con- 
trolling the situation, while still retaining the loyalty and support of hie turbulent 
subjects, must of necessity be one of extraordinary difficulty. This side of the 
picture ie very clearly to be seen in Mr. Rihani's interesting record of local 
conditions and of his many intimate conversations with Ibn Sa'oud. 

The book is not only a portrayal of Central Arabian life and conditions 
fascinating to the casual reader, but is one that merits careful study by all thoee 
who are concerned with the direction of British policy in the Middle East. 

To some it might seem that the author has an anti-British bias, but en 
impartial judge would hardly support the charge against one who in quite 
frankly writing from a Nejdi point of view. If the author were to fail to 
criticize where he considered criticism was well-founded, hie book would lose 
the greater part of its value. G. F. (3. 

BAGHDAD IN BYGONE DAYS. By Constance M. Alexander. Pp. xvit336. 
% x 6i .  London : John Murray. 16s. 

Nothing but praise can be given for this fascinating book. I t  is the hietory 
of Claudiue Rich, a traveller, artist, linguist, and antiquary. Rich's life wee 
a short one, as he watl born in 1786 and he died in 1821. 

The illegitimate son of a Colonel Cockburn, he made hie way by his scholar- 
ship. From the very first he attracted attention by his marked aptitude for 
lanwages. Besides knowing Latin, Greek, and several modern language81 
at the age of ten he started learning Arabic, and in the course of two year8 
he could both read and write it. Later he learnt Hebrew, 8yriac, and evidently 
Turkish, as he was able to help a shipwrecked Turkish merchant. 

At seventeen he was granted a military cadetship in the East India Company. 
On going up for the examination, he attracted the notice of one of the exmninern 
by his great knowledge of languages ; the latter prcsaed the Directors to find 
some more suitable and lucrative employment for so gifted a man. He was 
therefore given a writership in the civil branch. 

His first poet was as  secretary to the Consul-General fdr the Mediterranebn, 
with headquarters at  Cairo. On his way to join this appointment the ship 
on which he was travelling caught fire, and left him stranded in Spain- Travel 
in the Mediterranean being dangerous owing to the war between England and 
France, he had some difficulty in reaching Nsples. where he steyed three 
months and studied music, in ahich he became very proficient. He then 
crossed to Malta, where his chief, Mr. Lock, was staying. But Mr. Lock died 
elmost at  once, so Rich was sent to Constantinople. 
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Rich epent fifteen months in Turkey, mostly in the Asiatic provinces, and 
became thoroughly conversant with Turkish etiquette and manners. H e  then 
went to Cairo for a year, where he made a deep study of Arabic and the 
Eggptiens In 1807 he was ordered to Bombay, and proceeded there through 
Palestine, Syria, and the present Iraq. 

Arrriving at Bombay he stayed with Sir James Mackintosh, who was after- 
wards to be his lifelong friend and supporter. A few months in this household 
sufficed for Rich to fall in love with Sir James's daughter Mary, and they were 
married in January, 1808. The marriage turned out an ideal one, and the 
Rich0 were practically never separated until a few weeks before his death. 

Just after his marriage Rich was given the appointment of Resident at  
Boghdad, two months before his twenty-second birthday ! A wonderful experi- 
ment to send this boy and girl to maintain the prestige of England in such an 
important poet during such troublous times, for Napoleon was still intriguing in 
the East. However, the experiment was successful, and Rich made good, being 
helped enormously by his intimate knowledge of the Oriental mind and outlook. 
Baghdad was ruled at that time by Turkish Pashae, whose security of tenure 
was not too good. Rich managed to hold his own with them all, and gradually 
became the strongest personality in the city. H e  was not supported too well by 
the authorities in Bombay, but was well backed up by the Ambassador in Con- 
stantinople. He suffered terribly from fever, and was in constant friction with 
Bombay about money affairs, which tended to fray his nerves. H e  certainly 
seemed to have been a most extravagant young man, keeping up a small troop 
of Hussars, all Europeans, in addition to the Indian guard given him by the 
Company. I t  must, however, be remembered that Orientals are impressed by 
force and show, and Rich was living in troublous times, with little force 
behind him. 

Miss Alexander has given most interesting accounts of Rich's journeys in 
both Asia and Europe, the men he met, and the customs of the last century. 
Rich accumulated many antiquities and many rare manuscripts ; some of these 
are in the British Museum, but many, unfortunately, got lost or destroyed. 

After a final quarrel with the reigning Pasha, the Richs left Baghdad in 
June, 1821 ; but not having any definite orders to proceed to Bornbay, he broke 
his journey at Rushire, though his wife went on. The heat, as can be imagined, 
was terrible, and after waiting a month for orders he left for Shiraz, where 
he employed his time in visiting Persepolis and other ruins. In  September 
cholera broke out during the marriage festivities of a Persian prince, and Rich, 
who was still an ailing mnn, caught the infection and died. 

Gifted with a fine brain, a profound thinker, and with an i~nxnense cap~c i ty  
work, Rich's death deprived the Empire of one of its moet strenuous sup- 

porters. Hiu wife survived him for rnany years, dying in 1876. I t  it said 
that on hearing of his death she became unconscious and her hair turned 
snow white. 

- 
H. S. 

U R  EXCAVATIONS. Vol. i. : A1 Ubaid. By H. R. Hall and C .  L. Woolley. 
Publication of the Joint Expedition of the British ~ u s e u m  and of the 
bfuseum of the University of Pennsylvania to Mesopotaiuia. Oxford 
Univer~ity Press. 

At regular intervals during the past five years, articles in the Press, specis 
exhibitions at the I-lritish Museuln and well-illustrated lectures to various societies 
have awakened a widespread interest in the wonderful discoveries which have 
been made at Ur in Lower Mesopotamia. 

The first volume of detailed record of theee discoveries hae recently been 
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published, and consists of an exheustire and complete account of the 
isolated mound known as A1 Ubaid. 

I t  is probably captious to suggest that, in the interests of the general public, 
this volume should have been the second of the series, and should have been 
preceded by one in which a more general description of the city of Ur, it8 
history and surroundings, was given. A1 Ubaid, by reason of its compact and 
complete nature, and still more by reason of the wonderful rewards it has 
bestowed on its discoverers, doubtlese inspired the authors to break the chrono- 
logical sequence of the records of their work and give its precedence. 

To Dr. Hall is due the credit of its discovery and the discovery of many of 

its most wonderful objects. To Mr. Woolley has fallen the pleasant duty of adding 
to these discoveries and the dangerous but still more pleasant and fascinating duty 
of making a conjectural restoration of the site and the ancient temple. 

The labour of authorship is divided by Dr. Hell and Mr. Woolley, with one 
chapter of the inscriptions and their significance by Mr. C. J. Gadd and another 
by Sir Arthur Keith on the human remains. 

I t  is natural that a large portion of a work of this description must take the 
form of a detailed record or catalogue and consequently that its appeal is to the 
expert rather than the ordinary reader. The authors, however, are to be 
congratulated in that they have made much of the book interesting and so:!le 
of it absorbing to the reader who reads for recreation. Dr. Hell in his descrip. 
tion of his labours and discoveries instils even some humour into the records, 
and Mr. Woolley, by his obvious keenness and sincerity attracts the most 
wayward reader. 

The excavations have clearly disclosed two distinct, though probably releted 
periods ; the earlier period at present must be termed the prehistoric period, and 
the later period that of the First Dynasty of Ur. This First Dynasty period has 
been brought out of the mists of mythology and conjecture, and, though not yet 
dated exactly, is established much more firmly in early history. The estimated 
date of its foundations is 3,100 B.C. Prior to this date present evidence alld 
research indicates a blank for about 400 years, and then emerge the traces of an 
earlier culture of which little is known other than its existence. The First 
Dynasty period was Sumerian ; that the earlier one was Sumerian, proto-Sumerian 
or pre-Sumerian, is not yet established. Anthropological evidence indicates that 
it was Sumerian or at least closely akin. The other evidence is that afforded by 
the fragments of the famous early painted pottery which threads its way back 
through these early pages of time and seems to indicate the existence of a very 
widespread primitive culture extending from the shores of the Mediterranean to 
the borders of India. That this early culture was continuous down to historic 
times, and that the gap existing, or indicated, at A1 Ubaid is purely local, seeLns 
conclusively proved. 

The high standard of craftsmanship of the First Dynastic period would appear 
to have entailed n longer period of evolution than that allowed between the two 
periods at A1 Ubaid. I t  may be that the early period represents the 9h3ndard 
life outside the close influence of the towns, and the process of development Of 

this craftsmanship is most likely to be discovered in other sites in M e a ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
In  his chapter on the reconstruction of the temple Mr. jvoolle~ stsrts by 

apologizing for his temerity in expressing his imagination, then step by step and 
brick by brick he reconstructs the ancient shrine in such a convincing manner 
that his apologies are clearly proved unnecessary. His arguments are 
sane, his deductions sound, and in his reconstruction of the flower motifs the lay 
reader is certain to agree with him rather than with Dr. Hall. 

Mr. Gadd rather laments the ecantinese of the inscriptions, but emphasizes 
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the great importance of such as have been found. A hitherto unknown king has 

been discovered and, by establishing the First Dynasty of Ur as an historical 
additional light has been thrown on the early history of our civilization. 

Sir Arthur Keith's deductions are of great interest in that the fact is now 
established that the people of Mesopotamia in the fourth rnillenllium B.C. and the 
Mesopotamiall Arab of today are from the same original stock. The human 
remains show that the types discovered and the types existing today represent a 
transition type between Iranian and Semitic stocks, and what is still more impor- 
tant, that they fulfil the anthropologist's ideal of the pioneers of our civilization. 

The publication is liberally illustrated by means of photographs and drawings. 
Mr. Woolley uses the metric system throughout for all his diinensions ; Dr. Hall 
gives both metres and feet, an undoubted boon to those who cannot visualize 
comfortably in centimetres. -- J. M. W. 

A PERSIAN CARAVAN. By A. Cecil Edwards. 9 x 6. Pp. 166. Illustrations. 
London : Duckworth. 1928. 8s. 6d. 

Mr. Cecil Edwards has resided in Persia for many years, in touch with all 
classes from the Governor to the beggar. He  belongs to that small but select 
band of Europeans who understand Persian mentality, and he wields a dis- 
criminating but yet sympathetic pen. 

His stories prove- these I n  one he deals with the over~vhelming 
importance of water, which cannot be grasped by dwellers in rainy Europe. 

A traveller had ridden for thirteen days from Tezd, set in a desert of sand 
across a barren country to Kashan, without seeing a running brook and scarcely 
a tree to break the monotony. On being welcomed at Kashan, he expressed his 
feelings to his host, who hastened to show hi111 a garden where he "pointed to a 
little strealn no bigger than a man's arm " and said : " Sahib, in the whole of 
Feranghistan (Europe), tell me, is there a stream of water equal to this strertn~ 
of water 1" 

Another story is told of an engineer who was instructed to cut a straight 
avenue through a city, but found that it would pass through the shrine of a Saint, 
who was deeply venerated. Being a man of resource, he dreamed a dream in 
which the Saint ordered him to find hinl a quieter resting-place. He  invited 
some of the religious leaders to a meeting and pointed out that if the dreaiu could 
be dreamed by them also, there was an ideal site for a new yhriue close to the 
chief mosque, and that pilgrimages to it would be a source of revenue. He added 
that the Gorcrnor would defray the cost of " a new and elegant shrine with a 
dome of blue tile work." The chief Mtcllo, whose title was the Eye-of-Wisdow, 
nodded sagely in acquiescence. 

Mr. Edwards does not confioe hinrself to Persians only, for he tells good 
Bt~r ies  in which Europeans play the leading roles. Indeed, every story is n good 

and we hope that he may be induced to give us more of these delightful 
tales. P. M. SI'KES. 

G~~~~~~ KHAN, EMPEROR ALL MEN. By Harold Lamb. 9 x 6. PP. 28'7- 
Illustrations. London : Thorllton Butterworth. 1928. 10s. 6d. 

''The annals relate that a certain Jenghiz Khan invaded the town." This 
Bentence from R recent boolc of travel in Central Asia shows that 8 popular 

of this kind lneets a real need. hIr. Lamb belongs to the school of 
the late M. Cahun, and, like the latter, aims at reproducing the atmosphere of 
the a t e ~ ~ e 8  and presellting hie hero in his own enviroi~nlent. The result is a 
'lrely and stimulating work, unites in a curious manner the methods of 
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the novel and of the historical narrative, and should prove of vdoe h stro- 
docing the general reader to Central Asian history. Whether Mr. Lamb hu 
been successful in elucidating the " mystery" of Chingiz Khan, in explaining 
" the power of one man to alter human civilization," is more doubtful. To be 
told that " h e  took from the world what he wanted for his aona and other 
people. H e  did this by war, because he knew no other means. Whet he did 
not want he destroyed, because he did not know what else to do with it" leaves 
us much where we were. The only serious criticism, however, to be levelled 
against author and publisher (apart from the wretched quality of the binding), 
arises out of the extravagant claim: that this " monograph" is "both a thrilling 
romance and soundly documented history," backed up by a great parade of 
notes and bibliography. I t  may be left to the historian to draw up a full 
indictment; here it is su5cient to refer to the brilliant and detailed description 
given on pages 129 to 132 of a battle which never took place. The student of 
history will thank Mr. Lamb for the colour and seek hie facts elsewhere. 

H. A. R. GIBB. 

F I F T ~  YEARS I N  A CHANGING WORLD. By Sir Valentine Chirol. London : 
Jonathan Cape. 1927. Price 16s. net. 

Sir Valentine Chirol claims, with justice, to have lived in a period during 
which immense and immensely rapid changes have taken place d l  over the 
world, and during that time to have seen a good deal of history in the making, 
and to have been brought into personal and intimate contact with a good many 
of those who are making it. I n  this book he happily combines history and 
autobiogra~hy. I n  a eeries of essays, each dealing with a particular country or 
group of counties, he deecribes some of the most momentous of the changes 
which have taken place during his lifetime, and he illustrates the changes by 
some account of his own personal experiences while travelling or residing in the 
country or countries he is describing. 

The author is exceptionally qualified to write on the recent history of Europe 
and the Emt .  H e  was educated in France and Germany, and is as much at 
home in French and German as in English. Then, after four yeare' apprentice- 
ship in the Foreign Office, he took to travel and journalism. Between 1876 
and 1892 he spent long periods in travelling and residing in Egypt, Syria, the 
Balkans and Turkey, and he also visited Persia. From 1892 to 1897 he Nu 

The T ~ ~ ~ z c J  Correspondent in Berlin, and from 1897 to 1912 Foreign Editor of 
The Tirnea. While employed by The Times, end subsequent to that period. 
he undertook many missions to foreign countries, either for The Time8 Or for 
the Government. He  was a frequent visitor to Egypt. Retween 1895 and 
1905 he visited China and Japan four timep, and saw the rise of Japan and the 
beginnings of the revolution in China. He has visited India seventeen times, 
was a member of the Royal Comrrlis~ion upon the Indian Public Servicefl, 
altogether has spent between six and seven years in India. During the war he 
wa8 sent by the Government on a mission to the Rnlkans, with a view 
attempting to bring those State8 into the war on the Allies' side. 

s i r  Valentine Chirol has produced a book which is not only interesting and 
entertaining, but which is a valusble contribution to the history of the times' 
He  writes with a knowledge such as few men-perhaps no other 
equal, a knowledge often gained from behind the scenes. And ~MJ 

be 

expected from his career s ad  the extent of his travels, he brings to bear On the 
events occurring in any particular country an outlook not confined to experience 
gained in that country, but based on a personal knowledge of similar events in 
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a wider field. This wideness of outlook is one of the main merits of hie 
descriptions of the ideas and influences which have of recent years so greatly 
transformed the East. Though many of the events which are described are 
still the subject of controversy, the facts are selected and presented with im- 
partiality, md the deductions from such facts are drawn with fairness and 
sanity. 

The ordinary reader will probably turn with most interest to the chapters 
which deal with France and Germany. In Chapter I. the author describes how 
as a boJ he saw "the German Armies make their victorious entry into Paris on 
March 1, 1871, under the Arc de Triomphe to the Place de la Concorde, nnd 
bivouac for two days on the Champs Elysdes as  on a field of battle, in the 
grimly silent solitude with which the vanquished capital encompassed them." 
And this is followed by a dramatic account of the Paris Commune, Chirol 
having been present as an eye-witness at  some of the most thrilling episodes of 
that sordid drama. 

Forty-nine years later Sir Valentine Chirol was again in Paris during the 
Paris Peace Conference, and the book ends appropriately with an account, 
amusing in its incidents, though melancholy in its conclusion, of the negotiations 
which then took place, and of the personalities which were engaged in them. 
If he is unable to look back on many of the results of the feverish activity of 
those negotiations with much pride or satisfaction, he believes that the Covenant 
of the League of Nations may yet mark a great turning-point in the history of 
the world. 

Chapters XX. and XXT. describe the relations of Germany to England from 
the early days of William 11. down to the outbreak of the Great War, as Sir 
Valentine saw them first as The Times Correspondent in Berlin, and subsequently 
from his desk in Printing House Square. The account is specially valuable, 
owing to Sir Valentine's intimacy with several German officials who had 8 part 
in the direction of German policy, and particularly with Holstein, the Perma- 
nent Secretary at the Foreign Office. His appreciation of that strange character 
is more favourable than that which has been given by Herr Einil Ludwig 
in his " Kaiser Wilhelm 11." 

When in 1892 Chirol took up his residence a t  Berlin, he had no distrust of 
 ema an foreign policy : but there gradually grew upon him a profound distrust 
of the Kaiser on account of the instability and intemperance of his character 
and of the servility of the entourage which surrounded him. Slowly, also, 
there grew on Chirol a deep distrust of Germany's foreign policy, and not in 
the least in connection with its relations to Great Britain. He  made it his 

to watch and report accurately the real trend end purpose of German 
polic~~ while remaining scrupulous~y careful not to stimulate ill-feeling in either 

His success in carrying out this policy is evidenced by a " very secret " 
written by Prince Biilow in 1899, when he was Foreign Secretary, 

which was published by the Gerinan Government aftcr the war. 

" On the whole," Prince Biilow wrote, it is certain that opinion in England 
far less anti-Gernlnn than opinion in G0rm.n~ is anti-English. Therefore 

Englishmen like Chirol and Saunders are most dangerous to u81 who 
froin their own ob8ervation the depth and bitterness of German a n t l ~ a t h ~  

&gunst England." 

Thanks to his close touch with German Foreign Office officials, Sir Valentine 
Chirol is able to throw light on the policy of the German Foreign Office t ow~~rds  
Qreat Britain, and the accounts he gives of interviews with German Foreign 
Office ofhials in connection with the Emperor's famous telegram to Kruger, the 
Interview between the Emperor and Lord Salisbury at Cowee, and the conversa- 
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tions which took place in 1901 between Eckhardstein and British Ministers, an  
illuminating. 

If the chapters on France and Germany make the strongest appeal to the 
ordinary reader, subscribers to this Journal are likely to find the principal 
interest of the book in those chapters which deal with what " used to be called 
the Unchanging East," and in which Sir Valentine describes "the b~owth, 
aometimes almost from their birth, of the new and incalculable forces, which, 
though evolved under the masterful impact of the West, are already challenging 
the white man's claim to the appointed overlordship of the coloured races of the 
earth." 

The growth of nationalism and the development of political consciousness is 
traced in Turkey and its dependenoies, in the Balkans, in Egypt, in India, in 
Japan, and in China, and the political changes in Persia are not omitted. The 
author, thanks to his extensive knowledge of all these countries, is able to 
correlate the movement as it manifested itself in each of these countries with 
the similar movements in the others, and to trace the influence which political 
events in one part of the East have had on other parts. 

With regard to Japan, he writes : 

" No other change which has taken place within my lifetime ie to my mind 
so wonderful and so momentous as the transformation of Japan within little 
more than two generations from Asiatic medievalism into a state outwardly 
modelled on Western civilization, and largely imbued with its spirit, and yet 
able to preserve inany of the best qualities of its own virile civilization." 

Sir Valentine Chirol points out that the significance of Japan's victory over 
Russia, t i  great European Power, sent a thrill of racial pride throughout Asis. 
That statement is no exazgeration. The success of Japan over Russia, more 
than any other event before the Great W R ~ ,  gave a strong impulse to the 
Nationalist movements in all Oriental countries, whether in Asia or outside 
Asia. As the writer of this article observed at the time, its influence extended 
to Egypt and Turkey. 

If Japan's success over Russia fanned the flame of the Nationalist and anti- 
foreign movements throughout the East, the Great War stirred the fire into a 
conflagration. The declarations of the Allies that they were fighting for the 
freedom of the small Powers, President Wilson's doctrine of self-determination, 
doubts as to the issue of the war, the hardships it caused even in countries 
which were not within its ambit, the economic crisis which followed it, and the 
mistakes and errors of the Governments of the Allies and of the adminietrator8 
who represented them--all added fuel to the flame. 

But when Sir Valentine Chirol first Visited the East, the Nationalist move. 
merit was of little moment, except in Japan and for stirrings in India. And his 

description of the conditions which he then found in Egypt and Syria, in 
European Turkey and Anatolia, in Persia and China, is both instructive and 
amusing. At a time when those conditions are beginning to be forgotten, and 
are not infrequently misrepresented, the contemporary observations of a trained 
observer have a permanent historical value. 

Chapters I I . ,  I I I . ,  and IV, deal with Egypt. The misgovernment and 
bankruptcy of that country under the rule of Ismnil, its regeneration b9 Lord 
Crolner, and the rise and growth of Nationalism are sketched with sure but 
light hand. The author is a sincere admirer of Lord Cromer. And hi8 aPPre- 

ciation of his character and work will be welcorlled by all who have regard for 
the reputation of a p e a t  Englishman, in view of the baseless niiprepresentationa 
which have been given wide publicity by Lytton Strschey's Eminent Victorianr 
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ln his description of Egypt, Sir Valentine Chirol is on much-trodden ground. 

ne to a less familiar field in the account which he gives in  Chapter V. 
of i t  Syria," as he saw it in 1879, a t  a time when, owing to the recent British 
ocEupa~ion of Cyprus, British prestige stood high in the neighbouring Turkish 

Provinces. I t  happened that a rising by the Druses against the Turkish 
~~~~~~~~~t on account of certain grievances became imminent, and Sir 
valentine Chirol relates how he carried a verbal message from the British 
consul-Generel, G. I * ' .  Eldridge, to the Druse headquarters on Mount Hermon, 
advising them on no account to stir or give the slightest provocation to their 
enemies. The message was delivered, and the Chiefs, relying on the English- 
man's word, sent back their followers, who were already mobilizing, to their 
homes, The crisis was averted, and, owing to the representations of the British 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l - G ~ ~ e ~ a l ,  the grievances were subsequently remedied by the Turkish 
authorities. 

Sir Valentine spent two years in Turkey in 1880 and 1881, and in Chapters 
VI. and VII. gives a most interesting account of the conditions which then 

in Asiatic and European Turkey. During these two years, " two things 
happened that were fraught with big consequences. One was the first step 
taken by Abdul Hainid in the development of his Pan-Islamic policy; the 
other was the beginning of Geriilan penetration into Turkey with the arrival of 
the German military mission to reorganize the Turkish Army." 

Sir Valentine then passes to the revolution of 1908 and to the deposition of 
Abdul Hamid by the Committee of Union and Progress, and ends with a short 
but discerning account of the present republic under Mustapha Kemal. I n  con- 
clusion, he writes : " The dead Ottoman Empire will be mourned by few who 
have seen so much as I happen to have done." While most Englishmen who 
knew the old Turkish Government will agree with this statement, they will 
probably take a inore hopeful view of the future of the Turkish race than that 
which the author expresses. 

The subject of Chapter VIII .  is the contrasting characters and drainatic 
histories of the two first rulers of Bulgaria, Prince Alexander of Battenberg and 
and King Ferdinand. Sir Valentine Chirol was on intimate terms with the 
former, whoin he greatly admired; he accompanied him on his journey from 
Bulgaria, when he resigned his throne, and is able to reproduce almost in his 
own words the explanation which he then gave of his decision, an explanation 
entirely creditable to the patriotism of that chivalrous Prince. I n  the course of 
an interview granted to Chirol, King Ferdinand with his habitual cynicism con- 
trasted his own character with that of his predecessor. Chirol had suggested 
that the greatest qualities of Prince Alexander were $ '  des qualitks de cceur 
pluti)t de tbte." Prince Ferdinand, who was toying all the time with some 
precious stones, which he held caressingly in his hand, looked Chirol straight in 
the face and speaking for once the truth, remarked dryly : "Eh bien, Monsieur, 
]hietoire ne dirn pas cela de moi." 

The author's knowledge of Persia is not so intimate as in the case of the 
other Emtern couotries which he describes, but he has paid four visits to that 
'Ountry and has travelled through it from north to south. He tells the story, 

of Haji Babn, of how in 1884 he carried a Nordenfeldt machine gun to 
Teheran, in order to present it to the Shah, and how he returned it to England 
'?presented, finding that "the road for it to the Palace would have to be paved 
with gold torllans to satisfy the greed of a whole chain of officials, great and 
'mall." When he revisited the country in 1902 the former British aacendency 
had been completely superseded by Russian ascendency. The next year he 
RCc0mp8nied Lord Curxon, then Viceroy of India, in a voyage up the Persian 
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Gulf. Curzon had planned to land a t  Bushire and receive an official reception, 
but, thanks to Russian diplomacy, instructions were sent from Teheran that 
Curzon's status as Viceroy could not be recognized on Persian soil, and he 
returned to India without setting foot a t  Bushire, intensely mortified at the 
rebuff. But this did not prevent him from submitting himself later to a more 
serious rebuff at  the hands of the Porsian Government. For when at the 
Foreign Office in 1920, he was responsible for the abortive Anglo-Persian Agree- 
ment, which attempted to put the clock back to the old days of British ascend- 
ency in Persia. The attempt was an impossible one in view of the arrival of 
Bolshevist forces on Persian soil and the evacuation of that country by the 
British troops. - 

No part of the book is of greater interest at the present time than the chapters 
on China and Japan. When Chirol first visited these countries in 1905 shortly 
after the Japanese and Chinese war, the contrast between to the two countries 
was striking. China showed little sign of change, either politically or socially, 
from its traditional attitude of lordly satisfaction with its own civilization and of 
aloofness from any new or foreign ideas. Japan in little more than two genera- 
tions had already assimilated so much of Western knowledge and efficiency as 
to justify its claims to take rank amongst the modern nations of the world. The 
Government of the Empress of China was so weak that change was inevitable. 
The seizure by the Powers of the Leased Territories in 1895, and the suppression 
by International Forces of the Boxer Rising in 1900, both eventually increased 
the strength of the revolutionary movement. Chirol visited Peking in 1901, when 
it was occupied by the International Forces, and describes the destruction of the 
city wrought by the Boxers end the overbearing methods and " Hunnish fright- 
fulness" of the German forces. He  recalls a conversation with Count l t o  on the 
significance of the Boxer revolt. The Japanese statesman expressed the most 
gerjouv doubts as to the wisdom of the policy of the Powers in suppressing the 
Boxer rising end bolstering up the %owager Empress. He believed the day 
would come when China would reap the whirlwind which the Empress had 
sown, and not China alone, but the Foreign Powers who would have to pay for 
their further reprieve of a worthless dynasty. 9ir Valentine Chirol briefly 
sketches the events by which this prognostication has been fulfilled. 

I n  the three chapters devoted to Indie Sir Valentine Chirol limita himself in 
the main to the record of his personal experiences in that country, having regard 
to his recently published work on India, which describes its recent history and 
analyzes the present politicel conditions. But he has much of interest to relate 
as to the events which have led up to the present state of affairs, and as to 
of the peraonalitiea who have been concerned with those events. Amongat the 
matters which he touches on may be mentioned the Ilbert Bill, the First Meeting 
of Congress, the Imperial Durbar of 1903, the controversy between Curron and 
Kitchener over the reorganization of the higher adlninistration of the Indian 
Army, the Bengal Partition, Lord Morley.8 tenure of office as Secretary of state 
for India, new Delhi, the action for libel brought ngainat Chirol by Tilak, the 
Nationalist agitation after the war, General Dyer's action at A~nritrar, and the 
new Indian Legislature. He  writes with a knowledge gained from a wide 
experience and close study of Indian conditions, and with n. grsaine, thollgb not  
blind, sympathy for Nationalist aspirations. 

The book i~ enlivened by numerous brilliantly written sketches of persona"- 
ties whom the author has known or met, and who have plnyed an impnrtant 
part in the history of their times, or who, without being historically impurtant7 
are remarkable on account of their characters or careers. The following i8 ' 
selection : the Khedive Ismail, Cromer, Gordon, Nubar Pasha, Lawrence 
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Oliphant, Mrs. Digby, Prince Alexander of Bulgaria, King Ferdinand, ZiU-Ell- 
fjdtan, Li Hung Chang, Lo Fieng Luh, Rooaevelt, Curzon, Gokhale, Gandhi, 
end Holstein. 

No one who is interested in the East can fail to find both instruction and 
entertainment in reading this book, and while much of it is in a light vein, it 
contain8 matter of permanent historical value. I t  should be read by every 
Englishman who, whether as an  administrator or a business man or in  any other 
capacity, has to deal with Oriental races. E. B. C. 

CHINA AND ENGLAND. By W. E. Soothill. 9& x 6 i .  Pp. 228. Oxford Univer- 
sity Press. London : Milford. 7s. 6d. 

Dr. Soothill's book is an effective answer to the misstatements which were 
current in Great Britain after the unfortunate shooting of Chinese students and 
other rioters at Shanghai in May, 1925, to the effect that Chinese labourers were 
being shamelessly exploited by British capitalists, and that the existence of the 
Foreign Settlements and Concessions was impeding the development by the 
Chinese of their own country. Mr. Lloyd George and others made grossly 
inaccurate statements about China's wrongs. The analysis of the present 
position of extra-territoriality and of the effect upon the Chinese of the industrial 
revolution which is now in progress is particularly useful. 

As Dr. Soothill says, to " understand the present it is necessary to know the 
pest." His sketch of the political relations between China and Great Britain is 
necessarily condensed, but the omission of any reference to some events of im- 
portance and the statement that Captain Elliot's refusal in 1834 to allow Mr. 
Dent to be taken into the city unaccompanied by him and without a guarantee 
for his return was " the beginning of the changed relationship between the two 
countries" is calculated to create the ilnpression that until that year the British 
submitted tamely to the indignities which were heaped upon them by the 
Chinese. This was, however, not the case. The Court of Directors, who 
depended upon the profits of their monopoly for dividends, were certainly very 
pacific, though on one or two occasions even they indulged in some bluster. 
But their servants at Canton and other British subjects, conscious of Chinese 
weakness and influenced by the knowledge that their countrymen were at  this 
time creating a mighty Oriental Empire, were a t  times decidedly aggressive. 
*s the Viceroy of Canton once reported to Peking, the other foreigners were 

8 " little perverse," but the English were " exceedingly fierce and unruly." 
until 1817 the opium question did not affect the relations between the two 

but serious friction occurred from other causes. On two occasions- 
when the llritish tried in 1812 to occnpy Macao to prevent its occupation by the 
French and when the Chinese refused permission in 1816 to the frigate, which 
WBB sent to convey Lord Amherat to India, to proceed up the Cnnton river- 
Bctual hostilities resulted. The friction that occurred in 1814 is referred to by 
Dr. fhthill ; but  in 1829-82 the action of the chief supercargo, who brought hi8 
wife with him to Canton, and the attempted construction of a garden in front of 
Ihe Col l l~an~'s  factory, after perloission to construct it had been refused, also 
cRuwed eer~ous friction. The two countries were steadily drifting into a quarrel 

the development of tile opiulu trade exhausted Chinese patience and 
about the collision. Thc lnissionn,ries helped to embitter the quarrel. 

Mea8ra- Outrlnff and Modburit, determined, ae Mr. Medllurst said, to break no 
law that which forbade the propagation of the Gospel in a heathen 

sailed up the coast as far as Shanghai and distributed tracts. Foreign 
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commerce was restricted to the port of Canton and the preaching ~ h ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
was strictly prohibited, and from the Chinese point of view the of 
missionaries was a serious outrage. The missions sent to Fukien to study 
tea industry were also a direct defiance of the Chinese Government, 

The account given of the opium trade, which is apparent1 based upon M ~ ,  
hhdhurst's book, is incomplete and inaccurate. Dr. soothill t aka  the E~~ 
India Company ceasing to trade; but except on one occasion in 1782, when 
Ivamen Hastings sent a ship with opium to China (a transection which formed 
one of the articles of his impeachment), the Company did not trade directly 
in opium. They assumed in 1773 a monopoly of the production of opium in 

and Bihar, and of its sale a t  Calcutta for export to the ~~l~~ hohi. 
pelago and China ; but they did not materially increase the quantity of opium 
which was exported from India when they assumed the monopo]y until they 
were compelled to do 80 to meet the competition of opium produced in the semi 
independent States in Central India, and exported to China from the Portuguese 
ports on the west coast of India, a trade which they had tried ineffectually 
to suppress. Opium was contraband at Canton, as it was not one of the articles 
of which barter was permitted ; but its importation was not formally prohibited 
until 1799 in the reign of Kiaking. I found the prohibitory edict in the manu- 
script correspondence of the Company at the India Office, and its wording ehows 
that there was no previous prohibition. I think also that it is somewhat mis- 
leading to say that the smoking of opium " was less than three centuries old." 
The habit of smoking an extract of pure opium (chandu) appears to be a com- 
paratively recent invention, and the invention by the Chinese of this hebit was 
the cause of the great increase in the demand for opium in China which arose at 
the beginning of the nineteenth century. I t  was thie increase which appears to 
have led to the issue of the prohibitory edict. The edict of 1729, to which Dr. 
Soothill refers, appears to have applied to Formosa only. The habit of smoking 
m a d a t  or madak (leaves steeped in opium) was prevalent in Java at an earlier 
period, and may have followed the Dutch to Formosa. I t  was not until 1832-33, 
when the withdrawal of the Company's monopoly was in contemplation, and 
their authority over their countrymen was weakened, that the opium trade 
hecanle ct serious problem. The introduction of free trade with China in 1834 
and the opportunities which it afforded to adventurous end lawless men, corn- 
bined with the great increase in the quantity of Indian opium imported, turned 
the balance of trade against China, and led to the export of sycee silver, and thie 
and the lawless conduct of some of the free traders impelled the Chinese to use 
force. The High Commissioner, Lin, wcbs sent to Canton not merely to eupprees 
the opium trade, but also to p u n i ~ h  the English for their persistent contumacy, 
and his proceedings made war inevitable. 

The Chinese were worsted in the war of 1839-42 but were not cowed; send 
until the further war of 1858-60 they would not concede to the English equallty 
of treatment. I t  was the determination of the English to obtain this that led to 
thie war. The incident of the " Arrow " merely ~rovided Park90 find Palmereton 
with their opportunity. As the Chinese obstinately refused to treat foreignersea 
equale or to enter into any negotiations, their responsibility for these ware wes 
a t  least as great as  that of the British, though uome of the ~ r i t i s h  free traders 
undoubtedly behaved very badly. As Dr. Soothill well says, since the 
war "the chief faults of the British have been rather thoue of olniasion than of 
co~nmi~s ion  "; and in spite of Sun Yat-sen's rancorous hostility the 
which has been entertained by the Chinese for the British for many years 
appears to be returning. Dr. Soothill's exposition of the fatuous character of 
Sun Yat-sen's Three Principles is interesting. An exposition in chineseof 
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errors of fact would do much good, es the Chineee are amenable to the influence 
of the written word. 

Ae regard8 extra-territoriality Dr. Soothill's recital of the objections to Chinese 
Criminal Law and Procedure is impressive, but the case for the foreigner is 
even stronger than he makes it to be. H e  says that " the demand was not a t  
first willingly oonceded," but this is only partly correct. I n  homicide cases the 
Chinese were always determined to insist on their law of a life for a life : but in 
an Imperial edict, issued in connection with the case of 1807 to which Dr. 
Soothill refers, the Canton authorities were ordered in all cases, except those of 
homicide, to make over a foreign offender to the chief of his own country for trial 
md punishment. In  homicide cases it was made clear that e life for a life was 
to be exacted. Apmt from the fact that it was impossible for a foreigner to get 
afair trial, the Chinese law of homicide was so unjust that extra-territoriality had 
to be insisted on. No right of self-defence was recognized in the Manchu penal 
code, the only concession made to an  attacked person who killed his assailant 
being that he wae strangled instead of being decapitated. As Dr. Soothill says, 
the establishment of mixed courts with Chinese and foreign judges, acting con- 
jointly, for the trial of offences in which British subjects are concerned, appears 
to be the utmost limit of concession in this matter that can safely be 
agreed to. 

As regards the Maritime Customs the Chinese have a better case than Dr. 
Soothill admits. Before the Revolution of 1911 the Foreign Commissioners of 
Customs did not collect the duty, and the revenue collected was handled by 
Chinese officials. There was no default under this arrangement in payment of 
the interest on foreign loans or of the instalments of the Boxer indemnity ; and 
the Chinese desire to revert to this arrangement as soon as a Government 
capable of enforcing its authority is established in China will have to be seriously 
considered. The arrangements made in 1911 were not intended to be 
permanent. 

I cannot agree also that an increase of the tariff will not benefit the Chinese. 
It is doubtful if the contributions formerly made by the Provincial Governments 
will ever be renewed on anything like the former scale, and unless the Central 
Government is provided with funds for administrative purposes in a proper way 
lt will have to find them in some improper way. 

The future ie uncertain, though the general situation in Chine appears to 
have improved. Dr. Soothill hopes that it may be possible for Great Britain and 
America to harmonize their policies and " to put Chine in the way of healing " 

supplying men whose friendship, advice, and mediation would be valued. 
But Rfl long as Americans hold the views referred to by Dr. Soothill on page 68 

hifl book, such harmony will be difficult to obtain, and I am dieposed to think 
that the improvement in the situation, so far ee the British ere concerned, is 
partly due to the fact that since the failure of the Tariff Conference H.B.M.'a 

has taken its own line. Advisers and mediators must be eelected 
the Chineee themselves. Men planted on them by a foreign Government will 

no influence. All well-wishers of China must, however, hope that the 
Chinese will avail themselves of foreign co-operation and assistance. 

R. M. DANE. 
- 

G R E E ~ E .  By William Miller. pp. 340. Ernest Benn, Ltd. 16s. 
Dr. William Miller's " Ottoman Empire end ite Successors " (new edition- 

up to dnte) was recently reviewed in these columa. NOW " Greece,)) by 
the acholsrly author, presents en equally accurate and well-informed 

26 
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chronicle of that smell nation's vicissitudes in the last hundred y e w  and it8 
position today. 

From being a more or leas negligible quantity less thsn twenty para ago, the 
Hellenic Republic now occupies a place quite in the forefront of the Balkan 
Eestern Mediterranean world. As has been before remarked, the numerous 
internal political interruptions leave the body of the nation cold, and with the 
help of the large increment of refugees and their enterprise, Greeoe now forms a 
homogeneous and busy nation. So much outside capital has been linked up in 
Greece with international loans and enterprises thet it is difficult to think the 
stability of the country and its freedom from external complications is not now 
to a great extent assured. 

Dr. Miller, after tracing the various influences which brought forth the 
independence and the establishment of the initial Monarchy, gives a conoise 
historical retrospect of the events down to the present day, and then devotes 
ohepters to the different subjects of current internal and external affairs. He 
comments upon these very appositely. To show what Greece has attained, the 
author quotes statistics to prove that " every successive expansion has provided 
fresh elements of strength and wealth " ; cultivation has enormously increased, 
while the Pireeus now outrivals Constantinople, Salonica, or Smyma. Drainage 
and reclamation schemes are now in force, end the crying need of the improvement 
of the water-supply is being vigorously prosecuted, this in addition to better 
communications and facilities for movement. The Budget has been bdenoed 
and the drachma stabilized. 

I n  regard to external relations, the close ties and friendliness with Greet 
Britain and the British are emphasized, and many instances are given to prove 
this. But, aa usual, one notices the lack of any British propaganda, while the 
high rate of exchange militates against the purchase of large quantities of ~ritish 
goods. Dr. Miller laments the financial neglect of our School of ~rchseology, in 
comparison, say, with the American support to theirs ; but here he perhaps forgets 
for the moment the tremendous financial obligations whkh our country ha8 to 
submit to a t  the present time. 

The two most important aspects of foreign relations for Greece at the moment 
are perhaps those with Italy and Jugo-Slovia, and these are appropriately dealt 
with. Dr. Miller's learnings are, of course, not with Italy, and it must be 
conceded that he has a good point to show in respect to the Italian treatment of 
the Dodecanese question, islands which the Italians have twice promised to 
evacuate. H e  is not on firm ground, however, when comparing this question 
with that of Cyprus, which he does, and when he terms Cyprue as "an- 
redeemed." This island had never been "Greek," ~ n d  the Cypriotee are not 
" Greek." The fallacies in connection therewith hove been frequently ex- 
posed, and authoritative pronouncements made moreover that the queetion ia 
closed. 

A0 to ugo-Slavis, the position is not too easy, m d  Dr. Miller conclude8 that 
the safest policy for Greece is to hold aloof from any definite combination either 
with Rome or Belgrade. 

Before concluding this brief notice of a most interesting book, one quotation 
must be made from the author'a chapter on Who's Who" in Athene. 1x1 
dealing with General Metaxas, the " moderate " Royalist leader end eub-chief of 
the General Staff in the early atages of the w a r ,  he quotes a " Derdenelle8" 
incident . 

The Greek Government had ordered General Metaraa to h w  up 8 plan for 
the capture of the Dardanelles, based upon information, which the 

British were not in a poaition to acquire for themaelves Thia plan Mnt * 
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the British military authorities, who, with deplorable stupidity and tactlessness, 
return6d the envelope unopened. 

The present reviewer can bear out this statement in its general sense, because 
he was the individual who interviewed General Metaxas' chief, General 
Dousmanis, at the time. General Metaxas likewise predicted with absolute 
accuracy, before the event, the fate which awaited the Rumanians when they 
entered the War at the time chosen. 

It would have been perhaps better if Dr. Miller had added a map to hie book, 
while the fact that there is no Baedeker upon Greece since 1909 seems to require 
the services of some enterprising individual to rectify the omission. Thousands 
of tourists now visit Greece every season. 

F. C - 0 .  

POEMS FRON THE DIVAN OF HAFIZ. Translated by Gertrude L. Bell. Heinemann. 
This selection from the poems of Hafiz was first published in 1897, when the 

enthoress was in her twenties. The second edition has just been produced- 
On several occasions it was my good fortune to find ~ e r t r u d e  Bell in the 

mood to discuss the books she had written. I most thoroughly enjoyed her 
criticislns of her own works, and I know that she loved to discuss their merits 
and point out what, in her eyes, were their faults and weaknesses. Her 
naturally balanced nature was equally devoid of mock modesty and conceit, and 
I am sure that the best critic of her works was Gertrude Bell herself. "A~nurath 
tohmurath" was her favourite, though she considered her work on Ulchaider of 
greater importance. 

It is strange, therefore, that she never discussed her poetry with me. TWO 
reasons may have influenced her : She may have thought that I would not 
appreciate or understand it ; or she may in the years I knew her have felt 
a reticence, akin to shyness, about her early poetical work. The latter feeling, 
though a very natural one, would be rather foreign to her nature. 

By the average person Gertrude Bell is remembered as the explorer who, 
after many years of travelling in the deserts of Arabia, turned the full force 
of her mind and energy on the creation, or re-creation, of an  Arab Empire in the 
Middle East. This later phase of her career has rather overshadowed her early 
poetical work, and it is most befitting that this poetry should now be republished. 
Through a11 her work, even through the self-imposed drudgery of her later 
lab~ura in Iraq, she retained that poetical spirit which was her early inspiration. 

The present volume is admirably prefaced by Sir E. Denison Roes, who 
very clearly the three main methods or types of poetioal translation, 

and for Purposes of comparison he gives a literal translation of one of the 
Poems. Be also asserts that the charm of Persian poetry lies in the music of it8 
languWe rather than its meaning. This assertion is clearly borne out in the 
 poem^ ; nothing of the narrative exists in them and, to the Western mind 
at l e ~ t ,  they convey only the peculiar music of their words. To the Eastern 
mi@d they may convey something of the elusive mystical idealism of the 

of Sufism, though Gertrude Bell suspects that the cupbearer brought 
hlm a wine other than that of Divine knowledge, and that his mistrera 

more than an allegorical figure." 
"He wrote," says Gertrude Bell, &.of the world as he found it. I n  his 

pleasure and religion were the two most important incentives to 
action ; he ignored neither the one nor the other.'' 

The introduction to the poems, which is both historical and analytical, 
clearly the thoroughness with which she studied the poet and his period, 

prticu18rly, 8 s  Sir Deni~on Ross points out, as no written history of Islamic 
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Persia existed, and her record had to be compiled from fragmentary records and 
manuscripts. The notes also display this prodigal expenditure of energy, and 
show how completely Gertrude Bell carried out any task to which she applied 
her head, her hand, and her heart. J. M. CV. 

MODERN ARABIC SENTENCES O N  PRACTICAL SUBJECTS. compiled by A, T, 
Sheringham, D.S.0. London : Kegan Paul. 1927. 128. 6d, net, 

The final judgement on this book will depend on the position and point of 

view of the user. Many a young officer, left to his own resources, with a pah- 
fully acquired knowledge of Arabic, and eager for his " Prelim " or Interpreter 

ship, will bless Major Sheringham's name. Everyone who has realized the 
awful blankness to which one may be reduced by a few newRpaper squiggles, in 
spite of a very tolerable acquaintance with Sindbad the Sailor, will be grateful for 
the hand which gets him there, even if at  times it pushes him through the hedge 
instead of helping him over it. If I, as a teacher, were asked to recommend a 
book for a student working by himself, I should not hesitate (and in fact have 
not hesitatedj to recommend this one, though at the same time advising him to 
read it with a competent native scholar. For along with much that is wholly 
admirable there is much that is open to serious criticism. Major Sheringham 
has, very rightly and with a large measure of success, preferred idiomatic trans- 
lations to word-for-word renderings. But from idiomatic translations to free 
renderings there is only a step, and free renderings mean sooner or later 
inaccurate renderings. For this reason I should not use this book as a textbook 
unless in exceptional circumstances. Without (I hope) any pedantic insistence 
on trifles, in the large sections which 1 have worked through carefully there are 
few pages on which I have not marked one or more errors, quite apart from a 
considerable number of misprints in the Arabic text. Sometimes the errors are 
comparatively unimportant ; many others arise from disregarding conjunctions, 
with consequent loss of balance and often of sense (there is a startling instance 
on pp. 163 and 164, where the first half of sentence 341 is a subordinate clause 
belonging to sentence 840) ; and in a few cases they reach the length of positive 
mistranslations, as on p. 58, sentence 66, where " The gravity of these dissensions 
was increased by the addition of " is rendered, " These contentions are borne out 
by a consideration of "; and p. 208, sentence 67, where " I t  is the residence of the 
principal merchants and has a fully representative municipality1' is rendered, 
" The leading merchants are well-informed.'. There are two other criticisms of 
a more general nature which ought to be made. The first concerns the subject 
matter of the extracts. There is too little variety and too much 
The commercial section especially is very weak. The second concerns the 
language of the extracts. A great many, if not the majority, are teken from 
tranelations of Reuter telegrams and speeches made in England. Any Egyptian 
will tell you where to find the worst Arabic in the newspapers. Still, even 

is high-class compared with the execrable military Arabic of such sentences " 
No. 27, p. 13. One the whole, however, the book is a step in the right 
and eupplies, even if imperfectly, a growing need. H. A. R. 

THE AGE OF THE GODS. A study in the Origins of Culture in Prehistoric 
Europe end the Ancient East. By Christopher Danaon. .John Murray, 
18s. 

This work sets out to survey in a highly synthetic form the results Of 

researches into the civilizations of the Ancient East and the cultural develop- 
ment of prehistoric Europe. The object thus aimed at is aucoeasfully attained ; 
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the main contentions are stated with admirable clearness and moderation, and 
eful17 documented. The author lays especial stress on the falseness of the 

conception of history, and on the advantage involved in the recogni- 
tion of the cultural traditions common to the peoples of Europe and of nearer 
Asia, The racial element, important as it is, is not the decisive factor in the 
human drama. There are, from the first appearance of the modern type of 
humanity in the later Palaolithic period, no pure races, only regional types, 
which are the products of social and cultural influences. All changes of culture 
ere themselves due to the fusion of races. Thus primitive culture is intimately 
bound up with primitive religion, and the latter is as old as human conscious- 
ness. The book has especial interest for those interested in Asiatic studies, 
since the author accepts the belief in Asia as the cradle of the human race, 
however scanty our present knowledge of Palsolithic development in  that 
continent may be. The higher culture rose in the Middle East, and the first 
historical people with whom it is associated are the Sumerians, whose original 
habitat was probably in the mountainous region east of the Persian Gulf. The 
author points out the close connection between the Sumerian culture and that 
recently discovered in the Indus valley ; and his conclusions are fortified by the 
type of the human remains discovered since his book was written at  Mohan-jo- 
daro in Sind. On this foundation was built the later Indo-Aryan culture of 
India, which, as the author points out, bas been too readily ascribed both by 
Europeans and by the dominant castes in India to the later fair-skinned invaders 
from the North. Western Asia, and in particular Anatolia, was also responsible 
for the cult of the Mother Goddess. Many traces of this religion may yet be 
found in Europe, but it is only in India, and inore particularly in the regions 
least affected by the Aryan invasions, that it remains a living and a powerful 
force. The shrines of the goddess were the germs of the citios, and thus the 
temple estates provided the foundation for the archaic culture of Western Asia. 
The Sumerians were the true creators of the city state, and it may well be 
a9mmed that from them the conception spread eastward to India, and even 
to Cambodia and Java, if not to the Pacific; and westward by the aid of the 
Ph~nicians, and, by a later derivation, through the Myceneans and Etruscans 
to Greece and Rome. In  India alone, as with the cult of the Mother Goddess, 
has the sacred city persisted to the present day. The Sumerian state was pure 
theocracy, and, even when it fell to the Semitic dynasties of Babylon, there was 
no break in the continuity of Mesopotamian culture. As the author says, the 
Sumerians and the Babylonians were the schoolmasters of the ancient world. 
Civilization in Europe derives its origins partly from the tradition of a peasant 

in Central Europe, but also, and more particularly, from the metal-using 
of the Mediterranean, the decisive factor in whose dissemination was the 

of sea-power. The author passes no final opinion on the origin of the 
Megalithic culture, though he evidently prefers an  Arabian to a Libyan source. 

lays stress on the essentially pacific nature of the archaic civilization, 
which reached its highest point in the third millennium B.C. Warfare was 
ObviC"Jsl~ not unknown, but it was occasional and rudimentary. There was no 

caste, and even great organized states, such as Egypt of the Old King- 
dom, were essentially ~nwarlike. The coming of the warrior peoples-that is, 

Indo-European invaders-permanently changed this condition. The author's 
view that the taming of the horse was the invention that revolutionized the art 

warfare may not be generally accepted, though it is agreed that many of the 
races were closely associated with horse management. The 

accepts the view that these invaders were essentially Nordic. end had 
their origin probably in the centre or north of Europe. He  points out, however, 
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that the Aryans advanced swiftly as victorious warriors, and did not destroy 
the culture of the peoples whom they conquered. They assimilated it, and nem, 
indeed, profoundly affected by its influence. The Asiatic-Libyan culture of the 
Mycenean Age fell before the Achaeans, and they in turn were overcome by 
another and more barbarous Hellenic race in the Dorians. But the rise of 
classical civilization was largely a renaissance of Bgean culture, m d  the city 
state, the most original creation of Greek genius, was due to a combination 
of the Asiatic sacred city with the tribal feeling of the Aryan warrior. Birni- 
larly, if we accept, with the author, the Asiatic origin of the Etruscans, the 
Roman state was due to the fusion of the Etruscan city conception and the 
Italic peasent community. Immense, however, as were the achievements of 
the Assyrian and Persian Empires, the Greek cities, and even the Roman 
Republic, they were all by comparison short-lived. They represented transi- 
tional stages between the archaic theocracy of the East and the world religions, 
Byeentine, Islamic, and mediaeval Christian, which succeeded them. 

The author's conclusions may not obtain universal acceptance, but the 
clarity of their enunciation deserves the highest commendation. 

P. R. C. 

ASIA RE-BORN. By Marguerite Harrison. 1928. 15s. 
Reference to Hansard for 1924 (p. 874) and for 1925 (pp. 1298 and 1846) 

Shows that the author, Mrs. Marguerite Harrison, made her first public appear- 
in Asia as Secret Service Agent of the United States of America in Moscow, 

where, wcording to statements made in the House of Commons, she falsely de- 
n ~ u n c e d  8s spy a British subject, Mrs. Stan Herding, who wee, in consequence, 
imprisoned in circumstances which involved the lose of her health and much 
suffering. The Soviet Government, in reply to representations made by the 
British Government, described Mr0. Har r i~on  as a Soviet informer, and awarded 
f 3,000 compensation to Mrs. Stan Harding. 

With these facts in mind, the reviewer was not surprised to find that the 
authoress is imbued, like her predecessor and countryman, Upton Close, whose 
book, " The Revolt of Asia," was reviewed in these pages last October, with 
an ingrained hatred of Great Britain and her allies, and an equally ardent affec- 
tion for Lenin and his successors. She finds no difficulty in discovering in the 
recent history of every country she has visited, or writes of. abundant evidence 
of British greed and of British perfidy, of Asiatic resentment and Asiatic "re- 
birth," e procese strange to evolution, but beloved by revolutionerie%. 

The book professes to deal with facts, but no authorities are ever quoted for 
the various statements made (a large proportion of those within the reviewerJ# 
ken being inaccurate or worse), though they are doubtless to be found in the 
" daily news dispatche s " of tendentious correspondents to NOW York dailies 
We learn (p. 114) that Afghanistan, Turkey and Persia form a group @uffici- 
ently homogeneous to conetitute 8 bloc. All their interests would attach thern 
to Russia rather than to any other power. . . . When all ia said and done! 
they understand one another." 

The penultimate chapter concludes with the statement that " if the biatics 
accept Bolshevism as a political syltem, they will transmute the principle8 laid 
down by Mar l  into something more suited to the Asiatic mentJ i t~ ;  but the 
mystic faith of Lenin . . . which points the way towards the fulfilment of what 
Asia believes to be her destiny, ia deep-rooted in the minds of oriental0*" 

The book ia dated from Morocco, which suggest6 that Mrs. 
presence ia perhapa as little welcome today in the United staten as in 
country. A. T. WILBON. 
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ADVENTURES IN ARABIA. By W. B. Seabrook. 9 X 62. Pp. 812. Illustrations. 
London : George G .  Harrap and Co. 1928. 12s. 6d. 

Mr. Seabrook, an enterprising American journalist, .whose intereats range 
from ghmzzu. to voodooism, made a series of visits to the black tents of the Beni 
~akhr-thoee Bedoueens," whom the Lady Emmeline Stuart-Wortley and 
Victoria, her daughter, in the eighteen-fifties described as " fierce and 
raps~io~s and much to be feared." Here, he was an  honoured guest of Mitkhal- 
el-Fayiz, overlord of the tribe, resident a t  the time in the desert beyond Amman. 
This would be somewhere about 1924-25. I n  those days, the big triple-engined 
machinee of Imperial Airways were not coming over the encampment regularly 
twice a week or oftener, yet, the fortnightly service, Bagdad-Heliopolis, of the 
R.A.F. could not have passed far away. And then, as the northern trans-desert 
motor-route, Damascus-Bagdad, became more and more unsafe owing to anti- 
French feeling on the part of the tribes, the Nairn and other motor people were 
nosing about in Beni Sskhr country in their endeavours to find a suitable, safe 
route from Jerusalem to Bagdad. So Mr. Seabrook and his party were not 
isolated as have been Cheesman, Phillby, and other recent wanderers among the 
Beduw. 

However, that is no drawback. I t  merely throws on Mr. Seabrook the onus 
of sustaining the title to his book. Though the life he so vividly describes was 
full of incident and interest, yet, except-for an  experience of one small rdd ,  
actual adventures seem to have been scarce during his sojourn in the khaimah 
of Mitkhal. 

Mr. Seabrook appears to have had a workable knowledge of Arabic and to 
have been able to collect a mass of information relating to desert custom and 
ceremonial. We are not prepared to say that he gives us much that is new in this 
respect, but it is always pleasant to have such recalled to mind, especially as hi8 
descriptions are very accurate in their detail. I n  1925, Mr. Seabrook, accom- 
panied this time by his wife, paid a visit to Sultan Atrash a t  Souieda, the Druse 
cnpital, which a month later was to be the scene of whet developed into a pro- 
longed and arduous siege. I t s  gallant French garrison barely managed success- 
fully to sustain it. Only those, perhaps, who had some vital interest in the 
reatoretion of peace and tranquillity to the Djebel country and to the tram- 
desert motor-route will appreciate with what anxiety the fortunes of the 
garrison, shut in and cut off from the relieving columns, was followed. 

The author undertakes a difficult task when in the course of a few paragraphs 
he essays to explain the Druse faith. As he says, the Druse religion is 
ee~entitllly a secret faith. Mr. Seabrook admits, that even when his account of 
it was translated from Asia into Arabic end circulated, it failed to obtain either 
confirmetion or denial. We agree, however, with the author, the pivot is 
Hakim, sixth Fatimite Caliph, who represents in Druseism the final incarnation, 
and through whom an ultimate appeal to mankind was made. For six and 
twenty years the door of mercy stood open and then it was for ever closed, at  
leaat, until Hakim, assassinated by Sitt-ul-Mulk, his sister, shall reappear and 
conquer the world to make supreme the Druse religion. No converts to 
Drueeism are permitted, hence the seorecy of its doctrine. Mr. Seabrook in his 
description of the cult, which, it ia not to be wondered at, is by no means very 
clear, is, we think, chasing a hare when he allows himsolf to be diverted by the 
" golden calf " fetish. Possibly he forgets that the origin of the Druse people lie0 
in Turkoman, Kurdish, Arab, and Yemenite elements. 

The author vi~ited the monastery of the Rufai, or Howling Dervishes, of 
which he furnishes an interesting description. The bibliography on the subject 
of " those seeking doors " is already very large, and although, agein, Mr. Sea- 
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brook adds nothing very new to our knowledge this section is very readable and 
entertaining. 

Finally, we me taken across the desert to the Mosul area, where we are 
introduced to the followers of Mir Said Reg-the Yezidis. Rather a song and 
dance " i~ made of a commonplace visit to Sheikh Adi, the principal telnple of 
the Devil Worshippers. Mr. Seabrook notwithstanding, let it suffice here to be 
said, that should any member of the Central Asian Society desire to visit the 
temple of the Mysteries and eee, at  least, the Black Serpent on the wall, all he 
or she has to do is to take a taxi from Mosul to the Police Post at Baadri, borrow 
a horee from the ever-courteous and helpful O.C. Police, and ride on comfortably 
for about an hour or so to Sheikh Adi. As did Mr. Seabrook, he should find the 
custodian to be the same garrulous old gentleman and just as grateful for a small 
donation, but, unlike Mr. Seabrook, he need have no real anxiety as to the caverns 
under the temple. There is nothing in them except the ice-cold stream continued 
from the spring further up the valley. However, on a hot July day there is no 
more pleasant resting place in all Iraq than at this temple dedicated to the 
worship of Melek Taos, the Prince of Devildom. 

To sum up, Mr. Seabrook has given us a very readable book of travel. Its 
title is a trifle misleading, as  geographically its substance is concerned as much 
with Syria as with Arabia. I t s  "adventures " are not completely convincing, 
but of scene and story it is full to the brim. The photographs are excellent, and 
some of the little pen-drawings beautifully done. D. 8. 

FINDING THE WORTH WHILE IN THE ORIENT. By Lucian Kirtland. 74" x 5p. 
Pp. xii + 462. Illustrations. Messrs. G. Harrap and Co. 1928. 

One of the greateet difficulties with which a traveller planning a tour in a 
new country has to contend is that of trying to discover from the advice thrust 
upon him by his friends, which sre  the places he himself will find interesting 
and enjoyable. 

Mr. Kirtland has set himself the task of writing, not a guide-book, but a 
description of the more well-known places in almost every country from Japan 
to India, with the best ways of reaching them and the reasons why he considers 
them " worth while " visiting. 

The book is pleasant rending, the more so, perhapa, because it paints the 
Jhst in very rosy lights. But Mr. Kirtland leaves one with the feeling that 
whilst he travels in an ideal way himself, with no definite plans and frequent 
excursions from the beaten track, he rather recommends his readere to follow 
fixed tours, with everything arranged in advance ; and those who prefer 
pendent travel will often wish that Mr. Kirtland had told them more of the less 
known places which he has evidently visited, and perhaps at times a little more 
of their history. 

90 fast is the East changing that already Nome of Mr. Kirtland's information 
is out of date. Trains are faster, roads better, and many more places are 
accessible by car than was the case when he last visited them. 

But whatever its merit8 or its omissions a11 would-be travellers ebould read 
this book because of the e.eellence of the advice in the first chapter, and for the 
warning in the last, that " it is infinitely better to go to fewer places and keep 

the keen edge of one's enthusiasm, than to see everything in a benumbed state 
of exheustion." M. M. M. 
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THE UNCENSORED DARDANELLES. By E. Ashmead-Bartlett. Pp. 286, with 
twenty-five illustrations and two maps. Hutchinson and Co. Price 21s. 

Whatever criticism may be levelled against Mr. Ashmead-Bartlett's latest 
book, exception cannot be taken to the fact that he has held his hand all through 
this long time before publishing his war diary and his views on the operations in 
the Dardanelles. After the war, when the heavy hand of the censorship was 
finally lifted, there must have been a great temptation for him to have followed 
the example of other eminent persons who rushed into print and expounded 
views which, in many cases, in the light of later knowledge they must now 
regret. Mr. Bartlett has even had the advantage of gettting a check on his 
opinions and, in some measure, of seeing the war from the other side of the hill 
by, for instance, reading Liman von Sanders' work, to which, from time to time, 
he rightly expresses his indebtment. 

It mill be recalled that in March, 1915, Mr. Bartlett wrts appointed to repre- 
sent the Newspaper Proprietors' Association in the forthcoming alnphibian 
operations in the Dardanelles. H e  was, in  point of experience, well qualified to 
act as war correspondent, having already seen service as such in the BUSSO- 
Japanese War, in Morocco, and in the Balkans. Temperamentally, however, it 
is evident that he was a difficult man to deal with. His views on the duties of 

war' correspondent, at  least in a national life-and-death struggle, were ttt 
varimce, eventually, with thoee held by the superior Staff. Mr. Bartlett is a 
man of greet independence of character and thought, and it is apparent that if 
he did not agree even with the lines of general strategy he was prepared to say 
something about it to his employers. 

"1 shall not,', he writes, ( 6  attempt to conceal the views I hold. . . I have 
held them from the first day 1 ever joined the Expeditionl and I have never 
changed them since. . . . I shell always believe that our disasters in the field 
were due to the faulty tactics, and still more faulty strategy, of Sir Ian EIamilton 
and hie advisers. . . . Never, in fact, was a gallant army so miserably 
mishandled by its chiefs as were the British and Dominion soldiers on c+allipoli. 
Never .was higher price paid for such a complete misunderstanding of a 
8trategIcal situation. . . ." 

And then, again, when Lord Kitchener instructed Sir William Birdwood to 
look about for a new landing-place at  the head of the Gulf of Xeros : 

"But it was too late. Sir William Birdwood had to admit that the hour had 
passed. Had Lord Kitchener insisted upon the landing a t  Bulhir when our 
reinforcements reached the army in July the whole course of the World war 
might have been changed." 

All through his work and all through his diary Mr. Bartlett is out of 
with tho plans as attempted. For him, Bulair was the "seat of 

for a landing. All that can be said about it now is that the project 
always make an excellent schelne for a war game. As everyone know% 

OPPortunities arose during the Chanak occupation of making a careful recon- 
naissance of the whole area-Helles, Anzac, and Suvla-and at the close of 

conference it was decided that the plan of operations as attempted on 
26 and later on August 6 were practically impossible of success. Van 

8anderf11 a8 already noted in the pages of this Journal, waa of that opinion. On 
the other hand, it is equally well known that most careful consideration was 
paid by Operations Branch of G.H.Q. to the Bulair position, and it is Haid that 
Owing partly to naval opposition the plan was turned down. An alternative was 
'landing on the mainland by all forces mt some distance from the entrance to the 

at 8 safe base, to be followed by a methodical advance, as Was done 
the Ja~anefJe previous to the investment of Kiao-chao. Thmt plan was, however, 
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apparently vetoed by Lord Kitchener, who, naturally, at this stage was ad-t 
against embarking on a fresh continental war of enormous magnitude. Mr. 
Bartlett does not in our view adequately criticize the alternatives. He ~ p e & ~  
disparagingly and quite rightly about faulty strategy and of fraction of the 
essential principles of war when discussing the dispersion of force necessary to 
make good several landings; but he does not review the situation with that 
calm, reasoned criticism which after this lapse of time he had such an excellent 
opportunity of doing. We hold that the whole interest of the campaign now lies 
in a oritical review in the light of the added knowledge at our disposal. The 
actual story-epic and magnificent as it is-has so often and so well been told 
that little more remains to be said about it. The official history, however, h ~ a  
yet to appear, and if it is edited by one with a fearless, critical intellect 
advantage will undoubtedly be taken of the omis~ion which Mr. Bartlett might 
so readily have filled in. As it is, he is not convincing in hie reasoning. He 
differed violently almost from G.H.Q., and to large extent he leaves it at that. 

The author is anxious that we should not regard his work as a history. That 
being so, he describes what he saw with his own eyes. For the landing on 
April 25 he was with the Anzacs, and what he has to say about it has, we think, 
never been better told. I t  is beyond words thrilling. Further, his descriptions 
of the landings and fighting a t  Hellee hardly suffer at all from his not having 
been a participant; for he has that capacity, the mark of a trained journaliet, 
of picking out the essentials and retailing the story infinitely fresh to his reedere. 
H e  can set the scene, too. Here is hie pen-picture of Achi Baba : 

" Achi Baba, the mountain-if such it can be called-has a peculiarly for- 
bidding aspect. I t  resembles an  old Chinese idol, with a great, round, stupid- 
looking head, has two short, thick-set shoulders, and then two long arm0 
stretching out on either aide to the sea. Between these two arms lies the plain, 
broken into low plateaux and nullahs of varying depth, and the old Chinew 
idol looks exactly as if he had been placed there to devour in his fiendish grwp 
all the soldiers, guns, and material discharged from the ahips." 

And yet how insignificant is the mountain as seen from a ship, whether viewed 
from the western or the eastern side, except that today, as you pass up or down 
the Straits, there, a t  the foot of the hill, you see something dominant, white, 
and glistening-our war memorial. 

The author at  this time lived np life of ease. He moved from ship to YP, 
and he takes being torpedoed as part of the great game. Of course, hi0 air-tobe 
lifebelt was not inflated when the need came, a lesson to avoid unauthorized 
" gadgets " in future. However, the incident gave him an excuse for retu*oiny 
to England, where he had an opportuni t~ of putting his decided views before 
influential people and members of the Cabinet, to sap nothing of furnishing the 
Prime Minister with an appreciation of the situation ! This is quoted in full in 
the text, and, there is no doubt about it, is a very able piece of work. Followed 
a long interview with Lord Kitchener. H e  returned to the Peninsula about the 
end of June, and from the start was none too happy, as, in the changed condi- 
tions, he found himself under army instead of navy control. He witneflsed the 
8uvla landing from the Minneapolb. 

" . . . ' Breakfast will be served at five-thirty this morning, sir, instead of at 
eight o'clock,' " said to the steward to him. Descending to the saloon for thi8 
repast, I found an  old ateward carefully the carpet on the stairway nth 
8 vacuum cleaner. . . . How strsnge that the stewards should clean the o w t .  
of an Atlantic liner when the fate of Conatantinople was hanging in the bJan0eln 
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no means is the only comment we can offer. Mr. Bartlett was at the 8 ~ ~ 1 s  

lending I 
As for the attack : 
I I  ~h~ plan was in fact quite impossible, and never stood the smallest chance 

of leading to any definite result." 

Here, if we disagree with the author, we stand on firm ground. We are 
entitled to say that the plan was all right, but the material failed. Had the 

veteran Dominion troops been transferred to the new terrain, reinforced with 
the 29th and 13th Divisions, the story of August 6-10 might have been different* 

On September 8, 1915, he wrote his famous letter to Mr. Asquith, which, in 
order to avoid the censorship, he entrusted to Mr. Keith Murdoch to deliver. 
Someone gave the plan away, and the letter was intercepted a t  Marseilles. 
Mr. Bartlett, having broken the rules, was sent home. H e  left the Scene 
without regret : 

". . . I said good-bye to the few friends I could find, and then left G.H.Q. for 
ever without a single regret. Never have I known such a collection of un- 
euitable people to whom to entrust a great campaign . . . their muddles, mis- 
managements, and ignorance of the strategy and tactics of modern war have 
brought about the greatest disaster in English history." 

. We think Mr. Bartlett would be hard put to it to justify his method of corn- 
municeting with the Prime Minister. Had he wished it, surely he could have 
eent his letter in officially and, if necessary, demanded that it should be forwarded 
through the usual oflicia] channels. I t  is unlikely that he would have met with 
8 refusal, but had this c0ntingeno-j ariaen, other steps would then have been 
Open to him. On arrival home, he exerted all the influence he wee able to bring 
to beer on pressing for withdrawal. Such an  amazing assumption of military 
knowledge on the part of a war-correspondent was quite in keeping with what 
we8going on behind the scenes in Ellgland at that time. I n  the case of Mr* 
Bartlett, his efforts only escape the epitllet of intrigue because they were 80 well- 
meaning. Finally he got into touch with Lord Northcliffe and persuaded him to 
hie views. Northcliffe, he says, was to " expose " the conduct of 
the expedition in his papers unless the Government acceded. The end of the  
affair is now a matter of history, and Mr. Bartlett rightly does no more than 
8ummarize what is well known. 

* * * * * 
The book is to be regarded as a personal, journalistic *count of an operation 

war of the greatest magnitude and, as such, it has a very considerable value. 
The student of military history, whilst aware of its shortcomings, will find i t  

much aesietance. But in war it is not alwaye the onlooker who eees moat of 
the game. I t  is to be admitted that here the Higher Command made mistakes 
involving immense disaster. The euccessful commander ie he who makes leasf 
mistakes. Had other plans been adopted no man can say what might have been 
the outcome. But one thing seems to be quite osrtain-fear of a landing any- 
where near Bulair did not keep Liman von Sanders awake a t  night, ever ! 

Frequently one mey disagree with the author, but hie work ie singularly free 
error8 of fact. There was not, however, " plenty of good water in the Gully 
" except after rain, and then there was too much. He  says : " Never have 

I an Army which has such a poor opinion of its Chiefs. . . . Sir Ian i. 
'lao very unpopuler with the Dominion troops." This is an  exaggeration. The 
a n n ~  took little interest in euch mattem. A few intriguers may have got busy 
and given him that impression. H e  repeats Aubrey Herbert's charge against, 
GnH.Q- to the effect that thothran& of our wounded were left out to perisb 
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between the lines, and a few paragraphs later he refers to hundred8 lying out 
mutilated. This could only have happened in the intricate fighting in the 
nullahs and dense scrub among the foothills of Khoja Chemen Tepe and we8 
unavoidable. 

Two last quibbles : We who hated the sight of it, " The Pride of G.H.Q. and 
the Scandal of the World," spelt it Aragon. Mr. Bartlett prefers it Arigon. 
And finally there is no index to his book. 

I t  is a book that no one interested in any way in the campaign in the 
Dardanelles can poseibly afford not to have on the bookshelf. 

D. 8. 

NOTES 
BURIED CITIES AND UNDERGROUND TOMBS OF EASTERN 

MONGOLIA 

AN account has been sent to the Society of the ruins of Polocheng, in Eastern 
h n e r  Mongolia, shown on moat maps in about let. 44" 16' 21" and long. 
( ~ P P ~ o x . )  119" E. and 3,300 feet above sea-level. (Polocheng is the Chinese for 
the Mongolian Borohoto, also and locally called Geau Wen Cheng.) 

" If is well situated in the Barin country on a plain at the junction of R emell 
atream flowing east with the Eje Muren, generally written Eroho Muren, which 
is totally wrongly placed on the British survey maps. Its situation ie that 
rather of the Cholo Go1 of these sheets. 

" The high earthen ramparts, well-preserved and grass-grown, save on pert 
of the south wall which has been eroded by the river, shows e city about 1) miles 
square, but with the four corners shaped off, giving an irregular octagonal shape. 
Facing one of the two southern entrances of the city stands a mutilated image 
of red granite some 16 feet high, of a standing man in long flowing garment8 to 
the feet, the short curly hair, shape of head and regular features of which 
decidedly more Grecian, or at  least Aryan, than Oriental; certainly not 
Mongoloid. The image stands on a broken pavement, more or less grase-grownl 
apparently circular in  shape, but whether forming the floor of a shrine covered 
in by roof and walls or in the open was not apparent to me on my hurried visit. 
Unfortunately I had no films for my camera wit11 which I could have taken 
a photographic record of this interesting relic, which it is to be feared be 
destroyed erelong. Chinese immigrants are settling in the neighbourhood and 
intend to build their new district city of Lin Tung Hsien within the mciee 
ramparts and are likely to treat such ' rubbish' with scant respeot, unless the 
interest of the Chinese authorities can be secured to prevent thoughtlees 
vandaliern." 

* * * * * 
" P010~heog is but one of many euch town8 that are to be found(but hithe*' 

uninvestigated, I believe) throughout Eastern Inner Mongolia. The Chinese 

speak of these towns oe belonging to the pre-Mong~l Kmli  or Korean 

kingdom, which formerly flourished, they say, in these regions. P"ests 

t he  Belgian Mission, however, assure me that they are the remains of the 
~ U O  of Prester John, which extended over the Llao Hei or west of the Li80 
River country-a. Liao T m g  in South Manchuria lies east of the LiaO River' 

4 6  The country lying south and emt of the Gobi, though still ~lmoflt 
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unexplored, is yet obviously rich in  remains of the highest iuterest, not only t o  
the historian and the archsologist, but also to the palreontologist, as the frequent 
finds of fosdl animal bones suggest, especially the recent palreologioal finds in the  
Barin country-stone plough shares, etc.-.described by PBre Licent, a few 
examples of which I have seen." 

* * * * * 
of even greater archreological interest are the numerous subterranean 

tombs which are constantly being accidentally found by Chinese and Mongols 
throughout the district. I have not personally had the opportunity of 
investigating these, but know from reliable first-hand information of at  least 
three at widely distant locations, the accounts of which are in substantial 
agreement. 

" Generally what appears to be a small circular opening of a well is uncovered 
by the plough or mattock. Rough excavating work is begun, which as it. 
descends reveals a bottle-shaped enlargement downward, till the transverse 
timber beams of some chamber is reached forming the roof of a large room, often 
ornamented over a doorway ; in one case, an  ancient bronze figure of an old man 
playing some musical instrument. 

"In the room are generally found the unswathed figures of the long-since 
dead, mostly in e, uitting posture and often of such a gigantic size as to be as tall 
sitting as the Chinese finders are standing up. I n  one case related to me by a n  
intelligent Mongol from the Keshikten tribe, about thirty miles south of Ching 
Peng (Mongol Biru), approx. long. 118, lat. 43, the dead man and his wife were 
thus seated opposite to each other on either side of a table, with the dead bodies 
of attendant slaves still standing (?) around them. On the table was an  ancient 
bud valuable bowl containing a fluid ( I )  which the natives aver account8 for t he  
wonderful state of preservation in which both the bodies and the silk and other 
fabrics of their dresses are found. For on my informant throwing away the fluid 
in order to appropriate the precious bowls (which are bought up at good figures 
by Chinese collectors from Peking), the figures and garnlents crumbled away, 
leaving only the bones. Doubtless the entrance of fresh air was more to be 
blamed for this effect. 

" These very circumstantial stories certainly deserve investigation, however 
much or little of truth they may actually be found to contain. But such care- 
ful  investigation requires the expenditure of much time, money, and specialized 
skill such as I do not possess." 

TRANSCONTINENTAL AIRWAYS 

The Meaenger de Teheran of June 1 states that the Junkers Company are still 
discussing with the Persian Government the last details of the Teheran-Meshed 
uection of their air-line ; once this section is well established the line will be 
continued to Kabul, where it will link up with the Kabul-Tashkent Russian 
airway, which has already been running successfully for some time. A notice 
in the s~rne  paper states that Junkers have taken their first passenger from 
Paria to Teheran via Berlin, Moscow, and Baku, taking 523 hours flying time 
for the journey. 

Members who are returning to Iraq and Persia in their own care may be 
interested in the following time-table of a 12 h.p. touring-car crossing the 
Syrian desert to Baghdad : 
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Miles. 
0 Beyrout, depart ... ... ... 
75 Damascus, arrive ... ... 

Damascus, depart 
262 Rutbah Oasis (dinner at ~ u t b a h j ;  

... arrive ... ... ... 
Rutbah, depart ... ... ... 

200 Ramadi (Iraq), arrive ... ... 
60 Fellujah, arrive ... 

Fellujah (cross the ~ u ~ h & t e s  b i  
ferry), depart ... ... ... 

40 Baghdad, arrive ... ... ... 
-- 
627 

Thuredey, 2.30 p.m. (Syrian time). 
Thursday, 7.30 p.m. ,, 

7 9 Friday, 7.30 a.m. 
19 1 9  

Friday, 7.20 p.m. 
9 1  O 

Friday, 8.55 p.m. 
1 I 17 

Saturday, 8.30 a.m. (9.30 a.m. Baghded 
time). 

Saturday, 12.10 p.m. (Baghdad time). 

Saturday, 12.40 p.m. ,, 
9 1 

Saturday, 1.55 p.m. ,, 
1, 

The drive from Beyrout to Damascus took about eleven hours, driving 
over ground which was not a road, but alternations of hard soil lightly strewn 
here and there with boulders, soft sand heavily rutted by previous convoys, and 
fields of camel thorn and other desert vegetation with unexpectedly tufty roots. 
The distance from Fellujah to Baghdad was covered in la hours (40 miles). 
Twenty-three miles of this were over made road, the rest over hardish and very 
hot sand. The engine never boiled during this period, although there were two 
people in the car and well over 300 pounds of luggage on board. The car was 
overhauled at Baghdad and the journey was continued into Persia. 

CENTRAL ASIAN SOCIETY NOTICES 
Journal, cards, and letters have been returned addressed to : Mise 

Balfe, Mrs. Bruce Cooper, Captain F. C. de L. Kirk, Wing-Commander 
W. E. Wynn, R. A.F. (retired), Major Strover, 93rd Burms Infantry. 
T h e  Secretary would be grateful if addresses could be sent in for the 
above. 

The Copyright Department has asked for copies of Parts I. and 111. 
of the 1927 Journa l  to complete a library set. Members who do not 
bind their copies might be able to supply these. 

Binding cased for the Journal can be obtained through the office : 
i n  buckram 2s. 9d., and in cloth 2s. 3d. each. 

Members only are responsible for their ststements in the Journal. 

The qelling of place numa, when ths arthorn allow it, i u  that laid down )Y 
the Permanent Committee on Geographical N m e s .  



LIBRARY NOTICES 

The Council wish to thank Mr. W. E. D. Allen for several books 
on Georgia, which make a valuable addition to the Library. 

The following books have been received for review : 

Adventures in Arabia : Among the Bedouins, Druses, Whirling Der- 
vishes, and Yezidee Devil Worshippers," by W. B. Seabrook. 
9'' x 6p .  312 pp. Illustrations. (London : George G. Harrap. 
1928. 12s. 6d.) 

The Age of the Gods : A Study in the Origins of Culture in Pre- 
historic Europe and the Ancient East," by Christopher Dawson. 
9" x 6". xx f 446 pp. Maps and illustrations. (London : John 
Murray. 1928. 18s.) 

" Asia Reborn," by Marguerite Harrison. 9' x 6 r .  ix+389 pp. (London : 
Harper and Bros. 1928. 15s.) 

"Baghdad in Bygone Days : From the Journals and Correspondence of 
Claudius Rich, Traveller, Artist, Linguist, Antiquary, and British 
Resident at  Baghdad, 1808-1821," by Constance Bf. Alexander. 
89" x 64". xvi + 336 pp. Illustrations. (London : John Murray. 
1928. 16s.) 

"China and England," by W. E. Soothill. 9f" x 69". 228 pp. (Oxford 
University Press. 1928. 7s. 6d.) 

" Chinese Realities," by John Foster. 73'' x 56.". 240 pp. (London : 
Edinburgh House Press. 1928. 2s. 6d.) 

" The Cult of the Peacock Angel : A Short Account of the Yezidi Tribes 
of Kurdistan." With a Coinmentary by Sir I1. Carnac Temple, Bart., 
C.B., F.B.A., etc. By R. H. W. Empson. 235 pp. Illustrations. 
(London : H. F. and G. Witherby. 1928. 15s.) 

"The Dragon Sheds His Skin," by Winifred Galbraith. 7;" x 59". 
221 pp. Illustrations. (London : Jonathan Cape. 1928. 7s. 6d.) 

" Eastern Mediterranean Lands : Twenty Years of Life, Sport, and 
Travel," by Colonel P. H. H. Massy, C.R.E. 8Q" x 61". xii + 261 pp. 
Illustrations and maps. (London: G. Routledge and Sons, Ltd. 
1928. 12s. 6d.) 

"The Fellahin of Upper Egypt : Their Religious, Social, and Industrial 
Life Today, with Special Reference to Survivals from Ancient 
Times," by Winifred S. Blackman. 8&" x 68". 331 pp. Illustrations. 
(London: George G .  Harrap and Co., Ltd. 1927. 16s.) 

"Finding the Worth While in the Orient," by Lucian S. Kirtland. 
7#" x 53". xii + 462 pp. Illuetratione. (London : George G .  Harrap 
and Co., Ltd. 1928. 10s. 6d.) 

"Indian Agriculture," by A. and G. L. C. Howard. India of Today 
Series, vol. viii. 7" x 5". 98 pp. Illustrations. (London : Hum- 
phrey Milford. 1927. 3s. 6d.) 

" Ielem : Her Moral end Spiritual Value,'' by Major A. Glyn Leonard. 
(r~ondon : Messrs. LUZRC. 1928. 4s.) 

"The Land of the Five Rivers : An Economic History of the Punjab 
from the Earliest Times to the Yoar of Grace 1890," by Hugh 
Kennedy Trovaski~, 1.0.9. 8&" x 5&". xx + 372 pp. (Oxford Univer- 

( 6  
sity Press. 1928. 16s.) 

A Persian Caravan," by A. Cecil Edwards. 9" x 6". 166 pp. Illue- 
trated. (London : Duckworth. 1928. 80. 6d.) 

" The Persian Gulf : An Historical Sketch from the Earlieat Times to the 
Beginning of the Twentieth Century." With LL Foreword by the Right 
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Hen. 8. Amcry, P.C. By Lieut.-Colonel Sir Arnold T. wilm, 
K.C.I.E., etc. 9g1 X 7". xvi + 327 pp. I l l ~ s t ~ ~ t i ~ ~ ~ ,  (0dord : 
Humphrey Milford at the Clarendon Press. 1928. 25s.) 

" Poems from the Divan of Hsfiz," by Gertrude L. Bell. ~f SF, 
175 pp. (London : Heinemann. 1928. 5s.) 

" Report on the Finance and Commerce of Persia, 1925-1927,j1 by E. R, 
Ingeman. v+ 51 PP. (London : H.M. Stationery Ofice, 1928. 
1s. 6d.) 

" Tigers, Gold, end Witch - Doctors," by Bassett Digby, F.R.c~.s, 
8 3 " ~  69". 341 pp. I~ustratione. (London : John Lane, The 
Bodley Head. 1928. 12s. 6d.) 

" The Uncensored Dardanelles," by E. Ashmead-Bsrtlett, g ~ l  g3'! 286 pp. Illustrations and maps. (London : Hutchinson and Co. 
218.) 

"What are the Bights of the Muslim Minority in India?" by Shefeat 
Ahmad Khan, Litt.D. 94" x 61". ix+ 188 pp. (mahebad : Indh 
Press. 1928.) 

' I  Within the Walls of Nanking," by Alice Tiedale Hobart. 8Ifx 5v. 
243 pp. (London : Jonathan Cape. 1928. 6s.) 

" Life and Times of C. R. Das," being a personal memoir of the late 
Deshbandhu Chitta Ranjan, and a complete outline of the hietory of 
Bengal for the first quarter of the twentieth century, by Prithwis 
Chandra Ray. 8$'x 6". xv+ 313 pp. Illustrations. (At the Oxford 
University Press. London : Humphrey Milford. 1928. 120.6d.) 

The following articles have been added to the Pamphlet Library : Commodore 
B. Fisher's " Irrigation Systems of Persia," from the American Geographical 
Review, April ; " The U.S.S.R. Syetem of Neutrality and Non-Aggression " and 
" The Analysis of Neutrality and Non-Aggression Treaties," from the Bulletin of 
International Newe, June 9. 

The following articles on Asiatic subjects have appeared in the quarterlieu : 
April : 

The EngZi8h Review : " The Task of the Simon Commission," by ~ o r d  
Sydenham of Combe. 

Quarterly Review : " Turkey-Yesterday and Tomorrow," by H. ~harle0 
Woods ; " Yellow Asia," by Conrad M. R. Ronacina. 

Empire Review : " Wards in Mandate : Palestine and SJ'ri4" by M. J. Lands. 
May : 

Nineteenth Century : I' In  the Footsteps of Msrco polo," by ~rig.-~eneral 
Sir Percy Sykes, K.C.I.E., etc. 

The Contelnpora~y Reeiew : China and the Powers," by H- Wilson 
June : 

The Round Table ; " Egypt, a Kingdom "; " China "; " India : The 
mission's Experience." 

The Contemporary Review : L L  The Trouble in Arabia," by St. John Philby' 
Revue8 de8 Deur Mondee : " Regards sur 1'Egypte et 1s pdestine-I 

le Roi Fouad," par Gabriel Hanoteux. 

PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN UY 
BILLING AND S0N9, LTD., OUILDFOItD ANI) GJHEH 
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Members are asked to inform the office of any change of address, 
and to notify the Secretary as soon as possiblp, if they do not receive 
Jozvimls and lecture carde. 

Journals have been returned addressed to Colonel G. H. Boileau, 
C.B., Major H. Hedworth Williamson, Miss Balfe, and Mrs. Bruce 
Cooper. The Secretary would be glad of addresses. 

Contributors only are responsible for their statement s in the Journal. 





CHINA : A SURVEY OF THE PRESENT 
POSITION * 

BY F. W. CAREY 

THE Chinese seeker after light, bent on correcting his perspective of 
the present by delving into the past, is confronted with no mean task. 
'(To know history," says the Chinese proverb, " one must read five 
cartloads of books." The hustling West, accustomed to  absorb its 
facts in tabloid form, will find little comfort in this counsel of per- 
fection. Nevertheless, in order to  appreciate the significance of what 
fs going on in China today, some knowledge of recent happenings 
is essential. I propose, therefore, to preface m y  talk this evening with 
a brief review of occurrences since the Revolution in 1911, as  some 
of these bear directly on the present situation. 

THE AFTERMATH OF THE REVOLUTION. 
The Chinese Republic was formally inaugurated on February 12, 

1912, when the Manchu Boy-Emperor, Hsiian Tung, was allowed to 
abdicate, and the most powerful " W a r  Lord"  of the moment, Yiian 
Shih-kai, was nominated to the Preeidency, the Provisional President, 
Dr. Sun Yat-sen, accepting a eubsidiary post. But  the Chinese were 
to learn that the blessed word democracy" is not a synonym for 
peace, and that a successful revolution is no guarantee of prosperity 
and order. The new form of government brought with i t  nothing but 
trouble and misrule. The constitution providing for a people's Parlia- 
ment, parliamentary elections duly took place; but as  the necessary 
machinery for conducting them did not exist, they could not bave been 
other than farcical. Nevertheless, a Parlia.ment which included China's 
leading politicians, many of them quite brilliant young men with a 
Western education, met a t  Peking in April, 1913. Much was expected 
of this first National Assembly. But  its members were defeated by 
their OWLI inexperience, combined, perhaps,: with over-confidence. 
They quickly found themselves in opposition to the President, who, 
the following Jenuery, decided that  he could govern without their 
afJeistance, and dismissed them to their homes. 

Thwarted in an ill-advised attempt to  found n new dynasty in his 
own person, President Yiian succumbed in June, 1916, to an; attack of 
Vleen, the country becoming a t  his deatb, and since remaining, the 
happy hunting-ground of irresponsible military deapota, all intent on 
extorting inoney from the civilian population for private gain, or for 
the upkeep of their ill-disciplined armies. 

* Tlecture given on June 20, 1928. 
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The most striking change arising out of the Revolution, and one 
which continues largely to rule the situation in China, has been the 
complete reversal of the respective position of the civil and military 
authorities. Under the Empire the military was absolutely subordin. 
ated to the civil rule, the relation between the two being pungently 
expressed in an old couplet : 

'' One stroke from the civil official's pen 
Makee the army oacer jump again." 

I n  the turmoil of the Revolution most of the old territorial officialg 
disappeared. They were succeeded in a large number of instances by 
those military leaders who in the course of the revolt against Manchu 
rule had become popular heroes, and were permitted, contrary to all 
tradition, to assume administrative powers. The military thus ac- 
quired not only a political hold upon the country, which they are loth to 
relinquish, but a social standing and consideration the reverse of that 
which they formerly enjoyed ; and a t  all functions nowadays they are 
given precedence of civil oficials of equal, or even of higher, rank, 

NATIONALISM APPRAISED. 

I turn now to the consideration of the popular movement known ae 
Nationalism. No student of Chinese affairs will be disposed to deny 
that  the past quarter of a century has witnessed a distinct change 
of outlook affecting all classes of the population-a change owing its 
origin and growth partly to the spread of elementary education, but in 
a greater degree still to the new ideas and modern doctrines broad- 
cast by a young and irresponsible Press. The former Manchu ban 
on newspapers, already weakened as a result of the Boxer troubles in 
1900, was completely lifted with the advent of the Revolution. Since 
then hundreds of publications, of widely varying merit, have sprung 
into existence, and, thanks to immensely improved postal facilities, 
find their way to the meanest hamlet of the far interior, disseminating 
new social theories and strange political creeds. In the reaction of the 
masses to this unaccustomed mental pabulum, sympathetic observere 
discern the awakening of a spirit of nationalism. But how frr ie this 
diagnosis correct? The Chinese, owing to racial differences and wide 
variations in language, customs, and modes of thought, are provincirl 
rather than national in sentiment and outlook. Ordinarily their eym- 

pathies do not extend beyond Lheir immediate blood kin or their clan; 
and, though i t  ia not diEcult to quote instances of true patriotism, 
I doubt if the people in the mass have any real conception of what 
We mean by the term "nationaligm." The movement is there- But, 
subjecting it to cloae analysis, one finds too large a proportion of racial 
prejudice and too little of genuine spiritual force. Education will 
doubt gradually correot this, but that is the poeition at the moment. 
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Speaking recently in London, Dr. David Yui, National Secretary of 
the Y.M.C.A. in China, drew a distinction between the Nationalist 
party, which, he said, was organized and had a platform of its own, 
and Nationalism or the nationalistic movement. According to him, 
Nationalism is a spontaneous movement of the people, and is without 
recognized leadership, but stands definitely for certain principles, which 
include the establishment of a united, efficient, honest, and democratic 
Government for the whole country. When, however, he  declares that  
one of the aims of Nationalism is to secure the revision of the treaties 
with foreign Powers, I feel that  either he is himself confusing the 
nationalistic movement with the Nationalist party, or else that  the dis- 
tinction which he draws is altogether too fine a one. 

The Kuomintang, or Nationalist party, a s  it is usually called, was 
first formed in 1912 by the amalgamation of four political societies, of 
which the most influential, the Tung Milng Hui,  was originally founded 
by Dr. Sun Yat-sen as far back as  1901. Proscribed in 1914 by Presi- 
dent Yiian Shih-kai, after he had dissolved the first Parliament, the 
I~uomintang for a time lost ground. But  the Student Movement of 
1919, directed against the conclusion by the Peking Government of a 
series of Japanese loans, gave the party new life by providing i t  with 
innumerable recruits. Merchants who ordinarily would have been 
too timid to dabble in politics were persuaded to preside a t  meetings 
of protest; enthusiastic young women became tub thumpers in order to 
explain to passers-by why their country was in danger of being sold 
to Japan ; even officials found themselves carried to the platform by 
popular feeling, sod extolling the virtuee of patriotism. 

Dr. Sun was a t  the time in Shanghai, where the movement was 
most actively supported, and he was quick to appraise its significance. 
At his auggestion I<uomintang organizers were sent among the studente, 
and B new literature, much of i t  from the pen of Dr. Sun himself, wee 
published in immense quantities, and distributed to students in every 
province. The students in their turn brought Dr. Sun's messages 
to the less intellectual masses-the peasants and labourers-and in 
this way I(uomintnng ideas spread all over China. I may add that the 
Student Movement ultimately assumed a more definitely political and 
undesirable character, and was for a time under Bolshevist influence. 

The K ~ o r n i n t a o ~  came again into prominence in 1921, when it 
established a Beparate Government a t  Canton with Dr. Sun as  President. 
Serious differences of opinion ariaing with his colleagues, including 
General ChSn Chiung-ming, the Commander-in-Chief, who refused to 

a suggested expedition against the North, Dr. Sun was shortly 
compelled to aeek safety in flight. H e  left Canton on a British gun- 
boat, sod withdrew to Shanghai, where he made the acquaint~nce of 
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Soffe, the Russian Soviet Envoy, and discussed with him the principles 
and methods of Communism. Early in 1923 Dr. Sun regained the leader- 
ship of the Kuomintang, and, returning to the South, was nominated 

Generalissimo of the Canton Military Government. Recognizing the 
lack of organization within the Kuornintang, and his inability to 
achieve success because of hie constant betrayal by military leaders, 
Dr. Sun, in 1923, endeavoured to  recruit Canadian war veterans, who 

would help him to  reorganize his army on a modern basis. He also 
sought aid in the shape of money and military supplies through the 
British authorities in Hongkong. These efforts proving fruitless, he 
recalled his tallrs mith Joffe a t  Shanghai, and turned to Moscow for the 
much-needed assistance. Borodin was thereupon appointed Soviet 
agent a t  Canton, and brought mith him a number of civil and military 
advisers ; a l 1  Red " army came into being, whole shiploads of war 
material reaching Canton in Russian ships from Vladivoetock for its 
equipment ; and a training college for military cadets under Russian 
instructors was established a t  Whanipoa. The organization of labour 
unions was encouraged, and it was not long before Communism was 
openly advocated, and intensive Bolshevist propaganda conducted 
amongst all classes of the population. 

Dr. Sun's great ambition, which was to lead in person a poworful 
arlny northwards for the purpose of reuniting China by conquest, was 
destined never to  be fulfilled ; nor was he able, even with the aid he 
received from Moscow, to maintain his hold a t  Canton, the citizenscon- 
sidering his methods entirely too tyrannical. R e  left Canton in  failing 
health to  attend a Reorganization Conference in Peking in December, 
1924, and died there on tho following 12th of March. Sinco his death, 
his memory has been elevated to a plane equal to that occupied by 
Lenin's in Russia, and his Will is solemnly read at  all officialfunctions, 
and has become the Nationalist party's bible. I t   res scribes adherence 
to what are styled The Three People'e Principles " explained by gun 
in his lifetime as  the three stages through which it was necessary 
for the nation to pas3 before attaining to democracy as defined b!' 
Abraham Lincoln. 

 EVENT^ IN NORTH CHINA. 

Events in North China during the period immediately preceding 
Dr. Sun's death claim some a t te l l t io~~,  if we are to understand the 
present situation. Interest then centred round the statue of Shanghai, 
which for years bad been the source of friction. Shanghai, which, I 
need scarcely remind you, is easily the richest city in Cbina, is actually 
situated in the province of Kiangen, of which Nanking is the capital; 
but, a t  the time I refer to, it was held and its big revenues enjoyed 
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the Milit~ry Governor of the adjoining province of Chekiang, who 
belonged to the political group of which Chang Tso-lin was the head. 
Early in September, 1924, the Governor of Kiangsu demanded the 
return of Shanghai, under threat of recovering i t  by force. He was 
sllpported by Wu Pei-fu, another of the great War Lords, whose 
influence then extended over five provinces. Chang Teo-lin, on his 
side, accepted the challenge, and the two parties prepared for a struggle. 
In the actual fight for Shanghai which followed, the Chekiang man was 
beaten and fled to Japan, and the province of Iiiangsu secured the 
coveted prize. But hostilities were by no means over. The two great 
War Lords had massed their forces on the Manchurian frontier, and 
were skirmishing for position, when Wu Pei-lu heard, to his dismay, 
that Fdng Yti-hsiang, the " Christian General," to  whoin he had 
entrusted the defence of the metropolitan province, had deliberately 
turned away froin the front, marched his army into Peking, and declared 
himself neutral. Thus betrayed, Wu Pei-fu had no option but to 
abandon the cainpaig~l and to seek a safe retreat in the Yangtze valley. 
F&ng Yii-hsiang teinporarily assumed control of the Central Govern- 
ment, one of his first acts being to  eject the ex-Emperor from the 
Winter Palace, where he bad been permitted to reside under the terms 
of the abdication agreement. Meanwhile, Chang Tso-lin's Manchurian 
forces, finding no one in their way, marched south as  far as Shanghai. 
A year later there was a further reshuffling of alliances. Chang Tso- 
lin found it impossible to work harmoniously with the " Christian 
General," and fighting broke out between the two. Chang was there- 
upon joined by his former enemy, m7u Pei-fu, who was glad to seize the 
opportunity of revenging h imse i  on Ptng, and, in the summer of 1926, 
the " Christian General's " army was defeated and subsequently dis- 
persed, FCng himself retiring to Moscow by way of Mongolia. A 
further turn of the wheel later deprived Wu Pei-fu of hia prestige and 
Power, and one hears no more of him for the moment. But, because 
of his personal courage and character, ho has many admirers, and the 
future l ~ ~ a y  still hold a high place for him in Chinese politics. I propose 
to refer lat,er to Chang Tso-lin, who has managed for so long to 
maintain his hold of Manchuria nod Peking, and also to F6ng 
Yii-hsiang. 

TFIF: NATIONA~JISTS MOVE NORTH. 
Following Sun Yat-nen's departure from Canton, to die a t  Peking, 

the Young Nationalint army had distinguished itself by the manner in 
which it had repelled an invasion of anti-Red forces from Swatow. 
This, wi1.h otllcr ~~lccpsaful operatioon, in which the Whampon Cadets 
P I R Y ~ ~  no lrlcnn part, brougllt into prominence e till then comparatively 
unknown oflictr named Chiang Kai-nhek, a native of mid-China, who, 

in attracting the attention of Sun Yat-sen, had by him been 
a ~ ~ o i n t e d  Di r~c to r  of the Whampoa Military Academy. Chiang 
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followed up  his successes in the field by removing the undesired mili- 

tary elemen ts that were giving trouble in Canton. He then proceeded 
to eliminate his own rivals, and was nominated Commander-in-Chief of 
the Kuornintang forces. 

I n  July,  1926, the Nationalist Government at  Canton decided to set 
in motion the long talked of campaign against the North. With Chiang 
a s  leader, the Southern armies succeeded in reaching the Yangtze with 
scarcely a conflict. Their rapid advance was attributable in part to 
their superior discipline and equipment, and the fact that Russian 
military experts assisted to direct operations in the field. But intrigue 
and treachery and wholesale defections from the armies opposed to 
him have played a preponderating part in Chiang Kai-shek's successes. 
Indeed, he ran the risk a t  one time of being regarded as the beau z d h l  
of the Chinese general of the classics-one who wins victories without 
fighting battles. This is not to say, however, that his campaign was 
entirely bloodless, and the regiments trained and directed by himself 
have a deservedly high reputation for courage and initiative. 

It is now a matter of common knowledge that, in return for the 
support afforded them by the Soviet Government, the leaders of the 
Kuomintang agreed to assist in undermining British influence in the 
F a r  East. A clash between the police and a Chinese crowd at Shanghai 
in May, 1925, involving loss of life, and, a month later, the unfortunate 
Shake0 affair a t  Canton gave them a handle for strong anti-British 
propaganda. A trade boycott of Hongkong was organized, which 
lasted for eighteen months. At all South China ports, and wherever 
the Nationalists held sway, British ships and goods were barred, and 
the labour unions encouraged to make life as hard as possible for 
British residents. 

Alongside Nationalist military operations as they progressed towards 
the North, a fierce, intensive campaign against Great Britain was 
conducted with untiring vigour. In the train of Chiang Kai-~hek'fl 
victorioils army followed Borodin and his propaganda corps, and every 
city occupied broke out into an eruption of lying placards depicting 
Britain as the arch-enemy, and British soldiers and sailors as the 
emissaries of Satan. But, as we shall see, Borodin overreached him- 
self in the end, and a violent reaction against Bolshevist intrigue set in, 

Hankow, the most important trade centre on the Yangtse, fell to the 
Nationalist forces in September, 1926, and the Nationalist Governnlent 
was transferred there from Canton in the following December, General 
Chiang Kai-shek arriving a t  Hankow on the 8th of that month in 
C0mP.n~ with Mrssra Borodin and Eugene Chen, Madsme gun Yot- 
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,,) Sun Fo (Dr. Sun's son by his first wife), and other prominent 
~ ~ t i ~ ~ ~ l i s t g .  All labour was a t  once organized on a Communist 
propaganda basis, and intensive anti-foreign, and particularly anti- 
British, agitation encouraged. I t  would appear that, a t  this time, 
Borodin was master of the situation, and that  his efforts brought about 
the unchecked disorder which, beginning on Christmas Eve, ended on 
January 3, 1927, in the invasion and partial looting of the British 
Concession at Hankow by a mob. The occupation by the Nationaliets 
of any city through the Yangtze valley area was marked by similar 
mob excesses, necessitating the issue of orders for the evacuation of all 
British residents; and, about the same time, the entire British com- 
munity had to leave Kiukiang, where, under the incitement of Com- 
munist agitators, a tense and dangerous situation had developed. I t  is 
worthy of note that when these incidents occurred a definite split had 
already revealed itself in the Kuomintang ranks. Disassociating 
himself from Borodin and the extremist group, General Chiang Kai- 
shek and some of the more intellectual members of the party had 
already left Hankow, and established themselves a t  Nanchang, above 
Shanghai. 

The Hankow incident ended in the conclusion of an Agreement 
between Mr. O'Malley, representing His  Majesty's Government, and 
Mr. Eugene Chen, Foreign Minister in the Nationalist Government, 
whereby the British Concessions a t  Hankow and Kiukiang were 
handed back to China on March 15, 1927. This practical proof of 
British sympathy with Chinese Nationalish aspirations was subjected 
to keen criticism at the time. But  later events would seem to show 
that the sscrifices made have had their psychological value, and that  
the Chinese are beginning to realize that  our professions of goodwill 
are not mere empty phrases. 

Nanking was occupied by the Nationalist army during the latter 
part of March. Before the maiu forces arrived, the city was entered 
by troops under the colllnlsnd of General Cheng Chien, a Hunanese, 
who had been Minister of War in Canton under Dr. Sun Yat-sen when 
Chiang Kai-shek was a conlpnratively obscure staff officer. Whether 
this fact had any bearing on the murderous attack which he permitted 
hie troops to perpetrate on tllose foreign residents who had elected to 
remain in the city, will probably never be clearly known. But  there 
are unbiassed Chinese who hold the opinion that the outrages were 
deliberately planned by Cheng Chien because he was jealous of Chiang 
Kai-shek'a meteoric rise, and wislled to elnbarraes him by involving 
him in trouble with foreign lJowers.* 

* General Cheng Chien was recently arrested for treachery at Hankow, and 
i8 h t e d  to have been executed by order of the Nationalist Government. 
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A few days after the fall of Nanking the Northern troops evacuated 
Shanghai, where they had been for some time in a precarious poaiti,,n 
owing to the  fierce op?oSition and activities of the labour element, 
General Chiang Kai-shek, arriving thore on board a Chinese gunboat on 
March 26, found evidence of Communist intrigue, which was planning 
violence on a scale that  would have made the Nanking outrages appesr 
trivial in comparison, and he instantly realized the necessity for strong 
measures. Chiang had no more than 3,000 troops actually in Shanghai, 
but it was enormously in his favour that he was amongst hi8 own 
people ; for he is a native of Ningpo, which district provides ShanghLi 
with the bulk of its population. His  personal influence was sufficiently 
great to  induce the labour organizations to suspend their strikes 
demonstrations. Thereupon the middle-class Chinese ranged them. 
selves on his side, and the Chinese bankers made him an immediate 
loan of $3,000,000. The students also, in mass meeting, declared 
themselves anti-Communist. The Hanlrow group of politicians, on the 
other hand, still under the influence of Borodin, issued instructions to 
Communists everywhere to disobey and outlaw General Chiang on the 
ground that  he was planning an alliance with the North. 

Having completed his preparations, Chiang gave orders on April 12 
for an armed attack on the Communists in Shanghai and its suburbs. 
The troops detailed for the purpose received very material assisthnce 
from disillusioned Kuomintang labourers, who mere filled with bitter- 
ness against the Communist-controlled General Labour Union, which, 
to quote the Chinese correspondeut of a local paper, '' had arrogated to 
itself powers of government ; had established its own political bureau 
and i ts  own commune-a terror-inspiring, secret organization, which 
kidnapped and assassinated its opponents, and filled the hearts of 
honest workmen with fear." The Communists were well armed, and 
did not take the attack lying down ; but they were succeaafull~ 
rounded up, hundreds of them being killed, and the effect has been 
more than temporary, for since that  day there has not been a serious 
strike in Shanghai. To explain his rigorous treatment of Communists 
on this occasion General Chiang ICai-shek, in a manifesto to the people! 
asserted that the horrible policies of the Communist party were ham- 
pering the troo aims of the Buomintang. To this manifesto the 
Hankow group replied by expelling Chiang and other important lehders 
from the ICuomiat,ang. They stigmatized Chiang as a traitor, and his 
followers as scouodrele. However, Hankow soon ceased to 
any political influence, and by the month of May practicsll~ 
munist orga~~ioations in China had ceased to function. N~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
i t  was not until mid-July that the anti-Communist cozll, effeoted by One 

of General Chiang's supporters at Hankow led to the flight from there 
of the leading Communists. Borodin and his staff left for Russia oveF 
h o d ,  via Mongolia ; and hfedame Sun Yat-son, acco*prnied 
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Eugene Chen, departed secretly for Moscow about the same time and 
by the same route. They have both, since their arrival in Moscow, 
issued statements declaring that the Nationalist Government in China 

. has ceased to exist as a political factor, having been betrayed by the 
militarists. 

After the elimination of the Communists, the most serious problem 
facing the Iiuomintang was the reunion of what may be termed the 
right and left wings. While proposals for a meeting to bring about 
a reconciliation between the two groups were being considered, Chiang 
1iai.shek announced his resignation, and retired for a time from public 
life. Subsequently, a series of conferences of the Nationalist party 
took place at Shanghai, Nanking was definitely adopted as the Nation- 
alist capital, and the Government successfully reorganized. There was 
ample evidence of the vitality of the Kuomintang in spite of personal 
differences between some of the leading members. But the fact re- 
mained that no progress was being made in the military campaign 
against the North. 

For several months, while Chiang Kai-shek was in retirement, the 
greater part of China, including the Yangtze valley region, enjoyed 
8 much-needed respite from civil strife. December, 1927, will be 
remembered, however, for many years to come by Canton on account 
of the Communist coup which occurred on the 11th of that month, the 
city being seized by the scum of the population, who indulged in 
murder, incendiarism, and looting on a large scale. Nearly one-third 
of the business quarter of the city was laid in ruins, with scarcely one 
brick upon another. The outbreak was suppressed on December 13 

troops under a well-known local General, Li Pu-lin, bloody reprisals 
being adopted against the Communists. A number of Russians, in- 
cluding the Soviet Vice-Consul, were arrested on this occasion, and 
after being paraded through the city were executed. The Nanking 
Governluent asserted that the coup was engineered by Russians, acting 
udder Soviet direction, and, as a consequence, a mandate was issued on 
D e w d m  14, severing relations with Soviet Russia, and ordering the 
~'oaing down of all Iiusaiall consulates and colnloerciel agencies in 
Nationalist territory. 

In June last the Nstionsliet party gained another powerful ally. 
Yen n~i -shao ,  Military Governor of Shansi, who, in apito of persistent 
Preasu1.e from either side, lied previously lllaintainud e completely 
neutral attitude in tho war betweon North and South, suddenly 
annoullced his adherence to tho Nationalist cauue, and demanded that 
Marshal (:llsng Tso-lin should follow his example. The latter, as was 
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to be expected, rejected this peremptory demand, and both sides pre- 
pared for battle. Hostilities did not actually break out until Septem- 
ber, when the first exchanges went in favour of Shansi. In October, 
however, a fresh concentration of Chsng's army being completed, the 
Shansi forces were pushed back, and lost several important positions. 
But, in the meanwhile, a body of Shansi irregular troops, estimated at 
about 3,000, succeeded in getting through the passes on the Chihli- 
Shansi border, and captured Chochow, a walled city not more than 
thirty miles south of Peking itaelf. There they stubbornly held out for 
cloee on three months, in spite of the efforts of a Northern force of 
20,000 men, including strong artillery, to dislodge them. Although 
this siege had little bearing on the general military situation, it was 
given much prominence in Chinese newspapers, and the courage of the 
besieged under incessant attacks and the pounding of heavy guns con- 
stitutes one of the most interesting, if not romantic, episodes of the 
present strife. The surrender of Chochow took place on January 6, 
the defenders, in characteristically Eastern fashion, accepting an invita- 
tion to take service with the Northern army. 

We now come to the last phase of the long struggle between the 
South and North-that is to say, between the Kuomintang forces and 
the armies of Chang Tso-lin. But  the reappearance on the scene of 
FGng Yii-hsiang first requires a word of explanation. Defeated in the 
summer of 1926 by the combined armies of Chang Tso-lin and Wu 
Poi-fu and chased Moscow-wards, as I have already told you, F&ng 
returned a few months later, and, establishing his centre in the out- 
lying western province of Kansu, occupied himself in collecting the 
remnants of his former army, and preparing again to enter the lists. 
I n  March of last year he accepted an appointment.as army group com- 
mander in the Kuomintang, and subsequently attempted to patch UP 
the quarrel which broke out between the Hankow extremiat group and 
Chiang Kai-shek and hie following. The forces a t  his disposal are now 
estimated to consist of approximately 200,000 units, including a cavalry 
division of four Soviet Mongolian regiments, one of them organized 
and trained by Russian officers, and from time to time he ha8 de- 
spatctied troops eastwards into Honan, thus threatening the Northern 
forces on their right flank. The position, then, in the spring of this 
year was as  follows : Chiang Kai-shek, a t  the urgent request of the 
Iiuomintang Central Executive Committee, had resul~led office as 
Generalis~imo of the Nationalist army, and had arranged with F&ng 
Yii-h~ieng and Yen Hsi-shan for a united drive against the North- 
Progress a t  first was slow, but by the end of April, with thrw armies 
converging on Peking, and hi8 own forces somewhat lukewarm in 
battle, Chang Tso-lin was preparing to quit the capital. The &dvsnoe 
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of the Nationalist army proper, under Chiang Kai-shek, was delayed by 
ihe unfortunate collision with the Japanese a t  Tsinanfu, but Yen Hsi- 
shan's troops successfully pushed their way eastwards to a point south 
of Tientsin. A disturbing factor then came into the situation. Japan 
issued an ultimatum to the combatants, placing Manchuria definitely 
outside the sphere of oporations, drawing a line, as it were, between 
China Proper and all the region north of the Great Wall. This 
encouraged Chang Tso-lin to express his determination to hold Peking 
to the last ; but his dictatorship ended on June 3, when he entrained 
for his own city of Mukden, the political capital of Manchuria. The 
train in which he travelled was bombed just before reaching its destina- 
tion, and we do not yet know for certain whether he is alive or dead." 
A romantic character, by necessity a brigand in his early days, and 
since 1911 the uncrowned monarch of Manchuria, Chang's personal 
qualities attracted a large following, and it will always stand to his 
credit that he maintained order in Peking during his occupation of the 
capital, and that foreign life and property were safer under his care 
than anywhere else in China. 

As I have shown you this evening, it has taken the Nationalists 
exactly two years to reach Peking since their original expedition started 
from Canton. ' With Chang Tso-lin, the ~ a n c h u r i a n  War Lord, off the 
stage, three men now share the limelight between them-viz., Yen Hsi- 
ohan, F6ng Yii-hsiang, and Chiang Kai-shek. Though his name is less 
familiar to the British public than those of other prominent Chinese 
leaders, Yen Hsi-shan is a very remarkable man. I n  the first place, he 
is the only official in China to retain the position which he gained 
during the Revolution in 1911, when he was elected Military G~vernor  
of Shansi, which we call the model province." A graduate of the 
Tokyo Military College, and a man of undoubted ability, he has been 
~ucceasful in maintaining law and order within his province, and in 
keeping it for sixteen years out of the maelstrom of civil strife. Some 
Years ago he urged the disbandment of troops in order to curtail useless 
expenditure; though his was the voice of one crying in the wilderness. 
He encouraged education by the eatablishment of colleges and 
schools, and has built n. number of motor roads through his province. 
A8 long ago as 1017, I read a little booklet written by Governor Yen 
himeelf in an endeavour to instruct his people. After briefly describing 
the various countries of the world, it stresses, in very simple language 
suited to its readers, the importance of education, and of personal 
public hygiene-altogcther a very useful and entertaining little work. 
covernor Yen is now in control of both Peking and Tientsin, and we 

* His death actunllg occurred on June  21, tllc day after the reading of this 
Pnpcr. 
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may derive some comfort from that fact, for he has shown himself a 
man of peace and progress in the pest, and in the councils of the 
Nationalist party his will be, no doubt, a sane and restraining 
influence. 

Chi&% Iiai-ahek, leader of the Nationalist army proper, is reported 
to have handed in his resignation on the ground that his task is 
pleted. But  I do not think that  this will be taken seriously. ~ h ~ ~ ~ h  
his prestige was dimmed for a time, owing to party biekeringe der the 
arrival of hi8 forces a t  Shanghai, he is still very much a popular idol, 
and hi3 Party certainly cannot do without him. Those who know him 
best say that  hi8 outlook has broadened a good deal since he first came 
into public notice a s  Director of the Whampos Military Acsderuy, 
i t  is  thought that  he  will not favour any sort of policy likely to 
antagonize foreign opinion. 

I wish tha t  we could be similarly assured regarding the attitude of 
F6ng Yii-hsiang. To the minds of most of his countrymen, his is the 
most sinister figure on the Chinese political stage. He is feared and 
distrusted by everyone. He  no longer troubles to wear his shoep's 
clothing-a fact recognized even here by the man-in-the-street, who 
now refers to him not a s  the  " Christian General," but as " this man 
Feng " ! According to the Chinese code of houour, there are degrees of 
treachery. No special opprobrium attaches to a military leader who 
changes hie allegiance, but there are certain well-defined rules govern- 
ing the game. The chief one is that you must never betray your 
patron. Thus, Ch6n Chiung-ming's failure to retain his hold on the 
South ie attributed to his quarrel with Sun Yat-sen, to whom he owed 
everything, but whom he drove from Canton in 1922. I have told you 
of the scurvy trick which Fdng played on his chief and patron, Wu 
Pei-fu, when the latter was fighting against Chang Tso-lin three years 
ago. Thia is remembered against him by all decent Chinese ; nor did 
they approve of his treatment of the ex-Emperor. F$ng isknowntobe 
both arrogant and ambitious, and we may expect that he will try to 
dominate the situation even if he fails to secure Peking as his prize* 
He has had no access to the sea, and has been wholly dependent On 

Russia for his military supplies ; consequently, his predominance 
would, in all probability, mean a revival of Russian inlrigue in China# 

The immediate future lies in the hands of these three men. It i'9 

possibly, a s  a, sop to them and other ~ower fu l  but rather less prominent 
" War Lords " that  a scheme of regional government has 
auggeated, providing for the division of China into six politics1 
each more or lese independent, but all owning allegiance to a Rupreme 
Council a t  Nanking, which is to he the new national capita1. It is 
little dificult to reconcile this with the view 6 0  
expressed by the Nationalist party that  any form of regional govern- 
ment likely to prolong the period of feudaliem in China lnust be 
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opposed. If the seheme is adopted, its success must obviously depend 
on the willingness of the several War Lords to sink their personal 
vanity and ambitions, and subordinate themselves to the civil power. 
Chiang Kai-shek, we know, is ready to do so ; and if a majority of the 
other military leaders show equal sincerity, i t  will not be long before 
China, possesses a stable Government. 

Meanwhile, according to a declaration which it has just issued, the 
Nanking Government considers the military stage of the Revolution to  
be ended, and expresses its earnest desire to embark on a programme 
of reconstruction. 

"With the cessation of fighting we, one and all," the declaration 
reads, ilshould devote our energy to the improvement and reorganiza- 
tion of our industries and spreading education among our people. It 
is hoped that friendly nations will accord to China sympathetic assist- 
ance in her efforts to realize her aspirations by first freeing her from 
her treaty restrictions, and secondly by giving her material aid. A 
strong end well-ordered China will mean peace and happiness to  the 
world." 

With this reasonably worded statement no one will be disposed to 
disagree. Our Government is already committed to a policy of con- 
ciliation, and, on the whole, it has been a successful policy. And Dr. 
Wang Cbung-hui, ex-Premier of China, and now Minister of Justice in 
the Nanking Government, after a recent interview with Sir Austen 
Chamberlain, readily admitted that the British Government had gone 
further than any other Government in meeting Nationalist aspirations. 

The treaty restrictions referred to will no doubt form the subject of 
negotiations in due course between the British and Nationalist Govern- 
ments. The provisions in the Treaties to which the Chinese take 
exception are, as you probably know, those dealing with the import 
tariff on foreign goods and with extraterritoriality, respectively. We 
have already conceded the right of China to enjoy full tariff autonomy 
from January 1 next, subject, however, to the drawing up by China 
herself, and the promulgation, of a, new national tariff. A special 
conference which was held a t  Peking a t  the end of 1925 to disouas this 
question was rendered abortive owing to civil war conditions in China, 
and an attempt made by the Nanking Government to introduce 8, new 
tariff from September 1, 1927, failed because it provided for certain SO- 

called luxury taxes which raised a storm of protesb from the Chinese 
themselveo. If China would only employ competent foreign advisers 

assist her in this matter, she would be saved from such blunders. 
To say that the men who are leading the Nationalist movement lack 

training on mattors such as these is not to question their 
Patriotiem or sincerity. But what is quite certain is, that they will not 

ae 
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get far unless they accept foreign co-operation, and the Nationalist 
Government, in the tremendous task of reorganization which lies before 
it, would do well to procure the best technical advice available. 
far as we are concerned, our trade has nothing to fear from a well- 
balanced and reasonable tariff. All that we ask is that no artificial 
barriers may be set up between the legitimate commercial needs of the 
two nations. 

Turning now to the question of extraterritoriality: The one 
privilege to which the British resident in China clings with the most 
determination is the right of being tried, whether for civil or criminal 
offences, by the laws of his own country, and not by those of China. 
All other privileges secured by treaty he is prepared to relinquish; but 
even those who have most sympathy with China's aspirations will 
scarcely be prepared to assert that her judicial system affords reason- 
able guarantees of justice to foreigners within her borders. I venture 
to  offer a suggestion on this point which may be worth consideration. It 
is that, when negotiations are opened between the two Governments on 
this subject, we should offer to relinquish extraterritorial rights under 
a post-dated agreement, to-take effect in five years' time if, during the 
interval, China has shown that she not only can assure satisfactory 
protection for British lives and property, but that, by the remodelling 
of her judicial system, reasonable guarantees of justioe to British 
residents are provided. Here again, China would do well to engsge 
legal advisers of the highest standing to help her to administer her 
penal code, until it  can be said of her that her procesg of law accorde 
with the basic principles of our own Great Charter : Justice shall not 
be sold, denied, or delayed to any man. 

BRITISH TRADE IN CHINA. 

I am so often asked about the prospects of British trade in Chins, 
that 1 propose to answer tho question in my concluding remarks. 
When I left South China last March, British trade was reoovering 
rapidly from the effect of the recent strike and boycott. There rere 
ample signs of this in Hongkong, where everyone I met was very 
hopeful. At Shanghai, too, and in the Yangtze valley region trade 
conditions have greatly improved. One of the leading British firme in 
Shanghai, in their Report for 1927 just issued, declares that the boloott 
has ended, and in its place is to be found a spirit of honeat friendlinea 
towards us which inspires a feeling of optimism for the future. 8p~ak- 
in& of Shanghai, it has been borne in on me that the extraordinarY 
development of that great port is not sufficiently appreciated by those 
who look to China for business opportunities. In 1913 thovalue of 
the gross import and export trade was approximately ~75,000,000- 
Thi0 year i t  will not be less than &400,000,000. T h d  (ride should 
exist a t  all in the face of such impedimenta as continuous oivil War, 
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labour strikes, and burdensome taxation is astonishing. But China's 
trade resilience is proverbial ; and I think it is due very largely to the 
fact that the Chinese trader above all others is a practical man, who is 
out to do businees no matter how unfavourable the conditions. 

But, it will be objected, how long will the present silver lining to 
the clouds last? What if the several leading War Lords are unable to 
compose their rivalry, and civil strife continues? Well, in trade as  in 
every undertaking, one must take risks. I n  the early days of our 
intercouree with China, before treaties were conceived, our merchants 
risked not only their capital but frequently their lives. Enduring first 
the dangers and discomforts of a long sea voyage, they traded-as we 
learn from the records of John Company-under all sorts of dis- 
adp.antages, yet not unprofitably. British firme in China will in future 
find it necessary, no doubt, to tackle certain problems from a new 
angle; and the success of any enterprise in the Far  East will depend 
largely on the ability of those in charge to appreciate changing con- 
ditions. But, if the wonderful growth of Shanghai is any criterion, it 
is safe to predict that ahead of them lie greater opportunities for 
British merchants than were ever theirs in the past. 

Mr. WOODHEAD : Mr. Chairman, Mr. Carey, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
-1 have listened with very great interest to Mr. Carey's presentation 
of the oase in regard to the history of China since the establishment of 
the Republic ; and I am not going to waste ten minutes or a quarter of 
an hour of your time by endorsing or expanding them. There is 
indeed only one point on which I would like to make a few 
remarks, and that point is one on whiah I am afraid I must take issue 
with Mr. Carey. Mr. Carey mentioned that one of the outstanding 
problems with which Great Britain has to deal in China in face of 
Nationalistic demands, is the question of extraterritoriality, and that 
the extraterritorial privilege is one to which the British communities 
in China stick most closely and are most reluctant to relinquish. They 
are naturally very reluctant to relinquish it, because on many ph&fJes 
of what we regard aa ordinary common everyday life no code of law 
exists in China today. There is no bankruptcy law, for instance, 

there are many other very serioue deficiencies in the Civil Code. 
The law as administered today is simply grotesque. I might mention 
One instance which shows how ludicroue the administration has been 
under the militariet rule from which we have suffered in North China. 
About 8 year ago a big Chinese corporation failed for the sum of about 
2800,000. The Chinese manager, a Mr. Hin An-chi, was arrested on a 
charge of fmud, and taken to the civil prison where, under ordinary 
circumstances, if a charge of fraud was made against him, he should 
have been tried. But among his creditors there was a bank in which 
the local militariets had the leading show, and to this bank Mr. Hin 
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An-chi, or his corporation, owed about 600,000 dollars-leaa than one- 
tenth of the firm's operations. The militarist took him out of the 
civil prison and put him in the military prison, and there he was 
detained while they tried by various devices to extort their obligations 
from him, that they thought ought to have priority over those of the 
civil creditors. But he had not got the 600,000 dollars to part with 
and could not raise the money. I n  the course of their investigations the 
militarists found that Hin  An-chi had taken out life insurence 
policies amounting to 200,000 dollars, and the brilliant idea, entered 
their heads that if they could compel him to sign away his wife's rights 
in the policies, and then they shot him, they would be able to secure 
the amount of money to which his estate would be entitled. I 
happened to be the editor of a British paper in Tientsin, and I wee 
shown an urgent letter that he got out through his brother, while he 
was in prison, addressed to the insurance company, begging them to 
acquaint the militarists with the fact that in the event of his being shot 
the militarists would not derive any benefit from the life insurance 
policies. (Laughter.) This was brought to my notice, and I wrote an 
article, putting forward what I believe to be the law on the subject, 
that if a, man is executed for a capital offence the life insurance polioy 
is automatically invalidated. Therefore, if the militarists shot him, if 
they wanted the money they would have to plead they had not executed 
but had murdered him. H e  was released. Mr. Carey suggests we 
should make certain conditional promises to come into effect five yeare 
hence. Great Britain has done that in China on several occasions, and 
it has had disastrous consequences. I might mention in the first place 
the settlement of the opium question. We agreed we would refrdn 
from insisting on the export of Indian opium to China as soon a8 Chin& 
was cleared of native-grown opium, and we went in for reduction par2 
passu with the Chinese rate of reduction, and we aotually stopped the 
export of Indian opium to China long before it could be seriously Pro- 
tended that China had supressed the cultivation of opium in her 
own country ; and the result today is that Chin. is producing eight 
times as much opium as the whole of the rest of the world put together. 
Another example is in connection with the customs tariff- Mr. Carey 
has told you that we and other Powers agreed to ooncede tariff 
autonomy to the Chinese from January 1 next year. There ia good 
deal of difference of opinion as to whether we unconditiondl~ agreed to 
this. No treaty was actually signed saying that we should agree to 
this, but it was agreed two clauses should be inserted in a treaty to be 
concluded by the Tariff Conference. One clause was to the effeot thrt 
li-kin (transit duties) were to be abolished by January 1, 1929 and the 
other was that China should enjoy tariff autonomy on J ~ ~ u & = Y  1929' 
The Chinese drew up a wonderful scheme showing how li-kin lo 
be abolished. Every three months some new step w~ to be beken ln 
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thht direction, and aocording to that  programme l i-kin should be 
ebolished, I believe, about the end of Maroh this year. Not a single 
one of those steps has yet been takeu. But  the result of these 
pcst-dated cheques was that  passionate demonstrations occurred 

compelled us, against our better judgment, a t  the risk of 
jeopardizing the personal safety, liberties, and property of our fellow- 
subjects, to make concessions to the Chinese by imposing responsibili- 
ties which they are not in a position to fulfil. 

General Sir EDMUND BARROW : I would like to aslr a question. We 
frequeutly, not only a t  these lectures but during the last few months, 
have been told about the occupation of Shanghai by Chinese troopa. 
I presume that always meane the Shanghai native city ? I s  not that  so ? 

The LECTURER : Yes, in every instance. The foreign business and 
residential centre is known as  the Shanghai International Settlement. 
The native city ie a thing apart, and it is necessary to discriminate 
between the two. 

Sir EDMUND BARROW : I do not think the public is aware that  when 
we talk of Shanghai in the Press it means the native oity. The public 
thinks the British community is threatened. 

The CHAIRMAN, in summing up, said that  Mr. Carey had gone back 
to the year of the Chinese Revolution as the start of the new order in 
China. He himself would prefer to take an  earlier starting-point. I t  
wes in 1894, in the year of the war betweeu Japan and China that  the 
great shock was given to the Chinese Empire, and after that  war 
China was in some danger of disruption. H e  did not wish to run 
through the history of the struggle between China and Japan and 
China and the Powers, but this new Nanking Government, if it proved 
to be stable, would be to later generations one of the great historical 
landmarks of the history of China. H e  thanked Mr. Carey very 
much for an admirable lecture, for it summed up clearly the events of 
the last two years. 



A TOUR THROUGH KOREA 

BY D. BOURKE-BORROWES 

EXCELLENT Japanese train and steamer services convey the traveller 
from Japan to Korea, which in the last twenty years has been con- 
verted from a self-governing Oriental state into the most important 
of the Japanese colonies. 

Although, for sentimental and other reasons, the passing of the 
Korean Empire may be regretted, it is well to remember that, before 
the Japanese domination in Korea, the government was hopelessly 
effete and corrupt, and the finances of the country in a perpetually 
bankrupt condition, and that, since that time, the Japanese have 
given the Korean people the best government they have ever known. 
Law, order, and security prevail throughout the country, right up to 
the Manchurian border, and it is evident that the large sums spent 
in recent years on the development of the country by means of 
harbours, railways, roads, telegraphs, irrigation works, together with 
scientific research work of every description, have added greatly to 
the economic and commercial prosperity of the country and it9 
inhabitants. 

There are clear signs, however, that Korean nationalist sentiments, 
in spite of repression, are still ~mouldering, and it is possible that 
Japanese rule in Korea is the most hated of all foreign dominations 
in Asia. This seems probably due to the rnilitariet methods of 
government adopted in the past. It is only fair to add that during 
recent gears the methods of government in Korea appear to have 
been considerably softened, and the people appear to be more rwon- 
ciled to Japanese rule than wag formerly the case. 

Korea is inhabited by one single race, speaking one language, 
which in itself is rather n curior~s phenomenon, as Oriental collntries 
nstlally abound in different races nnd languages, nnd even Japan, one 
of the most homogeneorls of nations, possesrres within its bolindaries a 
srconrl race, speaking a second lnngunge. From thrir looks, Koreans 
appear to descend from some Mongolian or Toranion stock! 
although their exact origin is rlouhtft~l. The Korenn langllngn has an 
identity entirely of its own, and ofinnot he linked 11p clearly with any 
other tongue; it possesses o,n nlphxhet nnd, unlike the Chinese 
languages, is polysylle hic. 

Perhaps the most curious featrlre of all in Korean llYe is the almogt 
complete absence of any form of national religion. Buddhism exigta. 
but has been 80 much suppressed and even in the lafit 600 
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pars that it only lingers on in certain remote mountain districts. 
From the Chinese the Koreans borrowed a certain amount of Con- 
fucianism and ancestor worship, and also the primeval worship of 
Heaven-a small replica of the  famous temple of Heaven in Peking 
exists in Seoul, the capital, where the people congregate to  worship 
in times of distress and calamity. I n  many of the country villages 
the only visible incznifestations of national religion are to  be found in 
the numerous little wooden spirit-houses, and it is possible that  these 
ancient forms of " devil-worship " represent the real spiritual feelings 
of the mass of uneducated people. It may be added that,  for many 
years past, Christian missions of various denominations have been 
making a certain amount of progress in Korea. 

The old town of Seoul must have been a curious place, whose walls, 
pierced at convenient points by massive pagoda-like gates, enclosed 
a perfect labyrinth of clirty narrow streets, only passable for pack- 
traffic. Since the arrival of the Japanese i t  has been completely 
replaced by a heterogeneous Japanese city, whose ugliness is only 
relieved by a few large, dignified public and commercial buildings, 
built in European style out of grey Korean granite; nowadays little 
remains of the picturesque past except the  palaces and a few old 
temples and gateways. While the modernization of the city was 
inevitable, and the thoroughness with which i t  was carried out is a 
testimony to Japanese organization and enterprise, i t  is indeed 
regrettable that so much that  was curious and interesting was ruth- 
lessly swept away in the process. 

The Korean climate is one of extremes, but in spite of this tlhe 
Koreans dress all the year round in white cotton cloth, well padded 
in winter with cotton-wool, and white is the national colour of 
mourning. Dllring the Korean Empire the streets of the capital werc 
1)rigllt with cololirccl robcs ; and womrn, when moving abroad, closely 
veiled themselves by dra.wing over t,heir hcads peculiar bright green 
robes with liltle cl-imson sleeves ; t,htlse robes werC never worn on tlhe 
body, 1 ~ 1 t  only I I S P ~  a s  n rovcriny for the ht'ad. Nowadays, the 
veiling of nromc:n has fnllcn into disusc, and since the dcnth of their 
Emperor ant1 the clisal~pearancc of t,hcir 1 family, t.he entire 
nation scrms t,o have gone into pcrrn:~nclnt mol~rning. Rfllch has 
heen writtm al,ont t,llr pccl~lifirit,y of t,lir. mcn's il:~ts, tthc mostJ 
lne~l'lir:~l,lr form I,oing bhr litllc I,l;lcli top-hat made of wnvcn horse- 
'lair, p(lrcllc(l on i.hr1 top of a large ak~lll-cap, which fits tightly on 
the owner's llcnrl; ot,ller r~lrioiis t,gpvs arc supplied by hats shaped 
like invcrtod flowcr-potla tlnrl hat,a rcaelnbling srnall bishops' mitres. 

Central Korrn stnndn out n s  a. fine rolling agricultural country, 
intersected I)? rnol~ntnin mnjirs, msnr  of which are celebrnted for 

beni~t~i f~~l  srthnery. Whrn t,hr , J apan~s r  took over the country 
"lrentc~n years ago, t,hey follnd t,hc l~ills bare of all woody vegetation 
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-the Koreans, like the Chinese, having R perfect passion for destroy. 
ing tree-qowth-and it is to their eternal credit that they should 
have succeeded in so short a space of time in reclothing the denuded 
slopes with millions of young trees, chiefly pines and other conifers. 

As the traveller passes northwards, the scenery changes into a land 
of steep, rugged mountains, and streams winding through narrow 
stony valleys, with little farm-houses built of clay and stone, roofed 
with thatch and rough shingles, nestling in the valleys or on the 
lower hill-slopes. The general landscape is startlingly like many 
upland tracts in Asia Minor and Kurdistan, and this resemblance is 
much enhanced by the appearance of the local population; both sexes 
wear, as part of their costume, short white jackets and voluminous 
baggy trousers; and the men especially, with their stocky figures, 
Mongolian features, and thin black beards, look just as if they had 
stepped out of some Turkoman or Central Asian tribe of nomads. 

With the great recent increase of population in Northern Korea, 
largely due to the stability of Japanese rule-pressure on the agri- 
cultural land has very much increased, but fortunately there is a 
great outlet for the poorer classes in the mining industry. The rocks 
in the mountains are highly mineralized, and the whole region con- 
tains many kinds of minerals, and is specially well-known as a gold- 
bearing area. Every peasant-farmer is a potential miner, and whilst 
ploughing his fields will stop at frequent intervals to examine the 
rocks which his plough has turned up. During the slack seaeons the 
farmer digs for gold on his own accounb, crushing the ore in batteries 
of wooden stamps worked by water-power, or goes to work at one of 
the European or Japanese mines established in his neighbourhood. 
Although the Korean is counted as lazy and improvident when com- 
pared with his more industrious neighbours, yet no one has ever 
been heard to say a word against Korean mining labour, which is 
universally praised as the best and most reliable in Asia. 

After spending some time on a gold mine in the northern mountains, 
watching the complicated process of gold mining with modem 
machinery, I set out northwards towards the Yalu River with 8 

small string of shaggy Korean pack-ponies, and a sturdy pony-man 
in charge. The trial led over rocky passes and along narrow valleys 
fringed with groves of poplar and wild pear trees, whose branches 
were full of chattering magpies. As we passed on the way clusters 
of farm-houses, I noticed the pigs outeide, each one tethered 
to a wooden post, with a brnt birchwood collar round its neck. 
Above us, on the mountain-sides, the sturdy fnrmere were pbughing 
on slopes which, in most countrim, would'be considered ~ ~ P o R R ~ ~ ' ~  
for regular agriculture ; higher still, on slopes too steep for the plough, 
men and women, crouching and clinging on to rocks, were 
and weeding the scanty hill-crops. 
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A profusion of beautiful spring flowers covered hill and dale like n 
jewelled carpet-lilies, pinks, aquilegias, campanulas, asters, and 
many other familiar flowers, and among the flowering shrubs white 
may, hawthorn, hydrangeas, syringas, white lilac, and masses of wild 
roses were very noticeable. The air was so mild that,  although 
carrying with me no tent, I was able to avoid the vermin-infested 
farm-houses and to spread my camp-bed at  the end of each day 
under the shelter of some wild pear tree, near some flowing brook. 

After three days' marching I reached the Yalu River, and an after- 
noon and an evening spent in a Korean junk, floating down stream 
through gloomy rugged gorges and past long stretches of flourishing 
cultivation, brought me on the following morning to the Japanese 
railway town of Singeshu. The traffic on the river is remarkable for 
the large numbers of timber rafts which are constantly being brought 
down from the forest country a t  the head-waters df the river to the 
sawmills at Singeshu, and at  Antung on the Manchurian side of the 
river. 

Once a,cross the river, the journey is continued to  Mukden along 
the Southern Manchurian Railway, across tlhe fertile plains of 
Manchuria, covered with splendid crops of millet, maize, wheat, and 
soya beans-the products of this last-named crop furnish the greater 
part of the wealth and industry of Manchuria. 



TURKEY * 
BY HAROLD ARMSTRONG 

I THANK you, my lord, for the kind things that yon havo said, and 
you, ladies and gentlemen, I thank you for coming here on this very 
hot day to hear what I have to say. And I, for my part, will en- - -  - 
deovour to give you some idea of conditions in modern Turkey as I 
have seen them during the past eighteen months. 

I n  considering the form in which I should give this lecture, I 
decided not to give a rigid discourse nor to deal with high polities, but 
to come down ofl the lofty st001 of the pedagogue, and ask you just to 
treat me ~iruply as  your guide : to hear with my ears and see with my 
eyes. Together we will travel by the routes which I took in Turkey, 
and here and there I will pick out auch things as seem to me to be 
important and will explain to you their significance. 

I n  February, 1927, I went from Paris to Cyprus as the British 
Delegate in that area of the Commission for the Assessment of Damage 
Suffered in Turkey. I made Cyprus my headquarters, and from there 
travelled backwards and forwards throughout the Middle Eaet. 

I should like to tell you of Cyprus, of the island which in spring 
is a garden of flowers and during the rest of the year is a parched 
desert, the truo Island of Aphrodite, beautiful for a short season and 
then drear and barren ; of the pine-covered mountain of Troodos ; of 
the 300,000 Greeks who are probably the most scurrilous and.un- 
pleaeant of the peoples of the Middle Eaet ; of the 60,000 Turks who, 
though they have become debased in blood, language, and even in 
courage, are still the best element in the island, and who are without 
exception loyal to the British rule, a fact that is not perhepa SUB- 
ciently appreciated by those who at present govern Cyprus. I should 
like to tell you of the fifty years of Uritieh rule which have not been 
altogether effective and of tllo influx of Armenians. But the Society 
has ordered me to epeek on Turkey alone, and I will only Say that, 
during the laat two years, under the able direction of hfr. Amery- 
whom I believe to be the greatest Colonial Secretary of modern times 
--things have begun to improve ; and I will shoot at you onea~horig~' 
-Cyprue ia one of those places which, if you take seriously, will break 
your heart, and if you do not take seriously will destroy your morale. 
The British Empire is full of such places. 

' Lecture given to the Central Asian Society on June 14, 1928t 
Marehal Viscount Allenby in the Chair. 
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From Cyprus I first went into Syria. Again I should like to tell 
goo of the agonies of the French and the Druses in the South ; of the 
bombardment, the justifiable bombardment of Damascus ; I can think 
of no act of deliberate brutality as  justified a s  that bombardment. 

Ladies and gentlemen, you will note that after my last remark I 
paused. I threw out a contentious remark, deliberately contentious, 
and I paused in the hope that one or more of you would have 
proteeted or contradicted me. But as none of you interrupted- 
I cannot believe that you all agreed-you will only have yourselves 
to blame if from now on I grow dull. 

But to return : both in Cyprus and in Syria I found i t  intensely 
interesting to watch how tho British and the French are endeavouring 
to handle the peoples and the problems which the Ottoman Empire 
has left to them. 

I went by Beirut to Damascus and from there to Baalbek, Horns 
and Hama ; then back to Tripoli on the coast, up  to  Lattakia and over 
the hills, where the Nusairi still worship the old pagan gods ; and SO 

I came to Aleppo. 
In speaking of modern Turkey I muet spoak of North Syria. 1x1 

the centre of Syria the French have been exceedingly successful ; but 
in the North, whether deliberately or because they have to, they seem 
to look on the Aleppo area as a buffer state and to realize that the 
frontier is artificial. I t  is possible, though I do not wish to malign the 
French, that the Armenian colonies which ere being planted all over 
this area are convenient for taking the first blow should trouble come 
from the north. 

The whole tendency of Northern Syria is Turkish. The methods 
of rule are Turkish. The money used in Aleppo is Turkish silver, and 
that used just across the Turkish frontier a t  such places as Aintab is 

old Turkish silver, and this is curious in view of the fact that 
it is forbidden throughout the whole of Turkey to use anything but 
Paper money. 

Turkish, is under~tood everywhere in North Syria. Frequently 
when I wae treated with some hostility as being a foreigner, as soon as  
1 ~poke Turkish I was treated as a friend. I remember on one 
occasion being roughly stopped by s fat  policeman, and as soon as I 

to hiin in Turkish he literally fell on my neck, and when he knew 
that I had boeu with the Gendarmerie in Skutari he begged me to tell 

all the news of Stamboul and the Bosphorus, and I said : 
"But you aro a Syrian. You wear Syrian uniform and take 

pay." And he replied etoutly, " I am a Turk" ; and all the 
Other police in the post declared, We are all Turks-here." 

That, ladies and gentlemen, a a e  the attitude of many of the 
People in North Syria. 

Commercially it is the Beme thing. Aleppo is slowly dying. You 
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know its position in the past. I t  was the great centre of the caravan 
trade. Caravans came from the Black Sea coast, from Anatolis and 
the Caucasu4 from South Russia and Persia, and from Arabia 
Baghdad and even Egypt, and in the covered bazaara of Aleppo the 
merchants did their trade. The new frontier has stopped all illat, 
Both the French and the Turks are continually putting on restrictions, 
The 'Turks are deliberately endeavouring to direct the trade that used 
to  go to  Aleppo down to Mersina. 

And whether you like it or no, and though the Turks have destroyed 
the Khalif end the religious aspect of the Turkish Government, none 
the less today the Turks are the natural leaders of Islam. 

But  I must get on to Turkey or I shall be talking all day about 
Syria. 

I took the road by the Western Gate of Aleppo across the empty 
steppes-where there is not one tree for thirty miles-climbed the 
Bailan Pass, looked back to  see the Orontes River winding down to 
Antioch, and then followed the precipice road down into Alexandretta 
and took ship; and as the night began to fall steamed out along the 
Turkish coast. 

I was woken a t  dawn by the siren of the steamer, to find that we 
were c r e e p i ~ g  up to  our anchorage off Mersina, with the leadsman 
calling monotonously the depths. I have mentioned that fog and the ehip 
creeping cautiously, timidly forward ae symbolical of the attitude of the 
outside world to New Turkey. 

Five years ago I wrote a book called " Turkey in Travail " ; I am 
going to be conceited enough to believe that some of you have read it. 
From the size of my publishers' cheques I know that precious few of you 
ever bought it. But for those who have never read it I will explain that 
I endeavoured in t h t  book to describe from a personal angle the years 
of dramatic history between 1916 and 1923, when the victorioue Allies 
and the Turks destroyed the Ottoman Empire, and out of that welter 
of error, tragedy, despair, luok, and bravery was born a Turkish 
Republio. I n  that book I made no attempt to prophesy the future. 

During the five years between 1922 and 1927 I tried to keep in touch 
with the oourse of events, but after reading newspapers, talking to 
diplomats, consuls, traders and business men, I was in a complete fog* 
And I assure you after s course of the histories of Professor Toynbee~ 
together with the unconscionable drivel ~ublished in some newspapers, 
and the articles of Commander ICenworthy, together with a book Or two 
by American missionaries and stray travellers to Angora, I came to the 
conclusion that the world a t  large knew nothing either of the facts Or 

of the Turkish mentality. 
To give s small example : Commander ~ e n w o r t h y ,  in One 

some time ago, in speaking of the new progressive Yurkiah 
statee that it desires to be westernized, that it was turning to the West' 
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that it had so linked itself with the West that, for instance, it is now 
possible to get into a sleeping berth a t  Calaia and in comfort and " with- 
out getting out of the car " travel to Angora. H e  seems to have forgotten 
the geographical fact of the Bosphorus. That, however, is only a small 
p i n t ,  but it is equally true that, just ae Commander Kenworthy is faulty 
in his geography, so he is ignorant of Turkish mentality. The Turks 
do not desire to be westernized. They are Turks and not Europeans. 
They are prepared to borrow from the West and to utilize what they 
consider to be of value, but they remain Turks. They are proud of 
being Turke. 

And, as I look back on the advice giveu to me by the diplomate, the 
coneuls, and the traders, I realize how wrong they were in their general 
estimate. They seem to look on the Turk as something inhuman, as 
something with which they could not get into mental contact, or oom- 
promise with or deal with, any more than one can deal with a wild animal. 

I resent that attitude. I have seen British officials treating the 
Turks as if they were still the Terrible Turk of the days of Suleiman the 
Magnificent, aud I have seen the Turk accepting the position while 
smiling behind his hand. 

Ladies and gentlemen, you must cut all that out if you wish to deal 
with the Turk. You must learn his habits and his aims, and then if 
YOU will treat him simply as man to man I do assure you that you will 
in a very short space of time find yourself on the best of terms with him. 

I was warned before I came here by several persons of importance 
to be careful what I said. I replied that I was fully aware that it was 
impossible to speak frankly in Italy or even in France, but that I was 
speaking of Turkey, and that I had never yet met a, Turk who resented 
what I said, provided I said i t  honestly and with courtesy. 

You will realize that my own position on going into Turkey was very 
delicate, for I was coming to inspect war damage done by the Turks in 
their own country on British property. 

As I stood leaning on the ship's rail and thinking of the things of 
which I have told you, the morning breeze sprang up and the fog began 
to lift. 1 want you to see the scene as I saw it. Before us was a low 
ahore, and crouched by the water's edge a town set in orange groves. 

the general level of the houses showed a palm-tree or two, the 
minaret of a mosque, and somo lordly euoal yptus-trees. TO the east and 

weat ran a long plain. Behind the town were low hills covered with 
scrub, and beyond them I could see through the rifts in the fog the great 

of the Karaman and the Taurus, ripped into fierce ravines 
and topped by great masses of snow which stood out ageinst the hot 
blue sky. 

I want you to see this pioture because those mountains have 8 

curious appeal to every traveller. They shut in the central plateau of 
Anatolia. I have crossed them from Ineboli, from Smyrna, and from 
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the Aleppo frontier, and each time I have had the same sense of going 
from the ordinary into the fantastic, of leaving routine and into 
the forbidden- I have felt the same sense of adventure and myetery 
which catches a t  the heart of every traveller with a strange excitement, 

I W a s  taken ashore by noisy gesticulating boatmen, who were 
incredibly avaricious. They were Arabs, and talking the Arabic ahich 
to  me is the most uncouth of 811 the languages which I have had lo 
learn. I mean uncouth in sound. For, listen to an Arab speaking 
i t  will sound as if he had a piece of gut tied across his back teeth and 
was trying to  gargle over it. There are a succession of unpleeesnt 
guttural noises, such as the " ains " and the " ghains," which sound 
if the Arab were preparing continuously to spit. 

So that  when I came ashore and heard Turkish-the soft Turkiah, 
with all the harshness of the Arabic toned down and only the softness 
of the Persian and the incision of the Tatar retained, it waa like a melody. 

I landed without difliculty. And I wish to make it clear that 
throughout the whole of my tours in Turkey I was treated with great 
courtesy and kindness as  if I was a pashe, in the days of the Sultans, 
perhaps somewhat under a cloud and to be suspected, but still a paeha; 
so that I got all the help possible and a t  the same time wee followed by 
secret service agents. 

I t  was strange that  the Turks should help me, for the majority of 
the claimants on my list were, from a Turkish point of view, traitors. 
They were Ottoman Greeks and Armenians, who had run away from 
Turkey during the massacres of 1897, 1908, or again from military 
service between 1908 and 1914, and become British subjects at the 
annexation of Cyprus on November 5,1914. I t  wee as if a Chrman h d  
come to London and said that there were a number of Engliehmen who 
had run away to Germany in 1914 and become German subjects, even 
fought for Germany ; and that they owned property in, Bay, Oxford 
or Winchester, which he wished to inspect to eee what d~msge had 
been done to them by the accursed British. Had he applied to You or 
or me, ladies and gentlemen, I feel sure that we should have applied 
the toe of a boot to the seat of hie bag8 and kicked him out. It is a 

curious light on Turkish mentality-which none of us have studied 
eeriously hitherto-that I wee aesi~ted and treated with courtesy. 

The first two people whom I met, the Director of the Cufltomg and 
the Controller of the passport, were ex-prisoners of war. Now I want 
YOU to remember thbt the Turkieh losses in the Great War and even 
more in the Greco-Turkieh war were enormoue and, except for the ex- 
prisoners of war, there remain very few men between the %eB 30 

and 45, so that all the small oEeiaI positions are held by ~ x - P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
of war. And if any of you should travel in Turkey you will find your 
treatment will depend very largely on how theae prisonera Were tre'ted 
by us during the war. 
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~ ~ ~ t h e r  result of these immense losses is the fact that Anatolia is 
very empty. I t  could comfortably hold 55 million persons ; the maxi- 
mum at present is about 11 to 13 millions. I t  is potentially very rich. 
~ ~ t h  Germany and Italy are overflowing and, in the very near future, 
the poblem will arise in acute form as  to whether other people besides 
the Turks will occupy Anatolia. England will have to decide on which 
side ehe will stand. I t  will, moreover, be very interesting to  see 
whethe; events have destroyed any of the Turkish fighting quality and 
whether Mussolini has been able to turn the Italian into a soldier and 

brave man. These are points which I am convinced will have to be 
tested in the near future. 

I came out of the passport office to look for the Turks, to get my 
first view of the new Turk, and I was staggered to find there were no 
Turks in the streets. I saw Greeks and Levantinee of all sorts, and 
then I realized that since my last visit to Turkey the fez had been 
abolished and the hat introduced. 

From an artistic point of view the suppression of the fez cannot be 
justified, for the Turk has lost much of his old charm and dignity. 
There went by me a bare-footed porter with large-seated country 
trousers, which looked like the father and mother of all plus-fours, and 
on his head a bashed-in bowler. After him came a villager selling 
curdled cream, wearing what I believe the salesman in London calls a 
" gentleman's straw-boater," and behind him a venerable white-bearded 
old gentleman squatting on a donkey between two sacks of charcoal, 
and on his head a thing like a dunce's cap, obviously made a t  home of 
some old felt and the edges turned up to make a brim. All the rubbish 
of the rag shops of Europe seems to have been sent to Turkey, and the 
Young bloods wore caps made in Austria, of such virulent colour and 
patter11 that they would have shocked even the artistic sense of a 
Parisian Apache. 

But the reasons (which are really no business of ours) for which the 
fex was abolished were sound. The fez had become the symbol of the, 
Ottomans, whether they were Egyptians, Turks, Greeks or Armenians, 
and when the Ottoman Empire was destroyed Mustaphs Kemal decided 
that the Turks should hove no distinguishing mark separating them 
from other peoples. For many years the Turks have not been happy 
wearing fezos outside Turkey. I remember meeting Djavid Bey, the 
Jew of 8alonica and of the Committee of Union and Progress, wearing 
a cloth cap in Milan in 1922, and oven such an old die-hard as Damad 
Ferid Pasha, together with his entourage, wore top hats when they 
Oame to Paris in 1920. 

Further, the fez had become tbg distinguishing mark of the Moelem. 
You kno~v t,hat in the gymnaetic xrhich Mohamed introduced 
into the prayers, a Moslem roost touch his forehe~d on the ground a 
certain number of times, and for this reason his headgear muet have no 
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peak- The fez, though an Austrian introduction, was admirably 
for this- When Mustapha Kemal suppressed the fez he struck a direct 
blow a t  the religious party in Turkey, which wag the only party of 

reaction and counter-revolution. And today you may recognize the 
religious anywhere in Turkey because the men wear caps and carry the 
peak either over One ear Or slung over the back of the neck like a 
motorist. 

I 00011 got used to hate, and then I found that the people hrd 
changed very little. They were still the same placid, courteous, 
pleasant people I had known before. 

I will not keep YOU long in Mersina. As I have already said, the 
Turks are endeavouring to transfer the trade that used to go to Aleppo 
to Mersina. They have ambitious schemee for a big harbour and 
improved train service, but these are things of the future. 

I took a car from Mersina across the renowned Adana plain. It 
has an evil climate but immense potentialities for wealth. At  present 
there is grown a little short and dry cotton, and there is a factory 
working well there which contains English money. If, however, thie 
plain were canalized, it could grow long, wet American cotton, and 
would probably be as  rich a0 any portion of Egypt; but this the Turks 
cannot do without capital, and it is of interest to know the Turkiah 
attitude to  foreign capital, as  there ie no capital in the country. 

On the one hand the Turks have urgent need of capital end on the 
other they are afraid to accept foreign capital on any terms. For many 
years before the war, from a Turkieh point of view, Turkey was bound 
hand and foot by the capitulations and behind them the capitalists. 
Having just burst or thrown off these chains the Turks are determined 
not to allow them to be reimposed. 

And a word of advice to sny of you who may be doing business in 
Turkey-avoid the diplomats and the consuls. I am not saying my- 
thing against the diplomats or the consuls, but the Turkish Government 
are determined that they ehall not obtain any of their old control or 
powers. For example, I visited a certain governor and, he did not 

know I wae coming, I walked into his office-the Governor's door 
open to all applicante-and stood with arms folded until he ehould 
notice me. After I had stood waiting for a while, he looked UP from 
hie table where he was writing and seeing me asked me who I wag and 
what I wanted. I told him. Whereupon he said : " Have You 
British Consul with you ?" and when I said " No,'' he replied 
once, '.Come along then, we can get to business if you are ~ t i n g  for 
yourself." 

The instruotione appear to be that all Turkish officiale muat 
foreign representatives with courteey, but that they should take 
oare that the consuls do not get back any of their old powers. 

Half-way to Adane we reached Tarsus. I shell not keep You 
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long either; and I think that  Tarsus was aptly summed up by a 
remark rnade by my English secretary. H e  was an  old soldier with 

shrewd sense of values. H e  had got hold of a guide-book giving 
the life of Saul of Tarsus, and when we had been in that town for a 
short time he said : " Now I understand why this Saul never came back 
to Tarsus." 

Beyond Tarsus we ran on to  a typical Turkish road, for the roads in 
Turkey are not good and I will describe this one. It was built by the 
Romans, and at odd times had been repaired by Sultans who had wished 
to come that way, and finally by the Germans and the French, whose 
lorries in turn had led to  its final destruction. It was a mass of holes. 
Even the big foundation stones were rooted up, and only the centre 
stones remained, winding across the country like a snake's backbone. 
For the most part we travelled along the edge of the road, and the road 
itself was not so much for travelling on as for indicating the general 
direction in which we had to go. When we came to streams where 
the bridges were broken we tracked off across the country looking for 
some place where we could cross and then came back to the road. 
When we had to remain on the actual road the agony in every bone as the 
old Ford leapt like a buck hare was a thing I shall not forget. Without 
capital the roads cannot be repaired, and the one thing against which 
the obedient, placid Turkish peasants kick is road-mending. 

At Adana I stayed a month. For me most towns have some special 
character. I have seen Adana a t  practically all times of the year, and 
it  is an unhappy and unpleasant place, ugly and unhealthy, burnt up 
by the terrific heat of the summer, shrivelled by the winter's cold, and 
for the one month that it is reasonable the air is stale and tired. 

The Turks plan to make i t  into an industrial and manufacturing 
centre. There are a number of factories in action, but again the need 
of capital is evident. My own impression is, after making considerable 
enquiries, that while in 1926 there was some progress, in 1927 there 
Wag a reaction. But there is money to be made in Adana, and this was 
instanced by the number of Germans in the town. 

Throughout Turkey there are many Germans. I saw them in 
Mersina. In Adana there were large numbers, and the French director 
of a, company told me that many came in 1921 when the mark fell out 
of the market and it was possible to engage good technical German 
experts at little more than the price of a, Turkish labourer. I n  Ikesarea, to 
which we shall come shortly, they were w o r k i ~ g  at  an aeroplane factory, 
and in the streets one saw such signs as shaumaker." I n  Adalia there 
were two factories, one for grinding corn and one for cutting timber, 
both of which were run by Germans. On every road I met German 
haglnen carrying their samples and living under the primitive conditio~~s 

the country. In  Angora there were Germans everywhere, in hotels 
and restaurants, and perhaps the best exampls that I can give you was 

29 
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the newspaper shop. There is one newspaper shop in Angora. In it 
I found one English book, a Waverley novel, two French newspapers 
a month apart, but which the shopman would not sell separately, and 
the rest of the shop was divided into two pieces, of which one was full 
of German newspapers and books. These Germans are not controlling, 
but are working loyally and efficiently under and for Turks. 

I visited the villages around Adana and these, like all the villages 
in Turkey which I visited, were incredibly poor, the result of centuries 
of maladministration, continuous wars, and finally the fighting between 
the Turks and the French in 1920. I n  fact, nearly all the villages, 
vineyards, and gardens around Adana had been destroyed in the fighting 
in 1920. 

MY duties took me among other places to Christian Keuy, a, small 
village outside Adana, which I found to be full of Cretan and Salonika 
refugees, for wherever you travel in the East today you will find hordes 
of refugees. There are Greek and Armenian refugees in Cyprus. Just 
outside Beirut there used to  be a town of 40,000 souls who mere 
Armenian refugees, and lived in hovels made of petrol tins and sacking, 
until they developed some serious contagious diseases and the French 
authorities began to break up the town and make colonies in North 
Syria. I t  is the same thing in Greece and Turkey. The lot of these 
refugees is an exceedingly hard one, and the Middle East is full of the 
wail of the refugee. 

I do not wish to raise old quarrels nor do I wish to discuss the 
reasons for, or excuse, the massacres of the Armenians. They make a 
long and bloody history. The new Turks disassociate themselves from 
them. They sympathize, but treat them as part of the things done by 
the Ottoman Empire, the dead 0 ttoman Empire, which they have put 
definitely behind them. That is an attitude which most people do not 
appreciate-that the new Turks have cut themselves off from the acts 
and the responsibilities of the dead Ottoman Empire. But to show you 
how little we understand the mentality of either the Turks or the 
Armenians I will tell you what I believe to be true. I have the befit of 
evidence for saying that in 1908 the Armenians, assisted by Russian 
advice and money, made a coup d'ktat with the intention of establishing 

separate Armenian State based on Adana, which was the centre 
of the Armenian population in Turkey. For some ten days they held 
absolute control of Adana and its area, and were only defeated after 
the Turks had sent down a large number of troops. After that came the 
massacres. 

Here I must give you a personal note which, however, is note 

on the Turkish character. While I was in Adana the Turks published 
in their papers a translation of my Turkey in Travail" ; this I bought 
each day and it acted as  a passport. Often I was held up by Junior  
Turkish officials. My passport with its diplomatic visas left them un- 
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moved, They promised to write to Angora about it, and meanwhile 
I must for two weeks. Letters of introduction from one 
governor to the next were treated in the same way, and then I would 
say : Have you read the morning paper?" And the official would 

say : What do you mean ?'* And I would point to the article, which 
be a translation of a chapter of my book, and say:  " I wrote 

that," And the official would say after a moment's hesitation and 
surprise: " Oh, so that is you, is i t ?  That's all right. You can go 
along, but come and have a cup of coffee first." 

The junior official had changed but little in five years. But let me 
repeat that, throughout my tour in Turkey, I met with almost uniform 
politeness and kindness, especially among the senior officials. 

I left Adana without regret and took the railway through the foot- 
hills up into the Taurus mountains and through the tunnels which had 
been built mainly by our prisoners-of-war from Kut-el-Amarah. Many 
of you must have passed that way, and I shall not therefore waste your 
time describing to you the glimpses one gets in the cuttings where the 
snows are steep above one and the precipices run sheer down below; 
but I want to tell you a fact which I do not believe is as yet public 
property but will be published in the near future. 

Most people have been a t  a loss to understand why in 1915 we did 
not attack at this point. I t  is the most vulnerable in Turkey. I t  was 
not fortified until 1916. Landing was easy: there was a broad plain 
with undefended mountains to hold. Had we taken control of this area 
in 1915 Turkey would have been cut off from the East. There would 
have been no campaign in Mesopotamia and no campaign from Egypt 
and Syria. The cotton of Adana could not have been sent to Germany, 
and it is probable that Turkey would have been out of the war perhaps 
a Year before she capitulated. There would have been no Dardanellea 
campaign and no siege of Iiut-el-Amarah. Cyprus stood handy to the 
coast for the concentration of troops and for supplies. The General 
Staff, the Admiralty, the Cabinet, and all responsible officials were in 
favour of an attack on this point, and the reason that that attack was 
never made-and remember that its success was almost sure-was due 
to the fact that when the British Governlnent informed the French 
Government of its intentions, within a few hours the French Ambassador 
came to the Foreign Office with a telegram which stated that the 
French Government would consider it as an 6 d  unfriendly act " if British 

landed in this area, and frankly gave as its reason that it could 
not allow any but French troops to land in the south-east of Turkey or 
in North Syria. I believe that telegram, with the consent of the French 
Government, is shortly to be published. And so during a war in which 

of Us was fighting for our very existence the French, for a piece of 
national policy, deliberately made our chances of succesa less 

likely- And when you think of the hundreds of thousands of good 



Englishmen who died and of the millions of pounds wasted as the result 
of that act, can you wonder that some of us at  times grow caustic about 
the French national policy. 

Beyond the pass we crossed the Conqueror's road, down which hare 

come all the conquering armies from west to east. Now it is a shored. 
up track beside a racing mountain stream with here and there some 
broken huts and the litter of camps ; and now and again a caravan of 
camels or mules. 

After that  we come out on to  the Anatolia plateau. And here I wish 
to say how well this railway is run-in fact, far better than that run by 
the French company between Mersina and Adana, and infinitely better 
than those run by the Syrians under French control. 

The Turk is a, curious mixture of efficielicy and inefficiency; for 
example, there is this railway, and again the Ferry Boats Service on the 
Bosphorus, which have a very difficult course and awkward landing- 
places. The organization and the captains of the Bosphorus Ferry 
Service are all Turkish, and yet those boats are always punctual.to the 
l-ninute and very rarely break down. On the other hand, in other matters 
when something urgent requires to be done, one will often meet with 
the most gross inefficiency, slackness, and procrastination. 

I got out a t  the station of Ulu Kishla, and from there I travelled by 
carriage and car by a bad road to Kzsarea. I will describe that journey 
to you as typical of the Anatolian plateau. I have seen it at all times 
of the year, but I will describe it in mid-winter. 

I travelled for miles through a country whose soil was potentially 
rich, but most of it lay untouched. There were few villages, and those 
I visited were extremely poor and the standard of living of the people 
very low. The temperature was below zero, and the whole land was 
bound hard in black frost, so that it was as grey as dead ashes, and 
there was no running water. I was struck by the sense of immense 
distances, but even more by the sense of an immense silence broken 
only now and again by the sough of the wing8 of a fleet of ducks or a 
wedge of geese going down south to open water and food. On either 
side of us and overpowering us were great snows, and below them, OD the 
sides of the mountains, were pine-forests. 

We met little life ; now and again we passed a horaeman wearing a 
cloak of stiff black wool which reached from his neck down to the fetlocks 
of the horse and covered man and the horse, and on his hesd a black 
hood. Now and again a posse of gendarmes went by, and we met a 
country cart or two full of recruits going down to Ulu Kishla. They 
were fine lusty young men, and considering the hardness of their lives 
and the poor quality of their food, I can only credit their magnificent 
physique to the water and the air of thi. plateau, for the water is 
delicious and the air has the kick of champagne. Always as we travelelled 
we could see the great peak of Arjais-Dagh, at  the foot of which lies 
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Kssarea. And it is typical of the general ignorance that  few people 
have even heard of this mountain, which is as  high as  Mont Blanc, and 
only second in this area to  Mount Ararat. 

We met with no trouble throughout all this area. Security is 
excellent. As far as  I could make out, in all Turkey west of Euphrates 
River, security was absolute and brigandage had ceased to exist. East  
of the Euphrates, the Kurds, who a s  you remember revolted in 1924, 
were etill causing some trouble in the hills. I n  the old days it would 
have been unsafe to travel in this area unarmed and without an escort, 
as brigandage was rife. Now it is quite safe. I think that  the dis- 
appearance of brigandage can be partly explained as  follows : Our 
difficulties, in the days when I was connected with the gendarmerie, was 
due largely to the fact that  the Turkish brigands were helped by the 
Turkish villagers, and the Greek brigands by the Greek villagers, and 
each fed on the other. Now all Christians have left Anatolia, and the 
only brigand possible is a Turk. If a Turk becomes a brigand he must 
feed on Turks and so become an ordinary criminal. The Turkish police 
and gendarmerie are very efficient a t  capturing criminals when i t  suits 
their convenience, and they have very soon cleared up all the brigands. 
Hence today one may travel alone throughout tha country in safety, 
and the crime statistics are very low. This is in marked contrast to 
Cyprus, where the Greek population predominates, and where the 
records of violent crimea show that  the people of that  island are, with 
the exception of Chicago, the most criminal in the world. 

After a long day of rough travelling I came to  Kzsarea, and here I 
want to tell you a short story to show that  the Turk has not changed 
vitally. As we neared the town and the Ford car bucked like a tmo-year- 
old all over the broken road and the driver had grown tired, I suddenly 
saw an aeroplane in a valley and German mechanics a t  work on it. I 
wanted to stop. The driver refused. I demanded to stop, and when he 
refused again, both being tired, we quarrelled, and after a while I called 
him every foul name that  the Turkish and the Arabic languages-and 
they are pretty prolific under thia heading-could supply. TO top it all 
I called him Adebsis," which means no more than Without manners." 
He Etoppecl a t  once with all his anger gone, and putting his hand on 
mine he said : 

"You can stop or do what you like. I t  is not true, and I cannot let 
foreigner think that  I am unmannerly," and I in return, wishing 

to be courteous, replied : 
" I t  is undoubtedly a word that  I must have learnt from a Greek and 

course it cannot be applied to a Turk." And after that we were the 
beat of friends. 

I want to paint a picture of Kesarea. W e  arrived about sunset, 
and behind the town stood sheer and immense the mountain of Arjais- 
D4!b, sheer out of the plateau, with its peak covered with snow, from 
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which like a veil in the wind was blown out a storm. me came in 
the mountain turned in the setting sun from rose to bronze, to 
embers, and died into grey ashes as the night swept up. 

At its foot squatted the town. I t  was an old-world town, its 
house8 set a t  all c~ng le~ ,  built of blocks of grey stone, with gargoyles on 
every corner; its twisted streets were cobbled, and along each side 
tiny shops where men Were working cross-legged by the light of candles 
or flares, and the windows above were latticed. ~t was a city of the 
Arabian Nights. One could step back, in entering it, into the Jfiddle 
Ages and the times of Haroun-al-Raschid ; and day did not dispel the  
picture. 

Kzsarea ia interesting in every way. I t  used to be fanatical and 
rmctionary, and so it is today. A great percentage of the men are 
religious and wear their caps over one ear ;  prayer is called from 
the minarets five times a day ; the mosques are full and the women are 
without exception heavily veiled. They stidl wear the old-fashioned 
clothes of cloak and formless dress made of blue and white print with a 
heavy blue edge. I was told that in cold weather they wear all their 
available clothes to keep warm. 

This is, I think, the place to say a word about the position of women 
in modern Turkey. A great deal of nonsense and incorrect fact has 
been written about them. Eighty per cent. of the women in Turkey 
today go veiled. I n  Constantinople ninety-five per cent, are unveiled, 
in Smyrna sixty per cent., in Adalia fifty per cent. and in Angora perhaps 
fifty per cent., but throughout the rest of Turkey the wolllen are veiled, 
and the only one I saw in K ~ s a r e a  going uncovered was no better than 
she ought to be. According to the law men must wear hats, but   omen 
may wear veils or no as they like. 

The Turkish man is as jealous as ever. I asked men of all claeses 
how they would take it if they saw me talking with a Turkish woman, 
and they said without hesitation that they would not like it at all. 
Their jealousy has never been based on religion but is animal jealoufly, 
and with it I can sympathize, for, as an Englishman, I dislike seeing 
English women with foreigners just as much as an ~merican dislike9 
seeing his women with a negro. 

Before the law women are better   laced and have far more oPPor- 
tunities than under the old regime, but my own impreflaion wag that 
though they had many more opportunities they had taken very little 
advantage of them. The harem is long since dead, if for no 
reason as a result of the economic changes. under primitive conditionsl 

as in an Arab encampment, a wife is an asset. she works lor her 

husband. Daughters can be sold and sons are the best form of insurance 
for they look after their parents, whereas under modern ~ O n d i t i o n e  
children form a new family and look after their children and a wife ls 

something of a luxury to be paid for. There are few lhrk9 who' 
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even if the law allowed it,  which i t  does not, could afford to  keep more 
than one wife. 

In 1922 I had hoped that  the women of Turkey would be one of the 
potent influences in the reconstruction of the new Turkey. I n  1927 I 
found that those who had become modernized had become over-extreme 
and the rest had not changed a t  all. I t  is possible that  in the near 
future they may become more balanced. 

There is one change, however, which i t  is more difficult and which 
requires more delicacy to  explain, but which to  me was the most revolu- 
tionary of all, and that  was that  the men seem to have lost interest in 
the women, and that whereas in the olden days sex predominated all 
other interests, this has ceased to  be so in 1927. I will explain what I 
mean by taking you to  Skutari, where I know my way about. I n  1921 
or 1922 any woman veiled, half-veiled or uncovered who was pretty or 
smart to look a t  would have inevitably been followed by half a dozen 
young bloods, an officer or two and some cadets from the school, who 
would be trying to look under her veil while they nudged each other. 
This had all ceased. For example, I sat  one day eating ~nz~halcbe in a 
shop in Skutari and there came in two handsome, smartly dressed young 
women and nobody followed them or took notice of them. They paid 
their own bill and left unconcerned. In  the old days there would have 
been at least one or two officers waiting outside the shop in the hopes 
of catching their eyes. And I got the impression that  the women rather 
missed the old days and wanted someone to  look a t  them, take notice 
of them, even lollow them about. 

But to go back to IGesarea. I t  is typical of the present position in 
Turkey. At the moment i t  is an ancient town untouched; but the 
railway has just reached i t ,  and before long i t  is likely to be a big 
junction connecting up Angora and Sivas with the main line down to  
Adanam I t  is likely to  be an important commercial centre. The 
Governor was typical. H e  was capable, energetic, and obviously 
irritated by the junior officials and the general backwardness of the 
People. He was trying to get a move on under great difficulties. 

I<~sarea  also is the one place where the Turks have effectively taken 
the position of the Christians whom they ejected. The people of 
Jizsarea have always had the reputation of working and being hard 

men. I n  fact, they are known as the Sl~nitct~tli, or The Devils, 
for this reason. I n  other parts of Turkey I saw the Turka trying to 
take over the humdrum work of small shops and trading which the 
Greeks and Armenians used to do, but without great enthusiasm. I n  
'(~sarea the Christian quarter was completely in ruins, but the Turka 

effectively taken over the work done by the Christians. For 
example, they were exporting as many as 7,000 silk carpets a year. I t  

true that these are not of the eame quality as  in the old days, but 
are changed, for they are working for the wholesale market, 
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and the silk they use is from Italy and the dye is German and 
alkaline. 

As to the Christians, there are few left in Anatolia. There are no 
Greeks. 1 believe there are three in Smyrno and one or two consule 
about. There are some Armenians in every big town, but none in the 
villages : in Angora about 700, in Kssarea 800, in Adana &bout 600, 
and most of these are Catholics. I n  the future it will be possible for 
some of the Armenians to go back, but tha Turkish point of view is quite 
normal. For the Turks their Christian population has meant outside 
control by the European powers and internal trouble. With the 
Christian population gone they may be poorer, but they are prepared to 
be poor and free, and to have no Christians in Turkey. 

Finally I would say of Kssarea that in the future, if Turkey 
succeeds, i t  will be a great centre for troops, aeroplanes, and commerce, 
and I repeat that it is typical of Turkey today in the fact that there is 
a promise of these things, but as yet only the promise. 

I took the road to Angora with regret, for I had been treated well 
and had been interested. We travelled by the new railway for fourteen 
hours across the same great plateau, bleak and treeless, which stretches 
more or less continuously right across to Baluchistan until it reaches 
the mud-flats of India. Now and again we saw camel caravans with 
their Kurdish-Persian-speaking drivers winding away by roads that 
disappear into the formless bleak distance. Sometimes we passed 
flocks of sheep, and the huge wolf dogs came barking at the train. These 
dogs are typical of this plateau. They are more wolf than dog and 
capable of killiug a man, and it ie the rule in this country that if attacked 
one must not shoot them, but it is permissible to stab them with e knife, 
which is proof that the attack was dangerous. The shepherds are a9 

hardy as the dogs and the whole life primitive and fierce. 
We crossed the Halys River, and at Kirk Ulu I saw factories and 

depots of arms and ammunition, and big four-storeyed barracks being 
built for the German workmen employed in the factories. 

Towarcls evening we came to Angora. 
I will be frank about Angora, and I am sure that any Turkwb0 

hears or reads what I say will not ressnt my frank opinion. 
I was disappointed, I know the immense difficulties under which 

the Turkish Government is working. I n  some ways I think that they 
have done marvels, but Angora is still an Anatolian village. Tho town 

consists of a fortress on top of a steep hill, inside which there is 
village, where the women are still veiled and small ~ f f i c i a l ~  live the 
same life as  they have done for centuries. Below that is the Burnt- 
Out Quarter, which has not been repaired, and again below that there 
is another Anatolian village, through which hae been made a road and 
some fine buildings, such as Government officee end a hotel Or 

and also e broad, well-made road leading down to the ststione All the 
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mlljesty and grandeur of Stalnbul is  gone, and I felt that  some of the 
sordidness and meanness of Pera  had been brought to  Angora and mixed 
into this valiant attempt to  turn the village into a capital city. 

The Turks still feel themselves to  be exiles, but I am sure that  they do 
not intend to return to  Constantinople; and in this they are very wise, 
partly because that city has demoralized all the peoples who have come 
to it, whether they were Byzantines or Turks, as  i t  demoralized even 
the Allies during the short period of their occupation in 1910 to  1922. 
Constantinople, in fact, is the harlot of the world. And again for the 
struggling Turkish Republic to keep its headquarters on the Bosphorus 
would be to put itself in the power of those who wish to control it ,  the 
great powers of the world. And I will suggest that  i t  is time that  the 
embassies transfer to Angora and the ambassadors got into closer 
touch with the real rulers of Turkey. 

I see the time is short, and I must cut out the tours in which 1 
wish to take you by Eski Shehr and Afion down by Burdur to tho 
south coast to Adalia and along the shore by 'Alaya, and Selefke and 
Analnur to llersina and after that  to Smyrna and Constantinople. 1 
will therefore summarize some of my general impressions. 

In modern Turkey, the rulers who are, perhaps, one or two per cent. 
of the population, are exceedingly efficient and full of high resolve. 
The junior officials have changed very little, only they are expected 
to do more work, to entertain, and their pay is still inadequate. The 
people as yet are untouched, but I will not say untouchable, for there 
ha8 not been sufficient time yet to enable one to judge justly. They are 
a tired people, and they have been knocked to pieces by unending wars 
find l~~ladminis t ra t ion.  If Ifustapha Iiemal lives a little longer he 
may be able to make some impression on the massed inertia of the 
Turkish people. 

Parliamentary government in the country is only a form and a 
Dictatorship is essential. You will realize that just as Bolshevism only 
suite the Russians and Fascism0 the Italians, so the Parliamentary 
system only succeeds with the Anglo-Saxons. But  it suits the end in 
Turkey. The Dictatorship, however, is a danger, as  Mustapha I(emal 
overwhelms every other idea whether of country or patriotism ; every- 
thing, every power, every idea is centred in him, and when he goes there 
must be a great gap, difficult to fill. 

Let me say here and now that  there is no question of any 
counter-revolution as there is no one to counter-revolt, though it is true 
that when only a few people hold the reins of power it is possible that  
another small party, even from among their own friends, may replace 
them. 

As to their attitude to foreigners the Turks are etill full of zeno- 
phobia. They dislike the British intensely because they made a Treaty 
of s('vres by ahioh Turkey was to be destroyed ; because they backed 
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the Greeks; and because they are believed to have been behind the 
revolt of 1924, and to be encouraging the return of a Sultan 

and Khalif. I will explain the general position better by an example, 
If, for instance, YOU Were crossing the road towards an island, and just 
as you got half-way YOU Were nearly run over by a motor-bus and it  
was clear that the driver had deliberately tried to kill you and you got 
on the island with a tremendous effort, you would stand on that island 
thoroughly frightened and a t  the same time you would hate the driver 
of that bus, and perhaps the drivers of all buses. Now that is the 
Turkish position. They have just escaped by the skin of their teeth and 
a t  8 tremendous effort from complete annihilation at our hands, and they 
are still in the reaction ; bnt I believe that this can be got over, for we 
have much in common, both in our outlook and in our interests. A 
little close, sympathetic contact be~ween us would quickly make us 
friends again. 

Financially Turkey is terribly poor. The taxes are very heavy, and 
I think that they are making a mistake by creating monopolies. They 
need and desire capital, but they want it without any terms, and no 
capitalist is prepared to let them have it. 

The law has been put into order by the adoption of the essential 
part of the Swiss Civil Code and the Italian criminal code. 

Public security throughout most of Turkey is excellent. 
Finally, ladies and gentlemen, if you talk to Russians you will 

realize that in Russia there is a new spirit, there is a belief, a vital 
desire, and whether you like it or no, and whether it will be good or baa, 
the next generation in Russia will bring forth something new. I looked 
for a similar stirring spirit in Turkey and failed to find it. The capable 
ruling groups are fighting against immense difficulties to get their 
country into order and on to a ~rogreasive line; but up to date, and 
even today, they have to do more destroying than creating. 

As in 1922 so today I am not ~ r e ~ a r e d  to say whether or no 
they will succeed, but let me say this, if they fail Turkey will slither 
down into final decay and Anatolia will become a prize for which the 
nations will fight, and I believe that a little sympathy, a little holding 
out of the hand of friendship on our part, would be of immense value 
to  the rulers of Turkey, for I am convinced that a stable, m7ell-governed, 
prosperous Turkey would be of great value both to the British E ~ P ~ ~ ~  
and to the world in general. (Applause.) 

Ladies and gentlemen, I thank you for corning here, keeping swkel 
and listening to me on this very hot afternoon. 

Mr. F. H. S K R ~ ~ ~  said he wished to ask two : firsttly, 

what was the meaning of the attempted Bur~~eaniaat ion of Turkey1 
more especially shown in the absodonment of the fez; and secondly, 
why was Mustapha Kernal enlbsrking on a costly railway project when 



in other countries railways were losing favour ? Why did he not 
improve roads and encourage mechanical transport ? 

The LECTURER : My lord, the question of the  fez I tried to  explain 
just now, but I will do i t  again very quickly. First, the  fez represents 
the Ottoman, and Mustapha Kemal is determined that  the Turks 
should not be separated by any distinguishing mark from the Western 
peoples.* Secondly, i t  is a mark of the Moslem, and the Moslem 
religious idea was always a t  the!back of any reactionary movement in 
Turkey; when Kemal destroyed the fez he simply struck a blow 
at the same people as he: hungltwo yeare ago, the people the Young 
Turks hate, such as the old Sultan. 

I do not know if I can explain quite clearly about the railways. 
I think the proposition .is a different one from that  in any European 
country, because in other European countries good roads already exist 
to some extent, while in Turkey there is only one road from C3esarea 
to Angora. 

The attitude of the Turk to Europeanization is  simple. It is that  
he will take what he can get, and when he thinks something is good 
he will get it. Very often he ;will :take something which is not so 
good. 1 often find the Turks take those things in our civilization 
which we think of lesser importance, and leave out the things which 
we think of vital importance. (Applause.) 

Sir DENISON Ross said h e  had not only read Mr. Armstrong's book, 
but had reviewed it a t  great length,!as being one of the best books on a 
Post-war country in the East .  H e  had hoped to hear today that  the 
2 Per cent. of Turka who were working for the advance of the country 
had achieved some result ; he had been disappointed to hear how little 
effect they had had. 

Mr. KEELING : Mr. Chairman, - Captain Armstrong said that  
whereas in Anatolia the country was and you could travel 
a8 safely as in England, Englishmen and ,other Europeans were not 
allowed to go beyond the Euphrates where, I think he said, there was 

considerable unrest. I was talking yesterday to an English 
geologist who has been working for my firm with an American geologist 
in that very country. H e  has been in Nisibin, and all the way along 

half a mile of the frontier of Imq, and his report is that whereas 
what Captain Armstrong said may have been true a few inonths ago, 
it je now no longer true. The Turks have got the country in order and 
it  is perfectly safe. H e  went about unguarded, unattended, unopposed. 
and unobstructed. 

* This point 11ns been very c l e ~ r l y  brought out in the discussions on the 
of the Latin Rlphnhet. Fnlih liifki ]leg, writing in I I ~  kf~lli~tt~ BaJ's : 

" Pollrlluoi 18 littlrntllre d'il y a eat-elle devenue nne i n k m e  obscure 
" '''gal des Pcrita d'il y n trois sibcle3 1 C'est paree que la langue oswnalie  est 
devenlle In langue tarlthe. Nous changeon8 174eriture de IR lsnqlle tsl . . l l /r ,  e t  
"On celle den langue8 arnbe et persane." 
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The LECTURER: The Governor of Eintsb, where I went early in 
December, 1927, told me I could go anywhere I liked in the west but 
not in the east. There they would not allow it. 

Colonel LANE : I would like to  ask the lecturer what will be the 
effect in Turkey of giving up  the Moslem religion? Also what will be 
the effect of the change from Arabic script to  Roman and the change 
in the  flag, which is now the White Wolf instead of the Star and 
Crescent ? 

The LECTURER : I t  is difficult for me to give an answer, because 
I am trying to  deal with facts, and this is in the nature of a phantasy. 
The position in religion is this : t h e  Turk is pretty lazy, as many of us 
are, in religious matters. If you go to  the mosque it is rather to your 

- 

credit, but a man who is lazy on Friday morning does not go, nor does 
he go on any other day iu the week. Perhaps an illustration will 
make i t  clear. I was in Smyrna talking to a young man in the 
mosque. H e  said : 6 L  I am glad to see you here" ; and he went on 
" Very few people come here now." I asked, Why are you here; 
you are a young man ?" H e  said : " Well, I have not been very well, 
so I thought I would come." (Laughter.) 

A MEMBER: I would like to ask whether the Turkish women who 
have been educated in Constantinople have done anything towards 
helping the people in the interior? 

The LECTURER : I have not seen them do anything throughout the 
interior where I have been. I am not talking about Sivas, but of 
Konia, Mersina, and all along the coast. Except that they have a 
number of very efficient schoolmistresses in the schools, there is no 
social service work being done in Turkey, I n  Cyprus all the school- 
mistresses are Turkish, sent from Constantinople, as they are in 
Northern Syria. I n  all these towns the schools are being run by 
wornen, but there is no social work. 

A MENEER : May I ask if the children are taught the Koran in 
schools 1 

The LECTURER: I think the answer is no. Religious teaching is 
being cut out of all the schools. 

Dr. RUSTOX PARKER : There was a statement in The Times only a 

day or two ago to the effect that  Mustapha. Iiemal was going to 
abolish Friday altogether. H e  thought it a waste of time that the 
Muhammadans do nothing on Friday, Jews on Saturday, and 
Christians on Sunday. H e  wag determined to abolish Friday and 
make them 811 keep Sunday. 

The LECTURER : I quite agree with that. When I go to see those 

Turkish Pashas they never give me any coffee. L L  I t  wastes time," they 
say ; " let US get on to  business." So 1 think it is quite likely. 

The CHAIRMAN : 1 think that the time ha8 now come to pas5 a 
very hearty vote of thanks to the Lecturer who has given us an enjoy- 



able afternoon. To me especially it has been extremely interesting, 
because I had the good luck to go through all that part oE Turkey a t  
the end of the mar. I t  was a very different thing from now: the 
country was very unstable, refugees were passing through, and dis- 
banded Turks were turning into brigands. The French had not yet 
taken over Cilicia from us and the country was under military adminis- 
tration; it was most interesting to hear tonight what has happened 
since. 

There is always a danger, I think, a t  any rate, in a great world 
upheaval such as we have experienced, of interfering t3o much in our 
neighbours' business. We were the victors in the war and were apt to 
think it was for us to put everyone's affairs straight. That is impos- 
sible, but it is not impossible to take an intelligent interest in their 
affairs-to judge for ourselves how the other nations are setting their 
houses in order. I t  is a matter of great importance how these 
houses are being set in order, but we cannot set them in order for 
them. Every nation must settle for itself its own affairs, decide for 
itself whether it prefers a dictator, Parliamentary or military rule. 
World history is the history of nations, and we have to watch nations 
working out history for themselves and make up our minds in what way 
it will affect us. I should like to thank Mr. Armstrong for his help in 
giving us a picture of the new Turkey. (Applause.) 

The LECTURER : I thank you, my lord, and I thank you, ladies and 
gentlemen. I hope I have not been too pessimistic ; I would only ask 
you to remember that the Turkish Government is working at  this 
moment under stupendous difficulties, and I believe the success oE a 
sound permanent Turkey holding Anetolia means more for the world, 
for us, and for our empire than anything else in that area. (Applause.) 



BAHRAIN 

BY C. DALBYMPLE BELGRAVE 

THE Bahrain archipelago is a group of small islands about seventeen 
lniles off the Arab coast half-way down the Persian Gulf, 

The town of Manama, the capital and commercial centre of the 
principality, is situated a t  the northern point of an island of the 
same name. This, the largest of the islands, is about thirty miles 
long and ten miles wide a t  the centre. It is separated from Muharrak 
Island, which contains the second largest town, by a stretch of sea, 
a mile wide, which becomes dry land, except for a narrow channel, 
a t  high tide. There are two smaller islands covered with palm groves 
and several rocky uninhabited islets. 

The names " Manama " and " Muharrak " mean respectively 
" The place of sleeping " and " The place of burning." It' has been 
suggested that  the former island was used as a place for burying and 
the latter island as a place for cremations either by inhabitants or 
by people from the mainland many centuries ago. On Manama 
Island there is an area of many miles covered with thousands of 
ancient tumuli : some of these burial mounds are over fifty feet high. 
There has been much controversy about their origin, which has not 
yet been definitely settled. 

Thc climate of the Persian Gulf is notorious, and much' has been 
written about i t ;  still more is said. 

I n  Bahrain the temperature does not reach the height that it does 
in AIuscat nncl some of the other Gulf ports, but the maximuln 
humidity is higher than anywhere else in the Gulf. During three 
months of the summer, July, August, and September, the climflte 
is very disagreeable indeed, very hot and extremely damp. The 
buildings ooze with moisture. April, May, June, and October arc 
also hot and damp, but relieved by frequent dry spells which occur 
when the north wind blows. The remaining five months are usually 
quite pleasant, and during January and February it is often cold 
enough for fires in the house. 

Only a small area of the islands in cultivated, the rest is stony 
desert. Rainfall nevcr exceeds three inches in the year, but numcrous 
fresh-rvnter springs irrigate the gardens, which consist lllostl~ of 
groves. I t  is thought that the origin of this water supply is in the 
Arabian highlands 300 miles away. Several of the springs rise from 
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the bed of the sea. The Arabs dive down to the source with leather 

skins which they fill with fresh water, close, and carry up through 
the water to the surface. Before Artesian wells were sunk the 

water frolll the ses-springs was sold in the bazaars at four annas for 
each petrol-tin. 

There are very few animals on the islands. At one time the 
Shaikhs used to breed ponies, but motor-cars have superseded horses. 
A particularly fine strain of white donkeys used to be exported from 
Bahrain to Zanzibar and the East  African ports. They were usually 
exported on dhows from Muscat, and are therefore known in East 
Africa as " Muscat donkeys." I have met them as far west as 
Iringa District in Tanganyika Territory. 

The local cows are fed chiefly on dates and dried fish-a peculiar 
diet, but one that produces good milk. 

A few gazelles have been imported by the Shaikh, but there are 
so few that each one is known almost by name. I n  some places 
there are quantities of hares, which the Shailrhs hunt with silugi 
hounds. The Shaikh is a great breeder of these hounds. The Shaikh's 
Iavourite sport is hawking, especially during the season when the 
lesser bustard are on the islands. The1 venerable Shaikh Lsa Ibn Ali, 
who is about eighty-five years old, constantly spends a whole day 
out hawking with his sons, riding most of the time on a donkey. 

No census of the population bas been talren, but the total is 
estiniated at nearly 150,000, of which about two-thirds are resident 
in the two chief towns and the remainder in small scattered villages. 

The population is made up of Arabs and the original inhabitants 
of the islands who are linown as Baharina. The former are Sunni 
and the latter are Shias. The Arabs live almost entirely in the two 
toivns; their interests are insinly coinmercial and connected with the 
Pearl inclustry. All the cultivation is done by the Baharina. The 
Govcrnllicnt and the ruling family is Sunni. 

The populatio~l of RIJlnnanln towrn is a mixed onc, and includes 
In(li;lrl~, Rnluchis, Irakis, freed negro slaves, and n small but 
inflllcntinl corninunity of wealthy Persian merchants, who migrated 

Persia mostly during the last fifty years and have acquired 
'~'olth froin trading in Bahrain. Most of these arc Sunni, and came 
ori~in: l l ly  across tho Gulf fro111 13crsian ports. Therc is also a largo 
flo;lhirlg population of low class Persian coolies, who work as porters 
On (locks and in tJhc bazaars. 

'rho Shnikhs of the Xhslifa family arc thc rulers of Bahrain. I n  
17H:j tllcy calnc ovcr from the neighbourhood of Kuwait on the 
Arilllinn coast ant1 conqrrercd the islands which, for n few years in 

lilttcr part of that century, had paid tributc to Persia. 
1 1  

1 1 ~  Prrsent Shailrh, a direct descendant of the conquerors, is Sir 
Is;l, Ibn Ali a1 Khnlifa. I n  1928, owing to his ndvsnoed age, he 
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handed over the  control of the state to his eldest son, Shaikh Hsmed 
Ibn  I sa  a1 Khalifa., who is now a man of between fifty and sixty 
years of age. The Shaikhs of Bahrain have been in treRty relations 
with Britain for over a century. 

Bahrain has been famous for many centuries as the centre of the 
pearl-diving in the Persian Gulf. The welfare and the very existence 
of the people depend upon the pearls. There are no local industries 
of any importance except boat-building. Nothing affects the people 
more t h i ~ n  the result of the pearl season. If the season is good, 
money flows. The big merchants who trade in pearls between - 
Bahrain, Bombay, Paris, and London make large profits, The local 
merchants who advance money to  the boat captains are sure of their 
interest; the  boat captains make money, and even the divers, who 
invariably come off the  worst, receive larger amounts when they are 

their shares of the  profits from the boats' catches. 
If the season is good, the State revenues are larger. The revenue 

depencls entirely on a five per cent. import tax, and when there is 
money to spencl in the bazaars the  imports increase. No tax is levied 
on the  pearls, ancl anybody is free to dive, as it is the Shailrh's policy 
to  advance the  inclr~stry in every way. I have often seen it stated 
that  the Shaikh of Bahrain himself receives large sums from the 
pearls. This is not the case : he has no personal interest in the 
pearling. 

The pearling system is very ancient and very complicated. 
Merchants on shore lend money to  the captains of the penrling dhows, 
who usually give the merchants first option on their pearls. The 
profits on the  boat's catch is shared proportionately among the 
captain, the divers, and the pullers. Interest is nlmost always 
charged by the merchants on the money which tbey lend to the 
captains nncl by the la,tter on the money which they lend to the 
(livers a t  the beginning and end of the diving season, nlthollgh the 
charging of interest is strictly forbiclden by the Koran. The n-~ore 
snnctimonious merchants quiet their conscience in the following way. 
They hand over to the captain fifty bags df rice at  the beginning of 
the season on the understanding that  he gives them back sixty bagq, 
or the equivalent in cash, st tho end of the season. This is not 
considered to be taking interest. 

During the last few years various reforms in the system have been 
made by the Shnikh. Rates of interest have been sfttle(l between 
divers and captains. At the beginning of cnch season the shnikh 
issues a proclamation laying down the nmol~nt to be ~ ~ l ~ n c e d  

" 
diver. Formerly hont captains usacl to lend money to Young 
who shorved promise of being divers, nt exorbitant interest. 

thus binding the borrower to  dive for tho rest of  hi^ life t'o pay off 
the debt. The conclition of divers was almost that of slaves. 
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divers as a class are entirely illiterate and easily cheated, so lately 
the Shaikh has established a department in his Government to protect 
their interests. 

The divers work during four months of the year, in the summer, 
when the sea is warm. They use no apparatus. The average dive 
lasts one and a half minutes. The diving dhows are small and very 
overcrowded, and remain out a t  sea sometimes for two months a t  
a time. During the season, walking through the bazaar, one sees 
groups of Arabs haggling over pearls of every size and shape and 
colour, which they show to  each other, resting on little scraps of red 
twill. Indian and Continental pearl merchants from Bombay and 
Paris come to Bahrain during the pearling season and snrell the 
European population which would otherwise dwindle in the summer 
to less than half a dozen people. 

In Bahrain there is a curious mixture of modern progress and 
Oriental prejudice and stagnation. The Shaikh, especially since his 
visit to England three years ago, with the co-operation of most of 
the leading Arabs, has carried out many modern improvements and 
reforms. He and all the principal merchants own large motlor-cars. 
people vie with each other in the size and quality of their cars. 
The Shaikh recently built himself a new palace, the first building 
of cut  stone on the islands. Numbers of Artesian wells have been 
sunk by the State, and lately by private individuals, during the last 
two or three years, providing a plentiful water supply and increased 
irrigation for cultivation. 

A wide road has been built the length of the town along the 
foreshore of Manama. The municipal councils of Manama and 
hluharrak, both very active bodies, take every opportunity of broaden- 
ing the streets and bazaars in the two towns, and have built stone, 
ineat and fruit markets in place of the old insanitary straw hut8 
which previously existed. The Shnikh is proposing to instal electric 
light in his capital, and is  ons side ring the construction of n callsenray 
:moss thr sc :~  to the neighbouring island of Iil~harralr. There are 
tnr0 hospitals in I\Innnlna, nn ice factory, and n wircless station. 

The British Indin boats which call weekly at Bahrain are com- 
pelled, owing to s h a l l o ~  w:lter, to anchor three or four miles out a t  

hilt motor-l:lunches, of which thcre are n 1:irge number in 
Bahrain, ore llsed to ConlTcp the passengers ashore. There is a 
nyllnr scrvicr thesr lnrlnchps from R;il~min to  thr  mninlnnd. 

Alt!hollgh the Shnikh takes 3 strong personal interest in edlic,ltion, 
I'rogress has been in that direction. The attendance a t  

+ h p  Stntc schools i n  small. Many of the pearl merchants and most 
of fhc boat captains who transact business, involving many thousands 
Of pollnds o v e n  spason, are illiterate. There is no female 
edl~cntion in inbra in .  A few of the advanced Arabs are in fn~o l l r  
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of it ,  but the majority disapprove of any change. The social and 
hygienic state of women is the same as it was many centuries ago. 

One of the things that strike one most on first seeing the people 
is the badness of their teeth and eyes, especially among the Baharina. 
About half the men seem to have unsound eyes. One family of four 
brothers have five sound eyes between them. 

The people of Bahrain like to  consider that it is the most important 
port between Basra and Karachi. This is partly because most of the 
imports to the mainland are shipped through Bahrain. During the 
last two or three years there has been a remarkable increase in the 
variety of European goods which are stocked in the bazaar. 

On a really hot day the bazaars are the coolest places in the town. 
The lanes are roofed over with matting and spread weekly with clean 
sand. Compared to most Eastern bazaars, they are remarkably clean 
and free from unpleasant smells, except when one passes the place 
where they sell dried fish. There are not many native goods worth 
buying; brass and copper coffee-pots are made, and one can buy 
Persian carpets, but they are better and cheaper if purchased 
elsewhere. The unbecoming fashion of natives wearing European 
clothes has not yet reached Bahrain, except in the case of a few 
foreigners-Indians, Persians, and Irakis. The Shaikh and the Arabs 
do not approve of it. Once the son of the leading Kadi returned from 
a visit to Paris wearing a French suit. Urgent messages were sent 
to him on the boat forbidding him to set foot upon the island until 
he had changed his clothes. 

The Shaikh himself is a man of simple habits. He has three 
residences, one in each of the two towns and one out on the desert 
in the middle of the island. H e  prefers living in his country-house 
among his hawks and his horses and his hounds. His palace in 
Manama is furnished in European tashion, but in his other houses 
he lives in Arab style. H e  does not care for show except on State 
occasions, and then he appears in gorgeous embroidered robes, 
carrying his sword in a golden scabbard, surrounded by his brilliantly 
dressed sons and retainers, and escorted by a detachment of the 
State police and a picturesque bodyguard of local Arabs. In Person, 
he is n tall, distinguished-looking man, with a square black beard 
and a dignified manner. Although he has travelled in India and in 
England, he speaks no language but his own. 

Taken as a whole, Bahrain is not a beautiful place; but what it 
laclis in beauty it makes up for in interest. The 1)~s t  parts of 

Manama town are very like nome of the sul)urbs of ~lexundria, except 
for the curious wind towers, which are a feature of the llouses 
inhabited bv Persians. The inland desert country is arid and 
terribly hot in the summer days, but cooler than the coast 
the nights. Owing to the intense heat at  night, which is the most 
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tving feature of the Bahrain climate, many of the town people 
motor out to the desert after sunset and spend the night in tents or 
straw houses. 

Some of the gardens are very attractive, especially where there 
are fresh-water springs, overshadowed by date-palms and drooping 
tamarinds, in whose translucent depths one sees tortoises and big 
carp. In the summer evenings it is the fashion of the Arabs to drive 
out to Idari, the biggest of the springs near the town, for bathing. 
Sometimes there are as .many as twenty cars parked alongside the 
spring, and groups of Arabs sit on carpets round the banks drinking 
coffee and watching the bathers. Very often the Shaikh himself 
goes out there with his sons. 

Although Bahrain lies between Iraq and India-and in these days 
more and more people travel home by the overland route--the fast 
mail from Basra to India does not call. Few people, therefore, 
except those who have officia.1 or commercial interest in the islands, 
visit Bahrain. 



ANNUAL DINNER 
SIR RONALD STORRS AND SIR HABCOURT BUTLER 

THE annual dinner of the Society was held at  the Hotel Cecil, on 
July 5, with the President, Viscount Peel, in the chair, 

After the loyal toasts had been honoured, Sir RONALD SToRRs pro- 
posed the toast of the Society. H e  said he had been asked to take the 
opportunity of making some observations on those parts of the Near 
East  with which he was more particularly acquainted, Cyprus and 
Palestine. They were countries in which there were unusual resem- 
blances. Both were maritime countries, but had never been naval 
countries. That  had never mattered to Palestine, which had access to 
the countries both north and south, had heard the tramp of innumerable 
armies, and had scattered her sons over the face of the earth. But it 
was rather otherwise with regard to the small island community of 
Cyprus, whose inhabitants had not been situated in conditions under 
which they would be likely to go far afield. Another resemblance 
between the two countries was that both benefited, if that term might 
be allowed, by the possession of three official languages. In Cyprus all 
Government business had to be carried on in English, Greek, and 
Turkish ; in Palestine in English, Hebrew, and Arabic. I t  was SO in 
Palestine two thousand years ago, when an official inscription was written 
in Latin, Hebrew, and Greek. Such variety of official language was 
not unknown in the West. I n  Switzerland at  present there were three 
official languagee, and in England, eight hundred years ago, he presumed 
that  English, Latin, and Norman were the three languages in offici~l 
use. Another resemblance between Palestine and Cyprus, perhaps 
less happy one, was that in an admirably peaceful and well-meaning 
population there was a small but noisy percentage of people who 
might be termed politicians, guided chiefly by a stupendous misapplica- 
tion of what might otherwise be economic and administrative energy, 
who kept the clock back and wasted their opportunities upon aterile 
and altogether futile politics. (Laughter.) But when these resemblances 
had been recognized there were points of enormous distinction between 
the two countries. H e  could say of Palestine after eight years' 0fficib1 
association with the country that there was an atmosphere of poillnanCy 
which made everything occurring in Palestine seem to be important. 
They knew that many things which had occurred in Palestine in the 
past were still of extreme importance to mankind. 

Sir Ronald Storrs then gave a brief survey of the history of C Y P ~ ~ ~ ~  
leading up to a reminder that we have reached the jubilee of its transfer 
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from a cruel and inefficient Ottoman Administration to  the British Crown 
under the Treaty of Berlin. Lord Beaconsfield came back to  this 
country bringing peace in one hand and honour in the other, and 
Cyprus constituted the honour. 

Cyprus deserved and needed more interest and help. Nevertheless 
it must be recognized that we had given to the service of the island 
some of our best men. H e  need only mention the name of Lord 
Kitchener, who was for two years Surveyor and Registrar-General of 
Cyprus. He journeyed throughout its length and breadth and corrected 
the map by which the authorities were still guided. H e  (Sir Ronald) 
had the honour and pleasure last year, as one of Lord Kitchener's 
humble subordinates in the past, to erect a tablet on the house where 
he had lived during his two years on the island, where his name and 
personality were still remembered. 

Sir Ronald drew attention to the extraordinary beauty of Cyprus 
and to the advantages offered, including one thousand miles of excel- 
lent motor roads, to the tourist. The island was provided with some 
excellent hotels, not of course marked by the splendour to which they 
were accustomed in London, but which provided all the decencies and 
necessities of life at  the absurdly cheap rate of eight or nine shillings 
a day. The island was possessed of many archaeological and historical 
treasures, and there was no lack of those facilities which the British 
resident and tourist took with him wherever he went. There were 
golf and tennis clubs, and even a very tolerable racecourse. 

He felt justified in giving these details, for the Central Asian Society 
comprised within its purview that great triangle which was based on 
C~nstantino~le,  Cairo, and Calcutta, from which had been produced 
three, or if they included Buddhium as a religion, four of the great 
religions of the world. Nor was it inconceivable that a t  any moment 
there might once more arise within that triangle some God-gifted 
organ-voice speaking once more for the healing of the nations. I t  was 
an area, therefore, of paramount importance for the peace of the 
British Empire and coneequently for the peace of the whole world. I t  
was not merely of considerable but of extraordinary importance that we 
should have at  our disposal all the acculnulated knowledge and informa- 
tion for guidance in respect of the administration of those portions of 
that immense triangle with which we were concerned. They must 
reaember that RTacaulay etarted, as regards education, on an inclined 
plane when he recommended for Asiatic peoples a literary education. 
He must confese, that as an administrator, when he had to tour in the 
villages where the great majority of the people of Palestine reeided, and 
had seen the children of agricultural labourers applying their minds to  
literary and philosophical studies, he had been unable to repress the  
reflection that such education was not likely to turn them out good 
agriculturists, though it might make them voters and possibly members 
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of local legislatures, which a t  any moment might turn out the G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -  
merit of the day- I t  had been his privilege to see, both in post-war dqs 
and before, how quickly reconstruction could be achieved in such 
countries, without the aid of representative institutions, AS Military 
Governor of Jerusalem, it was his privilege to live for about a year in an 
office where they were not hampered by a legislature, and where, for 
the time being, there were not even lawyers. (Laughter.) There was not 
80 much as a secretariat or a central government, and it often occurred 
to him to remember in his lonely station the words of the poet who 
wrote of the happy garden where man first moved without a mate to 
share his life. I t  was his privilege to be under Field-Marshal Lord 
Allenby and to receive his trust and aesistance. He  hoped they would 
not consider that  he was in any way inclined to discount the benefits of 
representative government, but he was free to confess that in the part 
of the world of which he had been speaking he had found it easier to 
administer the country without the assistance of a legislature. In the 
Middle Eas t  i t  was a very difficult task to reconcile to the work of 
practicable administration the unmade-up leeways of the past and the 
frothy effervescences of the present. They needed not only knowledge 
for the task but the sympathy which was born of such knowledge. He 
respectfully suggested that the Central Asian Society as a repository 
and as  a clearing-house of ideas of such regions was an institution of 
incalculable value to all persons responsible for or interested in the 
conduct of affairs in the Near and Middle East. The Society was for- 
tunate in having a t  its head an eminent statesman acknowledged t~ be 
one of the masters of his craft in this country and elsewhere, and also 
a distinguished Field-Marshal who had been aptly termed the last of 
the paladins. (Cheers.) Their names and their counsels imparted to 
the deliberations of the Society a happy blend of the practical and the 
theoretical. I t  was to  him a very great pride and pleasure to give the 
toast of the Society coupled with the names of the President, Lord Pee1, 
and the Chairman, Field-Marshal Lord Allenby. (Applause*) 

Lord PEEL, who was cordially received on rising to reply, Said that 
they had listened with great pleasure to the brilliant and far-seeing 
speech of Sir Ronald Storrs. On behalf of the Society he IAm~.~ked him 
for the high tribute which, as a practical administrator, he had paid to 
the value of the work of the Society. Sir Ronald was deeply steeped 
in the lore and wisdom of the Near East. H e  looked young, but he 
had a quarter of a century's experience in the East, and he had been 
Oriental Secretary to many eminent rulers, amongst a h o m  he 
mention the names of Lord Cromer and Lord Icitchener. He acted 

some time as  Military Governor of Jerusalem, numbering amongst hls 
predecessors the well-known name of Pontiua Pilate ; he had 
Civil Governor of Jerusalem, a, post in which he had been most 
successful. Since then he had been Governor of Cyprus, and he (Lord 
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Peel) anticipated that there was another twenty-five or thirty years of 
active administrative life before him, and that he would occupy many 
other Governorships in that time. 

They had one other guest to whom he would like to allude-Sir 
John Simon. They all knew the gigantic task in which he was now 
engaged. He had devoted his great abilities to the examination of the 
Constitution of India, with a view to seeing how far it might be 
adapted to the new requirements of the coming age. H e  had a melan- 
choly announcement to make, which was that they were not to be 
given the pleasure of listening to Sir John Simon. I t  seemed a strange 
paradox, and, indeed, almost an impropriety, that so great a lawyer and 
Parliamentarian should, in a great gathering of this kind, sit silent. 
(Laughter.) I t  must be a strange, and he did not know whether it was 
an altogether agreeable, experience for Sir John Simon, but he felt that  
with these great responsibilities upon him he had better observe the 
severe rule he had laid down for himself. Sometimes members of the 
House of Commons, when they had not caught the Speaker's eye, had the 
feeling that the best speeches were those which had never been delivered. 
That was the solitary consolation of their gathering that evening. 
(Laughter.) At the beginning of the dinner he made a suggestion to Sir 
John that he should a t  least say a few words, but he recalled that i t  
was part of the contract when he accepted their invitation that he 
should not speak-and when a great lawyer talked of a contract there 
was nothing more to be said by the lay outsider. (Laughter.) But he 
would like to wish Sir John and his colleagues, on behalf of the Society, 
many of whose members were well acquainted with India, and knew 
something of the difficulties that he was encountering, their best wishes 
and their hearty goodwill in the gigantic task which had been laid upon 
his shoulders. (Loud cheers.) 

He must say one word about Sir Harcourt Butler, if only for the 
reason that he had had a wonderful experience in India for thirty-seven 
pears. For no less than twelve of those years he was the Governor of 
Provinces, and he had had the unique experience of being twice the 
Governor of the same province, which was, he believed, a record. He 
had been Governor of two provinces, and when he had guided the 
introduction of the Reforms in the United Provinces the same task fell 
to him in Burma. H e  was the first Education Minister on the 
 viceroy'^ Council, and had previously discharged the duties of Foreign 
Secretary--duties which were so heavy that they were now divided 
between two men. I n  Burma Sir Harcourt put down the slave traffic 
in certain unadtninietered tracts, and had shown so high an administra- 
tive capacity that it was difficult for other Governors to follow him. I n  
spite of these great administrative achievements he had had time, he 
was glad to say, for other duties and interests. For instance, he was 
distinguished in the great science of gastronomy. (Laughter.) And 
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that was a subject which appealed strongly to him, Lord peel, as the 
Minister responsible for Government hospitality. (Renewed laughter,) 

Sir Ronald Storrs had spoken of the wide range of the Central Asian 
Society. They could see from the reference to the two last issues of the 
J o ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~  that it ranged through the whole of Asia. There were some 
people of small imagination who had complained that while they were 
known as the Central Asian Society, they discussed Palestine, China, 
and other countries which seemed to be geographically outside the 
scope of such an appellation. But  they had abundant precedents in 
the past for their breadth of view. H e  believed it was from Central 
Asia that such well-known historical figures as Chingiz Khan and 
Talnerlaine came, agd extended their rule over very wide fields, even 
wider, in some respects, than those covered by the disoussions of the 
Society. Of recent events in connection with their vast field worth 
record he might mention the flight to India by aeroplane of the 
Secretary of State for War, Sir Samuel Hoare, accompanied by Lady 
Hoare. H e  could not refrain from mentioning this, as it was an 
opportunity to boost a colleague. (Laughter.) And he hoped that in due 
oourse Sir Samuel Hoare would return the compliment. (Renewed 
laughter.) The other event was the visit of King AmtLnullah Khan to 
Europe, and more particularly to this country. He  showed himself an 
enlightened and progressive monarch, and as be said when he returned 
to  Kabul, he undertook the journey not for pleasure but to study the 
institutions, scientific advancee, and educational systems of the West. 
H e  (Lord Peel) was presont a t  Oxford when the King of Afghanistan 
was given his honorary degree, and his speech on that occasion struck 
him as most remarkable. His Majesty was enormously impressed by 
having the degree conferred upon him by the ancient University of 
Oxford, which, as he said, had stood for BO many centuries as a seat of 
learning. His Majesty saw almost everything that could be seen in 
this country in the limited time a t  his disposal, end he believed t h h t  

what struck him most was the wonderful stability of our social institu- 
tions. H e  appreciated the significance of the fact that in some of the 
country houses he visited the same families had lived for three or fouror 
more centuries, and his imagination was toucl~ed when hevisited Windsor 
Castle and saw, as he said, the home for a thousand yeqrs of mighty 
kings. His Majesty finished up his journey in Russia, but be thought 
he had quite suRcient acumen and ability to see through the c~ref'Jl'y 
arranged programme provided for him. 

There were so many occupations and preocc3pstionr, rind so 
things of interest going on in the vast dominions of our Empire, that 
there could be no doubt that we required e Sooiety such a0 theirs to 
maintain interest and attention in Asiatic questions, and thus to 

keep the British people informed on the ~roblerns of the East. They 
had long since discarded some of the 014 phrases which used be 
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current. For instance, in the Central Asian Society they never talked 
about the " unchanging East." They were, on the contrary, deeply 
impressed by the rapidity of the changes which were going on in those 
countries, and it was their constant object to keep their knowledge ever 
fresh and new on the problems of the hour, leaving the study of 
antiquities and ancient civilizations to other societies. I n  particular, 
they sought information from those who had present-day experience a s  
travellers, administrators, and soldiers in the East, who could bring to  
them fresh stores of knowledge and keep them constantly informed on 
what was passing in Asia. 

One effect of fuller knowledge must be to qualify the facile theory 
that the great contrast between the East and the West was the 
materialization of our own civilization compared with ithe spirituality 
of the East. H e  was talking the other day to some Eastern friends, 
and gave them one or two instances which perhaps might help them to 
reconsider this settled belief on their part. H e  asked them to look a t  
the City of London, the great financial centre of the world, and they 
~ o u l d  find that the most striking architectural feature of " the square 
mile " was the Cathedral and other great churches of Wren and other 
architects with their spires pointing to heaven. Was that a sign of 
mere material civilization ? Further, he reminded them of the profound 
interest shown in both Houses of Parliament in the Prayer Book 
debates. These had attracted larger attendances of members and a 
a d e r  interest on the part of the public a t  large than any discussions of 
material or economic questiors which he could recall. The visitor 
might have supposed that he was listening, not to a debate in the House 
of Commons or the House of Lords, but to some medieval assembly of the 
Fathers discussing profound religious questions which had stirred the 
hearts of men from the Council of Nicza. 

They could not overlook the fact that the countries of Asia were 
far more critical of the West than they were thirty or forty years ago, 
and it waR most desirable that there should be exchange of information 
between tho East and West, and that we should study the problems 
of tho East wit11 sympathy born of full knowledge. I t  was said that it 
was lack of transport which led to the decline and fall of the Roman 
Empire. We had no lack of transport in these days, no lack of 
conlmunication, whether by air or by wireless, and it was quite clear that 
in thc imlnediate future we were going to be brought far nearer to 
the East than we had ever been before. But the Central Asian Society 
existed to warn the public of the danger that, however near we might be 
brought to one another by modern science, we should never succeed in 
Promoting peace and goodwill unless we approached the problems of 
the East with adequate knowledge, with sympathy and tolerance, and 
wi th  s iletermination to understand the points of view of the Eaetern, 
h o ~ e v e r  they might differ from our own. Unless they could cultivate 
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that spirit they would not succeed in their migsion, I t  was the 
determined aim of the Central Asian Society to make an 
contribution to the cultivation of that spirit. (Cheers.) 

Field-Marshal Lord ALLENBY, in proposing the toast of the guests, 
said that  it was their happiness to have with them that night the 
Persian Minister, the representative of a land of ancient culture and 
civilization, dating back far beyond the time when our own civilization 
rose-a civilization which was anterior to that of Egypt, if not indeed 
to  that of China. They welcomed the representative of Persia, and they 
wished him and his country a prosperity and happiness in the future 
worthy of the long history of that land. I t  was also their privilege to 
have with them a Minister representing King Feisal of Iraq. They had 
welcomed his royal master to this country last year, and he recalled 
with satisfaction that he had the privilege of entertainiug His Majesty 
and the honour of receiving his hospitality. 

They recalled the close association of their armies and those of the 
Arabs under King Feisal in the war, and were gratified that this had 
been followed by their close co-operation with him in the administration 
of hie country. They had much appreciated the observations of Sir 
Ronald Storrs, and he was in a position to say how deeply the country 
was indebted to him for the work he did for the Allied cause in the 
winter of 1917 when Jerusalem was first occupied. I n  the early days 
of the military administration he had a hard and rough time, and there 
was little or no opportunity for providing himself with the ordinary 
conveniences of life. Palestine owed to him, both as military and civil 
Governor of Jerusalem, a debt of gratitude. Perhaps only be (the 
Field-Marshal) and Sir Ronald knew the dangers to the Allied Cause 
which had to be overcome a t  that time. Of Sir John Simon he could 
say little beyond what bad already been remarked by the president* 
They welcomed him as a great lawyer and statesman engaged upon a 
great imperial work. Sir Harcourt Butler, as Governor of two Indian 
provinces, had served his King and country worthily and well, and had 
won the atrection of the people. On the previous day a lady friend of 
his said to him, " You will meet Sir Harcourt Butler tomorrow evening ; 
you will find him a great dear." (Laughter and cheers.) 

Sir HARCOURT BUTLEH, who wag received with enthusiasm, said that 
he waa called upon to reply for the guests, while Sir John Simon, *horn 
they would so much rather hear, gat silent. I t  had been his lot during 
his long Indian career, now aod then, to attend animal fights ; but 
were occasions, surprising ae it may seem, when even the principal 
animals refused to fight. (Laughter.) H e  remembered that On One 

occasion they all refused to fight. The Prince who we8 their host was 
disappointed, and decided to turn them all into the arena togethero 
There was a tiger, a leopard, a pig, a bear, a, donkey, a camel, and 
animals all turned out together ; but even then the conflict, which the'r 
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host was expecting, did not mature, and the only animal which came 
up to anticipation was the donkey (laughter), who laid out with his heels 
ell round with such effect that the other animals slunk off clinging 
to the side of the arena. Encouraged by this example (laughter) he 
made bold to reply for the guests. H e  thanked the President for 
the kind words in which he had referred to his official career. H e  
could only say that if he had achieved anything during his long service 
it was due to the help, assistance, and loyal support he had always 
received from those who were working with him, whether Europeans, 
Indians, or Burmans. H e  could not speak of the Middle East and 
Central Asia with first-hand knowledge such as could be supplied by 
his old friend and fellow-schoolboy, Sir Percy Cox (cheers), and he 
could only tell them something of the Asia that he knew. H e  was 
expected to say something about India, and that was not very easy. 

Sir Harcourt went on to say : I cannot talk about the Reforms, for 
that is a matter in the hands of Sir John Simon and his colleagues, and 
very capable hands they are. I may perhaps say without impertinence 
that they have our fullest sympathy in the difficult task before them, 
one of the most difficult tasks conceivable. For they have to cut a 
positive path through a jungle of negative criticism. They have our 
sympathy and they have our confidence. Still less can I talk about the 
Indian States Committee of which I am Chairman. I will only say 
this : that we all realize the importance of the Indian States, the great 
services of the Indian Princes in the past, their deep loyalty to the 
Crown, and their high position in India. There remains the old but 
ever-present topic of East  and West in its modern form. There are 
those who think that East and West can never combine. We all know 
the lines of Matthew Arnold and Rudyard Kipling in support of the 
views which they have eo aptly expressed. 

But another view i~ gaining ground steadily, s view which I myself 
have long held, that a great synthesis is being worked out, very slowly 
it must be admitted, and to some extent unconsciously. The change 
which this signifies is, to my mind, the most important change of recent 
years in regard to Indian problems. We hear less now than formerly 
of belligerent progress and more now than formerly of mutual under- 
standing. So much, indeed, is certain, that much greater interest is 
taken now than formerly in Indian problems. I n  the current number 
of the 13ibba.t Joralsnl there is a deeply interesting and profound article 
by Lord Haldane on this subject. He  deals in masterly manner with 
the spiritual and philosophical position. He holds that the leaders of 
thought in the Raat understand the thought of the West better than the 
leaders of thought in the West understand the thought of the East, and 
he draws attention to the fact that under wholly diverging forms tho 
great religions of the East and of the West ha.ve more of a common 
foundation than we here at  least commonly suppose, and he thinks that 
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we are wrong to deal only with politicians, leaving aside the leaders of 
thought. There are other articles in the Journal dealing with Indian 
questions on the religious and philosophical side, a very important aide 
beyond all question. 

In  the world of politics and business we are being thrown together 
in a way which would have been regarded as imposible many years ago, 
and if the contact leads a t  first, and not unnaturally, to some collisioo, 
there is a t  least a better understanding of different points of view. 
(Cheers.) I n  Committees where most of the work of the world is done 
there has been really good combination and mutual understanding with 
excellent results. I t  is in committees where work is done quietly and 
without publicity that our best work has been done. For the light of 
publicity in India is a rather fierce flame fanned by fanaticism of various 
forms. (Laughter and cheers.) Again, Indians are taking to invest their 
money in ventures which depend on the continuance of British rule. 
There is a demand on all sides now for more practical education. 
There are many-I confess that I am one of them-who think that 
economic questions will in the future overshadow political questions. 
w e  may have to revise our ideas in many respects; we are doing so. 
w e  are meeting the time changes with that practical accommodation 
which is generally regarded as  the genius of our race. 

Look back, 1 ask you, on the changes that you have seen in your 
lifetime. I remember how when I landed in Bombay nearly forty yeare 
ago, I was bewildered by the multitudes of peoples. They were like 
birds in an aviary of different forms and colours and different voices. 
The diversity remains, the lines of cleavage are still deep, but by our 
education, by the spread of communications, by our scientific adminietra- 
hive system, by our common lows and language-and English is now 
established as  an Indian language-we have given at least the idea of 
unity to India. I t  may be imperfectly conceived, the lines of cleavage 
may be deepening under the influence of religious and racial f~naticism, 
but some progress has been made already. English education bas 
purified our services. Britiah commercial enterprise has conferred 
immense benefits on the peoples of India and ehown them the way to 
make their country industrial and com mercial. The principles of 
British law have profoundly affected and are profoundly affecting the 
lives and thoughts of the people. At many points the West is influenc- 
ing the East, a,nd a t  many points also the Bast in influencing the 
West. (Cheers.) 

What will be the issue of all t h i ~  activity one cannot foresee* The 
difficulties of Government are increasing, new problems are arising- 
The maintenance of law and is more intricate a problem than i' 
has been in the past, and everything depends on this primary functioa 
The necessity for firmness in administration was perhaps never greater 
than it is now. We must not overlook administration while thinking 
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of policy. After all, administration is  the  life of the law and its point 
of contact with the people. (Cheers.) The problems of labour are 
rising. The interests of minorities are clamant. The welfare of in- 
articulate millions needs increasing attention. Other countries have 
gone or are going through the same experiences. That  is a point that  
we must always remember. W e  have not reached our present position 
in the West without long struggles and many inconveniences. The  
Eaet has the advantage of the  accumulated experience of the West, but 
it cannot leap suddenly into progress. I t  has to learn by its own 
mistake8 and pay the price of change. I t  is a commonplace that  for 
every gain some loss is inevitable. I have always found it useful to  
put this question to  myself. Through what stages did we have to go 
in order to attain a similar result ? How did we stand in this matter 
a century or two ago? And when I reflect on this and on the fixed 
points of position, I decline to  plunge into pessimism. (Cheers.) I 
remain an optimist still. 

Progress in so vast a country a s  India, so riddled with different 
points of view, must be slow ; patience is the greatest of all virtues in 
dealing with the persistence of the East. I t  may be attained not in 
our own way, i t  may take forms not our own forms, but progress is 
ping on. The synthesis is being slowly built up. The number of 
Indians who are working for the synthesis is far  greater than we know. 
(Cheers.) Our greatest critics are after all converted to the Western 
point of view. The efforts to revive ancient ideas have received little 
support from them. Never forget that  reaction is the real danger 
in India, and that the forces of reaction are still very powerful. Some 
reactions must be expected from time to time. But we cannot go back 
and we cannot go out. W e  cannot expect the same thing to be and 
not to be. We cannot have Western Progress without the help of 
Westerners. Wo must maintain for a, long time to come a strong 
Western element in the essential public services. Troubles we must 
expect. But when I survey the progress of the last forty years, a 
progress which would hclve been thought quite impossible forty years ago; 
when I think that we have been through the greatest war of history 
without the revolutiorls which have overtaken many other countries 
(cheers), when I think of the quiet of India-for on the whole it has 
been quiet-the freedom of movement, the strong financial position, 
then I feel that we may face the future, not without anxiety, but with 
some reasoned hope in the power of our own people and of the leaders 
of Indian moderate and responsible opinion to work out a synthesis. 
And what is more, I believe that we are doing it. ( L ~ u d  applause.) 



THE CONTRIBUTION OF HUNGARY TO 
OUR KNOWLEDGE OF CENTRAL ASIA* 

BY SIR E. DENISON ROSS 

THE title chosen for my lecture perhaps requires definition. By 
Hungary I naturally mean scholars of Hungarian origin. The 
scholars of whom I s h d l  speak are Cson~a, Ujfalvy, Vambdry, and 
Stein. I shall begin with Csoma, and i t  is mainly with his life and 
work that  I shall deal. I n  Central Asia I include Tibet, as well as those 
countries where, during the past thirty years, such wonderful treasures 
of a r t  and literature have been released from under the dust of ages. 

I t  was, as  we shall see, the Asiatic Society of Bengal which became 
the medium for the foundation of Tibetan studies, just as it had been 
of Sanskritic studies. I t  is not always remembered that, although we 
in the  West had, by the end of the eighteenth century, acquired s 
considerable knowledge of the literature and culture of the Near East, 
of the Middle East ,  and even of the Far  East  (thanks to the Arabs in 
Spain, the Crusades, and the mediaeval travellers like Marco Polo), our 
ignorance of old religions and languages of India was abysmal. It 
was not till Warren Hastings became Governor-General of India that 
the  study of these subjects received the serious attection of Western 
scholars. Warren Hastings rightly believed that, in order to rule the 
Indians with justice and sykpathy ,  it was essential to gain a knowledge 
and  understanding of their own laws and customs. Fortunately he 
found among those Englishmen who were working under him in India, 
gifted men willing to undertake such work in addition to their official 
duties. Among these pioneers the names of Sir William Jones and 
Colebrook stand out prominently. Sanskrit texts were published and 
translated, and the work begun by these scholars was eagerly taken up 
by others in France and Germany, and it was only then that the 
science of comparative philology was initiated ; for the close study of 
the Sanskrit languages led a t  once to a complete readjustment of all 
existing views on the origin of mankind-views hitherto based on the 
legend of the confusion of tongues a t  Babel. Thus the East, which 
had revealed hereelf so slowly and so reluctantly to the West, yielded 
up almost last of all the greatest of her secrets.-the secret of India. 
At the beginning of the  nineteenth century a further secret Was 
revealed-the mystery of Tibet, and with this great discovery is for 
ever associated the name of Csoma Karoei Sandor. 

* Being a Lecture delivered before the Royal Asiatic Society on June 12, 1928, 
the Earl of Ronaldshay in the Chair. ( B ~  permission of the Royal Asiatic 
Society.) 
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The time at my disposal will not permit me to give even a brief 
summary of what had hitherto been known of the Tibetan language. 
Let it suflice to say that the only European work on this language 
known to Csoma de Koros was Georgi's " Alphabetum Tibetanum," 
published in 1762. The genesis of this fantastic book is too curious. 
for ma to pass it by altogether. 

The Tsar, Peter the Great, sent eight leaves of a Tibetan book to the 
Academy in Paris where it was made an object of close study by two 
French savants. One of them, named de Fourmont, made a trans- 
lation of one of the leaves, having as his only aid the Latin Tibetan 
vocabulary composed by Father Dominique de Fano, a manuscript 
containing 3,000 Latin words with their Tibetan equivalents. Un- 
fortunately there were many words in the leaf which were not to be 
found in the vocabulary of de Fano, but de Fourmont was not to be 
daunted by so slight an obstacle, and boldly called into his service the 
word which sounded most like the word he found in his text. This 
was, of course, a dangerous thing to do in the case of this particular 
language in which (more than in any alphabetic language) orthography 
plays a much more important part than pronunciation. I n  this 
manner he often took a terminal affix for a root, and cut words in two, 
giving one half to the preceding word and the other to the word that 
followed. This so-called translation was reprinted as being exact by 
one scholar, criticized by a second, and published with textual correc- 
tions by Georgi in his Alphabetum Tibetanum." Remusat says of 
these performances a t  first one had admired the profound erudition 
which had enabled de Fourmont to recognize the language in which 
these leaves were written; later Georgi was praised for having 
corrected the text and the translation. I do not know how anyone can 
translate or correct a text which one is not able even to read. There 
was nothing to admire in all this ; interpreters, panegyrists, commen- 
tators, and critics were none of them capable, I will not say of reading 
a line, but of even spelling out a syllable of the passage which they 
were all discussing." 

In spite of all, this leaf became famous and these interpreters even 
more famous throughout learned Europe. Such was the origin of the 
only book a t  the disposal of Cso~na when he began his Tibetan studies. 

If n, Biographical Dictionary were to be written containing the lives 
of all the great pioneers of Oriental studies, one of the most romantic 
and inspiring names in the work would be that of Csoma de Kor6s. 
And yet it would be one of the least familiar. For those same qualities 
which enabled him to travel like a blziksh.11 and live like a hermit for SO 

many years prevented his ever talking much about himself or publish- 
ing anything in the shape of an autobiography. The man who could 
travel alone, and mostly on foot, from Bucharest to Lahore without 
money or baggage, and not wish to give the world en account of his- 
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experiences, certainly possessed a nature cast in an uncommon, or 
ehall we say unmodern, mould. 

What little We know of that remarkable journey would probably 
never have reaohed US had not the Government of India in a manner 
forced out of Csoma a Report by way of accounting for the sudden 
appearance of a solitary Hungarian on the North-West Frontier, 

Alexander Csoma was born in the village of KGriis, whence his 
name Koriisi or de Koriis, Transylvania, on April 4, 1784. In about 
1799, he entered the College of Nagy Enyed as a student, and in 1807 
he first embarked on his higher academical studies, which inoluded 
three years in the University of Gottingen, devoting his time chiefly to 
Oriental languages and history. 

" Among other liberal disciplines," Csoma writes in his Report to 
Government, " my favourite studies were philology, geography, and 
history. Although my ecclesiastical studies had prepared me for an 
honourable employment in my native country, yet my inclinations for 
the  studies mentioned above induced me to seek for a wider field for 
their  further cultivation. As my parents were dead, and my only 
brother did not want my assistance, I resolved to leave my native 
country and to come towards the East,  and, by some means or other 
procuring subsistence, to devote my whole life to researches which may 
be afterwards useful to the learned world of Europe in general, and in 
particular, may illustrate some obscure facts in our own hietory." 

I would in passing refer to the amazing commend of the English 
language Csoma already possessed before he came to reside in 
Calcutta. 

I n  his Preface to the Diotionary, he writes : 
H e  begs to inform the publio that he has not been sent by any 

government to gather political information, neither can he be counted 
of the number of those wealthy European gentlemen who travel at 
their own expense for their pleasure or curiosity, but is only a poor 
student who was very desirous to see the ditferent countries of 149ia, 8 8  

the scene of so many memorable transactions of former ages, to observe 
the manners of several people and to learn their languages." 

It is quite natural that, of all the European nations, the Hungarian9 
should be the most prone to travel in Asia in quest of their ancestorg. 
For, with the exoeption of the Basques and the Finns, all the other 
nations of Europe have, as it were, been accommodrrted with an origin 
and birthplace, while the brave Hungarian race hnd been left in the cola. 

I t  must be remembered that the well-established group8 of *ry&ne 
and Turanians were ill-defined in Csoma's day, and the instinct which 
led him to look for his anoestors in Mongolia wne all the more 
remarkable. I t  should not be forgotten that it wee the merest accident 
tha t  led Csoma to take up the study of Tibetan. His original intention 
was to penetrate into Chinese Turkestan, where he would hbve found 
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the linguistio affinities for whioh he was looking. But  the road to  
Yarktlnd was closed: and Fate  deoided that not he but another Hnn- 
gerian should reap Fame in the deserts of Taklamakan. 

On January 1, 1820, he set out from Bucharest &llightly olad, as if 
he merely intended taking a walk," and, travelling dternately by ship 
and on foot, via Sophia, Enos, Rhodes, Alexandria, Cyprus, Beyrout, 
Latakia, Aleppo, Mosul, Beghdad, Teheran, Meshhed, Bokhara, Balkh, 
the Bsmian Pass, and Kabul, reached Lahore on March 11,1828. The 
exigencies of time will not permit of my enumerating the all too aoanty 
details which have reached us regarding this adventurous journey, for 
my chief object this evening is to show you Csoma, the pioneer of Tibetan 
studies rather than Csoma the traveller. This was almost the identical 
route followed by Arminius Vambbry forty years later as far as Bokhara 
in the disguise of a dervish. 

From Lahore he retraced his steps and finally reached Leh in com- 
pany with Mr. Moorcroft on August 26, 1822, and it was here that his 
interest in Tibetan was first aroused. Csoma himself writes as follows : 
" We arrived in Leh on August 26, and in September, after M;. Trebeak's 
arrival from Piti, Mr. Moorcroft gave me to peruse the large volume of 
theu Alphabetum Tibetanum " . . . wherein1 found much respeoting Tibet 
and the Tibetan literature, and being desirous to be acquainted with the 
structure of that curious tongue, a t  the dep~r tu re  of Mr. Moorcroft from 
Leh, I begged leave to remain with Mr. Trebeck, who obtained for me 
the oonveraation and instruction of an intelligent person, who was also 
well acquainted with the Tibeten and Persian languages: and by this 
medium I obtained considerable insight in the Tibetan." 

Csoma continues : During the winter in Kashmir (1822-23) . . . 
oonsidering what I had read and learned on the Tibetan language, I 
became desirous to apply ~ l l y ~ e l f ,  if assisted to it, to learn it gram- 
matically so as to penetrate into the contents of those numerous and 
highly interesting volumes which are to be found in every large 
monastery," 

Mr. Moorcroft, on learning Csoma's wishes, gave him every assist- 
ance in the shape of money and recommendations, and thue Csoma - 
was able to apply himself seriously to the language and literature of 
Tibet under the guidance of learned Lamas, reaiding at  various times 
in L ~ d a k ,  Leh, and Zanskar. 

In this satno report Csoma thue describes his method of study : 
" During my residence in Zanskar, by the able assistanoe of that  

intelligent man (the Lama) I learned gramlnatically the lewpv3@, and 
bp~ame acqu~intod with many literary treasures shut up in three 
hundred and twenty large printed volumes, which are the basis of all 
Tibetan learning and religion. 

1 1 Those volumes, divided into two clessea, and eaoh class contain- 
ing other subdivisions, are all taken from Indian Sanskrit, and were 
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translated into Tibetan. I caused to be copied the contents of these 
immense works and treatises in the same order as they stand in the 
printed indexes. Each work or treatise begins with the title in 
Sanskrit and Tibetan, and ends with the names of the authors, trans. 
lators, and place wherein the author has written or the tranelation 
was performed. As there are several collections of Sanskrit and 
Tibetan words among my other Tibetan writings, I brought with me a 
copy of the largest, taken out one of the above-mentioned volumes, 
oonsisting of a hundred and fifty-four leaves, every page of six lines." 

I n  the second report, dated May 25, 1825, we read : 
" It was this man (the Lama) . . . who in the course of three 

months after my arrival a t  that  place, Zanskar, wrote down at my 
request some thousand words arranged after certain heads, and since 
he had many books with him containing collections of words and could 
easily procure others from the neighbouring monasteries, he gave me 
much account of technical words used in arts and sciences, that 
I acquired sufficient information to be interested in the Tibetan litera- 
ture, and to  pursue in certain order the study I was engaged in. . . . 

" I n  a word, there is a full enumeration of whatever we can meet 
within the region of the elements, as they are called-namely, earth, 
fire, water, air, ether-and in the intellectual kingdom. These were 
a11 arranged after my direction and plan. 

" Besides this vocabulary of the most necessary words which I have 
now with me, all written by the same Lama in the Tibetan capital 
character, I have another large collection in Sanskrit and Tibetan 
(the Sanskrit also being written in the Tibetan capital character, as 
they early adapted their alphabets to express properly every Sanskrit 
word) copied from the Stangyur Do division, ninety volumes from the 
two hundred and twenty-third leaf to the three hundred and seventy- 
seventh, consisting of sixty sheets of common Cashmerian paper, 
having writing but on one side, and having on every page thirty-two 
lines. This vocabulary, arranged after certain matters or subjeots 
under general heads, contains many thousand words of every descrip- 
tion: several distinctions and divisions highly interesting in order to 
understand better the whole system and principles of the Ihddhist 
doctrine." 

Csoma continued hie studies in Tibetan, chiefly at  Kanum, until 
1831. Dr. Gerard, of the Bengal Medical Service, while touring the 
Himalayan dietricta for the purpose of introducing vaccination among 
helpless peoples who were seriously stricken with smallpox, f ~ ~ d  
Caorna in this place in 1828, and in a report to Government incident- 
ally gives the following description of Ceoma and his surroundink : 

" I found him a t  the village of Kanum, in his small but romantio 
hamlet, surrounded by books, and in the best health. He had 
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forgotten his reception at Sabathu, and was eager to manifest a feeling 
rrpringing from gratitude. A year and more had passed since we met, 
and he seemed glad and proud to show me the fruits of his labours. 
He had been most persevering and successful, and were not his mind 
entirely absorbed in his studies, he would find a strong check to his 
exertions in the climate, situated as  he is and has been for four 
months. The cold is very intense, and all last winter he sat a t  his 
desk wrapped up in woollens from head to foot, and from morning 
to night, without an interval of recreation or warmth, except that of 
his frugal meals, which are one universal routine of greasy tea ; but 
the winters at  Kanum dwindle to insignificance compared with the 
severity of those a t  the monastery of Yangla, where Mr. Csoma passed 
a whole year. At that spot he, the Lama, and an attendant were 
circumscribed in an apartment nine feet square for three or four 
months ; they durst not stir out, the ground being covered with snow, 
end the temperature below the zero of the scale. There he sat, en- 
veloped in a sheepskin cloak, with his arms folded, and in this situation 
he read from morning till evening without fire, or light after dusk, the 
ground to sleep upon, and the bare walls of the building for protection 
against the rigours of the climate. 

" The cold was so intense as to make it a task of severity to extri- 
cate the hands from their fleecy resort to turn over the pages. 

" Some idea may be formed of the climate of Zanskar from the fact 
that on the day of the summer solstice a fall of snow covered the 
ground, and so early as  the 10th of September following, when the 
crops were yet uncut, the soil was again sheeted in snow; such is 
the horrid aspect of the country and its eternal winter. 

" I  have mentioned the above as a proof of the assiduity of Mr. 
Csoma, who collected and arranged forty thousand words of the 
Tibetan language in a situation that would have driven most men 
to despair. He  has already nearly completed the dictionary, and the 
vocabulary is far advanced, and both, as well as I may venture to 
Judge, exhibit singular industry and research. H e  told me with 
vivacity that he has acquired a sufficient knowledge of Tibetan to 
enable him to acoomplieh his objects, even if he should be deprived of 
the Lama's services by sickness or other causes. He, the Lams, hast 
however, engaged to remain for two years longer, and from his great 
erudition, being acquainted with the refined and court languages, and 
learned in history, his resources will long prove an acquisition to Mr. 
Caoma. He  exhibits a singular union of learning, modesty, and gTeaay 
habits ; and Mr. Csoma in this last respeot vies with his learned 
Paniol~, which is not very strange in such a country." 

In April, 1831, Csoma a t  Isst realized his long-cheri~hed desire of 
visiting Calcutta. Mr. Duke, his biographer, writes : " On the 5th 

reportod himself to Mr. Swinton, the Secretary to Government, and 
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placed all the literary treasures in his possession a t  the disposal of the 
authorities." 

From 1831 to 1835 Csoms remained in Calcutta engaged in the 

publioation of his famous Dictionary and Grammar. He  was also 
employed by the Asiatic Society of Bengal to make a catalogue ~ a i ~ ~ ~ d  
of the Tibetan works forwarded from Nepal by Brian Hodgson. 

On December 26, 1832, H. H. Wilson writes that, besides the 
Dictiouary and Grammar, a translation of a Tibetan Vocabulary, con- 
taining a summary of the Buddhist system, was ready for publication 
and a t  the disposal of the Government, " to  whom the author con- 
sidered his works to belong, in return for the patronage it had been 
pleased to afford him. 

"Should it be the pleasure of Government to defray the coat 
of publication, which has been estimated a t  three thousand to four 
thousand rupees, Mr. Csoma will be happy to oonduct them'through 
the press in Calcutta; or he is willing, should the Government think it 
proper, to  send them through me to England, where, perhaps, the 
Honourable Court of Directors or some literary association may under- 
take their publication." 

Government agreed to defray the cost oE publishing the Dictionary 
and Grammar, the former in January and latter in December, and theee 
duly appeared in 1834. 

I n  forwarding a oopy of the Dictionary to Government, James Prineep, 
who had sncoeeded H. H. Wilson as  Secretary to our Society, writes as 
follows : 

"The Dictionary and Grammar now eubmitted form but a emall 
part of the works Mr. Csoma has executed while in Calcutta. A ceta- 
logue and analysie of the voluminoue MSS. received from Mr. 13. H. 
Hodgson of Nepal, and a valuable and most extensive polyglot vocabulery 
of which M. Remusat attempted a small portion in Paris from Chinese 
works, and several minor translations are deposited with the Aeiatic 
Society. The vocabulary would merit well to be printed, but the expense 
would be coneiderable, and the author is averse to the further detention 
which its publication would entail on him a t  the present moment." 

We gather from the remarks above that it was Csorna's anxiety to be 
off again on his travels that prevented his undertaking the publication 
of this Vocabulary. There can be no doubt that Government would 
have sanctioned the cost of production, which would have been small 
compared with that entailed by the printing of the Gretnmar and 
Dictionary. I t  is a t  least a satisfaction to feel that the non-appearance 
of this Vocabulary during Caoma's lifetime wag not due to any l ~ c k  of 
encouragement or support on the part of the Hociety or the Government. 
Still, the charge against the Society for leaving this precious Ms. 
untouched for so many years in this destructive climate is one not 
easy to meet. 
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In  1835 he again set out on his travels, reaching Maldah in January, 
1836. Early in March he wae in Jalpaiguri, and after e sojourn of 
nearly two years in Eastern Bengal and in the neighbourhood of Sikkim, 
Csoma returned to  Calcutta. During this period he seeme to have 
been chiefly engaged in learning Bengali and in perfecting his knowledge 
of Sanskrit. 

From the end of 1837 to the beginning of 1842 he again resided in 
the Bengal Asiatic Society's building, and as Librarian to the Sooiety 
was chiefly engaged in arranging the Tibetan works. He  also a t  thin 
time wrote and published a number of articles in their Journal, and was 
furthermore employed by Dr. Yates and other missionaries in the 
translation of the Liturgy, the Psalms, and the Prayer Book into 
Tibetan. 

We have the accounts of two eye-witnesses of Csoma's mode of life 
in Calcutta, both of which are, I think, of sufficient interest to be 
quoted in full. 

One is from an article which appeared in the Revue des Deux Mondes, 
by M. Pavie, who writes thus : 

" I saw him often during my stay in Calcutta, absorbed in fantastic 
thoughts, smiling a t  the course of his own ideas, taciturn like the 
Brahmins, who, bending over their writing-desks, are employed in 
copying texts of Sanskrit. His room had the appearancs of a cell which 
he never left except for short walks in the corridors of the building. 
What a pity it is," continues Pavie, fi that a scientific mind like his 
was SO little given to writing except on his special study : but under 
the influenco of ideas of a peculiar kind he accomplished that laborious 
and useful task which constitutes his glory." 

The other account is by an Hungarian artist, Mr. Schoefft, who 
lived in India and knew Csolna well. I n  a letter written in March, 
1842, he says : I was on very friendly terms with Ceoma during my 
stay in Calcutta, where I found that the people of that city had' much 
clearer ideas about Hungary than before, for which, doubtless, we are 
indebted to Csorna. Nevertheless, the truth must be told, that I never 
Saw e more strange man than him. H e  lives like a hermit among his 
Tibetan and other works, in the house of the Asiatic Society which he 
seldom leavea. Of an evening he takes light exercise in the grounds, 
and then he causes himself to be locked up in his apartment : it there- 
fore invariably happened that when, during my evening rides, 1 called 
0" him, it was necessary for me always to wait till the servants produced 
the keys to unlock the door of his apartment." 

It is a very remarkable ciroumstance that during these five years, 
1837-42, he made, as far as we know, no effort to publish the Sanskrit- 
Tibetan Vocabulary. 

h o m a  undertook his laat journey in February, 1842, when he was 
fifty-eight years of age. Travelling via the Terai he reached Darleeling 
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on the 24th of March. On the 6th of April he was taken ill with fever 
contracted on the journey, which in six days terminated fatally. His 
effects," we are told, '' consisted of four boxes of books and papers, the 
suit of blue clothes which he always wore and in which he died, a few 
sheets, and one cooking-pot. His food was confined to tea, of which he 
was very fond, and plain boiled rice, of which he ate very little. On a 
mat on the floor with a box of books on the four sides, he sat, ate, slept, 
and studied, never undressed at  night, and rarely went out during the 
day. H e  never drank wine or spirits, or used tobacco or other 
stimulants." 

Csoma was buried in Darjeeling, on a spur of land overlooking 
those eternal snows he was never destined to pass, and over his grave 
the Asiatic Society raised a pillar. Curiously enough, nothing else 
was ever done by the Society to perpetuate his memory until 1910, when 
a bronze replica of the marble bust presented to the Hungarian 
Academy by Mr. Joseph Rust was sent to Calcutta and now adorns the 
hall of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. I n  that same year his grave was 
restored and the inscription recut. 

In speaking of Csoma's life, I have mentioned only three of his 
works-namely, the Grammar, the Dictionary, and the Vocabulary. 
Besides these works, however, Csomn, contributed to the earliest 
numbers of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal and to the last 
volume of the " Asiatic Researches )' a larger number of articles dealing 
with Tibetan Buddhism and kindred subjects. 

The most important of these was undoubtedly his analysis of 
the Kangyz~r and the Tanjzw, the Buddhist Canon of the Tibetans, and, 
in describing the contents of these works, Csoma, revealed to hie con- 
temporaries a hitherto unknown episode in the history of k~uman 
thought. 

I cannot do better than quote a striking passage from Sir William 
Hunter's remarkable essay entitled A Pilgrim Scholar ": 

" The result of his life was to open up a vast field to human enquiry. 
Csoms, single-handed, did more than the armies of Ochterlony, and 
not lees than the diplomacy of Hodgson, to pierce the Himalayas and 
to reveal to Europe what lay behind the mountain wall. He 
suffered the fate allotted in this world to the pioneers of knowledge, 
Other men have entered on his labours. They have built their easy 
edifices from the materials which he with a life's toil amaesed ; the 
meaner translating sort, as usual, not fearing to patronize the dead 
master." 

The next great secret to be revealed Was that of ChineseTurke8tan, 
and the credit for this is shared by several scholars. 

In  the story of Central Aeisn exploration no name etands out more 
prominently than that of Aurel Stein, of whom I shall speak later On. 

There were two other Hungarians between Csoma and Mein who 
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elso made a name for themselves in connection with Central Asian 
studies-namely, Ujfalvy and Arminius VambBry. 

Ujfalvy was born of Hungarian parents in Vienna in 1843, and died 
in Florence in 1904. I n  1877 and 1878 he accompanied a French 
scientific expedition in Russia, Siberia, and Turkestan, end on his return 
was given charge of a course in Oriental history, geography, and law a t  
the Bcole Nationale des Langues Orientales Vivantes. 

Following a new voyage to Cashmir and Tibet, he brought back 
important ethnographical collections, which he presented to the State, 
who had to refuse the gift owing to proceedings instituted by his 
creditors. 

In 1880 he was sent on a scientific mission to Central Asia. Hardly 
had he returned from this voyage of exploration than he set off again 
for the same country in order to make a particular study of the Bashkirs 
and Kirghiz. 

Arnzi?zizis Van&bt?ry was born a t  Szerdahely in 1832, and died in 1913. 
A strong desire for Eastern travel led him to Constantinople, where he 
applied himself to the study of Oriental languages. I n  1868 he issued a 
German-Turkish Dictionary. H e  was made corresponding member of 
the Hungarian Academy, and in 1861 he received a travelling stipend of 
a thousand florins. In  1862-64 he travelled in the disguise of a dervish 
by routes unknown to Europeans, through the deserts of the Oxus to 
Khiva, and thence by Bokhara to Samarkand. His position precluded 
him from making instrumental observations for the purposes of 
geography, but was eminently favourable to an insight into the customs 
and language of the peoples visited. His valuable "Travels and 
Adventures in Central Asia" was written out in three months from 
meagre pencil notes on scraps of paper. As a result of his experience 
he wrote much in favour of British influence in the East as against the 
rule of Russia. In  his periodical and other writings Vemb6ry sup- 
ported the idea that the rule of England in the East is most beneficent, 
that of Russia the least so. 

The name of Vambery was at  one time a household word in this 
country, both on account of the popularity enjoyed by books of travel, 
and also on account of his frequent letters to The Times, whereby he 
was wont to enlighten the British public on matters connected with the 
Near and Middle East. 

Of Sir Marc Az~rel Stein, a, Hungarian by birth, whom we are proud 
to claim as a British subject, I feel I can tell you nothing you do not 
already know. I cannot, however, let peas such an opportunity as is 
now offered of paying him my tribute of admiration. By a ourious 
chance the post which took me first to India, the principalship of the 
C~lcutta Madrasa, had just been relinquished by Stein. I t  had long 
been the policy of the Government of India to give this Principalship 
whenever possible to scholars rather than to mere educationalists, 
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the list of Principals includes such names as  those of Sprenger, the 
biographer of Muhammad ; Blochmann, who rendered such signal 
servioee to  Indian Muslim history; and Hoernle, the eminent 
Sanskritist, who was one of the first to work a t  Stein's documents. 
These men were all scholars of the armchair type, in whose ears the 
call to adventure never sounded. But with Stein it was quite other- 
wise, for although he yields to  none as  a profound Sanskrib scholar, 
archeological discovery was his constant ambition, and it was sheer 
waste of his special gifts-not to  mention his almost superhuman 
physique-to tie him down to administer a college in the suburbe of 
Calcutta. Not that Stein ever failed to do well whatever task he set 
himeelf to. We may all indeed be thankful that the authorities in Indie 
lent willing ears to his demands and gave him the opportunity of 
making those wonderful and often perilous journey0 into Central Aeia, 
the results of which have revolutionized our conceptions of Asiatic 
history, and placed the learned world under a permanent obligation. 
His  excavations in 1900-01 a t  ruined sites in the Taklamakan Desert 
around Khotan first revealed fully the great historical interest of that 
ancient culture which, as  the joint product of Indian, Chinese, end 
classical influences, once flourished in the oases of Chinese Turkestan. 
They also showed the remarkable state of preservation in which even 
the humblest relics of a civilization extinct for long centuries might 
survive under the sands of a region vying with Egypt in its extreme 
drynese of climate. By his second journey ho succeeded in extending 
these systematic explorations farther eastward for nearly a thousand 
miles in a straight line. There, along routes which from the last A n -  
turies B.C. onwards linked China with the kingdoms of Central and 
Western Asia and the classicel world, are scattered ruins which ~ielded 
up plentiful relics throwing light on the early history, arts, and every- 
day life of regions, the pest of which, except for rare references in the 
Chinese annals, seemed lost in derkness. 

During 1906-08 he carried out further explorations in central Asia 
and Western Chine ; and during 1913-16 he made a third expedition in 
Central Asia and Persia, all of which bore the most fruitful results. 

Seldom has there been seen combined in one individual such quell- 
fications for exploration. We may perhaps be allowed to cell Stein * 
superman : scholar, historian, geographer, and athlete all in 000, this 
great Hungarian is the pride of two nations end the wonder of all. 
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TURKI~TAN DOWN TO THE MONGCOL INVA~ION. By W. Barthold, 
E. J. W. Gibb Memorial, New Series V. 10 x 6 t .  Pp. xir + 
513. Chronological Summary of Events. Bibliography. General 
Index. Map of Central Asia. London: Luzac and Co. 1928, 
25s. 

Since the days of Deguignes, of d'ohssen, of Howorth and of Yule- 
still our principal authorities on the medieval history of Central Asia- 
a vast amount of new raw materials in the shape of ancient monuments 
and documents has been discovered ; and, largely based on data therein 
contained, Professor Barthold has rewritten in great part a history of 
the region now known as  Russian Turkistan, a t  a highly interesting 
period-that between A.D. 683, when the Arabs first spread to Trans- 
oxiana, and A.D. 1225, when the rule of the Mongols became firmly 
established in all the lands watered by the Oxus and the Jaxartes. 

Professor Barthold's work first appeared in Russian in 1900. The 
present volume, which has been published under the auspices of the 
E. J. W. Gibb Memorial, is a sympathetic English translation, but 
revised and amplified by the author. 

The volume has three main sections-viz., (1) Sources of Historical 
Data; (2) Historico-Geographical Description of Turkistan ; and (3) 
Bistory. 

Under L 6  Sources " are passed in review an array of Arab, Persian, 
and Chinese annalists, their writings being examined from the point of 
view of requirements of historical criticism. The section devoted to 
geographical survey-evidently the result of a vast amount of research 
among the early Arab geographers-describes Turkistan as this country 
was in the Middle Ages. None could have written on this subject 
80 masterly a fashion but one who knows from personal observation 
every inch of Russian Turkistan as  it now is. As this section contains 
a great number of ancient place-names whose position the ordinary 
reader will have difficulty in determining, it could have been desired 
that there were a skeleton map of Turkistan, whereby ancient 
place-names could be traced t.0 their modern equivalents, h~wever  
aPProxiniately. 

The historical portion of the work, which hag been aptly summarized 
by Sir Denisou Ross in the Preface p n n e d  by him as "an inquiry the 

which determined the course of history of the country prior to 
467 
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the arrival of the Mongols, the circumstances of their appearance in 
Turkistan and the manner in which they conquered the country," ia 
divided into three chapters, headed : '' Central Asia down to the 
Twelfth Century " ; " Qara Khitaye and Khwarazm Shahs " ; and 
" Chingiz Khan and the Mongols." - 

Here we have a treatise embodying the result of much patient and 
meticulous research, and giving, moreover, full details of the raw 
materials, often recondite, whence the author extracted his information ; 
and certainly Professor Barthold's writings will be a real benefaction to 
future historians of the West ; not to mention the obligation under 
which they should place the Turanian world of the East, by a truer and 
more subdued presentation of their past than ever attempted before. 
Professor Barthold, however, writes as  a scholar for scholars already 
versed in historical lore : no attempt is made by him at " populariza- 
tion," which the reviewer, not being a scholar, would fain to think to be - 
a pity. None the less, even the average reader will find much in the work - 
to interest him. 

Take, for instance, the Arab invasion of Turkistan in the seventh 
century. I t  is commonly known that,  in that undertaking, the invaders 
were urged on by a taste for raiding and a lust for conquest, for booty 
and tribute, as  much as by religious fanaticism. But once they had 
established themselvee as  rulers in Turkistan, what was the means they 
adopted to gain adherents among the aboriginal Iranian population ? It 
is curious to notice how a discrimination in taxation can be made quite 
as effectual as  the sword and the whip. To quote Professor Berthold : 

"The subject population suffered chiefly, of course, from the licence 
of the Arabs and the rapacity of their viceroys. Sometimes the interests 
of the treasury and the authorities came into collision with religious 
interests, in the name of which the conquests had been undertaken. 
Here, as throughout the Arab Empire, the greatest difficulties were 
presented by the question whether khari~j should be collected from the 
natives who had embraced Islam. This question was solved differently 
a t  different times, according to the predominance of one or other 
tendency ; but the natives could not, of course, remain indifferent to 
these fluctuations. The most pious of the Urnayyad Caliphs, Omar ILI 
disallowed not only the levy of taxes from the converts to Ielem, but 
also the subjection of the new convert. to the ordinance of circumcision." 

And further : 
" Ashras himself was convinced that in the kharlj lay the strength 

of the Muslims, and ordered freedom from taxation only for those of 
the newly converted who had undergone circumcision, who fulfilled the 
ordinances of Islam and could read a silra of the Koran. The reply 
was made to  him that the natives had genuinely embraced Islam and 
had begun to build mosques, so that all the people had become Arabs# 
and that no tax could be levied on any. This was followed by 
decision : Tax those who were formerly liable." 

Equally interesting is the author's character-sketch of the greet 
Mongol Emperor : 
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4 4  Like all conquerors Chingiz Khan could calmly exterminate people 
by thousands if he considered it necessary for the consolidation of his 
rule; but in none of his actione of which we have a t  all reliable in- 
formation is there any sign of useless or stupid cruelty. . . . The great 
organizing faculty of Chingiz Khan deserves all the more attention in 
that, to the end of his life, he remained a stranger to all culture, spoke 
no language but Mongolian, and, of course, considered the organization 
of the empire only from the point of view of the dominion of nomad 
conquerors over civilized peoples, whom God Himself had delivered into 
Mongol hands in order that they should derive revenues from the 
labours of the conquered and for this object alone should protect them. 
. . . Chingiz Khan worked only for himself, his descendants, and his 
closest adherents; there is no evidence of any sort that he was open to 
the idea of labouring for the good of the whole nation, even in the form 
in which this idea, found expression in the Orkhon inscriptions." 

"Turkistan down to the Mongol Invasion" is replete with historical 
sidelights like the above. But space forbids a further reference to 
them, Suffice it to say that Professor Berthold's work distinctly widens 
our knowledge of medieval Central Asia; further that, considering how 
the history of the existing races of Russian Turkistan-be they Kazaks, 
Kera Kalpaks, Turkomans, Uzbeks, Tajiks or Kirghiz-is rooted in the 
history of the various Arab, Turkish and Mongol invasions dealt with 
by Professor Barthold, his writings should well repay a study by those 
interested in the possibilities of a Pan-Turan Movement. 

G. MACARTNEY. 

THE FELLARIN OF UPPER EGYPT. By Miss Winifred S. Blackman. 
9x7. Pp. 331. Illustrations. Harrap. 1927. 15s. net. 

The recent multiplication of books on the Near and Middle East 
has been remarkable, but their output has been justified by the 
undoubted interest in Eastern affairs displayed by the public. Thrilled 
by the exploits of Lawrence or impressed by the erudition of Gertrude 
Bell, English readers will extend a fitting welcome to thie book on 
Egypt from the capable hands of Miss Blackman. Her brother, 
Dr. A -  M. Blackman, is not unknown as an Egyptologist, and Miss 
Blackman herself is research student to the Oxford Anthropology 
Committee and was in charge of the Percy Sladen Expedition to Egypt 
from 1022 to 1926. I n  this capacity she has spent about six months 
annually for some years among the fellahin of Upper Egypt : she has 
studied them conscientiously from the anthropological standpoint, end 
as the first (but not the last) result of her labours has produced a 
unique and valuable account of their customs, beliefs, folklore, and 
~uperstitions. 

Her investigations will deserve the gratitude of those interested in 
the Egyptian people themselves, the bulk of whom, today as ever, are 
the fellahin, or peasants. To the Englishman living in Cairo the latter 
often remain practically a sealed book : if he mixee with Egyptians, it 
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will ohiefly be with the educated classes, who are so obsessed with the 
emulation of Western culture, that tbey have dieoarded their ancestral 
beliefs and folklore as  mere pabulum for infante. But the peasant 
represents the continuity of Egyptian life, wherein his psychology 
reflects the unchanging deaert and the undeviating Nile, whose 
recurrent flooding0 may suggest the passionate emotions of the Sayidi 
or  Upper Egyptian temperament. Also, aa among country folk else- 
where, the conservative element is implanted in the feminine breast, 
and i t  is the women of Upper Egypt who scrupulously observe the 
minutiae of their traditions and customs, blending therewith an inborn 
strain of shrewdness and common sense. 

Herein Miss Blackman has an  advantage over moat other investiga 
tors in the same field, for she enjoys the sex privilege of entering the 
homes of the women, witnessing their habits and customs herself, and 
talking with them on terms of intimacy absolutely denied to the male. 
The result is important and illuminating, for it enables the author to 
reveal the often dominating part played in Egyptian peasant homes by 
the women. The Englishman, even the Anglo-Egyptian, may imagine, 
because he never meets and rarely discusses Moslem women, that they 
lead a colourless and 4 6  door mat"  existence in the seclusion of the 
harim. H e  will learn from this book that the wives, though apt to be 
amazingly ignorant, yet by their personality and character often 
exercise a despotic influence over their luckless husbands ; he may, in 
fact, be surprised to find Miss Blackman remarking, " I  am often 
inclined to  think that  i t  is the poor, oppressed Egyptian man who ha8 
a claim to my sympathy and that the overruled, oppressed wife is 
somewhat of a myth." Incidentally, this female camaraderie has 
enabled the authoress to take a number of quite unique photographfl. 
such as those of the " women creeping under the tdb," the " fertility 
rite " with candle and jar, the woman leaning on a sieve at her con- 
finement," and others which could naturally have never been taken by 
a man. Your reviewer can recollect trying to ~hotograph Upper 
Egyptian women under conditions not involving any intimacy, but the 
very sight of him and his camera invariably ~rovoked a panic resulting 
in shrieks and dispersion. 

Miss Blackman's numerous stories of beliefs and customs, collected 
with meritorious care, will not only interest the anthropologist, but 
will also explain certain matters to the curious or even incurious 
Englishman in Egypt. H e  has noticed, perhaps, when touring the 
provinces, that the women usually walk with the skirt of their 
garments trailing in the dust : doubtless he thought this a slovenly Or 

insanitary habit, but now he reads tbat the reol motive is not only to 
conceal the ankles, but also to prevent footprints being left, on which 
a magician could practise his wiles. Again, whether an ~ n g ~ ~ ~ ~  
official, hot on the track of crime, ever resorted to divination by 



of the Qorhn turning on a string to detect the culprit (as here described) 
is difficult to say ; but he and his colleagues would probably endorse 
the views Miss Blackman expresses on the difficulty of obtaining 
evidence in criminal cases owing to the terror inspired by the law of 
vendetta or blood revenge. On this point she says : 

l L  The law of blood revenge is one of the greatest obstacles to justice 
with which the police officials have to contend. I t  is most difficult to 
obtein evidence, because the witnesses know that, should what they say 
result in the criminal's conviction, his relatives will certainly take 
revenge. I t  is not to  be wondered at, therefore, that criminals some- 
times escape punishment, in spite of the skill and patience displayed 
by many of the officials in unravelling the mass of conflicting 
evidence." 

And later on she pays a compliment to the officials of the Ministry 
of the Interior by observing that 

"Foreigners who have little or no knowledge of the customs prevailing 
among the peasants are inclined to be too severe in their criticism of 
the Egyptian officials when they fail to obtain sufficient evidence to 
convict almost undoubted criminals. But English officials who have 
lived in the provinces of Egypt and in close contact with the people 
realize how difficult a matter this is. To my mind the wonder is not 
tbe number of crimes that go unpunished for lack of evidence, but the 
number of criminals whose crimes are detected and who are brought to 
justice." 

As regards the transliteration of Arabic names, it seems a pity that 
in e book exclusively about Egypt the system adopted in that country 
by most Government offices and other authorities should not have been 
followed. Miss Blackman refers us (p. 317) to that admirable work by 
Mr. J. S. Willmore The Spoken Arabic of Egypt," but why not follow - 
h i  excellent transliteration system throughout ? True, the rendering 
in English of the Arabic letter 3 must always be conventional ; but the 
convention of Q, strongly supported by Mr. Willmore, has been 
regularly used in Egypt for years, and it hardly seems an improvement 
to introduce the K in its place. Also, in Upper Egypt, the sole scene 
of Miss Blackman'a labours, the d is pronounced as a guttural G, and 
she might have reproduced the vernacular more nearly by adopting the 
G, especially in words like galla, gibla, qadi, etc., which are regularly 
used by the inhabitants of those provinces. But we are grateful to her 
for always insisting on the correct plurale of Arabic words, an example 
that might bo followed by other modern writers on Egypt and 8100 by 
A n g l o - ~ ~ ~ ~ t i a o s ,  who have a slack and execrable habit of merely 
adding an s "  to Arabic words and evolving such hybrid plurals ( s i c )  
a8 nabhiits or milids or nfrSts. 

The conteo ts of the book ere kept severely within its anthropological 
limits, and the reader who looks for information about Egyptian 
history, politics, religion, or will be disappointed. Miss 
Blackman intuitively respects the maxim about the honest cobbler-ne 
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sutor supra crel)idam-and sternly refuses to be lured aside to discues 
political or other topics. This doctrine is occasionally uarried almost 
to  excess, as, for instance, on p. 25, where the Copts are mentioned for 
the first time, nothing is said about their history or descent from the 
'Aiymrro~ of classical and dynastic times. To the expert this is, 
perhaps, unnecessary, but if the book is " to interest the generd public " 
(as the preface states), can it be assumed that all English readere are 
au courant with the past and present vicissitudes of the Egyptian 
Copt ? 

I n  hie foreword Dr. Marrett says that Herodotus, father of anthro- 
pology, might have been surprised to  learn that he was destined to 
number daughters among his intellectual progeny. The Halicarnassian, 
however, wrote with a twinkle in his eye and, whatever value be placed 
on his stories, we enjoy them for being such id  jolly good fun." This 
element is somewhat to seek in the stories under review ; they provide 
no " jolly good fun," and a t  times one sighs for something in lighter 
vein or a gleam of humour. But,  regarded as a work of refarence to 
be consulted on definite points, the book constitutes e, valuable addition 
to our knowledge of the anthropology of the Egyptian peasant, and the 
scientist will look forward with interest to the larger volume promised 
by Miss Blackman ae the result of her further researchee in the Nile 
valley. C. A. G. M. 

THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON AORICULTURE IN INDIA. 
The outstancling merit of the report, issued by Lord Linlithgow 

and his colleagues after two years of labour, is that the rural problem 
in India is visualized as a whole. Agriculture cannot be treated apart 
from the agriculturist, and many of the defects in the art are due 
to  the limitations of the man. The peasant's personal character and 
cheerful temper are not discussed in the report, and those who read 
the depressing account of the conditions in which he lives and works 
might 'forget his virtues. Englishmen who are familiar with the 
Indian villager sincerely like him, and the critical, if not obstructive, 
attitude which they sometimes adopt towards projects of political 
reform is clue to a desire to  protect him from his urban fellow- 
countrymen. Undoubtedly, however, he is ignorant and u ~ l l a l l ~  
illiterate ; short-lived and combative ; stubborn and indebted ; hut in 
the end the villager is India, i f  politicians (in England a3 well 
in India) will allow us  to remember the fact.  The Commission is 

therefore clearly right in examining the rural probl(bms of human 
health, education and finance, no leas than those of crop-rfiising, 
cattle, or irrigation. 

I t  is impossible to discuss within the limits of thia note morr 
than one or two of their recommendntions. However rlnpoplllar the 
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statement may be, India has only during the last fifty years enjoyed 
a " modern " and national government; prior to this period her 
government was for many centuries unprogressive and disorderly, 
while even under British rule the administrator was long content 
with local and empirical improvements. Science and research have 
for fidty years been discussed and professed, but first-class men and 
well-equipped institutions have been few because they are costly ; 
co-ordination of effort has also been lacking. The Commission make 
it clear that if the  Government really wish to  secure progress in 
agricultural knowledge, they must provide staff and equipment and 
pay the bill. The agricultural and veterinary services are to be 
enlarged and more generously paid (nothing extravagant is sug- 
gested), research officers and institutes must be adequate in number 
and efficient, provincial research committees will collaborate with a 
Central Council of Agricultural Research, and the latter should include 
three whole-time and competent members to ensure that the Council's 
schemes are not laid to sleep (as those of the Board of Agriculture 
frequently are) from one meeting to  the next. A grant of Rs. 50 lakhs 
as the nucleus of a permanent fund a t  the disposal of this Council 
is also proposed. Now i t  is possible to create an engine of fine 
appearance, which will not function for lack of (1) oil and (2) con- 
necting rods. If the permanent fund and the three whole-time 
members are subtracted from the proposed scheme, the Council will 
not function, but a splendid " gesture " will have been made. It 
appears to be suggested in the Indian Press that these items are 
not likely to be passed by the Gov'ernment or the Indian Legislative 
Assembly. 

Apart from research, the Commission take a conservative line 
while supporting a number of detached progressive ideas. They 
disapprove of elevators for India, but endorse the policy of the 
agricultural departments as to selection of indigenous plant-varieties 
or strains of animal-stock, in preference to importation and cross- 
breeding. The success already attained in the improvement of cotton, 
wheat, nnd a few other crops is described in the (1927) review of 
Agriculture in India, whcre the annual profit to the country from 
the use of selected seed is estimated a t  Rs. 10) crores. Success with 
cattle has been less marked, but the Commission, while approving 
the policy of seloetion, omit to mention the strongest argument for 
it-vi~., that wllilp Ellropeiln cattle are liable to bovine tuberculosis, 
Indian cattle are immune. The attempt to evolve a dual-purpose 
breed of cnttlr in di~oolrr; ,~ed, nnd some surprise may be felt by those 
experts in nnirnal hu~bandry  who have devoted years of study t o  
the question. We are to continue to breed male buffaloes without 
endurance nnd cows which give no milk I It in true that the plough- 
man's OX in  the prime of the Indian countryside, but he 
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Pays a high price for it on these terms, and livestock officers may 
be inclined to strive for a dual-purpose animal as before. 

The system of land tenure was excluded from the terms of 
reference, but Some interesting recommendations which concern the 
land are made. Restrictions on the alienation of land by agriculturists 
have been imposed in several provinces, with consequences 
are w d ~ o m e d  by the rural and denounced by a vocal section o.f the 
urban population. The Commission courageously propose legislation 
to the effect that  all mortgages (with possession) of agricultural land 
be automatically terminated after twenty years of currency. A draft 
bill on these lines will stimulate liveliness in the legislative bodies; 
the law will confer great benefits on the cultivator. Renewed efforts 
towards a system of volumetric supply of canal-water are also 
urged on the Irrigation Department. A curious fatality has hitherto 
attended applications for supply by volume, except in the case of one 
or two important landowners, but small cultivators would welcome 
any equitable scheme which removed the necessity for frequent visits 
by the minor officials of any department. Lastly, the subdivision 
and fragmentation of agricultural holdings are discussed in a special 
chapter, and while the voluntary method of consolidation, which has 
been adopted in the Punjab, is commended wherever there is hope of 
success, legislation for this object is also held to be feasible. The 
danger in all legislation which interferes with land-holdings is that 
it's ultimate administration rests, despite the vigilance of the superior 
officers, in the hands of low-paid men in the villages, and injustice 
may result. Compulsion has been used in Europe, and while 
enlightened peasants in France, Germany, and Scandinavia may 
have been competent to defend themselves, the weaker peasants of 
England were not. A certain anxiety as to compulsory measures in 
India may reasonably be felt. 

I n  a corlntry of illiterate peasants the direct action of ~ovemment 
is limited by caution and uncertain in its efficacy. The  omm mission 
therefore lay stress more than once on the importance df utilizing 
t8he co-operative agency for conveying to the people the results of 
research. The growth and present condition of the co-operatire 
movement, represented by 90,000 societies, justify optimiflm as to 
ita future, if prurient supervision of the societies and thorough training 
of the staff are assured. Co-operative nclvisers are not required to he 
experts in technical subjects other than Co-operntion, but be in 

full sympathy with the people and trained in the method of persuasion 
( "  adult hlontessori ") which they are to employ. Thus 

they can organize the people to test for themselves the cOnclusions 
announced by the agricultural and veterinary experts, and the experts 
will peat ly  economize their own time by addressing an organized 
group of cultivators in preference to isolated units. 
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Relief from indebtedness is, of course, a preliminary to agriculturaF 
improvement. A bankrupt will not listen to a skilled adviser: h e  
has nothing to gain. The Commission have no striking changes to 
put forward as regards the credit societies, but are impressed by the 
value and the dangers of band mortgage banks. These should, in 
their opinion, be co-operative, and the unfortunate example of the 
Agricultural Bank of Egypt is quoted as a warning against the grant 
of uncontrolled mortgage credit to illiterate and unpunctual Oriental 
peasants. Under co-operative guidance, on the other hand, banks: 
can perform excellent service in the discharge of old debt and the  
execution of agricultural improvements. 

The report is full of wisdom, though its judgments occasionally 
hedge, or are at conflict within themselves. A mixed team will not 
always run without jibbing, a,nd Lord Linlithgow is to be congratulated 
on driving it home to a single stable. The harness may be a littIe 
strained, but there are no breaks-no minutes of dissent. The Simon 
Commission has to consider the peasant as a citizen and voter; he 
will serve little purpose in either capacity if he is loaded with debt. 
and using the agricultural methods of the Stone Age. The Linlithgow 
report is a sound guide on the forward road, but the Indian Govern- 
ment drives a still more restive team, and we can only hope that 
they will be able to hold the legislature to the track. 

C. F. S. 

L'AFGHANISTAN : ~$OORAPHIE,  HISTOIRE, ETHNOGRAPHIE, VOYAC)ES. PtU' Ray- 
mond Furon. Ouvrage accompagn6 de 3 cartes, 1 plan et 28 photographies 
hors-texte. 79 x 54. Pp. 132. Paris : Librairie Scientifique Albert 
Rlanchard. 1926. 35s. 

The recent visit to England of the King of Afghanistan is so fresh in t he  
public mind that many will read with interest this little book by M. Furon, a. 
French professor in the service of the Afghan Government. The book sets out  
to give in the somewhat staccato style of a guide book a general idea of this still 
little-known land, which M. Furon describes in his Introduction as a backward 
country where two civilizations, the Eastern and Western, contend for rnastek-y ; 
without roads, yet daily using 7-ton lorries; employing large numbers of 
foreigners where five years ago strangers were absolutely forbidden ; having a 
ruler with ultra-modern ideas governing e, population stubborn or indifferent. 

1)etails of the geography, geology, and climate are followed by a brief hislory 
of Afghanistan, for the details of which the author acknowledges his indebtedness 
to Englieh writers. A good description of the buildings and b a z a ~ r s  in Kabul i~ 
given, illustrated by an inadequate sketch plan which could hardly convey much 
idea of the layout of the town to those not already acquainted with it. There 
fire also chapters devoted to the houses, custolns, clothing, and intellectual life 
of the people. As M. F i~ron  mention~ in his Introduction, progress in Afghan- 
istan has been very rapid during the past few years, particularly in the organiza- 
tion of the various departments of State, justice, transport, etc., and aR the book 
is dated December, 1925, it is already a little out of date in many details. 
Howevcr, it is a carefully coinpiled record of facts relating to the country and 

32 
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i ts  people which will be found most useful to anyone visiting Afghanistan for 
the firet time. 

H e  has a chapter on Afghan public festivals, but devotes only one page to 
the description of the annual Independence Celebrations at Paghman, an event 
which never fails to impress the foreign observer with the efficiency of its 
organization and the whole-hearted enthusiasm of the Afghan participant8. 
I t  is unfortunate that M. Furon has chosen such an impersonal manner of 
presenting his picture of the country. H e  lived in Afghanistan for two years 
and was in constant touch with the Afghans, and, had he wished, could have 
given us a really intimate account of Afghanistan from within. 

H e  is perhaps at  his best when describing his travels and gives an almost 
racy account of his first journey by road from Peshawar to Kabul, though a 
description of the delightful old Moghal garden at Nimla would have been 
welcomed. The journey into Turkestan and Badakshan is interesting and is 
illustrated by some excellent photographs. 

I often think that there must be something in the dry air of Afghanistan 
which sterilizes the descriptive powers of European writers. One and all fail to 
describe adequately the charm of her plains, ringed by snow-clad mountains, 
hillsides purple with the blossom of Judas trees, gaunt rocky summits and bare 
deserts glowing with colour in the evening under wonderful sunsets, laughing 
children with fair rosy cheeks playing in the cool fragrance of the almond trees 
i n  gardens watered by a network of silvery streams which reflect the luxuriant 
masses of wild mauve and purple petunias. These things possess a charm and 
beauty which remain in the mind long after the memory of more concrete 
beauties has faded. Perhaps the vast desolate tracts of the country com- 
municate their aridity to the ink of the stranger, for we yet await a book on 
Afghanistan with an intimate and complete description of her history and people, 
towns and customs, touched with the splendour and colour inseparable from the 
East. L. W. A. 

THE PUNJAB AND ITS LAND RECORD. 

THE IAAND O F  THE FIVE RIVERS. By H. K.  Trevaskis. Oxford University 
Press. 16s. 

A traveller once wrote about a road. He  described all the pertrons who had 
passed along it in former ages, the nature of its surface, the maintenance of 
i ts  hedges, the taste of its dust. On the last page he wrote: " Some day I will 
tell you where the road leads to, and what were my own experiencee as 1 
travelled on it," and therewith he ended hie book. Mr. Trevaskis confronts 
us  with a similar disappoi~itment sod consoles us with a like promise. The 
foundations of the Punjab are disinterred, the lnixed pedigrees of ite inhabitents 
are shamelessly diecussed, the anatomy of its land tenures is opened to view, 
but when we approach our own time with an enthusiasm kindled by pungent 
criticism of the past, the veil is drawn, there are no more scandalous disrobing81 
and the reader muet repreas his curiosity until his author shall be free to speak- 
Vigorous and interesting as is therefore the hiatory of the Punjab, which 
ends a t  the year 1890, it resembles " Mother India " in presenting s number of 
true facts in a misleading perspective. Perhaps we are too busy, ~ 0 6 ~ i b l ~  too 
indolent, to draw our own inferences, but there can be no question that 
everything said (especially the obiter  dicta) by Mr. Trevaskis would have double 
force if his narrative were continued to the present day. Meanwhile-we have 
the promise. 

The task of governing India has justly been compared with that of the 
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Romans. Diversity of race, climate, tradition, and civilization among the 
subjects added in each Empire to the difficulties of wide extension. Mughal 

in India were therefore content to standardize the method of tax-collect- 
ing, without pursuing ideals of national welfare, but the more upright Roman 
governors-Cwsar, Pilate, Gallio-were driven by conscience not merely to raise 
revenue, but to base their government on principle. The British found the 
great Mughal machine of land revenue still working in a noisy and irregular 
fashion, and occupied themselves with repairing and oiling it rather than with 
building a new machine on other principles. They also, however, believed in 
principles of government, and as Mr. Trevaskis points out, the earlier British 
authorities were influenced by legal theories as  to ownership and transfer, not 
always for the best, and during 150 years their successors have striven to 
avert certain consequences of introducing European principles of law into a 
country accustomed to flexible ideas of justice. The Romans refrained until a 
late period from thrusting on provincials the legal privileges to which only 
Romans were entitled, and thereby saved themselves from misinterpretation of 
native law. The Mughals limited themselves to filling the Treasury, leaving 
the local officers to accept for administrative purposes such non-Muslim law for 
non-Muslims as they found useful. The British, on the other hand, insisted on 
cash payments, individual ownership, and free transfer, and had further an  
annoying desire for punctuality. So alien were these conceptions from the 
minds of the rural population, that a small group of commercial castes, who 
alone adapted themselves to the new rdgime, rapidly acquired power and 
prosperity, and in the Punjab, the home of the military peasant, the efforts of 
district officers since the annexation, and the legislation of the last thirty 
years have been directed to restricting the undue dominance of this non-military 
group. Moneylending was their means of establishing a claim, the lawyer 
became their agent in recovering what was due, and the British courts facilitated 
a process of legal pillage, for which they might have been ideally designed. The 
story is not continued into the age of remedies, the Alienation of Land Act, the 
formation of Co-operative Societies among the poorer classes, and perhaps- 
some day-a Moneylenders Act! And because these things do not come into 
the picture, its perspective is queer. 

Mr. Trevaskis clearly shows that, despite errors of policy and interpretation 
in respect of land tenures and assessment, the Revenue Record of the Punjab is 
one of its most precious possessions. A Danish lawyer, familiar with the 
lllortgage banks of Germany and of his own country, described the Punjeb 
revenue system as only inferior to the German Grundbuch (a Revenue Record 
which establishes an absolute title at  law), but superior to every other cadastral 
record of which he had heard, and a thoroughly sound basis for a land-mortgage 
vetern. For this rich inheritance the Punjab may thank first the Mughals, and 
secondly the revenue officers, British and Indian, who have compiled, reviewed, 
and renewed it for eighty years. 

Mr. Treveekis makes use of numerous quotations, frequently of consider- 
able length, but does not always assign them to a specific authority. 
Sinlilarl~ he refers at  the end of a paragraph to several authors, leaving the 
reader to discover or guess how much of his material is drawn from each. The 
result iu to make a book eminently readable and pleasant, though less service- 
able to the exact student. The author perhaps acts on principle in splitting his 
infinitives, but is incautious in some of his minor statements. Thus it is not 
correct to say (p. 6) that an invader on the last ridge of Afghanistan sees the vast 
plain of India before him : this is an old saying, but geographically is 50 or 100 
miles astray. Nor can it properly be argued (p. 74) that cows became 
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eacred beceuee the slaughter of oxen by raiders was dieaetroue : the prime 
eanctity ehould then have been attached to oxen. The suggeetion (p. 114) that 
but for Aurangzeb the Hindu religion might have absorbed Islam is 
picturesque, but makes inadequate allowance for the support of pure Ielam by 
other countries. An excellent yarn (p. 200) deals with Nur Jahan and goitre in 
the Kangra Valley, and euggeets that Mr. Trevaekis has other tales to tell. We 
are grateful to him for hie book ; it deals in an attractive manner with a subject 
which might easily be dull, and we look forward to ite successor. 

C .  F. 5. 

THE GURKHAS. By Major W. Brooke Northey and Captain C. J. Morrio, 
With a foreword by Brigadier-General the Hon. C. (3. Bruce. 9 x 6+. 
Pp. xxxi + 268. Illustrations and map. London : John Lane, The 
Bodley Head. 188. 

This is an  interesting and valuable account of the country and people of 
Nepal which brings up to date the history of that Little known and inaccessible 
etate. 

I t  is a book which should be read by students of the outlying races of the 
Indian border, and is worthy of careful etudy by all officers of Gurkha 
regimente. 

I t  is written with a eincere admiration of the people, and no pains have been 
spared in consulting past authorities and publicetione bearing on the subjeot, 
end it is rightly dedicated to the enlightened gentleman who for many y e m  haa 
ruled the country and directed with so much skill its foreign policy during 
difficult timee. 

The foreword is written by that expert on Nepalese tribal cuetome and 
languages, Brigadier-General C. Bruce, C.B. The book begins with the pest 
history of the country eo far as it can be gathered from the scanty and very 
often deliberately inaccurate accounts of Indian historians, and gradually 
authenticated events occur more or less vouched for by references from varioue 
sources and historians of neighbouring countries, until through the mist of folk- 
lore and tradition emerges a reliable account of recent yeere, ending appropriately 
with the fine record of a fighting race in the Great War. 

The visitor to Nepal passes through the malarial jungle of the Terai, along 
the foothills by stony tracks, gradually ascending the outer Himalayas till he 
reechee the Chandragiri Pass and stumbles down the thousand or so steps (or 
did when I visited the country) until with aching kneee he reaches the floor of 
the valley where are motor roads, piped water-supply and electric lights, modem 
palaces, and prehietoric temples, e sign of the enlightened policy of it8 ruler8 
and the conservative ideas of a government which directs the progress of the - 
country in  a manner best suited to its conditione. 

'I'he past history of Nepal is the history of all states : the incursion of invading 
conquerors, both from Tibet and India ; the struggles of robber barons 
petty prioces ; the gradual absorption of the smaller by the larger states until 
under some leader of exceptional ability the whole country is united under one 
mle ;  the epread of the young, virile nation outwards until ita borders march 
with those of settled powers, when eoroachment is stopped and consolidation 
takes place ; murders, marriages, and family ambitions-we can compare the - 
course of events in our own or any country's history. 

Follows a chapter on the people and their speech, showing the diversit). of 
tongues and the reason, the hilly nature of the country where often two 
neighbouring valleys speak different dialects ; how invaders from the north 
brought down the Mongolian language and thoae from India brought UP the 
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Indo-Aryan; and how both mingling have formed the present administrative 
languege, the lingua franca of the whole country. The religion of Nepal ia 
described as a curious blending of Hinduism and Buddhism, though the rulers 
of Nepal are strict followers of the Hindu faith in all ite details, and now un- 
doubtedly Hinduism is gradually increasing in popularity. 

The political situation of Nepal is rather curious in that it enjoys oomplete 
independence, quite different from the position existing between the Government 
of India and the Native States. Again, Nepal receives an  annual tribute from 
Tibet, and before the latter country had shaken off the suzerainty of China had 
com~nercial intercourse with China through Tibet. 

The King of Nepal is the Maharajadhiraj, but the actual government of the 
country is in the hands of the Prime Minister, who is called the Maharajah, a 
system very similar to that which previously existed in Japan. 

Nepal being essentially a military country, a full description of the military 
system is given, together with the fighting value of the different tribes and castes. 

The second part of the book concludes with a n  interesting account of the 
people, their customs, clothing, dances and amusements, slavery and labour 
problems, followed in the succeeding chapters by a detailed account of each of 
the different tribes inhabiting the country, a n  account which is valuable to the 
student but not of important interest to the general reader. 

The book is profusely illustrated with excellent photographs, and at the 
beginning contains a clear outline map showing the main geographical featurea 
and tribal divisions. 

There is one point on which I think the authors have not laid sufficient 
emphasis, and that is the difference between the native of India and the Gurkha. 
This difference may be summed up in the one word "Patriotism." I n  India 
patriotism cannot be said to extend beyond the tribe, often not beyond the 
village. Love of country in Nepal is more the love of country ae understood in 
Europe. Time after time have I heard the Gurkha soldier praise his country a0 
the one country worth dying for. I n  1917, in frequent conversations with the 
Commander-in-Chief of the Nepalese troops, then on service on the North-West 
Frontier of India, his most constant theme was of the future of Nepal, its di86cul- 
ties, and the possibility of attack from the north. I saw no reason for this alarm, 
and stated that the Government of India would guarantee immunity. The 
startling reply was : " Yes, but you guaranteed the integrity of Belgium." 
Surely a country which can breed such sturdy soldiers and far-seeing statesmen 
ha9 an importance which the Government of India, harassed by internal sedition 
and threatened by external attack, would be well advised to bind to itself with 
bonds of a common interest. W. BEYNON. 

AN UNFREQUENTED HIGHWAY. THROU(~H SIKKIM AND TIBET TO CHUMOLARI. 
By John Easton. 10 x 8. Pp. 133. Illustrations. London : Scholarti8 
Press. 1928. 21s. 

A pleasantly written account of a trip from the plains of India to Phari Dzong 
in Tibet. And as I read it I eaid, " Oh I don't I know I" Back came all the 
memoriee of 1903-4-the winter in Natong ; the daily convoy of Nepalese 
coolies piling supplies into Chumbi; the daily thunderstorm; the flash of lightning 
that entered the pony shed, mieeed four men playing cards, and killed the 
industrious apprentice cleaning his harness; the Chumbi Valley, and the first 
advance to Phari ( I  have lodged in some foul places, but Phari Dzong was the 
foulest) ; the march to Shaesa, and the return to Phari when the rearguard 
crossed the Tung La as the enow began to fall, and the next morning the yak 
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transport wee only mounds of snow, with the yaks warm and comfortable 
underneath, and-I'd go there again tomorrow. 

The writer is evidently a traveller of the right sort ; he describes the dis- 
comforts and pleasures of travel in high places with the right touch, neither 
exaggerating the one nor unduly extolling the latter, and one feels that he would 
be a pleasant companion to take into the wild places. 

Evidently the roads into the Chumbi Valley, via the Natu La or the Dzalip 
La, have not improved-indeed, they must have deteriorated since the return of 
the expedition in 1904, as  by the end of that year they had been mads into good 
mule roads, though the staircaee from Ledonchen to Jeyluk was the same 
nightmare it evidently is now. 

The description by Mr. Atkins of the ascent from Rangpo to Gnatong wen, 
however, of the 1888 vintage, not 1903, but then stories in the army, like old 
soldiers, never die. 

Another thing which has not changed is the character of the muleteer and his 
mule, both wonderful and eminently suited to their surroundings, and efficient eo 
fer as Eastern men and animals can be efficient. 

A map would be an improvement, but without it the reader can follow 
the writer march by march from Rangpo to Gantok, across the Natu La, 
up through the Churnbi Valley to Phari, and back via Dzalip La to Nstong, 
and so to Kalimpong. Throughout one never tires of his description of peoples 
and scenery, and interspersed are enlightening references to recent historical 
events leading up to the flight of the Dalai Lama to India, his return, and the 
eviction of the Chinese from Tibetan territory. 

Altogether a delightful book, not the least delightful part of which are the 
excellent photographs. 

W. BEYNON. 

THE CULT OF THE PEACOCK ANGEL. By R. H. W. Empson. Commentary by 
Sir Richard Temple, C.B., Vice-President R.A.S. Pp. 235. Illustratione. 
H. F. and G. Witherby, High Holborn. 

Those who have some knowledge of Iraq will a t  once recognize in this rather 
unusual title a treatise on their old friends the Yezidis, though others, who 
have no such acquaintance with them, may be perdonably puzzled by so novel 
a concatenation. A good deal has been written upon that strange folk end 
their religion in times past, but writers have usually suffered from the "cum- 
~ l e x  " that besets writmere on religious eubjects, and had a case to prove. They 
are apt to have some pet heretic or heresy of old days, and to be desirous 
of showing that such early perversion is really the primitive form of the religion 
with which they are concerned. So writers on the Yezidis have been anxious to 
find that they are either primitive Gnostics or early Manichteans, or-to quote 
an  inetence given by Mr. Empson-have been sure that they must be the 
descendants of the ancient Assyrians, '' because they are so hairy." Hence, 
in the book we have under review a t  present, it is a real relief to find a writer, 
without too many theories, who ie content to put down, from his own enquiriefl, 
facts as to what the Yeeidis are, do, and teach, and does not ram his own con- 
clusion down the throat of hie reader. 

This book is a painstaking gathering of facts and is very useful such. 

We do not mean that Mr. Empeon has no opinion as to what the yezidi is. 
H e  does not disguise his belief that they ere a survival of primitive paganism, 
still existing in its own land, though he would admit, of oourse, that in the 
course of its long history this form of religion has borrowed much from other 
faiths. From Christianity it has taken a reverence for the person of Chriflt end 
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has assigned him a place among its leading figures. (By the way, Mr. Empson 
is a little unkind to Christianity in saying on p. 57 that " A Yezidi bride rnust 
make obeisance at the shrine of every idol she may happen to pass, even tho?hgh 
it be a Cl~ristinn church " I )  I t  has borrowed from Islam, linking up  its name 
-which is probably a Persian word for God-with that of a famous or infamous 
Khalif of Islam, and also drawing much from Shiah and other heretic teachers 
in the faith. I t  has borrowed, as is natural in  a form of primitive paganism, 
from older religions too, for it is at  least possible that the name " Malik Taus " 
should really be Tammuz and that the resemblance to the Hindustani word for 
peacock is mere coincidence. 

Sir R. Temple, in his interesting "Commentary," brings profound know- 
ledge of Indian parallels to bear on the question of Yezidi origins and denies 
that they are really worshippers of the devil a t  all, making them merely 
dissenters (Shiahs) of rather extreme views. 

Of course, the habit of propitiating a malignant and active spirit is very 
widespread, and if we call all who do so ;' devil worshippers," we shall find 
that cult general indeed I So many tribes think that the Great Good Spirit is 
remote and perhaps a bit lazy. The little and not-so-virtuous spirit, who knows 
you and can be bribed, is the one to have for friend. " The judge is a great 
man, but do thou give thy present to the clerk." 

Still, as in this case the i n f e r i ~ r  and malignant spirit whom the Yezidi 
reveres happens to be the Sheitan of Christianity and Islam, it really is the 
devil whom they worship, and if they are to be counted as  only rather extreme 
Shiahs, then Christians would seem to be quite moderate ones I 

They are not properly dualists. Dualism implies two equal and original 
powers, of light and darkness. Their Sheitan, if the ruler of this world pro  tern., 
is a fallen spirit, who will be redeemed some day-have not his tears put out 
the flames of hell?-and his power is derivative and only transitory, if pro- 
longed. To revere this ruler of the age is not dualism. 

The reviewer would like to join with Mr. Empson in hie appreciation of the 
attractive and dignified character of t,he Yezidi when he is given s reasonable 
chance. In  his own Sinjar mountain he has often shown himself a good fight- 
ing man, though, strangely enough, he does not shine as a soldier. The effort 
was made to enrol compenies of Yezidis in the "Assyrian Levy," where the 
Christians would not outrage devil-worshipping susceptibilities by "taking 
refuge with Allah from Satan the stoned,') and where men of different faiths 
that have suffered together might get on in comfort. Unfortunately, the Yezidi 
was found "too utterly stupid "-we quote oficers of the Levy -for the 
purpose. I t  seems most improper that the devil should thus fail to endow 
his votaries with even worldly wisdom, but so it was. We presume that the 
stupidity was a result of the horror of the Yezidi hierarchy for anything 
that resembles education. The efforts made by authority to establish schools 
in the Sinjar were frowned on by these ecclesiastics, and it must be owned that 
floods and earthquakes seemed to indicate that some power at  any rate disliked 
tho innovation, for those youths who were profane enough to come to school 
were drowned for their pains. 

Still, even in his uneducated state, the Yezidi icl loyal and friendly to the 
British in a way that t.he Oriental, on whom we have succeeded in foroing 
the education thnt we think good for him, seldom seems to be I One may hope 
that under a benevolent Government better days may be in store for thie strange 
little "millet." At least they have power of fidelity, for there is no faith in 
the whole world that has produced in the past so high a proportion of martyr8 
to the number of its adherents rts hae this worship of the devil. W. A. W. 
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EASTERN MEDITEBRWEAN LANDB. By Colonel P. H. Massy, C.B.E. 8f x6+. 
. x i  + 6 1  Illustrations and maps. London : Messrs. Routledge. 
12s. 6d. 

This book, in so far  as  it dells with Turkey, falls into two main divisions. 
In first, Part  1 . 9  Colonel Massy relates his experiences in Eastern Asia 
Minor some thirty Year8 ago. Cruel oppression of the Armenians, consequent 
On the orgy of massacre which marked the years 18%-96, wag still ~~nti,-,~i,-,( 
in that and Europe showing no inclination to act by concerted pressure 
On the Sublime Porte in defence of that unhappy people, Great Britain took the 
matter in hand unaided by endeavouring to give what relief and proteotion was 
still possible to many scattered Christian villages in the midst of hostile popula- 
tions. Her  method was to despatch a small band of British officers with Con- 
sular m ~ k  to portions of Asia Minor most in need of a controlling hand. One 
of these officers was Colonel Massy. From his Consular headquarters, first 
*dana and later Erzeroum, he showed for several years incessant activity in 
visiting threatened centres, and also in using the opportunity for conducting 
surveys of the less known districts and generally increasing oar knowledge of 
the prevailing political, social, and geographical conditions. His intimate 
familiarity with the Turkish language, combined with an inborn tactfulness and 
with a rare power of entering into the mind of the indigenous races and of the 
Turkish officials with whom he came into frequent contact, enabled him to 
Pursue his enquiries in the most inhospitable ~nountain fastnesses, as well es 
amongst the more populous places resorted to by Turks, Circassians, Armenians, 
and Kurds, which he traversed in the course of his many expeditions. These 
are rmmrded in a light, chatty narrative, carrying the reader willingly along, 
and replete with incidents and anecdotes illustrative of the manners and custom8 
of the place and period. Very different is the scene depicted in the later chap- 
ters, comprised in Part IV., when the author returns to a changed and scarcely 
recognizable Turkey in the course of a visit to the Levant in the year 1925. In 
an interesting preface Sir E. Denison Ross gives reasons for regarding as more 
,extensive even than those in China, the changes which in our day have trans- 
formed the face of Turkey. 

I n  Parts 11. to IV. Colonel Massy shows how nowadays an ordinary traveller 
can be easily conveyd by train all the way from Cairo to Constantinople. The 
railway journey is interrupted, it seems, only to cross the Suez Canal and the 
Bosphorus. Anyone following the Colonel's route would do well to take with 
him as a companion a copy of the book under review. I t  recalls at each inter- 
esting stopping-place the most noteworthy historical particulars, and it points 
out, not a t  a11 in the guide-book style, the mosques, churches, antiquarian 
remains, and natural features most deserving attention. 

The first stage of the journey is from Cairo by Way of El  Kmtara On the 
Suez Canal to Jerusalem in a comfortable train provided with ~ l e e ~ ~ ~ g - ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
Rightly indeed is the reader reminded of the brave army which traversed the 
sandy North Sinai Desert under very different conditions in the Great 
The  Turks ndvancing to the Suez Canal had laid down palm branches and 
on the sand for their heavy guns to pass over. The engineering skill of aeneral 
Paul improved on this method by means of a double lager of wire netting pegged 
out tightly on tho aides. Some 700 miles of it, we are told, were imported from 
Auatrslia. The easy conditions brought about by the Allied victory in 
under British leadership are shown in the following passage : 

L I Every spot of interest in thc Holy Land is now within few hours from 

le rusdem by car, on roads as good as any in Europe, and Amman, the 
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of Transjordania, and Beyrout are easy of access in a short day's run through 
beautiful scenery." 

The author goes into some detail over the educational facilities now open to 
Arab, Christian, and Jew. The new Jewish settlements, he tells us, are for the 
most part round Jerusalem, or on the more fertile soil of Northern Palestine ; 
this line of country he visited by motor-car in an  instructive round ,under 
Zionist auspices. H e  derives from his trip the impression that the immigrant 
Jews are well provided for, and set a good example to their Arab neighbours by 
hard work at their new avooations of farming and afforesting. H e  alludes, of 
course, to the possibilities of friction with the Arab population. Mount Carmel 
tlnd the country around Lake Tiberias are specially recommended for their his- 
torical interest and the Inany beautiful views which they contain. Leaving 
Jerusalem again by motor for Transjordania by way of Jericho and the Dead 
Sea, the Colonel proceeds by railway, passing along the Hejaz line from Amman 
to Damascus. Making friends with the French frontier officers in Syria, he is 
enabled by their favour to traverse 300 kilometres of wild country around the 
Hauran or Druse mountains to Damascus. Everthing seemed peaceful, but 
within a few days the serious rising against French authority commenced irr 
this very district, and proved for many months a source of great embarrassment 
t o  France. He  hesitates to join in the outcry against General Sarrail, who was 
recalled. The revolt, so destructive to life and property in Damascus and else- 
where, he ascribes to the reluctance of the population of Syria to accept any 
form of centralized domination, in view especially of promises of complete 
autonomy which they conceived had been made to them. 

The author describes the beautiful country in the region of Lebanon and 
Anti-Lebanon. He  dwells with special delight on the ancient ruined cities 
Jubail (Bybloe), Baalbeck, Palmyra, and others. 

Re-entering Turkey, he follows the railway to Angora. The new capital is 
gradually assuming the necessary features of a government centre, and should 
develop before long into a pleasant and healthy city, conveniently situated for the 
administration of what remains of the old Turkish Empire. Colonel Massy is 
rather favourably impressed with it, having found the inhabitants friendly and 
affable. He  speaks well of the new Turkish army and its air equipment. Asia 
Minor is well suited for flying, with its open, treeless plains and the general absence 
of wind. 

We are next introduced to Constantinople, as the city and its beautiful 
surroundings appear toda j  in their new and somewhat depressing aspect, after 
being degraded from the rank of an Inlperial capital. I t  is good to learn that 
the shores of the Bosphorus, and especially the British Embassy at Thesapia, 
are still plentifully provided with shady gardens. This narrow strip, the Colonel 
remnrks, has been the scene of battle between East and West throughout the 
centuries, and who can say, he asks, if the agelong conflict be really at  an end ? 

Leaving the benten track, it is interesting to follow him from Snlyrna 
successively to each of the Seven Churches of early Christian days. Here early 
church history chiefly claims his attention 

I'art V. tnkes us back into Europe, but those who have followed the author 
So far will be lured on beyond the strict sphere of the Central Asian Society by 
his descriptions of modern P i r ~ u s ,  Athens, and Corfu, whence a Yugoslav 
steamer takes him up the Albanian, Dalmatian, and Croatian coast until Italian 
territory is reached on the Istrian peninsula. He  visited on the way the 
Italian city of Zara, uncomfortably sandwiched into a purely Slavonic region, 
besides the Inore important Slavonic ports such as Raguaa and Spalato. The in- 
tricacies of this important strip of coastline skirted by innumerable islands can 
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only be realized by constant reference to a map. They must be mautered for en 
adequat,e understanding of the causes of the perennial friction between Italy 
Yugoslavia, so largely concerned with questions affecting the control of the 
Adriatic Sea. Colonel Massy is an admirable guide in these historic waters end 
adjoining lands. His  description of a drive from Ragusa over Cattaro to 
Cettinje and back will make all who read it desire to visit that wild and romantic 
region. Anything like an analysis of these journeys is precluded by necessary 
limitation of space, but enough has perhaps been said to show that the author of 
this attractive travellers' companion is himself all that a traveller should be- 
namely, one who traverses lands differing profoundly in race, religion, and 
natural features, with a love of sport and adventure, much more than a mere 
smattering of archteology and history, a mind seeking friendly intercourse with 
the inhabitants and sympathizing with their wants and aspirations, a true lover 
of nature in its varying aspects, and a demeanour towards all whom he meets 
which must assuredly confirm and enhance everywhere the respect, and in not 
a few places the affection and gratitude, with which his country is regarded in 
the regions of the Levant. 

MAURICE DE BUNSEN. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF INDIAN AGRICULTURE. By A. and G. L. C. Howard. 
India of Today Series. Oxford University Press. Re. 218. 

This volume is welcome though belated. Mr. and Mrs. Howard are full of 
knowledge, and perhaps find a difficulty in selecting and presenting the very 
simple facts which a reader of this series will require. Such simplificetion is 
alwaye distasteful to the expert, since it involves an  overstatement or an under- 
statement of the truth. 

The three principal problems of agriculture, as viewed by the authors, are 
(1) the improvement of the seed and the crop, (2) the preservation and enrichment 
of the soil, and (3) the enlightenment of the cultivator. Seed selection ha8 
already resulted in an increase of the producer's income from cotton by 
at'5,600,000 and from wheat by .f!2,500,000 per annum, but inadequate progress 
has been made in protecting the soil from erosion, and in enriching it with 
suitable manure. A thorough system of surface drainage is recommended to 
prevent eroaion, and the use of a manurial compost, prepared by the cultivetor 
in his house, is preferred to artificial fertilizers. More stress might have been 
laid on denudation of the land as a cause of erosion, and on afforestation 88 a 
remedy. A scheme has been approved for co-operative afforestation in the - - 
Siwaliks for this very purpose. 

The cultivator, as explained by Mr. and Mrs. Howard, is illiterate end un- 
progressive. They recommend general education, and herein they ril l  find 
general support. The conservatism of the peasant in, however, to be attributed 
less to his illiteracy than to his indebtedness ; why should he produce more, 
when no output can overtake the compound interest on his debt? 

The book is full of information and of value, and will maintain the reputation 
of the series. C .  F. S. 

- .  - - -  

THE HISTORY A N D  ECONOMI~S  OF THE LAND s Y S ~ & ~  IN DBNOAL. BY K. C* 
Chaudhuri. The Book Company, Calcutta. Rs. 6. 

Liberal opinion in India is crystallizing into a definite condemnation of the 
Permanent Settlement, which set up the Zemindars aa owners of the land and 
mantels of the cultivators. Mr. Chaudhuri ha# given a clear though flli13ht1~ 
ex parts account of the origin of this system and of the evi ls-aub-o~ne~~ 
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and rack-renting-to which it gave rise. His statement will supply useful 
ammunition to the partisans of the depressed peasantry. H e  correctly argues 
that the Tenancy Act of 1885 has not solved the problem by establishing dual 
ownership and securing a judicial control of rents, and he favours, on the analogy 
of Ireland, the expropriation and compensation of the Zemindar. 13engal 
reformers may conceivably be driven to this heroic measure, since there are few 
signs of improvement in the landlords. It is, however, imprudent to weaken a 
good cause by evading the arguments against it. Mr. Chaudhuri is altogether 
too casual. The conservatism of the peasant when converted into a proprietor 
can certainly be modified by education, agricultural production can be enhanced 
by research and teaching, and industries may employ some of the surplus 
population. But these remedies are gradual, and it is still more hasty to assert 
that birth-control will prevent the subdivision of holdings, and that wealthy 
peasant proprietors will sell their land and will not continue as idle landlords. 
These are pious hopes, on which no reliance can be placed in the near future. 

The suggested expropriation is apparently to result in no increase of the 
public revenues, and the Permanent Settlement is to be continued with the 
peasant. Reformers will find their financial progress hampered by this over- 
generous policy. 

The book is interesting but poorly bound, and full of lamentable proof-errors 
and printing-errors. C. F. S. 

- - - - - - -- 

THREE NEW BOOKS ON HINDUISM. 

1. HINDUISM. By Swami Vivekanamda. Mylapore, Madras : Sri Ramakrishna 
Math. N.d. 

2. SRI KRISHNA, PASTORAL AND KINGMAKER. By Swami Ramakrishnananda. 
Mylapore, Madras : Sri Ramakrishna Math. Nd .  

3. COMPARATIVE STUDIES IN VEDANTISM. By Professor Mahendranath Sircar, 
Sanskrit College. Oxford University Press : Humphrey Milford. 19 27. 

The first two of the above books, published by the Ramakrishna Mission of 
Madras, are clearly Hindu propa,oanda, intended to further the objects of the 
Mission. Their use is to confirm the conviction of the already convinced, and 
the arguments they contain are neither scientific nor learned, though the 
language in which they are couched is often eloquent. Swami Vivekananda is 
8 well-known revivalist, and his views in " Hinduism," which is a republication 
of old lectures, are not liltely to be of much use to scholars, however " elevating " 
they may be to the congregations that have listened to them. " What I want 
to propagate is a, religion that will be equally acceptable to all minds-it must be 
erlually philosophic, equally emotional, equally mystic, and equally conducive to 
action." Brave words indeed, if only they were ~racticable. " Sri Krishna " is 
8 rhapsody, giving an idealized life of Krishnn, culled from sacred books, for the 
edification of his votnries. 

The third volume, on " Vedantism," is of a very different class, as it is a 
serious study of serious Hindu philosophy. " My apology for publi~hing and 
Presenting this volume is the dignified position that Vedantism occupies in the 
history of thought and in the field of Indian Culture." Thus does the author 
commence his preface, and then on p. x he writes : " Vedantism is the philo- 
sophy of the self-conscious. I t  is pre-eminently the search for the self "--this is 
to say, it is the educated Hindu's method of seeking the mystery that confronts 
the philosophy of all the thinkers that the world has ever produced, from the 
savage to the most highly civilized and educated. The author then takes u 8 

conscientiously through the varying views of the great commentators-Shankera 
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Ramanuja, Madhva, Vallabha, Jiva Gosvarni, Nimvarka, and many another, 
contrasting them on occaaion with European writers, Spinoza, Bradley, and 80 

on. H e  thus fulfils the claim that his title sets up, and gives a truly comparative 
account of a great Indian philosophy, which cannot but be of value to any 
scholar who may peruse it. R. C. TEMPLE. 

TIGERS, GOLD, AND WITCH-DOCTORS. By Bassett Digby, F.R.G.S. Pp. 341. 
Illustrations. London : John Lane, The Bodley Head, Ltd. . 1928. 12s. 8d. 

Any book is welcome that will shed further light on Siberia and Mongolia, for, 
as Mr. Digby rightly points out, our knowledge of these regions is strictly 
limited-though not, we think, limited to the efforts of the "American and 
Japanese " to etraighten out the " grand old mix-up out there at the end of the 
recent World War." 

The author commences his book by whetting the curious appetite with a list 
of strange things found out in the course of his wandering0 which he proposes to 
describe. I t  must be confessed that the actual recital does not always satisfy the 
enquirer in these particulars, and that the narrative sometimes wears thin just 
when the reader is becoming hopeful of a deeper interest, but, nevertheless, the 
account is that of an observant and determined wanderer, which may be studied 
with advantage by anyone interested in Northern Asia. The Lake Baikal region 
is particularly well dealt with, while there is a very good chapter on Arctic 
Siberia, and much of interest regarding the early exploration of Siberia in a 
chapter curiously entitled " Vodka and Windows." There is an interesting 
ethnological chapter, " Siberia's Indians " ; but the author's theory that some of the 
inhabitants of North-East Siberia came originally from Turkey, because they use 
many Turkish words (pp. 1, loo), appears to be a strangely hazardous one, et 
direct variance with that usually accepted. 

The most serious criticism of the book, however, is the absence of either a 
map or nn index, the first being surely a lamentable omission in a book of thie 
kind. 

The photographs are very good. 

THE CONFLICT OF OLD AND NEW IN CHINA. 

CHINESE REALITIES. By John Foster. 74 x 5). Pp. 240. Edinburgh House 
Press. 2s. 6d. 

TEE DRA@ON SHEDS HIS SKIN. By Winifred Galbraith. 8 x 6 t .  Pp. 221. 
London : Jonathan Cape. 7s. 6d. 

WITHIN THE WALLS OF NANKING. By Alice Tiadale Hobart. 8 X 54. PP, 248. 
London : Jonathan Cape. 7s. 6d. 

These are three notable additions to recent publications dealing with Chin8 
and her latter-day problems. I n  " Chinese Realities," Mr. Foster viaualizea 
China an old ruin, which inexperienced Youth is endeavouring to rebuild. 
How will the design, the foundations, and materials of the new edifice comPRre 
with the ancient structure 7 This is the question he sets out to answer, and* in 
doing 00, he diasects the several movements-social, economic, and politic~l- 
which form the component parts of Chinese " nationalism." We pth", 8s We 
read, some conception of the extent of the revolt against the paat. "To old 
China that which was old was good, thpt which was oldest was best : to Young 
China, everything old is suspect ; only the very newest idea. receive 8 welcome*" 
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The family ideals and relationships on which old China's civilization was based 
are fast disappearing, and, whether in regard to society or industry, their place 
is being taken by a national consciousness and class organization. Mr. Foster 
stresses the point that the West is largely responsible for this momentous change. 

Old China bade us keep out-and we came in : old China struggled against the 
inrush of new ideas, but they prevailed." All the " isms " of young China have 
oome from the West, even patriotism. All hie education has been filled with 
Western subjects and conducted on Western lines. He  could not learn mathe- 
matics without the aid of our symbols, nor medicine without our terms. And 
the result 1 " Severance from the historic past, lack of adjustment to new and 
larger relationships, absence of any determined philosophy of life : these are 
characteristic of young China, and first essentials to any understanding of the 
situation today." 

Two out of the eight chapters of his book are devoted by the author to a con- 
sideration of the religious aspect of the nationalist movement, and particulo.rly 
to the effect on missionary work of anti-Christian propaganda. Amongst some 
useful appendices there is a detailed analysis of Sun Yat-sen's " The Three 
People's Principles," that extraordinary mixture of facts and garbled history 
which has become " almost a Bible," and is read in all schools throughout 
China. 

How the "Three Principles" came to Changeha, disturbing the peaceful 
atmosphere in which she worked as teacher in a girls' school, is recounted by 
Miss Galbraith in " The Dragon sheds his Skin." There is rare charm in some 
of her chapters, notably "The  Flood" and " The Call," and the incidents 
described have the additional merit of being true. 

Miss Galbraith's reflections on the paradoxical nature of the Chinese 
character denote shrewd observation, and, as we read her experiences, we are 
irresistibly reminded of Lady Hosie's pleasant volume, "Two Gentlemen of 
China." We get the same clear pictures of a Chinese interior (in this case, the 
home of the Tsengs, direct descendants of the famous general who helped to 
crush the Taiping rebellion), the eame details of family routine and obligations, 
set down with humour and kindly understanding. 

Mrs. Hobart was chcitelaine of the house on the now falnous Socony Hill, 
" Within the Walls of Nanking," when the Nationalist forces occupied thet city 
in March, 1927. With her husband-agent of the Standard Oil Company-she 
had previously witnessed a t  Changsha " the tyranny of a community given over 
to hate and license," and the move to Nanking was intended to afford them 
much-needed rest and relief from anxiety. Disillusionment was almost 
immediate. Every day brought news of fighting and outrage creeping nearer 
and nearer ; the servants were restless ; and e sense of coming evil was in the 
air. With the arrival of the Southern troops, a number of British and American 
friends were driven to seek sanctuary on Socony Hill, whither they were shortly 
followed by Nationalist soldiers intent on killing and plunder, and Rlre. Hobart's 
dainty home was very nearly the scene of a terrible tragedy. No one will read 
unmoved her account of that grim experience. We marvel at  the American 
 consul'^ restraint under intense provocation, and are relieved when he at last 
permits the four sorely.tried Americen sailors who are with the party to use their 
weapons in uelf-defence. Within signalling distance, fortunately, lay the 
Emet.ald and the Noa, nritish and American gunboats, and a shell-fire barrage 
from these ships ennbled the refugees on Socony Hill to escape without loss of 
life. Other foreign residents-over one hundred-were still in the city, at  the 
mercy of the 8outhern soldiery. I t  was not until late in the afternoon of the 
next day, after threats had been made to ehell the city, thet there came " filing 
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out of Nanking , . . the British Consular party with their dead end their 
wounded. Then a much larger party-Americans, men, women and 
children. . . . Down they come . . . to the gunboate, mourning the destruo- 
tion of their life's work, their dishonour, their dead." A sad and a humiliating 
picture I 

Mrs. Hobart's graphic narrative is preceded by a poem from the pen of Mre. 
Florence Ayscough, who seeks to prove that China's troubles for the past twenty 
years have been due to the abolition of the old Civil Service examinations, and 
the shattering, in consequenoe, of the entire administrative system of the country. 

F. w, C .  

A TOUR IN SOUTHERN ASIA (Indo-China, Malaya, Java, Sumatra, and Ceylon, 
1925-1926). By Horace Bleackley. The Bodley Head. 12s. 6d. net. 

The casual visitor to strange lands cannot be expected to get a deep view into 
things, but his impressions are valuable, especially when he is a trained observer 
and visits more than one country so that the points of difference, as they strike a 
visitor, may be brought out. I n  this book one looks for a comparison of the 
contacts of various Western races on very similar Eastern peoples. Mr. 
Bleackley saw France in Indo-China, Holland in Java and Sumatra, Great 
Britain in Malaya end Ceylon. 

H e  records and comments on, for example, such diverse subjects as mixed 
races, standards of government (particularly as measured by the style and state 
of the Governor), education, agriculture, religion as shown in the lives of the 
people, and in each case, though a longer and closer knowledge would have 
modified his views, there is the corrective applied in the neighbouring country. 
What an advantage it would be to, say, Indian administrators if they could get 
study-leave to Cochin-China or Batavia, or both I 

Particularly interesting is the account of the status of the mixed Eurasian 
populations. Then our treatment of the ruined cities of Ceylon is compared with 
the Dutch at Borobudur and the French at Angkor-Vat. The description of 
these places, particularly of Angkor, with its '&frieze of life-sized elephants," 
makes one determine to go there, and there can be no higher prnise. It  is 
unfortunate that Mr. Bleaclrley could not cornpare with the work of the Archaeo- 
logical Department of the Government of India. 

One thing that strikes a visitor to these couiltries is the difference in the 
trade policies pursued. A striking exalnple is in the rubber trade. At the time 
of the visit the East was at  the top of a boom. Restriction paid for by Malaya 
was benefiting Java ;  it would be very interesting to know what the Dutch 
really thought about it all. I n  Malaya Mr. Bleacltley found "the prosperity 
of the rubber trade seems to be assured for Inany years" (tho universal view in 
Malaye then). The extract indicates the limitations of the book. 

The different way the various administrations tackle " situations " is well 
brought out in accounts of " l'affaire Eardez " in Indo-China and the rnutilly in 
Singapore. If for nothing else, we should be grateful to Mr. l3leackley for a vivid 
account of one of the most brilliant sideshows of the War. So well was this 
mutiny taken in hand that it hag been almost forgotten west of Suez, and 
apparently people in Singapore consider it as part, of the day's work." It is a, 

good thing to get the facts down on record. 
As is usual in travel books, much space is devoted to the amenities of the 

journey. I n  the excellent index the entry " Food " takes first place, followed 
closely by " Hotels l 1  and " Housos." I t  ia possible to see how differently French) 
Dutch, and British settle down to exile. 
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It is to be hoped that Mr. Bleackley, when he pays another visit out East, will 
find time to visit India. His views on British administration in Eastern countries 
are perforce one-sided if he has not seen India. Our declared policy in India is 
to associate the Asiatic in the administration. The policy cannot but be 
followed to a greater or less extent in neighbouring dependencies, and for anyone 
to criticize the working of the policy without visiting India is, to say the least, 
misleading. 

LIFE AND TIMES OF C. R. DAS. Ry Prithwis Chandra Ray. 83- x 6. Pp  xv 
+ 313. Illustrations. Oxford University Press ; London : Humphrey 
Milford. 1928. 12s. 6d. 

Mr. Humphrey Milford, of the Oxford University Press, has recently 
published a book, purporting to be " A personal memoir of the late Deshbandu 
Chitta Ranjan, and a complete outline of the history of Bengal for the first 
quarter of the twentieth century." The volume is a finished specimen of the 
printer's art. The setting out of the material and the proof reading alike have 
been faultless, and the illustrations, all of which are from photographs, are 
excellent. 

The book is a disappointment. Of the biography of Deshbandu there ie 
very little, and of the history no clear consecutive account. The thread on 
which the chapters which compose the whole is strung seems to be neither the 
life of the hero nor the times in which he lived, but the principles and politics 
of the author as justified by both. But the book is well worth reading. Less 
by what it says than what it implies, by its atmosphere rather than by its 
matter, the volume affords a graphic and almost startling picture of the difi- 
culties with which the administration in India of today has to cope. 

Ex-editor of tho Bengalee, Prithwis Chandra Ray is a Inan of wide reading 
and deep thinking, the son of a race whose passions are easily fanned, whose 
prejudices are deep-rooted. H e  seems dragged now towards the cold north of 
logic, now to the passionate south of unreasoning sentiment. H e  writes as one 
might write who wore spectacles, one lens of which was clear, the other 
coloured ; and from chapter to chapter the reader is never sure which will prove 
the master eye. And with all this there is a clearly defined, if at times a some- 
what aggressively patronizing endeavour to be just to Great Britain and the 
services she has rendered to tile Motherland of his dreams and his adoration. 

Here is the picture he faithfully gives of Bengal as it was when it passed 
under British rule. 

" Not till the passing of the Bengal Tenancy Act of 1859 and its first 
amendment in 1886 were the Rengnl peasantry anything better than mere 
hewers of wood and drawers of water. They were very much like the Irish 
cotters and the Egyptian fellahin, practically serfs, having 110 right in the land 
thoy cultivated and the holdings on which they lived. On the top of this, they 
were more often than not rack-rented, and rnado to pay special contributions 
on the marriages and sradhs of their landlords' sons, daughters, and relatives, 
whether they had n crop or not. When in a lean year they were unable to pay 
their rents, they were bronght in batches to the ze~uindar's office and were 
subjected to physical torture. The life of the Bengnl penennt was surrounded 
by a dark cloud, and he hati no incentive to nmko any improvements on his 
land, or even to live the natlirrtl span of his life." 

Logic insists that Great 13ritnin must bo credited with responsibility for the 
change which has come over the scene. 

" I t  must be admitted that the adn~inistration in the country in the latter 
Victorian era was solnetitlles p~~ i~c tun ted  by acts of benevolent despotism, such 
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a8 Lord Ripon's repeal of the Vernacular Press Act, the Rendition of MyRore, 
the inauguration of a scheme of local self-government, the Ilbert Bill bill 
intended to remove the diequalifications of the Indian madstracy to try 
European offenders), the revision of the Indian Councils Act in 1892, during 
Lord Lansdowne's viceroyalty, and the effort of Sir Andrew Scoble to raise the 
' age of consent ' in India." And again elsewhere : 

" British rule may be held responsible for many of the evils of present-day 
life, the abandonment of plain living and high thinking, our lost arts and indus- 
tries, our enfeebled physique, and incapacity to resist the germs of plague, 
choler4 malaria, and hook-worm, the growing habit of living beyond our means, 
and the keen stmggle to keep an  exaggerated standard of appearances, our 
intellectual dead level, our revolting ideas of private and public morality, our 
Penal Code, Evidence Act and ' lawyer government,' and our divorce from the 
realitiee of a n  old-world life. But no one will deny that working in so many 
different ways, and with such steadfast pertinacity, British rule has built up a 
nation here out of chaos and anarchy." . . . I t  has turned vast arid tracts 
into fertile soil, waving with golden harvest, brought out untold treasures from 
the bosom of the earth for the service of men, and has connected one province 
with another with a network of railways, canals, and telegraph wires. . . . 
Whatever the character of the British Government be, and however culpable 
may have been its neglect of our interests, and whatever evils it may have 
wrought in India, it would be ' satanic ' to snap our connection with it." 

But  while reason and his innate sense of justice thus urge him to accord 
some measure of appreciation to the work of the British in India, there is an 
undercurrent of antipathy, a magnification of occasional mistakes, and an 
ignoring of continuous policy, a scorn of all who do not see as he sees, which it 
is important that thoee to whom the future of India is an anxious concern, 
should realize, because it is so typical of what the fairest minded of her sons are 
thinking. Lord Curzon'e viceroyalty was distinguished by hie " blazing indis- 
cretions." With the individual revolutionaries, the fruit of those self-eame 
" indiscretions," he has a scarce veiled sympathy, while of those of his fellow- 
countrymen who had the courage to face the obloquy of the nationaliet press 
and enter the first councils he writes thus : " Many courageous and indepen- 
d e i ~ t  men seeking election withdrew their candidature at  the desire of Mr. 
Gandhi, and left the field open to a small minority of placemen, title-huntere, 
and aspirants to office in the new order of things. With this group weak-kneed 
landlords, indifferent lawyers, and taluqdars, mealy mouthed bankers and mer- 
chants threw in their lot, with a handful of Liberals of the old school who still 
clung to and pinned their faith on Ap-ki-waste principles of self-aggrandize- 
ment." 

This is the writing of n pamphleteer, not the chronicling of a historian. The 
arrangement of the book, too, is not heppy. The views of the author, the 
history of the times and the l i b  of Deshbandu, which, with more careful 
planning and clearer thinking, might hare been worked into a hermonioue 
whole, run through the volume na three main topics somewhat confuar'!3' 
jumbled together. 

The picture of the life and character of 1)eahbandu collected from the 
various chapters is not attractive. Son of n Calcutta solicitor. he failed for the 
Indian Civil Service, and was called to the Bar. For many years life 
a most difficult struggle, so much so that a t  the age of twenty-six he found him- 
self, with his father, in the insolvency court. Two years later his ~ucceasfu' 
defence of Aurobindo Ghose brought hie name prominently before the public, 
urd when, in 1914, his client succeeded in the Dumraon succession CaRep his 



fortune was made. His earnings at  this period are said to have reached nearly 
&50,000 n, year. But as he earned so he spent ; his fortune was frittered away 
in luxurious living, and he fell into evil habits, which he scarcely attempted to 
control till, in the last few years of his life, the influence of Mr. Gandhi's 
asceticism made itself felt. I n  character he was unstable-a blend, typical of 
the times, of strength and timidity, tenacity and hesitancy, sometimes inspired 
with caution, sometimes fired with the spirit of revolt. 

In  politics he was quick to observe the changing currents of public opinion 
and to keep himself in the van. Up to the closing era of hie life he was the 
prow rather than the helm of his vessel. Thus it is that Tagore considered 
that the greatest gift which Deshbandu had left for India was the "creative 
force of a great aspiration," and with this verdict our author concurs. 

We think otherwise. At least to the British statesman in India, the 
importance of the work of Deshbandu was the part he played in the rejection 
by Nationalist India of the Ghandi doctrine of non-co-operation, and the 
substitution of a policy of obstruction within the Councils. I t  is true that there 
were many contributory causes to this change, and it would be inaccurate to lay 
the whole responsibility on the shoulders of the leader ; but nevertheless he was 
the leader ; it was he who gave concrete expression to the thoughts that were 
stirring in the minds of the rank and file, and it was he who successfully 
founded in the Assembly that party which is to this day the strongest unit of 
the many groups that exist therein. This was his achievement, and it was 
given to him as he brought it to completion to attain a mastery over those 
defects of life and character which had marred his earlier days. His super- 
abundance of wealth vanished, his acerbity mellowed, his intangible yearnings 
for a swaraj which he could not even define became consolidated into a 
programme of practical politics, which he could hope to  press with the weapon 
of reason rather than revolt. And then he died. 

India is a land of rapid development, and it is pathetic to consider how 
closely the policy of C. R. Das, as enunciated in 1917, agrees with the accepted 
policy of government today. I t  is worth while to take his ten points in detail. 

" 1. We must give heed to the lessons of history." 

With this there can be no quarrel, provided that the lessons be heeded 
fairly, and that sober history and not the truth-free fables of a romantic golden 
age be the subject of our study. 

" 2. We must abandon the path of European industrialism." 

Government is endeavouring t,o stimulate the cottage industries of the 
provinces, and where mass production is possible, to secure by its Factory Act 
and Workmen's Compensation Act that the evils of the early phases of 
industrinlis~n in Europe be unknown here. 

" 3. We must stop the decay of villages and the consequent congestion of 
the cities." 

To this end Government would willingly co-operate in any reasoned 
programme. 

" 4. To do this we will have to rehabilitate our villages." 

The life of the district officer is spent on such a teek. 

"6.  But our villages can only be rehabilitated if we make the111 sanitary, 
and thus enable the peasant to pursue his avocatione free from disease." 

33 
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No government, and no district, but will gladly avail of all the help in per- 
suading the villager to better living, a s d  in obtaining funds for village improve- 
ments which unofficials will afford them. 

'I  6. We must train up the agriculturist in the ways of useful handicrafte." 

With this object induetrial schools have been established in various rural 
centres, end schemes for assisting villages are in being everywhere. 

7. We must enquire into the commercial products of Bengal in the past. 

" 8. We must start ernall business concerns all over the country with a view 
to producing those articles for which our people have aptitude and skill." 

As a broad statement of policy them is nothing here novel or questionable. 
The language is a little more grandiose, but in  effect it is little more than 
a restatement of the policy adopted of encouraging cottage industries. 

" 9. We must stop importing foreign commercial products, except such as 
are absolutely essential. 

" 10. We must provide cheap capital for such industries as have a reasonable 
chance of being profitable, and with this end in view we must start banking 
institutions in the different districts." 

The Government of India consistently works to establish s favourable 
balance of trade, and co-operative banking has been for years past one of its pet 
children. 

This book is a book to be read. Nothing that has yet appeared will bring 
home to the reader a t  home how closely allied in temperament is the Indian 
politician of today with the Irish politician of yesterday. 

Nor can anyone who hae studied the Government of India by the Indian 
Civil Service fail to realize how ignorant the town-bred Indian politician is of 
the life, manners, institutions, and advancement of hie countrymen in the 
villages. The bitter truth is that what is sought is not prosperity, but power, 
nnd that without provision made for defence, in spite of the fact that every 
constructive movement which their leaders have heretofore initiated, whether i t  
be non-violent non-co-operation, or national education, has miserably failed. 
Swaraj to the average provincial politician is government of the people, by me, 
for myself. " Haste," says the Arab proverb, " i s  of the devil, Patience of 
Allah." And the volume under review rnakes it abundantly clear that only by 
a patient pooling of the experience of her administrators and the lteen ambitions 
of her educated classes will India find that path of contented advance on which 
fill wish to see her feet steadfastly set. C. C. a. 

THE LIFE AND TIMEB OF A L ~  IBN fsi, 'ITLIE GOOD VIZIER." Ry Harold 
Howen. Cambridge Univer~ity Press. 1928. 26s. 

This book is far  more than a mere biography of " that great one," 8 0  'Ali 
was reverentially deecribed by the drunken Huwayhid, for Mr. Howen amply 
flllfils the promise of hiw title by giving us a detailed history of the 'Abl)ileid 
court during the lifetime of the Good Vizier-a period of half e century of 
uninterrupted decline and decay, of greedy, ineficicllt, and savage minieters 
among whom 'Ali ibn stands forth the sole example of an edminietrator 
who placed the intere~ts  of the kltete before his own. The popularity which he 
carnod by his efforts on behalf of the ponsantry and the humbler citizen, of 
the capitel waa powerle~s to protect hie, from the resentment of the great and 
powerful, whose sel6eh and impatient greed would not await the restoration of 
prosperity by that rigid economy which was the only method by which it could 
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be attained. ' Often as he was called upon to deal with an apparently hopeless 
situation, in which none could discern whence the means of continuing the most 
egsential services of the State could be drawn, he was never permitted to com- 
plete his task, for they could not long endure his husbandry of the public 
resources and his intolerance of corruption. 

In  the early years of his public service the Caliphate was yet a great empire, 
but during his long life it sank gradually towards its virtual extinction-the 
capture of BaghdBd by the Buwayhids-which he just lived to see. 
N - In an introduction of no more than twenty-four pages, Mr. Bowen provides 
even the reader ignorant of Eastern story with a view of Islamic history which 
will enable him to understand and appreciate the more detailed account of the 
state of society during 'Ali's lifetime. Early differences between the Indifferents 
nnd the Zealots ; later disputes between Arabs and foreigners ; the growth of 
Persian and and other foreign influence ; the conflict between philosophic ration- 
alism and the bigotry of fundamentalists, with the establishment of a Prretorian 
.Guard of Turks end Berbers as its result ; the disaffection of the Shi'ahs, whether 
" Twelvers," " Seveners," or Zaydites ; the menace of the Carmathian heresy ; 
the gradual rise of nationalism, finding its expression in the establishment of 
local dynasties ; the position of non-Muslims in the lands of Islhm ; the compli- 
cations arising from the status of slaves ; and the details of an administration 
based on the system of the SBsLnids of Persia, are all briefly but lucidly 
discussed and explained, and introduce the reader to the condition of the Islamic 
world when " the various elements of which the 'AbbBsid civilization was com- 
posed were ready to fuse into a whole. Religion from Arabia, thought from Greece, 
manners and government from Persia, vigour from the Turks, working in 
harmony (as they did for a short time), "they made Baghdhd in the tenth 
century of our era the intellectual centre of the world " : this was " the unique 
epoch of the blossoming of Islhm." 

Mr. Bowen has given us a most instructive book, the fruit of diligent and 
n n d  echolarl~ research, the results of which are presented in e, most attractive 

form. The picture which he draws of the state of society under the later 
'Abbrisids may appear to those unacquainted with Eastern history to be too 
sombre, but it has had its counterpart in ages much later and therefore, pre 
sumably, more enlightened. The pages, as one would expect in a book emanat- 
ing from the Cambridge University Press, are marred by very few typographical 
errors, and one of these, as it occurs twice, can hardly be attributed to the 
printer-viz., Tranaoxania for Tra/nsosiana. 

The book is one of the most valuable of recent contributions to Islamic 
history. ~VOLSELEY HAW. 

The at hen ax?)^, 
September 24,  192H. 

-- - - -- 
- 

NOTES 

T H E  PROnLEM8 OF NORTHEIlN IRAQ 

DR. W. A. WIGRAM, iuiaher, i t  to bc underetood that he waa attellzptang 
to make sonzr: of the problelne and diflcultiea of the adnzinistration of Iraq  
clear to nn Engl ish  a~edience. I t  was not hi8 intention to make a n y  attack 
qqon the c o u n t ~ y ,  o r  upon the a,dminiatration of i t ,  and i f  a n y  statement 
of I L ~ R  I I Q R  given pain  to a n y  indiv idual ,  or  ie unjust to h im,  he can only 
eZj:l'reae hia regret. 
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T H E  RUSSO-GERMAN EXPEDITION TO T H E  PAMIRS 

The Russo-German expedition reached its main camp above the Tainmas 
glacier on August 22. The explorers started from there for their first high 
mountain camp. Preparations were made for further camps at a height of 5,000 
to 6,000 metres. The great exploring ascent is fixed for the beginning of Septem- 
ber. Schmidt, Krylenko, Otto, and Dorovejev are attempting to cross the passes 
from the Tanimas side. 

AFGHANISTAN 

I n  his autobiography the late -4mir Abdur Rahman wrote : " I do not believe 
in the word 'impossible ' when applied to any matter;  in fact, there is no such 
thing as impossibility." Would he have believed that a quarter of a century after 
thesewordswere printed, his yearly Jirga should have become a National Assembly, 
with 150 members, elected for a period of three years ? The franchise for the 
Assembly is very wisely restricted, and foreigners resident in or naturalized in 
Afghanistan, Afghan reaident,~ in other countrieg, and illiterate persons, together 
with the army and Government functionaries, are not allowed to vote. That 
one of the first acts of the new Parliament should be to bring in compulsory 
military service for three years throughout the country is quite in accordance 
with the spirit of the late Amir, who, when a telescope was brought to him with 
the explanation that he would be able to see the geography of the moon, said: 
" Blow the moon ! What is the use of the moon to me ? Can't you make a gun 
of i t?"  (Sir M. Durand on Abdur Rahman, C.A.S.J. ,  1906). Twenty Afghan 
officers are coming to London next month to study British methods, while about 
200 are already on the Continent and with the U.S.S.R. 

I t  is much to be hoped that the film which was recently made of the national 
rejoicings a t  Paghman rnay be shown in this country, for although under the 
guidance of its present sagacious and plucky ruler Afghanistan will. make great 
material progress, she must perhaps lose some of her picturesqueness. 

The Kabul-Tashkent air service has run successfully for a year, and it is now 
proposed to make a, new line from Kabul to Moscow, running through Tashltent 
but not through Teheran, which will bring Kabul within three and a half days' 
journey from Berlin. The service is to be organized by the Dobroliott, the 
volunteer air service of Russian Central Asia. The present line through Teheran 
takes four and a half days. 

PERSIA 

At the same time a9 she is starting her National Bnnk, Persia is ~rlaking 
numerous commercial treaties with Western European countries : Sweden, 
Denmark, Holland, and France are among them. M. Oveissi has been appointed 
Director of Commerce. 

ASSYRIANS 

The Assyrians in Rusaia, numbering aome five thousand, are preparing to 
start their colonies in Transcaucasia. They have kept their old organization 
unchanged. 
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THE SEVENTEENTH INTERNATIONAL 
CONGRESS OF ORIENTALISTS. 

THE Seventeenth International Congress of Orientalists, held at Oxford during 
the last week in August under the presidency of Lord Chalmers, was attended 
by nearly seven hundred students of Oriental literature, history, archaeology, 
philosophy, religion, philology, and art. 

The delegates from Governments, universities, academies, and learned 
societies in all parts of the British Empire, in Belgium, Denmark, Egypt, 
Ethiopia, France, Indo-China, Lebanon, Morocco, Germany, Hungary, Italy, 
Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Persia, Poland, Portugal, Sweden, Turkey, the 
United States of America, Austria, Czecho-Slovakia, Algiers, Syria, Jugo-Slavia, 
Latvia, Switzerland, Russia, and the Vatican were welcomed at an inaugural 
meeting in the Examination Schools on the evening of Monday, August 27, by 
the President, who, after extending a fraternal greeting to every Orientalist who 
had journeyed to Oxford to contribute to the world's growing knowledge of 
things Oriental and to enjoy personal converse with fellow-workers in his or her 
particular branch of Orientalism, continued his address as follows : " Our hope 
and aspiration for all visitors to this Congress, this czcumenical council of 
Orientalists, is that their visit may not only be pleasant in itself, but may also 
be fruitful for the advancement of the studies which we severally delight to 
pursue. Bountiful as has been the harvest of last century's achievements in the 
Oriental field, let us yet join in the hope-the very confident hope-that our 
present century may garner a still more bountiful harvest of scholarly knowledge 
of all that the immemorial East cRn illuminate in the rise and growth of the 
civilization and the culture of mankind." 

On the following morning the business of the Congress began. I t  is im- 
possible here to give even a bare list of the numerous papers in English, French, 
German, Italian, and Portuguese, on the various branches of Oriental learning 
and art read in the eleven sections of the Congress presided over by Professors 
8. H. Langdon, F. L1. Griffith, F. W. Thomas, W. E. Soothill, G. A. Cooke, 
I). S. Margoliouth, and Sir Michael Sadler. These papers were read in the 
morning at the Examination Schools, and in tho afternoon at the University 
Museum; and members, besides attending to what may be styled the routine 
work of the Congres~, were privileged to visit, by special invitation and under 
expert guidance, tho Lewis Evans collection in the old Afihmolenn Museum, the 
Pitt-Rivers Museum, the Ashmolean, the Clarendon Press, and the Bodleian, 
where the cream of a beautiful and valuable collection of Oriental inanuficripts 
was specially displayed for their delectation. There can have been few Orien- 
t~ l i s t s  who were not embarrassed by the abundance of the intellectuul and 
artistic pnbulum set before them, and by their inability to eillulate Sir Boyle 
Roche's bird. 

The social side of the Congress was the care of His Majesty's Government, 
who on Wednesday, August 29, entertained the delegates at  luncheon in the 
benutiful hall of Christ Church, and of hosts and hostesses who maintained the 
best traditions of Oxford hospitality. The delegates and inembers of the 
Congress were entertained at garden partics or receptions at Wadham College, 
: ~ t  the invitation of the Warden and Mrs. Stebbing; at Magdalen, by Dr. find 
Mrs. A.  E. Cowley ; at New, by Professor and Mrs. D. S. Margoliouth ; a t  Toot 
Balden, by Profe~sor and Mrs. C. G. Seligmnn ; and at 1, Bardwell Road, by 
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Mr.  and Mre. W. Buckler. Many also enjoyed the hospitality of Professor and 
Mrs. F. 1'. Thomas, and the enjoyment of all the hospitality which they 
received at Oxford was enhanced by the delightful setting in which it was 
dispensed. No more illipressive surroundings for a gathering of scholars and 
students colild be found in the world, and the effect which the stately and 
beautiful Colleges and Halls of Oxford produced on visitors from beyond the seas 
mas a source of pleasure and pride to all Britons. 

The last social function of the Congress was a banquet on Friday, August 31, 
held, like the luncheon on Wednesday, in the splendid hall of Christ Church, 
and the proceedings terminated on the following morning with a meeting of the 
Consultative Committee of the Congress, followed by the final General Meeting. 

Alljmembers of the Conference owe a debt of gratitude to tho General 
Columittee and the Organizing Committee for all that was done by them to 
make the Congress the unqualified success which it was, and for their fulfilment 
of Lord: Chnlmers's hope that the visit of the members to Oxford would be 
pleasant in1itself. Nothing that could tend to their comfort and to their enjoy- 
ment of the visit was left undone. WOLSELEY HAIG. 



LIBRARY NOTICES 

The following books have been received for review : 
" Turkestan : Down to the Mongol Invasion," by W. Barthold. Second 

edition. Translated from the original Russian and revised by the 
assistance of H. A. R. Gibb, M.A. 96" x 6 r .  xix+513 pp. (Oxford 
University Press for the Trustees of the E. J. W. Gibb Memorial. 
Published by Luzac and Co. 1928. 25s.) 

" The History and Economics of the Land System in Rengal," by I<. C. 
Chandhuri. With a foreword by Sir P. C. Ray. 8$"x5g1. 
xix + 148 pp. (Calcutta : The Book 0 o . c  1927. 5 rupees.) 

" Tigers, Gold, and Witch-Doctors," by Bassett Digby, F.R.G.S. Illus- 
trations. 83" x 63". 34 1 pp. (London : John Lane, The Bodley 
Head. 1928. 12s. 6d.) 

" An Unfrequented Highway : Through Sikkim and Tibet to Chumolaori." 
log1 x 8". 133 pp. Illustrations. (London : Scholartis Press .8 1928. 
21s.) 

"The Cult of the Peacock Angel," by R. H. W. Empson. A short 
account of the Yezidi tribes of Kurdistan, with a commentary by 
Sir R. Carnac Temple, Bart., C.B., F.B.A. 8vo. ,235 pp. Illustra- 
tions. (London : H. F. and G. Witherby. 1928. 15s.) 

" Chinese Realities," by John Foster. 7g1x 58". 240 pp. (London : 
Edinburgh House Press. 1928. 2s. 6d.) 

" L9Afghanistan," by Raymond Furon. Geographie, Histoire, Ethno- 
graphie, Voyages. 86" x 5gf. Illustrations and Maps. 132 pp. 
(Paris : Librairie Scientifique, Albert Blanchard. 1926. 3s.) 

" The Dragon Sheds his Skin," by Winifred Galbraith. 7&" x 5#". Illus- 
trations. 221 pp. (London : Jonathan Cape. 1938. 7s. 6d.) 

" The Constitutional Law of Iraq," by C. A. Hooper. 96" x 6". 277 pp. 
(Baghdad : Mackenzie and Mackenzie. 1928. 10s. 6d.) 

"Indian Agriculture," by A. and Gabrielle L. C. Howard. India of 
Today Series, vol. viii. 7" x 5". 98 pp. Illustrations. (London : 
Humphrey Milford. 1927. 3s. 6d.) 

" Within the Walls of Nanking," by Alice Tisdale Hobart. 8"x 5v. 
243 pp. (London : Jonathan Cape. 1928. 6s.) 

" Palestine : Old and New," by Albert M. Hyalnson. 73" x 6lf .  xii+ 
287 pp. Illustrations and maps. (London : Methuen and Co., Ltd. 
1928. 7s. 6d.) 

"Eastern Mediterranean Lands : Twenty Years of Life, Sport, and 
Travel," by Colon01 P. H.  H. Massy, C.B.E. 89" x 64". xii + 261 pp. 
Illustrations and maps. (London: G. Routledge and Sons, Ltd. 
1928. 1'2s. 6d ) 

" The Ghurkhas," by Major W. Brook Northey and Captain C. J .  Morris. 
With R Foreword by Genernl the IIon. C. G. Bruce. 9" x 64". xxxi + 
268 pp. Illuutrations and maps. (London : John Lane, The Bodley 
Hend. 1928. 18s.) 

" Co~nparative Studies in Vedantiem," by Sircar Mahentlranath, M A., 
1'11.1). 81" x 6;". xii + 314 pp (London : Humphrey Milford, Oxford 
University Press. 1928. 10 rupees.) 

" Falmyrena," by Alois Musil. A Topogr~phical Itinerary. American 
Geographical Society Oriental l3xploration and Studies, No, 4. 
10.#1rx7&f1. xiv+367. Illuutrations and maps. (New York. 1928.) 

" l'oenls of Poure-13avoud. With English translation by D. J .  Irani. 
lV1x 7". (The Pestonji D. Patel Memorial. Iranian Series, vol. i. 
1928.) 
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"Life and Times of C. R. Das," by Prithwis Chandra Ray. Being a 
Personal Memoir of the late Deshbandhu Chitta Ranjan and a oom- 
plete outline of the History of Bengal for the first quarter of the 
twentieth century. 8Q" x 6". xv + 313 pp. Illustrations. (London : 
Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press. 1923. 12s. 6d.) 

" Sri Krishna " : Pastoral and King Maker, by Ramakrishnananda Swami. 
7$' x 5Q". viii + 113 pp. (Sri Ramakrishna Math, Mylapore, Madras. 
1928.) 

" ~ i n d u i s k , "  by Vivekananda Swami. 71" x 5f". 114 pp. (Ramakriahna 
Math, Mylapore, Madr~s .  1928.) 

"The Land of the Five Rivers," by Hugh Kennedy Trevaskis, I.C.S. An 
economic history of the Punjab from the earliest times to the jeer of 
grace, 1890. 8p" x 5p". xx + 372 pp. (London : Humphrey Milford, 
Oxford University Press. 1928. 15s.) 

" Nepal," by Perceval Landon. 10f"x 73". Vol. I., xxiiif358 pp. ; 
Vol. IT., vii + 363. Illustrations and Maps, (Constable. 1928. 
f 3  3s.) 

Papers recently added to the Pamphlet Library : From the Geographical 
Jozwnal-" Some Valleys and Glaciers in Hunza," by Captain C. J. Morris. 

The follomi~g articles on Asiatic subjects have appeared in the 
quarterlies : 

September : 
Fortnightly Review : " Egypt without Zaghlul," by Owen Tweedy. 
The Roqind Table : " The Task of the Simon Commission" ; "China in 

1928 : A Bird's Eye View from the Scene." 
Tlw English Review : 'L Shangai : Exit the Model Settlement," by J. 0. P. 

Bland. 
The Contemporary Review : " Egypt Today," by Arthur Ponsonby, M.P. ; 

" Syria-Yeeterday and Today," by H. Charles Woods ; " Indian 
Village Uplift : A Visit to Gurgaon," by Lady Hertog. 

The Na.tionn1 Review:  "The Unequal Treaties," by G. W. Woodheed, 
C.B.E., Editor of "The Chine Year Book." 

The Ninateenth Century and After : " The Welfare of the Indian Agricul- 
turist," by Colonel Aubrey OIBrien, C.I.E., C.B.E. 

Leotures for the autumn session are as  follows : 
October 17, a t  5.30 p . ~ t . :  Mr. L. I?. Rushbrook Williame, " The Indian 

States and the New Constitution." 
October 31 : Mr. Eric Teichmen, C.M.G., etc., " The Road from Peking to 

L h ~ e a "  
Novcn~ber 7 : A~neen Rihani, " Ibn Se'ud of Arabia." 
November 28 : Mr. W. E .  D. Allen, " Georgi~." 
December 12 : Captain McCallum, " By Car through Asia ." 



CEX'l'}tLAI. ASIAN SOCIETY ACCOUNrl'S. 1927 

RECEIPTS . 
'1'0 Subecraption~ ... ... ... 

.. .Journal : Subscriptions and sales ... 

.. Telephone contributions ... .. Annual Dinner receipt8 and sundries .. Dinner Club receipts ... ... .. L u n t e m  ehidee sold . . .  . . .  . . Persia Society (leaflets r . . . . 

.. Intereet on Deposit . . .  . . .  

. . .  .. .. IVar T.oan ... 

.. Ettlance at bank. .January 1 .  1927 
... F r o ~ ~ i  Deposit ... . . 

The 
5 
N 

& s . d . EXPENDITURE . 
... ...  B y  Ofice Expenses : Rent ... ... 

... . . .  . . .  Rates ... ... ... 
... 12 4 2 Salary ... ... ... ... 
. . .  129 4 6 1 . . .  Income tax ... ... . . 

... ... . . .  . . .  34 4 O i  Telephone . . 

... ... ... 5 0 0 1  Addressograph ... 
.... ... ... 2 2 0 1  Clerical help. etc ... ... 

89 14 10 I Reference books. etc . ... ... 
I 

5 0 0 1 Cleaning and heating ... ... 
14 14 10 1 Stationery ... ... ... 

... 76 11 11 j ... Postage ... ... ... ... 
.. .  . . .  25 0 0 :  Sundries ... ... ... 

! .. ... .el. 881 13 2 i .Journal : Printing ... ... 
Postages ... ... ... 
Map plates. etc . . . .  ... ... 
Reporting ... . . .  ... 
Reviews ... ... . . ... 

Society's holdinge arc : 
. ... per cent War Loan .. 6100 

'ational Savings Certificates ... f 150 l~lorninal value) 

Nxaminecl and certified correct. 

El . (5 . EGERTON 
(L,ieut.-General).  

H . STEVENS 
(Colonel) . 

. . Lectures : Rent of halls ... ... 
... Lantern slides ... ... 
... Lantern operator ... ... 

Printing ... ... ... 
... Maps ... ... ... 

Lecture and Council expenses ... 

.. d n n ~ ~ a l  Dinner ... ... ... 
... .. Library  ... ... ... .. Dinner Club ... ... ... .. Bank charges. cheque book. etc . ... 

1. 252 4 9* .. Balance at ba'nk and petty cash. 
December 81. 1927 ... ... 79 8 4$ 

I , 
I f'l, 331 13 2 
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